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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and

Ireland takes this opportunity of informing the Members of the

Society and the Public, that in selecting, from the communications read

at the General Meetings, papers for publication in the Society's Tran-

sactions, it is guided by the importance or singularity of the subjects

treated on, or by the advantageous manner of treating them ; but that it

does not guarantee the certainty of the facts or the propriety of the

reasonings contained in the papers so published, which must still rest on

the credit or judgment of their respective authors.
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REPORT

PROCEEDINGS

ASIATIC SOCIETY
or

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,
AT ITS

FIRST GENERAL MEETING,

OH

THE I5th of march, 1823.

TuE first General Meefing of the Asiatic Society, having, in the
original Prospectus, been fixed for the 15th of March, the Com-
mittee appointed for making the necessary arrangements, took
measures to carry that intention into effect. Under the authority

of a meeting of Original Members, a Circular Letter was issued,

by which the General Meeting was convened. The letter com-
municated to the Members the business in which the meeting,
.>n this day, would be engaged, being chiefly the election of a
Council, and Oflicers, for the future administration of the affairs
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of the Society. Some other points likewise, that were to be

brought before the meeting, were noticed in the circular letter, in

order to put the Members distinctly in possession of all the topics,

that were to come under their consideration.

The Meeting, accordingly, took place, at the Thatched

House, St. James's Street.

Henry Thomas Colebrooke, Esq., was called to the Chair.

With a view to the ballot, Henry St. George ^Tucker, Esq.,

and W. H. Trant, Esq., were nominated Scrutineers.

Before the ballot commenced, the Chairman desired leave to

address the Meeting : he deUvered a discourse, in which he deve-

loped the views of the Society, and the purposes for which it was

instituted. This discourse having been received with marked

approbation, by the Meeting, it was moved that it should be

printed ; and, likewise, tliat the thanks of the Meeting should be

given to the Chairman : which propositions, being respectively

seconded, were adopted unanimously by the Meeting.

The Chairman proceeded to announce to the Meeting, that

His Majesty, King George the Fourth, had been graciously

pleased to declare himself Patron of the Asiatic Society

;

Farther, that the Most Noble the 3Iarqms IVeUesley, and

the Most Noble the Marquis of Hastings were nominated Vice-

Patrons ;

And lastly, that the President of the Board of Commissioners

for the Affairs of India, for the time being, would always be a

Vice-Patron.

The following Resolutions were next proposed by the

Chairman, and appioved by the Meeting :
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I.—That the Society be called, The Asiatic Society of Great

Britain and Ireland*

II.—That the designation of the Members of the Society be

M.A.S.\ Member of the Asiatic Society.

Ill-—That the Meeting do empower the Council, as soon as

it shall have been elected, to frame Regulations, by

which, when sanctioned by the Society, at its General

Meetings, the Society is in future to be governed.].

IV.—That the Council be authorized to take such steps, or

make such arrangements, as they may deem advisable,

to provide a suitable place for the Society's meetings.

§

V.— That the Council be authorized to take such steps as may
be requisite, to obtain a Charter of Incorporation, as

early as they may find it expedient and practicable.
||

VI.—That the next General Meeting be held on Saturday,

the 19th of April, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

The Chairman congratulated the Meeting on the promising

aspect which the Society bore, stating, that the number of

Members already entered on its list, exceeded Three Hundred.

• His Majesty having been pleased, subsequently, to grant to the Society the title of

Royal, its present denomination is, The Royal Asiatic Society rf Great Britain and Ireland. This
distinction was announced to the Society, by its President, the Right Honourable Charles W.
Williams Wynn, at the General Meeting, June 7, 1823, as appears from the Minutes.

t Tlie designation now is M.R.A.S. Member of the Royal Asiatic Society.

X The Regulations have, accordingly, been framed. They were sanctioned by the Society,

at the General Meeting, April 19, 1823. They were afterwards printed, and distributed among
the Members.

J The Council has succeeded in obtaining the lease of a convenient house, situated in

Grafton Street, Bond Street, which was taken possession of, in the name of the Society, on (he
15th of January, 1824; and the Society met there, for the first time, on the 17th of that month.

II
The Charter, by which the Society now is incorporated, is dated August 11, 1824.

b
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The Chairman having concluded, the ballot opened, and was

carried on till four o'clock, as had been previously fixed, when,

being closed, the lists were examined by the Scrutineers. It was

then declared from the Chair, that the following Twenty-five

Members had been elected to form the Council, viz.

his grace the duke of somerset,

his grace the duke ok buckingham,

TiiE Most Nobls the Marquis of LANSDOWNE,

The Right IIoNouriAHLE the Earl of ABERDEEN,

The Right Hon. Charles W. Williams WYNN,

The Right Hon. Sir Gore OUSELEY, Bart.

The Right Honourable John SULLIVAN,

Sir Gmrok Thomas STAUNTON, Bart.

Sir Edward Htde EAST, Bart.

Sir John MALCOLM, G.C.B.

Sir Alexander JOHNSTON, Knt.

Sir James MACINTOSH, Knt.

James ALEXANDER, Esq.

John barrow, Esq.

Henry Thomas COLEBROOKE, Esq.

Colonel F. H. DOYLE,

Lieutenant Colonel C. J. DOYLE,

Neil Benjamin EDMONSTONE, EtQ.

John FLEMING, Esq.

Captain Henky KATER,

Andrew MACKLEW, Esq.

William MARSDEN, Esq.

G. H. NOEHDKN, LLD.

Colonel Mark WILKS,

Charles WILKINS, Esq.

And out of this number the following were chosen Officers

of the Society, viz.

President.

TiiR Right Hon. Cuablfs Watkin Williams WYNN.

Director.

Henbv Thomab COLEBROOKE, Esq.

Vice-Presidents.

Sir George Thomas STAUNTON, Bart.

Sir John MALCOLM, G.C.B.

Sir Alexander JOHNSTON, Kni.

Colonel Mare WILKS,

Treasurer.

James ALEXANDER, Esq.

Secretary.

Gboroe Henry NOEHDEN, LL.D.

G. H. NOEHDEN,
Secretary.



CHARTER

INCORPORATION

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY
OP

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

George the Fourth, by the Grace of God of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Ireland King, Defender of the Faith : To
all to whom these Presents shall come Greeting.

Whereas our Right Trusty and Well-beloved Councillor,

Charles IVatkin IVilUums JVynn, and others of our loving

subjects, have under our Royal Patronage formed themselves

into a Society for the investigation of subjects, connected
with, and for the encouragement of Science, Literature, and
the Arts, in relation to Asia, called " Tlie Boijnl Asiatic So-

ciety of Great Britain and Ireland;" and Ave have been be-

sought to grant to them, and to those who shall hereafter become
members of the same Society, our Royal Charter of In-

corporation, for the purposes aforesaid : Now know ye tiiat

we being desirous of encouraging a design so laudable and
salutary, have of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere

b 2
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motion, willed, granted, and declared ; and we do by these

presents, for us, our heirs, and successors, will, grant, and de-

clare, that our said Right Trusty and Well-beloved Councillor,

Charles Watkin Williams Wynn, and such others of our loving

subjects, as have formed themselves into, and are now members

of the said Society, and all such other persons as shall hereafter

become members of the said Society, according to such regula-

lations or bye-laws, as shall be hereafter formed or enacted, shall,

by virtue of these presents, be the members of, and form one

body politic and corporate, by the name of *' The Moyal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland ;" by which name they shall

have perpetual succession, and a common seal, with full power

and authority to alter, vary, break, and renew the same, at their

discretion; and by the same name to sue and be sued, Implead

and be impleaded, and answer and be answered unto, in every

court of us, our heirs, and successors ; and be for ever able and

capable in the law, to purchase, receive, possess, and enjoy, to

them and their successors, any goods and chattels whatsoever :

and also be able and capable in the law (notwithstanding the

statutes of mortmain) to take, purchase, possess, hold, and enjoy,

to them and their successors, a Hall or College, and any mes-

suages, lands, tenements, or hereditaments whatsoever, the yearly

value of which, including the site of the said Hall or College,

shall not exceed in the whole the sum of one thousand pounds,

computing the same respectively at the rack rent which might

have been had or gotten for the same respectively, at the time of

the purchase or acquisition thereof; and to act in all the concerns

of the said body politic and corporate for the purposes aforesaid,

as fully and effectually to all intents, effects, constructions, and

K
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purposes whatsoever, as any other of our liege subjects, or any

other body politic and corpoi-ate, in our United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland, not being under any disability, might do in

their respective concerns. And we do hereby grant our especial

licence and authority unto all and every person and persons, bodies

politic and corporate (otherwise competent), to grant, sell, alien,

and convey in mortmain unto, and to the use of the said Society,

and their successors, any messuages, lands, tenements, or here-

ditaments, not exceeding such value as aforesaid. And our will

and pleasure is, that our first Commissioner, for the time being,

for the Affairs of India, shall be a Vice-Patron of the said body

politic and corporate. And we further will, grant, and declare,

that there shall be a general meeting of the members of the said

body politic and corporate, to be held, from time to time, as

hereinafter is mentioned ; and that there shall always be a council

to direct and manage the concerns of the said body politic and

corporate, and that the general meetings and the council shall have

the entire direction and management of the same, in the manner,

and subject to the regulations, hereinafter mentioned. But our

will and pleasure is, that at all general meetings, and meetings

of the council, the majority of the members present, and having a

right to vote thereat respectively, shall decide upon the matters

propounded at such meetings, the person presiding therein having,

in case of an equality of numbers, a second or casting vote. And
we do hereby also will, grant, and declare, that the council shall

consist of a President, and not more than twenty-four nor less

than five other members, to be elected out of the members of the

.said body politic and corporate ; and that the first members of the

council, exclusive of the President, shall be elected within six
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calendar months after the date of this our Charter, and that the

said Charles Watkin Williams Wynn shall be the first President

of the said body politic and coiporate. And we do hereby further

will, grant, and declare, that it shall be lawful for the members

of the said body politic and corporate, hereby established, to hold

general meetings once in the year, or oftener, for the purposes

hereinafter mentioned, (that is to say): That the general meetings

shall choose the President and other members of the council;

that the general meetings shall make and estabUsh such bye-laws,

as they shall deem to be useful and necessary for the regulation

of the said body politic and corporate, for the election and ad-

mission of members, for the management of the estates, goods,

and business of the said body politic and corporate, and for fixing

and determining the manner of electing the President and other

members of the council ; as also, of electing and appointing such

officers, attendants, and servants, as shall be deemed necessary,

or useful, for the said body politic and corporate ; and such bye-

laws, from time to time shall, or may, alter, vary, or revoke, and

shall or may make such new and other bye-laws, as they shall

think most useful and expedient, so that the same be not repug-

nant to these presents, or to the laws and statutes of this our

Realm ; and shall or may also enter into any resolution, and make

anyregulation respecting any of the affairs and concerns of the

said body politic and corporate, that shall be thought necessary

and proper. And we further will, grant, and declare, that the

council shall have the sole management of the income and funds

of the said body politic and corporate, and also the entire ma-

nagement and superintendence of all the other aff'airs and con-

cerns thereof ; and shall, or may, but not inconsistently with, or
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contrary to the provisions of this our Charter, or any existing

bye-law, or the laws and statutes of this our Realm, do all such

acts and deeds as shall appear to them necessary or essential to

be done, for the purpose of carrying into effect the objects and

views of the said body poUtic and corporate. And we further

will, grant, and declare, that the whole property of the said

body politic and corporate, shall be vested, and we do hereby vest

the same, solely and absolutely in the members thereof, and that

they shall have full power and authority to sell, alienate, charge,

or otherwise dispose of the same, as they shall think proper ; but

that no sale, mortgage, incumbrance, or other disposition of any

messuages, lands, tenements, or hereditaments, belonging to the

said body politic and corporate, shall be made, except with the

approbation and concurrence of a general meeting. And we
lastly declare it to be our Royal will and pleasure, that no resolu-

tion, or bye-law, shall on any account or pretence whatsoever be

made by the said body politic and corporate, in opposition to the

general scope, true intent, and meaning of this our Charter, or

the laws or statutes of our Realm ; and that if any such rule or

bye-law shall be made, the same shall be absolutely null and

void, to all intents, effects, constructions, and purposes whatso-

ever. In witness whereof we have caused these om- Letters to

be made Patent. Witness ourself at om- Palace at Westminster,

this eleventh day of August, in the fifth year of our reign.

By Writ of Privy Seal. - SCOTT.





A DISCOURSE
READ AT A MEETING

or THE

ASIATIC SOCIETY
or

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,

ON THE IS* OF MARCH, 1823,

BY

H. T. COLEBROOKE, Esq.

Called by the indulgence of this meeting to a chair, which I

could have wished to have seen more worthily filled, upon so

interesting an occasion, as the first general meeting of a Society,

instituted for the important purpose of the advancement of knou'-

ledge in relation to Asia, I shall, with your permission, detain

you a little from the special business of the day, while I draw

your more particular attention to the objects of the Institution,

for the furtherance of which we are now assembled.

To those countries of Asia, in which civilization may be justly

considered to have had its origin, or to have attained its earliest

growth, the rest of the civilized world owes a large debt of grati-

tude, which it cannot but be solicitous to repay : and England, as

most advanced in refinement, is, for that very cause, the most

c
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beholden; and, by acquisition of dominion in the East, is bound
by a yet closer tie. As Englishmen, we participate in the earnest

wish, that this duty may be fulfilled, and that obligation requited

;

and we share in the anxious desire of contributing to such a happy''

result, by promoting an interchange of benefits, and returning in

an improved state that which was received in a ruder form.

But improvement, to be efficient, must be adapted to the actual

condition of things : and hence a necessity for exact information of

all that is there known, which belongs to science ; and all that is

there practised, which appertains to arts.

Be it then our part to investigate the sciences of Asia ; and

in(iuire into the arts of the East ; with the hope of facilitating

ameliorations, of which they may be found susceptible.

In progress of such researches, it is not perhaps too much to

expect, that something may yet be gleaned for the advancement

of knowledge, and improvement of arts, at home. In many recent

instances, inventive faculties have been tasked to devise anew,

what might have been as readily copied from an Oriental tyjie

;

or unacknowledged imitation has reproduced in Europe, with an

air of novelty, what had been for ages familiar in the East. Nor

is that source to be considered as already exhausted. In beauty

of fabric, in simplicity of process, there possibly yet remains

something to be learnt from China, from Japan, from India

;

which the refinement of Europe need not disdain.

The characteristic of the arts in Asia is simplicity. With rude

implements, and by coarse means, arduous tasks have been

achieved, and the most finished results have been obtained; which,

for a long period, were scarcely equalled, and have, but recently,

been surpassed, by polished artifice and refined skill in Europe.

Were it a question of mere curiosity, it might yet be worth the

inquiry, what were the rude means by which such things have

been accomplished .'' The question, however, is not a mei'ely idle

one. It may be investigated with confidence, that an useful an-

swer will be derived. If it do not point to the way of perfecting
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European skill, it assuredly will to that of augmenting Asiatic

attainments.

The course of inquiry into the arts, as into the sciences, of Asia,

cannot fail of leading to much which is curious, and instructive.

The inquiry extends over regions, the most anciently and the

most numerously peopled on the globe. The range of research is

as wide, as those regions are vast ; and as various, as the people

who inhabit them are diversified. It embraces their ancient and

modern history ; their civil polity ; their long-enduring institutions

;

their manners, and their customs ; their languages, and their

literature ; their sciences, speculative and practical : in short, the

progress of knowledge among them; the pitch which it has

attained ; and last, but most important, the means of its ex-

tension.

In speaking of the history of Asiatic nations (and it is in Asia,

that recorded and authentic history of mankind commences), I

do not refer merely to the succession of political struggles,

national conflicts, and warlike achievements ; but rather to less

conspicuous, yet more important, occurrences, Avhich directly

concern the structure of society ; the civil institutions of nations ;

their internal, more than their external, relations : and the yet less

prominent, but more momentous, events, which affect society

universally, and advance it in the scale of civilized life.

It is the history of the human mind, which is most diligently

to be investigated : the discoveries of the wise ; the inventions of

the ingenious ; and the contrivances of the skilful.

Nothing, which has much engaged the thoughts of man, is

foreign to our inquiry, within the locar limits, which we have

prescribed to it. We do not exclude from our research the political

transactions of Asiatic states, nor the lucubrations of Asiatic

philosophers. The first are necessarily connected, in no small

degree, with the history of the progress of society ; the latter

have great influence on the literary, the speculative, and the

practical, avocations of men.

c 2
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Nor is the ascertainment of any fact to be considered destitute of

use. The aberrations of the human mind are a part of its history.

It is neither uninteresting, nor useless, to ascertain what it is that

ingenious men have done, and contemplative minds have thought,

in former times ; even where they have erred : especially, where

their error has been graced by elegance, or redeemed by tasteful

fancy.

Mythology then, however futile, must, for those reasons, be

noticed. It influences the manners, it pei-vades the literature, of

nations which have admitted it.

Philosophy of ancient times must be studied ; though it be the

edifice of large inference, raised on the scanty ground of assumed

premises. Such as it is, most assiduously has it been cultivated

by Oriental nations, from the further India to Asiatic Greece. The

more it is investigated, the more intimate will the relation be found

between the philosophy of Greece, and that of India. Whichever

is the type, or the copy, whichever has borrowed, or has lent,

certain it is, that the one will serve to elucidate the other. The

philosophy of Didia may be employed for a commentary on that of

Greece ; and conversely Grecian philosophy will help to explain

Indian. That of Arabia too, avowedly copied from the Grecian

model, has preserved much which else might have been lost. A
part has been restored through the medium of translation ; and

more may yet be retrieved from Arabic stores.

Tlie ancient language of India, the polished Sanscrit, not

unallicd to Greek and various other languages of Europe, may yet

contribute something to their elucidation ; and still more to the not

unimportant subject of general grammar.

Though attic taste be wanting in the literary performances of

Asia, they are not, on that sole ground, to be utterly neglected.

Much that is interesting, may yet be elicited from Arabic and

Sanscrit lore, from Arabian and Indian antiquities.

Connected as those highly polished and refined languages are

with other tongues, they deserve to be studied for the sake of the
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particular dialects and idioms, to which they bear relation ; for

their own sake, that is, for the literature which appertains to them
;

and for the analysis of language in general, which has been
unsuccessfully attempted on too narrow ground, but may be pro-

secuted, with eifect, upon wider induction.

The same is to be said of Chinese literature and language. This

field of research, which is now open to us, may be cultivated with

confident reliance on a successful result ; making us better ac-

quainted with a singular people, whose manners, institutions,

opinions, arts and productions, differ most widely from those of

the West ; and through them, perhaps, with other tribes of Tar-

taric race, still more singular, and still less known.

Wide as is the geographical extent of the region, to which
primarily our attention is directed, and from which our association

has taken its designation, the range of our research is not confined

to those geographical limits. Western Asia has, in all times,

maintained intimate relation with contiguous, and not unfrequently,

with distant, countries : and that connexion will justify, and often

render necessary, excursive disquisition beyond its bounds. We
may lay claim to many Grecian topics, as bearing relation to

Asiatic Greece ; to numerous topics of yet higher interest, con-

nected with Syria, with Chaldsea, with Palestine. Arabian litera-

ture will conduct us still further. Wherever it has followed the

footsteps of Moslem conquest, inquiry will pursue its trace.

Attending the Arabs in Egypt, the Moors in Africa; accompanying

these into Spain, and cultivated there with assiduity, it must be
investigated without exclusion of countries, into which it made
its way.

Neither are our researches limited to the old continent, nor to

the history and pursuits of antient times. Modern enterprise has

added to the known world a second Asiatic continent; which
British colonies have annexed to the British domain. The situation

of Austral Asia connects it with the Indian Archipelago. Its oc-

cupation by English colonies brings it in relation with British India.
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Of that new countiy, where every thing is strange, much is yet

to be learnt. Its singular physical geography, its peculiar produc-

tions, the phsenomena of its climate, present numerous subjects

of inquiry : and various diflBculties are to be overcome, in the so-

lution of the problem of adapting the arts of Europe to the novel

situation of that distant territory. The Asiatic SociETi' of Great

Britain will contribute its aid towards the accomplishment of those

important objects.

Eemote as are the regions to which our attention is turned,

no country enjoys greater advantages than Great Britain, for

conducting inquiries respecting them. Possessing a great Asiatic

empire, its influence extends far beyond its direct and local au-

thority. Both within its territorial limits and without them, the

public functionaries have occasion for acquiring varied informa-

tion, and correct knowledge of the people, and of the country.

Political transactions, operations of war, relations of commerce,

the pursuits of business, the enterprise of curiosity, the desire of

scientific acquirements, carry British subjects to the most distant

and the most secluded spots. Their duties, their professions, lead

them abroad : and they avail themselves of opportunity, thus af-

forded, for acquisition of accurate acquaintance with matters,

presented to their notice. One requisite is there wanting, as

long since remarked by the venerable founder of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, it is leisure : but that is enjoyed, on their re-

turn to their native country. Here may be arranged the trea-

sured knowledge, which they bring with them ; the written or the

remembered information, which they have gathered. Here are

preserved in public and private repositories, manuscript books,

collected in the East ; exempt from the prompt decay, which

' would there have overtaken them. Here, too, are preserved, in

the archives of families, the manuscript observations of individuals,

whose diffidence has prevented them from giving to the public the

fruits of their labours, in a detached form.
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An Association, established in Great Britain, with views ana-

logous to those, for which the parent Society of Bengal was

instituted, and which happily are adopted by Societies, which

have arisen at other British stations in Asia, at Bombay, at Ma-
dras, at Bencoolen, will furnish inducement to those, who, during

their sojourn abroad, have contributed their efforts for the pro-

motion of knowledge, to continue their exertions after their re-

turn. It will serve to assemble scattered materials, which are

now liable to be lost to the pubUc, for want of a vehicle of publi-

cation. It will lead to a more diligent examination of the treasures

of Oriental literature, preserved in pubHc and private Ubraries.

In cordial co-operation with the existing Societies in India, it will

assist their labours, and will be assisted by them. It will tend

to an object, first in importance : the increase of knowledge in

Asia, by diffusion of European science. And whence can this be
so effectually done, as from Great Britain ?

For such purposes we are associated ; and to such ends our

efforts are directed. To further these objects, we are now assem-

bled : and the measures, which will be proposed to you. Gentle-

men, are designed for the commencement of a coiu-se, which, I

confidently trust, may, in its progress, be eminently successful,

and largely contribute to the augmented enjoyments of the in-

numerable people, subject to British sway abroad ; and (with

humility and deference be it spoken, yet not without aspiration

after public usefulness,) "conspicuously tend to British prosperity,

as connected with Asia.
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The Empire of China furnishes a subject of investigation, highly deserving

the attention of the antiquarian and the philosopher ; and one which, in pro-

portion as it has been little attempted, affords the ampler field for research.

It may in some measure be considered as a reproach to this country, that,

notwithstanding our having a much greater interest in the subject, we should

have permitted the learned of France and of Germany to anticipate us on

many points of inquiry : although the labours of the last twenty years, and

more especially of the last ten, have gone far towards giving us the first

place in the ranks of Chinese literature ; and much more may be expected

from the future.

I shall endeavour, in this paper, to take a cursory view of such facts

connected with the earlier history of the Chinese, as may be depended upon,

in order to obtain a correct idea of the antiquity of their empire, and their

advancement in knowledge, points on which the most vague and unfounded

notions have been prevalent ; and the view may not be without its utility,

in shewing what parts of the subject stand in need of further investigation.

Great as is the antiquity of the Chinese, it has still been extravagantly over-

rated. The best-informed and most reflecting among themselves reject, as

unprofitable fables, the earliest traditions of their history :
* and indeed the

* Sec, in Morrison's Chronology, p. 57, a quotation from Choo-foo-lsze, in which he says :
" It

is impossible to give entire credit to the traditions of tlicse remote ages."

Vol. I. 13
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prodigies that are recorded, as well as the fanciful names that are given to

their first emperors, carry with them the most unquestionable marks of

fabrication. National vanity and a love of the marvellous have influenced

in a similar manner the early history of most other countries, and furnished

materials for nursery tales, as soon as the spirit of sober investigation has

supplanted that appetite for wonders, which marks the infancy of nations,

as well as of individuals. The person called Fo-hi, and some of his imme-

diate successors, appear to have been of the number of those gifted men,

who rescued the human race from primeval barbarism, and whom their

gratitude has invested with superhuman attributes. All institutions and

inventions, of whose real origin no history remains,* have been referred to

them as to a common source ; but the grave appellation of Emperor is

only applied by the ignorant and the unthinking, to savages who first taught

their cotemporaries to make fishing nets, to till the ground, and live together

in a state of society.t

In order to prove how little dependence can be placed on the accounts

which the Chinese give of their own antiquity and inventions, I need only

produce the following quotation from the abstract of history given by

Du Halde. " Chuen-hiu regulated the calendar, and desired to begin the

year the first day of the month in which the sun should be nearest the

15th degree of Aquarius, for which he is called the author and father of the

Ephemeris. He chose the time when the sun passes through the middle of

the sign, because in this season tlie earth is adorned xcith plants, trees renexv

their verdure, and all nature seems re-animated. This of course means the

spring season. Now Chuen-hih is said to have lived more than two thousand

years before Christ, and according to the usual mode of calculating the

precession of the equinoxes, the sun must have passed through the 15th of

Aquarius, in his time, somewhere about tiie middle ofDecember.

This strange blunder might very well have been expected from a Chinese

historian, but that Du Halde should have quoted it, without any comment,

* " All they relate concerning the progress of the arts and sciences, is an incongruous mass of

fictions. Every thing with them is produced as if by enchantment : and events succeed each

other with inconceivable rapidity ; but the greatest absurdity consists in attributing all inventions

of that nature to princes, who we know have few opportunities of making discoveries."

—

De Pauw,

Prdiminartj Discourse on the Egyptians and Chinese.

+ " At this time," says a Chinese author, speaking of Fo-hi, " men differed but little from

brutes; they knew their mother, but not theirJhther."—See Du Halde.
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is certainly extraordinary. I am inclined to think that the present rule for

commencing the Chinese year, near the middle of Aquarius, has a reference

to the position of the Winter Solstitial Colure at a remote period, though it

would not be so far back as the reputed age of Chuen-Mo, but short of it by

about six hundred years. From the circumstance of the Winter Solstice

being at present observed as a festival, there is a possibiUty that it was at

first the period of their year's commencement ; though I mention this

merely as a conjecture.

The only direct and positive testimony that we seem to possess, out of

China, relating to the first origin of the Chinese nation, exists in the

Institutes of Menu : and I cannot help thinking that the observations of

Sir W. Jones on the passage in question are deserving of great attention.

It is there written, that " many families of the militai-y class, having

gradually abandoned the ordinances of the Veda, and the company of

Biahmens, lived in a state of degradation, as the Chinas and some other

nations." The great antiquity of the laws of Menu is in favour of the

authenticity of the above testimony ; for at the period at which Sir W. Jones

supposes them to have been written (above one thousand years B.C.), there

can be no doubt whatever but the Chinese nation was yet in its infancy,

and that it could lay no claim to the character of an extensive, united, and

powerful empire, until many centuries after tliat date : as I shall attempt to

shew. I content myself with noticing in tliis place the statement of one of

their own histories,* that twelve hundred years before Christ, "the Chinese

nation was small and feeble, the eastern foreigners (that is, the aborigines,

perhaps Tartars, between them and the east coast) numerous and strong,"

and that the former " gradually obtained a residence in the middle of the

country," namely, in Honan. It is universally admitted among themselves,

that the seat of government was at first in Shen-si, the north-west part of

the present empire, where the colonists, mentioned by the Indian Lawgiver,

are supposed to have settled, and that they subsequently carried on wars

against a state called Yen, in Pe-che-li, and another named Tsi, in Shan-tung,

until they succeeded in fixing themselves in Honan.

The opinion, hazarded by M. de Guignes, that the Chinese were a colony

from Egypt, seems hardly capable of being supported by sufficient proof.

Such a distant and extensive emigration could not have taken place without

* See Morrison's Chinese Chronology, p. 52.

h '2
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the knowledge and notice of the nations inhabiting the vast countries

that intervene ; besides which, there exists no resemblance between the

mysterious hieroglyphics of Egypt and the Chinese characters, which might,

as Sir W. Jones observes, " have been contrived by the first Chinas, or

outcast Hindus, who either never knew, or had forgotten, the alphabetic

character of their wiser ancestors." Though M. de Pauw and other learned

men have been of opinion that the Chinese were originally a tribe of

Tartars, or Scythians, I cannot help thinking that there are some reason-

able grounds for concluding that they were a colony from India, and that

they owe their present distinctive character to their subsequent mixture

with the aborigines of the country, and with the Tartars.

The Empire of China cannot be dated earlier than the dynasty called

Tsin, about two hundred years before Christ ; and the term Wang, or

Prince, instead of Hoang-ti, or Emperor, is applied by their own historians

to all the monarchs of the race of Chote, which immediately preceded it.

From this race of Choxc (B.C. 1100 to 240) we may date the Authentic

History of the Chinese, which commences with the Chun-tsew of Confucius,

the annals of his own times, in which he relates the wars of the different

petty states against each other.* The northern half of modern China, from

the great river Keangf to the confines of Tartary, appears then to have

been divided by a number of petty independent states, which contended

against each other with various success, and as one obtained a temporary

ascendancy over tlie rest, it assumed the pretensions of a doubtful sove-

reignty, which was acknowledged or denied, in proportion as adversity or

success might influence the dispositions of its neighbours. The province

of Pe-cht-U was occupied by a nation or state called Yen, Shan-timg was

lield by the Kings of Loo and Tsi, Keang-nan by the sovereign of JVoo

;

while a large portion of the modern half of the empire to the south of

the Keang, together with the province of Sze-chuen, was occupied by Bar-

barians, who are seldom mentioned in the histories of that period, except

as provoking, by their incursions, the chastisement of the more civilized

states in the north.

* It would perhaps be going too far to condemn all that precedes the time of Chow, as absolutely

fabulous ; but it is so mixed up with fable, as not to deserve the name of history. They have no

records older than the compilations of Confucius.

f Yang-tsze-keang, or xar'Eloxnv, Keang, " The River."
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The period of Chow, from about the middle of which the era of authentic

history may be dated, was distinguished by the birth of Confucius, and of

Laou-keun, the founders of two of the sects of China ; while Fo, or Buddha,

the author of the third, was also born in India about the commencement of

the same period, although his worship was not introduced into the empire

until long after, in the first century of the Christian era. The memory and

the doctrines of Confucius have met with almost uninterrupted veneration

down to the present time ; while the absurd superstitions of the other two

have been alternately embraced and despised by the different sovereigns of

the country. Under the present Tartar government, they can merely be

said to be tolerated. In the instructions of the Emperor Yung-ching to the

people, the tenets of Fo and of Laou-keun are stigmatized among the

" impure doctrines" against which the nation is warned to guard itself with

especial caution.

Leaving the rehgion of his countrymen as he found it, Confucius embodied

in sententious maxims the first principles of morals and of government, and

the purity and excellence of some of his precepts (whatever may have been

said to the contrary by persons ignorant of tlie language) will bear a com-

parison with even those of the gospel. He, and he only, of the men who
have at different times aspired to teach the Chinese, was truly deserving of

the title of Philosopher ; and he alone, during the revolutions of ages, has

met with uniform veneration. Guided by the light of reason, he applied

the energies of a powerful intellect to the Studi/ of man, and grounded his

doctrines on the fixed and immutable principles of human nature. His

works are at this day the Sacred Books of the Chinese, and when compared

with the evanescent relics of Fo and of Laou-keun, confirm the superiority

of truth over the fictions of artful, and the ravings of fanatical teachers.

Thus it is that " opinionum delet dies, naturae judicia confirmat."

After the death of Confucius, who appears to have been respected by the

sovereigns of nearly all the independent states of China, a series of sangui-

nary contests arose among them, which gave to this period of history the

name of Chen-kwo, or the " contending nations," and proved at length the

ruin of the race oi" Chow. Tiie king of 2'sin, who had long been growing

very powerful at the expense of the neighbouring states, fought against six

other nations, and after a course of successes, compelled them all to acknow-

ledge his supremacy (B.C. 200). The chief government began now to

assume the aspect of an Empire, which comprehended the greater portion
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of the northern half of modern China ; but which, after the lapse of not

much more than four centuries, was doomed again to be divided into three

or four parts.

Chi-hoang-ti, the First Emperor, as his name seems to import, had

hardly established his authority, when the Tartars, or barbarians of the

north, began to make incursions over the extensive frontiers. The Emperor

succeeded in driving them back into their desarts, and then employed the

united resources of his dominions in the erection of the vast Wall, which

has existed during a space of two thousand years, and remains to this day a

stupendous, though nearly useless, monument of the ambitious disposition

of this prince.* As if determined, however, to Jiave a counterpoise to the

reputation which this great work entitled him to, or influenced by a spirit

not unlike that by which Erostratus was inspired, when he burned the

Ephesian temple, the same Emperor issued a general order that all the

books of the learned should be cast into the flames. Though a great many,

of course, escaped tiiis sweeping sentence, his memory is execrated by the

literati of China.

It is stated in the history of that period, that Japan was colonized from

China during the same dynasty ; and there appears to myself some grounds

for giving credit to the record. The union of the different states under his

single authority, and the magnificent turn of mind that prompted C/ii-

hoang-ti to carry into execution such a work as tlie Great Wall, were most

likely to urge him to schemes of colonization, whicli are sometimes very

analogous to tliose of conquest ; and the extension of his new dominions to

the shores of the Eastern Sea was still farther calculated to suggest such

ideas. I am well aware that the Japanese have been asserted by some to

have peopled their islands as early as the 13th century before Christ, and

that those people are said to disdain the very idea of being descended from

the Chinese. If, however, we remark the striking similarity that exists

between the persons, the manners, tiie dispositions, and the policy of the

two nations, we cannot but recognize them to be of onefamiltj ; and the fact

of the Japanese making use of the Chinese written language, and reve-

* The substance of the Great Wall, which extends along a space of 1,500 miles, from the

shore of the Yellow Sea to Western Tartary, has been estimated by Mr. Barrow to exceed in

quantity that of all the houses in Great Britain, and to be capable of surrounding the whole earth

with a wall several feet high.
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Fencing the books of Confucius, may fairly be considered as evidence that

they carried them from China, at, or some time previous to, the period in

question.* The earliest traditions of every country must be listened to

with distrust, unless corroborated by circumstantial proof; and the most

fastidious native of Japan need not be offended witli the chronology that

gives to his country an antiquity of more than two thousand years.

During the succeeding dynasties of Han (B.C. 200—A.D. 220), the first

of which is called Si, or western, from holding its metropolis in Shen-si,

while the latter bears the opposite name of Tung, or eastern, from its court

having been removed to Honan, the empire suffered several revolutions.

The ambition of the rulers of the different states, as well as of the ministers

of the Emperor, gave rise to various wars ; and, in the last days of Han, so

little was left of an empire, that the sovereigns of that period are called

Choo, or Lord, instead of Hoang-ti. The Tartars, too, by their fugitive and

predatory mode of warfare, were the cause of much trouble, and forced the

Chinese to propitiate them with alliances and tribute. This impolitic

system, which commenced so early, was in subsequent ages carried to a still

greater height, and terminated, many centuries afterwards, in the overthrow

of the empire, by the Mongol Tartars.!

The dynasty of Han, however, is a very celebrated period in Chinese

history, and learning especially is said to be under great obligations to it.

At the present day, the term for a Chinese, in contradistinction to a Tartar

is Han-jin, " a Man of Han." Paper and ink, instead of the awkward and

cumbrous method of pricking characters on the bark of trees with a stile,

are stated to liave been invented during this dynasty, shortly previous to the

Christian era :% and it is probable that the rapid progress of Buddhism, or the

religion of Fu, which was soon after introduced from India, was in some mea-

sure owing to those inventions. The leading tenets of this sect were taught

in the Chinese language, while the mere sounds of the characters were used,

• Allowing tliat this might have happened before the burning of the books, B.C. 200, it must

necessarily have been rijter the time of Confucius, B.C. 300.

f During the learned and polite, but unwariike dynasty of Sung (A.D. 950—1281), who were

crushed by the Mongols, enormous supplies of money and silk were repeatedly demanded and

obtained by the Barbarians. This unwise submission had the natural effect of increasing their

insolence, and hastening the ruin of the empire.

J The art of printing is not recorded to have arisen until about A.D. 925, a little before the

time of Suns.
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as a system of syllabic spelling, to express the principal epithets or attributes

of the Indian god, as well as the more mysterious, or unintelligible portions

of his sacred books. These are now chaunted by the priests, or bonzes,

without being understood, even by themselves ; and may perhaps serve to

excite the greater veneration for the object of their worship, on the principle

of" omne ignotum pro magnifico." The appellation o-mee-to, which, during

my travels with Lord Amherst in the interior, I once saw inscribed around

every division of a seven-storied pagoda, is supposed by Sir W. Jones to

express amita, " immeasurable," the Sanscrit epithet of Buddha : and it is

probable that a person acquainted with both the languages would recognize

abundance of Sanscrit words in the books of the Chinese bonzes.*

The San-kwu, or three nations into which the empire was divided, towards

the close of Han A.D. 200, were Wei in the north. Woo, whose capital

was at Nan-king, and Shb in tlie modern Sze-chuen. The period of the

three nations is a very favourite subject of the historical plays of the Chi-

nese, as well as of a well written and much prized historical romance, which

bears the same name, and of which Sir George Staunton possesses a curious

Latin translation.! The dress of that period, as represented on the stage,

and in pictures, forms a singular contrast witli the modern garb which has

been forced upon the Chinese by their Tartar conquerors. Listead of the

long queue or tail, proceeding from a single tuft at the back of the head, and

wiiich forms the usual handle for seizing offenders, the ancient Chinese are

depicted with fine heads of hair, folded beneath their caps, and with dresses of

a fashion differing altogether from the national costume of the present day.

Few circumstances could more strongly prove the complete subjection of

the Chinese by the Manchew Tartars, than this one of the total change in

their national dress. Modes of government and political institutions may

be altered, in despotic countries, without the notice or even knowledge of

* The literary world is under great obligations to Professor Bopp of Germany, for proving

beyond a doubt that the Sanscrit and the Greek are little more than dialects of the same

language. The similarity of a few scattered words might have been regarded as accidental

coincidence ; but it requires considerable hardihood of disbelief to set aside the resemblance

that runs through the whole conjugations of verbs, &c. cSrc. Even in the above-mentioned word

amita, it is impossible not to allow a great resemblance to to afitifiov, the (a) in both cases having

the negative force.

t The translation has since been presented by Sir George to the Royal Asiatic Society, and

is now in their Library.
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a large mass of the community : but a change in the national costume, in

consequence of a peremptory command, affects every individual equally,

from the highest to the lowest, and is, perhaps, of all others, the most open

and degrading mark of conquest. It can never be submitted to, except by

a people who are thoroughly subdued ; nor ever imposed, except by a

government that feels itself well able to enforce a measure, which is perhaps

resorted to for no other purpose than to try, or to break, the spirit of the

vanquished. The second conquest of China, in the seventeenth century,

by the Eastern, or Manchew Tartars, who had not entire possession of the

southern provinces until the reign of Kang-hi, was not so violent, or so

bloody, as its first conquest by the Western or Mongols, under Coblai Khan,

in the thirteenth ; but it was not less complete, and has already continued

much longer.

After the time of Han, and at the commencement of the period called

Woo-tae, or the Five short Dynasties, A.D. 416-620, China is recorded to

have been divided into two Empires, the Northern and Southern. The

Emperor of the North, however, having promoted a person, named Yang-

keen, to the situation of his first minister, and formed an alliance between

his own daughter and the minister's son, soon after made Yang-keen sove-

reign of the state Suy. During the following reign, this ambitious person

took the title of Emperor, and having crossed the Keang, dethroned the

sovereign of the south, and united the two empires into one, A.D. 585.

The seat of government was soon after removed from Shen-si to Honan, as

to a more centrical situation.

During the Dynasty Tang,* which immediately succeeded, and which

lasted from A.D. 620-900, a circumstance highly deserving of attention is

the extraordinary power which the Eunuchs of the palace seem to have

assumed. For a considerable time, their influence and authority were such,

as to enable them to make and unmake emperors at pleasure, like the

A.D. A.D.

• After Tang, we have the five latter dynasties 900 .... 950

Sung 950 .... 1281

Yuen, or Mongols 1281 .... 1365

Ming, or Chinese restored 1365 .... 1644

Ta-tsing, the present Manchows 1644p down to the

present time.

Vol. I. C
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Pretorian guards at Rome. As they could not, like the latter, have

possessed any real or substantial power, we must necessarily refer so

curious a circumstance to the operations of intrigue. The uncontrolled

access which their neutralized condition gave them to all parts of the

palace, and to the company of both sexes, was greatly calculated to facilitate

their projects : and projects of mischief and disorder were likely enough

to be formed by persons in their miserable condition, who looked with

an eye of envy and hatred on all the rest of the human race. The
awe of state was not long felt by those who were the immediate atten-

dants, and perhaps the companions of the sovereign, in his private haunts

:

and that barrrier being once passed, the approaches of insolence and

usurpation advanced with less interruption. At the close of the dynasty,

however, their power was finally crushed in a general massacre : and though

eunuchs are at this day emj)loyed at Pekin in great numbers, tiie more

modern history of Cliina has not recorded their interference in the revo-

lutions of the Empire.*

In the above brief view of the principal facts connected with the earlier

history of China, I have contented myself with noticing such points, as

seemed best calculated to convey a general notion of the real antiquity of

the Empire, or were most deserving of attention in themselves ; and I am of

opinion, that a careful examination of its authentic annals, undertaken with

a proper degree of scepticism towards tlie misrepresentations of national

vanity, will establish the following facts : that tiie antiquity of China as an

Empire, has been greatly exaggerated, and that it cannot be dated earlier

than tlie reign of Chi-hoang-ti, about B. C. 200 ; that it was then confined

* It was about the end of the same dynasty of Tang, or very soon after, that the strange

custom of cramping the feet of the liigher classes of women is recorded to Iiave commenced.

As it has always appeared to myself impossible to refer the origin of such shocking mutilation to

any notions of physical beauty, however arbitrary, 1 am inclined to ascribe it to a principle which

unquestionably dictates the long nails of the literati and higher classes of Chinese men. The

idea conveyed by these is exemptionfrom Icihonr, and as the small feet make perfect cripples of

the ladies, it is fair to conclude that the idea of gentility which they convey, arises from a similar

association. That appearance of helplessness, which the mutilation induces, is much admired by

the Chinese, notwithstanding its usual concomitant of extreme unhealthiness ; and in their

poetry, I have frequently observed the tottering gait of the poor women compared to " the

" waving of a willow in the breeze." A Mandarin once told me, with great gravity, that the

compression of the ladies' feet in early youth was highly desirable,

—

quod carnem ex pedibus in

crura misit, etpinguiora ea ob hanc causamfecit.
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almost entirely to that half of modern China, which Ues between the great

river Kean-, and the confines of Tartary ; that it was subsequently split

into several independent nations, which, after various contests and revolu-

tions were formed into tv>o Empires, the Northern and Southern, and became

finally united under one head, about A. D. 585 ; that China has been the

theatre of as bloody and continued wars as have ravaged most of the other

countries of the globe ; that it has twice, and at no very distant periods of

time been completely conquered by foreign barbarians; and that its last

conquerors exercise over it, at this day, an imperious, and by no means

impartial sway, but one in which the precedence and the trust are, m most

cases, conferred on the Tartar.

Among other points of inquiry relating to the Chinese, their attamments

in the various branches of human knowledge have naturally been the objects

of much curiosity in Europe. With respect to those arts of life which

administer to the wants and enjoyments of mankind, they must be allowed

to have made a very eariy and considerable proficiency, and are even at this

day, in many respects, the most skilful and best workmen in the worid. Of

science, however, they are, and appear always to have been, entirely desti-

tute. It is a curious circumstance that they and the Hindus, (whether they

had, or had not, any connexion in remote antiquity,) should have existed so

long in the immediate vicinity of each other, and at the same time possessed

so little in common. With the exception of the sect of Fo, or Buddha, an

Indian heresy, which found refuge in the Empire from the persecutions of a

bigotted priesthood, the Chinese appear to me to have received nothing

from their western neighbours. The ancient skill of the Hindus, in astrono-

mical and algebraic science, has been cleariy and ably demonstrated: but

no proofs have yet occurred that they imparted any portion of that skill to

the Chinese. I feel persuaded that, until the introduction of astronomy into

the Empire by the Arabians, in the first instance, and subsequently by

the European Missionaries, the whole science of the Chinese consisted

in a careful observation and scrupulous notation of the eclipses, and

other heavenly phenomena. Their ignorance led them to attach the most

hnportant political influences to the different aspects and conjunctions of

the celestial orbs, and hence arose the exactness with which they marked

and chronicled them.

Confucius has recorded six and thirty eclipses of the sun, the greater

number of which have been verified by the calculations of European astro-

C 2
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iiomers : but the recording an eclipse may prove the authenticity of histo-

rical annals, while, at the same time, it proves nothing as to the existence of

astronomical science. Some persons have been led to suspect that the

Chinese must at one time have possessed the astronomy of the Hindus, by

their having twenty-eight h nar mansions, and a cycle of sixty years : but a

careful observation of the essential differences that exist on either side, must

remove all shadow of identity. The Hindu cycle is a cycle of Jupiter,

while that of the Chinese is a solar cycle ; and the twenty-eight constella-

tions of the Hindus are nearly all of them equal divisions of the circle,

consisting of about 13° each, while the Chinese constellations are extremely

unequal, varying from 30" to less than 1°.

That the Chinese possessed no real science of their own, and that tliey

obtained none from the Hindus, is, I think, proved by the readiness with

which they adopted that of Europeans. On this one subject that singular

nation has deviated from its established prejudices and maxims against

introducing what is foreign : and that a people so self-sufficient and vain,

should at once, in open violation of their general practice, have adopted the

science of foreigners, and raised its professors to high dignities, is perhaps

the strongest proof in the world tiiat they possessed none of their own. It

appears that they have in former times adopted the very errors of our astro-

nomy, most probably from the Arabians. 1 discovered in an old Chinese

book the most exact delineation of the Ptolemaic system, with its crystalline

orbs, primum mobile, &c. &c. and the Earth occupying a conspicuous place in

the centre of all. Indeed it is impossible not to smile at tiie idea ofattributing

ar^y science to a people, whose learned books arc filled with such trumpery

as the diagrams of Fa-hi, and a hundred other puerilities of the same kind.

In a consideration of this vast and extraordinary Empire, there is no

point of inquiry more curious, or more interesting, than the amount of its

population ; and though it deserves to be ascertained with some degree

of accuracy, it has perhaps been the subject of as many vague guesses

and conjectures as any other. The enormous amount of 333 millions,

stated to Lord Macartney, was supported by ro better authority than

the mere assertions of Mandarins, at all times ready enough to make the most

of their country in the eyes of foreigners, and generally possessed of very

little correct information on such points, even if they were willing to give it.

The document to which Dr. Morrison refers for the sum of 1 43 millions,

would be deserving of great attention, did it not destroy its own credit by
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the tremendous absurdity of its statements. According to this statistical

work (the Ye-tung-chy), the total population about A. D. iG-t*, was twenty-

seven millions and a half, and in 1790 it was increased to 143 millions.

" Ob, monstrous ! eleven buckram men grown out of two!" The popula-

tion of an old country like China more than quintupled in 146 years! This

is quite incredible, and throws great discredit either on the Ye-iung-chy,

or on the accuracy of the Chinese in taking their census. Twenty-seven

millions and a half seem much too little for China in the year 1644, and

there must either be some mistake in the dates, or the later census was the

correct one, and the earlier altogether erroneous. Grosier states, on the

authority of the Ye-tung-chy, (though he makes the date of it X'J^S,') that

the population of China proper was somewhat more than 142 millions, and

by a calculation of his own, to include those whom he assumes to have been

left out in the census, increases the number to 157 millions. To this

account he subjoins the copy of an estimate of the population, called Chung-

niin-soo,* which, he says, was made in the 27th year of Kien-Lung, or I761,

and received in France from the missionaries in 1779. This, which states

the population at 198 millions, is not to be depended on, as the Chinese

generally profess to be ignorant of the existence of such a document. It is

likely to be spurious, or at least imqfficial, and certainly does not deserve as

much credit as even the Ye-timg chy, which is a national work. Thus it

would appear, that the only thing certain is our total ignorance of the real

population of China
;

*

" And all our knowledge is, we nothing know."

Some persons have been disposed to draw sweeping inferences from the

numbers that were observed by the two British embassies of 1794 and 1816 :

but surely these were not the proper data for such calculations. The pro-

vinces and districts, through which both missions passed, are confessedly

the richest of the whole Empire ; and beyond comparison excel, both in

fertility and population, those to the westward. The grand canal, and the

Yang-tsze- Keang, render them the great commercial route between the

northern and southern provinces ; as well as the channel of almost all poli-

tical communication. A British embassy was calculated to draw, and did

actually draw together, the whole population of the cities and neighbour-

• " An account of the whole people."
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hoods through which they passed ; and the officers of government observed

frequently to us, during the progress of Lord Amherst's embassy, that the

"je-naoii," " the crowd and bustle," exceeded any thing they had before

witnessed. What sound inferences then can be drawn from the observations

of either mission, respecting the real population of China? A statistical

work like the Ye-tung-chy, whose professed object was to treat of the

resources of the Empire, was very unlikely (however incorrect it might be),

to underrate the amount of population. We may, therefore, assume with

tolerable certainty, that about 150 millions is the fuU extent of the Chinese

population ; that is, less than one half of the 333 millions stated to Lord

Macartney.

Whatever the actual population of the Empire may be, it probably is as

thickly peopled in some of its provinces, as any of the richest countries of

Europe : but there is every reason to believe that this is not uniform, and that,

by the application of additional stimuli to its resources, the whole country

might be rendered vastly more wealthy and populous than at present. These

stimuli have been stated generally, by political economists, to consist in the

distribution and demand arising iirst, from the division of the lands of a

country ; secondly, from foreign and internal commerce ; thirdly, from the

maintenance of unproductive consumers.* With respect to the first of these,

it may safely be affirmed that the subdivision of land in China could not be

carried much further with advantage A great landed proprietor is a cha-

racter unknown in the country, and all the institutions of the Empire, as well

as the habits of the people, are generally inimical to a great accumulation of

any kind of property by an individual.t As to its commerce, although the

internal trade of China has long since arrived at a very high pitch, and may

from the beginning be regarded as the chief cause of the wealth and popu-

lousness of the Empire, lis foreign commerce must be considered as very

trifling indeed, in comparison with the productive powers of the whole

country. If the habits of the people, and the policy of the government.

* Malthus. Political Economy, ch. 7, sect. 7, page 427.

•j- Extraordinary wealth never fails, in a country where justice is administered as it is in China,

to attract the grasp of rapacity; " feriuntque summos Jiilmina monies." A certain affectation of

patriarchal simplicity smA purity, on the part of the Mandarins, operates as a sumptuarj' law, and

gives a corresponding tone to the habits of the people, as far as relates to external equipage and

show. Superfluous wealth finds itself a vent in the shades of domestic privacy, in contributing to

the gratification of every species of sensuality.
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should ever change so far as to admit of an unrestrained intercourse with

the rest of the world, it is really impossible to conceive to what an extent the

wealth and power of that country might increase, favoured as it is in point

of fertihty, climate, and facility of internal intercourse, as well as in the

industrious character of its inhabitants. As far as regards the third point,

although the number of unproductive consumers might be greatly extended

by the increased number and efficiency of its military establishments, by the

formation of a naval force proportioned to the extent of its coasts, and by
an increase in the use of various other kinds of unproductive labour, this

consideration is quite trifling in comparison with the results of an extended

foreign trade.

With a view to guard against a very common danger, that of^ false

itferences, I must apologize for the super-addition of a few observations,

which may appear somewhat out of place in this paper. Such a trade, as the

above mentioned, can never take place without a complete change in the

habits of the people, and the maxims of the government. Let no inference

be drawn from tiie foregoing remarks, in favour of an opeii trade between

this country and China. Until the other party change their restrictive

policy, it is not expedient for us to change ours. I am firmly of opinion,

and this opinion is founded on some degree of local experience, some know-
ledge of the language, and considerable intercourse with the natives, that if,

at the expiration of the Charter, the present system be altered, it will be an
experiment attended with the greatest hazard. There is no maxim more
generally true, than that monopoly is not so good as unfettered intercourse

;

but tliere is, at the same time, no greater source of error, than the applica-

tion of general principles, without a due regard to the peculiarities of

individual cases : and if the government shall ever be induced by popular

clamour,—by the " civium ardor j»rarrtjubentium,"— to throw the trade with

China open, there is every reason for predicting, that it will be a sacrifice

of the true interests of the 'whole to the outcries of apart, though that may
be the most numerous part of the community. We shall soon find that we
buy zi'orse tea, and pay dearer for it ; not to mention the difference that it

will make, in the collection of nearly four millions of revenue, and. the

facilities that will be afforded to smuggling, with the temptation to evade

a duty of one hundred per cent. : and for the reasons of all this, I need only

refer to the evidence before Parliament in 1813, as well as to Sir George
Staunton's notices of China, published in 18i22. The systematic, and un-
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ceasingly operating spirit of encroachment, imposition, and extortion, on

the part of the Chinese, requires the constant pressure of a counteracting

check, the firm and concentrated, though mild and judicious, opposition

of all the resources in one power. These resources consist in a long expe-

rience and thorough knowledge of the people, an intimate acquaintance

with their language, and an adequate (though not overweening) confidence

in, as well as a temperate use of, the influence arising to the Company, as a

body, from the value and importance of the trade. The present system,

namely, the establishment of a resident Factory, acting with knowledge,

judgment, and unanimity, and possessing the most thorough controul over

a numerous fleet of ships, whose commodore, captains, and officers depend

for character and employment on the discipline which they preserve in the

river among 2500 seamen, as well as on the obedience which they them-

selves pay to the orders of the Committee, can alone ensure the continuance

of a trade, whose existence depends on the entire suppression of disorder on

the one hand, as much as its value does on the successful opposition to

extortion on the other. This excellently organized system may with truth

be affirmed, (like most others,) gradually to have arisen out of the necessity

for it. Any person at all acquainted with the early history of our inter-

course with China, when every separate ship of the Company transacted its

own business, and when that intercourse in many points resembled lehat a

free trade "would make it, must have been struck by the endless and intole-

rable grievances to which we were subjected by the Chinese, and which

frequently reduced us to the brink of giving up the commerce altogether.

(See Asiatic Journal for 1822.) It is quite idle to insist that the Americans

are a proof of the success with which an open trade can be carried on.

It is too evident that they participate in a very large portion of the advan-

tages which our own system affords ; that they absolutely trade under our

wing; and that while we are constantly and successfully opposing, with

the united weight of our influence and address, the infliction of destructive

impositions on the Br-itish trade, the beneficial effects extend to foreign

trade in general.

But to return from this digression. In a comparative estimate of the

advancement and civilization of different countries, at the present day, it

would not perhaps be a very difficult matter to assign to China her proper

place, were the comparison confined to the nations o^ Asia. There she may
be allowed to stand pre-eminent. Some persons, however, (and those well
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acquainted with the country,) have been bold enough to assert, that she

can challenge competition with the most refined states of Europe. But in

what instances ? Has natural science, or have even the arts, made the same

progress there as here ? Have the principles of moral or of political phi-

losophy been as thoroughly investigated, or as clearly estabhshed ? Is the

state of one-half of the people, namely the female sex, so elevated or so

happy as in Europe ? Is the person or the property of the Chinese so

secure, as the persons and properties of the subjects of most European

states ? Or, lastly, are the daily and domestic habits of the people so

generally free from sensual and degrading vices? Until these questions

can be answered in the affirmative, it is impossible to give to that coun-

try the lofty station which her advocates require. At the same time, it

must be allowed, that she appears to have attained, at a very early period,

to a considerable point of refinement in many respects, and that, with

die exception of occasional and tremendous revolutions, she has been,

for at least two thousand years, a wealthy, flourishing, and tolerably

civilized portion of the globe. I am disposed to attribute this in a

great measure to her particular geographical situation ;
* to the peculiarly

favourable climate, or rather climates ; the moderate average fertility of soil,

and the great facility of internal intercourse, with which she has been gifted

by nature. An attentive survey of most of the tropical regions of the

globe, where the great heat of the climate, and the almost morbid fertility

of the earth, tend to produce food in the greatest abundance,t will seem

to justify the conclusion, that extreme fertiUty, or power of production,

lias been rather unfavourable to the progress of the human race ; or at

least, that tlie industry and advancement of nations has appeared in some

measure to depend on a certain proportion between their 7iecessities and

their natural resources. Man is by nature an indolent animal, and without

the stimulant of necessity, will in the first instance be inclined to get on,

as well as he can, with the provision that nature has made for him. In the

* Between the 40tli and 23il degrees of North latitude, that is, in the finest part of the tem-

perate Zone.

t I was led to make the above observations during a voyage among the islands of the Eastern

Archipelago, and I have since been gratified in finding them confirmed by the great authority of

Mr. Malthas, in his late work upon Political Economy, in which he draws some important con-

clusions from the remarks of M. de Hnmboldt upon New Spain, cli.vii., sect, iv., p. 381.

Vol. I. D
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warm and fertile regions of the Tropics, or rather of the Equinoctial, where

lodging and clothing, the two most necessary things after food, are ren-

dered almost superfluous by the climate, and where food itself is produced

with very little exertion, we find how small an advancement has in most

cases been made ; while, on the other hand, the whole of Europe, and by

far the greater part of China, is situated beyond the northern Tropic. If,

again, we go farther north, to those Arctic Regions where men are still in a

very miserable state, we shall find that there they have really no materials to

work upon. Nature is such a niggard in the returns which she makes to

labour, that industry is discouraged and frozen, as it wer^ in the outset.

In other words, the proportion is destroyed. The equinoctial regions are

too spontaneously fertile, and the arctic too unkindly barren : and in-

dustry, wealth, and civilization seem on this account to have been prin-

cipally confined to the temperate zone, where there is at once necessity to

excite labour, and production, to recompense it. I am well aware that there

are other important circumstances, besides geographical situation, which

influence the progress of nations : all I mean to say is, that the last cause

does not seem generally to have met with the attention it deserves. It will

be obvious too, that the foregoing observations apply solely to those coun-

tries whose inhabitants may be considered as indigenous, in the common

acceptation of the word, and not to such as have been peopled by extensive

emigrations from old states, wiience all their industry and knowledge

—

" tanta memoria pra-teritorum futurorumque prudentia, tot artes, tanta-

scientiffi, tot inventa"—have been transferred.
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II. On the Philosophy of the Hindus. Part I. By Hexry Thomas

CoLEBROOKE, Esq., Director R.A.S., F.R.S., S^c.

Read June 21, 1823.

Introduction.

The Hindus, as is well known, possess various ancient systems of philo-

sophy, which they consider to be orthodox, as consistent with the theology

and metaphysics of the Vedas ; and have likewise preserved divers systems

deemed heretical, as incompatible with the doctrines of their holy books.

The two Mmdnsds (for there are two schools of metaphysics under this

title) are emphatically orthodox. The prior one (purva) which has Jaimini

for its founder, teaches the art of reasoning, with the express view of aiding

the interpretation of the Vedas. The latter {TJ'ttard) commonly called

Veddnta, and attributed to Vyasa, deduces from the text of the Indian

scriptures, a refined psychology, which goes to a denial of a material

world.

The Nydya, of which Gotama is the acknowledged author, furnishes a

philosophical arrangement, with strict rules of reasoning, not unaptly com-

pared to the dialectics of the Aristotelian school. Another course of

philosophy connected with it bears the denomination of Vaiseshica. Its

reputed author is Canade ; who, like Democritus, maintained the doctrine

of atoms.

A different philosophical system, partly heterodox, and partly conforma-

ble to the established Hindu creed, is the Sdnc'hya : of which also, as of

the preceding, there are two schools ; one usually known by that name
;

the other commonly termed Yoga. A succinct exposition of the Sdnc'hya

doctrines is the design of the present essay : they are selected for that pur-

pose, on account of the strong affinity which they manifestly bear to the

metaphysical opinions of the sects of J/na and Biidd'ha.

Though not strictly orthodox, both Sdnc'hyas and the Vaiseshica, as

well as the Nydya, are respected and studied by very rigid adherents of the

Vedas, who are taught, however, to reject so much as disagrees, and trea-

sure up what is consonant to their scriptui'es. " In Canade's doctrine, in

" the Sdnc'hya, and in the Yoga, that part, which is inconsistent with the

D 2
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" Vedas, is to be rejected by those who strictly adhere to revelation. In

" Jaimini's doctrine, and in Vyasa's, there is nothing whatsoever at variance

" with scripture."*

Heretical treatises of philosophy are very numerous : among which that

of Charvaca, which exhibits the doctrine of the Jaina sect, is most con-

spicuous : and next to it, the Pdsiipdta.

To them and to the orthodox systems before mentioned, it is not intended

here to advert, further than as they are noticed by writers on the Sdnc'hya,

citing opinions of other schools of philosophy, in course of commenting on

the text which they are engaged in expounding. It is not my present pur-

pose to exhibit a contrasted view of the tenets of different philosophical

schools ; but to present to this Society a summary of the doctrine of a

single sect : which will serve, however, to elucidate that of several more.

Of other philosophical sects, the received doctrines in detail may be best

reserved for separate notice, in distinct essays to be hereafter submitted to

the Society. I must be clearly understood, however, not to pledge myself

definitively for that task.

I proceed without further preface to the immediate subject of the present

essay

:

A system of philosophy, in which precision of reckoning is obsei^ved in

the enumeration of its principles, is denominated Sdnc'hya ; a term which

has been understood to signify numeral agreeably to the usual acceptation

of sanc'hyd, number : and hence its analogy to tlie Pythagorean philosophy

has been presumed. But the name may betaken to imply, that its doctrine

is founded in the exercise of judgment: for tlie word, from which it is

derived, signifies reasoning or deliberation ;t and that interpretation of its

import is countenanced by a passage of the Bhdrala, where it is said of

this sect of philosophers :
" They exercise judgment (sanc'hyd), and discuss

'• nature and [other] twenty-four principles, and therefore are called

« Sdnc'hya."t

The commentator, wlio has furnished tills quotation, expounds sanc'hyd,

as here importing ' the discovery of spiil by means of right discrimination.'

t

The reputed founder of this sect of metaphysical philosopiiy was Capila
;

an ancient sage, concerning whose origin and adventures the mythological

* Quotation in VijnyAna—Bhicshu's— Capila —hlu'ishi/a.

t Am. Cosh. 1. 1, 4, U. X Cap. Dhckh.
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fables, which occupy the place of history with the Hindus, are recounted

variously. In Gaudapada's commentary on the Seine'hya-Cdricd, he is

asserted to have been a son of Brahma ; being one of seven great Rishis

or saints, named in Purdnas or theogonies, as the offspring of that deity.

His two most distinguished disciples, Asuri and Panchasic'ha, are there

exalted to the same rank and divine origin with himself. Another com-

mentator maintains, that Capila was an incarnation of Vishnu. It had

been affirmed by a writer on the Veddnta, upon the authority of a passage

quoted by him, wherein Capila, the founder of the Sdnc'hya sect, is.

identified with Agni, fire, that he was an incarnation, not of Vishnu, but

of Agni. The commentator is not content with the fiery origin conceded

to the author. He denies the existence of more than one Capila ; and

insists, that the founder of this sect was an incarnation of Vishnu, born as

the son of Devad6ti.*

In fact, the word capila, besides its ordinary signification of tawny

colour, bears likewise that of fire : and, upon this ambiguity of sense,

many legends in the Indian theogonies, concerning the saint of the name,

have been grounded : a sample of which will be found quoted by Coi.

Wilford, in the Asiatic Researches.

f

A passage, which is cited in the commentaries of Gaudapada and

Vachespati on the Cdricd, assigns to Capila intuitive knowledge, and

innate virtue, with transcendent power and other perfections born with him

at the earliest creation : and this is taken by those scholiasts as relating to

the founder of the Sdnc'hya sect. But another commentator of the Cdi-icd,

Rajiacrishna, who belongs to the theistical branch of this sect, affirms that

the passage in question concerns Iswara, or God, acknowledged by that

school.

A text, quoted in Vyasa's commentary on Patanjali's Y6ga-sdstra,'l and

referred by the annotator Vachespati, as well as a modern scholiast of the

Yuga-sdstra, Nagoji, to Panchasic'ha the disciple of Asuri, describes

Capila as an incarnation of the Deity : " The holy and first wise one,

" entering a mind by himself framed, and becoming the mighty sage

'• (Capila), compassionately revealed this science to Asuri."§

Vijnydna In Cap. bhdsh. f Vol. III. p. 355. f Patanj. Sdnc'h. prav. 1, 25.

§ Panch. sutra, quoted in Vi/dsn's hhashya.
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It may be questioned whether Capila be not altogether a mythological

personage, to whom the true author of the doctrine, whoever he was,

thought fit to ascribe it.

A collection of siitras, or succinct aphorisms, in six lectures, attributed

to Capila himself, is extant under the title of Sdnc'hya-pravachana. As an

ancient work (whoever may have been really its author), it must doubtless

iiave been expounded by early scholiasts. But the only commentary, which

can at present be referred to by name, is the Capila-bhdshya ; or, as the

author himself cites it in his other works, Sdnc'hya-bhdshya. The title at full

length, in the epigraph of the book, is Capila-sdnc^hya-pravachana-idstra-

hhdshya. It is by Vijnyana-bhicshu, a mendicant ascetic (as his designation

imports) who composed a separate treatise on the attainment of beatitude in

this life, eniiiXeA. Sane'hya-sdra ; and wrote many other works
;
particularly

the Yoga-vdrtica, consisting of scholia on Patanjali's Yoga-sdstra and the

Brahme-mhndnsd-bhdshya, which is a commentary on a treatise of Veddnli

philosophy.

It appears from the preface of the Capila-bhdshya, that a more compendious

tract, in the same form of siltras or aphorisms, bears the title of Tatwa-

sanidsa, and is ascribed to the same author, Capila. The scholiast

intimates, that both are of equal authority, and in no respect discordant

:

one being a summary of the greater work ; or else this an amplification of

tlie conciser one. The latter was probably the case ; lor there is much

repetition in the Sdnc'hya-pravachana.

It is avowedly not the earliest treatise on this branch of philosophy : since

it contains references to former authorities for particulars, which are but

briefly hinted in the siitras ;* and it quotes some by name, and among them

Panchasic'ha, + the disciple of the reputed author's pupil : an anachronism

which appears decisive.

The title of Sdtic'hya-pravachana seems a borrowed one ; at least it is

common to several compositions. It appertains to Patanjali's Yuga-sdstivi.

If the authority of the scholiast of Capila may be trusted, the Tatwa-

samasa is the proper text of the Sdnc'hya ; and its doctrine is more fully,

but separately set forth, by the two ampler treatises, entitled Sdnc'hya-

pravachana, which contain a fidler exposition of what had been there

succinctly delivered : Patanjali's work supplying the deficiency of Capila's,

* Cap. 3, 39. t Cap. 6.
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and declaring the existence of God, which for argument's sake, and not

absolutely and unreservedly, he had denied.

Of the six lectures or chapters, into which the sutras are distributed, the

three first comprise an exposition of the whole Sanc'hya doctrine. The

fourth contains illustrative comparisons, with reference to fables and tales.

The fifth is controversial, confuting opinions of other sects : which is the

case also with part of the first. The sixth and last treats of the most

important parts of the doctrine, enlarging upon topics before touched.

The Cdricd, which wQl be forthwith mentioned as the text book or

standard authority of the Sdnc'hj/a, has an allusion to the contents of the

fourth and fifth chapters
;
professing to be a complete treatise, of the science,

exclusive of illustrative tales and controversial disquisitions.* The author

must have had before him the same collection of siitras, or one similarly

arranged. His scholiast expressly refers to the numbers of the chapters.!

Whether the Tatwa-samdsa of Capila be extant, or whether the sutras

of Panchasic'ha be so, is not certain. The latter are frequently cited,

and by modern authors on the Sdnc^hya : whence a presumption, that they

may be yet forthcoming.

The best text of the Sdnc'hya is a short treatise in verse, which is

denominated Cdricd, as memorial verses of other sciences likewise are. The
acknowledged author is Iswaua-Crishna, described in the concluding lines

or epigraph of the work itself, as having received the doctrine, through a

succession of intermediate instructors from Panchasic'ha, by whom it was

first promulgated ; and who was himself instructed by Asuri, the disciple

of Capila.J

This brief tract, containing seventy-two stanzas in dryd metre, has been

expounded in numerous commentaries.

One of these is the work of Gaudapada the celebrated scholiast of the

Upanishads of the Vedas, and preceptor of Sancara Acharya, author

likewise of numerous treatises on divers branches of theological philosophy.

It is entitled Sdnc'hya-bhd^hija.

Another, denominated Sdnc'hya-diandricd, is by Narayana Tirt'ha,

who seems from his designation to have been an ascetic. He was author

likewise of a gloss on the Yoga-sdslra, as appears from his own references

to it.

* Cur. 72. \Nur.T. t Cu>. 70 and 71.
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A third commentary, under the title of Sdnc'hya-tafwa-caumudi, or more

simply Tatwa-caumudi (for so it is cited by later commentators) is by

Vachespati misra, a native of Tirhut, author of similar works on various

other philosophical systems. It appears from the multiplicity of its copies,

which are unusually frequent, to be the most approved gloss on the text.

One more commentary, bearing the analogous but simpler title of Sane'hya-

cavniudi, is by RAma-crishna BhattachArya, a learned, and not ancient

writer of Bengal, who has for the most part followed preceding commen-

tators, borrowing frequently from NarAyana Tirt'ha, though taking the

title of his commentary from VAchespati's.

The scholiasts of the Cciricd have, in more than one place, noticed the

text of the sutras ; thus formally admitting the authority of the aphorisms.

The excellence of the memorial verses (CdricoL), with the gloss of Gauda-

pAda, and that of VAchespati misra, has been the occasion of both

collections of apliorisms (Talwa samdsa and Sane'liya-pravachana) falling

into comparative neglect. They are superseded for a text book of the

sect by Iswara crishna's clearer and more compendious work. Both siitras

and cdricd may be considered to be genuine and authoritative expositions of

the doctrine ; and the more especially, as they do not, upon any material

point, appear to disagree.

The several works before-mentioned, are the principal works in which

tlie Sdnc'hya philosophy may be now studied. Others, which are cited by

scholiasts, may possibly be yet forthcoming. But they are at least scarce,

and no sufficient account of them can be given upon the strength of a few

scattered quotations. Among them, however, may be named the Rc'ija-

rdrlicn to which reference is made, as to a work held in much estimation,

and which appears to comprise annotations on the sutras ; and the Sangraha,

which is cited for parallel passages explanatory of the text, being an abridged

exposition of the same doctrines, in the form of a select compilation.

Concerning the presumable antiquity of either Capila's aphorisms, or

Iswara-crishna's memorial couplets, I shall here only remark, that notices

of them, with quotations from both, do occur in philosophical treatises of

other schools ; whereby their authenticity is so far established.

Besides the Sdnc'hya of Capila and his followers, another system, bearing

the same denomination, but more usually termed the Yoga-sdstra, or Yoga-

si'itra, as before remarked, is ascribed to a mythological being, Patanjali,

the supposed author of the great grammatical commentary emphatically
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named the Mahdbhdshya, and likewise of a celebrated medical treatise

termed Characa, and other distinguished performances.

The collection of Yoga-sutras, bearing the common title of Sanc'hya

pravachana, is distributed into four chapters or quarters (pdda): the first on

contemplation (samdd'hi) ; the second on the means of its attainment ; the

third on the exercise of transcendent power (yibhuti) ; the fourth on abstrac-

tion or spiritual insulation (caiwali/a).

An ancient commentary on this fanatical work is forthcoming, entitled

Pdtdnjala-bhdshya. It is attributed to VMavydsa, the compiler of the

Indian scriptures, and founder of the Veddnti school of philosophy.

Vachespati misra has furnished scholia on both text and gloss. This

schoHast has been already noticed as an eminent interpreter of the Cdricd .-

and the same remark is here applicable, that the multiplicity of copies indi-

cates the estimation in which his gloss is held above other scholia.

Another commentary is by Vijnyana-bhicshu before mentioned. He

refers to it in his other works under the name of Yoga-vdrtica. It probably

is extant : for quotations from it occur in modern compilations.

A third commentary denominated Rdja-mdrtanda is ascribed in its preface

and epigraph to Rana-hanga-malla, surnamed Bhoja-raja or Bhoja-pati,

sovereign of Dhdrd, and therefore called Dhdreswara. It was probably

composed at his court, under his auspices ; and his name has been affixed to

it in compliment to him, as is no uncommon practice. It is a succinct and

lucid exposition of the text.

An ampler commentary by a modern Mahdrdshtriya Brahman, named

Nagoji-bhatta Upad'hyaya, bears the title of Patanjali-sutra-vrttti. It is

very copious and very clear.

The tenets of the two schools of the Sdnc'hya are on many, not to say on

most, points, that are treated in both, the same ; differing however upon

one, which is the most important of all : the proof of existence of supreme

God.

The one school (Patanjali's) recognising God is therefore denominated

theistical (seiwara sdnc'hya). The other, (Capila's) is atheistical, (nir'iswara-

sdnc'hya) as the sects of Jina and i??<f/«///a in eifect are : acknowledging no

creator of the universe, nor supreme ruUng providence. The gods of Capila

are beings superior to man ; but, like him, subject to change and transmi-

gration.

Vol. I. E
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A third school, denominated Paurdnica sdnc'hya, considers nature as an

illusion : conforming upon most other points to the doctrine of Patanjali,

and upon many, to that of Capila. In several of the Purdnas, as the

Matsya, Cdrma and Vishnu, in particular, the cosmogony, wliich is an essen-

tial part of an Indian theogony, is delivered consonantly to this system.

That, which is found at the beginning of Menu's institutes of law, is not

irreconcileable to it.*

Doctrine of the Sdnc'hya.

The professed design of all the schools of the Sdnc'hya, theistical, atheis-

tical, and mythological, as of other Indian systems of philosophy, is to teach

the means by which eternal beatitude may be attained after death, if not

before it.

In a passage of the Vedas, it is said, " Soul is to be known, it is to be

discriminated from nature : thus it does not come again ; it does not come

again."! Consonantly to this, and to numberless other passages of a like

import, the whole scope of the Veddnta is to teach a doctrine, by the know

ledge of which, an exemption from metempsychosis shall be attainable ; and

to inculcate that as the grand object to be sought, by means indicated.

Even in the aphorisms of the NydyaX the same is proposed as the reward

of a thorough acquaintance with that philosophical arrangement.

In like manner tlie Grecian philosophers, and Pythagoras and Plato in

particular, taught tliat " the end of philosophy is to free the mind from

incumbrances which hinder its progress towards perfection, and to raise it

to the contemplation of immutable truth," and " to disengage it from all

animal passions, that it may rise above sensible objects to the contemplation

of the world of intelligence."§

In all systems of the Sdnc'hya the same purpose is propounded. " Future

pain/' says Patanjali, " is to be prevented. A clear knowledge of discri-

minate truth is the way of its prevention."!!

It is true knowledge, as Capila and his followers insist,If that alone can

secure entire and permanent deliverance from evil : whereas temporal

means, whether for exciting pleasure, or for relieving mental and bodily

* Menu, 1. 14—19. f Gaud, on Car. t Got. sutr.

§ Enfield's Hist, of Phil. 1. 382 and 233. ]| Pat. 2. 16 and 26. f Cap. 1. 1. Car. 1.
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sufferance, are insufficient to that end ; and the spiritual resources of practi-

cal religion are imperfect ; since sacrifice, the most efficacious of obser-

vances, is attended with the slaughter of animals, and consequently is not

innocent and pure ; and the heavenly meed of pious acts is transitory.*

In support of these positions, passages are cited from the Vedas declaring

in express terms the attainment of celestial bliss by celebration of sacrifices

:

" Whoever performs an aswa med'ha (or immolation of a horse) conquers all

worlds ; overcomes death ; expiates sin ; atones for sacrilege." In another

place, Indra and the rest of the subordinate deities, are introduced exult-

ing on their acquisition of bliss. " We have drunk the juice of ascle-

pias, t and are become immortal ; we have attained effulgence ; we have

learned divine truths. How can a foe harm us ? How can age affect the

immortality of a deathless being ?"1i Yet it appears in divers parts of the

Indian scriptures, that, according to Hindu theology, even those deities,

though termed immortal, have but a definite duration of life, perishing with

the whole world, at its periodical dissolution. " Many thousands of Indras

and of other Gods have passed away, in successive periods, overcome by

time : for time is hard to overcome."§

Complete and perpetual exemption from every sort of ill is the beatitude

which is proposed for attainment by acquisition of perfect knowledge.

*' Absolute prevention of all three sorts of pain," as an aphorism of the

Sdm'hya intimates, " is the highest purpose of soul."|| Those three sorts

are evil proceeding from self, from external beings, or from divine causes :

the first is either bodily, as disease of various kinds ; or mental, as cupidity,

anger, and other passions : the two remaining sorts arise from external

sources ; one excited by some mundane being ; the other, by the agency of

a being of a superior order, or produced by a fortuitous cause.

True and perfect knowledge, by which dehverance from evil of every kind

is attainable, consists in rightly discriminating the principles, perceptible and

imperceptible, of the material world, from the sensitive and cognitive princi-

ple which is the immaterial soul. Thus the Cdricd premises, that " the

inquiry concerns means of precluding the three sorts of pain : for pain is

embarrassment. Nor is the inquiry superfluous, because obvious means of

alleviation exist : for absolute and final relief is not thereby accomplished.

* Car. 1.
-f

Soma; the moon-plant. Asclepias acida.

X Gaud, on Car. 2. § Ibid.
||

San. prav. I. I.

E i:
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The revealed mode is, like the temporal one, ineffectual : for it is impure
;

and it is defective in some respects, as well as excessive in others. A method,

different from both, is preferable, consisting in a discriminative knowledge

of perceptible principles, and of the imperceptible one ; and of the thinking

soul."*

The revealed mode, to which allusion is here made, is not theological doc-

trine, with the knowledge of first principles, insuring exemption from trans-

migration ; but performance of religious ceremonies enjoined in the practical

Vedas ; and especially the immolation of victims, for which a heavenly

reward, a place among the Gods, is promised.

It is not pure, observes the scholiast, for it is attended with the slaughter

of animals, which, if not sinful in such cases, is, to say the least, not harm-

less. The merit of it, therefore, is of a mixed nature. A particular precept

expresses " slay the consecrated victim :" but a general maxim ordains

" hurt no sentient being." It is defective, since even the Gods, Indra and

the rest, perish at the appointed period. It is in other respects excessive,

since the felicity of one is a source of unhappiness to another.

Visible and temporal means, to which Hkewise reference is made in the

text, are medicine and other remedies for bodily ailment ; diversion alle-

viating mental ills ; a guard against external injury j charms for defence

from accidents. Such expedients do not utterly preclude sufferance. But

true knowledge, say Indian philosophers, does so ; and they undertake to

teach the means of its attainment.

By three kinds of evidence, exclusive of intuition, which belongs to beings

of a superior order, demonstration is arrived at, and certainty is attained, by

mankind : namely, perception, inference, and affirmation.t All authorities

among the Sdnc'hj/as (Patanjali and Capila, as well as their respective

followers) concur in asserting these. Other sources of knowledge, admitted

in different systems of philosophy, are reducible to these three. Compari-

son, or analogy, which the logicians of Gotama's school add to that enume-

ration, and tradition and other arguments, which Jaimini maintains (viz.

capacity, aspect, and privation of four sorts, antecedent, reciprocal, absolute,

and total,) are all comprehended therein. Other philosophers, who recog-

nise fewer sources of knowledge, as ChArvaca, who acknowledges percep-

* Car. Land 2, with Scholia. t Car. 4. Pat. 1. 7. Cap. 1.
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tion only, and the Fats'eshicas, who disallow tradition, are rejected as insuffi-

cient authorities.*

Inference is of three sorts, equally admitted by the schools of the S'dnc'hi/a

and Gotama's Nydya ; and in all distinguished by the same denominations.

The consideration of them more properly belongs to the dialectic philosophy,

than to this ; and may therefore be postponed. It will be here sufficient to

state the simplest explanation furnished by scholiasts of the Carted and

Sutras, without going into the differences which occur in their expositions.

One sort, then, is the inference of an effect from a cause : the second is

that of a cause from an effect ; the third is deduced from a relation otnei

than that of cause and effect. Examples of them are, 1st, rain anticipated

from a cloud seen gathering. 2d. Fire concluded on a hill, whence smoke
ascends. 3d. A flower's appropriate colour presumed where its peculiar

scent is noticed ; or motion of the moon's orb, deduced from observation of

it in different aspects ; or saltness of the sea, concluded from that of a sam-

ple of sea water ; or bloom surmised on mangoe-trees in general, when an

individual mangoe tree is found in blossom.

In regard to the third kind of evidence, tradition or right affirmation,!

explained as intending true revelation,t commentators understand it to mean
the Vedas or sacred writ, including the recollections of those gifted mortals,

who remember passages of their former lives, and call to mind events which

occurred to them in other worlds ; and excluding, on the other hand, pre-

tended revelations of impostors and barbarians.

In a dialogue cited from the Vedas, one of the interlocutors, the holy

Jaigishavya, asserts his presence, and consequent recollection of occur-

rences, through ten renovations of the universe ("MahasargaJ.

In a more extended sense, this third kind of evidence is the affirmation of

any truth ; and comprises every mode of oral information or verbal commu-
nication, whence knowledge of a truth may be drawn.

From these three sources, by the right exercise of judgment and due

application of reasoning, true knowledge is derived ; consisting in a discri-

minative acquaintance with principles : which, in the Su?i'chya system, are

reckoned to be not less than twenty-five ; vis;.

* Com. on Car. 5. f Pat. 1.7. t Car. 4, and 5.
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1. Nature, Pracriti or Mula-pracnti, the root or plastic origin of all

:

termed Prad'hdna the chief one : the universal, material cause ; identified

by the cosmogony of the Purdnas (in several of which the Sdnc'hya philoso-

phy is followed) with Mdj/d or illusion ; and, by mythologists, with Brdhmi

the power or energy of Brahmd. It is eternal matter, undiscrete ; undistin-

guishable, as destitute of parts ; inferrible, from its effects : being produc-

tive, but no production.

2. Intelligence, called Budd'hi and Mahal or the great one : the first

production of nature, increate, prolific ; being itself productive of other

principles. It is identified by the mythological Sdnc'hya with the Hindu

triad of Gods. A very remarkable passage of the Matsya-purdna cited in the

Sdnc'hya-sdra, after declaring that the great principle is produced " from

modified nature," proceeds to afiirm, " that the great one becomes distinctly

known, as three Gods, through the influence of the three qualities of good-

ness, foulness, and darkness ;
' being one person, and three Gods,' (ecd

murtis trayo devdh) namely, Brahma, Vishnu, and Maheswara. In the

aggregate it is the deity ; but, distributive, it appertains to individual

beings."

3. Consciousness, termed Ahancdra, or more properly egotism, which is

the literal sense of the term : the peculiar and appropriate function of it is

{abhimdna') selfish conviction, a belief that, in perception and meditation,

" I" am concerned ; that the objects of sense concern me ; in short, that

I AM. It proceeds from the intellectual principle, and is productive of

those which follow.

4,—8. Five subtile particles, rudiments, or atoms, denominated Tan-

mdtra ; perceptible to beings of a superior order, but unapprehended by the

grosser senses of mankind : derived from the conscious principle, and them-

selves productive of the five grosser elements, earth, water, fire, air, and

space.

9 19. Eleven organs of sense and action ; which also are productions of

the conscious principle. Ten are external : viz. five of sense, and five of

action. The eleventh is internal, an organ both of sense and of action,

termed 7nanas or mind. The five instruments of sensation are, the eye, the

ear, the nose, the tongue, and the skin. The five instruments of action are,

1st, voice, or the organ of speech ; 2d, the hands ; 3d, the feet ; 4th, the

excretory termination of the intestines j 5th, the organ of generation.
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Mind, serving both for sense and action, is an organ by affinity, being

cognate with the rest.

l^hese eleven organs, with the two principles of intelligence and con-

sciousness, are thirteen instruments of knowledge : three internal, and ten

external, likened to three warders and ten gates.*

An external sense perceives ; the internal one examines ; consciousness

makes the selfish application ; and intellect resolves : an external organ

executes.

20—24. Five elements, produced from the five elementary particles or

rudiments. 1st, A diffused, etherial fluid (acdsa), occupying space : it has

the property of audibleness, being the vehicle of sound, derived from the

sonorous rudiment or etherial atom. 2d, Air, which is endued with the

properties of audibleness and tangibility, being sensible to hearing and

touch ; derived from the tangible rudiment, or aerial atom. 3d, Fire, which

is invested with properties of audibleness, tangibility, and colour ; sensible

to hearing, touch, and sight : derived from the colouring rudiment, or

igneous atom. 4th, Water, which possesses the properties of audibleness,

tangibility, colour and savour ; being sensible to hearing, touch, sight, and

taste : derived from the savoury rudiment, or aqueous atom. 5th, Earth,

which unites the properties of audibleness, tangibility, colour, savour, and

odour ; being sensible to hearing, touch, sight, taste, and smell : derived

from the odorous rudiment, or terrene atom.

25. Soul, termed Purusha, Pumas, or Aiman ; which is neither produced

nor productive. It is multitudinous, individual, sensitive, eternal, unalter-

able, immaterial.

The theistical Sdnc'hya recognises the same principles ; understanding,

however, by Purusha, not individual soul alone, but likewise God (Iswara),

the ruler of the world.

These twenty-five principles are summarily contrasted in the Cdricd.

" Nature, root of all, is no production. Seven principles ; the great or

intellectual one, &c., are productions and productive. Sixteen are produc-

tions (unproductiveJ. Soul is neither a production, nor productive."!

To this passage a close resemblance will be remarked in one which occurs

at the beginning of Erigena's treatise De Divisione Naturae, where he dis-

tinguishes these four : " That which creates and is not created ; that which

* Car. 32—35. f Car. 3.
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is created and creates; that which is created and creates not; and that

which neither creates nor is created."*

In several of the Upanishads of the Vedas a similar distribution is affirmed,

viz., " eight productive principles, and sixteen productions." f

It is for contemplation of nature, and for abstraction from it, that union

of soul with nature takes place, as the halt and the blind join for convey-

ance and for guidance : (one bearing and directed, the other borne and

directing). By that union of soul and nature, creation, consisting in the

development of intellect, and the rest of the principles, is effected.

The soul's wish is fruition, or liberation. For either purpose, it is in the

first place invested with a subtile person, towards the formation of which

the evolution of principles proceeds no further than the elementary rudi-

ments.t This is composed then of intellect, consciousness, and mind, as

well as the rest of the organs and instruments of life, conjoined with parti-

cles, or elementary rudiments, of five sorts : thus seventeen principles enter

into its composition.

§

This person, or subtile frame, termed li/iga, linga-sarira, or sucshma-

sarira, is primeval, produced from original nature at the earliest or initial

development of principles. It is unconfined ; too subtile for restraint or

hindrance (and thence termed ativdhica, surpassing the wind in swiftness)

:

incapable of enjoyment, until it be invested with a grosser body, affected

nevertheless by sentiments.

This is termed the rudimental creation (Janmdtra-sarga).

The notion of an animated atom seems to be a compromise between the

refined dogma of an immaterial soul, and the difficulty which a gross

understanding finds in grasping the comprehension of individual existence,

unattached to matter.

The grosser body, with which a soul clad in its subtile person is invested

for the purpose of fruition, is composed of the five elements; or of four,

excluding the etherial, according to some authorities ; or of one, earth

alone, according to others.il That grosser body, propagated by generation,

is perishable. The subtile person is more durable, transmigrating through

successive bodies, which it assumes, as a mimic shifts his disguises, to repre-

sent various characters.

J. Scoti. Erigense de div. nat. lib. 5. f Garbha, Pras'na and Maitreya Upanishads.

X Cdr. 40. § Cap. 3. 8. || Cap. 3. 16—18.
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According to Capila,* as he is interpreted by his scholiast, there is inter-

mediately a corporeal frame composed of the five elements, but tenuous or

refined. It is termed anusht'hdna sarira, and is the vehicle of the subtile

person.

It is this, rather than the subtile person itself, which in Patanjali's Yoga
sdstra is conceived to extend, like the flame of a lamp over its wick, to a

small distance above the skull.

The corporeal creation (Jbhaiitica-sarga), consisting of souls invested

with gross bodies, comprises eight orders of superior beings, and five of

inferior; which, together with man, who forms a class apart, constitute

fourteen orders of beings, distributed in three worlds, or classes.

The eight superior orders of beings bear appellations familiar to Hindu
theology : Brahma, Prajdpatis, Indras, Pitris, Gand'harvas, Yacshas, Rdc-
s/iasas, and Pisdchas ; gods or demi-gods, demons and evil spirits.

The inferior orders of beings are quadrupeds, distinguished in two orders;

birds ; reptiles, fishes, and insects ; vegetables and unorganic substances.

Above is the abode of goodness, peopled by beings of superior orders

;

virtue prevails there, and consequent bhss, imperfect however, inasmuch as

it is transient. Beneath is the abode of darkness or illusion, where beings

of an inferior order dwell ; stolidity or dulness is there prevalent. Between
is the human world, where foulness or passion predominates, attended with

continual misery.

Throughout these worlds, sentient soul experiences ill arising from decay

and death, until it be finally liberated from its union with person.

Besides the grosser corporeal creation and the subtile or personal, all

belonging to the material world, the Sdnc'hya distinguishes an intellectual

creation {pratyaya-sarga or bhdva-sarga) ; consisting of the aflTections of

intellect, its sentiments or faculties, which are enumerated in four classes,

as obstructing, disabling, contenting, or perfecting the understanding ; and
amount to fifty.

Obstructions of the intellect are error, conceit, passion, hatred, fear

:

which are severally denominated obscurity, illusion, extreme illusion, gloom,
and utter darkness. These again are subdivided into sixty-two sorts : error

comprising eight species ; illusion, as many ; extreme illusion, ten
; gloom,

eighteen ; and utter darkness, the same number.

* Car. 3. 10. 11.
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Error, or obscurity, mistakes irrational nature, intellect, consciousness, or

any one of the five elementary atoms, for the soul, and imagines liberation

to consist in absorption into one of those eight prolific principles.

Conceit, termed illusion, imagines transcendent power, in any of its eight

modes, to be deliverance from evil. Thus beings of a superior order, as

Indra and the rest of the gcds, who possess transcendent power of every

sort, conceive it to be perpetual, and believe themselves immortal.

Passion, called extreme illusion, concerns the five objects of sense; sound,

tact, colour, savour, and odour ; reckoned to be twice as many, as different

to man and to superior beings.

Envy, or hatred, denominated gloom, relates to the same ten objects of

sense, and to eiglit-fold transcendent power, fiu'nishing the means of tlieir

enjoyment.

Fear, named utter darkness, regards the same eighteen subjects, and consists

in the dread of ill attendant on their loss by death or by deprivation of power.

Disability of intellect, which constitutes the second class, comprising

twenty-eight species, arises from defect or injury of organs, which are

eleven : and to these eleven sorts are added the contraries of the two next

classes, containing, the one nine, and the other eight species, making a total

of twenty-eight. Deafness, blindness, deprivation of taste, want of smell,

numbedness, dumbness, handlessness, lameness, costiveness, impotence, and

madness, are disabilities preventing performance of functions.

Content, or acquiescence, which forms the third class, is either internal

or external : the one four-fold, the other five-fold ; viz. internal, 1st, con-

cerning nature ; as, an opinion that a discriminative knowledge of nature is

a modification of that principle itself, with a consequent expectation of

deliverance by the act of nature. 2d, Concerning the proximate cause •,

as a belief that ascetic observances suffice to ensure liberation. 3d, Con-

cerning time ; as a fancy that deliverance will come in course, without

study. 4th, Concerning luck ; as a supposition that its attainment depends

on destiny. External acquiescence relates to abstinence from enjoyment

upon temporal motives: namely, 1st, aversion from the trouble of acquisi-

tion ; or, 2d, from that of preservation ; and, 3d, reluctance to incur loss

consequent on use ; or, 4th, evil attending on fruition ; or, 5th, offence of

hurting objects by the enjoyment of them.

The perfecting of the intellect is the fourth class, and comprises eight

species. Perfection consists in the prevention of evil ; and tliis being three-
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fold, its prevention is so likewise : as is the consequent perfection of the

understanding. This is direct. The remaining five species are indirect,

viz. reasoning ; oral instruction ; study ; amicable intei'course ; and purity,

internal and external (or, according to another interpretation, liberality).

They are means of arriving at perfection.

The Sunc'hya, as otlier Indian systems of philosophy, is much engaged

with the consideration of what is termed the three qualities {guna) : if

indeed quality be here the proper import of the term ; for the scholiast of

Capila understands it as meaning, not quality or accident, but substance, a

modification of nature, fettering the soul ; conformably with another

acceptation ofguna, signifying a cord.*

The first, and highest, is goodness (satiwa). It is alleviating, enlight-

ening, attended with pleasure and happiness : and virtue predominates in it.

In fire it is prevalent ; wherefore flame ascends, and sparks fly upwards. In

man, when it abounds, as it does in beings of a superior order, it is the cause

of vii-tue.

The second and middlemost is foulness or passion (rajas or tejas). It is

active, urgent and variable ; attended with evil and misery. In air it pre-

dominates : wherefore wind moves transversely. In living beings it is the

cause of vice.

The third and lowest is darkness {tamos'). It is heavy and obstructive :

attended with sorrow, dulness, and illusion. In earth and water it predo-

minates, wherefore they fall or tend downwards. In living beings it is the

cause of stolidity.

These three qualities are not mere accidents of nature, but are of its

essence, and enter into its composition. " We speak of the qualities of

nature, as we do of the trees of a forest," say the Sdnc'hyas.-f In the

Fedas they are pronounced to be successive modifications, one of the other:

" All was darkness : commanded to change, darkness took tiie taint of

foulness : and this, again commanded, assumed the form of goodness."

They co-operate for a purpose, by union of opposites : as a lamp, which

is composed of oil, a wick, and flame,]; substances inimical and contrary.

Taking the three quahties by which nature is modified, for principles or

categories, the number, before enumerated, is raised to twenty-eight ; as is

by some authorities maintained.§ ;.,

* Vijnydn. on Cap. 1.60. -j- Seine hya-sdra. J Cdr. 13.

^ Vijnydna /j/iin/iu in Sdnchi/n-sdra and Capiln-bhashya.
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To the intellect appertain eight modes, effects, or properties : four par-

taking of goodness ; namely, virtue, knowledge, dispassion, and power ; and

four, which are the reverse of those, and partake of darkness, viz. sin, error,

incontinency, and powerlessness.

Virtue here intends moral or religious merit. Knowledge is either exterior

or interior ; that is, temporal or spiritual. Interior or spiritual knowledge

discriminates soul from nature, and operates its deliverance from evil.

Exterior or temporal knowledge comprehends holy writ, and every science,

but self-knowledge.

Dispassion likewise is either exterior or interior ; as proceeding from a

temporal motive, aversion from trouble ; or a spiritual impulse, the convic-

tion that nature is a dream, a mere juggle and illusion.

Power is eight-fold : consisting in the faculty of shrinking into a minute

form, to which every thing is pervious ; or enlarging to a gigantic body ; or

assuming levity (rising along a sunbeam to the solar orb) ; or possessing

unlimited reach of organs (as touching the moon with the tip of a finger)

;

or irresistible will (for instance, sinking into the earth, as easily as in water) :

dominion over all beings animate or inanimate ; faculty of changing the

course of nature ; ability to accomplish every thing desired.

The notion, that such transcendent power is attainable by man in thi»

life, is not peculiar to the Sdnc'hya sect. It is generally prevalent among

the Hindus ; and amounts to a belief of magic. A Yogi, imagined to have

acquired such faculties, is, to vulgar apprehension, a sorcerer, and is so

represented in many a drama and popular tale.

One of the four chapters of Patanjali's Ydga-sdstra (the third), relates

almost exclusively to this subject, from which it takes its title. It is full of

directions for bodily and mental exercises, consisting of intensely profound

meditation on special topics, accompanied by suppression of breath, and

restraint of the senses, while steadily maintaining prescribed postures. By

such exercises, the adept acquires the knowledge of every thing past and

future, remote or hidden ; he divines the thoughts of others, gains the

strength of an elephant, the courage of a lion, and the swiftness of the wind
;

flies in the air, floats in water, dives into the earth, contemplates all worlds

at one glance, and performs other strange feats.

But neither power, however transcendent, nor dispassion, nor virtue,

however meritorious, suffices for the attainment of beatitude. It serves but

to prepare the soul for that absorbed contemplation, l>y which the great

purpose of deliverance is to be accomplished.
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The promptest mode of attaining beatitude, through absorbed contempla-

tion, is devotion to God ; consisting in repeated muttering of his mystical

name, the syllable om, at the same time meditating its signification. It is

this which const^utes efficacious devotion, whereby the deity, propitiated,

confers on the votary the boon that is sought
;
precluding all impediments

;

and effecting the attainment of an inward sentiment, that prepares the soul

for liberation.

" God, Iswara, the supreme ruler," according to Patanjali,* " is a soul

or spirit, distinct from other souls ; unaffected by the ills with which they

are beset ; unconcerned with good or bad deeds and their consequences,

and with fancies or passing thoughts. In him is the utmost omniscience.

He is the instructor of the earliest beings that have a beginning, (the deities

of mythology) ; himself infinite, unlimited by time."

Capila, on the other hand, denies an Iswara, ruler of the world by volition

:

alleging that there is no proof of God's existence, unperceived by the senses,

not inferred from reasoning, nor yet revealed.f He acknowledges indeed a

being issuing from nature, who is intelligence absolute ; source of all indi-

vidual intelligences ; and origin of other existences successively evolved and

developed. He expressly affirms, " that the truth of such an Iswara is

demonstrated :"% the creator of worlds, in such sense of creation: for " the

existence of effects," he says, " is dependent upon consciousness, not upon

Iswara ;" and " all else is from the great principle, intellect."§ Yet that

being is finite ; having a beginning and an end ; dating from the grand

development of the universe, to terminate with the consummation of all

things. But an infinite being, creator and guide of the universe by volition,

Capila positively disavows.il " Detached from nature, unaffected therefore

by consciousness, and the rest of nature's trammels, he could have no in-

ducement to creation ; fettered by nature, he could not be capable of

creation. Guidance requires proximity, as the iron is attracted by the

magnet ; and in like manner, it is by proximity that living souls goveni

individual bodies, enlightened by animation as hot iron is by heat"

Passages of admitted authority, in which God is named, relate, according

to Capila and his followers, either to a liberated soul, or to a mythological

* Yoga sdstra 1. 23—24 and 26—29.

t Cup. 1.91—98; 3.52—55; 5.2—12; and 6. 04-78.

% Cap. 3. 55.
J Cap. 6. 65 and 66.

||
Cap. 1.
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deity, or that superior not supreme being whom mythology places in the

midst of the mundane egg.

Such is the essential and characteristic difference of Capila's and Patan-

jALi's, the atheistical and deistical, Sdnc'hyas.

In less momentous matters they differ, not upon points of doctrine, but in

the degree, in which the exterior exercises, or abstruse reasoning and study,

are weighed upon, as requisite preparations of absorbed contemplation.

Patanjali's Yoga-sdstra is occupied with devotional exercise and mental

abstraction, subduing body and mind. C'apila is more engaged with in-

vestigation of principles and reasoning upon them. One is more mystic

and fanatical. The other makes a nearer approach to philosophical disquisi-

tion, however mistaken in its conclusions.

The manner, in which a knowledge of those principles or categories that

are recognised by the Sdnc''hijas, may be acquired, is set forth in the Carted .•

" Sensible objects become known by perception. It is by inference or rea-

soning, that acquaintance with things transcending the senses is attained.

And a truth, which is neither to be directly perceived nor to be inferred by

reasoning, is deduced from revelation. For various causes, things may be

imperceptible or unperceived ; distance, nearness, minuteness ; confusion,

concealment ;
predominance of other matters ; defect of organs or inatten-

tion. It is owing to the subtlety of nature, not to the non-existence of this

original principle, that it is not apprehended by the senses, but inferred

from its effects. Intellect and the rest of the derivative principles are

effects ; whence it is concluded as their cause ; in some respects analo-

gous, but in others dissimilar.*"

" Effect subsists antecedently to the operation of cause :" a maxim not

unlike that ancient one that " nothing comes of nothing," for it is the

material, not the efficient, cause, which is here spoken of.

The reasons alleged by the Sdnc'hyas t are, that " what exists not, can by

no operation of a cause be brought into existence :" that is, effects are

educts, rather than products. Oil is in the seed of sesamum, before it is

expressed ; rice is in the husk before it is peeled ; milk is in the udder before

it is drawn. " Materials, too, are selected, which are apt for the purpose :"

milk, not water, is taken to make curds. " Every thing is not by every

means possible :" cloth, not earthen ware, may be made with yarn. " What

* Cdr. 6, 8. t Cdr. 9.
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is capable, does that, to which it is competent :" a potter does not weave

clotli, but makes a jar, from a lump of clay, with a wheel and other imple-

ments. " The nature of cause and effect is the same :" a piece of cloth

does not essentially differ from the yarn of which it is wove ; as an ox does

from a horse : barley, not rice or peas, grows out of barley-corns.

"There is a general cause, which is undistinguishable."* This position

is supported by divers arguments. "Specific objects are finite ;" they are

multitudinous and not universal : there must then be a single all-pervading

cause. Another argument is drawn from affinity : " homogeneousness indi-

cates a cause." An earthen jar implies a lump of clay of which it is made :

a golden coronet presumes a mass of gold of which it was fabricated : see-

ing a rigidly abstemious novice, it is readily concluded, says the scholiast,

tliat his parents are of the sacerdotal tribe. There must then be a cause

bearing affinity to effects which are seen. Another reason is " existence of

effects through energy :" there must be a cause adequate to the effects. A
potter is capable of fabricating pottery : he makes a pot, not a car, nor a

piece of cloth. The main argument of the Scmc'hyas on this point is " the

parting or issuing of effects from cause, and the re-union of the universe."

A type of this is the tortoise, wiiich puts forth its limbs, and again retracts

them within its shell. So at the general destruction, or consummation of

all things, taking place at an appointed period, the five elements, earth,

water, fire, aii-, and ether, constituting the three worlds, are withdrawn in

the inverse order of that in which they proceeded from the primary princi-

ples, returning step by step to their first cause, the chief and undistinguish-

able one, which is nature.

It operates by means of the three qualities of goodness, foulness, and dark-

ness. It does so by mixture ; as the confluence of. three streams forms one

river ; for example, the Ganges : or as threads interwoven constitute a piece

of cloth : and as a picture is a result of the union of pigments. It operates

" by modification " too : as water, dropped from a cloud, absorbed by the

roots of plants, and carried into the fruit, acquires special flavour, so are

different objects diversified by the influence of the several qualities respec-

tively. Thus, from one chief cause, which is nature, spring three dissimilar

worlds, observes the scholiast, peopled by gods enjoying bliss ; by men suf-

fering pain ; by inferior animals affected with dullness. It is owing to

* Car. 15. 16.
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prevalence of particular qualities. In the gods, goodness prevails, and

foulness and darkness are foreign : and therefore are the gods supremely

happy. In man, foulness is prevalent; and goodness and darkness are

strangers : wherefore man is eminently wretched. In animals, darkness

predominates ; and goodness and foulness are wanting : and therefore are

animals extremely dull.

The existence of soul is demonstrated by several arguments:* "The
assemblage of sensible objects is for another's use ;" as a bed is for a

sleeper, a chair for a sitter : that other, who uses it, must be a sensitive

being ; and the sensitive being is soul. The converse of sensible objects

endued with the three qualities, goodness, foulness, and darkness, indiscri-

minate, common, inanimate, and prolific, must exist, devoid of qualities,

discriminate, and so forth : and that is soul. " There must be superintend-

ence ;" as there is a charioteer to a car ; the superintendent of inanimate

matter is soul. "There must be one to enjoy" what is formed for enjoy-

ment: a spectator, a witness of it : that spectator is soul. " There is a ten-

dency to abstraction :" the wise and unwise alike desire a termination of

vicissitude : holy writ and mighty sages tend to that consummation ; the

final and absolute extinction of every sort of pain : there must then be a

being capable of abstraction, essentially unconnected with pleasure, pain,

and illusion : and that being is soul.

There is not one soul to all bodies, as a string on which pearls are strung :

but a separate soul for each particular body. "Multitude of souls" is

proved by the following arguments.! " Birth, death, and the instruments of

life are allotted severally :" if one soul animated all bodies, one being born,

all would be born ; one dying, all would die ; one being blind, or deaf, or

dumb, all would be blind, or deafi or dumb ; one seeing, all would see
;

one hearing, all would hear ; one speaking, all would speak. Birth is the

union of soul with instruments, namely intellect, consciousness, mind and

corporeal organs ; it is not a modification of soul, for soul is unalterable.

Death is its abandonment of them ; not an extinction of it ; for it is un-

perishable. Soul then is multitudinous. " Occupations are not at one time

universally the same :" if one soul animated all beings, then all bodies would

be stirred by the same influence, but it is not so : some are engaged in vir-

tue ; others occupied with vice ; some restraining passions ; others yielding

» Cdr. 17. t Car. 18.
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to them ; some involved in error ; others seeking knowledge. Souls there-

fore are numerous. " Qualities affect differently :" one is happy ; another

miserable; and again, another stupid, The gods are ever happy ; man, un-

happy ; inferior animals, dull. Were there but one soul, all would be

alike.

The attributes of the several principles, material and immaterial, discrete

and undiscrete, perceptible and imperceptible, are compared and contrasted.

" A discrete principle," as is affirmed by the Sandhyas,* " is causable :"

it is uneternal " inconstant," one while apparent, at another time evanescent

:

it is " unpervading," not entering into all; for effect is possessed with its

cause, not cause with its effect : it is acted upon, and " mutable," changing

from one body to another: it is " multitudinous;" for there are so many
minds, intellects, &c., as there are souls animating bodies : it is " supported,"

resting upon its cause : it is involvable, " merging" one into another, and

implying one, the other : it is " conjunct," consisting of parts or qualities, as

sound, taste, smell, &c.: it is "governed," or dependent on another's will.

" The undiscrete principle" is in all these respects the reverse : it is cause-

less ; eternal ; all pervading ; immutable, or unacted upon ; single, as being

the one cause of three orders of beings ; unsupported (relying but on

itself) ; uninvolvable (not merging, or implying) ; unconjunct, consisting of

no parts ; self-ruled.

Discrete principles, as well as the undiscrete one, have the three qualities

of goodness, foulness, and darkness : the one (nature) having them in its

own right, as its form or properties ; the rest, because they are its effects :

as black yarn makes black cloth. They are undiscriminating, or " indiscri-

minate ;" not distinguishing quahty from quality, and confounding nature

with qualities : for nature is not distinct/from itself; nor are qualities sepa-

rate from it. They are " objects" of apprehension and enjoyment for every

soul, external to discriminative knowledge, but subjects of it. They are

" common" like an utensil, or like a harlot. They are " irrational" or unsen-

tient ; unaware of pain or pleasure : from an insensible lump of clay comes

an insensible earthen pot. They are "prolific;" one producing or gene-

rating another : nature producing intellect, and intellect generating con-

sciousness, and so forth.

» Cdr. 10, 11.
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Soul on the contrary is devoid of qualities ; it is discriminative ; it is no

object of enjoyment ; it is several or peculiar ; it is sensitive, aware of pain

and pleasure ; unprolific, for nothing is generated by it.

In these respects it differs from all the other principles : on certain points

it conforms with the undiscrete principle, and differs from the discrete : in

one regard it agrees with these and disagrees with the other : for it is not

single, but on the contrary multitudinous; and it is causeless, eternal, per-

vading, immutable, unsupported, unmerging or unimplying, unconjunct

(consisting of no parts), selfgoverned.

The attributes of the perceptible, discrete principles and of the undiscrete,

indefinite one, are considered to be proved* by the influence of the three

qualities in one instance, and their absence in the converse ; and by con-

formity of cause and effect : an argument much and frequently relied upon.

It concerns the material, not the efficient, cause.

From the contrast between soul and the other principles, it follows, as the

Cdricd] affirms, that "soul is witness, bystander, spectator, solitary and

passive. Therefore, by reason of union with it, insensible body seems sen-

sible : and, though the quahties be active, the stranger (soul) appears as the

agent."

" Though inanimate, nature performs the office of preparing the soul for

its deliverance, in like manner as it is a function of milk, an unintelligent

substance, to nourish the calf."
J;

Nature is likened to a female dancer, exhibiting herself to soul, as to an

audience, and is reproached with shamelessness for repeatedly exposing her-

self to the rude gaze of the spectator. " She desists, however, when she

has sufficiently shown herself. She does so, because she has been seen ; he

desists, because he has seen her. There is no further use for tlie world :

yet the connexion of soul and nature still subsists." ^

By attainment of spiritual knowledge, through the study of principles,

the conclusive, incontrovertible, single truth is learned, so the Cdricd

declares
||

that " neither I am, nor is aught mine, nor I exist."

" All, which passes in consciousness, in intellect, is reflected by the soul,

as an image which sullies not the crystal, but appertains not to it. Possessed

of this self-knowledge, soul contemplates at case nature thereby debarred

• Car. 14.
"t-

Cdr. 19, 20. J Cdr. 75. § Car. 59, 61, 66.
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from prolific change and precluded therefore from every other form and

effect of intellect, but that spiritual saving knowledge."*

" Yet soul remains awhile invested with body ; as the potter's wheel con-

tinues whirling, after the pot has been fashioned, by force of the impulse

previously given to it. When separation of the informed soul from its cor-

poreal frame at length takes place, and nature in respect of it ceases, then

is absolute and final deliverance accomplished." +

" Thus," concludes the Cciricd, " this abstruse knowledge, adapted to the

liberation of soul, wherein the origin, duration, and termination of beings

are considered, has been thoroughly expounded by the mighty saint. The
sage compassionately taught it to AsuRi, who communicated it Panchasic'ha

;

and by him it was promulgated to mankind."!

* Car. 65. f Cur. 67, 68. t Cdr. 69, 70.
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III. Singular Proclamation, issued by the Foo-yueii, or Sub- Viceroy, ofCanton,

December's, 1822. Translatedfrom the Chinese by the Rev. Dr. MoRRrsox.

Communicated by Sir George Thomas Staunton, Bart.

Read June 7, 1823.

Ching, the Foo-yuen, has issued a very long proclamation, exhorting tiie

people, under his government, to industry, and to the practice of all the

social virtues. He states his object in eight words : it is, he says, to

" Encourage Industry,

Establish Education,

Praise Virtue, and

Repress Vice."

The effect of which " he hopes will be tranquillity amongst the poor, and

the prevalence of good manners and customs."

" Ancient rulers (says the Foo-yuen), thought that, if one man was un-

reclaimed, it must be some fault in the Ruler." " I commenced life (adds

he) as a Che-heen magistrate, and in Canton province I served twenty years.

I was removed to Shantung and to Honan; and now I am placed here in

the situation of Foo-yuen, bearing also the office of Censor-general, General

Adviser of His Imperial Majesty, and a Captain empowered to call forth

the army of Canton. Music and women ;
goods and gains ; revelry and

avarice have no charms for me. My only, constant, unremitted, heedful,

anxious desire (which I dare not decline to cherish) is, that I may look on

national affairs, as if they were my domestic affairs, and the affairs of the

poor people, as if they wei-e my own personal affairs.

" Having had to give thanks to the Wise and Holy One, for appointing

me to be the soother of the people, I am well aware that, in all tlie dis-

tricts under my government, robberies and thefts prevail, and burn ; liti-

gations and imprisonments abound, and multiply. Polite decorum and in-

struction do not flourish ; and the public manners are not substantially good.

Without an increased and great effort to correct what is wrong, I sliall be

luiable to console the people ; and shall have no hope of rendering a re-

compense for the favour of my country.

" Beside diligent attention to actual cases that come before me, and

constant deliberation for the public good, I deem it now right, on first
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alighting from my carriage, amongst you, to draw out a list of the important

things I would have attended to ; and publish them by way of proclama-

tion, commanding all the government officers, clerks, country gentlemen,

soldiers, and poor people, as one body, to yield implicit obedience thereto.

Oppose not! A special (Edict, or) Proclamation."

First Topic.

Encourage the Means ofpromising Good.

5 Sections.

1. A supply of water is fundamental to the existence of the people. In

agriculture, water to irrigate the fields is, to tlie husbandman, as the arteries

and veins to the life-giving fluid. Canton is near to hills and mountains,

and the land is dry ; so that ten days want of rain raises the complaint of

drought. (The Foo-yuen then states what efforts he employed, when he

was a magistrate at Nan-keung district, to promote a supply of water).

2. Plant trees : of all nature's gifts there is none more important, than

the growth of trees, which neither require to be clothed with your gar-

ments, nor to eat your rice.

3. Breed domestic animals.

4. Encourage charity and compassion : nature cannot equalise benefits,

and give a complete competence to all, but relies on those, who have the

ability to compassionate tlie poor ; and they shall be abundantly rewarded,

in their children and grand-children.

5. Honor economy: Canton is a luxurious extravagant province; and
of all the districts, Kwang-chow and Chaou-chow are the most so. The vice

begins with the retired literati, and passes to the country gentlemen ; from
them to the rich merchants ; and down to the common people, and petty

writers and lictors. They desire to have gay shining dwellings ; their

wives and children adorned with gold and jewels; their food and drink from
the seas, and the mountains; their garments to be silks and crapes; tlieir

ancestors' halls must, in violation of their proper sphere, have vermillion

beams, and doors and pillars—forgetting that Heaven's curse will come on
those who affect an enjoyment which does not belong to their place

;

whereas, in tlie affluent, charity to the poor, and rescuing the distressed,

bring a blessing on posterity for hundreds of years. Besides, tlie Emperor,
who is supreme, anil wiiose riclies embrace all tiie world, encompassed by
the four seas, Iiimself sets you an example, &c.
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Second Topic.

Establish Instruction.

9 Sections.

1. Teach filial piety, and fidelity : Nature gives to all, whether scholars,

farmers, mechanics, or merchants, a connatural sense of the four virtues,

expressed by four words :

Filial, Fraternal (duties).

Faithfulness, Truth, &c. &c.

2. Cultivate talent ; and schools are the places to foster talent. I

hold public schools to be of the first importance. Why so slow in assisting,

where aid is required !— I will subscribe my salary to assist poor districts

to establish public schools ; and let the Foo districts subscribe 200 taels,

and the Chih-le-Chow districts 150 taels, and the Keen districts 100 taels,

and all the local officers according to their ability ; and let them take the

lead, and induce the country gentlemen to come forward, and manage the

concerns, &c.

3. Respect the aged.

4. The gentry are the hope of the poor people : let them instruct them,

and guide them, &c,

.5, Let the rich, who derived their wealth from their ancestors, assist their

poor kindred, &c.

6. Let the poor remember, that poverty or riches are according to the

decree of Heaven, and let them be content, &c.

7. Let merchants and traders deal fairly and honestly, &c.

8. Instruct mothers to teach their children. Early instructions are se-

cond nature.

9. Since women do not learn to read, let fathers and husbands instruct

their wives and daughters, on whom the rise, or ruin, of the family depends.

The duties of women are chiefly these : to be dutiful to their husbands'

parents, to respect their husbands ; to agree with their sisters ; to teach

their children ; to be diligent in weaving and spinning ; to prepare repasts

of wine and food : these are all. When principles of virtue are established,

they will be good wives and mothers, and chaste, and an honour to their

family ; but if they are indulged, and left uninstructed, they will, one day,

become lewd ; their virtue be ruined, and their parents be disgraced.
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Third Topic.

Address to Magistrates.

7 Sections.

1. Laud and soothe the virtuous distressed, as virgins; those who suffer

death rather than a violation of chastity (or martyrs to chastity) ; unmarried

daughters, eminently dutiful to parents ; chaste wives ; martyrs to a chaste

widowliood ; wives eminently dutiful to parents : for these persons request

imperial honorary banners, &c.

2. Honour filial duty.

S. Respect the aged.

4. Hold up to view the eminently virtuous.

5. Illustrate the good and charitable.

6. Praise, and encourage to correct and benevolent conduct, village el-

ders, and city constables.

7. Give honorary banners to families, that excel in domestic virtues.

Fourth Topic

7 Sections.

1. Prohibit gaming.

2. Interdict suicide, or making light of one's life. It is the detestable

custom of Canton Province, on every slight occasion, for a slight resentment,

to commit suicide. And the relatives of the self-murderer view the dead body,

as a piece of goods of extraordinary value. They contrive to allege that

the deceased committed suicide, in consequence of ill-usage from some rich

neighbour, who, to avoid litigation, gives them a sum of money ; or, if he re-

fuses, they combine with the police, and commence a prosecution, &c.

When I was at Nan-keung district, in the office of magistrate, five or six

suicides occurred every month, &c.

3. Canton abounding in hills and rivers, it abounds in thefts and robberies,

both by individuals, and associated bodies of men— let these be acted

against, &c.

4. Vagabond attornies excite litigations, increase and protract them, in

numbers infinite, and to periods interminable. The innocent are accused,

and the utterly wrong become accusers ; they find avaricious and cruel

magistrates, and fraudulent police extortioners. Disputes about marriages

and lands, are viewed by magistrates as petty affairs, and are given to the
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management of underlings (and by various forms of legal fraud and oppres-

sion, families are ruined, and lives lost), &c. &c.

5. Put down the vicious, who rebel against the higher social relations, and

offend against parents, senior brothers, &c.

6. Seize on bandits, who belong to brotherhoods, or to clubs and societies,

and who swear attachment to each other.

7. Seize sharpers and vagabonds, who make themselves the terror of the

neighbourhood, and who carry weapons about them, and try to get into

quarrels, and insult the desolate, and injure the feeble, &c.

If these, my instructions, be but roughly regarded, tranquillity will pre-

vail amongst the people ; if they are nicely regarded, a complete renovation

of the public manners will be the result.

I desire that all my officers, gentry, and common people will not consider

this as vague loose moralizing; nor view this document as a paper issued for

form's sake; but in deed and in truth respectfully receive it, and act upon it,

and the good effects will long be felt, and my hopes will appear to have been

substantial, and well founded.

Taou Kwang.

2d Year, 11th Month, 8th Day.

(December 28th 1822.)
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IV. On the Purik Sheep ofLadaku ; and some other Animals, principally

of the Sheep and Goat kind : with general Observations on the Country of
Ladakh, <§t. By William Moorcroft, Esq., in a Letter to John
Fleming, Esq. M. R. A. S , dated Lek, Capital ofSarrak, April 25, 1 822.

Commtmicated by Mr. Fleming.

Read June 21, 1823.

In Calcutta, you desired that I would procure, and send to you, some
Sheep of the Isle of Ormus, should it be in my power ; which, however, it

has not been. This circumstance impressed me with an idea of your con-

ceiving the introduction of that animal into Great Britain, likely to prove
beneficial to her agricultural and manufacturing concerns; and, by a natural

inference, leads to a belief, that a communication respecting the domestic
animals of a country, new to Europeans, may not be wholly without
interest.

A cursory view of the striking difference in the tails of Asiatic Sheep
suggests the notion, that this might furnish a character, distinguishing the
races of this animal more correctly, than those which have been set up for

this purpose ; and Nature has adopted varieties in the proportion of this

part, of which some both surprise and perplex the mind, in endeavouring
to assign the cause of the difference. But this variation in the sheep is not
more extraordinary than that existing in the Mouse genus, some varieties

of which are here furnished with tails of a length, which would seem pre-
posterous and inconvenient ; whilst others are wholly destitute of this ap-
pendage.

The novelties, wliich have already met my view in Natural History, are
so great, as to invite the introduction of details that would swell a letter to
a volume, and divert me from its practical objects. A breed of sheep of
Ladakh, (which ought, perhaps, to have precedence in mention,) when at
full growth, has scarcely acquired the size of a South Down lamb, of five
or six months : yet, in the fineness and weight of its fleece,* and in the

* A sample of the wool was communicated by Mr. Moorcroft in the letter to Mr. Flem-
iKG, who has presented it to the Royal Asiatic Society, in whose Museum it is deposited. It is

of a white colour. Secrttary.

Vol. I. H
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flavour of its mutton, added to its peculiarities of feeding and constitution,

yields not in merit to any race hitherto discovered. Perhaps the dog of

the British cottager is not so completely domiciliated, as is the Purik

sheep of this country. In the night, it finds shelter either in a walled

yard, or under the roof of its master ; and frequently, in the day, picks up

its food on a surface of granite rock, where the eye of the cursory enquirer

can scarcely discover a speck of vegetation, though closer investigation

shews stunted tufts of wormwood, hyssop, bugloss, and here and there a

few blades of a dwarfed grass. But the indefatigable industry of this

animal detects, and appropriates, substances so minute and uninviting, as

would be unseen, or be neglected, by ordinary sheep, or those of larger

breeds, even in this country. Almost all the land,* round this capital, is

under tillage for wheat and barley, and in lucerne ; but the harvest will

not have been two months off the ground, and a single blade of vegetable

substance shall not be discovered ; not a stem of stubble, nor a crown of

lucerne. The stubble is bitten off by the common cow, the Tho (a hybrid,

between the Yak male and the cow), and the shawl-goats ; whilst the ass

not only devours the stock of the lucerne ; but, l)y pawing, lays bare the

tap-root, of the upper part of which he, generally, gets about three or four

inches.

The Purik sheep, if permitted, thrusts its head into the cooking-pot,

picks up crumbs, is eager to drink the remains of a cup of salted and but-

tered tea, or broth, and examines the hand of its master for lattro (barley

flour), or for a cleanly picked bone, which it disdains not to nibble. A
leaf of lettuce, a peeling of a turnip, the skin of an apricot, give a luxury.

The coarse black tea of China forms tiie basis of the nourishment of the

natives of this misgoverned country ; and its use is conducted with the

utmost frugality. Rubbed to a powder, and tied in a cloth, it undergoes

the ceremony of frequent boiUngs : and when it has given out the whole of

its colouring matter, a process rather tedious (from the Chinese steeping

the full-grown leaves in a vat, with infusion of Kat'h, Ext. Cat), the re-

siduum falls to the share of the sheep.

* The salt plains of the valley, in which runs the Sinha-hd-bal, or " River, proceeding from

the Lion's Mouth." But these, partly left in natural herbage, contain swamps, abounding, in the

autumn, with the Fasciola Hepatica ; which, getting into the gall-ducts, kills the sheep, in winter,

that have pastured upon it.
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I have been minutely tedious upon their acquired habits of feeding, as

introductory to the conclusion, that there exists not a cottager in Britain,

receiving no parochial relief, who might not keep three of these sheep, with

more ease, than he now supports a cur dog ; nor a little farmer, who might

not maintain a flock of fifteen, or twenty, without appropriating halfan acre,

exclusively, to their use. They would derive support from that produce,

which now either wholly runs to waste, or goes to the dunghill in a raw,

unprofitable state ; whereas, by giving sustenance to the sheep, it would be

animalized, and. improved as manure.

This point is so well understood here, that sheep are bought in some

parts of Ladakh, from grazing countries, in which there is no tillage,

merely for their dung, &c. during winter. They are placed in small yards,

of which the floor is bespread with a coating of soil, such as it is, and are

fed with lucerne hay, given with such regard to quantity, that within two

or three hours not a stem, nor a leaf, remains ; and this is repeated in such

a way, as to prevent the smallest possible waste. So soon as the stratum

is sufficiently saturated with urine and dung, it is carried off, and a fresh

coating is given.

To return to the Purik sheep ; it gives two lambs within twelve months,

and is twice shorn within that period. The clip may afford, safely say,

three pounds in the annual aggregate, and the first jaeld is fine enough for

tolerably good shawls. The sheep of the cottager in Britain would live

luxuriously, in the day, on the stripes of grass carpet, which border the

roads, and by keeping clean hedge bottoms. When a boy, I have accom-

panied Mr. Bakewell over his farm, and listened with pleasure to his de-

tails of the frugality of his management ; nor have I been less gratified

with the prudent economy of the Flemish peasant. But Britain and Flan-

ders are countries, to which nature has been prodigal of vegetable produc-

tions ; and what seems prudent husbanding there, would here be accounted

the most lavish waste. The British farmer pays for the weeding of his

crops. The Ladakh feeder of cattle weeds the crops of the farmer for

nothing, and supports his cows and goats on weeded grass, common mal-

low, chenopodium, 8ic. without other expense, than that of the labour of

women and children, whilst the animals remain in the house, and yield him

fuel for the cold season by their dried excrement ; and the milk gives butter

for tea, butter-milk, sour curd, and kurut.

I have seen more luxuriant crops of wheat and of barley, but never crops

H2
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more regular, nor so clean as those of this country. The Ladakli farmer

begins to work upon a soil consisting of the disintegrated materials of the

granite rock : out of which, speaking of the upland terraces, the felspar,

reduced to powder, in the process of decomposition, is carried by snow-

water to the flat surface, bordering the banks of rivers, where it stands in

beds of the finest porcelain clay. This, naturally most unproductive ma-

terial, he so manages, as to cause it to yield, year after year, in unvaried

succession, excellent crops of wheat and of barley, without failure, with-

out alternation, without degeneracy ! Agriculture has much to regret,

that such an observer, as my friend Mr. Marshall, was not the first Briton

to witness these practices, instead of an individual, whose thoughts have

comparatively been little directed to rural affairs.

Few people know the full value of the saying, that " necessity is the

mother of invention." In respect to some of tlie first necessaries of life,

in this country, the adage is most strikingly illustrated ; but in others a

neglect prevails, with difficulty reconcileable to common sense. For in-

stance, the rivers abound with several varieties of large trout, easily taken.

Food for man is dear. Polyandry is tlie general custom. Nearly two-

thirds of the productive lands are appropriated to the support of an un-

productive priesthood
;

yet fisli are not pressed into the service of the

table. Wood-fuel is scarce and dear, yet little or none is cultivated, ex-

pressly for this purpose, though the Thuja grows freely on some bordering

mountains ; the black and Lombardy poplar on stony steppes ; all the va-

rieties of willow and tamarisk, on the banks of streams ; and the Lonicera

Tartarica, dog-rose, gooseberry and currant-bush, near the base of lower

rocks. The springy bog beds, frequent at the foot of some ranges, would

yield osiers in abundance, but not one is planted.

This is not the most extraordinary feature in the conduct of this extra-

ordinary people. That, which would give all necessaries, comforts, ele-

gancies, and superfluities, exists in profusion, neglected, and uncollected,

in the midst of a nation more miserably sordid and avaricious ( I speak of

the rulers), than any I have visited. Were I to credit the accounts of

some reporters, in respect to some districts in this vicinity, I should con-

sider the country as another El Dorado ; but I know that the beds of the

Sinke, the Singte, and of the Shqjuk rivers, abound with gold, in oblong

grains, and laminas, detached from their matrix, and bruised, broken and

flattened, in their journey down their stony channels. The governors of
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Ladakh, sensual and luxurious, in their way, yet experiencing privations

which they know to be such, forbid the collecting of gold in their rivers, lest

their harvests of grain should be injured. It would be difficult for a logi-

cian to discover a connexion between this cause, and its effect. It is to

be found in superstition, and policy, each equally absurd.

I have procured some of the sheep alluded to, and mean to increase the

parent stock to two hundred, leaving them under the care of a respectable

Lama, (my pupil in surgery,) for two years ; at the end of which period, my
journey will have been completed. Should I fall, an event by no means

improbable, the Government will receive them as a legacy, without expense,

under the hope that some of the individuals will be sent to Britain, and in the

sure expectation that the progeny will be distributed to cottagers and small

farmers, in poor and dry counties, I leave to you to estimate the national

advantages, derivable from two or three millions of extra animals, supported

upon produce now really waste ;
provided their present frugal habits of

feeding be maintained, and their constitutions be not injured by delicate

treatment.

The British flock-master would be delighted with the fineness of the bone

of the sheep of these countries, with the spread of the carcase, the hardi-

ness of their constitution, and their aptness to fatten ; but he would object

to the rounded nose, and to the stickel hairs, that debase the fleeces of

some of the numerous varieties of breed, in these regions. You have seen

the flat-tailed sheep of Persia and of Arabia, and so have I, with appen-

dages respectable enough ; but prudence causes me to suppress the size

and weight of the tails, of some of the fat-tailed sheep of the Calmucks

and Kosaks. Such of their fleeces, as have come under my inspection, are

little fit for any other than common cloths ; and for these are scarcely de-

sirable : but the elastic wiriness, and the glittering lustre of the fibre, re-

tained even when dyed, render them particularly valuable for carpets.

Yar-kund is under the greatest disadvantage for dyeing drugs ; but, being

well placed for the principal material, manufactures carpeting of great

beauty, for the China market.

You will recollect the name of a peculiar kind of shawl, called Asil, or

Asli Tus, of a brownish colour, and must have seen cloth and blankets, in

which deer-like hairs are worked up with a remarkably fine wool, in Cdshmir.

Since the reign of Mahmud Shah, scarcely a single shawl has been made
entirely of this kind of wool, for sale, and very few even to order, on
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account of the expense ; and those, so named, have been got up of shawl-

wool dyed, and mixed with a small portion of the real Tus. I have pro-

cured about a maund, which, when picked, will be reduced to less than

half that quantity : this I purpose to forward by the first opportunity, to be

tried for gloves and stockings. Neither the domesticated shawl-goat, nor

the Vigogna (Ovis Peruana Vecunna) furnish a wool so full and rich to the

feel ; nor has so fine a material ever yet graced a British loom.* The ani-

mal, which yields it, is one of the almost innumerable,varieties of the wild

goat which frequent the mountains of this country, but more especially

those of Changthang, and Khoten. Its price is very high, as the goat has

not yet been tamed ; but, from an experiment made under my view, it is

obvious that it is just as domesticable, as that which bears the common
shawl-wool ; and as soon as I shall have returned from my journey, ar-

rangements, for accomplishing this object, will be put in force. This, as

well as the shawl-goat, may, with advantage to tiie peasantry, be trans-

ferred to a portion of the Himalaya, now unproductive ; but I much
doubt, whether it be worth while, from the scanty yield of wool, on each

carcase, to raise the breed on the poorest surface in Britain. I did not

think thus, when I first obtained the shawl-goat ; but at that time, the

Company possessed not its present extensive territories in the Himalaya,

and their attendant facilities. France has, I learn from a correspondent in

that country, obtained a flock from some of the steppes near the Caspian,

which must be inferior to those of Tibet, as lately A'ghci Aabdi was em-

ployed by Russia itself, to procure the breed from the border of Chinese

Turkistan. The latter gives wool by no means so fine as that of the pro-

vince of Changthang, which touches upon, or rather, is separated from the

Honourable Company's Hill Provinces, by a tract of uninhabited border,

only four days journey in breadth. Through the interest which I now

possess in the Trans-Himalayan countries, I could procure thousands of the

best breeds, within a few months.

In the eastern part of this principality, there is a nondescript wild variety

of Horse, which I shall call Equus Kidng, perhaps more nearly allied to the

ass than to the horse, in some particulars, but differing from the Gurkhar of

* A specimen of this fine wool, which is of a brown colour, was transmitted by Mr. Moor-

croft to Mr. Fleming, and presented by the latter to the Royal Asiatic Society, in whose

Museum it is deposited. Secretary.
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Sind ; of which I obtained a female of great beauty. It is an animal, which,

excepting its ears, resembles more an antelope, in the beauty of its eye,

and the vivacity of its movements, than the sluggish animal with which it

is classed ; though unquestionably of the same family with the ass.

I bought above a hundred sheep and eight asses to carry provisions, for

a party of sixteen persons, for two months, to proceed to SkayjUng, with

a view of shooting some Kiangs. I traversed a pass in which the snow
reached to my horse's hips, lost one valuable servant by the cold, and
reached the Kiang country, after eighteen days march, when I received an

express, directing me to return immediately, to meet a deputation of persons

from the Chinese authorities of Yarkund, arrived at Lek. As I was on
horseback on my return, within an hour after the receipt of the advice, I

gained no other advantage by the journey than an opportunity of making
out a part of the old commercial line, between Nejibdbdd and Khoten,
frequented in the reign of Shah Jehan, and closed by the Chinese, subse-

quently to their acquisition of the state of Kashgar, by the expulsion of the
Musleman Khaja, whose heir, Jehdngir Khaja, is now in attendance at the

Court of Omar Khan, the sovereign of F'tngbara. I ought to add, per-

haps as another result of my researches, the tracing of the line of the
army of tlie Solcpos, or Calmucks, when they invaded Ladakh, in the reign
of Alemgir Aurengzeb

; and farther, some geographical facts, and the disco-

very of a nondescript variety of Grouse, and Partridge. Not more than a
dozen Kiangs came within view, and all were out of shot. A native of
that district was directed to lie in wait, and a suitable remuneration was
offered for the skin, head, and organs of voice, for dissection. The man
has completed his task, and I shall have these matters, as soon as the pass
of Changlung will admit of being traversed. The Kiang appeared to me
to be about fourteen hands high, of a round muscular form, with remark-
ably clean hmbs. I would have given my reasons for thinking its domesti-
cation, for the use of the small farmer, and of the poor in Britain, desirable

;

but the recital would lead to too much of detail at present.
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V. Memoir on Sirmur. By the late Captain George Rodney Blane,

Engineers, Bengal. Communicated by Sir Gilbert Blane, Bart.

Read December 6, 1823.

Boundaries and Divisions qfSirmor.

SiRMOR is bounded, on the north by Biser, from wliich it is divided by

the river Pdber ; on the west by Hindur and the Barah Tukrdi, or twelve

districts ; on the south by the Sikh possessions ; and on the east by Gerh-

wdl, and the river Jumna. It is divided into Pergunahs, and each Per-

gunah into Pattis. The head of a Patti is styled a Siana, and is responsi-

ble to the Government for its revenues. Some villages are possessed by

the tenure of military service. Ndhen is the capital, once a flourishing

town.

Sketch of the Inhabitants.

Eternal feuds subsisted between the Sirmeris and the Gerhndlls, under

the dominion of their Rajas. Owing to this spirit, and the anarchy which

prevailed in the interior, the Gorkhas, as allies of the Sr'magar Raja, made

an easy conquest of Sirmdr. Manoher Sinh, their commander, who had

been preceded by some smaller detachments, forded the Ta7is, at Keldr

Ghat, in December 1804, and in the course of the following year carried

his victorious arms to the banks of the Setlej. Devastation and emigration

were the consequences of the subjugation of Sirmdr by the Gorkhas.

During a peace of ten years, the inhabitants had, in a great measure, re-

covered from the effects of the conquest ; and it may be questioned whether

their condition, in general, was not better under the severe government of

its new masters, than under the misrule, and imperfect police of their native

Rajas. These Princes having but an insufficient control over their subjects,

each village decided its own disputes, and waged an incessant warfare with

its neighbours.

The terror in which the new government was held, and its comparative

vigour, entirely checked these proceedings, and the character of Ranjur

T,happa, the Gorkha governor, for mildness and justice, had in some degree

reconciled the people to the revolution. But the cruelty and the extortion

of the other Gorkha officers (aided by that love of independence, which is
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the characteristic of mountaineers) counteracted this feeling, and excited

those discontents which were found to prevail, on the invasion of the coun-

try by the British. Submission to the equitable rule of this power was
deemed preferable to the despotism of masters, whom they feared, without

respecting. Yet their manners to European travellers have been found
deceitful, and inhospitable ; the natural result of their poverty, and of the

oppression and rapacity, to which they have been subject; coupled with a

desire to impress their new lords with the most unfavourable ideas of the

wealth of the country.

The Sirmoris are filthy in their persons and habits. Great inattention to

cleanliness is exhibited in the interior of their houses ; and nothing can be
conceived more disgusting, than the skirts of their villages, at the close of
the winter, when the snow begins to melt. Their habitations, however,
are neatly and substantially built, of stone. Those S.W. of the Girt, have
flat roofs ; but in the interior, they consist of two and three stories, with

pent roofs, projecting considerably over the wall, constructed of deal

planks, and slated, where this material is procurable. Their villages are

small, containing from three to fourteen houses. Situated on the summit
of the ranges, or ornamenting their craggy slopes, they give a singular, but
highly pleasing, effect to the mountain landscape.

Besides Ndhen, Kahi and Keardah are the only towns of which they can
boast ; unless Rajpur, a place in Kongra, with two or three shops, can be
accounted one. Kalsi, like NdJien, has lost much of its former prosperity

;

yet it still remains the entrepdt of the diminished commerce of the plain,

with the countries to the northward.

Notwithstanding the dislike, in which the Gorkhas were held by both
nations, ten years of restraint have not subdued the mutual animosity of
the borderers of Sirmor and Gerlmal. The one, in speaking of the other,
rarely uses the appellation of his nation, but substitutes the more expressive
and rancorous term " bairl," signifying foe. This sentiment is very strong
with the former, as he has suffered from the superior enterprise of his poorer,
and more hardy neighbour; who makes war by sudden irruptions, and car-
ries off the flocks of the nearest villages, their best moveable wealth. These
incursions are seldom revenged.

The superstition of this people is extreme. Every peak is the residence
of some sprite, whose wrath it is deemed dangerous to provoke.

Vol. I. I
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Polyandry, or the custom of one woman having two or more husbands

(relations), obtains among them. It frequently happens that two brothers

succeed conjointly to an estate. They cohabit witli one wife, and the

integrity of the property is thus preserved.

Topography.

With the exception of the Keardah Dim, this country is entirely moun-

tainous : for the narrow levels, which partially pervade the banks of the

Giri, the Taiis, and the Jumna, can scarcely be accounted valleys. The
mountains lie in ranges, much indented, and often crowned with peaks,

greatly higher than their general level. To give a clear and comprehensive

idea of these ranges, they may be classed as primary, and secondary : the

secondary being, as it were, the counterforts, or buttresses, to the first.

Carrying on the analogy, these counterforts may be considered as minor

ranges, which are in like manner buttressed by others, projecting from

them ; and these again by others, and so on, with invariable uniformity.

One continuous range extends from the mountain, which divides the

sources of the Setkj and Taiis, through Biser, to mount Cupar, at the head

of the Giri. It there forms two branches : one stretching irregularly be-

tween tiiese two rivers, passes through Cmiliarsia, by the village of T'heug

and the peak of Rdjgliar, whence it spreads towards the plain, in many

diverging ranges, which, with their counterforts, fill up the space between

the Jumna, at Badshah Mahl, and the Setkj at Rupcr. The other con-

nects with Chur, and continuing by the forts of Hcripiir and Chandpur,

divides the streams, which fall into the Ta7is, from those which feed the

Giri. The peak, called Ch'A.r, has an elevation, above the plain, of 10,588

feet ; and though sixty miles from the nearest summit of the snowy chain,

is higher than any intervening point. It is the centre, from which the

several langes radiate, that lie between the Tans and the Girt.

Between the rivers Tans and Jumna, a grand central range is to be

traced from the snowy mountains, projecting its huge buttresses, on either

side, with little uniformity. At the head of the Undo, this elevated ridge

divides, and forms the basin of the stream, running, by Kalsi, into the

Jumna. The most elevated land of this tract is from Kardm peak, south

to Debun, and crosswise from Ldkandi to Bogrii.

Two snowy peaks are conspicuous, one of which, 17>57'li feet high, is
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said to give rise to the Tans, and to furnish tributary streams to the Jumna,

and the BhagiratM, one of the main branches of the Ganges. The other,

about ten miles to the eastward, is 18,77-^ feet in Iieight.

Climale, Productions, and Commerce.

A line drawn transversely along the range, separating the Bajehu and

Mashini Nalld, to Chiir peak, and thence S. E. by Chandpur, to the Tans,

and continued through Ldkandi, Debun, Bogru, and Bartdni, to the Jumna,

divides the mountainous region into two climates, distinguished by their

productions, and a sensible difference of temperature. In the division

contiguous to the plain, the harvest occurs towards the latter end of April,

and beginning of May ; whereas, in the more distant highlands, the barley

was still unripe on the 26th of May, and the wheat frequently does not

ripen at all.

The low land, on the banks of the rivers, is the most fertile and pro-

ductive ; and in parts of Jounsdr, affords a revenue to the proprietor,

amounting to one-half the produce. Other lands do not afford more than

one-fifth, and the back districts probably even less. It is evident, that an

invading force should not place much reliance on the resources of such a

country.

The cultivation, in general, is carried on upon the surfaces of the se-

condary ranges, and upon their slopes, which are formed into terraces, for

the convenience of the plough. The small breed of black cattle, peculiar

to the mountains, is well adapted for this species of labour. The crops are

scanty and poor, from the quantity of stone which is mingled with the soil.

The stubble of the corn, in reaping, is left very long. The grain is sepa-

rated from the ear by the trampling of oxen, in circular enclosures, paved
with slate.

Besides wheat and barley, a small black grain, called Marwa (Ekusine
Coracana), is reared, and constitutes the chief food of the people ; and ge-

nerally, all the frumentaceous and leguminous herbs, common to the plains,

are grown. Rice is more attended to, and earlier sown, in the colder

climate. It is generally cultivated along the banks of the torrents, for the

convenience of irrigation. The water, for this purpose, is conducted with

much ingenuity, and often carried across a deep glen, by a rustic aqueduct,

consisting of the hollow trunk of a fir tree. Other varieties of rice are

produced on the highlands, which do not require this labour.

I 2
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The surplus produce of the country is conveyed to Ndhen and Kalsi,

whence it is exported to the plains. Turmeric, ginger, and capsicum, form

articles of export from the lower to the upper highlands, and also to the

plains. Excellent honey and walnuts, are conveyed from tlie lulls to the low

country. Tobacco of an inferior kind, and poppies, are partially cultivated,

and require much care and attention. Cotton is grown, equal to the con-

sumption of the country, which is not great, especially in the farther high-

lands, where woollen clothing is in use, for the greater part of the year.

Salt is the chief import.

The climate of such a country, as may well be conceived, is very various.

In the depths of the glens, and on the banks of the rivers, the sultriness is

extreme ; and a current of hot wind may be experienced, in the month of

May, on the borders of the Tans river, offering a strong contrast to the de-

licious coolness of the highlands. The traveller, in the summer months,

would do well to avoid the low ground, and direct his course, as much as

possible, along the crests of the ranges. The thermometer, on the 2Gth

of May, at noon, at Pingoci, in Kandu, stood at 62" ; on the 27th, near

Sangu/c Ghat, on the Tans, at 102". Snow falls in Jdbal, and lies two to

three feet deep, on the elevated ranges, projecting from Clair, and on the

central land, between the Tans and Jumna, as late as the middle of March.

That lofty peak is enveloped in snow, till the month of June. It is said

that rain never falls there. The musk deer, the denizen of eternal snow,

is sometimes found on the side of this mountain. It is strangled by the

snare laid for it, and is seldom caught alive.

The productions of the woods and forests are as various, as the climate.

The farther side of the boundary line, above described, and of the conti-

guous mountains, is covered with several species of the finest fir trees
;

whereas the oak, and a beautiful tree called the J5tt;a5 (Rhododendron pmii-

ceum) prevail on the warmer face of this elevated region. The sources of the

Rakniir, and the neighbourhood of Kardm peak, produce a vast variety of

valuable forest trees, of immense growth, among which is observed the horse-

chesnut. Strawberries, and raspberries, grow on the mountain sides ; and

barberries, cranberries, cherry trees, the dog-rose, the weeping willow, and

other plants and trees, familiar to Europeans, frequently occur on the road

side, and in the woods and glens. Apples, pears, peaches, and apricots are

seen near the villages. The pears and peaches never arrive at perfection.

Seven distinct species of fir are observed in Sirmor. 1. The Diip, or
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Sarli, with the large cone, found in abundance near Ndhen ; 2. the Chir,

another long-leaved fir, very common ; 3. the Ro, bearing a small oval cone
;

4. the Kelui, whose cone is from six to eight inches long, and of a de-

lightful fragrance ; tiie wood of this tree is the most valued of all the firs

5. the Morinda ; 6. the Theonar ; and 7- Liaur, complete the enumera-

tion. The five last reach the greatest perfection, on the ranges projecting

from Chu7\ and those between Kardm and Ldkandi. The Dup, and Chtr,

are long-leaved. The turpentine, pitch, and tar, which the fir forests

would yield, are alone suflicient to render them worthy of attention. Their

value, as timber, is much diminished by the difficulty and labour, which

must attend their removal; and on account of their distance from any

dock-yard, where they would be most prize'd. Roads might, however, be

opened to the nearest points of the Tans, and Jumna, from the banks of

which it would be easy to float them down, at a moderate expense.

Mines.

Sirmor is not productive in mines, as they are at present wrought. A
copper mine near Kalsi, was formerly productive ; but has, for some time,

been abandoned. Abundance of iron ore is found on the slopes of the

hills, near the great Ldkandi. The ore yields one-fourth of its weight of

impure iron, which scarcely affords the labourer his bread. It is procured

by smelting in a small clay furnace, in the form of the frustum of a cone,

from which it runs out, imi)erfectly liquified, at an orifice beneath. The
coarse iron is sold at twenty-four sers for a rupee ; and is chiefly used at

the neighbouring lead mine of Ludi. This is a more profitable concern,

and gives employment daily to one hundred men. From twenty-five to

tliirty maunds of ore are collected in a day, which yield six maunds of

metal, valued at ten rupees per maund.

In Joumar, and the country lying between the Sain range and Chur, are

some slate quarries. This material, clumsily wrouglit, is used for roofing,

in those districts where timber is scarce. It is difficult to say, what stores

of mineral wealth may be contained in such a country. They oflfer an

ample field of research to the mineralogist, as the vegetable productions do

to the botanist.

Sand-stone prevails in the low ranges, contiguous to the plains, and in the

Jaitak range ; and calcareous incrustations are occasionally observed, in the

beds of the torrents, which here have their birth. Sections of pudding-stone
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appear alternating with strata of soft and imperfect sand-stone, which the

passes into these ranges disclose, inclining at an angle of 15" with the ho-

rizon. Primitive lime-stone rock, projecting in awful and fanciful forms its

craggy pinnacles, discovers itself to be the basis of the Sai7i range. The
schistose rock, which prevails in the regions beyond, and in Jounsdr, con-

tains iron, as is occasionally indicated,to the mortification of the surveyor,

by the deviation of the magnetic needle.

Roads.

The communications through the country are very imperfect, and totally

unfit for the marching of bodies of troops, exceeding a few companies. A
path of a foot and a half in width, with the mountain rising precipitously

on one side, and a deep glen on the other, if not very rugged, is esteemed

by the natives a good road. Beasts of burthen are never used beyond

Ndhen or Kalsi ; and it is with difficulty that a led horse, even of the indi

genous breed, accompanies the traveller. Tlie roads, such as they are,

suffice for the limited commerce of the country. It would neither be diffi

cult, nor expensive, to render them more commodious, and to open new

ones, suited to the extended and more ready intercourse, which is now re^

quired. This is evident from those which have been made, in the mountain

ous districts, that have lately been under military occupation. Generally

a direct distance of ten miles, measured on the map, will give fifteen of

road distance.

Passes.

The two principal debouches into Deira Dun, are sufficiently known.

They have been much improved by the late frequency of ingress and

egress, and are passable for eveiy species of carriage. The one leading to

Ndhen might, with a little labour, be made practicable for loaded camels.

The other passes, from the plain to Sirmdr, by the valleys of Deira and

Keardah, are less known and less frequented.

Fords.

From Onuri, a place of great sanctity, to Heripur, the Tans has six

fords : the three upper ones practicable until the middle of May ; and the

other three, only during the winter months. The map exhibits ten fords,

on the Jumna, above its union with the Tans, and four below. The former
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are passable, until the commencement of the rainy season, and the latter

only till the melting of the snow, in March. The access to the fords of

both rivers, above their junction, is extremely difficult, and easily to be

defended against a very superior force. The Giri is almost always ford-

able.

Besides these fords, the mountaineers have a contrivance, called a Jola,

by which they cross the Tans and Jumna, at all seasons. The narrowest

part of the river is chosen, and four or five ropes, called a T,hovan, are

thrown across, and made fast to upright stakes, rendered firm by being let

into the rock, and strengthened by loose stones, piled around them. To
these ropes is attached a piece of wood, called the Jola, (made to fit the

small of the back), by the assistance of which the passenger glides across

the river, with his back to the water, flowing perhaps thirty or forty feet

beneath him. If loaded, his load is suspended on a ring of wood, sliding

over the rope, and easily drawn across by means of a small cord, doubling

through the supporting stakes. The traveller who does not chuse to trust

himself to his own exertions, may avail himself of this resource. The
Tfhovans vary from sixty to one hundred and thirty feet in length.

Rivers.

The Jumna, before it is precipitated into the plains, is swelled by two
large streams, the Giri and the Ta7is. The Tans, Jumna, and the Bhcigi-

rathi, one of the main branches of the Ga?iges, are said to rise from the

same group of mountains as the Girt, but this information should be re-

ceived with caution.

The appearance of the two first, from Bdstab, and Chamriya, and (heir

gradual approximation, render it probable that their sources cannot be very

remote. When the snow begins to melt, the waters of these rivers are

discoloured ; those of the Tans are of a greenish grey (similar to the

Setm at Belushur), while those of the Jumna are of a brownish red. The
Setkj has a longer course, through the mountains, than either the Tans, or

Jumna. The snowy chain, coming from the east to the peak of Jamnotri,
thence trends northerly.

Forts,

Many forts, or more properly castles, are scattered through Sirmdr.

Tlieir strength consists in their position, which is generally on peaks, com-.
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manding all the neighbouring heights. They are built of stone, connected

with wooden binders. The want of water is their chief weakness, and must

ultimately cause their surrender to an investing force, unless covered by

an army from without, to secure a supply of this necessary article. An

army, in this situation, fortifies itself with wooden stockades ; and the fort,

which they are intended to cover, becomes no more than a point in the

position ; and its fall must necessarily follow a successful attack on the

covering force.

G. R. B.

Delhi, 18 February 1816.
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VI. Essay on the Bhills.* By Major-General Sir John Malcolm,

G.C.B.andV.P.R.A.S.

Read January I7, 1824.

The four divisions of Hindus, viz. the Priests, Soldiers, Merchants, and

Labourers, t appear to have existed in every human society, at a certain

stage of civilization ; but in India alone have they been maintained, for

several thousand years, with prescriptive rigour. The mixture of races,

caused by the operation of human passions (beyond the power of rules to

controul), which in most countries has tended to destroy such distinctions

among the four primitive classes, has in India only extended to an indefi-

nite number of tribes, or castes, exclusive customs and privileges, of which
the lowest are as tenacious as the highest.

The institutions, the arts, and even the language of the Hindus, appear,

at the earliest times, of which we have any general history, to have been
more perfect than at present ; but it is evident, that so artificial a state of
society must have been, for many years, progressive towards that point, at

which, in a very remote period, we find it had arrived ; and it must have
been grounded upon some prior structure of society, of which we have now
no distinct knowledge. It therefore becomes an object to discover, if any
fragments of that structure yet remain ; and if they do, they are only to be
traced by a minute investigation into the history, usages, and rites, of such
tribes and families, as are now accounted among the lowest and most de-

spised inhabitants of India. We may conclude, that, when the Brdhmans had
established their superior rights and privileges, numbers of the inhabitants
of India, who adhered to their own superstitious practices, would be
deemed outcasts ; and, as such, would be condemned to the most degrading
occupations in society, or be compelled to fly to woods and mountains, in

order to find refuge from persecution and oppression, in a life of poverty
and pi-ivation. Similarity of condition, and tlie care of providing for their

security, would produce union among men thus situated, and they would
divide, according to circumstances, into separate families and tribes, who.

« nhilla (vulgarly Mcel) is noticed in inmachandra's Sanscrit Vocabulary, as the name of a
tribe of barbarians. Wilson's Sans. Diet, ad vocem.

t Drdhmant, Chetriyas, Vaisyat, and Sudras.

Vol. I. K
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though contemned by the higher classes of Hindus, might in course of

time be expected to amalgamate, in some degree, with those impure tribes,

who, though sprung from the four privileged classes, have been subse-

quently degraded, on account of their spurious birth.

As we have no distinct account of the estabhshment of the Brahmenical

institutions, we are ignorant of the origin of the pre-existing tribes, to

which I have alluded; but of the illegitimate races, descended from the four

primitive classes, we find frequent mention in the Hindu records. The

Chanddla, which includes many of the spurious classes, is stated hy Menu *

to have sprung from a Sudra father and a Brahyneni mother ; while a A7-

shdda or Pdrasava (both of which terms mean an outcast) is descended

from a Brahmen and a Sudrd mother. Menu calls the Chanddla the

lowest of mortals, because he seems to have considered it a greater crime

for a woman of rank to debase herself, by an impure connection, than a

man.

Other authors f have noticed these general classes of outcasts ; all of

whom, though degraded, have continued to observe the rites, and to che-

rish the superstitious faith, of those from whom they are descended.

The chief difficulty in distinguishing, at this period, the tribes and families,

which never formed a part of the Hindu system, from those which its tem-

porary rulers have degraded or ejected, arises from the mixture which time,

and the similarity of situation and habits, have produced between these two

classes, whose original usages and rites were probably not very remote ; for,

from the construction of the Brahmenical system, it is evident, that the at-

tainment and preservation of worldly power must have been the primary

object of those, by whom it was established, and such motives would pre-

vent them making any great change in the polytiieism of India.

But even supposing this change was effected, men driven into a base or

savage condition of society, deprived of all instruction, and born and bred

in habits of toil and warfare, would naturally adopt and imitate the super-

stitions of tribes, which appeared to their rude imagination so far above them,

in all intellectual attainments, as well as worldly enjoyments.

Menu terms the forbidden or spurious offspring of the four primitive

classes of society " Dasyu " (or plunderers), a term which implies tiieir

* Menu's Institutes, BookX. v 12.

f Mr. Colebrooke, on the authority of the Jdtimala, assigns the same origin for the Nishdda

or Pdrasava, as has been quoted from Menu.
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having adopted that life. It is agreed that these men, driven to despair,

by being placed beyond the pale of the privileged castes, would naturally

become the enemies of the society from which they were expelled. But it

is not consistent with the art and wisdom, so evident in the whole frame of

the Hindu system, to suppose that its authors would unnecessarily establish

hostile communities, to disturb the general peace ; and the allotment of

trades * and professions to several of these spurious classes, contradicts the

supposition. There must have been a distinct class existing in the com-

munity, upon whom these outcasts grafted themselves, before they were stig-

matized by the lawgiver as plunderers; and it is singular, that, in the remark-

able verse t of the Ramayana (which claims to be the most ancient of

Hindu poems), the Vyddh, or fowler, is particularly denounced by its au-

thor, the sage Valjiiki, for his inhumanity in killing one of two herons,^

which the sage observed enjoying themselves on the margin of a pure

stream, in which he was bathing.

Enough has been said to shew, that we may expect to throw light upon

the ancient history of India, from minute enquiries into the origin of the

* The goldsmiths, the workers in cane, and many other castes, are of spurious origin, and

are noticed by Menu.

\ " Oh, Nisha'da (Valmiki exclaimed), mayest thou never acquire long enduring renown.

•' For, of this pair of herons, thou hast slain one, at the very moment it was intoxicated with

'-' love."

This is asserted, in the poem, to have been the first stanza ever composed in the Sanscrit lan-

guage ; as we read, that, when " Valmiki had pronounced these words, it struck him that he

" had uttered a very remarkable sentence ; and reflecting on its structure, he observed to his

" disciple Bharadwa'ja, that it consisted of four feet of equal syllables, and then directed him

" to call it a sloica, or verse. The obedient disciple acquiesced, and they both returned to the

" hermitage ; the sage pondering in the way on the nature of his couplet. On his arrival, while

" absorbed in deep reflection, arising from this event, he was honoured with a visit from Brahma',

" the Lord of creatures. Valm{ki arose, and after duly reverencing the God, he exclaimed,

" 'By this depraved and ignorant fowler, has so much misery been caused ! how wantonly has

" he killed the sweetly plaintive heron.'

" Brahma' smiled, and addressing Valmiki, directed him to write the history of Ra'ma, in

" such measured words as he had just uttered, in grief for the unfortunate heron. Brahma' then

" vanished from his sight, after declaring, that the Ra'ma'yana, he was about to write, should

" remain current amongst men, as long as the earth should endure, and that VALMfKi himself

" should be rewarded, for its composition, by an abode in heaven, as long as height and depth

" could be predicated of that region."

X The bird, mentioned in the original, is the Ardea torra, familiarly known, in India, by the

name of Paildy-hird, from its frequenting the fields of that grain.
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usages and superstitions of the lowest classes of its population ; but this

subject requires still more of our attention, from such knowledge 'being es-

sential to give success to our efforts to maintain the peace and promote the

prosperity of our Eastern empire. These classes are at once tlie most ig-

norant and most barbarous of the community ; and we may rest assured,

that all attempts towards their permanent reform will fail, unless grounded

on an intimate acquaintance with their past and present condition.

I shall, after these prefatory observations, proceed to contribute my mite

towards the accomplishment of an object which I deem so important, by

stating what I know of the fabulous and real origin of the Bhills, a race of

men inhabiting the mountainous tracts of Candeish, Malwa, and Rajputana.

The Bhilk are, and deem themselves, a distinct people. There are so

many different tribes among them, that it has been conjectured by some,

that the general name of Bhill only denotes a confederacy of mixed and

deoraded races of Hindus, associated by political events and local circum-

stances : but, though there can be no doubt, that their strength has been in-

creased, and their consequence raised, by recruits sprung from the prohibited

intercourse of the primitive Hindu castes, there is every reason to believe

that the original race of Bhills may claim a high antiquity, and that they were

once masters of many of the fertile plains of India, instead of being confined,

as they now are, to the rugged mountains and almost impenetrable jungles.

There are authentic records of the Rajput sovereigns of Jaudhpur and

Vdeypur having subdued large tracts from the Bhills ; and the countries

now under the Rajput princes of Dongerpw and Barmvara, may be

termed recent conquests from the same tribe, who, though they have no

longer their own chiefs, still form the mass of the population. The same

may be said of all the Rajput territories, in the woody and hilly tract wliich

separates Malrca from Guzerat, and the latter province from Mewar.* But

it is in that wild and uncultivated country which stretches along the left

bank of the Nermada, from the plains of Nemar to those of Guzerat,

amid the Satpurah and Adjenti ranges, and among the hills of Baglanah

* The countries, above mentioned, extend from 20" to near 25" North latitude, and from 73"

to 76" East longitude ; but this is only in part inhabited by Bhills, whom we find in the

neighbouring hills, whence they extend in one line along the mountains to the furthest limits of

Donaerpur. They are also to be found in many of the smaller ranges of the hills of Guzerat and

Mewar ; but their favourite abodes are the woody and rugged banks of the Tapti, the Meh'i, and

the Nermada.
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in Candeish, where this race have been least disturbed, that we may expect

to find their usages most distinct from those of other classes.

The extraordinary custom, common to almost all the countries that have

been mentioned, of the Hka, or mark that is put upon the forehead of the

Rajput prince or chief! when he succeeds to power, being moistened with

blood taken from the toe or thumb of a Bhill, may be received as one

among many proofs of their having been formerly in possession of the prin-

cipalities, where this usage prevails.

The Minahs,* another degraded tribe, whose princes, till within the last

nine hundred years, ruled over the country oi Jeypur, are as tenacious, as

the BhillSy in maintaining a ceremony, which, though declaredly meant as

a pledge of allegiance, appears to be cherished as a memorial of former

power. The right of giving the blood for this ceremony is claimed by par-

ticular families ; and the belief, that the individual, from whose veins it is

supplied, never lives beyond a twelvemonth, in no degree operates to repress

the zeal of the Bhills to perpetuate an usage, which the Rajput princes f

are, without exception, desirous should cease. The feeling of the latter is

often accounted for by their fear of being polluted with the blood of an

impure person ; but it no doubt proceeds from a dislike, in some of these

proud rulers, of being reminded, by this recurring ceremony, of the short

date of their authority, and of the implied necessity of its being sanctioned

and confirmed by the lowest of their subjects.

I found, on enquiry, that, though the above usage still existed in many
principalities, it had in several been discontinued for one, two, and three

generations. A minute investigation into the prevalence of it, or similar

customs, that recognise the possession of the rights of these degraded tribes,

would be useful in determining the degree of power they had formerly en-

joyed.

There are many circumstances, which would authorise the conclusion,

* The mode in which the present rulers of Jeypur gained possession of this great and rich

principality, is remarkable. An expatriated Rajput, of the Kaichiviara tribe, was adopted

as his heir by the reigning Minah Prince of Narviar, and from him the Jei/pur family is

descended.

t The Princes of Udeypur are stated not to be desirous of the disdontinuance of this usage,

which they refer to a sense of gratitude to a Dhill, who saved the life of a prince of their family

;

a tradition, which prevents the pride of this high family being hurt, by a recollection, that the

throne, they now possess, had ever a meaner occupant.
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that the BJiills come from the countries N.W. of Malwa.* One of the

strongest is, that the principal rwwels and bhats (priests and minstrels) of

Rath and Neiimr, and I believe those of Candeish, come once or twice a

year from the countries of Udeypur and Jaudhpur, to visit the tribes settled

in the more southern districts.

The Bhills have a fabulous tale regarding their origin, which I have

elsewhere stated.f This ascribes their descent to an intercourse between a

celestial and terrestrial being. Mahadeva (we are told) became enamoured

of an earthly beauty, and had a family by her. One of his sons, alike re-

markable for his deformity and vice, slew the sacred bull of his father ; for

which sacrilege he was banished to the mountains : where he became the

founder of a race inheriting his vices and his turbulence, which took the

name of jB/«7& ; an appellation that has been, in course of time, indiscrimi-

nately applied to the Chanddla and Nishddat (outcasts of spurious birth),

* Dr. Drummond, of Bombay, is of a different opinion. He considers the Bhills, as well as

the KiiUs, to be originally inhabitants of Guzerat and the south of India. In the latter part

of this conjecture I do not coincide; and I am confirmed in my opinion by that of Captain Tod,

an officer distinguished by his general attainments in Hindu literature and antiquities, and whose

minute local knowledge of the country of Rnjputana, and its inhabitants, exceeds that of any

other individual. Captain Tod observes, in reply to my query upon this subject, " We can trace

" the Bhills as ponerful communities so far back as the Mahabharat ; for even Virut, to which

" the five Pdndawas were banished, formed part of that grand forest, the Herambar tarca,

" which comprehended both Surashlra and Gujjararashira, from the world's end (Jagnt Kunt

" DivarkaJ to the Malwa frontier, along the Nennada, and embracing Eidiir and Dongerpur.

" Abu, and the tracts anciently called Dandhar, comprehending Koliwara and tracts up the

" Lernswdti and the western Benas, an immense tract of country. Herambar was the titular

" appellation of those forest lords, and there are legends without end of Bhima's pranks with

" the fair Bhilmi in the Maluia frontier, and at Girnar in the centre of Sitrashtra. The

" name of Bhill is immortalized by his giving the death-blow to the head of the powerful Radu

" (Jttdun) tribes. The deified Krishna, who mixed in the fight of Kunt-cshStra, and was

" charioteer to his friend Akjuna, when the Poet says, ' He crimsoned the yellow mantle in the

" red-stained field.' The curse of the sage Dcrvasas, and the Bhill slaying the Indian Apollo

" ( Muralidhar, the flute-holder,) is well known to all the lovers of Hindu legendary tales."

t Vide Central India, Vol. I. p. 518.

J I am infonned by Mr. Haughton, of the East-India College, to whose knowledge of Sanscrit

literature I am much indebted, that the term Nishiida, which signifies an outcast race, is ra-

dically different from Nishaddha, a country of which Nala (whose misfortunes are so beautifully

described in the Mahdbhdrata) was sovereign. This episode has been translated into Latin by

the learned Professor Bopp, who is one among the many distinguished men of his country, that

have of late made a great proficiency in oriental literature. The European public are promised

a complete
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many of whom dwell among them. The Bhills also dwelt, and still dwell

in the country of Nishdda, whose localities are geographically discussed in

the Agni Pu7-dn. It is the modern Nerwer ox Nal-u'er ; and, amongst its

inhabitants, the tribe of Lauriyah is accounted one of the finest and oldest

of the Bhill race. This was the country of the Prince Nala, whose name

is in chronological tables as one of the Suri/avans, or children of the Sun :

and from him the Jeypur family trace their descent.

Besides the general pretensions of all Bhills to a celestial origin, we find

in every district some fable which ennobles their local chiefs, by tracing their

descent from demi-gods, princes, and heroes. But before entering upon a

description of the different classes of this people, I must shortly notice

their religion, their superstitions, and their usages.

The Bhills, with the exception of a few tribes (who were converted to

the Mahomedan religion) must be classed with the Hindu population ; al-

though they are in appearance, and in many of their habits, distinct from

the other races of India. They worship the same gods ; but their religious

ceremonies are, in a great measure, limited to propitiatory offerings, and

sacrifices, to some of the Hindu minor infernal deities;* particularly

a complete translation of the Rdmdyana by the able and eloquent Schlegel, Professor at Bonn

;

and his published translation of the Bhtlgavad Gita is a proof of his competency to the arduous

task.

* It is impossible to describe all the gods that are worshipped, by this rude race ; for every

tribe has different objects of adoration, arising from local superstitions and legends. The fol-

lowing is a list of the principal deities of the Blulls in Jebuah and its vicinity, and the occasions

on which they deem it necessary to propitiate their favour :

Kali. On many occasions.

Hatipowa. At the Dewdli and Dasahard feasts, as presiding over village cultivators.

Waghacha Kunwer To protect them against the ravages of wild beasts.

Halk Mata. For success in their predatory joumies and undertakings.

Khobial Mata. For protection to the cattle from sickness and plundering.

Devi Kanail. For a good ripening of their com, and for plenty.

Behyu Baji. For rain.

Ghora Raja. Against attacks and plunderers.

Hallam. Worshipped by the Malwa Bhills, at the annual pilgrimage to the large hill of
Retna JVal, in Bariya.

Chamconda Mata is the goddess of harvest; and the first of every grain cut is offered

to her.

How'iN Wana Mata. Against murrain or lameness amongst their cattle.

SiTA' Mata. The goddess of small-pox.

Bhulbae
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the goddess of small-pax, Sita Mata, whom they invoke under various

names, in the hope of averting its dreadful ravages. They pay great reve-

rence to Mahadeva ; from whom (as has been stated) they boast their

descent.

The Bhills often make small mud figures of horses, which they range

round their idol, to whom they promise a fine charger if he will hear their

petition ; and it is not unusual to place the image upon one of these figures.

The extreme reverence of this rude race for the horse is very singular ; and

in many of their legends tiie principal event depends on the assistance, or

advice, of an enchanted horse.

The B/»7/« neither build, nor frequent, pagodas or temples; but in general

select for a place of worship some particular tree, which is consecrated by

a few large stones put on an elevated terrace of mud, which is constructed

at its root. In some places, however, a small open shed is erected for some

particularly sacred image.

At the Dasahard* many of the Bhills resort to the principal neighbouring

towns to celebrate that feast, and sacrifice at the outside of the village to

DuRGA, a goddess to whom they at all times pay adoration. But the most

singular, and perhaps the original worship of the Bhills, is that which they

pay to their deceased ancestors, or chiefs of note. On the death of one of

these, a brass bull or horse is formed and delivered to the Bhat,i who makes

an annual circuit of the iiamluts, with this image, performing the requisite

ceremonies, and commemorating, in songs, the fame of the deceased ; for

Bhulbae Mata. In times of epidemic sickness, cholera, &c. &c.

Bhadri Bae. Small-pox.

Ghona. Small-pox.

The sacrifice or offering to Hatipowa and Waghacha Kunwek, is a bullock; to the

others, fowls and he-goats : a male bird to the male deities ; and a female to the female ones.

Their usual ceremonies consist in merely smearing the idol, which is seldom any thing but a

shapeless stone, with vermilion and red lead, or oil ; offering, with prostrations and a petition, an

animal and some liquor ; casting a small portion of each, with some pulse, into the fire ; and then

partaking of the flesh and remaining liquor, after giving the presiding Ravicl, or Bhat, his share.

* The Dasahard begins on the tenth of Astoin (September,—October), on which, after the

worship and religious ceremonies have been performed nine nights, they throw the image of the

goddess Dlvi (KalI) into the river. On this day Ra'ma marched against Ravena, King of

Ceylon ; for which reason it is called the victorious tenth.

f The Bhat is both the bard and chronicler of the Bhills, as of all the low tribes. This class

have been described in the Memoir of Central India, Vol. II. p. 131, &c.
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which service he receives, as his dues, a piece of cloth, and tiie vessels, and
other articles, used in the sacrifice. It is also common for the BhilLs to
raise, on such occasions, a cairn, or rude pile of stones, to the chief who is

beatified
; and the top of this pile is, at particular periods of worship, co-

vered with oil, red lead, and vermilion.

T cannot better illustrate the belief and usages of the Bhills, regarding
their sainted heroes, than by giving a legend of the tribes inhabiting the
mountainous tract, situated between the Nermada and the TdpH, and lying
to the west of the level parts of Nemar. The demi-gods and heroes of
other tribes differ in their names and qualities, and in the fables relating to
their origin, from those described in the legend; but the miracles, which
attended their birth and progress, are all of similar character and con-
struction.

According to the traditions, and written records, of some of the oldest
and best informed of the Rawels, or holy men, of these Nemar Bhills, " A
" youth of the mercantile class, named Olia, of Tdran Mall, who had
" left his o^Vn family, came to the house of a Brdhme?} school-master, called
" Khoja, who took him under his protection, and educated him, alon.r
" with his own daughter, named BarmA. One day, the two young scliot
" lars were assisting each other in their lessons, when the girl proposed
" casting their nativity, in order to discover whether they were born under
" the influence of the same star, and consequently capable of being united
" in marriage or not. They were employed in this task, when the Brd/imen
" arrived, who, perceiving in what they were engaged, was very angry,
" and taxing the young Banj/d with ingratitude, in aspiring to the htnd
" of his daughter, struck him several blows. The Bani/d, irritated by
" such usage, lifted up his writing-board, and gave the Brdlmen so severe a
" blow, that it killed him. Alarmed at what he had done, he prepared to
" flee, when the girl entreated him to take her with him. He agreed to
" this

;
and after having performed the funeral rites of the deceased Brdh-

" men, they departed, and went to Toran Mall, where they lived as man
" and wife.

" Some time after tills, BaumA, leaving her husband to take care of the
" household aftairs, accompanied the JaVra, or annual concourse of pilgrims,
" going to worship SedAsiva, who was then passing his time in iapasi/a or
" mental abstraction, on the hill of Dhavalagiri Parvat (or the White Mown

\^oi.. I. L
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" tain) in Gondwara* Barma', on her arrival, performed her devotion?

" to Sedasiva, with such assiduity that, when that holy being awoke from

" the trance, in which he had been plunged, she attracted his attention, and

" he desired her to mention her prayer, and it should be granted. Barma
" replied, that her only wish was to be blest with children, that her name
" might remain in the land of her nativity. Sedasiva, on hearing this,

" gave her a club, or staff, which he directed her to throw against the

" branches of a mango-tree, and to pick up the fruit that fell. Slie obeyed,

" and obtained five mangoes ; but not being satisfied, she again threw up

" the stick, when, to her surprise, it adhered to the tree, and at the same

" time, the mangoes she had already obtained, vanished from her hand.

" Mortified by this disappointment, she imposed upon herself, as a penance

" for her avarice, the task of sweeping with the long dishevelled tresses of

" her hair, the spot on which Sedasiva lay reclined in tapasi/a, hoping

" that her humility and devotion would appease that anger, to whicii she

" attributed her disappointment. Barma had performed this task for the

" space of seven years, when Sedasiva again opened his eyes, and, perceiv-

" ing the same votary standing before him, enquired why she had not de-

" parted with her fruit. Barma' related what she had done, and the

" consequence. ' It was a just punishment,' said Sedasiva, ' for your

" cupidity. Take the stick, and try again ; but learn to be satisfied with

" what fate grants you, and seek no more.' Barma, thus warned, took

" the stick, and knocking down five mangoes, departed with them to Toraii

" Mall. During the journey, she happened to lodge at the house of a

" Komar, or pot-maker, whose daughter ate one of the mangoes, and bt-

" came immediately pregnant. In the same manner, three other mangoes

" were eaten by tlie respective daughters-in-law of the difierent house-

" holders, who gave her lodging. They were, a Danyd (a merchant), a

" Rajput (a soldier), and a G6udla (a cowherd). Their daughters-in-law,

" becoming all pregnant from eating the mangoes, were, in due time, de-

" livered of sons. The Komdr's daughter-in-law's son was called Duk-

" KUMBHi ; the Bavyd's was called Gunji ; the Rajput's was called Wanu
" Samar ; and the Gdwdla's was called Velam.

* Probably the Mahddeva hills, where the pilgrims still continue to pay their adoration to Se-

da'siva, or Maha'deva.
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" Barma proceeded with the only remaining mango, till she came to

" a part of the country that was overgrown with long grass, in which her

" feet getting entangled, she fell, and dropt her mango. On missing it,

" she turned to look for it, and perceived it change into an egg, which as

" suddenly became transformed into a serpent. She conjured the reptile,

" if subject to the power of SedAsiva, again to become an egg ; which

" having taken place, as she desii'ed, she took the egg in her hand, and

" proceeding on her journey, reached Toran Mall in safety. The egg

" afterwards produced twins, a boy and a girl, who were called Ktjnda

" and KuNDAN."

After this the story becomes defective. No further mention is made of

Olia and Barma ; and the five brothers, with their sister, are introduced

as grown up, and living together at Toran Mall. They are represented

as being in a state of indigence, and obliged to labour for their food, or

procure it by hunting. Being, however, the children of Sedasiva, they are

under the protection of divine power ; and, in one of their hunting excur-

sions, they find a horse, which proves to be of celestial breed. This ani-

mal, which has the gift of speech, tells the brothers, that they are destined

to rise, from poverty and obscurity, to wealth and power, by one of them

marrying Kajel Rani. Kijnda (who appears to be the recognised head

of his brothers), enquires who this Kajel Rani is, and how she is to be

obtained. The horse replies, that she is a Ganc/liarba (a fairy, or celestial

being), and that she resides at her father's court, in a distant region, called

Meghpuri (or the city of the cloud), from whence she is in the habit of

descending, with seven other celestial nymphs,* to bathe in the river Sip-a.f

The horse offers to conduct Kunda to the spot, and to assist him in con-

cealing himself from view, while the nymphs bathe in the river, when

Kunda is instructed to seize Kajel RanI's garments, and not to restore

them till she promises to become his wife. In short, Kt;NDA gains the

Ran! by following the advice of the horse. After he had obtained her,

* There are a great many nymphs at Indr a's court, and, as it is believed that the demi-god

can be dispossessed of his sovereignty, by any mortal « ho can exceed him in the austerities, by

wliich lie obtained his present power, he generally despatches one of these charming and allur-

ing damsels, to tempt the ascetic, and to interrupt and destroy the efficacy of his self-imposed

penance.

f The Sipra is a river in Malwa, which flows past the sacred city of Ujayan. For descrip-

tion of its course, vide Central India, Vol. II. Index, p. 513.
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she is much distressed at the idea of the calumny, to which she would be

exposed, for having eloped ; especially as her father had already betrothed

her to a prince She therefore advises Kunda to allow her to return to

her native sphere, to which she recommends him to ascend, and carry her

off publicly, as his doing so would save her reputation. Kunda, after con-

sulting his oracle, the hoise, who promises him success, agrees to this

proposition, and Kajel Rani, with her attendants, wings her flight into

the upper regions. When the period fixed for the celebration of her nup-

tials with the Prince, to whom she was betrothed, arrives, KtJNOA and his

brothers mount the horse, which carries them to Megkpiiri, just as the

marriage-ceremony commences. KtjNDA prays for aid from SedAsiva, and

is consequently endowed with tlie strength of twelve elephants. He ap-

proaches Kajel Rani; and seizing her intended spouse, annihilates him

with one blow ; and then bearing oft' the bride, from the midst of surround-

ing hosts, he mounts her on the horse, which bears them in safety to

Tdran Mall.

From the date of this event, Kunda, who is now called K(jnda RAnA

(or prince), lived happily with Kajel Ran!, to whom he was married, and

in course of time (according to the prediction of the horse*) obtained

wealth and dominion, by conquest, it is said ; but no furtiier particulars are

known. Kltnda RAna, and his brothers, are reported to have possessed

the kingdoms of Malwa, Guzerat, and Candeish ; but this probably means

no more, than that they plundered these countries.

The era of K6nda RAna is subsequent to that of any of the Rajas and

Princes, celebrated in the Mahd-bhdrat ; in which, however, mention is

made of Toran Mall : a Raja of that place, named Yuvanaswa, being there

represented us fighting with some of tiie Pdndava race.

The following is an account of the progeny of K6nda RanA, and his

brothers

:

Balla Rajel, son of KtJNDA RAna, by his wife KAjel RAni.

Bhillet, son of Velam GowAla, by his wife Merenda GowAlin.

Lajjac, son of DuiiKUMBnf, by DAsel.

KuAjA, son Gij'nji BanyA, by Ranjani.

SoDUL, son of WangsAmeu, by LArbae.

There were altogether seven sons, but their names are not known. They

• No further notice is taken of the horse in tlie story.
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were called Ktihans ; and their offspring (with their relations by mar-

riages) formed a family of sixty, who were called the sixty Rdwets, or

knights, of whom Kunda Rana was the chief. This race has been ex-

tinct for ages, and the sixty Rdwets are now exalted to as many Dongri

Devas (or hill-gods), who are worshipped by the B/t/llulas and Bhills, as

well as by almost all the Hindus of the lower classes, of Nemar. Of all the

sixty Rdwets (or hill-gods) Bhillet, son of Velam Gowala, is the most

revered : and this arises from the skill he possessed in magic, and from the

success, he was, in consequence, enabled to obtain during an expedition, in

which he accompanied the god Bhaiuava (another son of Sedasiva). They

both went (it is said) to Cdmrup, where the latter fell a victim to the arts

of the sorcerers and sorceresses of that country, who transformed him into

a beast ; but he was rescued by Bhillet, who, by his superior skill in ne-

cromancy, subdued all the magicians and sorcerers, and restoring Bhairava

to his natural shape, brought him away in safetv.

This tissue of superstition and fable has given rise to a race of men, called

Barwds* who are supposed, through the influence of the hill-gods (whose

votaries they are), to be endowed with the hereditary gift of inspiration.

Their powers are, however, dormant, till they are excited by music ; and

for this reason, they have a class of musicians connected with them, who
are proficient in numerous songs, in praise of the hill deities. When the

recitation of these songs has kindled the spark of spiritual fire, they begin,

to dance with frantic gestures, and loosening their hair, toss, and whirl

round their heads, whilst their whole frame becomes agitated, as if under

the influence of strong convulsions. In this state of phrenzy, they give ut-

terance to oracles, which are attentively listened to by those, who come to

consult them. The Barwds are of various castes, and admit disciples.

The novices are required to perform daily ablutions, in warm water, for nine

days, and to allow their hair to grow, to as great a length as possible. They
then undergo a probation ; and if music does not stimulate them to a state

of extatic phrenzy, they are rejected, as not being favoured by the gods

with a re(|uisite portion of spiritual grace.

The Barwds act also as physicians, and cure trifling complaints, by means
of simples, which the jungles produce. When the disease is serious, and

* Tlie liarwas of the Jiliills appear to be nearly similar to the Bhopas ; for an account of

whom, vide Central India, Vol. il. p. 214,
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of a nature beyond the reach of their skill to discover, they invariably at-

tribute it to the evil influence of a Dhd/cati,'^ or witch. In such cases, it is

their duty to detect tliis Dlidkan, which is effected by the performance of

various ceremonies : sometimes by music; and at other times by a bunch of

peacock's feathers, made into a broom, being waved round the head of the

patient. In some cases, more cruel means are used to compel the Dhdkan

to declare her name, and the motives which have compelled her to afflict

her victim, and tlie terms on which she will be appeased.

The belief in witchcraft is common to almost all classes in India ; but the

Bhills, from their wildness and ignorance, are deeply tinctured with this

superstition. They are, consequentl)', never without Banvds of their own

tribe, with whom they consult on all occasions, but particularly when

about to undertake a plundering expedition ; and they almost invariably

abide by the advice of these oracles. The Baruds of the poorer Bhills differ,

in some respects, from the others. They do not require, for their excitement,

any music, beyond " the clashing of stones."

It has been stated, that almost every tribe of BhilU has an account of its

origin, of similar character to the one before mentioned ; but I have re-

marked one important fact, that these traditions, which have been evidently

fabricated to minister to the pride of chiefs, whose ancestors have been

degraded from the higher and privileged orders, on account of their spurious

birth, or some impure habit of life, have always a reference to Bhills, who

existed previous to the date of the fable; and this evidence tends, beyond all

others, to prove the title of the latter to antiquity, as an original tribe. I

select from my papers the following short account of a class, termed the

Mehira Bhills, from their being settled on the banks of the river Mehi.

" Jagdeo (Yajnvadeva), one of the former Rajas of Dhdr, was a lineal des-

" cendant of tiie ancient family of the Picdrs. He had four brothers, with

" whose aid he attempted to build a fort at Mdndu : but all their efforts were

" unsuccessful ; for, as soon as a portion was built up, it fell to the ground.

" This had happened several times ; when one night the goddess Hallaka
" Devi appeared to Jagdeo in a dream, and said, that unless one of the bro-

" thers would make a sacrifice of the head of his son, and his son's wife, they

" would never accomplish their object. Jagdeo, on waking next morning,

" repeated the dream to his brothers, whom he assembled for the pui-pose

• For a full account of the Dlidians, vide Central India, Vol. II. p. 212, 4c.
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" of deciding what was to be done. One of them said, ' Assuredly, we

" have not that urgent occasion for a fort, that we should sacrifice the lives

•' of one of our sons, and his wife, to obtain it.' Jagdeo, after hearing this

" speech, in which all his brothers acquiesced, said, ' I will give the head,

" of my son and his wife;' and did so the same night. Hallaka Devi told

" him, that the fort should be completed before the next morning, which

" was done accordingly. After this extraordinary event, only one of the

" brothers would remain with Jagdeo. The other three left him, observ-

" ing, that he was, from having made the sacrifice, sole master of the fort,

" and that they had, by their hesitation, forfeited all right to share in that

" possession, or to participate in his power, as Prince of Mdndii and Dhcir.

" They continued wanderers, for some time, principally occupying them-

" selves with the chace. The Mehi river, being informed of their depar-

" ture, appeared before them in the shape of a wild hog, in order to allure

" them towards a part of the country, where she desired they should settle.

" The brothers gave chace, but, after a long ride, lost sight of their game.

" One of them, named Unciiarawad, being thirsty, went in search of

" water. He came to a hut, where he found some brass pots, ready filled
;

" and from seeing the spot quite clear of wood, he concluded that it must

" belong to some person of high caste, and drank of the water. Another

" brother came, for the same purpose; but, previously to drinking, he asked

" to whom the pots belonged. Uncharawad said, he did not know ; but

" having enquired of some children, who were playing, they were informed

«' that the house belonged to a Bhill. The brother who came last, said to

" Uncharawad, ' As you have drunk the water, you have lost your caste,

" and become the same as a Bhill, therefore we cannot live together as

" formerly.' Uncharawad, being, by this accident, degraded to the condi-

" tion of a Bhill, adopted their usages, and became their leader ; and in

" commemoration of his having been brought by the Mehi river, he and

" all his followers adopted the name o? Mehira Bhills, by which they are, to

" this day, distinguished. Shortly after this event, he built a fort, which

" was called Uchunghar, or the fort of Uchdiig."

The plain fact of this story is, that a brother of one of the former Princes

of Dhiii; fled to tlie woods, and lost his caste, from associating with Bhilk,

of whom he became a leader.

The same pride, which has given rise to tliis fable, has led to the establish-

ment of different castes, and distinctions, among the Bhills. The UJJxcala
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and Kdld, or while and black Bhills, are general terms ; not applying to a

difference in the shade of complexion, but in the habits of the tribes that

these terms distinguish; and the words (which are used metaphorically)

imply " pure" and " impure." Inileed, the word " Maild," which literally

means unclean, is often used to denote the latter tribe. The Ujjwala, or pure

Bhills, trace their descent from the Rajputs ; and are, in several parts, called

Bhilldlas. Many of these not only preserve the names of their forefathers,

but the clan name ofthe peculiar tribe, to which they belonged, before their

degradation. ^ In writing a list of the different tribes of Bltills, settled in the

principality of Jabuali, the names of many of the Hindu military caste

were found. This induced a query as to the cause of Bhilk being distin-

guished by family names, such as Rhalore, Chohdn, Sulanki, &c. The

answer from a chief, skilled in their legends, was the following short fable

:

" In former times, when Tahasu Rama (jlva/dro) declared a war of

" extirpation upon the Rajputs (in revenge for an offence against his father),

" numbers of that tribe were obliged to save themselves, by denying that

" they belonged to it, professing to be members of other classes of the

" community. To punish this evasion, Pahasu Rama insisted that every

" individual should eat the food of the tribe, to which he declared himself

" to belong. Tliose Rajputs, who did so, lost their caste, and were obliged

" to adhere to the tribes of their adoption, but retained their former name;"

and this (said tiie old man) accounts for your finding men who call them-

selves R/iatores, SulanHs, kc. amongst the Bhills, and many other low

castes,* with whom their ancestors, when in dread of extirpation, as-

sociated.

The pure Bhilk (as they term themselves) pretend to keep up a distinc-

tion from others, on many points, and particularly in diet. They refrain

from carrion, and animals that have died a natural death, whicli impure

Bhills eat; and many families amongst tliein will not partake of the flesh of

the cow. The consequence of this abstinence is, that some Rajputs will

drink water from tlie vessels, and eat in the houses, of these Bhills ; and the

latter, flattered by this approximation, assume, as far as their condition per-

mits, the habits and customs of other Hindus. On these, therefore, it is

• Some of these degraded Rajputs are found among the TZ/h, or oil-men, and the Baldya$, or

guides ; and even, I am informed, among the Chamdrs, or shoe-makers, who are deemed the

rilest and most unclean of the Hindu community.
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not necessary to dwell. My chief purpose is, to describe the usages of the
original and unmixed Bhills ; but of these also there are many tribes, and
classes.

Near Adijanti, and on part of the Sutpiird range, there are many Maho-
medan Bhills, who appear to be a portion of this people, that have been
converted to the faith of Mahomed, and were, at one period, probably re-

claimed from those plundering habits, into which they relapsed, as the Go-
vernment became weak and distracted. This tribe would seem, from my
information, to know little of their professed religion but the name, and to
be as ignorant and superstitious, as the rest of their brethren.

In every province, where Bhills are established, I have found the names
of tribes, or rather families, increase in the ratio that enquiry was pursued.
The slightest circumstances with them, as with other unsettled races of
men, give rise to such a distinction. The name of an ancestor, a dispute
in the tribe, which causes the separation of a branch of it, a favourite spot
of residence, a wonted signal,—any thing, in short, gives rise to a name,
which is perpetuated, and forms a tie of brotherhood, long after its origin
is forgotten. I heard of a small tribe, known by the name of KuM Bhills,

which, I was told, had been adopted from their established signal, on plun-
dering expeditions, being like the crowing of a cock. After this explana-
tion, it is unnecessary to give a list of these tribes; though I obtained several
of those that inhabited the different countries under my charge, asl deemed
such minute knowledge useful, in the exercise of local administration.
There are, even among the Maila, or impure Bhills, some essential distinc-

tions. Those settled on the Nermada, speak with detestation of other
classes (particularly that denominated iV^'A*), which dwell in the Satpura
ranges.

I made every effort to obtain some written record of the Bhilh, that
might throw light upon their origin, and peculiar habits, but without suc-
cess. Several heads of tribes on the Nermada, assured me, tiiat such records
existed, as they had heard their chief Ra-wels, or priests, who come from
Mai-war, read accounts from books; but enquiry led me to conclude, that
the books referred to, were no more than those genealogical accounts t

An intelligent BhiU assured me, that some of the SHp'urd Bhills had a language pecuhar
t-, themselves, but f have doubts oC the faet. It is, however, a subject that merits enquiry.

+ I have given a particular account of these genealogical works, in the Memoir of Central
India, Vol. I. p. Sie-S.'iO.

Vol. I.
jyj
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which are kept by the priests and minstrels of the Rajputs, of every tribe of

Central India, to gratify the pride, and regulate the marriages, of the prin-

cipal families.

. The language of the Bhills, of the Vindhya range, and those of Nemar,

differs, in no material degree, from that of the peasantry of the country ; but

from their being uneducated, and living (with the exception of the village

Bhills, who are described in the Memoir of Central India) amid wilds and

mountains, they speak a very rude dialect. The usages of this race merit

particular notice. The following account * of the ceremonies at the births,

marriages, and funerals, of the tribes on the banks of the Nermada, is be-

lieved to be accurate.

Ceremonies at the Birth of a Child.

When a Bhill child is born, it is bathed in warm water, and a name is

immediately given it, by the women who have acted as midwives on the

occasion. On the fifth day after the delivery, a great rejoicing takes place,

among the members of the family, and their relations. During the day, the

child and its mother are bathed in warm water ; and in the evening, all the

relations assemble. V\ heat, flour, arrack (distilled from the Mahuai tree),

some red lead, a mixtiu'e called lainhu, turmeric, and cocoa-nuts, are pre-

viously prepared. The ceremony commences by the mother of the child

plaistering a part of the floor, immediately outside of the threshold of the

hut, with cow-dung and turmeric, on which she places five small pebbles,

corresponding with tiie number of days, since the infant has been born,

and to these pebbles she performs piyd, or worship, by sprinkling them

with red lead, kiinlu, and grain, and breaking a cocoa-nut in pieces. She

next places some of that fruit near the five pebbles, on which a libation of

arrack is poured. After this, a repast of bread and cakes is prepared, of

which all partake ; and the night is passed in carousing and rejoicing.

During this festivity, the sexes do not intermingle, but remain separate
;

the men smoking and drinking, in one place, and the women singing,

beating the d'hul (a small drum), and drinking, in another, till morning ends

the merriment of the fifth day.;];

* I am indebted for this account to Capt. R. Shears (the officer who had the superintendance

of these tribes),

f Bassia latifolia.

J This account of the woman joining in the ceremony, at so early a period after her continc-

aienf,
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On the twelfth day, another ceremony takes place. On this day, the
mother of the infant, with her female relations, proceeds to a river, stream,

pool, or well, where rites are performed to the water-god, or spirit {JaUi-

d^va, as he is called). The ceremonies are as follow : In the hut, where the
woman has lain in, a dish called khichn'\% prepared, made with Jowara,* or
bdjra,\ boiled with mmig-ddlt Some of the khichri is then put upon a
brass dish, on which are also placed twelve lighted lamps, to correspond
with the number of days, since the birth of the child. These lamps are
made of wheat-flour, kneaded into paste; and of the same paste twelve small
cakes are also made. In addition to these, red lead, ki'mlat, cocoa-nut,
and a mixture, made of five different kinds of grain, and of turmeric, beate)i
into a powder, which is dissolved in water, are placed upon the brass dish,
which, with its contents, forming, what is called in Nemar, the arti, is

carried by one of the women, the whole of whom, with the mother of the
child, go in procession, singing, and beating the d'hdl, and accompanied
by any other instrumental music that they can procure, towards the ap-
pointed stream, at the edge of which, when the party arrives, the mother of
the child arranges the lamps. The cakes are placed in a second line, pa-
rallel to that of the lamps, and a little of the khichri is put on each of
them

;
after which, the mother performs worship to the water-god, in the

following manner. Red lead, and kunki, are thrown by her into the water,
and also on the twelve lamps, upon which some of the five different kinds
of grain, mixed with turmeric and water, is also thrown. A fire is then
kindled before the lamps, and oil poured in it. The party afterwards pro-
ceed home, where they feast upon khichri and oil ; after which they break
up, and this finishes the business of the twelfth day.

Marriage Ceremonies of the Bhills.

The fixing of a marriage between a young couple is managed entirely
by their relations. When the parents desire to marry their son, they send
some friends to the parents of the giri, whom they wish to become their
son's bride. These make proposals, and present some (gur) raw sugar and
arrack, which (if partaken of) shows, that the proposals are accepted.

nient, may appear t-xtraorclinary to an European, but not to any one who has been in India, and
wjtncssed tlie rapid recovery of Cumalus after child-birtli.

• llolcus sorglii.ni | Holcus spicatus.

X Mudga-dnla; Pliaseolus mungo.

M 2
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After this, the parents of the intended bridegroom, taking with them five or

aix sers of sugar {gur), or as many pots of arrack, a new petticoat, a cloth, a

rupee, and a cocoa-nut, proceed on a lucky day,* accompanied by the in-

tended bridegroom himself, and all the male and female members of the

family, to the house of the bride, where, in expectation of their coming,

an entertainment has been prepared, according to the circumstances of the

parties. If rich, the food consists of boiled rice, dal,\ and ghi ;% and ifpoor,

of bread made ofj'oa'a'rc/ flour, ddl, and oil of ///(sesamum). The mother of

the girl, then carries to her daughter the presents brought for her ; and at-

tiring her in the petticoat and clotli, puts some kunkii on her forehead.

The whole party then assemble in the girl's apartment, where they partake

of the entertainments prepared for them; and after quaffing large potations

of the arrack, return to their respective dwellings. The young couple are,

from that day, considered as regularly betrothed. The celebration of the

marriage is afterwards fixed, according to circumstances, and opportunity.

The commencement of these ceremonies always takes place on Sunday,

previous to which the bridegroom and bride have, for several days, their

bodies well rubbed with oil,§ and perform ablutions with warm water.

During the whole of this week, till next Sunday, the bridegroom and bride,

with their respective relations, male and female, in two distinct parties, go

every night to pay visits to their neighbours. After these visits, one of tiie

lemales of both parties, carries a brass plate, in which are a lighted lamp,

some kunhu, and grain. The master of each house, or hut, gives to the

bridegroom or bride, as they respectively happen to come, presents of a

cocoa-nut, or money amounting to a few pice (a copper coin), and taking

from the brass dish some kunkii, put it on their foreheads. On the last day

(Saturday), a.mandha (or booth) is erected at the houses of both the bride-

groom and bride, by their parents. The mandha of the bridegroom must

be erected on nine posts ; and that of the bride upon twelve. In each of

these mandhas, the bridegroom and bride's male relations bathe in warm

water, and partake of victuals and arrack. At night the men retire, and

* The Bhat, or minstrel, is always acquainted with the lucky and unlucky days ; but these

seldom possess the almanacks, used by the Hindu pritsts of villages, in which they are all in-

serted.

•|- A species of Indian vetch.

\ Clarified butter.

^ This word is, in the original, chechra, which signifies a particular oil.
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make room for the women, who pass the night in drinkrng and singing.

On these occasions, it is thought a great disgrace, if there should be any

deficiency of arrack.

On the Saturday morning, the bridegroom, if he can afford it, is dressed

in a red turban, of the vahie of two or three rupees ; a jacket of white

cloth, of the value of one or two rupees ; and a pair of short white trowsers,

of the value of eight or ten annas.* When dressed, he is conducted by

his parents and relations, accompanied by vocal music, to the mandha

of the bride, whose parents meet the bridegroom's party about half-way,

and conduct them to the mandha. As this, however, is never made
large enough to contain all the company, separate places are assigned to

them, where they pass the day in eating and drinking. At night, they all

assemble, and seat themselves, in distinct groupes, around the mandha : the

bridegroom's party being on one side, and that of the bride on another

;

leaving a space in the middle, where the bridegroom and bride are after-

wards seated, opposite, but nigh to each other. A piece of painted paste-

board, with tassels appended to it (of the value of about four rupees), is

then tied on each side of their foreheads, by their respective female rela-

tions, the nearest of whom unite the hands of the young couple, which

completes the ceremony. The whole of the company pass the night in

singing and drinking, as usual ; and the next morning, the bridegroom con-

ducts to his house his bride, who is then separated from her own family.

Inferior Marriages, called Natra.

When a man wishes to contract a marriage with a widow, without incur-

ring trouble and expense, he sends some of his friends to urge his suit with

the woman, or with her parents, or relations. If his proposals are accepted,

the suitor is desired to bring to the house of his intended bride, such presents

as he can afford ; which are, usually, a petticoat of coarse chintz, a cloth,

a sort of bodice, a necklace of beads, two pots of arrack, sixteen sers t of
roasted pease, and two sers of gur, or raw sugar. The match is then con-

sidered settled. The visit must be made on a Saturday night. The man
takes with him friends, and requisites to form an entertainment, of which
the woman's friends, and his own, partake. The woman dresses herself in

the clothes brought to her, and she and her new spouse, after the departure

• Anna, one-sixtccnth of a rupee. f A Scr is nearly two pounds.
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of the guests, pass the night together. According to long estabHshed cus-

tom, the new married pair are obliged to leave the house before day-break,

and pass the next day in the fields, in some solitary place, about the distance

of three or four miles from the village, and they must not return till the

dusk of the evening. Their friends, however, send them meat and drink.

The necessity of the new married couple passing the first day of their mar-

riage, like outcasts, at a distance from any human habitation, is to mark

that sense of degradation, which all the natives of Hindustan entertain

against a woman, marrying a second husband. That even the wild and ig-

norant Bhills should be affected by tliis fastidiousness, would appear some-

what like a proof of the sentiment being less allied to a feeling of delicacy,

than to some ancient national usage ; for it is not likely, that the modern

Bkill could have copied this extraordinary custom from the Brahmenical

institutions.

These second marriages are, most frequently, preceded, amongst the B/iills,

by an elopement of the parties ; which, generally, ends in the pardon of the

parents and relations, who arc appeased by the seasonable application of

some presents. When such connections are formed by the inhabitants of

villages, a fixed fine is paid to the Paltls, or head men, and this constitutes

part of their dues.

Ftmeral Ciremonies ofthe Bhills.

The Bhills always bury tiieir dead (a very marked distinction from the

Brahmenical practice of burning). The corpse is wrapt in a shroud of new

coarse white cloth, and borne on a bier made of bamboos, or any kind of

sticks. This is carried by some of the relations of the deceased to the

usual burying-ground, which is always on the bank of a stream. Here the

shroud is taken off, and the body (if that of a woman) is washed; and the

shroud being again put on, the corpse is interred in a grave, three or four

feet deep. The head of the corpse is laid to the south. The bier, and the

clothes worn by the deceased, before his death, are thrown away, as being

impure. All the family, and such of the tribe as are in the vicinity, attend

the funeral; and after the body is. interred, they purify themselves by

ablutions. It is the custom for the female relations of the deceased, to

observe a course of lam.entations for five days. They commence their wail-

ings in the mornings, keep them up for about a quarter of an hour, and

then resume their domestic occupations. On the fifth day, ceremonies are
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performed to the memory of the deceased. On this occasion, some wheat

flour (not less than two sers), half a ser of rice, a small quantity of ghi,

and some arrack, are prepared by the male relations of the deceased, and

carried by them to a stream. Two of the relations perform the ceremonies

of ablution, a third toasts cakes, while a fourtli arranges, along the bank,

five cups, made of the broad leaves of the Palds '* tree ; and by the side of

these cups, which are filled with water, are placed, in a parallel line, five

cakes of bread. On the latter, rice is strewed, and arrack is sprinkled

upon the rice. A small fire is afterwards kindled, and set in a blaze, by

ghi being put in it. The water is then thrown out of the cups, and things

being left in this condition, the party partake of the food, drink the arrack,

and then return home.

Another ceremony, exclusive of the above, generally takes place to the

memory of the deceased. It ought, properly, to be on the twelfth day
;

but in case of that being inconvenient, it may be performed at any time,

within the twelvemonth. It is a feast to guests, who are invited, in the

name of the deceased, to partake of the best fare that their entertainers

Settlement of Disputes.

Disputes, of a trifling nature, amongst the Bhills, are, in general, amicably

settled by the heads of families. Should a Bhill kill another, of a different

tribe, or family, he must be adjudged by a PancMyat, or Court of Arbi-

tration, of the most respectable of the different hatis, or Bhill villages, near

the place where the murder was committed. Efforts are always made to

compound every crime, even murder, by fines ; and the price of blood is

generally given to the family of the man that has been killed. The sum is

proportioned to the circumstances of the offender ; sometimes, it does not

amount to more than ten or twelve rupees ; at others, several head of cattle

are given. There is, however, often great difficulty in compounding for a

murder ; and as it is deemed against usage, to put a man to deatli, in cold

blood, the cause of revenge is left to the relations of the man that has been

murdered; and, in such cases, blood-feuds are often commenced, which

continue for many years, and, sometimes, for generations. Consequently,

one murder, amongst this wild race, is usually attended with the loss of

many lives, beyond that of the individual by whom it was perpetrated.

* Butea frondosa.
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The mountain Bhills live in small clusters of rude huts, which are to the

north of the Nermada, termed pdrds,* and to the south, kalis. They are

under the authority of a Ndyaca, or Tarwi, whose power resembles that

of the Patel. A number of these small colonies are often united in general

obedience to one chiefj who has a title according to his class, and the usages

of the country. Almost all the BInll leaders, immediately south of the

Nermada, are termed Ndi/acas ; while those on its north bank, are called

Bhumiyas : but in these titles, there is an endless variety, dependent on

family, rank, local circumstances, and ancient usages.

There is a natural spirit of independence in the mountain Bhills, which

compels chiefs, who have a desire to establish an authority that supersedes

that of the Tarxcis of small colonies, to entertain followers from a distant

country. Besides, when the sphere of plunder is extended to any distance

from their native wilds, the Bhills are not so fit for such enterprises, as

many others of the predatory tribes. Their arms, and their habits, are more

suited to the ravines, the woods, and the mountains, amid which they

live. The Bhill is small of stature, but active, and capable of enduring

great fatigue. He has seldom any clotliing, but a small piece of cloth

round his waist. His arms are a bow and a quiver of arrows, in the use of

which he is very expert ; but he seldom faces his enemy. His arrows are

shot from behind bushes and rocks ; and his acquaintance with the country,

makes him almost always successful in eluding pursuit. If he descends

into theplain, it is at night, to thieve and plunder; or if in the day, to drive

away unguarded cattle, or to attack defenceless travellers, who (if not

killed) are kept, till they are ransomed.

The cultivating classes of Bhills have been elsewhere noticed,! as differ-

ing in their usages from their brethren, who inhabit the mountains. The

latter, however, are always, in some degree, dependent upon the neigh-

bouring villages, in the plain, particularly for tobacco, of which, as well as

liquor.l: they are immoderately fond. They also require grain, for they

cultivate little, and that in the rudest manner, merely by breaking the soil

to receive the seed ; but I found them quite acquainted with the value of

* Pdrd is an Hindustani word, corresponding to the Persian word Mahal, a ward, or divi-

»ioB, of a town.

+ Vide Central India, Vol. II. p. 179.

t I have often given liquor to Bhills, and have invariably noticed, that before they drank it,

they poured a libation on the ground. When asked the reason, they replied, it was usage.
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ashes, as a manure, which they make of the wood cut down to clear the

fields they cultivate.

They often possess cattle, and, when at peace with the inhabitants of the

plain, they breed fowls in great numbers, the sale of which is a source of

profit.

From a census * taken of the Bhill population, of the VindJiya range, it

appeared, that there were not more tiian six to the square mile. This cal-

culation may, perhaps, be applied to this race, over all the countries in

which they dwell. Their exposure to the elements, the hazards they daily

incur, their poverty, and the contagious distempers to which they are lia-

ble, have operated against their increase ; but the change, recently effected

in the condition of many of these tribes, will, no doubt, tend to augment

their numbers.

Sufficient has been said to illustrate the habits, and manners, of the BMlls.

A few words will complete the picture of this extraordinary race, as far as

relates to their past, and present, condition. Existing, as they have hitherto

done, under despotic governments, which placed them beyond the pale of

civil society, and which not only gave them no encouragement, or protec-

tion, but authorized the lowest of the fiscal officers to take their lives,

without trial, considering themselves a proscribed and contemned race,

ignorant to a deplorable degree, believing in witchcraft, blindly obedient to

the orders of their chiefs, subject to extraordinary privations, and constantly

exposed to danger from their fellow-creatures, and from the ferocity of the

wild beasts, with whom they shared the forests, the Bhills have, in conse-

quence, become the enemies of order and peace. They have cherished

predatory habits, as the means of subsistence ; and receiving no mercy, or

consideration, they have sought, from natural impulse, to revenge the

wrongs they have sustained. Time has interwoven their habits of life, and

feelings, with their superstitions, until they actually believe, that they were

created to prey upon their neighbours. " I am Mahddeva's thief," is the

common answer of a Bhill, detected in a crime ; and his promise of amend-

ment is usually so qualified, as to period,| that it seems more like a truce,

than a pact of permanent good conduct. Nevertheless, from what has

* Vide Central India, Vol. II. p. 223.

f " I will not rob, during your riij (government)," was the inrariable answer I received from

a Bhill, H-lien I desired a pledge of future good conduct.

Vol. I. N
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occurred, since this tribe became subject to the British Government, we may

anticipate a gradual, and, ultimately, a complete, change in their character

and condition. The men, though habituated to a life of rapine, are not

sanguinary j and the females of the tribe, who possess great influence over

them,* are of kind dispositions : and many of them are intelligent and in-

dustrious.

To reclaim this race (I speak from much reflection, and considerable ex-

perience), they must be treated with great attention to their prejudices

and condition. Reform with them, as with all such classes, must commence

with their superiors. We cannot break the link, by which they are at-

tached to their chiefs ; and if we could, it would not be wise, or desirable,

to do so. We must endeavour, by every act, to elevate the Bhills in the

community, and to raise them in their own esteem, or else we cannot suc-

ceed in altering their habits. We must, by making roads through their hills

and forests, by employing them in honest occupations, by establishing

markets for the produce of the tracts they inhabit, bring this race into daily

and familiar intercourse with those, among whom they live. When com-

pelled to punish their outrages, the punishment falls on the leader, and not

on the devoted follower, who executes a crime by his command. While

we use preventive means to check and eradicate their evil habits, we must

temper our firmness with mercy, taking care, however, that certain rules

should never be infringed, and that protection and punishment should be

alike certain, when merited. But above all, the object should be, to give

to this hitherto injured race, a stake in the general prosperity ; and then,

and not before, we may rest satisfied that they will become the defenders,

instead of the disturbers, of the general welfare. These are not idle specu-

lations. The system here recommended has been acted upon,t and the

* The Dhill women have better habits than the men ; but, in justice to the latter, I must say,

that I have seen singular instances of affection, and attachment to their families. During the

pursuit of some Bhills, who had committed a robbery and murder, near Nalcha, their wives and

children were discovered, by the cries of a child hid in a cavern, under some rocks. They were

ijrought prisoners to me. I received them kindly, and having consulted with them what was

best to be done, to induce the men to submission, I adopted the suggestion of an elderly female,

wife of one of the principal men, and allowed several of the prisoners to join their fathers, and

husbands, with whom they soon returned ; and a very short negociation produced the uncondi-

tional surrender of the whole party.

•j- Vide Central India, Vol. II. p. 179, &c.
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Bhills, on the right bank of the Nermada, as well as in many other parts
are now living in a state of peace and tranquillity

; and countries, through
which (a few years back) an army was hardly a safe escort from their rob-
beries, are now traversed by unarmed individuals. But we must not deceive
ourselves, in thinking the effect will continue, when the cause is removed.
Years must pass, before we shall be secure from the relapse of these, and
other predatory tribes, into their former habits, if we relax in those'mea-
sures, by which they have been reclaimed, and by which alone they can be
kept in their improved condition.

N 2
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VII. Essay an the Philosophy of the Hindus. Part II. By Henrt
Thomas Colebrooke, Esq, Director R.A.S. F.R.S. Sgc. S^c.

Read February 21, 1824.

In the preceding essay, the Sdnc'hya, theistical as well as atheistical, was

examined. The subject of the present essay, will be the dialectic philoso-

phy of GoTAMA, and atomical of CanAde, respectively called Nydya
" reasoning," and Vaiseshica " particular." The first, as its title implies,

is chiefly occupied with the metaphysics of logic ; the second with physics :

that is, with " particulars" or sensible objects : and hence its name. They

may be taken generally, as parts of one system : supplying each other's

deficiencies : commonly agreeing upon such points as are treated by both :

yet on some differing ; and therefore giving origin to two schools, the

Naiydyica, and Vaiscshica.

From these have branched various subordinate schools of philosophy

;

which, in the ardor of scholastic disputation, liave disagreed on matters of

doctrine or of interpretation. The ordinary distinction between them is

that of ancients and moderns ; besides appellations derived from the names

of their favourite authors, as will be more particularly noticed in another

place.

The text of Gotama is a collection of sutras or succinct aphorisms, in

five books or " lectures;" each divided into two " days" or diurnal lessons;

and these again subdivided into sections or articles, termed pi-acaranas, as

relating to distinct topics. It is a maxim, that a section is not to consist of

so little as a single sutra ; and to make good the rule, some stress is occa-

sionally put upon the text ; either splitting an aphorism, or associating it

incongruously.

Canade's collection of sutras is comprised in ten lectures, similarly di-

vided into two daily lessons, and these into pracaranas, or sections, contain-

ing two or more sutras, relative to the same topic.

Like the text of other sciences among the Hindus, the sutras of Gutama

and of Canade have been explained and annotated by a triple set of com-

mentaries, under the usual titles of Bhdshya, Vdrtica, and Tied. These

(the Bhdshya especially) are repeatedly cited by modern commentators, as

well as by writers of separate treatises ; but (so far as has come under my
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immediate notice) without naming the authors ; and I cannot adventure,
having no present opportunity of consulting the original schoHa in a collec-

tive form, to assign them to their proper authors, from recollection of
former researches.

They are of high authority, and probably of great antiquity : and it fre-

quently becomes a question with the later commentators, whether a parti-

cular passage is to be taken for a sutra and part of the text, or for a gloss

of the ancient scholiast.

Commentaries, which are now at hand, and which have been consulted in

the course of preparing the present treatise, are the Vdrticatdtparya-pari-

sudd'hi of the celebrated Udayanacharya ; and the Vdrtica-tdtparya-ticd

of the no less celebrated Vachespati-misra. The more modern scholia

of ViswanAtha upon Gotama's text, and Sancara-misra upon Canade's,
are those to which most frequent reference has been made, for the present
purpose.

Separate treatises of distinguished authors teach, and amply discuss, the
elements of the science. Such are the Nydya-liMvati of Ballabha-Acharya,
following chiefly CanAde's system.

An easier, and more concise, introduction, than these abstruse and vo-

luminous works afford, is found requisite to the initiatory study of the
science. One of the most approved elementary treatises is the Tarca-
bhdshd ofCesava-misra, author of many other tracts. Though adapted to the
comprehension of the learner without the aid of a gloss, it has nevertheless
employed the labour of many commentators, expounding and illustrating it.

Among others may be named, in order of seniority, Goverd'hana-misra in
the Tarca-bhushd-pracdsa ; GauricAnta (author likewise of the Sadyucti-
muctdvali) in the BhurdrCha-dipicd ; MAd'havadeva (author of the Nydya-
mra) in the Tarca-bhdshd-sdra-manjari ; besides RAmalinga-criti in the
Nydya-sangraha, whose relative antiquity is less certain ; and Balibhadra,
who is known to me only from GauricAnta's citations.

Another compendious introduction to the study of Indian logic is the
Paddrt'ha-dipicd by Conda-bhatta, a noted grammarian, author of the
Vaiydcarana-bhushana on the philosophy of grammatical structure. It. does
not appear to have had any commentator ; and it needs none.

Metrical treatises, or memorial verses, comprising the elements of the
science, bear the ordinary denomination ofCdricd. A work of this descrip-
tion is the Cusimdnjali, with its commentary, by Narayana-tirt'ha

j an-
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other, whicli likewise is expounded by its author, is the Nydya-sancshepa of

GOVINDA-BHATTACHARYA.

Elementary works only have been here spoken of. Distinct treatises, on

divers branches of the whole subject, and on various emergent topics, are

innumerable. No department of science, or literature, has more engaged

the attention of the Hindus, than the Nydya ; and the fruit of their lucu-

brations has been an infinity of volumes, among wliich are compositions of

very celebrated schoolmen.

The order observed both by Gotama and by Canade, in delivering the

precepts of the science which they engage to unfold, is that which has

been intimated in a passage of the Vedas, cited in the Bhdshya, as requisite

steps of instruction and study : viz. enunciation, definition, and investiga-

tion. Enunciation, (uddtsa) is the mention of a thing by its name ; that is,

by a term signifying it, as taught by revelation : for language is considered

to have been revealed to man. Definition, (Jacshana) sets forth a peculiar

property, constituting the essential character of a thing. Investigation,

(paj-icshd) consists in disquisition upon the pertinence and sufficiency of

the definition. Consonantly to this, the teachers of philosophy premise the

terms of the science ;
proceed to the definitions ; and then pass on to the

examination of subjects so premised.

In a logical arrangement the " predicaments" {paddrt'ha), or " objects

of proof," are six; as they are enumerated by Canade;* viz. substance,

quality, action, community, particularity, and aggregation or intimate re-

lation : to which a seventh is added by other authors
;
privation or nega-

tion.t Thus augmented, they compose a two-fold arrangement, positive

and negative, (bhuva and abhdva) the first comprising six, the latter one.+

The Baiidd'has, or followers of Budd'ha, are said to identify the predi-

caments with knowledge (Jnydna) ; and according to the Veddntis, who are

pantheists, the predicaments are identified with the universal being (Brahme)

in whom all exists.^

Other categories are alleged by different authorities ; as power or energy

(sacti) ; similarity or resemblance (sddrisya) ; and many more. But the

logicians of this school acknowledge but six ; or at most seven, above-

mentioned.

* C. 1. 3. t 1'<"'C- Bhdih. 1.

X Pad. Dip. 1. § Tare. Bhdsh. and N. Sang. 2. 4.
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GoTAMA enumerates sixteen heads or topics: among which, proof or

evidence, and that which is to be proven, are chief; and the rest are sub-

sidiary or accessory, as contributing to knowledge and ascertainment of

truth. Disputation being contemplated in this arrangement, several among

these heads relate to controversial discussion. They are, 1st. proof ; 2d.

that which is to be known and proven ; 3d. doubt ; 4th. motive ; 5th. in-

stance ; 6th. demonstrated truth ; 7th. member of a regular argument or

syllogism ; 8th. reasoning by reduction to absurdity ; 9th. determination or

ascertainment; 10th. thesis or disquisition; 11th. controversy; 12th. ob-

jection ; 13th. fallacious reason ; 14th. perversion ; 15th. futility ; l6th.

confutation.*

The difference between these two arrangements is not considered to

amount to discrepancy. They are held to be reconcileable : the one more

ample, the other more succinct ; but both leading to like results.

The Sdnc'hya philosophy, as shewn in a former essay, afSrms two eternal

principles, soul and matter
;

(for pracrlti or nature, abstracted from modifi-

cations, is no other than matter :) and reckoning, with these two permanent

principles, such as are transient, they enumerate twenty-five.

The Nydya, as well as the Sdnc'hya, concur with other schools of psy-

chology, in promising beatitude, or (nihsreyas) final excellence, and (mocsha)

deliverance from evil, for the reward of a thorough knowledge of the prin-

ciples which they teach ; that is, of truth ; meaning the conviction of the

soul's eternal existence separable from body.

Soul then, as the Bhdshya affirms, is that which is to be known and

proven. Gotama, however, enumerates under this head, besides soul, its

associate body, the external senses, things or the objects of sense, (that is,

the elements, and his followers here take occasion to introduce Canade's

six categories), intellect or understanding, mind or the eternal organ,

activity, fault, transmigration, fruit or consequence of deeds, pain or

physical evil, and lastly, liberation ; making, together with soul, twelve

{jirameya) objects of proof, being topics of knowledge requisite for de-

liverance.

1. Evidence or proof {pramdria) by which those objects are known and

demonstrated, is of four kinds : perception; inference of three sorts, (con-

• G. 1.
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sequent, antecedent, and analogous) ; comparison, and affirmation (com-

prehending tradition, as well as revelation). Inference a ^noW concludes

an effect from its cause ; inference d posteriori deduces a cause from its

effect : another ground of inference is analogy. Or one sort is direct and

affirmative ; another indirect or negative ; and the third is both direct and

indirect.

Proof {pramdna) is defined to be the efficient or especial cause of actual

knowledge : and this intends right notion {anubhava) ; exclusive, conse-

quently, of wrong notion, as error, doubt, and reduction to absurdity ; and

likewise exclusive of memory: for notion {anubhaVa) is knowledge other

than remembrance.

Cause {cdrana) is that which is efficacious, necessarily preceding an effect

that cannot else be : and, conversely, effect (cdryd) is that which necessarily

ensues and could not else be.

For the relation of cause and effect, and for distinguishing different sorts

of cause, connexion (^sambandhd) or relation, in general, must be considered.

It is two-fold : simple conjunction (safij/oga), and aggregation or intimate

and constant relation (samavdi/a) ; the latter being the connexion of things,

whereof one, so long as they coexist, continues united with the other : for

example, parts and that which is composed of them ; as yarn and cloth

:

for so long as the yarn subsists, the cloth remains. Here the connexion of

the yarn and cloth is intimate relation : but that of the loom is simple con-

junction. Consonantly to this distinction, cause is intimate or direct, pro-

ducing aggregation or an intimately relative effect, as clay of pottery, or

yarn of cloth : or it is mediate or indirect, being proximate to the aggre-

gating cause, as conjunction of yarn serving for the production of cloth :

or thirdly, it is neither direct nor indirect, but instrumental or concomitant,

as the loom. Of positive things there must be three causes; and the most

efficacious is termed the chief or especial cause : of negative there is but

one, which is the third abovementioned.

This would be the place for an ample discussion of the several sorts of

proof abovementioned. But they are topics embracing too great a scope of

disquisition in the Hindu philosophy, to be adequately considered within

the limits of the present essay. The subject, therefore, is reserved for future

consideration, in a connected view of it, with relation to the various Indian

systems of philosophising, after they shall have been severally examined.
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II. 1. The first and most important of twelve objects of evidence or

matters to be proven, enumerated by Gotama, is soul.* It is the site of

knowledge or sentiment : distinct from body and from the senses ; different

for each individual coexistent person ; infinite ; eternal
;
perceived by the

mental organ ; and demonstrated by its peculiar attributes, intellect, &c.

For knowledge, desire, aversion, volition, pain and pleasure, severally and

collectively, argue the existence of soul : since these are not universal at-

tributes, as number, quantity, &c. common to all substances ; but are pe-

culiar and characteristic qualities, apprehended exclusively by one organ,

as colour and other peculiar qualities are
;
yet belonging not to apparent

substances, as earth, and the rest ; and arguing therefore a distinct sub-

stratum, other than space, time and mind, to which universal, not peculiar,

qualities appertain. That distinct substance, which is the substratum of

those peculiar qualities, is the soul.

This concerns the living soul, (^Jivdtma) the animating spirit of individual

person. Souls then, as is expressly affirmed, are numerous. But the su-

preme soul (Pm-anidtmd) is one : the seat of eternal knowledge ; demon-

strated as the maker of all things, j-

The individual soul is infinite ; for whithersoever the body goes, there

the soul too is present. It experiences the fruit of its deeds
;
pain or plea-

sure. It is eternal, because it is infinite : for whatever is infinite, is likewise

eternal ; as the etherial element (dcdsa).

Being a substance, though immaterial, as a substratum of qualities, it is

placed in Canade's arrangement, as one of nine substances, which are there

recognised.

t

It has fourteen qualities : viz. number, quantity, severalty, conjunction,

disjunction, intellect, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, volition, merit, de-

merit, and faculty of imagination.

2. The second among matters to be proven in Gotama's enumeration, is

body. It is the site of effort j of organs of sensation ; and of sentiment of

pain or pleasure.

§

It is an ultimate compound ; the seat of soul's enjoyment. It is a whole,

composed of parts ; a framed substance, not inchoative : associated with

» G. 1. 1. 3. 2. and 3. 1. 1—5. Tare. Bhdsh 2. 1.

t Pad. Dip. 1. 8.
J;

G. 1. § G. 1. 1. 3. 3.

Vol. I. O
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which, soul experiences fruition ; that is, inuiiediate presence of pain or of

pleasiuc, in relation to itself.

It is the site of effort; not of motion simply ; but of action tending to

the attainment of what is pleasing, and to the removal of what is dis-

pleasing.*

It is earthly ; for the qualities of earth are perceived in it : (namely,

smell, colour, solidity, &c.) and it is expressly pronounced so by more than

one passage of the V^das. According to some opinions, it consists of three

elements, earth, water, and light or heat : for the peculiar qualities of those

elements are perceptible in it ; since it has smell, clamminess, and warmth :

or it consists of four, since there is inspiration as well as expiration of air

:

or of five, as indicated by odour, moisture, digestion, breath, and cavities.t

Those opinions are controverted by the Nijdi/a. It consists not of five,

nor of four, elements : else, as Canaok argues, it would be invisible ; for

the union of visible with invisible objects is so : insUuice wind. Nor does

it consist of three visible elements, nor of two : for there is no intimate in-

choative union of heterogeneous substances.} This last reason is alleged

likewise by Cai'U.a : heterogeneous materials cannot enter into the same

composition. §

Besides human and other bodies of this world, all which are terrene,

there are, in other worlds, aqueous, igneous, and aerial bodies. In these,

too, there is union with an element, for soul's fruilion.il

Earthly body is two-fold ; sexually bred, or not »o bred : the first is

either viviparous or oviparous : the second results from concurrence of par-

ticles by an unseen or |nedestined cause, and peculiar disposition of atoms.

That such beings aie, is proved from authority of the I'alns, which reveal

creation of gods and demi-gods.

Or the distinction is between such as are propagated by sexes, or are

otherwise generated. The latter comprehemls equivocal generation of

worms, nits, maggots, gnats, anil other vermin, consiilereil to be bred in

sweat, or fermented filth ; and germination of plants sprouting from the

ground. Accordingly, the distinct sorts of body are five : 1st, ungenerated;

• Tare. Bhcish. nnd Com. f f^- 3- 1- 6. 1—5.

i Can. 4. 2. 1. and Com. ( Cap. 3. 16—18 anil 5. i)i1.

II
DhiUhya on Go/.
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2d. uterine or viviparous ; 3cL oviparous ; Ith. engendered in filth ; 5th.

vegetative or germinating.*

S. Next, among objects of proof, are the organs of sensation. An organ

of sense is defined as an instrument of knowledge : conjoined to the body,

and imperceptible to the senses.t

There are five external organs : smell, taste, sight, touch, and hearing.

They are not modifications of consciousness (as the Sdnc'hyas maintain),

but material, constituted of the elements, earth, water, light, air, and ether,

respectively.;):

The pupil of the eye is not the organ of sight (as the Baudd'has affirm) ;

nor is the outer ear, or opening of the auditory passage, the organ of hear-

ing : but a ray of Hght, proceeding from the pupil of the eye towards the

object viewed, is tiie visual organ ; and ether, contained in the cavity of the

ear, and communicating by intermediate ether with the object heard, is the

organ of hearing. That ray of light is not ordinarily visible : just as the

effulgence of a torch is unseen in meridian sunshine. But, under particular

circumstances, a glimpse of the visual ray is obtained. For instance, in the

dark, the eye of a cat or other animal prowling at night

The organ of vision then is lucid ; and in like manner, the organ of hear-

ing is etherial ; and that of taste, aqueous (as saliva) ; and of feeling,

aerial ; and of smelling, eartlily.

The site of the visual organ is the pupil of the eye ; of the auditory or-

gan, the orifice of the ear ; of the olfactory organ, the nostril or tip of the

nose; of the taste, the tip of the tongue ; of the feeling, the skin.

Objects, appreiiended by the senses, are oiloin, flavour, colour, touch (or

temperature), and sound : which are qualities appertaining to earth, water,

hgiu, air, and ether.§

Tlie existence of organs of sense is i)roved by inference, from the fact

of the apprehension of those objects : for apprehension implies an instru-

ment to effect it, since it is an act, in like manner as the act of cutting

implies an instrument, as an axe, or a knife.

The organs are six, including an internal organ, termeil manas, or mind :

not five only, as the followers of Buuu'iia maintain, disallowing an internal

• Pad. Dip. and Madh. on Cfs. f Tare. Dhdsh.

X G(,t. I. 1. 3. 4—5 and 3. 1. 7 and 8.

i act. 1. 1. 3. 6.
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sense ; nor so many as eleven, which the Smw'hyas affirm, comprehending,

with the senses, the organs of action, which they reckon five.*

Mind is the instrument, which effects the apprehension of pain, pleasure,

or interior sensations ; and, by its union with external senses, produces

knowledge of exterior objects apprehended through them, as colour, &c.

but not independently of those senses, for outward objects.

Its existence is proved by singleness of sensation : since various sensations

do not arise at one time to the same soul. They only seem to do so when

passing rapidly, though successively ; as a firebrand, whirled with velocity,

seems a ring of fire.

It is single ; that is, for each soul, one : not so many minds as there are

external senses. When it is conjoined with any one of the outward organs,

knowledge is received through that organ : when not so conjoined, none

comes through that sense, but through any other with which it then is

associated.!

It is not infinite, being imperceptible to the touch, like the etherial ele-

ment, as the Mimunsa maintains; J but it is minutely small, as an atom.

Were it infinite, it might be united with every thing at once ; and all sen-

sations might be contemporaneous. It is imperceptible to sight, touch, and

other senses, and is inferred from reasoning, as follows : There must be

an instrument of apprehension of pain and pleasure ; which instrument

must be other tlian the sight, or any external sense ; for pain and pleasure

are experienced though siglit be wanting. Such instrument of painful or

pleasurable sensation is termed mind (nianas).

It is eternal, and is distinct from sou!, as well as from body : with which

it is merely conjoined.

It is reckoned by Canade among substances ; and is the substratum of

eight qualities, none of which are peculiar to it, being all common to other

substances : viz. number, quantity, individuality, conjimction, disjunction,

priority, subsequence, and faculty.

§

4. Next in Gotama's arrangement are the (^art'ha) objects of sense : that

is, of the external senses : and he enumerates odour, taste, colour, feel, and

sound, whicli are the peculiar qualities of earth, and the rest of the elements

respectively.il

* Gau. on Cts. f Got. 1. 1. 3. 8. and 3. 2. 6. % Pad. Dip.

§ Gau. on Cc's. ||
Got. 1. 3. 5.
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Under this head, Cesava places the categories (paddrt'ha) of Canade :

which are six ; substance, quality, &c.

I. Substance is the intimate cause of an aggregate effect or product : it

is the site of qualities and of action ; or that, in which qualities abide ; and

in which action takes place.*

Nine are enumerated ; and no more are recognised. Darkness has been

alleged by some philosophers ; but it is no substance ; nor is body a distinct

one ; nor gold, which the Mimdnsacas affirm to be a peculiar substance.

Those specified by Canade are,

1. Earth, which, besides qualities common to most substances (as number,

quantity, individuality, conjunction, disjunction, priority, posteriority, gra-

vity, fluidity, and faculty of velocity and of elasticity ;) has colour, savour,

odour, and feel, or temperature. Its distinguishing quality is smell : and it

is succinctly defined as a substance odorous.t In some instances, as in

gems, the smell is latent : but it becomes manifest by calcination.

It is eternal, as atoms ; or transient, as aggregates. In eithei", those

characteristic qualities are transitory, and are maturative, as affected by

light and heat : for by union with it, whether latent or manifest, former

colour, taste, smell, and temperature are in earth of any sort annulled, and

other colour, &c. introduced.

Aggregates or products are either organised bodies, or organs of percep-

tion, or unorganic masses.

Organised earthly bodies are of five sorts [see body"!. The organ of

smell is terreous. Unorganic masses are stones, lumps of clay, &c. The
union of integrant parts is hard, soft, or cumulative, as stones, flowers,

cotton, &c.

2. Water, which has the qualities of earth ; excepting smell, and witli the

addition of viscidity. Odour, when observable in water, is adscititious,

arising from mixture of earthy particles.

The distinguishing quality of water is coolness. It is accordingly defined

as a substance cool to the feel.

It is eternal as atoms ; transient as aggregates. The qualities of the first

are constant likewise ; those of the latter inconstant.

* Can. 1. 1. 4. 1. Ccs. and Com. Pad. Dip.

t Can. 2. 1. 1. 1.
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Organic aqueous bodies are beings abiding in the realm of Varuna. The

organ of taste is aqueous : witness the saliva. Unorganic waters are rivers,

seas, rain, snow, hail, &c.

It is by some maintained, that hail is pure water rendered solid by super-

vention of an unseen virtue : others imagine its solidity to be owing to

mixture of earthy particles.

3. Light is coloured, and illumines other substances ; and to the feel, is

hot : which is its distinguishing quality. It is defined as a substance hot

to the feel. [Heat, then, and light, are identified as one substance.]

It has the qualities of earth, except smell, taste, and gravity. It is eternal,

as atoms ; not so, as aggregates.

Organic luminous bodies are beings abiding in the solar realm. The

visual ray, which is the organ of sight, is lucid [see organs of perception].

Unorganic light is reckoned fourfold : earthy, celestial, alvine, and mineral.

Another distinction concerns sight and feel ; as light or heat may be either

latent or manifest, in respect of both sight and feel, or differently in regard

to either. Thus fire is both seen and felt ; the heat of hot water is felt, but

not seen ; moonshine is seen, but not felt ; the visual ray is neither seen

nor felt. Terrestrious light is that, of which the fuel is earthy, as fire.

Celestial is that, of whicli the fuel is watery, as lightning, and meteors of

various sorts. Alvine is that, of which the fuel is both earthy and watery

:

it is intestinal, which digests food and drink. Mineral is that, which is

found in pits, as gold. For some maintain that gold is solid light ; or, at

least that the chief ingredient is light, which is rendered solid by mixture

with some particles of earth. Were it mere earth, it might be calcined by

fire strongly urged. Its light is not latent, but overpowered by the colour

of the earthy particles mixed with it. In the Mimdmd, however, it is

reckoned a distinct substance, as before observed.

4. Air is a colourless substance, sensible to the feel : being temperate

(neither hot, nor cold). Besides this its distinguishing quality, it has the

same common qualities with light, except fluidity (that is, number, quantity,

individuality, conjunction, disjunction, priority, subsequence, and faculty of

elasticity and velocity).

Its existence, as a distinct substance, is inferred from feeling. The

wind, that blows, is apprehended as temperate, independently of the influence

of li"-ht : and this temperature, which is a quality, implies a substratum ;

for it cannot subsist without one : that substratum is air ; different from
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water, which is cohl ; and from light, which is hot ; and from earth, which

is adventitiously warm by induction of light.

Air is either eternal as atoms, or transient as aggregates. Organic aerial

bodies are beings inhabiting the atmosphere, and evil spirits (Pisdchas, Sec.)

who haunt the earth. The organ of touch is an aerial integument, or air

diffused over the cuticle. Unorganic air is wind which agitates trees and
other tremulous objects. To these may be added, as a fourth kind of aerial

aggregates, the breath and other vital airs.

5. Ether (dcdsa), which is a substance that has the quality of sound.

Besides that its peculiar and distinguisliing quality, it has number (viz.

unity), quantity, individuality, conjunction, and disjunction. It is infinite,

one, and eternal.

The existence of an etherial element as a distinct substance, is deduced,

not from distinct perception, but from inference. Sound is a peculiar qua-

lity : for, hke colour and other peculiar qualities, it is apprehended by only

one external organ of such beings as men are : now a quality abides in a

substance which is qualified : but neither soul, nor any one of the four ele-

ments, earth, water, light, and air, can be its substratum, for it is appre-

hended by the organ of hearing ; the qualities of earth, and the rest, are

not apprehended by the hearing, but sound is ; therefore it is not a quality

of those substances ; nor is it a quality of time, space, and mind ; since it is

a peculiar quality ; and those three substances have none but such as are

common to many : therefore a substratum, other than all these, is inferred

;

and that substratum is the etherial element. It is one; for there is no
evidence of diversity

; and its unity is congruous, as infinity accounts for

ubiquity. It is infinite, because it is in effect found every where. It is

eternal, because it is infinite.

It appears white, from connexion with a lucid white orb ; as a rock
chrystal appears red by association with a red object. The blue colour
of a clear sky is derived, according to Patanjali, from the southern peak
of the great mountain Sumeru, which is composed of sapphire. On other
sides of Sumeru, the colour of the sky is different, being borrowed from
the hue of the peak which overlooks that quarter. Others suppose, that
the black colour of the pupil of the eye is imparted to the sky (blue and
black being reckoned tinges of the same colour), as a jaundiced eye sees
every object yellow.

The organ of liearing is etherial, being a portion of ether {dcdsa) confined
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in the hollow of the ear, and (as affirmed by the author of the Padurt'ha

Dipiccl) endued with a particular and unseen virtue. In the ear of a deaf

man, the portion of ether, which is there present, is devoid of that particular

virtue ; and therefore it is not a perfect and efficient auditory organ.

6. Time is inferred from the relation of priority and subsequence, other

than that of place. It is deduced from the notions of quick, slow, simulta-

neous, &c., and is marked by association of objects with the sun's revolu-

tions.

Young is the reverse of old, as old is of young. This contrast, which

does not concern place, is an effect, needing a cause, other than place, &c.

That cause is time.

It has the qualities of number, quantity, individuality, conjunction, and

disjunction. It is one, eternal, infinite.

Though one, it takes numerous designations, as past, present, and future,

with reference to acts that are so.

7. Place, or space, is inferred from the relation of priority and subse-

quence, other than that of time. It is deduced from the notions of here

and there.

It has the same common qualities as time ; and like it, is one, eternal,

infinite.

Thougli one, it receives various designations, as east, west, north, south,

&c. by association with the sun's position.

8. Soul, though immaterial, is considered to be a substance, as a sub-

stratum of qualities. It is eighth in Canade's arrangement. In Gotama's

it is first among things to be proven [see before].

9. Mind, according to Canade, is a ninth substance ; and, in Gotama's

arrangement, it recurs in two places, as one of the twelve matters to be

proven ; and again, under the distinct head of organs of sensation, being

reckoned an internal sense [see before].

Material substances, are by Canade considered to be primarily atoms ;

and secondarily, aggregates. He maintains the eternity of atoms ; and

their existence and aggregation are explained as follows :•

The mote, which is seen in a sun-beam, is the smallest perceptible quan-

tity. Being a substance, and an effect, it must be composed of what is less

• Can. 2. 2. 2. 1. Ces . &c.
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than itself ; and this likewise is a substance and an effect; for the com-

ponent part of a substance that has magnitude, must be an effect. This

again must be composed of what is smaller ; and that smaller thing is an

atom. It is simple and uncomposed ; else the series would be endless

:

and, were it pursued indefinitely, there would be no difference of magnitude

between a mustard-seed and a mountain, a gnat and an elephant, each

alike containing an infinity of particles. The ultimate atom then is simple.

The first compound consists of two atoms ; for one does not enter into

composition ; and there is no argument to prove, that more than two must,

for incohation, be united. The next consists of three double atoms ; for, if

only two were conjoined, magnitude would hardly ensue, since it must be

produced either by size or number of particles ; it cannot be their size, and

therefore, it must be their number. Nor is there any reason for assuming

the union of four double atoms, since three suffice to originate magnitude.*

The atom then is reckoned to be the sixth part of a mote visible in a sun-

beam.!

Two earthly atoms, concurring by an unseen peculiar virtue, the creative

will of God, or time, or other competent cause, constitute a double atom

of earth ; and, by concourse of three binary atoms, a tertiary atom is pro-

duced ; and, by concourse of four triple atoms, a quaternary atom ; and

80 on, to a gross, grosser, or grossest mass of earth : thus great earth is

produced; and in like manner, great water, from aqueous atoms; great

light, from luminous ; and great air, from aerial. The qualities, that belong

to the effect, are those which appertained to the integrant part, or primary

particle, as its material cause : and conversely, the qualities, which belong

to the cause, are found in the effect.

The dissolution of substances proceeds inversely. In the integrant parts

of an aggregate substance resulting from composition, as in the potsherds

of an earthern jar, action is induced by pressure attended with velocity, or

by simple pressure. Disjunction ensues ; whereby the union, which was

the cause of incohation of members, is annulled ; and the integral sub-

stance, consisting of those members, is resolved into its parts, and is de-

stroyed : for it ceases to subsist as a whole.

II. Quality is closely united with substance ; not, however, as an in-

* Cet'. t Pad. Dip.

Vol.. I. P
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timate cause of it, nor consisting in motion ; but common : not a genus,

yet appertaining to one. It is independent of conjunction and disjunction
;

not the cause of them, nor itself endued with qualities.

Twenty-four are enumerated. Seventeen only are, indeed, specified in

Canadu's aphorisms ;* but the rest are understood.

1. Colour. It is a peculiar quality to be apprehended only by sight

;

and abides in three substances ; earth, water, and light. It is a characte-

ristic quality of the last ; and, in that, is white and resplendent. In water

it is white, but without lustre. In the primary atoms of both, it is perpe-

tual ; in their products, not so. In earth it is variable ; and seven colours

are distinguished : viz. white, yellow, green, red, black, tawny (or orange),t

and variegated. The varieties of these seven colours are many, unenume-

rated. The six simple colours occur in the atoms of earth ; and the seven,

including variegated, in its double atoms, and more complex forms. The

colour of integrant parts is the cause of colour in the integral substance.

'2. Savour. It is a peculiar quality, to be apprehended only by the organ

of taste ; and abides in two substances, earth and water. It is a characte-

ristic quality of the last ; and in it is sweet. It is perpetual in atoms of

water ; not so in aqueous products. In earth it is variable ; and six sorts

are distinguished : sweet, bitter, pungent, astringent, acid, and saline.

3. Odour. It is a peculiar quality, to be apprehended only by the organ

of smell ; and abides in earth alone, being its distinguishing quality. In

water, odour is adscititious, being induced by union with earthy particles
;

as a clear crystal appears red by association with a hollyhock, or other

flower of that hue. In air also it is adscititious : thus a breeze, which has

blown over blossoms, musk, camphor, or other scented substances, wafts

fragrant particles of the blossoms, &c. The flowers are not torn, nor the

musk diminished, because the parts are replaced by a reproductive unseen

virtue. However, camphor and other volatile substances do waste.

Two sorts of odour are distinguished, fragrance and stench.

4.. Feel, and especially temperature. It is a peculiar quality, to be appre-

hended only by the skin or organ of feeling. It abides in four substances
;

earth, water, light, and air ; and is a characteristic quality of the last.

• Can. 1. 1. 2. 2. and 1. 1. 4. 2.

f One commentator (Mddh.) specifies blue in place of orange; another (Gau.) omits botli,

reducing the colours to six.
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Three sorts are distinguished, cold, hot, and temperate. In water, it is

cold ; in light, hot ; in earth and in air, temperate. Divers other sorts,

likewise, are noticed ; as hard and soft, and diversified, &c.

These four qualities are latent in minute substances, as atoms and double

atoms ; manifest to perception in products or aggregates of greater magni-

tude. A mote in a sunbeam may be seen, though not felt. The colour

of the visual ray, or organ of sight, is ordinarily imperceptible.

5. Number. It is the reason of perceiving and reckoning one, two, or

many, to the utmost limit of numeration. The notion ofnumber is deduced •

from comparison. Of two masses seen, this is one, and that is one : hence

the notion of two, and so of more.

It is an universal quality ; common to all substances, without exception.

It is considered to be of two sorts, unity and multitude ; or of three,

monad, duad, and multitude. Unity is either eternal or transient : eternal

unity regards eternal things : that, which is uneternal, concerns effects or

transitory substances.

6. Quantity. It is the special cause of the use and perception of mea-

sure.

It is an universal quality, common to all substances.

It is considered to be fourfold : great and small ; long and short.

Extreme littleness and shortness are eternal ; as mind, or as atoms,

whether single or double, &c. Extreme length and greatness (termed in-

finite) are likewise eternal, as ether.

Within tliese extremes is inferior magnitude or finite quantity : which is

uneternal. It is of various degrees in length and bulk, more or most, from

the mote or tertiary atom, upwards, to any magnitude short of infinite.

The finite magnitude of products or effects results from number, size, or

mass. Multitude of atoms, bulk of particles, and heap of component parts,

constitute magnitude. The latter, or cumulation of particles, concerns a

loose texture. The others, close or compact.

Infinity transcends the senses. An object may be too great, as it may be

too small, to be distinguished.

7. Individuality, severalty, or separateness, is a quality common to all

substances.

It is of two sorts ; individuality of one or of a pair ; or it is manifold, as

individuality of a triad, &c. Simple individuality is eternal, in respect of

eternal things ; transient, in regard to such as are transitory. Individuality

P 2
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of a pair or triad, &c. is of course transitory : it results from comparison, as

duad or triad does.

8. Conjunction is a transient connexion.

It is an universal quality, incident to all substances ; and is transitory.

It implies two subjects, and is threefold: arising from the act of either

or of both, or else from conjunction; being simple, or reciprocal, or me-

diate. The junction of a falcon percliing, which is active, with the perch

whereon it settles, which is passive, is conjunction arising from the act of

one. Collision of fighting rams, or of wrestlers, is conjunction arising

from the act of both. Contact of a finger with a tree occasions the con-

junction of the body with the tree ; and this is mediate.

9. Disjunction. It is the converse of conjunction ; necessarily preceded

by it, and, like it, implying two subjects. It is not the mere negation of

conjunction, nor simply the dissolution of it.

The knowledge of this quality, as well as of its counterpart, is derived

from perception.

It is an universal quality, incident to all substances ; and is simple, re-

ciprocal, or mediate. A falcon, taking fliglit from a rock, is an instance

of disjunction arising from the act of one of two subjects : the active from

the inactive. The parting of combatants, rams or wrestlers, is an example

of disjunction arising from the act of both. Disjunction of the body and

the tree, resulting from tiie disunion of the finger and the tree, is mediate.

10.—11. Priority and posteriority. These qualities, being contrasted and

correlative, are considered together. They are of two sorts, concerning

place and time. In respect of place, they are proximity and distance ; in

regard to time, youth and antiquity. The one concerns (murta) definite

bodies, coqsisting of circumscribed quantity ; the other affects generated

substances.

The knowledge of them is derived from comparison.

Two masses being situated in one place, nearness is deduced from the

conjunction of one with place as associated by comparison : referring pri-

marily to the person of the spectator ; or, secondarily, to other correlatives

of place. Where least conjunction of conjunct things intervenes, it is

nearness ; where most does, it is remoteness. Thus, Praydga is nearer to

Mat'kurd, than Cast ; and Cdsi remoter from it, than Praydga.

In like manner, one of two masses, not restricted to place, is young, as

deduced from the association of the object with time, by comparison dis-
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criminating that which is connected with least time. Another is old, which
is connected with most time. Here time is determined by revolutions of

the sun.

12. Gravity is the peculiar cause of primary descent or falling.*

It affects earth and water. Gold is affected by this quality, by reason of

earth contained in it.

In the absence of a countervailing cause, as adhesion, velocity, or some
act of volition, descent results from this quality. Thus a cocoa-nut is

withheld from falling by adhesion of the foot-stalk ; but, this impediment
ceasing on maturity of the fruit, it falls.

According to Udayana A'charya, gravity is imperceptible, but to be
infen-ed from the act of falling. Ballabha maintains, that it is perceived
in the position of a thing descending to a lower situation.

Levity is not a distinct quality ; but the negation of gravity.

13. Fluidity is the cause of original trickling.!

It affects earth, light, and water. It is natural and essential in water

;

adscititious in earth and light; being induced by exhibition of fire in molten
substances, as lac, gold, &c.

Fluidity is perceptible by the external senses, sight and touch.

In had and ice, fluidity essentially subsists, but is obstructed by an im-
pediment arising from an unseen virtue, which renders the water solid.

14. Viscidity is the quality of clamminess, and cause of agglutination.

It abides in water only. In oil, liquid butter, &c., it results from the
watery parts of those liquids.t

15. Sound is a peculiar quaHty of the etherial element ; and is to be
apprehended by the hearing. It abides in that element exclusively, and is

its characteristic quality. Two sorts are distinguished: articulate and
musical. §

To account for sound originating in one place, being heard in another,
it is observed, that sound is propagated by undulation ; wave after wave •

radiating in every direction, from a centre, like the blossoms of a Nauclea.
It is not the first, nor the intermediate wave, that is the sound heard : but
the last which comes in contact with the organ of hearing : and therefore
it is not quite correct to say, that a drum has been heard. Sound origi-

* Tare. Bhdsh. and Pad. Dip. + Ibid.

t Ibid, and SidM. Sang. j Ibid, and Gau. &c.
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nates in conjunction, in disjunction, or in sound itself. The conjunction

of cymbals, or that of a drum and stick, may serve to exemplify the first.

It is the instrumental cause. The rustling of leaves is an instance of dis-

junction being the cause of sound. In some cases, sound becomes the

cause of sound. In all, the conformity of wind, or its calmness, is a con-

comitant cause : for an adverse wind obstructs it. Tlie material cause is

in every case the etherial fluid : and the conjunction of that with the so-

norous subject, is a concomitant cause.

The M'muinsd affirms the eternity of sound. This is contested by the

Naiyayicas, who maintain, that were it eternal, it could not be apprehended

by human organs of sense.

16.—23. The eight following qualities are perceptible by the mental

organ ; not by the external senses. They are qualities of the soul, not of

material substances.

16 Intelligence (budd'hi) is placed by Canade among qualities ; and by

GoTAMA, fiftli among objects of proof. It will be noticed in that place.

17 and 18. Pleasure and pain are among qualities enumerated by Canade.

Pain or evil is placed by G6tama among objects of proof: where (under

the head of deliverance) it will be further noticed, with its converse.

19 and 20. Desire and aversion are the two next in order among qua-

lities. Desire is the wish of pleasure and of happiness, and of absence of

pain. Passion is extreme desire : it is incident to man and inferior beings.

The supreme being is devoid of passion. Neither does desire intend God's

will, nor a saint's wish. Aversion is loathing or hatred.

21. Volition (yal?ia), effort, or exertion, is a determination to action pro-

ductive of gratification. Desire is its occasion, and perception its reason.

Two sorts of perceptible effort are distinguished : that proceeding from

desire, seeking what is agreeable ; and that which proceeds from aversion,

shunning what is loathsome. Another species, which escapes sensation or

perception, but is inferred from analogy of spontaneous acts, comprises

animal functions, having for a cause the vital unseen power.

Volition, desire, and intelligence, are in man transitory, variable, or

inconstant. The will and intelligence of God are eternal, uniform, con-

stant.

22 and 2S. Virtue and vice {_D'harma and Ad'harma), or moral merit and

demerit, are the peculiar causes of pleasure and of pain respectively. The

result of performing that which is enjoined, as sacrifice, &c. is virtue : the
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result of doing that which is forbidden, is vice. They are qualities of the

soul ; imperceptible, but inferred from reasoning.

The proof of them is deduced from transmigration. The body of an

individual, with his limbs and organs of sense, is a result of a peculiar qua-

lity of his soul ; since this is the cause of that individual's fruition, like a

thing which is produced by his effort or volition. The peculiar quality of

the soul, which does occasion its being invested with body, limbs, and

organs, is virtue or vice : for body and the I'est are not the result of effort

and volition.*

24. The twenty-fourth and last quality is faculty (sanscdra). This com-

prehends three sorts.

Velocity (yega), which is the cause of action. It concerns matter only

;

and is a quality of the mental organ, and of the four grosser elements,

earth, water, light, and air. It becomes manifest from the perception of

motion.

Elasticity {st'hitist'hdvaca) is a quality of particular tangible, terrene ob-

jects ; and is the cause of that peculiar action, whereby an altered thing is

restored to its pristine state ; as a bow unbends, and a strained branch re-

sumes its former position. It is imperceptible ; but is inferred from the

fact of the restitution of a thing to its former condition.

Imagination (bhdvand) is a peculiar quality of the soul, and is the cause

of memory. It is a result of notion or recollection ; and being excited,

produces remembrance : and the exciting cause is the recurrence of an

association ; that is, of the sight or other perception of a like object.

III. The next head in Canade's arrangement, after quality, is action

(c<2r»ie).

Action consists in motion, and, like quality, abides in substance alone.

It affects a single, that is, a finite substance, which is matter. It is the

cause (not aggregative, but indirect) of disjunction, as of conjunction : that

is, a fresh conjunction in one place, after annulment of a prior one in

another, by means of disjunction. It is devoid of quality ; and is tran-

sitory.

Five sorts are enumerated : to cast upward ; to cast downward ; to push

* Tare. Bhish.
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forward ; to spread horizontally ; and, fifthly, to go : including many va-

rieties under the last comprehensive head.

IV. Community {sdmdnya), or the condition of equal or like things, is

the cause of the perception of conformity. It is eternal, single, concern-

ing more than one thing, being a property common to several. It abides

in substance, in quality, and in action.

Two degrees of it are distinguished : the highest, concerning numerous

objects ; the lowest, concerning few. The first is existence, a common

property of all. The latter, is the abstraction of an individual, varying

with age, in dimensions, yet continuing identical. A third, or interme-

diate degree, is distinguished, comprehended in the first, and including the

latter. These three degrees of community correspond nearly with genus,

species, and individual.

In another view, community is two fold : viz. genus {jdti) and discrimi-

native property (upddhi), or species.

The Baudd'has are cited as denying this category, and maintaining that

individuals only have existence ; and that abstraction is false and deceptive.

This, as well as other controverted points, will be further noticed at a

future opportunity.

V. Difference (lisesha), or particularity, is the cause of perception of

exclusion. It affects a particular and single object, which is devoid of

community. It abides in eternal substances. Such substances are mind,

soul, time, place -, and the etherial element ; and the atoms of earth, water,

light, and air.

VI. The sixth and last of C.\nade's categories is aggregation {samavdyd),

or peipetual intimate relation. It has been already briefly noticed.

VII. To the six affirmative categories of Canade, succeeding writers

add a seventh, which is negative.

Negation or privation {abhava) is of two sorts ; universal and mutual.

Universal negation comprehends three species, antecedent, emergent, and

absolute.

Antecedent privation (jn-dgabhdva) is present negation of that, which, at

a future time, will be. It is negation in the material cause, previous to the
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production of an effect; as, in yarn, prior to the fabrication of cloth, there
is antecedent privation of the piece of cloth which is to be woven. It is

without beginning, for it has not been produced ; and has an end, for it

wil) be terminated by the production of the effect.

Emergent privation is destruction {dhwansa), or cessation, of an effect.

It is negation in the cause, subsequent to the production of the effect : as,

in a broken jar (smashed by the blow of a mallet) the negation of jar in the
heap of potsherds. It has a commencement, but no end ; for the destruc-
tion of the effect cannot be undone.

Absolute negation extends through all times, past, present, and future.
It has neither beginning nor end. For example, fire in a lake, colour in
air.

Mutual privation is difference {bheda). It is reciprocal negation of
identity, essence, or respective peculiarity.

5. To return to Gotama's arrangement. The fifth place, next after
objects of sense, is by him allotted to intelligence (budd'hi), apprehension,
knowledge, or conception

; defined as that which manifests, or makel
known, a matter.

It is two-fold : notion, and remembrance. Notion (anubhava) includes
two sorts : right and wrong. Right notion (pramd) is such as is incontro-
vertible. It is derived from proof, and is consequently fourfold ; viz. from
perception

; or inference ; or comparison ; or revelation : for example :

1st. ajar perceived by undisordered organs; 2d. fire inferred from smoke
;

3d. a gayal * recognised from its resemblance to a cow; 4th. celestial hap-
piness attainable through sacrifice, as inculcated by the Vedas.

Wrong notion deviates from truth, and is not derived from proof It is

threefold: doubt; premises liable to reduction to absurdity; and error (for
example, mistaking mother-o'-pearl for silver).

Remembrance {smarana), likewise, is either right or wrong. Both occur,
and right remembrance especially, while awake. But, in sleep, remem-
brance is wrong.

6. The sixth place among objects of proof, is allotted to mind. It has
been already twice noticed; viz. among organs of sense, and again among
substances.

7. Activity (pravrilli) is next in order. It is determination, the result

• Bos gavaeus s. frontalis. As. Res. 8. 487. Linn. Trans.

Vol. I. Q
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of passion, and the cause of virtue and vice, or merit and demerit ; accord-

ing as the act is one enjoined or forbidden. It is oral, mental, or corporeal;

not comprehending unconscious vital functions. It is the reason of all

wordly proceedings.

8. From acts proceed faults {dosha) : including, under this designation,

passion or extreme desire ; aversion or loathing ; and error or delusion

(mdlia). The two first of these are reckoned by Canade among qualities.

9. Next in Gotama's arrangement is {pretya-bhdva) the condition of the

soul after death ; which is transmigration : for the soul, being immortal,

passes from a former body which perishes, to a new one which receives it.

This is a reproduction (jmnar-ufpalti).

10. Retribution (phala) is the fruit accruing from faults which result

from activity. It is a return of fruition (punar-bhoga), or experience of

pleasure or pain, in association with body, mind, and senses.

11. Pain, or anguish, is the eleventh topic of matters to be proven.

12. Deliverance from pain is beatitude : it is absolute prevention of

every sort of ill ; reckoned, in this system of philosophy, to comprehend

twenty-one varieties of evil, primary or secondary : 17^. 1. body ; 2—7.

the six organs of sense j 8—13. six objects {vishaya) of sensation ;
11—19.

six sorts of apprehension and intelligence (budd'hi) ; 20. pain or anguish
;

21. pleasure. For even this, being tainted with evil, is pain ; as honey

drugged with poison is reckoned among deleterious substances.

This liberation from ill is attained by soul, acquainted with the truth

{(atwa), by means of holy science ; divested of passion through knowledge

of the evil incident to objects; meditating on itself; and, by the maturity

of self-knowledge, making its own essence present ; relieved from impedi-

ments ; not earning fresh merit or demerit, by deeds done with desire

;

discerning the previous burden of merit or demerit, by devout contempla-

tion ; and acquitting it through compressed endurance of its fruit ; and

thus, (previous acts being annulled, and present body departed, and no fu-

ture body accruing,) there is no further connexion with the various sorts of

ill, since there is no cause for them. This, then, is prevention of pain of

every sort ; it is deliverance, and beatitude.

III. After proof and matter to be proven, Gotama proceeds to other

categories ; and assigns the next place to doubt (sansaya).

It is the consideration of divers contrary matters, in regard to one and
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the same thing ; and is of three sorts, arising from common or from peculiar

qualities ; or merely from contradiction : discriminative marks being in all

three cases unnoticed. Thus an object is observed, concerning which it

becomes a question whether it be a man or a post : the limbs which would

betoken the man, or the crooked trunk which would distinguish the post,

being equally unperceived. Again, odour is a peculiar quality of earth :

it belongs not to eternal substances, as the etherial element ; nor to tran-

sient elements, as water : is then earth eternal or uneternal ? So, one affirms

that sound is eternal ; another denies that position ; and a third person

doubts.

IV. Motive {prayyana) is that by which a person is actuated, or moved
to action. It is the desire of attaining pleasure, or of shunning pain ; or

the wish of exemption from both : for such is the purpose or impulse of

every one in a natural state of mind.*

V. Instance (drishtdnta) is, in a controversy, a topic on which both dis-

putants consent. It is either concordant or discordant ; direct or inverse :

as the culinary hearth, for a direct instance of the argument of the presence

of fire betokened by smoke ; and a lake, for an inverse or corrtrary instance

of the argument, where the indicating vapour is mist or fog.t

VI. Demonstrated truth (sidcl'hdnta) is of four sorts ; viz. universally

acknowledged
;

partially so ; hypothetically ; argumentatively (or, e con-

cessu).t

Thus, existence of substance, or of that to which properties appertain, ij

universally recognised ; though the abstract notion of it may not be so

;

for the Baudd'has deny abstraction. Mind is by the Naiydyicas considered

to be an organ of perception ; and so it is by the kindred sect of Vaiseshicas.

The eternity of sound is admitted in the Mimdnsd, and denied in the

Nydya. Supposing the creation of the earth to be proved, omniscience of

the creator follows. In Jaimini's disquisition on the eternity, or the tran-

sitoriness, of sound, it is said, granting sound to be a quality.

» Cot. 1. 1. 4. 1-3. t Got. 1. 1. 5. 1—6. X Gut. 1. 1. 6. 1, &c.

Q 2
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On the appositeness of some of these examples, in the cases to which

they are here appUed, as instances of divers sorts of demonstration, there

is a disagreement among commentators, which it is needless to go into.

VII. A regular argument, or complete syllogism (ni/di/a), consists of

five members {avayava) or component parts. 1st. the proposition (pradj-

nyd) ; 2d. the reason (Jietu or apadesa) ; Sd. the instance {uduharana or

rnidarsana) ; 4th. the application (upanaya) ; 5th. the conclusion (jiiga-

mana'). Ex.

1. This hill is fiery :

2. For it smokes.

3. AVhat smokes, is fiery : as a culinary hearth.

4. Accordingly the hill is smoking

:

5. Therefore it is fiery.

Some * confine the syllogism (nydya) to three members ; either the three

first, or the three last. In this latter form it is quite regular. The recital

joined with the instance is the major ; the application is the minor ; the

conclusion follows.

VIII. Next, in this arrangement, is (tarca) reduction to absurdity. It is

a mode of reasoning, for the investigation of truth, by deduction from

wrong premises, to an inadmissible conclusion which is at variance with

proof, whether actual perception or demonstrable inference. The conclu-

sion, to which the premises would lead, is inadmissible, as contrary to what

is demonstrated, or as conceding what is disproved.

It is not to be confounded with doubt, to which there are two sides ; but

to this there is but one.

Five sorts are distinguished by the more ancient writers, to which the

moderns have added six, or even seven more varieties. It is needless to

enumerate them : one or two examples may suffice.

Ex. 1. Is this hill fiery, or not ? On this question one delivers his

opinion, that it is not fiery. The answer to him is. Were it not fiery, it

would not smoke.

* The followers of the Mimdnsa. Pad. Dip.
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Ex. 2. If there be a jar in this place, it must look like the ground.

Fallacy of the same form, termed tarcdbhdsa, comprises the like number

of sorts and varieties.

The designations, by which they are distinguished^ are familiar to the

Indian scholastic disputation. It would be tedious to enumerate and ex-

plain them.

IX. Ascertainment (nirneyd), or determination of truth, is the fruit of

proof, the result of evidence and of reasoning, confuting objections, and

establishing the position in question.

X.—XII. Disputation (cat'ha) is conference, or dialogue of interlocu-

tors, maintaining adverse positions ; whether contending for victory, or

seeking the truth. It comprises three of the categories.

X. One is (jalpa) debate of disputants contending for victory : each seek-

ing to estabUsh his own position, and overthrow the opponent's.

XI. Another is (vdda) discourse, or interlocution of persons communing
on a topic in pursuit of truth, as preceptor and pupil together with fellow-

students.

XII. The third is (vitanda) cavil, or controversy wherein the disputant

seeks to confute his opponent, without offering to support a position of

his own.

XIII. Next in Gotama's enumeration is fallacy, or, as it is termed,

semblance of a reason (Jietwdbhdsa) ; it is the non causa pro causa of logi-

cians. Five sorts are distinguished, embracing divers varieties or subdivi-

sions. They need not be here set forth.

XIV. Fraud {ch'lmla'), or perversion and misconstruction, is of three

sorts: 1st. verbal misconstruing of what is ambiguous ; 2d. perverting, in

a literal sense, what is said in a metaphorical one ; Sd. generalizing what

is particular.
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XV. After all these is (^jdti) a futile answer, or self-confuting reply. No
less than twenty-four sorts are enumerated.

XVI. The sixteenth and last of Gotama's categories, is (nigraha-s/'hd»a)

failure in argument, or (parqjai/a-hetu) reason of defeat. It is the termina-

tion of a controversy. Of this, likewise, no fewer than twenty-two distinc-

tions are specified : which are here passed by ; as the present essay has

already been extended to too great a length.
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VIII. Account of the Baxyan-Tree, or Ficus Indica, as found in the

a72cient Greek and Roman Authors. By George Henry Noehden, LL.D.

Secretary R.A.S. F.R.S. <§r.

Read March 6, 1824.

Among the objects of Natural History, which attracted the attention, and

excited the wonder of the followers of Alexander the Great, when that

illustrious conqueror carried his victorious arms across the Indus, was the

Banyan, or Indian Fig-tree. It is well known that that extraordinary

man, whose talents, as well as achievements, have certainly no parallel in

history, was generally imbued with a love of science, and, as Pliny expresses

it, inflamed with a passion for Natural History.* To his great preceptor,

Aristotle, he had delegated the care of digesting, and elucidating, the vast

materials that were collected, in the king's progress through a quarter of

the globe, which, to the inhabitants of Europe, was absolutely a new world.

It is to be presumed that, by the orders of Alexander, not only specimens

of natural productions were looked for, but that observations were also

made, on the spot, by competent persons, on such objects as could not be

removed. Both the one and the other were placed at the disposal of

Aristotle, who by dint of his powerful mind, and with the assistance of

an immense fund of knowledge, brought the rude materials, furnished to

him, into a system of scientific arrangement. According to Pliny, as

* Pliny speaks, in particular, of one branch of natural history, namely, zoology, in the culti-

vation of which, he says, Alexander had taken a warm interest : but no remarkable object

could be indifferent to such a mind. Nat. Hist. VIII. 17. Vol. II. p. 79. ed. Bip. Alexandra

Magna rege iiiflammato cupidine animalium naturas noscendi, delegataque hoc commentatioiie

Aristotdi, mmmo in omni doctrina viro, aliquot millia hominum in totius Asia Graciteque tractu

parere jussa, omnium quos venatus, ancupia, piscatusque alebant : quibusque vivaria, armenta,

piscina:, aviaria, in cura erant : ne quid usquam gentium ignoraretiir nb eo ; quos percontando

quiuquaginlajerme volumina ilia prcEclara de animcdibus condidit. The immense sums of money,

which the king, besides, bestowed upon Aristotle, for the prosecution of his researches, are men.

tioned by Athenaeus IX. p. 398, &c. Casaub. (IX. c. 13. T. III. p. 447. ed. Schweigh.) This

grant of money /Elian (Var. Hist. IV. 19.) by a mii-take, attributes to Philip, the father of

Alexander. .See Bulile in Aristotelis Vita (Vol. I. Oper. Aristotei.), p. 96 ; and ScIJegel's

Indische Bibliothck. Vol. I. p. 160.
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quoted below,* he wrote about fifty volumes on the History of Animals,

or, as we should say, on Zoology alone : and we know from other sources,

that he also composed a work on Plants,! or on Botany. In the latter,

the mention of such a production as the Banyan-tree, could not have been

omitted. It is our misfortune to lament, that of these interesting writings

comparatively verj' little has been preserved to us. Of the work on

Animals, a certain portion remains ; and there, indeed, also exists a book

on Plants, attributed to Aristotle, but unquestionably spurious. His re-

searches, however, may be traced in authors that wrote after him, and who

enjoyed the advantage of the information which he had gathered. Thus

Pliny t declares, that the greatest part of what he himself has written on

zoology, is taken from the works of Aristotle ; and we may justly con-

clude, that Theophrastus, an author to whom our attention will be presently

directed, has built on the same foundation.

Whatever passed through the hands of Aristotle, on subjects of Natural

History, must be allowed to have had a value beyond that which any other

writer could have given it, both on account of his acuteness and intellectual

superiority, and of the channels, through which his information was de-

rived. It is not possible to conceive, as has before been intimated, that

among the natural curiosities of India, of which, through the interposition

of Alexander, he obtained a knowledge, such a phenomenon in the vege-

table world, as the Banyan-tree, should have escaped him ; more especially,

when it is considered, that even writers, as will be shown afterwards, who

merely employed themselves in recording the military and political achieve-

ments of Alexander, could not forbear noticing that remarkable object.

Hence it appears probable, that Theophrastus, who was the favourite

and most distinguished pupil of Aristotle, and who succeeded him in the

Lyceum, as head of the Peripatetic school, gained, in substance, what he

has left recorded of the Banyan, from the literary stores of his master, to

* N. H. VIII. 17. Bip. The passage has been transcribed in the foregoing note.

+ IImi fuTuv a 0, de plantis libri duo, two books on p'ants. See the Life of Aristotle, by

Diogenes Laertius, in the 1st volume of Buhle's edition of Aristotle's works, p. 22. Also his

life by an anonymous author ; ib. p. 64.

t Nat. Hist. VIII. 17. Vol. II. p. 79. ed. Bip.

—

quiiiqunginta Jerme volumina ilia praclara de

animalibus condidit ; qua a me colleda in arctum, cum iit qua: ignoraverat, quceso ut legenles boni

consulant, in imiversis rerum naturce operibus, medioque darissimi regunt omnium desiderio, curn

nostra breviter peregrinantcs.
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which, undoubtedly, he had access : and this circumstance will recommend

the passages, which I am about to introduce, to our particular regard.

We are in possession of two botanical works of Theophrastus, one in-

scribed the History of Plants* and the other rather unintelligibly entitled

On the Causes ofPlants.\ In this last work, he treats of the peculiarities of

different plants, of which peculiarities he endeavours to assign the reasons,

or causes ; hence that laconic and awkward denomination. It is a sort of

Botanical Physiology. In both works, the Banyan-tree is mentioned, and

altogether very fully, and accurately described. Theophrastus calls it the

Indian Fig, an appellation which was given to it, by the followers of Alex-

ander, on account of the resemblance, as he states, which the form of the

fruit has to the common fig. It is singular to observe, that the name, which

this plant bears in modern botany, Ficus Tndica, should have been bestowed

upon it, more than tliree hundred years before our era, perhaps at the very

first moment that it was seen by the eye of an European. But modern

science classes it with Ficus, not merely for the reason which Theophrastus

alleges, but because it is marked with all the characters which belong to

that genus.

I now shall cite the passages themselves, from Theophrastus. The first

occurs in the first book, the twelfth chapter, of the History of Plants. He
there speaks of the curious mode of its rooting, and says thus :t " The
" nature and property of the Indian Fig, with regard to its rooting, are

" peculiar ; for it sends forth roots from the young branches, which roots

" are lengthened, till they come in contact with the ground, and strike into

" it. Tliere is thus formed a continuation of roots, in a circle, round the

" tree, which does not approach the stem, but remains at a distance."

The next, and principal passage, is in the fifth chapter of the fourth book,

in the same work, and to this effect :§ " The country of India produces

* Histoiia Plantarum. f De Causis Plantarum.

X llistoria Plantarum, lib. I. c. 12. p. 13. (ed. Heinsii, Lugd. Bat. 1693.) 'iJi'a Jt ^I'^ns pwi;

«a( Oi/Vix/At; « T«? 'lv5(j(>J5 uvKTii * airo yap ruv jSxotrwv a<pinfft fJi^xp^i ou dv' truvaii^ri Tn yw xai pt^uQr,
'

Mai yi'veTat Tttpi to Oiv^pov xi/«Xw auvtxH to twv pi^^v, oux aTno/xevcv rcu r£>.F;^oy5, a>.>.a a^ffJIwof .

§ Historia Plantarum, lib. IV. c. .5. p. 77. 'H Se IvJlxn x"^* tbv te xaXou/iEvw exei ffi/xSi', «

«aSi)iriv EK tUv xXaJojv ra; pi'^aj «v' Exarov eto;, StvTrep itpmai TrpoTipov ' a,(piwi Je oux ex tojv vewh,

cIm. ix 7UV ivciiv, kat eti waAajOTE^wv * auTai dz truvczTTTouaat tjT yvT, 'ttoioujiv uffTTtp ^puppounov KV)t>.io

irtpi TO JeVJjcov, oiVe yi'vEcrSai Ha^omtp UKYivnv, ip' cuf km ii(ii5a<ri SiarptSsiv . ekti Je ai pi^ai fiuopievai

Vol. I. R J.aJnwi
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" what is called the Indian Fig, which every year sends out roots from its

" branches, as before has been mentioned ; it emits them not from the

" young shoots, but from those of the year before, or even older ones.

" These, coming in contact with the ground, form a sort of inclosure, in

" a circle round the tree, so as to have almost the appearance of a tent (or

" arbour) under which the people are also in the habit of dwelling. The
" roots, when produced, may be distinguished from the shoots, or young
" branches, by being whiter : they are thick and twisted, and furnished

" with two leaves. The tree has a great deal of foliage above, assumes

" altogether a well rounded form, and is of extraordinary size. For it is

" said, that it throws its shade over a circumference of two stadia (or more
" than twelve hundred feet). The thickness of the stem is in some more
" than sixty paces, and in the generaUty forty paces. It has a leaf not

" less than a pelta, or Thracian shield, and fruit very diminutive, about

" the size of a large pea, or small bean, and resembling a fig, for which

" reason the Greeks have called it a Fig-tree ; the fruit is extremely small,

" not only in proportion to the size of the tree, but considered of itself.

" This tree grows near the river Acesines."

The third passage, in which Theophrastus speaks of this tree, is in the

work. On the Peculiarities of PlantSy and their Causes, in the second book,

the fourteenth chapter.* " Those plants," he says, " which tend to a great

" size, are apt to have small fruit, as, for instance, the tree called the

" Indian Fig. For being of wonderful magnitude, it has, by nature, its

" fruit extremely small and insignificant, as spending all its nourisliment'

" upon the leaves and branches ; for it has very large foliage. And to the

" same cause of superabundant nourishment seems to be attributable the

Sia^>lXoi irpOi tow; fff^arou; Xiuxoiepai yap, xai 3a(T£iai, xa'i <rxo\iai, Sipi/^^oi • e;^ei Je xnv avu xiixnti

'TToWrw ' Kai to '6\ov ^£v^pov euhukXov ' Hal Toi /xe>e9ei fieya a^oopa ' Hixi yap i-n) ouo s'a^.a TTo bTv (^act

T»iv 7Kiav Hat TO "Traxoi ToS rE^EXOl'{ evia ttMiovuv ii iimona (itifiaruv, toc Je TroXXa mrapaKOVTa .

TO Jc'yE ^I'^^ov ouK l^asTTOv EXEi st/xths xapvov Jb s'^oofa ftixpov, n\ixov ep£0ivSo(, o/jioiov ii auxa .

Jio xai ixaXouv duri oi 'E?iA>ive; ffuxiiv " o'Xi'yov Je Sai/^arwf tov xapwov, ovx oVi xaja to tou iivipou

fisye^of, a^^a xai to o^ov " ipi/ETai Se to iivtoov TTEfi tov Akeo-iVhv 'Ttoiafiov .

* De Causis Plantarum, Lib. II. c. I-l. p. 219.—Ta ei; i^iye^of up/iti/jiiva luxpoxapiroTtpa, xa-

^aTTtp Koii h 'IvJixii yi/xii xaXouncvn • Sau/iarn yap outxa tS /icyi^ei, /Mxpov eX'' fiJo'i' <J<po^pa tov xapitiv

xai dXt'yov, w? E15 t^v ^^a^rtfftv E^ava>^iaxou<Ta irauav Triv ".po^rw ' xa) yap a^oipa ixiya>.6^u>Xo<i ' a<p'

Sv EOiKE Jla Ttiv EuSoa-lav xa) ri riv pt^uv xa9iE|U£vo)V eivai yeve<7ii ' iVaj J' avanaf^iv, on xa) £i; TauTx

xaTafxepl^ETaiy oia tovto oyv air^svsrEpoi En xa) £>.aTtuv xapTO^ .
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" production of the roots, which are emitted from the branches ; or, per-

" haps, the nourishment being divided between the roots and the branches,

" the fruit is, for this reason, weaker and smaller."

Such is the description which Theophastrus gives of the Banyan. It is full

and detailed, clear and accurate. In commenting upon it, I shall advert to

such parts as differ from modern accounts, or otherwise require explanation.

The author uses a cautious mode of expression, when speaking of particulars,

which might easily be liable to exaggeration. Thus, where the extent is

mentioned, to which the shadow of the tree reaches, he employs the phrase,

they say, or, it is said : " It is said that the tree throws its shade over a

circumference of two stadia." A stadium may be reckoned at six hundred

English feet ; the shade of the tree, therefore, is said to cover about twelve

hundred feet, in circumference. If we compare this statement with modern

accounts, for instance, that given by Mr. Marsden, in his History of Su-

matra,* we shall hardly think it magnified. That gentleman, in speaking

of the Banyan-tree at Mangee, in Bengal, computes the circumference of

its shadow, at noon, at eleven hundred and sixteen feet, between which, and

the measure of two stadia, rated by us at twelve hundred feet, there is no

great difference. Mr. Marsden gives the diameter of the stem of the tree

at iMangee, three hundred and sixty-three to three hundred and seventy-five

feet : Theophrastus estimates the thickness t of the stem, by which likewise

the diameter must be understood, at sixty paces, or scarcely one hundred

and eighty feet, in some trees, and at forty paces, or under one hundred

and twenty, in the generality. If there is an exaggeration as to this point,

I should suspect it to be in the modern account.^ Theophrastus probably

* Third edition, p. 163.

t To Tax"? Toi/ TtfSxovi •

X There may perhaps Iiave been some inaccuracy in the calculations with which Mr. Marsden
was furnished :| for it does not appear that he measured the tree alluded to himself. I find it

difficult to reconcile some of the dimensions, as they are given. In the text, Mr. Marsden ex-

presses himself thus :
" It (the Banyan-tree) possesses the uncommon property of dropping

" roots or fibres from certain parts of its boughs, which, when they touch the earth, become
" new stems, and go on increasing to such an extent, that some have measured, in circum-
" ference of the branches, upwards of a thousand feet, and have been said to afford shelter to a
" troop of horse." To that passage a note is subjoined to this effect : " The following is an
" account of the dimensions of a remarkable banian or bur-tree, near Mangee, twenty miles west
" of Patna, in Bengal: Diameter, three hundred and sixty-three to three hundred and seventy-

R 2 " five
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came nearer to the truth. The roots, that slioot out from the branches, are

no where so accurately described. They are thick * and twisted, lie says,

and distinguishable from the branches, from which they proceed, by a

lighter colour. And he adds a particular circumstance, namely, that they

are S/cfiuAAo/, two-leaved, that is, furnished with two leaves, or stijyuUp, as

modern botanists would call them, probably at the spot where the roots

issue from the branches. I have not seen this noticed in any modern

description, either botanical or other. The size of the leaf is perhaps the

only thing that is overrated : it equals, he says, a pelta, that is to say, a

small Thracian, or, as it is also called, Amazonian t shield. Modern bota-

nical accounts leprcsent the leaf as of about a span, that is to say, nine or

ten inches in length, whereas the pelta must have been more than double

that measure. The fruit is by modern botanists said to be of the size of a

hazel-nut ; and Theophrastus compares it to an ;'p;S;y.9ot, which seems to

have been a large pea, or a sort of kidney-bean. The river Acesines, near

which, he says, the tree grows, is supposed to be the Ravi, one of the four

or five streams that, flowing from the eastward, unite their waters with

the Indus.

The account of Theophrastus is the foundation of Pliny's description,

which shall now follow. In speaking generally of India, this author re-

marks that that country' produces the largest animals ; and then he goes on

to sa.y,t " There also grow, according to report, trees of such extraordinary

" five feet. Circumference of shadow at noon eleven hundred and sixteen feet. Circumference

" of the several stems, in number fifty or sixty, nine hundred and twenty-one." Now if some

trees, as is said in one place, have measured in circumference of tlie branches, upwards of a

thousand feet ; or if, as is stated in the note, the circumference of the shadow at noon is eleven

hundred and sixteen feet, it is not to be conceived how the diameter of the stem alone can be

from three hundred and sixty-three to three hundred and seventy-five feet, or its circumference

nine hundred and twenty-one. Tlie whole computation, I confess, is not clear to my view ; and

perhaps some error in the numbers may have taken place.

* Mr. Marsden speaks of wliat Theophrastus calls the roots, in this manner, p. 163 :
' The

" tree possesses the uncommon property of dropping roots or fibres from certain parts of its

" boughs, which, when they touch the earth, become new stums. These fibres look like ropes

" attached to tlie branches."

f Pliny (Nat. Hist. XII. 11. p. 326. Vol.11, ed. Bip.) says: " Fo/iorum latiludu pe/la effigiem

" Amazonicce habet." Milton, in a passage to be quoted afterwards, calls this shield, Amazonian

targe.

X Pliny, Nat. Hist. VII. 2. Vol.11, p. 9. ed. Bip. Maxima in India gignuntur animalia. Ar-

bores
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" height, that you cannot shoot an arrow over them. It is owing to the

" richness of the soil, the temperature of the climate, and the abundance

" of water, that (if we may believe it) there is a species of fig-tree, under

" whose branches whole troops of horsemen may be concealed." The

very high tree, to which Pliny first alludes, may perhaps have been the

great Fan-Palm (^Con/p/ia umh-aculifera') : but he has no name for it. The

report of it, as of most of the productions of India, came from the Mace-

donians that composed the expedition of Alexander the Great; and these,

though they gave an account of many trees, left most of them without

names, as Pliny in another * place has observed : which circumstance ren-

dered them indistinct and doubtful objects. The Banyan-tree was exempt

from this defect, having, as before noticed, been called Indian Fig-tree,

from the first moment that the Macedonians saw it. From its being desig-

nated as a Fig-tree, in the passage of Pliny, above recited, we know that it

is the Banyan, of which the author is speaking.

This tree was among the objects, which were brought to the knowledge

of the western world, by the expedition of Alexander. As such it is men-

tioned by Pliny,t who describes it in the following manner :% " It has very

" small fruit. Continually propagating itself, it overspreads a vast space

" with its branches, the lowest of which are in such a manner bent towards

" the ground, that every year a portion of them strike into it, and produce

" a new offspring around the parent-tree, forming themselves into a circle,

" as if it were done by the hand of art. Within tliis enclosure the shep-

bores quidem tanta proceritatis traduntur. ut sagittis superjaci nequeant. Hcecjacii ubertas soli,

tanperies coeli, aquarum abundantia (si libeat credere) ut sub unajicu turmce condantur equiium,

* Nat. Hist. XII. 13. Vol. II. p. 327. ed. Bip. Genera arborum Macedones narravere, mnjore

ex parte sine nominibus.

f Nat. Hist. XII. 10. p. 326. Nunc eas (arbores) exponanu quas mirata est Alexandri Magni

victoria, orbe eo patefacto.

\ Nat. Hist. XII. 11. p. 326. Ficus ihi exilia poma habet. Ipsa se semper serens, vastis diff'un-

ditur ramis ; quorum imi adeo in terrain curvantur, ut annuo spatio injigantur, novamque sibi

propaginem faciant circa parentem in orbem, quodam opere topiario. Intra sepem earn ccstivant

pastores, opacam pariter et munitam vallo arboris, decord specie subter intuenti, proculve,Jbmicato

ambitu. Superiores ejusdem rami in excelsum emicant, silvosd multitudine, vasto matris corpore, tit

LX. passus picrique orbe colligant, umbra vero Una stadia operiant. Foliorum latitudo peltee
effi-

giem Amazonicce habet: hac causil
, Jructum integens, crescere prohibct. Rarusque est, nee JabiB

magniludinem exccdens : sed per folia solibus coctus, pradulci sapore, dignus miraculo arboris,

Cignitur circa Acesitiem maxime amnem.
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" herds shelter themselves, in summer, as it affords them both shade, and

" a kind of fenced protection, which presents an elegant appearance, when

" you look under it, or view it at a distance, the whole resembling a

" vaulted, or arched edifice. The upper branches spring, like a forest,

" from the vast body of the mother-tree : most of them measure sixty paces

" (nearly one hundred and eighty feet) in circumference ; and they cover

" a space of two stadia (or upwards of twelve hundred feet) with their

" shadow. The broad leaves of the tree have the shape of an Amazonian

" shield : covering the fruit, they prevent it, by tliis means, from growing

;

" the fruit is thinly scattered, and does not exceed the size of a (kidney)

" bean : it becomes matured by the heat of the sun, penetrating through

" the leaves, is of a very sweet taste, and by its peculiarity adds to the

" wonders of the tree. The tree grows particularly near the river

" Acesines."

Before I proceed to make any observations on this passage, I will, while

the impression of it is fresh in the recollection, subjoin the well-known lines

of Milton * relating to the Banyan-tree, which will be found to be copied

from Pliny's description. The poet, speaking of our first parents, after the

fall, when they felt shame, and sought for means to cover their bodies,

continues thus

:

" So counselled he (Adam), and both together went

" Into the thickest wood : there soon they chose

" The fig-tree, not that kind for fruit renown'd,

" But such as, at this day, to Indians known
" In Malabar or Decan, spreads her arms,t

" Branching so broad and long, that in the ground

" The bended twigs take root,J and daughters § grow
" About the mother-tree, a |)illar'd sliade

||

" High ovcrarch'd, and echoing walks between.

" There oft the Indian herdsman, shunning heat,

» In Paradise Lost, IXth Book, v. 1099 to 111 1.

f Plin. Vastis diffunditur ramis.

t Adeo in terrain curvantur, ut annuo spatio infigantur.

{ Novamque sibi propaginemjaciant circa parentem in orbem ; and afterwards, superioris ejut-

dein rami in excekam emicant-vasto matris corpore.

11
Decord specie, subter intuenti, proculve, Jbmicato ambitu.
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" Shelters* in cool, and tends bis pasturing herds,

" At loop-holes, cut through thickest shade. Those leaves

" They gather'd, broad as Amazonian f targe."

' Pliny was familiar with the writings of Theophrastus, for he repeatedly

refers to him in his work, and it is evident that he almost transcribed the

passage, concerning the Banyan-tree, from that author. But he has not

done it with that accuracy, which ought to be expected, on such a subject.

He omits, or alters, some essential points. In speaking of the lower

branches striking into the ground, he does not notice the roots that issue

from those branches, which are the means of bringing the latter in contact

with the earth
;
yet this is a peculiarity most remarkable. From Pliny's

account it would appear, as if the branches merely had a tendency to be

bent downwards, and thus reached the ground, where they afterwards took

root : but this is quite a false representation. He is equally incorrect,

when he assigns the measure of sixty paces to the circumference of the

upper branches, which Theophrastus gives as the dimension of the stems

of the different young trees, produced round the parent stock. He ex-

presses himself indistinctly respecting the shade, which proceeds from the

tree. Like Theophrastus, he says, that it extends over two stadia, or

about twelve hundred feet ; but he so places this in the context, that it

seems to be the shade of the upper branches of which he is speaking, in-

stead of that of the whole tree, which Theophrastus clearly designs. The

leaves Pliny characterizes by their breadth, which, he says, gives the idea

of an Amazonian shield, or pelta : the comparison should be as to the size

of the leaf generally, in which acceptation Theophrastus likens it to the

same shield. The reason which Pliny alleges for the smallness of the fruit,

is not such as an intelligent naturalist ought to have given : he says, it is

owing to the large leaf, by which the fruit is covered, and its growth im-

peded. This must mean, that the fruit, being excluded from the influence

of the sun, by the intervention of the leaf, is stunted : yet he presently

talks of the effect of the sun upon that very fruit, in maturing and sweeten-

ing it.

* Inlrn sepem earn astivanl pastores, opacam pariter et munitam vallo arboris.

f Foliorumlatitudo peltce effigiem Amazonicce habet.
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Pliny appears to great disadvantage, by the side of such an author as

Theophrastus. The information which he collected, upon almost every

subject, though vast in quantity, loses much of its value, from the precipi-

tation with which it was taken up. His inordinate desire of reading every

thing that could be read, which is admirably described by his nephew,*

and the ambition of making extracts from a multitude of authors, left him

no time for digesting what he had thus heaped together, much less for exer-

cising any judgment, or discrimination. His extreme parsimony of time

would naturally induce hurry, in making his extracts, which proved

another source of inaccuracy. It is, for these reasons, not to be wondered

at, that the correctness of Pliny's statements should, on many occasions, be

subject to doubt, and that his authority should be brought into question.

It is probable, also, that he may have mixed with tlie account of Theo-

phrastus some other narration, less accurate ; such, for instance, as might be

found in those historical writers, who had described Alexander's expedition.

It has been observed, that Theophrastus likens the size of the fruit of the

Banyan to a sort of legume, which he calls jps/Sc^of, and it has been said

that this was either a kind of large pea, or some variety of bean. Pliny

uses the expression faba, bean, as synonymous with the term I^i[2a3og : and

we shall perhaps be near the truth, if we suppose, that what both authors

had in view, was some kind of kidney-bean, approaching the size of a

hazel-nut, stated by modern botanists to be about the dimension of the

fruit of the Banyan. Faba, in classical Latin, does not signify the common

garden-bean, but seems to be a general term for both the phaselus and the

phaseolus ; which latter is the kidney-bean, the former the garden bean.

Theophrastus and Pliny are tlie two authors who have spoken of the

tree, as naturalists. Those which are now to be quoted, merely give the

popular accounts, such as were to be met with in the histories, and memoirs

of Alexander's exploits. Of this character is a passage in Quintus Curtius,

which undoubtedly refers to the Ficus Indica .t " There were woods," (in

» Plin. Epist. III. 5.

f Lib. IX. c. 1, p. 193. Vol. II. ed. Bip. Hinc Poro amneque superato, ad interiora Indice

processit. Sihee erant prope in immeiisum spatium diffusce, procerisque et in eximiam altiludinem

editis arboribus umbrosee : plerique rami instar ingenlium stijntum fiexi in hummn, rursus, qua se

curvaverant, erigebantur adeo, ut species esset non rami resurgentis, sed arboris ex sud radicr

generates.
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India) says this author, « spread to an immense extent, shaded with lofty
" and gigantic trees. Most of the branches being, Hke great stems, bent
" into the ground, again rose upwards, at the place of curvature, so as to
" afford the appearance, not of a branch that had sent forth fresh shoots,

" but of a tree produced from its own root." Tliis description, though
far from accurate, cannot be applied to any other tree, than the Banyan.
It was evidently derived from a superficial observer. Nor does the account
given by Strabo, to which we now proceed, although more in detail, differ

much in character. Strabo was a writer of great learning, and dilio-ent

research ; but he has drawn his information, in this instance, not from the
best source. We can hardly suppose him to have been unacquainted with
the writings of Theophrastus, and it may be wondered that, upon such a
subject, he should not have had recourse to this authority. The passage
alluded to is in the fifteenth book of his Geography, and to this purpose :*

" Among other things, India produces also many extraordinary trees, of
" which there is one species that has branches bending downwards, and
" leaves not less than a siiield. Onesicritus, in detailing the natural pro-
" ductions of Musicania, which, he says, is the most southern part of
" India, relates, that there are certain large trees of India, the branches
" of which grow to the length of twelve cubits, then take the remainder of
" their growth downwards, as if they were bent, till they reach the ground;
" and having penetrated into the earth, they strike root, like layers. After

a n
* Lib. XV. p. 694. ed. Casaub. (p. 1016. ed. Almelov.) Howi yi,p li, ««; li^^^ napiU^. ..

"IvJiXfl TfkpEt, m In K^t TO Kara nionoi l^fiv roi; K>^hu;, -ra ie (p{,X!,a airmhi om JX^ttu . 'Qvna'iKfnoi

n »%<. iTEfiEjJVOTfpov xi h T« UomiHaiou Jifliiy, a ipwi voTt^Tara hvm -r^s 'IvJ-.k^;, S,„yih.x, fiiya>a
f^J^a E.vai Tivi, Jv Toi,; x^^Sii/j au^„Si„ai Inl mx^n ii^ma, fWtiTa -n, ^ow^ii, Su^Aaiv Hazc^^ipi,

Xa^eivsiv, u; m Karaxa^TC-rot/ivov',, ebj av a^uvrai tH; y?; • Irara Kara y^j JiaJbSfVTai pt^oio-^ai,

oiMWi-raTi Kxrciipuiiv, It avaMvTUi ri>.exoSa(oii H Iv wa\iv o/^oia; rr, m^^ctb, KaTaitafifSivras aM„'v

Kari^uxa TTonTv, e7t a>:>.r,v xai iuTu; ip-l;^;, ^,-- i^' J^Jj J^'^J^^ ^^,^5.,^^, ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^<^^ mXurip^
(Tiirm oixoi'.v . A'r/u Je ,:m i^^yih ycv^pav, irB ttLti mSpiTCoa ImTTtpl^nTrta hvai ra roix^i Kari Si

Tov 'AxEcnVw W^ t;,v <ru/^So}.m tw Trpk 'Ta^Tiv, „m •Ap.roSovXo; slpms Tr.p] rSv ^TccHz/XTTTOi^iivovi

ixov'rt^v Tok x>Aoovi, «a. ^,p\ to; /^.yiioui, S>ag l(p'm JevJ^o. ^E<7„/x,3f/^eiv n>aioiA.ivoui !vTBa, Trivrmona
ojTOi Je TirpoKoirmf .— Awavroi Je bTrEp^EBxnvTai, 7np\ toS ^.tyiSou; t^v Jev3>wv, ol pnaavri^ lu,pa<76zt

Wipav ToC 'Tafwti?o? oivi^ov nonm axikv taX; /iftrn/^Sf/aij ^TEvTaraJiov • So tliis passage ought to be
connected

:
but in the text of the editions (wliich, generally speaking, is very corrupt) the follow-

ing sentence is interposed, between the words T£T{>aKoa-(i,V{ and 'ATrajTa;, being evidently out of
its place: Aeve, ik 'Ap:ro'i?ouM; (wi aWio 3ei/Jj.ov—xapwois e^ov if Kmm Jexa Jo'fTwAouf to |ui;*o{,

5r>.»fEi{ |^t£^lT05• Toti; Je ^ayo'vTaj o'« (JaJitij Tu^KrSai

.

Vol I. S
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" this, rising upwards, they are metamorphosed into stems, from which,

" in the progress of growing, branches issue again in like manner.

" These, similar to those before, bend downwards, and form other layers,

" and again others : so that from one tree, there arises a large bower, re-

" sembling a pillared booth, or tabernacle. He (Onesicritus) likewise

" speaks of the magnitude of the trees, which, he says, is so immense, that

" five men can hardly fathom the stems. Aristobulus, when speaking of

" the Acesines, and its junction with the Hyarotis, also makes mention of

" the trees with down-bent branches, and of their great size, which, he

" asserts, will afford shelter to fifty horsemen ; the other writer (Onesicri-

" tus) even says, to four hundred. But those go beyond all the rest, who
" report, that on the farther side of the river Hyarotis, a tree was seen,

" which, at noon, made a shade of five stadia."

This account of Strabo, as I have before stated, rests upon the autho-

rity of writers, whose business it was not to be very exact in matters of this

nature : it incidentally formed a topic in their narration ; and even if they

wrote to the best of their knowledge, without a wilful design of misrepre-

senting the truth, yet, as it was not incumbent on them to investigate, with

great nicety, the reports which they had heard, erroneous details were

unavoidable. Among other misnomers, they seem to me to have con-

founded different trees. Perhaps some particulars, which we do not find

applicable to the Banyan, may have belonged to the Great Fan Palm {Co-

rypha umbraculifei-a) : hence many points of difference, between this passage

of Strabo, and the accurate description of Theophrastus, may be explained.

The size of the leaf is, in the former, magnified to a large shield {du-^lc,

scutum),* while the latter limits it to a small pelta. On the other hand, the

circumference of the stem, or trunk of the tree, said to be scarce fathom-

ablet by five men, is much below the estimate which we have before noticed.

In other instances, the spirit of exaggeration must be supposed to have

operated, as in this, when it is related that the shade of the tree, at noon,

covered five stadia, which is a space of more than three thousand feet.

The emission of the roots from the branches,t which is a very important

t "0,71 mint avS^iujroi; ^vT'TTtfiM'UTa civai 7a ff^£x>l •

J It is peculiar to several species of the genus Fiats, among others to the Ficus virens, a large

tree, which is a native of South America.
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fact, in the natural history of the tree, and most carefully set forth by

Theophrastus, is not adverted to by Strabo.

I have hinted that, in some particidars, the Corypha wmbracuUfera, or

Great Fan Palm, may have been confounded with the Fkus Indica, or

Banyan. In a passage of Diodorus Siculus, where a large kind of Indian

tree is spoken of, the Fan Palm seems to have been intended by the author.

It is in the seventeenth book of his History, where the exploits of Alex-

ander are related :* " The king," he says, " having with his army passed

" the river, proceeded through a country extremely fertile. For it pro-

" duced different species of trees, of uncommon size, some having a height

" of seventy cubits, and such thickness in the stem, that four men could

" not fathom it, and making a shade of three acres." Neither the height

(about one hundred and twenty feet), nor the circumference of the stem

(about twenty-four feet), nor the extent of shadow (about three hundred

feet), can be reconciled with particulars, which have before been adduced

as characteristic of the Banyan-tree.

The Banyan-tree, however, is undoubtedly alluded to in the following

passage of Arrian. It is in that portion of his works, which is entitled

Indian History. He is speaking of the Indian sophists, the wise men, or

Fakirs, of ancient India, and continues thus :t " These sophists go naked,

" and live in the open air, in winter, exposed to the sun ; and in tlie

" summer, when the sun is overpowering, they retire to meadows, and

" marshy places, under large trees, whose shade, Nearchus says, extends to

" five acres in a circle : and ten thousand men may be sheltered under one

" tree ; of such astonishing dimensions are those trees." From the words

of the original it would seem, that the five acres (or five hundred feet)

mentioned, are to be taken for the radius of the circle, which would for

the circumference give nearly the same measure, that, according to Strabo,

* Biblloth. Histor. Lib. XVII. T. II. p. 230. lin. 73. ed. Wessel 'Ai/to; Je /xtra -r^s Imi-niui;

vcfarai Tov TTora/jiiv, •n^myz Jia xufa; a^i^r|' iiafi^oitms ' JevJciuv ya^ e'^e y£m JiaW^TTovTa, nai to

(*£v 1/4-05 C}(^ovTa OTiixwv i^io/iriHwra, to Je Traxo; A'o'y'S ''"'o mra^m avi^m ve^iyafiSixvo/Mva, TfioJv fs

t Historia Indica, p. 324 and 325, ed. Gronov. Lugd. Bat. 1704. 'OuTct yuixm\ iiananai oi

iro^iro), Toi/ ijiiti x^'l*^>"< u'jraiS^wi h tZ it>Ju, tov Je fllfou;, ettw o riMoi *<»T£x>i, £v Toiiri f^i/iwiri xai

roiaiv ixeviv, vtto OEvJfeo-i i/.iya>jo\<Tiv • m ttiv a:uriv Niacf^OS >^7£' H ttevte wt^d^a h xixMi £|ixv££<r5ai xal

av" /w/pi'ou; iiro in iivii'u axii^arOai ' 'n\y^KauTa mm TauTct ta j£»Jf£« .

S 2
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some writers alleged, namely, five stadia, or upwards of three thousand ^eet.

With such an exaggeration, the report of Nearchus, quoted by Arrian, might

coincide. But though we cannot precisely ascertain, in wliat sense the

measurement, spoken of, is to be taken, yet there can hardly be any dotibt

that the tree, which Arrian had in his mind, was the Banyan. In reading

what Arrian relates of the naked philosophers of ancient India, one is re-

minded of the Fakir, mentioned by Mr. Marsden, as sitting under the

Banyan-tree, at Mangee,* who, it would seem, continued a practice that was

known to his wise predecessors, many centuries before.

Thus I have collected all that may be supposed to have a reference to

the Banyan-tree, in the remaining works of the classic authors. I do not

believe, that any passage, or even any allusion, has escaped me. Perhaps

the length, to which these observations have been extended, may require an

apology. I was tempted to attribute some slight degree of interest to the

subject, as the Banyan-tree has, in a manner, been marked by this Society

as its own. It has been chosen for the emblem of the Society, and as the

type for its seal. The extraordinary nature of this production, and its

locality, being peculiar to the remote East, recommended it as an object that

might characterize the Asiatic Society of Great Bkitain and Ireland.

Whether any allegorical sense, in relation to the arts and sciences, their

various ramification and extension, their connexion and mutual support,

should be combined with it, I leave for others to determine. The motto,

joined to our emblem, is " Quot rami, tot arbores," or, " Every branch yields

a tree :" and whether we adopt the allegory, or not, it is to be wished, that

the efforts of this Society may contribute to extend human knowledge, and

promote that intellectual improvement, which is calculated to constitute the

happiness of our species.

• History of Sumatra, 3d ed. p. 163, note :
" Under this tree sat a naked Fakir, who had

" occupied that situation for twenty-five years ; but he did not continue tliere the whole year

" through, for his vow obliged him to be, during the four cold months, up to his neck in the

" waters of the Ganges,"
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IX. Translation ofa Sanscrit Inscription, relative to the last Hindu King

ofDelhi, with Comments thereon. By Captain James Tod, M.R.A.S.

Read May 1, 1824.

The Inscription, of which I have the honour to present a copy and

translation to the Society, is a memorial of an important period in the

History of India, especially that part familiarly, though restrictively, de-

nominated Hindust'hdn. To define the limits of this somewhat vague appli-

cation, is of no great moment ; but I believe it is generally to be understood

as denoting the space between the mountains o?Himalaya and i\\e Nermadd

river, north and south : a line in the meridian of the source of this river at

Jmeracantac, passing through Praydg, and meeting the great northern

chain, forms the eastern limit ; and westward, towards the Indus, it com-

prehends all the tracts within the limits of cultivation. This is generally

understood to be Hindust'hdn proper. What antiquity may be assigned to

such restrictive definition of a word, implying the abode of the whole of

the Hindu race, I know not ;* nor should I have deemed it worth mention,

but from its comprehending the space to which the inscriptionh as especial

reference, the greater part of which acknowledged the power of the

Prince, whose name it records. This name is Prithwiraja, signifying

" Sovereign of the Earth."

It was at Hdnsi Hisdr, in the beginning of the year 1815, I obtained the

Inscription, when I left my post at Sindia's court on a visit to a friend,

now no more : one well known, and whose memory is honoured by some

members of this Society ; whose services were appreciated, and his loss

publicly lamented, by the late illustrious Governor-General of India, be-

cause talents, zeal, and honour, were synonymous with James Lumsdaine.

I need ask no pardon for this digression : when met for the purpose of

recording what is wortiiy in the History, Physics, and Antiquities of India,

a passing tribute to one, who, in his own bright example, raised the moral

* Hindust'hdn proper, contradistinguished from the southern peninsula, and eastern India

(Dacshin and Purb) is the same with the Mcd'hya des'a, or central region. See Menu, 2. 21.

The Narmadd river is the limit of the Vhid'hya range of mountains there mentioned. Vinas'ana

is the place where the Saramiati river terminates ; losing itself in the great sandy desert.—H.T.C.
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estimation, in the minds of the governed, of those to whom the destinies of

a great empire are intrusted, cannot be deemed intrusive. I might say, it

was due to his memory : but for my visit to him on this occasion, I might

not have trespassed on the indulgence of this Society for the remarks I am

about to offer.

Hdnsi and Hisdr are two conspicuous and contiguous places in the more

remote geography of British India ; being on our north-west frontier,

touching the commencement of the Desert. Abul Fazil, in the Institutes,

according to Akber's division, constitutes Hisdr Firbzeh a subdivision of

one of the twenty-two Siibahs, or Satrapies, of the Empire. The great

Emperor Firoz bestowed his own name on tiiis subdivision ; which, remote

as it was, yet was embraced in his munificent designs for the prosperity of

his subjects. The remains of one of his many canals, conducted from the

Jamund, flowing past Hisdr, are perfectly distinct ; and the C/iitang river is

supposed to be a canal in all its extent. The recent re-opening of the

grand canal excavated by this monarch, whereby not only the health and

comfort of the great city of Delhi is secured, but irrigation afforded to an

immense tract of country, is one of the most conspicuous works of national

benefit, we have bestowed on our Indian subjects.

Firoz had intended this as a royal residence. The remains of the palace,

within the fortress (or Hisdr), the noble artificial lake into whicli the canal

flowed, with the mausoleums on its banks, are sufl5cient evidence, that a

great mind had there been exerting its action. The natural fertility of the

soil is seen in the richness of its pastures, and even in its miniature forests

of the grand shrub of the desert, the Pilii, an evergreen, if I err not, and

in which the lion still finds shelter. To supply the deficiency of water,

lying very deep from the surface, these canals were carried on by Firoz,

who perhaps contemplated the junction, by these anns, of the waters of the

Jamund and the Setlej, which I believe is not physically impracticable. In

establishing Hisdr, Firoz appears to have had in view the necessity of a

more extensive post than Hdnsi, which the Hindus seemed to think the

key to the capital of the empire, covering it in the line of the fords of the

Setlej or Garah, by which invasion often came from the west, whether led

by Mahmud, by Shahabuddin, or by Timuu. Hdnsi is one hundred and

twenty-six miles nearly W.N.W. from Delhi.

According to the Inscription, A' si is the proper name. It is a singular

place ; and if ever fire-worship had been prevalent on those plains, I would
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rather say it had the appearance of a grand fire-temple, than that of being
intended for defence. It is in shape the frustrum of a pyramid, from
eighty to one hundred feet in height, artificially raised : the exterior slope
of each side (faced with brick) forming an angle of about seventy-two
degrees with the horizon. Still the terre-pleine at top is considerable ; and
the palace of Prithwiraja would have been standing to grace it, but for
the guns of Mons. Perron, when he put a stop to the schemes of sove-
reignty of George Thomas, who had established his court in these " Halls of
the CiEsars," now a heap of ruins. Nor are there any traces of those
erected by Kilhan and HAMivifR, " in which they placed the spoils of
the foe."

The Inscription, which I obtained through the kindness of my friend
Colonel Skinner, had been saved from the general wreck of these halls, by
the materials being taken to erect a small Musleman place of worship ; and
this slab was built into the wall in a reversed position. It was afterwards
presented to the Marquis Hastings : but, as it reached this nobleman at a
very busy period of his career, in 1818, I know not what became of it.

Of the precise import of the term A'si* I am ignorant; but, most pro-
bably, it is derived from some ancient tribe now extinct. Aswa was a very
common termination of the names of the princes of the ancient dynasties
of India, with probably similar import to that used by the Persian monarchs.
The Assaceni were a nation in the Indies, described by Alexander's his-
torians.

Asigarh, or Asidurg, is celebrated as the scene of contest between the
Hindus and early Muhammedans. It was by this route, that most of
ShahAbuddin's attempts were made to wrest the throne of Hind from the
subject of the Inscription, PrithwibAja

; and often did the warriors of the
mountains of Cdbul find their graves before A' si. Even now it presents the
appearance of a great sepulchre all around, but especially to the west. The
route was by Pdcapattan, the town of Purity, on the Setlej, to Bhatner and
Fateh-dbdd, to A'si and Delhi. It was by this route Timur, in the very
commencement of the nintl; century of the Hejira, taking advantage of
civil strife, entered India, when the last of the race of Khiliji filled the
imperial throne.

The scope of the Inscription is to commemorate a victory obtained by

* Asi (with both vowels short) signifies a sword. A'sa is a bow H.T.C.
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Prithwiraja over the race of Dbda* by liis vassal chiefs Kilhan and

Hammir, names of great celebrity in the contests of that period; and, as a

text sufficient to expatiate on, is far beyond the limits which I must pre-

scribe to myself in a paper of this kind ; but they shall have some mention,

after noticing the foe over whom, in consequence of being victorious, tro-

phies were reared in the halls of A si.

This tribe, Dbda, with many others of more transcendant lustre, have

long ceased to be conspicuous among the nations oiHind. Though it never

produced independent sovereigns, yet it was a highly respected tribe, even

on the invasion of Mahmud of Ghizni, and is noticed by the historians,

both of the Court of Nerwala and of Delhi, as one of the thirty-six royal

races of India. When the first grand calamity of foreign invasion occurred,

involving spiritual as well as temporal change to the Princes of India, all

rallied round vvliatappears to have contained the palladium of their liberties

and religion, Chitbr. The Dvda, from Kasbndi, is mentioned among the

princes who repaired to aid the descendant of RAmachandra on this occa-

sion. But no sucli place of any consequence now exists, though there are

several of the name in diffijrent parts of India, and one not a great way to

the westward of Ajamer.

The race of Chdhamdna, of which PuixHwiRAjA was the head, as well as

sovereign of India, is still one of the most distinguished of the thirty-six royal

tribes of India : but to trace its origin satisfactorily, is a task of difficulty
;

though all the knowledge those belonging to it yet possess, either from

books or tradition, is not unfamiliar to me. At what period the limit was

fixed to thirljj-six, or rather amplified to this number, we must also remain

in ignorance ; but a glimpse is to be obtained, through a long vista of

obscurity, of a period when there were not more than six or eight grand

races ; the same number which, I believe, the Tartar and Chinese genea-

logists admit. The chief races are those termed Siiri/a and C/iandra, or tiie

Sun and Moon, which probably at one period comprehended the whole, as

the greater portion of the thirty-six are still resolvable into one or other of

these, and have every claim to be termed the most ancient of those belong-

ing to India. From these, however, the Chdhamdna is totally distinct, and,

with three other very conspicuous races in the annals of India, the Soldnki,

the Prumdra, and Parihdra, form the Agnicula, or race produced from the

* Vulg. Ddre.
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element of fire ; as the others have, figuratively given to them, the greater

luminous orbs for progenitors. Hereafter 1 may embody some distinct

remarks on the martial races of India, and attempt an approach to the

origin of some. It will involve some speculative notions, and without, per-

haps, much solid foundation. The restless migratory hordes of Higher Asia,

never found the Attok to be the Rubicon, which the more modern Hindu

wished it to be considered, to keep him from the impure contact of the

barbarian (Mlech'ha) to the westward ; and the plains of Hindust'hdn have

been often trod by swarms of the same race, who deluged Europe under

the names of Kimbri, Goths, Huns, Juts, &c. The colony of Getse, or

Juts, led by Odin into Scandinavia, gave their name, Jutland, to what is

termed the Cimbric Chersonese. They were still celebrated as a nation in

the time of Jangiz Khan, and even in that of Timur, who carried on suc-

cessive wars of extirpation against them. A grand colony of them, settled

where the Malli opposed Alexander, combated Mahmud of Ghizni, in a

novel warfare on the waters of the Indus, but were slaughtered and driven

across the Setlej. The Geta', or Jits, have a place amongst the thirty-six

races ; and I have an Inscription, in an ancient character, recording the

power of a Jit prince in the fifth century ; his capital, Scilpur, doubtless that

situated high in the Penjdb, mentioned in the twelfth century as being

amongst the conquests of Cumara-pala, of Nehrrcdld Pattan, and perhaps

the Si/akote of our modern geography. What I mean to surmise is, that

these, and many others of the tribes now assimilated as Hindus, have an

appearance (from their manners and mythology, and the unsatisfactory de-

tails of their first appearance) foreign to the aboriginal inhabitants of the

plains of India. The remark is more particularly extended to the peninsula

of Saurdshtra, which comprehends tribes, with every appearance (though

for ages settled there) of foreign and of northerly origin.

Though the tribe, of which Prithwiraja was head, is classically written

Chdhamdna, its invariable pronunciation by themselves is ChoMn.* How-

* The orthography of names of persons and places, purporting to represent the pronuncia-

tion, is not uniform in manuscripts of tlie vernacular language. In the same copy of Chand's

poems, entitled Prat'hirdj-Clidhdn-rdsa, the hero's name is generally written Prat'hira'j ;

but sometimes Prit'hira'j ; at other times Prit'hira'j ; making, in the last instance, a near

approach to the Sanscrit equivalent Prit'hwJra'ja. His family appellation is variously written,

Cholian, Chauhan, Chuhuvdn, or Chahuun : the Sanscrit of which also varies, Chuhamdna,

Vol. I. T Chdhumdna,
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ever much of the Scythian they possess in their ancestry, it might be going

rather too far to suppose them a ramification of the Cho-han dynasty of

Cliina, and one of the most powerful. According to De Guignes, they

had penetrated into the Transoxiana, in the second century before Christ,

nearly about the period that other tribes overturned the Bactrian kingdom.

The Tartar tribe of Yue-chi* (the Assaceni of the Greek writers) is men-

tioned, in the Chinese histories, as having, after aiding in this event (the

overthrow of the Bactrian kingdom) penetrated into India, and settled tliere

in the second century before Christ. To these, De Guignes applies the term

Indo-scythian. In the second century after Christ, Gibbon has recorded,

from the same authorities, an invasion which even reached Guzzerat ; and

Cosmas is given as authority for another, in the sixth century. But we

have inscriptions, decyphered by a learned member of this Society, which

record the Huns having even penetrated to Bengal ; and I have met with

a remnant of tliem, under their pristine name of Hiin, in my travels in

Guzzerat.

De Guignes adds, that the Yue-chi were fixed in sovereignty, in the

northern parts of India, touching the Thibet mountains, in the fifth cen-

tury. The Jit of Sal-indra-piir, already mentioned, of whom I possess a

memorial of this very period, may have affinity to this branch.

But it is not in mere name, that we are to trace resemblances ; but in

manners, and religious opinions.

The Hindu genealogist is inferior to none of the class on earth, in giving

a " local habitation, and a name," to his kings, hierarchs, and heroes;

and of the ancestry of the fiimily under discussion, we have the stapleof

the chain of pedigree rivetted in the Agnicunda, or fire foimtain, whence

they sprung, on the summit of the Olympus of India, the celebrated A'bii.

I had the pleasure of visiting this classical spot in the mythology of both

religions, where Adindt'h and Adiswara, Rishabhadeva and Nandiswara,

have their primitive shrines, and their common origin in name, and in

Chuhumdna, or ChdJiuvdna. The metropolis of his empire, likewise, is divei'Sely spelt : Dilli, Dili,

DUlt, D'hili, D'hilli, or D'hiUi. In short, consonants are interchanged, and vowels confounded

:

not always by carelessness of transcribers ; for the exigence of the metre sometimes supports

the variation. There is, consequently, much uncertainty in the proper ortliography of names.

—

H.T.C.
« De Guignes, Vol. I. p. 168.
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symbols. The superior wealth of the ministers of the Balhara sove-

reigns (in whose territory A'bd was a tributary fief), following the Jain

doctrines, has eclipsed, in the splendour of the temples to Rishabhadeva, the

simplicity of the shrine of Father Adam, as Mahddeva is often termed in

these countries. He is here also worshipped as Patdlesivara, or Lord of

the Infernal Regions. There are no temples in India, which can for a

moment compete with these, whether in costliness of materials, or in beauty

of design.

The Chuhdn genealogist has chosen a most celebrated spot for his birth,

and has invested it with all the interest of a classical originality. He was,

with the three others, created for the express purpose of defending the

religion of Brahma, when the Daityas rebelled and threw down the altars

and statues of Mahddeva, and defiled the pit of sacrifice. This evidently

alludes to a period when probably these two grand sects were contending

for superiority : but unluckily we shall never learn who these Daityas were,

or who the tribes, evidently only spiritually born again for the purpose of

fighting the battles of the Braliminical sect. I placed myself on the top of

the Guru-sikhar, or saint's pinnacle, the highest of all tlie numerous peaks

of this curious mountain, "where European foot had never been;" and
but one gentleman besides myself had ever been on any part oi' A'hu. Here
I had the pleasure, among other discoveries, to meet with some of the fruits

of Europe, the nectarine, peach, and citron, indigenous on the mountain,

upon the edge of the Indian desert, and on the very verge of the tropical

zone. It was a place of wonders, independent of its temples ; which, how-
ever fine and costly the fabric, were surpassed, in my ideas, as a lover of

antiquity, by the gigantic temples of Girindr, constructed from the rock on

wiiicli they stand, and supported by numerous columns of the same dusky

granite and sienite.

The height oi' A'hu may be judged by the variation of temperature. In

thirty-six hours I passed from that of 108" in the plains of Marwdr, to

60" on the summit of A'bu, under a vertical sun. The barometer indicated

a height of near five thousand feet above tlie sea.

Sucli is the first acknowledged seat of Cholidn power ; and the Deara
tribe, a branch of it, whose capital, Sarowi, lies about eighteen miles north,

has held the sovereignty of J' Z/M for about five hundred years. The Chd-

hamdna possessions extended, at very early periods (and when Mahm6d
visited India), on both sides of that stupendous chain of mountains, the

T 2
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Arabullah, dividing the rich lands of central, from tlie more sterile of wes-

tern India, and serving as a great bulwark to the further drifting of the

sands of the great desert.

From Agni-pala, the first Chdhtimdna (or him who was fostered, or

reared by fire), we have a long list, to MAnikya Raya,* the sovereign of

Sdjnbhar, or Sdcambhari, and of Ajamer, to whom is allotted the period of

S. 740, or A.D. 695. Between Agni-pala and Manikya Raya, we have

a Chandragupta, who would certainly answer much better, as far as loca-

lity, for the ally of Seleucus, than the monarch of Rtij-griha, in Bengal.

I have an inscription also of a Ciianduagupta, stiled Avanti-Ndt'/i, or lord

of Ujjayan, in a very ancient character, and given to me by one of the

Jain hierarchs, bearing date 427, hut whether of the Virata or Vicramdditya

Samvat, I can but surmise. With this exception, there is but one other

name in the list, from Agni-pala to Manikya Raya, of whose actions his-

tory has kept any record. This one is Ajaya-pAla, the reputed founder of

Ajamer, or the hill of Aja, which interpreted, is a goat.t not the hill of

Ajaya, victory, as its general acceptance would induce to believe. It is

even said, that Ajaya-pala was posterior to Manikya Raya, in whose time

this celebrated fortress is called in their poetical legends, Garh-Bitli.

Manikya Raya appears to have been one of tlie first who suffered, when,

to use an Oriental metaphor, " the star of Islam first slione on the plains of

Hind." Tradition has handed down a very bare outline of the event ; and

this by the bard, always more solicitous to amuse and surprise, than to

instruct : but we have no other guide. He is our sole historian ; and we

are compelled to follow wherever he leads, though it is unnecessary to re-

peat all which he says. But even where reason is sacrificed to rhyme, we

may be allowed sparingly to glean. This, the first invasion of India, is to

be traced, at the same time, in the annals of Meyudr, at the period to which

I have already alluded. Upon this invasion, Garh-Bitli was captured from

the ChoMns. On this occasion Lot, the infant heir of Manikya Raya,

was slain by an arrow, while playing on the battlements ; and ever since.

Lot PuTRAhas been worshipped amongst the penates of the Chohdns .- and,

* Generally written Ma'nicca Ra'i. Mdn'icya, in Sanscrit, is a ruby—H.T. C.

t Aja, goat ; and mer, hill—J.T.

Aja is in Sanscrit a goat ; and m/iru, the sacred and central mountain at, or towards, the

north pole, called Sumeni. Jaya, signifies victory; and ajaya, invincible—H, T.C.
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as he wore a silver anklet at the time, when Hinduism received its first

stab, the ornament is forbidden to all Chohdn children. The anecdote is

in itself puerile, certainly ; but to see the fact pursued through so many

ages, marks strongly the impression which remained of a great event in

their particular history, as well as in that of the nation at large.

Sdmbhari was the earliest possession of the Chbhdns. The town stands

not far from the celebrated salt lake of the same name, and which supplies

a great part of India with salt, and forms a considerable branch of the re-

venue accruing to the prince in whose territory it lies. PrithwirAja is

called by Chand to the very last, though enjoying the imperial sovereignty,

the Prince oi Sdmbhari, " Sdmbhari-Rao."

Thirty years ago, when the knowledge of Indian antiquities was first dis-

closed by Sir William Jones, this distinguished character obtained in-

scriptions from the celebrated pillar, called Firoz Lath, in one of this

monarch's palaces at Delhi ; and laid a translation of it before the Asiatic

Society of Bengal. It was of PrithwirAja, and dated only six years pos.

tenor to that on which I have been commenting. At this period he

(PrithwirAja) was in the very zenith of his power. Major Wilford also

made comments on it, but not in a manner to elucidate the subject : in-

deed, the reverse ; for, taking Sdcambhari to be the Cambher, or Cambhtr-

nere of Mexvar, he transferred the actions of the Cluihamdnas to a distinct

race. Mr. Colebrooke, our Director, gave the most correct version
; justly

pronouncing Sdcambhari to be Sdmbhar. This pillar is mentioned by the

bard Chand, in his works, as the Jai-Khambha {Jaya-stambha), or pillar of

victory. But the many very ancient, and still undecyphered characters

upon it, give the original erection of the pillar a very remote antiquity.

It would be of the highest consequence could they be decyphered ; they

might, perhaps, have reference to the Yddava power, which possessed uni-

versal sovereignty, and whose capital cities were placed on the great rivers

of India ; and I discovered a rock, near Jonagarh Girindr (another great

seat of this race), covered with the same characters ; likewise a triumphal

pillar, in a lake in Meywdr.

There is another pillar, now prostrate, and in detached masses, with the

same characters inscribed on it, to the N. W. side of the city of Delhi; and

one on the site of the ancient Hindu fortress of Hisdr, but without any

* See Asiatic Reeearclies, Vol. I. 379. 7—175 and 511. 9—188 and 445,
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characters. Twenty years have elapsed since the march of events con-

ducted British authority to Delhi ; but nothing has been done to protect

these prostrate monuments from further injury.

Sdcamlhari-Bhavdm is the guardian goddess of the whole Rujaput race,

yet more especially claimed by the Chdhamdnas, though A'ia-ptij-nd is

their immediate patroness ; and a most enchanting one to have, " Hope

herself."

Sdcamhhari-Devi had her statue erected on a small island on the Sar, or

salt lake, to which she gives her name, contracted to Sdjnbhar.

The derivation of the term, as I was led to believe, when the subject

first engaged my attention, is, " the Mother of Verdure," from sdca, ve-

getable. But she had chosen too unpropitious a spot to admit its correct-

ness ; for the waters of this lake are deadly, as those of Asphaltites, to

vegetable life. A more correct etymology is to be had, and which explains

the title of this goddess to the general admiration of the Rujaput nation.

Sdcambhari is the universal motiier of the Sacw (Sdcam), a term in classical

use amongst the Cshatritja races of the northwest of India, meaning dis-

tinctively the races. Sdc'lid is a ramification, or branch :* I am a Sdc'hd-

band B.iijput, says the Cshatriya of Rdjast'hdn ; that is, one who can trace

the affiliation or pedigree of his race. May we not consider the Sacae of

Alexander to have the same signification ?

Tiie Chdliamdna is right in considering Sdcambhari as deserving moi-e of

his adoration than the more benign divinity, Hope ; for no race of the sons

of Adam is less indebted to A'sd-piinidf for " the fulfilment of their wishes,"

than these her votaries. A sketch of the reverses of the various Sacte of

this widely-extended name, would form a history ; for their misfortunes

were conspicuous, as their renown was splendid. No other of the martial

races of India can fill more pages of its heroic history with deeds in arms.

They still live in the songs of tlie bard, and furnish most interesting ma-

terials to the itinerant minstrel, tlie D/ioli, the Jongleur of India, who to

the sound of his rhubab, chants the exploits of Goga, who, with fifty sons

and nephews, and all his clan, fell on tlie banks of the Indus, opposing

Mahji6d ; or those of the romantic HAMiMiR, the theme of eternal plaudits.

* To this etymology it may be objected, that Suchii, a branch, is written with an aspirated

guttural consonant; and Siica, in SuVaniWar;, without aspiration.—H.T.C.

f " The fulfiller of desire."
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whenever the Rajput instances the sacrifices, which the rights of sanctuary

and hospitaUty demand.

Hammir ChahamAna, Prince of Rin-tliam-bhor* gave asylum to a noble

of the great Alla-uddin, when disgraced by his sovereign. This sove-

reign, who assumed the name of Sikander Sani, or Second Alexander, and

who scarcely yielded to him in the rapidity of his conquests, called on

Hammir to surrender his suppliant, to whom he thus gives assurance of

protection : " The sun will rise in the west—the sandal-tree be changed

" into the thorny Thiir—the streams will cease to flow

—

Sumtru become
" level with the earth—the pledge of Parasu-rama a bye-word, ere Ham-
" MIR fails in his faith. The walls o? Rin-tham-bh6r shall fall, and my head
" be crushed in their ruin ; but, till these things occur, security is thine."

There are two works, very popular in the poetry of the Hindus, relative

to the deeds of this prince—not the Hammir of our Inscription, as he lived

a century earlier. These are the Hammir-Rdsa, and the Kurya ; the last

is the most esteemed performance, and was composed by the grandson of

Chand, the friend and poet-laureate of Prat'hiraj. Hammir did fall in

defending his guest ; on which occasion the grand sacrifice of the Jdhard t

was performed, when all the females were immolated, and the males rushed

on the destruction which they could not avert.

Alla-ud-din was the angel of destruction to every tribe in India, but

especially to the race of Chdhuns. During the twenty years (from A. D.

12C'5 to 1316) he swayed with most absolute power the sceptre, he almost

extirpated these, the bravest of his foes : JdU>r, Seu^dna, Nadol, Aser,

Deogir, Pawagarh, Gdgraun, all independent Chdhdn principalities, and
though last not least, Rin-tham-bhor ; each fell, and in turn was sacked by
Alla.

He was detained, upwards of a year, before the last, from thegreat dif-

ficulty of approach ; and it is considered still, in this point, the most inac-

cessible of the Indian fortresses, being situated in the middle of several

ranges. In Ferishta's account of the siege, he mentions the death of one
of Alla's generals by a stone thrown by a Balista (from the walls), which
he terms Munjdnika.

* Sometimes written Ran-t'hnmb-bhdxtier, which is nearer to the Sanscrit Ran'a-st'hamba-bhra-

marq, the bee of the pillar of war.—H.T. C.

f Most commonly a grand funeral pyre, in which the whole are congumed.
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When captured at length, and the prince slain, the unfortunate Moghul

chief, MuHAMMED, was brought wounded before Alla. The King taunt-

ingly asking how he would shew his gratitude, if he caused his wounds to

be cured, was answered, in a spirit that showed how worthy he was of the

protection which he had received, and which ended so fatally to his friend,

" I would put you to death, and make the son of Hammir my sovereign."

In 1808 my travels led me by this famed place. 1 reached the gate of

Mddhupur, the fortified city in the mountains, through which a road leads

to tlie fort, but was denied entrance. I marched, through a narrow valley,

sixteen miles, between high perpendicular rocks, its breadth seldom, to my
recollection, one liundred yards, and which merely brought me to another

gate of Mnd/iupiir, three miles opposite the former. At the foot I ascended

a rock, from which I was told I should have a view of the walls of the for-

tress, but was disappointed, and with difficulty descended. I then marched

about eight miles to the westward of the hills, and had a slight view of

merely the tops of the edifices of Rinthambhur, which now belongs to

Jajjapur.

In the most remote parts of India I have found traces of Alla ; and one

inscription in Sanscrit, apparently set up at his command. He was one of

the greatest of the sovereigns India ever had. He reduced every part of

Hindust'hdn ; and while he was constantly engaged in repelling irruptions

of the Moghuls, he cultivated, at the same time, the arts of peace. Ferishta

gives an outline of his administration of government, which was then con-

sulted as the Kamin Alldhi.

There are metrical legends of the wars of Alla with all those principa-

lities ; but this paper is already too prolonged to touch even on these.

The Haras, the Khkhis of central India, possess all the bravery of the

C/iohdn race, of which they are conspicuous branches; and Hammir, men-

tioned in our Inscription, as having, conjointly with Kilhan, overcome the

foe of Prithwiraja, was the great forefather of the Hara race, and is

mentioned as such in their domestic annals, as well as in the works of

Chand. There are twenty-four ramifications (jsdc'hds), saciE, or tribes of

the Cli6lidn race, but several of them are now extinct, and others but little

known ; I possess, however, several memorials of them.

Those brilliant periods in their history, when petty isolated chieftains

defied for a time the efforts of the Empire, are recorded, some of theiji in

poems of merit, and are never-ending themes to the erratic scald of
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Rcijivdrd, though it requires some patience and enthusiasm to listen to the

tale, and, from the Doric dialects, transfer any thing like the spirit of the

originals into an European dress. I shall presume to embody a few passages

from Chand, which may be listened to from feelings of curiosity, and as

belonging to the subject of our Inscription, Prithwiraja.

VisALA Deva, whose name appears on the pillar at Delhi, was his great

grandfather, and lived at a most momentous period in Hindu history, when

Mahm6d of Ghizni, with his legions from the north, carried his desolating

visitations into the most remote part of India. The Chdhamdna annals re-

cord victories gained by Visala Deva over these his foes ; in one of which

he lost his life. Ferishta tells us of the failure of Mahm6d in his attack on

the citadel of Ajamer, in his route to Somandt'h. It may have been on some

one of these occasions, that an addition was made to the various inscrip-

tions on the pillar of Delhi, as a memorial of his having delivered Aryavarta

from the barbarian. Saungadeva succeeded him, but he appears to have

been driven from Ajamer. Somesa, his son, was the father of Prithwi-

raja, who was the first and last of the Chdhamdna race that enjoyed the

sovereignty of Delhi. His ancestors, however powerful, appear to have

become tributary, if not vassals, to the imperial dynasty of the Tudrs. This

(the Tudr') dynasty, descending from the ancient Pdndavas of the Mahd-

bhdrata, still enjoyed supreme power. Somesa Chdhamdna, and Vijaya

Pal (Rhatore) Prince of Canouj {Canyaculja, Canawqjja), had each married

a daughter of Ananga-pAl, the Tom&ra sovereign, but had no male issue.

SoMESA had supported the imperial throne, when shook by rebelUon, headed

by the chief of Canouj. This service, and the circumstance of his ha\'ing

married the favourite daughter, obtained for her son, Prithwiraja, adop-

tion to the TiUir family, and nomination to the succession, during Ananga-

PAL'slife: and at this court he was brought up from infancy, while his

father enjoyed his independent sovereignty ; and continued to do so after

his son's accession, who, at length, united both crowns. This is not the

first instance, of what I may (to borrow an appropriate term) call the Sa-

liqiie law of India, being set aside ; but the instances are rare. I at present

recollect but two which are conspicuous; one was the succession of the

Solan/d successor to the Chaora dynasty of Nehrwdla-Pattan ; the other

was tiie Chdhdn heir to the Solan/d, in the same family. The female is

never the medium of the transmission of honours amongst these martial

races, though they pay her high deference and respect on all occasions.

Vol. I. U
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Said * means sister's husband, in these regions. Whether the Franks, or

Frisians, had as good a foundation for using the word, which denotes ex-

chision of female succession, might be doubted. The old German tribes

liad much in their mythology, manners, and institutions, analogous to these

Sacae of India.

Delhi had ceased to be an imperial residence, from the period of Sanc'ha-

DWAJA ofKeniaon, expelled by Vicramaditya, until the middle of the eighth

century, when a remnant of the old Fdndava line once more obtained this

ancient seat of power ; and a dynasty of twenty-one princes filled the throne,

until Ananga-pAl adopted his grand-child, the subject of our inscription.

SoMESA, during his son's minority, gained many victories over his foes

;

but was at length slain by the Prince of Guzzerat, which entailed the feud

on Prithwiraja, ending in the death of his opponent, and in the annexa-

tion of several of his provinces to the empire.

The history of this feud forms one of the most interesting of all the

sixty-nine books of the works of Chand : each book is the subject of some

great event in his sovereign's reign, to the last fatal battle, fought o i the

plains of the Kaggar.

It would occupy too much time, to give even an outline of the history

of Prithwiraja, following the guidance of this poem. It forms an useful

history of the period, and contains much of geographical description. In

this, every noble family of India can trace some of his ancestry, amidst

the foes or warriors of Puithwiraja : it becomes accordingly the grand

volume of faith and knowledge, in every Rajput's hands ; for he amongst

them, who cannot quote Chand on occasion, must be a dolt. The poem

is the authority for every action of his life ; and from which he may glean

passages applicable to every transaction. The bard, in his introduction,

gives the reader to understand and expect this. Grammar, the rules of

composition, languages, religion, he promises a little of every thing.

That sort of mauvaise honie, which might prevent the modern bard from

lauding his own skill, seems not to have been known to the scalds of old,

whether of India, or their brethren of Scandinavia: and Chand attributes

as supernatural, an effect to the power of his verses, as did the scald with

his runics. " I have a song (says one of these) of such vu'tue, that, were

" I caught in a storm, I can hush the winds, and render the air calm :"

• From tlie Sanscrit St/dla.
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which is beautifully embodied by Gray (in his bard^) from the Edda. So

Chand says, " My poem shall be a sea ; and' my verses, like waves, shall

" course each other. It shall be an ocean, that I may enjoy the bliss of

" knowledge. Whoever reads it, will find it to be as a vessel to cross him

" over the difficulties of life. Its meaning lies not deeply concealed, nor

" yet altogether displayed, but as water whose transparency is hid by the

" sea-weed. My words I shall cull and place therein ; but they shall be

" as the necklace^ the breast of bashful beauty, veiled to the sight." But

we need not follow the strain of hyperbole of the poet, in lauding himself.

He sometimes runs quite riot in the exuberance of his genius ; and I recol-

lect on one occasion, when almost raving, he checks himself, and asks in a

very ingenuous manner, " but surely the bard has got intoxicated with his

" own verses." Chand also lays claim to prophetic powers : hence his title

of Tri-cdla.*

The actions of Prithwiraja and his heroes, afford fine themes for the

bard ; for, in peace, this monarch was never idle, and always engaged in

some pursuit which led to war : and in those days, when the princesses of

India chose their own lords, there were abundant opportunities. The er-

ratic bards made him the general theme of their songs ; and his personal

appearance and actions, were sounded at every court in India, and he

became the beau ideal of every princess of the time. Chand has em-

bodied, or composed for her, the stanzas sent by the Princess of (Cana-

wqjja) Catiouj, inviting him to come and bear her away from the princes

assembled as suitors for her hand ; and, in the true spirit of chivalry, he

went and bore her off in open day, from her father's court, in the face of

the whole of his rivals : but it caused ultimately his own destruction, and

that of the monarch of Canatvajja, though, as Chand says, " it gained him

" immortality in the song of the bard." At least five of his grand battles

arose from similar daring acts. He married none of his many wives, whom
he did not win by the sword. It was enough to hear of beauty being be-

trothed, to hazard every danger ; and this barbaric chivalry obtained him

abundance of support. These daring adventures gave him so much cele-

brity, that every young and valorous Rcyput enrolled himself under the

banners of Prithwiraja. He had one hundred and eight great leaders,

or Sdmants, some of whom were independent, and many tributary princes.

• As. Res. ix. 77.

U 2
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Their names, their pedigrees, and their actions, are all touched on occa-

sionally ; nor is there a high family of Rdjwdrd, who cannot point out his

ancestors in these volumes. The Rt'ijput of the present day, or at least he

who has not mixed much with the faithful, has lost none of the feelings of

admiration for these actions. When this is the case, it is no longer a

question if he could imitate them.

Six invasions by Shahabuddin occurred ere he succeeded. He had

been often defeated, and twice taken prisoner, by the Hindu sovereign

of Delhi, who, with all the lofty and blind arrogance of the Edjput

character, set him at liberty. Chand records the terms of release, and the

treaties concluded. But Pkithwiraja lost the chief of his warriors in the

plains of Canawajja. Sixty-four of the hundred and eight Stimants were left

dead, in different stages of a succession of battles, which continued from

the scene of enlevement to his own frontier. Each chief had the select of

his clan : for he carried her off in disguise, entering the court of her father,

and witnessing all the nuptial preparations in the halls of Canawajja, as the

attendant of his bard Chand. Pkithwiraja, on his return, became a slave

to the fair, and neglected his government. Shahabuddin invaded him

unprepared, and had reached the plains of the Penjdb, ere he would rouse

himself from his voluptuous sloth ; and the Sultan might have approached

his capital, but for his brother-in-law, SamarasI of Chitor, who came to his

aid, and gave up his life, and thirteen thousand of his kin and clan, in his

defence. The last general battle was fought on the Kaggar river. The

inferior forces of Prithwiraja, after three days' incessant fighting, were

cut to pieces, he himself made prisoner, and carried to Gliizni. Thither the

bard, like Blondel in pursuit of Richard, followed his royal master, but it

was to die with him. He tells us, that they tried to prevent his finding his

sovereign ; but " the music of his tongue overcame the resolves of the guar-

" dian of the prison." But ere he enters, he very artfully introduces the

royal captive, deprived of sight by the ferocious Patdn, lamenting, in a fair

strain of soliloquy, the fickleness of fortune, at the same time combining a

rapid review of his own follies, which produced this reverse. The subject

is good, and is magnificent in the original ; nor can the sternest Rdjpiit

hear it without emotion, for the Chuhdn sovereign is his model : and

indeed the last book, as it records only misfortunes, he is not fond of

reading. Prithwiraja and the bard perished by their own hands, after

causing the death of SHAHASUDofN.
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The Rajput princes of India have been, and still are, frequently poets

themselves ; resembling many of the princes of Europe about the same

period, many of whom were no mean Troubadours. Coeur de Lion, who,

with Blondel, bears some resemblance to the " Long-armed Chdhun"* and

his faithful Chand, was no bad poet. Pratap Sinh, Raja of Bakanair,

was esteemed the first of the non-professional bards of his time. The

great Akber himself, partial to the Hindus and to their literature, was no

mean artist in these matters ; nor are there any who do not repeat, and

few chiefs of intellect who do not compose, as occasion requires, sldcas or

stanzas. The present prince of Mei/wdr has them ready for every occasion,

and often makes and delivers very happy impromptus.

But it is not in these points alone, that similarity of character exists

between the Rajput and the rude noble of the dark ages of Europe. The

feudal law, which guided both, may be still traced ; and several of its chief

incidents, except such as disagree with their notions of delicacy, may still

be found. But it is time to close these remarks, or I might venture to

surmise, that the colony led by Odin into Scandinavia, termed the Asi,

carried the superstitions, laws, and mythology of higher Asia with it. He,

who wiU compare the heroic poetry of the martial Rajputs with the Scandi-

navian poetical relics, will observe the same imagery, a similar peopling of

the celestial regions, the same incitements to glory^, and similar rewards.

Odin's Valhalla is not altogether so spiritual an abode as the Suraloka, or

Hindu hero's heaven ; nor is the Scandian Hebe, who pours out the mead,

so enchanting as the beauteous Apsaras, Rembhd, and Mainakd, though the

Cshatrii/a would scarcely refuse the cup he prized so much on earth, from

so fair a hand.

The martial Rajput would hunt the boar with him on earth, but his

system is too refined to have such gross food in heaven. Serimyier, who

afforded perpetual repast to Odin's heroes, would have as little chance of

admission into Suraloka, as into the paradise of Muhammed. The Valky-

riur, or Destinies, sent by Odin to summon the heroes to Valhalla, are the

twin sisters of the celestial Apsaras, who summon the warrior of Hind from

the field of battle to the mansions of the sun. The Scandian messenger

of heaven has more of the attributes of Pallas ; the other, more of Venus.

• A necessary sign and qualification of a true hero must be long arms, according to the

Hindu ordinances.
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She comes in a blaze of beauty, breathing perfumes, and covered with

garlands of flowers, which she throws over, and weds, the hero of her

choice, and carries him off in her embrace. The fatal sister of Scania, like

the daughter of Jove, descends armed cap-d-pied. She is beautifully de-

lineated by Herbert, in one of the most harmonious poems in our lan-

guage, Helga.

Hialmar, relating to Orvarod his presentiments of approaching death in

battle, says

:

" [ see the stern Valkyriur nigh,

" All arm'd, and pointing to the sky:

" Virgins of fate, tliat chuse the slain,

" They bid me hence to Odin's train."*

and the apotheosis, thus :

" From the frail trunk of mortal clay

" His spirit soars to brighter day
;

" And these resplendent IVlaids of war,

" Tiirough misty regions of mid air,

" Where fleeting motions gleam and die,

" Guide him to where, witli fixed eye,

" Odin," &c.

Odin's heroes, even in heaven, do not quit their terrestrial pursuits.

They eat of the boar, quaff the mead, and bluster, and riot, as they did

on earth.

The bard Chand makes his choosers of the slain to descend with great

grace and fascination; and, though their agency is tangibly corporeal, and

suitable to the notions of a race of warlike mortals, yet, as the warrior as-

cends in the celestial cars above mortality, he casts off its grossness ; and

in proportion to his having lived well, and died nobly, does he approach

divinity. They have even grades of celestial felicity ; and though Chand

has not actually given us a topographical account of the different heroes'

heavens, yet we see the gradation from Vaicunt'ha, the paradise of IndtHiro-

which more accords with Valhalla, to the abode of the sun, the highest.

Indeed, without any great straining of etymology, we might give a Sanscrit

derivation of Odin's heaven.t

* Helga, canto vi.

f Vala, or Bal, is strength, whence the common term in Chand for a powerful warrior^ Bala

or
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In Vaicunt'ha, choristers chaunt his praise; the Apsaras dance before

him ; and he eats from the fabulous Calpa-vrksha, which is in eternal fruition

:

nor is Indra's heaven free from strife and battle. This is a more refined

abode, perhaps, altogether, than Odiii's Vallmlla : who however has another

of a more exalted order, Gimle, which is eternal, the other not.

The Rajput ascends from that, the most sensual, just described, to the

most etherial, Bhdnuloca, the mansion of the sun, reserved for those, who,

to use the poet's words, " spurned life as a vain dream, and, through the

" wave of battle, performed the pilgrimage of the sword."

In illustration of Chand's mode of translating his heroes to heaven, I

will give in his own words, as near as my very imperfect version will

allow, the death of Sulakha.

It is in the twenty-seventh book, called the Battle of the Rave, because

fought on that stream, between Prithwiraja and the King of Ghizni.

" The brother of Jait lay slain in the field, Sulakha, the seed ofLakhan.

" Where he fell, Mahamaya herself descended and mingled in the fight,

" uttering horrid shrieks. Innumerable vultures took flight from the field.

" In her talons she bore the head of Sulakha : but the Apsaras descended

" to seize it from the unclean. Her heart desired, but she obtained it not

!

" Where did it go ? For Sulakha will have no second birth. It caused

" amazement to the gods, for he entered none of their abodes. He was
" not seen in Yama's realm ; nor in the heaven of Siva ; nor in that of the

•' Moon; nor in Brahma-pura ; nor in the abode of Vishnu. Where, then,

" had he gone ? To the realm cf the Sun !

" The Apsaras in vain searched each part of the field. Rembha asked

" Mainaka, ' Why thus sad to-day ?' ' This day,' said she, ' I expected

" guests. I descended in my chariot. The field have I searched, but he,

" whom my soul desires, is not to be found : therefore am I sad ! Chiefs,

" mighty waniors, strew the ground, who conquered victory at every step

!

" My feet are weary in tracing the paths in which fell the brave ; but him
" whom I seek, I cannot find.' ' Listen, oh sister,' said RembhA, ' He
" who never bowed the head to a foe, will not be found in this field. To
" convey hence the pure flame, the chariot of the planets descended. He
" even avoided the heaven of Bhamha and of Siva ; his frame has gone to

or Valaj Sola or Hala, for the initial letters are permutable, is a hall, or abode ; thus Valhalla,

the heroes' abode.
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•' be united to the Sun, to be worshipped by IndrAni. On earth he will

" know no second birth.'
"

This was one of the occasions when the sultan was made prisoner. The

battle was long and bloody, and many chiefs of the Hindus fell that day.

The poet brings the whole of the persons of the drama forward on this

occasion, celestial and terrestrial.

He talks of the " crescent array" of the Chohdns ; and names the com-

manders of the wings and main body : while the sultan moved in five deep

columns.

" As he beheld the red colour of the blood-stained field, Bhairava (the

" God of War) danced to the cymbal, beat by the fifty-two of his train.

" Above, Nareda sounds his lyre. The heavenly Apsaras sing. The
" Devatds dance with delight at the deeds of the men below. Such the

" feats of the heroes of Gur and Sdmbhari's Lord. Their uplifted swords,

" swimming in the air, form halos. Mighty chiefs lie on the field ; their

" bodies floating in the wave of the steel."

In raising the mansion of tlie Sun above the other abodes, we have

some additional reason for surmising a Scythian origin to the Rdjpiit race.

Absorption in the solar orb, the great God of the Scythians, was the su-

preme wish. Their general rites, also, have a strong analogy to those, as

well as of Odm's sons. Herodotus informs us, that the wives, arms, and

horses of the Scytliian or Gcte warrior, were a sacrifice with him, that he

might enjoy them in tlie next world. The same description will nearly

answer for tlie funeral rites of the three countries. Those of the Prince of

Udeijapur might have been worked into Gibbon's animated description of

Alaric's funeral, or might have supplied Mr. Herbert with his description

of the bier of Hialmar.

It was in 1818 this prince's obsequies were celebrated. He was carried

to " the place of great sacrifice," on a travelling throne, on which he was

seated, dressed and armed as when in the vigour of life; the heron's plume

adorned his turban, his shield on his shoulder, and brand in hand. On
either side of the regal bier rode, on his chargers, richly caparisoned, his

three young wives, and a favourite concubine, all under nineteen years of

age ; their fine countenances, this their last day on earth, unveiled to the

gaze of the multitude, who saw them, with sentiments of admiration, re-

spect, and pit}', about to offer themselves voluntary and expiatory sacrifices

for their deceased lord, to enjoy his society in the regions above. The

chiefs headed the procession, unarmed, and on foot.
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Herbert's description of Hialmar's funeral, will suit exactly the young

Prince of Uderjapura.

" On a rich pall the chief is laid,

" Clad in bright steel, with helmed head,

" The iron gauntlet in his hand,

" And in its grasp the elfin brand
;

" He seems like living there to lie,

" Save ihe wan cheek and rayless eye."

These remarks were unintentionally and incidentally brought in. Our

A'si-garh reminded me of the Asgard, the first city which the Asi, under

Orfi», had; and Chand's mythology has long suggested the ideas of com-

parison, independent of many other fancies, which afford some proofs,

tending to show a common Scythian origin ofOdin's colony, and of some, at

least, of the martial races of India. Our Saxon ancestry brought customs with

them into Britain, which belong to the East. But after all, if these be only

coincidences, it may not be uninteresting to remark the same train of mind

in countries so widely different, as Scandinavia and the banks of the Indus.

But it is time to close these remarks. I will take the liberty of doing so

in the words of the son and successor of Chand, and with which the work

closes, the sack of Delhi, and death of Prince Raina-si, the son of Puithwi-

rAja.

" Glory to Prithwiraja ! Renown to the Chohdn! Renown to Prince

" Raina-si, who gave his head for the land/.'^tered with his blood, Un-
" fading 4*e-the wreath of praise. He, whose wisdom is blind, cannot un-

" derstand this story. Should princes not reward you * in reading it,

" murmur not, HiNGULAjf will reward you. To hear the renown of

" Prithwiraja, the jackall would assume the part of the lion. To hear

" the renown of Prithwiraja, the miser would unlock his stores. To
" hear the renown of Prithwiraja, the dumb would shake his head in

" delight ; for its relation is a sea of virtues. The ignorant, on hearing it,

" will become stored with wisdom. In hearing it, the coward will become
" a hero. It is not the bard who says this, it is Saraswati herself: for

" Uma t delights to hear it ; and the lord of the lyre § dwells in its praise.

* Addressed to liis brotlicr, and future bards.

f Tlie patroness of bards.

t One of tlie many names of Durca'.

§ Na'reoa.

Vol. I. X
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" The ills of life it can remove; it will remove even your foe. It can

" bestow offspring and riciies ; and, tliough deatli it cannot remove, it can
" cause it to be envied."

Substance of an Inscription i?i Sanscrit an a Stone, from the Ruins of the

Palace of Prithwiraja, at A' si {vulgarly Hdnsi).

After salutation to Devi, and an invocation [comprised in one stanza]

to JMuRAVi, or CuisHNA, it recites, that " PrIthwirAja, sprung of the race

of Chdhamcina, was sovereign of the earth (Mahi-pati). The brother of

liis mother was Kiliiana, of the Graliil6le race, a glorious warrior, skilfid

in archery, and replete with good qualities (profundity, liberality, and

beauteousness) as the ocean with gems.

" Considering the valiant Hajimira to be, as it were, the pivot of the

whole earti), the prince [a string of epithets in the king's praise], pleased

with his various good qualities, bestowed on him the strong fortress of

A'si.

" In tiiat fortress is a gateway of noble architecture, constructed by

KiLHANA; and, corresponding with it, two extensive apartments ; and east-

ward of it two hails : the victorious treasury of the foe's wealtii, and his

own abode."

The inscription proceeds, through six more stanzas, to laud PrithwirAja,

KiLHANA, and Hammira, in a strain of hyperbole, in the course of which

there is mention of the D'oda race ; and it concludes with the date Samvat

1224., Mdgha, light-half, 7th.
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X. Analytical Account of tJie Pancha Tantra, illustrated with occasional

Translations. By Horace Hayuan Wilson, Esq. M.R.A.S., Secretary

to the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Read June 5, 1824.

" As the active world is inferior to the rational soul, so Fiction gives to mankind what History

denies, and in some measure satisfies the mind with shadows, when it cannot enjoy the sub-

stance."

—

Loud Bacon.

What the profound observer, quoted above, pronounced generally of fic-

tion, is peculiarly pertinent, when applied to the Hindus. The history of

their progress, in the arts of civilized life, is so clouded with mythology,

and overcast by time, that our efforts to penetrate the obscurity, have been

hitherto of little avail. As the mind, therefore, has little substantial grati-

fication to expect, from this branch of intellectual enjoyment, it may be

permitted to indulge in the shadows, that are abundantly presented, and

dwell with more interest, than the subject would otherwise excite, on the

copious materials afforded by the mass of Hindu fable, within its reach.

The elucidation, which such an inquiry promises to afford of the past

manners of the Hindus, before they were metamorphosed, and degraded

by the influence of foreign subjugation, constitutes an advantage of more

tlian imaginary value. We see what they were, more distinctly, than through

the medium of any general description ; and can trust to their own pictures

of themselves, more confidently, than to any crude and imperfect exhibi-

tions, delineated from present experience, or circumscribed research. In

this point of view, therefore, Hindu fable becomes a valuable accession to

real knowledge, and serviceably supplies that want of sober history, which

all Oriental inquirers have such perpetual occasion to lament.

It is not only with respect to themselves, however, that the fictions of the

Hindus are calculated to add to our stock of knowledge : and the influence,

which they have exercised on the state of manners in Europe, will only be

duly appreciated, when we shall be better acquainted with the extent of the

obligations we owe them. By whatever channel they may have been con-

veyed to the West, the Oriental origin of most of the tales, which first

Vol. I. Y
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roused the inventive faculties of our ancestors, is universally admitted ; and
the advocates of the Gothic or Arabic origin of romance, agree in referring

its birth-place to the East.

It is now too late to inquire, whether we are to consider Persia as the

birth-place of fictitious narrative : for, if such narrative was cultivated there,

it must have been clad in the Pahlevi language ; and both body and dress

are irrecoverably lost. We must, therefore, be content to admit the claims

of the Hindus, amongst whom we may trace the original of much that has

interested, and amused, our forefathers and ourselves.

The oldest collection of fables and tales, of the class here intended, is

the work that passes by the title of the Fables of Bidpai, or Pilpai/. The
history of this work is too well known to require any elucidation. Mr.

Wilkins, and Sir William Jones, brought to light its original, from amongst

the hidden stores of Sanscrit literature ; and Mr. Colebrooke gave the text

itself of the Hitbpadesa to the public. The learning and industry of the

Baron de Sacy have finally traced the work through all its stages ; and

there are few subjects of investigation, the history of which has been more

successfully ascertained, than the Bibliographical adventures of the salutary

instructions of Vishnusarmd, or Fables of Pilpay.

Although the stories of the Hitopadesa are undoubtedly identical witli

most of those, which are found in all the forms of Pilpay's fables, yet it has

been clearly shown by Mr. Colebrooke, that it is not the source from which

its successors have been directly derived. It is, in fact, itself but a scion of

the same parent stock, and in common with the rest, originates, as it indeed

admits, from an older collection, the Pancha Tantra. The text of this work

is not very rare in India, and it were therefore to have been wished, that it had

been selected for translation, in preference to the Hitopadesa ; but the op-

portunity has passed. The identity of the two works, for the greater part,

renders the translation of both, a work of supererogation : and, fully as the

topic has been developed, it is likely that a main defect will long continue to

mutilate it, at the very outset. The deficiency has, in some measure, been

supplied by the sketch, given by Mr. Coleb-ooke, of the contents of the

Pancha Tantra ; but, as his chief object was only to substantiate the greater

affinity between it and the Kalila Damana, than between the Arabic work

and the Hitdpadesa, he has not prosecuted its details farther than was suffi-

cient to effect his purpose. In the want, therefore, of a full analysis, and in
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the little likelihood that exists, of a translation of the entire work being now

published, it has been presumed that a more minute account of the Pancha

Tantra, than has yet been given to the world, will not be an unacceptable

communication to the Royal Asiatic Society of London.

In offering a detail of the contents of the Pancha Tantra, it was of course

desirable to collate them with those of the Hitopadesa, and Kalila Damana,

which has been accordingly effected; and to relieve the dryness of analytical

detail, as well as to convey an idea of the merits of the composition, it has

been thought advisable to introduce translations of a number of the stories.

Some affinities have* also been pointed out between the narratives of the

Pancha Tantra, and those met with in popular works in Europe ; but the

want of access to books has necessarily limited this part of the inquiry.

Some illustrations of national or literary peculiarities have also been occa-

sionally, but sparingly, added ; lest the paper should be rendered too volu-

minous, and under the impression that many members of the Society are

better able to appreciate the extent to which such illustrations may be

needed, and better qualified to supply them.

The Pancha Tantra is so called from its being divided into live Tantras,

or sections, and is referred to under that name, in the Hitopadesa. It is

better known, however, in common speech, by the denomination oi Panchopd-

khydna, which may be rendered the " Five (collections of) Stories :" and

under this appellation, the work may be met with, in most parts of India.

The ensuing analysis is founded upon an examination of three copies of

the work ; one of which was procured in Calcutta ; the others, in Benares.

These copies agree in all essential points, although they present, abundantly,

the variations to be expected in compilations of such a character ; where

stanzas, and even stories, are often omitted or inserted, at the pleasure ofthe

transcriber.

The invocation, with which, like all Hindu works, the Pancha Tantra

commences, differs very importantly from that of the Hitdpadesa. In the

latter work, it is addressed to Siva, in the former to SaraswatI. One
manuscript, indeed, calls upon all the Hindu Pantheon, on Brahma,

RuDRA, KuMARA, Hari, Indra, Yama, &c. &c., the elements, the planets,

the Munis, Rishis, and all the other objects of Hindu reverence, to be

propitious to the reader; but this is a solitary reading, and a probable

interpolation. The homage to Saraswati is followed by a tribute of respect

to the authors of ethical compositions, of whom are named, Menu, Vacha-

Y2
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sPATi, UsANAS (Sucra), Parasara, Vyasa, and Chanakya.* It is then

stated, that Vishnu Sarma, having extracted the essence of all the most

celebrated works of this class, composed the Niti t Sdstra, in five Tantras,

01- chapters. We are then introduced to the frame work of the whole, the

education of the King's sons by Vishnu-Sarma ; on which occasion the

apologues were composed. This is introduced in the Hitupadesa, but with

some variations ; and, as it affords an example of the concurrences and

disagreements of the two collections, I shall give it at length from the

Pancha Tantra.

" There is a city in the Southern country, named' MUiildrdpyam, the

king of which, learned, munificent, distinguished among princes and

scholars, was named Awaka Sacti. He had three sons, youths of no

capacity, nor diligence : Vasu Sacti, Bhadra Sacti, X and Ananta

Sacti. Observing them averse from study, the king called his counsellors,

and said to them, " you are aware that my sons are little inclined to

application, and incapable of reflection. When I contemplate them, my
kingdom is full of thorns, and yields me no pleasure. It is said by the wise,

' Better is a son unborn ; better is a dead son, than one who is a fool. The

first may cause affliction for a little while, but a fool, as long as life endures.'

Again, ' of what use is a cow who has no milk with her calf; of what use

is a son who has neitlier knowledge, nor virtue ? Better it is, that a wife

be barren, that she bear daughters or dead cliildren, and that the family

• Authors of very different character. The first is the Legislator, whose code has been

rendered into English by Sir William .lones. The works of Va'chaspati, the teacher of the

Gods, and of Sucra, the preceptor of the (daityas) Titans, have not, it is believed, been found

on earth.* Para's'ara, the father of Vya'sa, is the reputed author of an institute of laws, and

the chief interlocutor of the Vishim-Purdn'a. To C'ha'nakya is ascribed a treatise on (NUij

regal polity, which, though no longer met with, is cited by authors of some antiquity, as Dandi,

in the Dasa Kunnira. Cha'nakya was the minister of Chandragupta, and the chief agent

in his elevation to the throne of Magad'ha.

•)• Sir Wm. Jones translated the term Niti by Ethics, and he has been followed by all Sanscrit

scholars, in the interpretation. This is not, however, the precise import of the term. As applied

to a class of writings, or division of science, it would be, more correctly, polity, the art of regal

administration, both in peace and war, including the moral, as well as political, obligations of a

sovereign.

X In some copies, Ugra-sacti H.T.C.

• Va'chesi'ati is the same with VrIhaspati, a'> Usanai is iilentifitid with Sucra. In-titulesof law, ascribed fo

VrihaspatI and to Us'ana», are extant.—H.T.C.
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become extinct, than that a son, endowed with your form, wealth, and

family-credit, should want understanding.' If, therefore, by any means>

their minds can be roused, do you declare it." On this, a counsellor replied'

" Prince, the study of grammar alone is the work of twelve years, how then

is a knowledge of Dharma, Art'ha, Kama, and MoksJia, * to be speedily

conveyed?" Another counsellor, named Sumati, observed, " Prince, the

powers of man are limited by his transitory existence ; but to acquire a

knowledge of lansuage alone, demands much time. It is better that we

think of some means of communicating the substance of each science, in

a compendious form; as it is said, 'The Sabda Sdstra (Philology) is a

boundless ocean : life is short, and the difficulties are many ; the essence,

therefore, is to be taken, as the swan extracts the milk from the water.' t

There is a Brahman, named Vishnu SarmA, celebrated for his perfect

acquisition of the sciences. To him entrust your sons, and he will render

them well informed." On hearing this, the king sent for Vishnu Sarma,

and addressed him, " Venerable Brahman, confer a favour upon me, by

instructing these princes in polite literature, and rendering them superior to

the youths, their companions ; in recompense of which, I promise you lands

of large extent." Vishnu Sarma replied, " Hear, O king, my words. I

am not a retailer of knowledge for lands and wealth ; but if I do not

instruct your sons in the Niti Sdstra, I will forego my own name. There

is no need to say more. I do not utter this vaunt, through any desire of

wealth ; for wealth is useless to any one whose passions are mortified, and

subdued : I wish but to gratify you, and to do the will of Saraswati'. Let

it be written, therefore, that if, in six months from this day, I do not make

the princes more proficient than many people, in various branches of know
ledge, it shall not be allowed to me, a Brahman, to point out the way of

God." The king, highly gratified by this assurance, delivered his sons to

• The four objects or occupations of human life : Duty, Wealth, Desire, and Final Libera-

tion.

f This is a popular notion among the Hindus, originating, probably, in the colour of the

bird. •

• Or raUicr, because tlie bird seems, as the Hindus apprehend, to extract his food, by suction, from solution in water,

wherefore, a bird of Uii» genus is considered to be an emblem of discrimination, as being capable of separating milk

from water H.T C.
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him, and retired ; and Vishnu SarmA, taking the princes with him, repaired

to his own house ; where, for their instruction, he composed these five

chapters : Mitra bheda, dissension of friends ; Mitra prdpti, acquisition of

friends; ^a^<^M-?yff, inveterate enmity ; Ldbdha prasamana, loss of advan-

tage ; Aparikshita cdritwa, inconsiderateness. Reading these, the princes

were, in six months, highly accomplished ; and the five Tantras became

famous througliout the world. Whosoever reads this work, acquires the

whole Niti Sdstra, and will never be overthrown by Indra himself."

The commencement of the Pancha Tantra, which is thus given, differs

materially, in some respects, from the HMpadesa, of which the Mitraldbha,

or acquisition of friends, constitutes the first, and the Mitra bheda, or dis-

sension of friends, the second book. The arrangement of the Pancha Tantra

is, no doubt, the original, as the same is observed in the Kalila Damana of

Abdallah Mokaffah, exclusive of the avowedly additional prolegomena.

It may here also be observed, that in the large collection of stories, made by

Scma-deva in the eleventh century, and usually known as the Vrihat Kat'M,

we have a chapter appropriated to the same stories, that occur in this section

of the Pancha Tantra, following nearly the same order. I shall, therefore,

refer occasionally to this series, also in my remarks ; and shall here state,

that it begins in the same manner as the Pancha Tantra, and its Arabic

translation, with the journey of the merchant, and his abandonment of his

ox, Sanjrvaka, in the forests, on the borders of the Yamuna.

Many varieties of minor importance occur in this part of the story, not

only as related in the Hitopadesa, but as told in different copies of the

Pancha Tantra. They are, however, of no consequence. It is only worth

while to observe, that the different copies of tiie latter agree in naming

Mihildrdpya,* as not only the residence of Amara Sacti, but as the city

whence the merchant departs. One manuscript has a laboured description

the splendour and strength of the town. Now, in general, inboth the Pancha

Tan/ra and the Hitopadesa, the places named are real ;t and there seems every

reason, therefore, to conclude, that Mihildropya was a city, in the south of

* In some copies the name is written Mahildropya H. T. C.

t So Agnolo Firenzuolo, the Florentine translator, has laid the scenes of the several narrative*

in various real localities, transferred to Italy.
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India, of some celebrity, when these stories were first composed. We need not

be much at a loss for its identification, as the name approaches sufficiently

to Mihilapur, Meliapur, or St. Thome ; where our own records indicate a

city of some consequence, in the beginning of the Christian era, as the scene

of the labours and martyrdom of St. Thomas, occurrences very far from in-

validated by any arguments, yet adduced against the truth of the tradition.

The Hitopadesa changes the residence of the King to Pdtaliputra, on the

Ganges ; and although it leaves the merchant's residence in the south, it al-

ters the name to Suvernavati, that is, the " Golden." Hamilton calls

St. Thome, Mailapur, " The City of the Peacock," and the import of Maila,

in the Tamul language, is a Peacock, whilst pur is the ordinary Sanscrit

addition, signifying town. There is no good authority, however, for sup-

posing this to be the original designation of Meliapur, and it may be only a

vernacular modification of the name, whilst Mihildropya furnishes a much
nearer approximation to the Maliarpha of Ptolemy, which has been hitherto

supposed the same with Meliapur, or St. Thome.
The name of the ox that falls, and is left behind, is in all the books, San-

jivaka, whence the Arabic Shanzebeh ; those of the jackals, Karataka and
Damanaka, altered to Kalila and Damana. The lion is uniformly termed in

the Sanscrit Pingalaka ; tiie Arabic leaves him unnamed.

The first story, in all the Hindu books is, " the monkey and the timber." It

is the second, in the Arabic. The story of " the man, who could not avoid his

destiny," related by the merchant's servant, is an addition ; being, however,
grafted upon a verse, in the original, which inculcates the irresistible force of
fate. " What fate protects, is safe, though it be unwatched ; and that which
is guarded with the greatest precaution, if destiny defend it not, will surely

be destroyed. One who is left without a guardian, in a forest, shall escape
with hfe

; whilst another perishes in the house, and in spite of every care."

.
There is a very great variety in the different manuscripts, in the passages

that follow. The Hitdpadesa has also the story of" the Dog and the Ass,"
which is not found in the Pancha Tantra, Kalila-Damana, or Vrihat Kathd :

the next story, in ail these three, being " the Fox and Drum," which the
Hitopadesa omits.

The Hillypadesa has again the story of « the Cat and the Lion," in which
it differs from all the rest ; whilst thePa?u:ha Tantra has the story of "Dantila,
a merchant of Varddlmmuna," which does not occur in the Arabic. The
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inercliant incurs the displeasure of tlie sweeper of the palace ; who in re-

venge, mutters insinuations against his character, for the king to overhear.

When questioned farther, he pretends not to know what he has uttered, and

to have talked in his sleep : the insinuations, however, produce their effect.

When the merchant has discovered the cause of his disgrace, and reconciled

the menial Gorabha, the latter takes an opportunity of venting an insinua-

tion against the king himself, so wholly absurd, that the prince is convinced,

his servant prattles unmeaningly, and he acknowledges the merchant's inno-

cence. The object of this story is to shew, tliat the meanest individuals, about

the person of a prince, are not to be offended with impunity.

The story of " the goblin, Ghanlakarna," is peculiar to the HMpadesa.

That of " Kandarpaketu," agrees in the general course, although not in the

first part, with the adventures of "Dcva Sanna," in the Pancha Tantra, which

latter is precisely followed in the story of the Nasika, or religious man, in the

Kalila Damana ; and Tahid, in the Anvari Soheili. One of the incidents of

this story has attracted extraordinary admiration, if we may judge by the

endlessly varied copies, and modifications of it, which have appeared in the

East, and in the AVest: the loss of her nose by ihe confidante, and its

supposed recovery by the intriguante, for whom she had been substituted,

affording a miraculous proof of tiie wife's innocence, imposing upon her

husband, has been retold in a vast number of ways. It is repeated, with

different degrees of modification, in the " Roman and Turkish Tales," in

the " Decameron of Boccacio," " The Novelk of Malespini," " The Cent

Nouvelks," " The Cheveiur Coi/pt's," a fablieau, by Guerin, in the " Contes of

La Fontaine," in the " Women pleased, of Beaumont and Fletcher," and in

" The Guardian of Massinger." The story itself, as told in the Hilopadeso,

has been versified by Hoppner ; and, as narrated in the Anvari Soheili, it

has been rendered into English verse, by Atkinson.

The next story, in the Puncliu Tantra, is omitted in all the works, derived

from this original. It is, however, a well known story, being the same as

Malak and Shirin in the Persian Tales, and the Labourer and Flying Car in

the additional stories from the Arabian Nights. It is also narrated, with

some variation, in the Vrihat Kathd. The Muhammedan contrivance of a

box, and the personification of Muhammed, are rather clumsy substitutes

for the fiction of the original, in which the adventurer, in love with a

princess, personates Vishnu, and rides on a wooden representation of Garuda
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guided by a pin, and moving by magic, the prototype of the flying steed of

Magellan; " the wondrous horse of brass, on which the Tartar king did

ride," and other self-moving machines of celebrity, in oriental and chivalric

romance.

The story of " the Gipi and her two lovers," is here peculiar to the

Hitupadeia ; but it is familiar to European story-telling. It is the third of the

three fabliaux, De la Mauvaise Fenime, and occurs in Le Roman des Sept

Sages, and the Novelle of Bandello, Boccacio, Sansovino, and other similar

collections.

The next story of " The Two Crows," is common to all the collections

;

as is that, interwoven with it, of " The Crane, or Swan, killed by the Crab."

This portion of the original has been made great use of by the author of

the Bahar Danish, who has compiled his story of " The Mouse and Prince

of Ghilan," almost wholly of extracts from the Pancha Tantra. This por-

tion of the latter work contains a quotation of some interest, in the literary

history of the Hindus. It is a passage from the astronomical writings of

VarAhamihira, and occurs, without variation, in the two best manuscripts

of the original. This citation is justly considered, by Mr. Colebrooke, as a

proof of the astronomer's priority to the composition of the Pancha Tant)-a,

and a satisfactory corroboration of other arguments, favourable to his exis-

tence, at the time usually assigned to him, in the fifth century of the

Christian era.*

A striking proof occurs here, also, of the more exact correspondence

between the Pancha Tantra and Kalila Damana, than between the latter

and Plitupadesa. In tiie story of " The Two Crows," the interwoven story

in botli the former works, is that of " The Crane, or Swan, killed by the

Crab ;" and it is not till the apologue of the Crows is closed, that the

" Lion led into a Snare by the Hare," occurs. In the Hitdpadesa the first

is omitted, and the second put in its ])lace ; and instead of a Hare, the

beguiler of the forest monarch, is an old Stag. The story of " The Crab

and (Faca) Crane," is not found in the Hitopadexa earlier than the last

section, or Sand' hi, to which several of the fables, belonging to tliis part of

the Pancha Tantra, are transferred.

The next story, " The Flea, the Bug, and the King," is omitted from tlie

Hitdpadesa. It occurs in the Kali/a Damana, but not exactly in the same

* As. Res. IX. 364, and Hindu Algebra, Introd. Also Preface to Sanscrit Dictionary, xiv.

Vol. I. Z
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order. The adventures of the Jackall, who falls into the dyer's vat, are not

given in the Arabic version. Tliey are told in the HHopadesa, but in a

different section, that of Vigralia, or war. They are also copied in the

Bahar Danish.

The next story of " The Lion with his three Ministers (the Tiger, Crow,

and Jackall), and the Camel," whom they ensnare and destroy, holds the

same place in the Panclia Tantra, and Kalila Damana. It is briefly told

in the Hitdpadesa, but in the Sand'hi section, or Chapter on Peace.

The ensuing story of the Tiltibha occurs in all the three works, in the

same place ; but there is a great difference in its internal arrangements. In

the Hitdpadesa, it includes no other apologue whatever; in \1\g Kalila Damana,

only one, " The Tortoise and the Geese ;" in the Pancha Tantra, it compre-

hends five: " The Tortoise and the Geese;" "The three Fishes ;" "The
Elephant, destroyed by the Sparrow, the Woodpecker, the Fly, and the

Frog;" "The Swan, creeping Plant, and Fowler;" and " The Ram killed by

the Lion." In the Kalila Damana, the first, as observed, occurs in the same

place, the second somewhat earlier, and the other three are omitted.*

In the Hitdpadesa, the two first occur in tlie fourth section ; the other

three are wanting.

The story of the Titlihha, or Titaxve, is one of the decisive proofs of the

Indian origin of these fables. The personified ocean, or I'aruna, and Garuda,

the bird of Vishnu, are inadequately represented by the I'akil al Behr anil

the Anka, the king and lord of the feathered race. But the name of the

bird is alone sufficient. The Titaxve, although it is found in the Arabic

lexicons, and is said to be a species of the Kdtd,\ has very little appearance

of an Arabic term ; nor can it be resolved to any satisfactory root. It is,

therefore, probably only a transcript of the Sanscrit Tittibha, Bengali

Tittibh, and Hindi Tit'hiri : the names, throughout India, for a kind of Sand-

* They appear to have been wanting in Mr. Sotheby's copy of the Pancha Tantra—H.T.C.

t The Kata is described as a bird frequenting watery places. Golius and Meninski explain

(Uai) ATo/a, avis columbffi similis niagnitudine et forma, qua; gregatim volat ; et e longinquo aquam

petere novit, voceni, katta, edens, unde ilH nomen. There are said also to be two kinds, one much

larger than the other. Burckhardt, in his Travels in Syria, calls the Katta a species of partridge,

and mentions their being met with in the mountains of Belba, Kerek, Djebel, and Thera, in such

flocks, that the Arab boys often kill two or three at a time, by throwing a stick at them. The

Tittibha is encountered in numerous flocks, but is in size unlike either a pigeon or a partridge, and

is a very different bird.
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piper,* very mimorous on the sandy banks and shores of rivers. The

strutting gait of this bird is supposed, universally, to indicate his inordinate

conceit ; and thence the appropriate selection of him, in the story, as de-

fying the sea. This characteristic is so commonly attributed to the Tittiblia,

that it is proverbially said to sleep on its back, with its legs upwards, to

prevent the sky from falling.

This section of the HitopacUsa, or Mitra Bheda, contains no more apo-

logues, but follows that of The Birds and Sea, with the engagement

between the Lion and the Bull, and the death of the latter. In tiie Pancha

Tantra, the Kalila Damana, and Vrihat Kat'hd, the Jackalls converse to-

gether, during the contest, and narrate several stories. The first, in the for-

mer work, is that of the Lion tricked out of the Camel's flesh by the Jackall,

which is not related in any of the rest, being very like that of The Lion,

his Ministers, and the Camel, noticed above.

A small cluster of stories occurs in the Pancha Tantra, which are all

omitted in the other works. They are peculiarly Hindu ; and, as novelties

affording some relief to the dry detail hitherto pursued, we shall translate

them.

" YnAifod'hyd, the capital of Kdsald,f reigned a monarch ofgreat splendour

and power, named Purushottama. On one occasion, the Governor of the

Forests came and announced to him, that the woodland chiefs were all in

a state of rebellion, instigated and headed by Vindhyaka, the Raja of the

VindhijaX hills. The king sent his chief minister Balabhadra, to quell the

rebels.

" When Balabhadra was gone, there came to the capital, at the close of

the rains, a Sramanaka,^ or mendicant of the Baudd'ha religion, who, by

his skill in divination, his knowledge of hours, omens, aspects, and as-

censions, his dexterity in solving numbers, answering questions, and detect-

* The Talihrd or Tatihri (Sansc. TUtibha) is a Jacana, the Parra Goensis of Gmelin, orTringa

Goensis of Latham. See Am. Diet. p. 125, and Hunter's Hind. Diet. 1. 514 H.T.C.

f The province of Oude and its capital, the modern Faizabad, is usually identified with the

ancient eity, in popular belief.

\ The authority of the Kos'alu monarch appears to have extended much beyond the limits of

the modern province of Oude : an inscription found at Rutnapur in the ChatU-ghar district, dated

Snlivuhnna 781, or A.D. 859, states that province to be dependent upon the sovereign of Kos'ald.

$ From subsequent passages, however, it appears that the usual confusion of Baudd'lia and Jaina

occurs in the Pancha Tantra ; and that, in fact, the latter alone is intended, whichever be named.

Z 2
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ing things covertly concealed, and his proficiency in all similar branches of

knowledge, acquired such fame and influence, that it might be said he had

purchased the country, and it was his own. The report of his reputation at

last reached the king, who sent for him, am! treating him with great

civility, asked him whether it was true, that sages could tell the destinies ot

others. The mendicant replied, Your Majesty will know by the result.

They then entered into conversation, in which he so entertained the king-

that his daily society became indispensible.

" One day he absented himself from court ; and on the next, when he made

his appearance, he accounted for his absence, by stating that he had been

upon a visit to Paradise ; and that the deities had sent by him their compli-

ments to the king. The king was simple enough to believe him, and was

tilled with astonishment and delight. His admiration of this marvellous

faculty so engrossed his thoughts, that the duties of his state, and the

])leasures of his palace, were equally neglected.

"Things were in this condition, when the valiant Balabhadra, having re-

duced the forest chieftains to obedience, retiu-ned. To his surprise, he

found the king in a close conference with a naked mendicant, instead of

being, as usual, surrounded by his ministers. Having ascertained from the

latter, the pretensions of the ascetic, he approached the monarch, and in-

quired, if what he had heard of the mendicant's celestial visit, was truth.

The king assured him that it was, and the ascetic ofiered to satisfy the

general's appaj-ent scepticism, by departing for Swarga in his presence.

With this intent, the king and his courtiers accompanied the Srainanaka to

his cell, which he entered, and closed the door. After some delay, Bai.a-

I3HADRA inquired of the king when they were to see the mendicant again.

He answered, ' have patience ; tlie sage upon these occasions quits h is

earthly body, and assumes an ethereal person, with w-hich alone he can

approach Indra's heaven.' ' If this is the case,' replied Baladhadra, 'bring

wood and fire, and let us burn his cell.' ' Why so,' asked tlie king. ' So

please your Majesty,' answered the general, ' by consuming the earthly body

of the ascetic, we shall prevent his re-assuming it, and then your Majesty will

always have an angelical personage in your companj. A case of this kind is

well known.

" ' In Rdjagriha dwelt a Brahman named Deva Sarmd. He had no children,

a subject of bitter aifliction to his wife, who could not look upon a

neighbour's infant without tears. At last her husband desired her to desist
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from farther lamentation, as by the efficacy of some mystic words, he had

secured her having a son of eminent beauty, and auspicious destiny. Highly

delighted with this prophecy (indications of the fulfilment of which soon

began to appear), the Bi-dhman's wife anticipated eagerly the period of her

delivery. What therefore was her surprise, and the horror of her attendants,

when the offspring, so anxiously sighed for, and impatiently expected

proved to be a snake. The assistants exclaimed, let the monster be de-

stroyed : but the parent, with maternal aifection, interfered to preserve her

progeny, and carefully protected and reared the snake.

" After a time, tiie nuptial festivals of a neighbour's son awoke the envy ot

Dha Sarmd's wife, and she reproached her husband for not having thought

of a suitable match for their child. He repHed, I would do so, if I could

get admittance to Pcitdld, and present my supplications to Vasuki.* I

do not think any other so great a fool, as to wed his daughter to a son like

thine. Poinding, however, his wife was sadly distressed, he proposed, in

order to divert her tlioughts, that they should travel ; and equipping them-

selves plentifully for tiieii- journey, they set out. After some months, they

arrived at a city, named Bliattanagar, where they were hospitably received

and entertained, on the night of their arrival, by an acquaintance. In the

morning the Brdhman's friend asked him why he had come, and whither he

was going. The Brdhman told him he was in search of a wife for his son
;

on which the other offered him his own daughter, a girl of great beauty, and

insisted on his taking her away with him. Accordingly, Diva Sarmd re-

turned to his own city, with his destined daughter-in-law. When the

people of the city saw her, they opened their eyes in admiration of iier grace

and loveliness, and asked her attendants, how they could tliink of sacrificing

such a jewel of a girl to a serpent. Their words filled her servants with

distress, and they were urgent with the damsel to effect her escape. She

refused, saying. It must not be ; there are three things, which are final

from the first : The command of a king, the vow of an ascetic, and the gift

of a maiden. That too wliich is previously resolved by destiny,' cannot fail

to be, as it happened to Piishpaka, and the Gods. >

" The maiden's attendants now asked her, who Pushpaka was, and she thus

proceeded

:

• The serpent monarcli of Pdliitd, the region under the earth, inhabited by the Xii^as, or

snakes.
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" Pushpaka was the favourite parrot of Indra, a bird of wonderful beauty,

extraordinary abilities, and prodigious learning. One day he was perched

on Indra's hand, and was repeating the hymns of the Vedas, when Yama ar-

rived. The parrot immediately flew away abruptly. The Deities afterwards

asked him, why he had withdrawn ; he replied, how could he face the de-

stroyer of life. The Deities, in order to remove his fears, assured him that

they would protect him ; and, prevailing on him to accompany them, they

returned to Yama, and begged him, at their intercession, to abstain from ever

taking away the life of the parrot. Yama replied, that he knew nothing

about the matter, and referred them to Kala (Time), to whom they accord-

ingly repaired. Time referred them to Death, who, he said, was at hand :

and they hastened to prefer their suit to him. They no sooner encountered

the grisly terror, than the parrot fell dead. Exceedingly distressed and per-

plexed by this accident, they returned to Yama, and inquired of him what it

meant ; he replied, that Fate had fixed the parrot's life, and that no care on

their parts would have been of any avail.

" Therefore, I say, whatever is foredoomed by destiny, cannot fail to

come to pass.

" In this manner she resisted their persuasions, and the marriage took place.

She performed her duties diligently, feeding her serpent-husband during the

day with milk, and keeping him in her chamber at night, in a spacious basket.

One night she was alarmed by the appearance of a man in her cliamber, and

jumping up in terror, she ran to the door to make her escape. The person

called to her to stop, and dismiss her fears, as he was her husband ; and, to

assure her, reassumed his ophitic form, and crawled into the basket, whence,

immediately after, he again issued, in all the bloom and vigour of human
adolescence, and glittering with gold and gems.

" In the morning, Deva Sarma, who had observed what was going forward

approached the basket, before his son was risen, and seizing the deserted

skin of the snake, threw it into the fire ; in consequence of which the youth

was constrained to adhere to his natural figure, and continued ever after to

constitute the pride of his parents, and the happiness of his family.'

" The king ofAyod'hyd having heard this narrative from Balabhadra, hesi-

tated no longer to follow his advice. The mendicant's cell was therefore im-

mediately set on fire, and he perished in the flames."
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The next story in the PancJia Tantra, and Kalila Damana, is that of The
Monkeys and Fire-fly ; and the moral is stated precisely to the same effect

in both, that it is absurd to try to bend a stubborn tree, or prove a sword

upon a stone.

The story of Dhauma Buddhi and Dushta Euddhi, the honest man and

the rogue, as narrated in the Panclia Tantra, is faithfully followed in the Ara-

bic, with the exception of an interwoven story, omitted in the latter. It is

the story of the Vaca, or Crane, who tempted tlie Ichneumon to destroy the

Snake, and was afterwards destroyed by the same. The story occurs in the

Sand'lii section of the Hitupadeia.

The witty story of The Rats who eat iron, and the Hawks that carry off

children, is the next in the Panclia Tantra, and Kalila Damana. It is the

last of the section in the latter ; but we have a few more stories in the fofmer

woi'k, as the story of The Two Parrots who learned respectively harsh and

gentle phraseology, according to their natural dispositions, to prove that

merits and defects are innate.

The next story agrees, in name, with the last in the Kalila Damana, being

that of The King's Son and his Companions : the resemblance, however,

proceeds no farther, the incidents being quite different, although some, if

not all, of those in the Arabic tale, are to be found in other Sanscrit works.

In the Panclia Tantra, a Prince, a Minister's, and a Merchant's Son, pass their

days together in the woods and groves,hunting, lidingon horses,or elephants,

driving cars, and practising archery. Their fathers reproach them for their

neglect of their several duties ; and, in resentment, they determine to leave

their home. They go to Rohdncichald, (Adam's Peak in Ceylon), where they

find each a gem of great price ; and to preserve it, on their way back, through

the forests, where lay the Phellis, or Villages, of the Bhillas, they swallow

the gems, and then convey them home in safety, although they narrowly

escape being ripped open by the Palllpati, or chief of the foresters.

The Prince acquires a sovereignty of his own, and leaving to his two

friends the direction of affairs, amuses himself in his palace, after his own

fasliion. He has a pet Monkey, as it is said " Parrots, Pheasants, Pigeons,

Monkeys, and their like, are naturally the especial favourites of Kings."

Tins Monkey he sets to watch him, as hesleeps in a pavillion, in his garden.

A troublesome bee settles on the Prince's face, in spite of the Monkey's

pains to drive him off; till the latter, highly incensed, snatches up his master's

sword, and, making a blow at the bee, cuts off the Raja's head.
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This apologue, therefore, is a very old acquaintance, the moral is the same

:

a sensible foe is preferable to a foolish friend.* The death of Sanjivaka,

the grief of the Lion, and the councils of the Jackalls, close this, the first and

longest division of the Pancha Tantra, in the same manner as the corre-

sponding sections of the Katila Damana, Ililopades'a, and Vriltal Kalhc'i. This

first section, according to the original enumeration, comprehends thirty-one

stories,f

SECTION SECOND.

THE ACQUISITION OF FRIENDS.

The Mitra Prdpli,% or acquisition of friends, is the same as the Milra

Ldbha of the Ilitupadesa, with tiie difierence, only, of transposition. It

is the same also as the seventh chapter of the Kalila Damana .- the sixth

being a probable addition of the translator, who, in his idea of poetical

justice, has put Damana upon his trial, and condemned him to death ;

occurrences not hinted at in the Hindu work. Neither have we the few

narratives that occur in his section ; nor are the moral remarks, or tiie

judicial proceedings, of a Hindu complexion.

The Alitra Priipti opens like the Mitra Ldbha. with the description of the

scene of action, placed by both in the South, with this variety, that the

one states it to lie on the banks of the Gocldvari, and the other, that it was

not very far from the city Pramaduropyam. The Crow, or Raven, Laghu-

patanaka, opens the business in all the copies. The fowler is very minutely

described in the Pancha lantra, as an inhabitant "of the city, living by

bird-catching, of an uncouth figure, with splay feet, and clumsy hands;

round as a ball ; sturdy, though advanced in years ; clad in red garments,

with his hair bound into a knot on his head, carrying a net and staff', and

followed by dogs : in short, he looked like Destiny with the fatal noose

;

* The form familiar to us is the story of the Gardener, the Bear, and the Fly, in which it

occurs in the Anvara Soheili, and Ayar Danish.

f In Mr. Sotheby's copy, only twenty-six—H.T.C.

It is also read Samprdpti, which has the same import.
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like the personification of Sin ; like the heart of iniquity ; like the monitor

of the wicked ; like the friend of Death." This description is reduced to

" like fate," in the Hitupadesa ; and in the Arabic, to " ill looks, and the

net and the staif."

The Hitupadeia is singular in the story told by Chitragriva, of " The

Traveller and the Tigei'," to dissuade the Pigeons from descending on the

grain. The Pancha Tantra, again, is alone in the story, told by the same, to

recommend unanimity, of " the Varunda," a bird with two necks, one of

refusing to part with a share of nectar, the other swallowed poison, and

the bird died.

Tiie other circumstances of this story are continued, alike in all,

to the formation of the friendship between the Rat, and the Crow; but

the discussion is much more protracted, and contains much more mat-

ter, peculiarly Hindu, in the Pancha Tantra, than in either of the other

works. The Rat replies to the Crow's protestations, " I have no faith in

your oaths ; as it is said, ' Put no faith in a foe, who even lias vowed friend-

ship to you : Vritra was killed by Indra, in spite of his reiterated

oaths.'* Again, « An enemy of the Gods is not to be destroyed until

he places trust in them. The embryo of Diti was destroyed by Indra,

only when she ceased to fear him.'
"

In another passage we have allusions to some traditions, which are

but little known.

—

" He that observes, ' I might say, I abound with amiable qualities, and no

one can be inclined to do me harm,' speaks that which is ridiculous. It is

related that the valuable life of Pan'ini (the grammarian) was destroyed

by a lion ; and an elephant demolished the sage Jaimini, though he

coniposed the Mimdnsd ; an alligator killed the harmonious Pingala

(the first writer on Prosody), on the sea-shore. Of what estimation is

genius, with irrational and ferocious brutes."

Although the arguments, on either side, are continued for several pages,

tliey are not intermixed with any narrative illustration in the Pancha

Tantra, or KaUla-Damana. On the contrary, the Hitdpadeia inserts here

» The story is narrated in several of the Punm'a.i, and is alluded to in the Rig- Veda. As. Res.

vol. viii, p. 387.

Vol. I. 2 A
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the stories of the Antelope and the Jackall ; and the Crow, the Cat, and

the Vulture. Afterwards, the several works proceed in a similar manner, to

the visit of the Rat and the Crow, to Mant'hara, the Tortoise ; to whom,

and the Crow, Hiranyaka, the Rat, related his adventures.

The commencement of this story is the same in all, but the Arabic

version here is singularly close. The Hitupadcsa alone inserts the story of

the young wife, who took her husband by the hair, and embraced iiim, to

favour the retreat of her lover ; a story well known in Europe, from its

version by Marguerite of Navarre, in her " Stratageme d'une femme qui

fit evader son galani, lorsque son mari, qui ctoit borgne, croyoit le sur-

prendre avec elle," and she borrowed it from the first story of the Mau-

vaise Femme. It was made a similar use of by the Sieur D'Orville, Males-

pini, Bandello, and other raconteurs. In place of this, tlie original, and

the Kalila Damana have the story of the woman, who exchanged picked

for unpicked sesamum seeds, including that of the " Forester, Wild

Boar, and Jackall," which occurs a little farther on, in the Hitupadesa. A
long train of adventures, told of a merchant's son, follows this, in the Pancha

Tantra, only to shew that a man must obtain the wealth that is designed

for him by fate. The close of this story is followed by one, narrated by

Mant'hara, of So'millaka, a weaver, who is taught by some Spirits, that

wealth is to be enjoyed, not hoarded ; and this includes a story of the

" Bull and tlie Jackalls," to inculcate the folly of absurd expectations.

These two last stories have, however, but little merit, and do not occur

in the Arabic, any more than in the H'ttopadesa. The latter story, with

some variations, has given rise to an idiomatic compound in the Bengali

language ; and Bohdndapratydxa, indulgence in unreasonable expectation,

comprises the pith of this story ; the Boka, or Vaka, a crane, being sub-

stituted for the Jackall of the original. A verse of interesting resemblance

follows the stories. Mant'hara says to the Rat, " Dismiss all anxiety re-

garding your lost wealth, as it is said, ' He, to whom the Swan owes her

white feathers, the Parrot his green hue, and the Peacock his variegated

plumage. He will provide me sustenance.'
"

The addition of the Antelope to the friendly society, occurs here, in the

same manner, in all. The story of " the Elephant, liberated from his bonds

by the Rat, of which we have a familiar version in the apologue of the

Rat and the Lion, next occurs in the Pancha Tantra. In its place, in the
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Hit6padesa, we have tlie double story of the Prince, the Banker's Son,
and his Wife, and of the Elephant and Jackall. There is none in the
Kalih. Damana. The three works conclude with the same incident, the
liberation of the Antelope from the hunter's snare, by the united efforts and
devices of the Tortoise, the Crow, and the Rat.

This Tantra contains, in the original, eight stories. It is more amply
illustrated in the Hitopadesa, than in either of the other two works.

SECTION THIRD.

INVETERATE ENMITY, OR WAR BETWEEN CROWS AND OWLS.

The third section of the Pancha Tantra, corresponds with the eighth
chapter of the Kalila Damana ,- and the third chapter of the Hitdpadesa.
In the last work, however, the belligerent powers are the peacocks and the
geese. The choice of the Pancha Tantra is the genuine one, no doubt ; not
only from the character of the work itself, but its connection with a parti-
cular grammatical rule. The Stilras of PAn'ini afford a precept for the use
of a particular affix, to form derivatives from compound terms, when enmity
is implied;* and this rule is exemplified by the form KdkdWcika, in which
kdka, a crow, and uluka, an owl, are compounded, to signify the natural
antipathy that subsists between these birds. Now as language precedes
grammar, this rule was invented to explain the purport of a word already
in use

;
and as in all probability, this word expressed a popular notion of

great antiquity, its established currency influenced the author of the fables
to select the owl and the crow, for the purpose of his narrative. We can
scarcely suppose, that it was an accidental choice, which afterwards gave rise
to the popular expression, and the introduction of the compound term

;

and which, consequently, would make the Pancha Tantra take precedence
in date of the Sutras of PAn'ini. I may also add, that the substantive
term KAkblakika, whicli PAn'ini's affix {Bun) could form, appears very
rarely, if ever, in the Pancha Tantra. The form used by the author of
that work is more usually the attributive, KdkUukiya, which is formed by a
different affix (Ch'ha).

* Ptiti.i.S. 125.

2 A 2
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The introductory matter of this section, descriptive of the quarrel between

the Crows and Owls, and the consultations of the monarch of the former,

with liis five ministers, correspond very closely in the Pancha Tantra and

Kalila Damana ; although they extend to a greater length in tlie former,

and contain some matters curious in themselves, and reflecting light on

several Hindu peculiarities : amongst these, the following enumeration of the

officers of state, who are, or are not, to be relied upon with confidence,

is quoted from the Mahdbhdrat, the Sabhd Parva, in which Nareda, it is

said, communicated their names to YuD'HisHT'nfRA. The full detail is, how-

ever, not given in that work, but the passage does occur, and the reference

indicates, at any rate, the existence of the Mahdbhdrat, prior to the date

of the Pancha Tantra*

The Officers to be distrusted, are eighteen,

1 Mantri . The minister.

2 Purfihita The royal chaplain, or priest.

3 Sendpati The general.

4 Yuvaraja The young prince, associated in the empire, and

designated as successor.

5 Dwarika Warden, or chamberlain.

6 Antarva'nsika The superintendant of the inner apartments.

7 SannidhStryupadishthd A sort of master of the ceremonies.

8 Juyipaka A master of requests.

9 As'wid'hyaksha Master of the horse.

10 Gajdd'hyaksha Master of the elephants.

1

1

Koshdd'hyaksha Superintendant of the treasury.

12 Baldd'hyakslia Ditto of the forces, or perhaps the stores.

13 Durgapdla The governor of the fort.

14 Karapdla The ruler of the prisons.

15 Sim4p41a The superintendant of the boundaries, or lord of

the marches.

16 P'arishada A companion.

17 Protkaltabhrltya A courtier.

18 Atavikddhya The forest chiefs, and others.

The fifteen, naturally attached to the monarch's cause, are

1 Janani The queen mother.

2 D6vi The queen.

S Kanchuki The confidential attendant.

4 Mdlika The chaplet weaver, or florist.

5 Sayyapdla The bed-maker.

* A similar list occurs in the Bhardvi Tantra.
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6 Sayyad'hydksha The superintendant of thebeds.

7 Samvatsarika The astrologer, or time-keeper.

8 Bhishak Physician.

9 Jalavahaka The cup, or water-bearer.

10 Tambulavihaka Tlie betel-bearer.

11 Achdrya The preceptor.

12 Anga-rakshaka The captain of the body guard.

13 Sthina-chintaka Quartermaster.

14 Ch'hatrddhdra The umbrella-bearer.

15 Vildsini Female attendant and singer, &c.*

Besides these, spies were a very efficient part of the ancient Hindu regime.

We have no particular enumeration of these, except its being observed, that

for what is going on amongst his own party, the king's best spies are the

physician, the astrologer, and the preceptor ; and that men, who exhibit

snakes and the like, are the best to observe the designs of the enemy.

We have then the cause of the enmity between these feathered tribes, re-

ferred to the successful interference of a crow, in preventing the owl being

chosen king of the birds, narrated in a similar manner in the PaiKlia Tantra,

and the Arabic copy ; it is omitted in the Hitdpadesa. That work, however,

inserts two stories, those of the Birds and the Monkeys, and the Ass

in a Tiger's skin, (the latter an apologue of very wide circulation) ; be-

fore the story, common to all three, of the Elephant and Hares, and

the Reflection of the Moon.

The story of the Hare, the Sparrow, and the Cat, does not occur in

the Hitopadesa, although much of the description of the hypocritical piety

of the Cat is copied in the story of the Vulture and the Cat, in the first

section of that work. Some of the comments, however, are spared. It may

be observed, indeed, that a much more decisive vein of satire, levelled parti-

cularly at Princes and Devotees, runs through the Pancha Tantra, than

either the Kal'tla Damana, or Hitopadesa : thus the Hare observes, when he

sees the Cat away, as it is said, " Trust not in low persons, who exercise aus-

terities, for their own nefarious designs. Penitents are to be found at holy

shrines, whose only virtue is in their vaunts."

The story of the Three Rogues, who persuade the Brahman that his

• It is by no means certain, that all these names are rightly interpreted, or even rightly extracted

from the text; but the greater part do not admit of doubt.
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goat is something else, and so induce him to leave it to them, is the next in

the Paticha Tantra, and Kalila Damana : it occurs in the last section of the

Hitopadesa.

An incident, rather than a story, next occurs in the Pancha Tantra,

singly ; that of a Snake killed by Ants. The device adopted by the king

of the Crows, as narrated in the Pancha Tantra, and Kalila Damana, reminds

the reader of the story of Zopyrus; the councillor CAiran/'ii'^ being, at his

own suggestion, stripped of his feathers, and smeared with blood, and left at

the foot of the tree, in which state he is found by the Owls, and brought to

their king. The discussions regarding his treatment, between the king and

his ministers, are to the same purport in both works ; but they are more de-

tailed in the Pancha Tantra, and illustrated by very different stories.

The first minister, Ractdksha, who recommends the crow's being put to

death, narrates, in order to shew that no confidence is to be placed in a re-

conciled foe, the story of the Snake and the Br-dhman's Son, comprising

a brief apologue of the Swans and the strange bird. Neither of these is in

the Arabic, or Hitdpadesa ; and they may be therefore translated :

" In a certain country dwelt a Brahman, who reaped no benefit from the

cultivation of his grounds. As he was reposing one day in the hot season,

under the shade of a tree, he dreamt that he beheld a large hooded snake,

coiled upon an ant-hill, at a little distance ; and waking from his dream, he

concluded that the snake must be the tutelary deity of the spot, who was

little pleased with him, as one from whom he had never received any ve-

neration. The Brahman determined, therefore, to worship him ; and boiling

some milk, he placed it in a vessel, and carried it to the ant-hill, exclaiming

as he laid the cup upon the ground, ' Lord of the soil, I have hitherto been

ignorant of thy place of residence, and, therefore, only have foreborne thy

worship ; forgive my negligence, and accept my oblation. So saying, he

left the milk and went home.'

" When he visited the ant-hill on the morning following, he found in place

of the milk, a Dinar,* and this was repeated daily. At last, the Brahman hav-

• A gold coin. That there existed some connejdon between this and the gold Denarius of the

Romans, is not improbable, as has been shewn in another place. As. Res. XV. The indication

of treasure by the presence of a snake, is a common superstition among the Hindus.
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ing occasion to go to the village, appointed his son to present the oblation of

milk in his absence. When the lad, upon the ensuing morning, found the

Dinar as usual, it occurred to him, that the mound must be filled with coin
;

and that it would be the most eligible plan to kill its serpent-owner, and seize

at once upon the whole treasure. Arming himself, therefore, with a stick,

lie lay wait for the snake, as he was lapping the milk, and struck him on the

head. The blow failed to kill the snake, and the animal, inflamed with

wrath, bit the lad with his poisonous fangs, so that he immediately died. The
body was burnt by his people, who were at hand, and saw what had chanced.

The father returned on the day following, and when he had heard the cause

of his son's death, was satisfied that the event was not unmerited ; declar-

ing, that the vital elements will be ever snatched from those, who shew no

tenderness to those living creatures, that repair to them for preservation, as

happened to the Swans and their Lake. The persons present asked him to

explain this allusion, and he thus replied :

" ' In a certain country reigned CHiTRARAT'HA,in one of whose gardens was

an extensive lake, guarded by his troops. In this lake were golden swans, who
moulted a feather once in every six months. A large bird, having joined

them, was refused admission to their troop ; they claiming the exclusive oc-

cupation of the pool, by the fee of the moulted feather. After much discus-

sion, the stranger bird applied to the king, and said. Sire, these swans have

had the audacity to say, what have we to do with the king ? we will not al-

low any one to reside here : and it was to no purpose that I expostulated

with them on the impropriety ofsuch language, and threatened to bring it to

your knowledge. The king, having heard this, commanded his servants to

go and kill the birds, and bring them to him ; and they set oflTwith this in-

tent. When they approached the pool, an old swan, suspecting their pur-

pose, persuaded the rest to fly away ; and thus, although they preserved

their li\-es, they lost the residence, which they refused to share with a guest.'

" Having related this tale, the BrcUiman proceeded to worship the snake.

The serpent, however, could not be tempted forth, but shewing himself at

the entrance of his hole, he thus spoke : ' Avarice brings thee hither, and ba-

nishes all sorrow for thy son's fate, but there cannot be any cordiality be-

tween thee and me:' again, 'the insane presumption of youth, your son

struck me ; I have bitten him, and killed him : how is it possible for me
ever to forget his violence ? how is it possible that you should ever forget

his death ? Take this jewel, therefore ; depart, and never more ajjproach this
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place.' Having thus spoken, and cast a gem of inestimable value to the

Brdliman, he withdrew into his hole. The Brahman took the jewel, but,

considering its value much inferior to what he might have acquired by long

assiduous homage, never ceased to lament the folly of his son."

The next story is also peculiar to the Pancha Tantra, and indeed, so

decidedly of a Hindi! character, that we need not be sui-prised at its

omission, from" the Arabic translation at least. It may be called the

Fowler and the Pigeons. The fowler, having caught the female dove,

is overtaken by a violent storm, and repairs for shelter to the tree inhabited

by the male. Moved by the councUs of his captive mate, and his own

estimate of the rites of hospitality, he not only gives the fowler shelter in

the hollow trunk, but collects dry leaves, and makes him a fire, and casts

himself into the flames, to furnisli his guest a meal. The bird-catcher

liberates the dove, and she also throws herself into the fire ; on which she

and her lord assume celestial forms, and are conveyed to heaven in divine

cars, agreeably to the text, that says, ' A widow, who burns herself,

secures for herself and her husband enjoyment in Paradise, for as many

years as there are hairs on the human body, or thirty-five millions.'*

The fowler becomes an ascetic, and voluntarily perishes in a burning

forest.

The next story of the Husband, and his Wife, and the Tliief, is

translated in the Arabic, but does not occur in the Hitupadeia. It has

been imitated by the writers of Europe. The Brdhmati, the Thief, and

the Rakshasa, the next story, is the same with " the Ascetic, the Thief,

and the Evil Genius of the Kalila Damana.

The next story, of the Prince who had a snake in his bowels, is

peculiar to the Pancha Tantra. He is cured by his wife. The eleventh

fable is the same with the Husband under the Bed, of the Arabic,

which occurs also in the third section of the Hitupadesa. The next story,

again, is the same in the Pancha Tantra, and Kalila Damana, that of

the Mouse turned to a young girl by a sage, and finally to a mouse

again. The Arabic translator, by his alterations, has lost the point of the

* This text is attributed to Angiras, and forms part of the declaration or Sankapa, pro-

nounced by the widow at the time of her ascending the pile.— .\s. Res. vol. iv, p. 210.
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story. He makes the sun, &c. decline the marriage ; but, in the Sanscrit,
the lady makes objections to all the proposed bridegrooms, till she sees
the rat, when her natural propensities induce her to solicit her adoptive
father to give her to him in marriage.

The next story of " the Bird that voided gold with its dung," is peculiar
to the Tancha Tantra ; so is that of « the Fox, who detects the presence of
a Lion in a cavern :" neither tale has much point. The story of " the
Snake and Frogs," is told in all three works ; but in the Pancha Tantra, it

is interrupted by the following : viz.

" The Brahman and his Wife.
" There was a BrdhmaJi, named Manddvisha, whose wife was a woman of

loose character. She had a lover, to whom she was accustomed to carry
delicacies and cates, which she prepared herself. Her husband, at last
taking notice of this, inquired of her whither she took them, and to whom :

she replied, I carry them as oblations to my tutelary goddess Devi, whose
temple, you know, is close at hand. Pretending to be satisfied with this
reply, Ihe husband allowed her to proceed, but continued to watch her.
As she found that he observed her, she went to the temple, and performed
the customary oblations, and entered the building. Her husband im-
mediately set off by another path ; and getting into the edifice by a different
entrance, concealed himself behind the statue of the goddess. The wife,
being afraid that her husband was still on the watch, determined to go
through with the ceremony in earnest, and having presented the oblations
she thus prayed, « O ! goddess, deign to inform me by what means my
husband can be deprived of his eyesight." The husband, hearing this
disguised his voice, and answered, " Feed him daily with such cates as you
have brought hither, and he will soon become blind." The wife returned
home delighted, and put in practice the supposed instructions of the
goddess. In a few days the Brdhnan began to complain of dimness of
vision, and shortly afterwards pretended to lose his sight. The wife
attributing this to the favour of the goddess, entertained no doubt of the
fact; and in the confidence of not being detected, invited her gallant to
come fearlessly to the house. The husband, however, now thoroughly
apprised of the truth, lost no time in punishing her misconduct. Surpris
uig the guilty pair, he beat the adulterer with his staff, till he expired ; and
cutting off his wifb's nose, he turned her away."

Vol. I. OB
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The remainder of this section, and the destruction of the Owls, by their

more crafty enemies, corresponds in the Panclia Tantra, and Kalila

Damana.

The third section comprises seventeen stories.

SECTION FOURTH.

LOSS OF THAT WHICH HAS BEEN GAINED.

The fourth section of the Pancha Tantra, illustrative of the folly of

losing what has once been acquired {Labdha-prasamana*) corresponds with

the ninth chapter of the Kalila Damana, which relates the story of " The
Monkey and the Tortoise." The Arabic, or Pehlevi translator has, how-
ever, made rather short work with his original, and has turned the twelve

tales of the latter into two.

The chief performers in this selection, and the circumstances, out of

which the tales arise, are the same; only, instead of a Tortoise, the

treacherous friend of the Monkey, is the Makara, a fabulous aquatic

animal, whicii corresponds, in representation at least, with the Capricornus

of the Greek Zodiac. The first story, narrated by the Monkey after his

escape, is that of " Tlie Snake and the Frogs," The former is introduced

into his well, by the King of the latter, to revenge him on his rebellious

subjects. This being done, however, he devours the king's subjects, and

finally, the king himself The moral is, " that hunger will be appeased,

even in spite of crime."

The next story is the only one of the section, found in the Arabic, that

of " The sick Lion, the Jackall, and the Ass."

The next story is that of " a Potter, who, having cut his forehead against

some broken pots, is encountered, bleeding, by a Prince, and taken for a

\aliant warrior by him, in consequence of which, he is enrolled amongst

his guards. When the mistake is discovered, the prince orders him to

withdraw : and when the potter requests that he may be allowed to stay,

* It is also read Labdha Pran'as'ajta, and Labdha Pran'ds'a, but the sense is the same.
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repeats to him the next story, that of " the two young Lions, and the
young Jackall, brought up with them, but who betrays his origin by his

cowardice, and is advised by the old Lioness, his adoptive mother, to

withdraw quietly, lest his foster brothers find him out and destroy him."
The potter takes the hint, and walks quietly off.

The ensuing stories tend to the disparagement of the fair sex. The first

is that of a Brdhmaii, who quits his home and family, and reUnquishes half
his life, for the sake of a spouse, who, notwithstanding, deserts him for a
lame beggar, and attempts his life : a story that is told also in the Dasa
Kumdra. The next is to shew that there is no pleasing women, without
complying with all their caprices ; as the minister Vararuchi, to conciliate

his wife, submitted to have his head shaved ; and his royal master, Nanda,
to gratify his queen, allowed her to put a bridle in his mouth, and mounting
on his back, compel him to carry her about, neighing at the same time,

like a horse.

The next story in this section, is an apologue of very familiar character.
" A washerman, the owner of an ass, dresses him up with the skin of a tiger,

to frighten away intruders from his field : after a time, the ass betrays himself
by his braying, and gains a beating from the villagers." This is given in
the Hitojyadeia, in the third section.

The ninth tale is of a villager's wife, who is tempted to run away from
her husband, and carry off his wealth. When she arrives, with her gallant,
at a river, he persuades her to entrust him with the property, and her
clothes, to convey them across ; after which he is to return for her. This,
however, he omits to do, and she is deserted. In this state she sees a
.Tackall approach with a piece of meat in its mouth. The Jackall, seeing a
fish on the edge of the water, lays down the meat, to make the fish his
prey

: the fish escapes
; and, in the mean time, a vulture carries off the

meat. The deserted wife laughs at the incident, when the Jackall thus
applies it to herself: « Your wisdom is double that of mine ; for here you
are, naked in the water, and have neither a husband nor a gallant."
The story of " the Sparrows and Monkey," is the same as that of

" the Birds and Monkeys," in the beginning of the third section of the
Hitupadcsa.

The two next stories, which complete this section, are those of "the Jack-
all, who by his craft preserved the carcase of a dead Elej)hant from a Lion
and a Tiger, and by his courage fi-om another Jackall j" and " the Dog who

2 B 2
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in a famine, left his own town for another, but was driven back by the dogs

of the strange place, and was glad to seek his own home again."

The Makara now retires, having previously been told of his wife's death,

and the invasion of his abode by an enemy : circumstances, omitted in the

Arabic translation, as well as the stories to which they give rise.

There are twelve stories in this section.

SECTION FIFTH.

INCONSIDERATENESS.*

The fifth Tantra corresponds in purport with the tenth chapter of tlie

Kalila Damana, the Ascetic and the Weasel being intended to illustrate

the folly of precipitancy. The Pehlevi, or Arabic translator, has, however,

taken a similar liberty with his original, as in the preceding section, and

has reduced again twelve stories to two. The tales in the original, there-

fore, are mostly novel, and not very prolix. It may be observed, by the

way, tiiat in the last two Tantras of the work, either the original compiler

had exhausted his store, or less frequent additions have been made by sub-

sequent hands ; as the reflections and citations, which are most disproportion-

ably interspersed in the three first sections, become now much less copious:

an obvious improvement in the interest, if not in the utility, of the col-

lection.

Vishnu Sarma now remarked, " a man should never attempt a business

which he has imperfectly seen or understood, transacted or investigated, or

he will meet with such mischance as befcl the imprudent Barber." The

princes asking him, to what he alluded, he thus proceeded :

" In the south there is a city named Pdtalipur, in which Manibhadra, a

banker, resided. Although attentive to his moral and religious duties, it

was the will of fate, that he should lose his wealth, and be reduced to

poverty. The insignificance, into which he consequently fell, preyed upon

his spirits, and he indulged in such reflections as these :

" It is justly said, that amiable feelings, purity of manners, moderation.

Aparikshita karitvia, inconsiderate conduct ; acting without previous investigation.
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ability, suavity, and respectability, are qualities that shine with little lustre

in the person of a poor man. Dignity, pride, discernment, conceit, or

intellect are all lost, when a man is poor ; as the freshness of the dewy
season is dissipated by the breeze of spring. The most brilliant talents

will be of little benefit to their possessor, whose thoughts are all occupied in

devising means for the support of his family, and when, for the exercise of
lofty fancies, are substituted clothes, rice, oil, salt and ghee. Men without
wealth are of no note amongst their fellows. They perish, as they are born,

unheeded, like bubbles on the stream."

" Impelled by these considerations, he determined to abstain from food,
and so terminate his life. For what, he exclaimed, is the use of a
miserable existence? With this resolve, he fell asleep. In his sleep the
Padma-nidhi* appeared to him under the form of an old Jaina mendicant,
and forbade him to despair. You have been, he said, a faithful wor-
shipper of me, and I will not desert you. In the morning early, you shall

see me again, as I now appear : do you then take a staff, and strike me on
the head

; on which I shall be changed immediately to a pile of gold. He
then disappeared.

" When the merchant rose, in the morning, he recollected his vision, but
could scarcely persuade himself, that it would so come to pass. He referred
it to the subject of his previous thoughts ; as it is said : To those who are
in sickness, or in sorrow, whose minds are occupied with anxiety or desire,

the object of their waking wishes is presented in their dreams.
" At this time, the barber, who had been sent foi by the merchant's wife,

to pare her nails, arrived, and whilst he was busy at his work, the seeming

* The mdhi is properly a treasure
;
and is especially a kind of wealth appertaining to Ku-

v^RA, the God of Riches. The nidhis, or their superintendants at least, are personifications;
and are, as such, worshipped (See M^gha Duta, in a note). The worship is of the Tdntrika
description. The Sdradd Tilaka, a celebrated authority of that school, contains the following
directions for adoring the Sdnkha and Padma-nidkis, in conjunction with Lakshmi, the Goddess of
Prosperity. " 1. Let the votary worship the Sankha-nidhi, and his spouse upon the right hand of
the Goddess: him corpulent; and her full breasted : both adorned with pearls and rubies, both
exhibiting gentle smiles upon their lotus-like countenances, locked in each others arms, and each
holding a lotus and a shell, both scattering showers of pearls, and each bearing a conch upon the
forehead. 2. Let him adore the Padma nidhi, placed with his wife upon the left hand of the
Goddess: both of the colour of minium, each in the other's embrace, and cither holding a red
lotus and a blue one : both employed in raining jewels, and either wearing a lotus as a cresf

:

the male Padma nidhi corpulent, the female slender."
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mendicant appeared. Manibhadra immediately recognized the figure of

his dream, and snatching up a stick, struck, him on the head; on which the

figure changed to gold, and fell upon the floor. The banker took the gold

to an inner apartment, desiring the barber not to mention to any one what

he had witnessed. The barber promised secrecy, and went home, but could

not help thinking of the occurrence. These naked mendicants, he mut-

tered to himself, are all of one fraternity, and if one is changed into gold by

a i"ap on the pate, why should not any other be changed in a similar man-

ner ? I will therefore invite their principals to my house, and then with a

few strokes of a cudgel, I shall surely get a quantity of the finest metal.

These ideas he revolved in his mind the rest of that day, and all the night.

When morning came, he went to the Vihdr* and facing to the north,

perambulated the Jina\ three times. He then went on his knees, and

holding up his hands with reverence, lifted up the edge of the curtain, re-

peating in a high tone this stanza, " Glory to those Jainas who possess the

only true knowledge ; and are thus enabled to traverse the wild ocean of

human passions." And again, " The tongue which glorifies, and the mind

that is dedicated to Jina, are alone to be praised, with the hands that are

busied in his adoration." Having uttered these, and similar invocations, he

repaired to the chief of the convent, and kneeling at his feet, received his

blessing. The barber then, in an insinuating tone, requested the favour of

his coming, with his principal sages, to a slight recreation at his house. The

principal replied, " How now, son ; what is it you say ? Are we Brdhmans,

think you, to be at any one's beck and call ? No, no ; at the hour when we

go forth to gather alms, we enter the mansions of those votaries only, who,

we know, are of approved faith. Depart, therefore, nor reiterate thine

offence." The Barber replied, " most venerable Lord, I shall obey, and

do as you command, but I beg to mention, that I have a store of excellent

cloths, for covers to our holy books; and of the materials for writing, which

will be fitly disposed of, when time may serve." So saying he went home,

and provided some stout bludgeons, which he hid in a corner ; he then went

back to the convent, and took his station at the gate ; and, as the different

ascetics came forth, he addressed them as he had spoken to their principal.

Tempted by the wrappers for their books, they all listened to him favour-

* The name of a Bauddha or Jaina convent.

f The deified sage who is the object oi Jnimi ivorship.
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ably, and deserting their old acquaintances, followed the barber to his

house
; as it is said : The naked ascetic, who has abandoned his home, and

all his possessions, is still no stranger to the desire of worldly goods. When
the Barber had introduced them into his house, he took up his staff, and
struck them on the head, so that several were killed in an instant. The
rest, with broken skulls, set up so loud a clamour, that the neighbourhood
was alarmed, and the town guards* flocked towards the spot, to see what
was the matter. As they approached, they met the Jaina mendicants,

fleeing with broken heads, and covered with blood, from the barber's house.

Having learnt the cause of their dismay, they proceeded to lay hold of the

barber, whom they bound and carried to the police. When questioned as

to his conduct, he justified himself by the example of Manibhadra, but
when Manibhadra, being sent for, and examined, revealed the exact nature

of the occurrence, he was of course dismissed, whilst the barber was hanged,

as a punishment for his violent and inconsiderate aggression.

" When the barber was disposed of, the judges remarked, that he had
deserved his fate, as it is well said, that which has not been tried, should

not be attempted, and that which is done, ought first to be well considered,

otherwise repentance will follow, as in the case of the Brahman and Ich-

neumon. Manibhadra asked how that was, and they replied.

" There was a Brdhman, named Deva Sarma, whose wife had one son ; she

had also a favourite ichneumon,+ that she brought up with the infant, and
cherished like another child. At the same time, she was afraid that the

animal would, some time or other, do the child a mischief, knowing its

treacherous nature, as it is said, " A son, though ill-tempered, ugly, stupid

and wicked, is still the source of delight to a father's heart." One day the

mother going forth to fetch water, placed the child in the bed, and desired

her husband to guard the infant, especially from the ichneumon. She then

departed, and after a while, the Brdhman himself was obliged to go forth to

collect alms. When the house was thus deserted, a black snake came out

ofa hole, and crawled towards the bed where the infant lay ; the ichneumon,
who saw him, impelled by his natural animosity, and by regard for his foster

* llie Pura kushtapdla purushuh : The men who guarded the avenues of tlie city. Possibly

there may be some etymological connexion between Kmhlapdla (Sanscrit), and Kohiidl (Persian),

an officer of police.

t Nacula: Viverra mungo, C.
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brother, instantly attacked him, and, after a furious encounter, tore him to

pieces. Pleased with his prowess, and the service he had rendered, he ran to

meet his mistress on her return home, his jaws and face besmeared with

blood. As soon as the Brd/ima7i's wife beheld him, she was convinced that

he had killed her child, and in her rage and agitation, she threw the water

jar at the ichneumon with all her force, and killed him on the spot. She

then rushed into the house, where she found the child still asleep, and the

body of a venomous snake torn in pieces at the foot of the bed. Siie then

perceived the error she had committed, and beat her breast and face witli

grief, for the unmerited fate of her faithful little favourite. In this state

her husband found her on his return. When he had told her the cause of

his absenting himself, she reproached him bitterly for that greedy desire of

profit, which had caused all the mischief, forgetting, she said, the saying,

" Excessive cupidity is to be avoided, although all desire of profit be not

relinquished. The wheel whirls round his head, who evinced inordinate

avarice." The husband asked her how that happened, and she replied

:

" There dwelt in a certain town four Bruhmans, all intimate friends, and

equally poor. They consulted together what was to be done ; for poverty,

they agreed, was intolerable. Patrons, however well attended, are dis-

satisfied ; friends and sons desert tlie poor ; merit is of no avail, and mis-

fortunes multiply. Wives of the best family abandon their husbands

;

friends transfer their attachment to more powerful individuals. Again, let

a man be brave, handsome, eloquent, and learned, without wealtii, he

obtains not any enjoyment, and is as a dead man amongst the living. Better

death, than poverty. Again, it is said, " Arise, my friend, for a moment,

and remove the burden of indigence from my fate, that I may share with

you the felicity which death atibrds. It is better, therefore, to go to the

cemetery at once, and become a corpse, than live in poverty." The

friends assented to this, and agreed, that every effort should be adopted to

acquire wealth, as it is said, nothing is obtained by him who has not money.

Let, therefore, the wise man attach himself to its acquirement. Wealth is

acquirable by six means : begging, service, agriculture, science, usury,

and trade : of which, trade is the best, as its profits are most independently

realized ; as it is observed : " The food obtained as alms may be carried off

by crows ; the favour of a prince or patron may be withdrawn ; agriculture

is laborious; and the respect to be paid to a preceptor in acquiring know-

ledge, is troublesome ; usury brings poverty on other people ; so that the
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only method eligible, is trade. Money is made in trade, in seven ways

:

by defective weights and measures ; by false statements of price ; by the

lapse of deposits ; by receiving the securities of friends ; by managing

estates for others ; by dealing in perfumes ; and by exporting goods for

sale. In the first case, it is pretended that the measure is full, when it is not.

In the second, selling a thing for more than its worth, is the natural practice,

even of barbarians. While a deposit is in his house, the merchant prays to

the gods that the owner may die, when he will make them suitable offerings.

When a trader sees an acquaintance coming to borrow, he pretends to

lament his misfortune, but is inwardly delighted. In the management of

estates is the reflection, I have got hold of lands full of treasui'e. Of all

goods,* perfumes are the best : gold is not to be compared to the article

which is procured for one, and is parted with for a thousand. Exporting

commodities is the proper business of persons already wealthy ; as it is said,

' Those who are wealthy are heard of from afar.' Riches are attracted by
riches, as wild elephants are caught by tame ones. Capital is multiplied

twice and thrice over, in repeatedlj' buying and selling, by those who have

knowledge, and travel to other lands. The idle and weak alone, are afraid

of foreign countries. ' Crows, deer, and dastards, die in their native

place.'

Having thus reflected, the four friends determined to quit their home,

and set off together on travel. The man, whose mind is intent on wealth,

leaves his friend and family, his mother and his natal soil, and roams to

foreign and ungenial lands, without a moment's hesitation. After some

days, the Brdhmans arrived at Ava7iti {Ujjayaii), where they bathed in the

Siprd, and worshipped Mahdkdla ;t after which they proceeded, and met

with a Yogi named BhairavAnanda, with whom they formed an acquain-

tance, and who invited them to his abode. He inquired of them the

purpose of their journey. They said, they were pilgrims in search of

magic power, repairing to the shrine where wealth or death awaited thenl

;

as it is said ;
' The water that falls from Heaven, may sometimes flow in

the realms below the earth. The force of fate is inconceivable, and man

* See remarks at the close of this Essay.

t One of the twelve great Lindas, and well known to have been especially worshipped at

mi".'/'"'- Tills Liiiga was destroyed by Atlamdk, in 1231.

Vol. I. 2 C
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is weak against it. The objects of man may be apparently attained by

mortal efficacy : but that is fate ; for when you speak of human quahties,

you give that name to destiny ; at the same time, ease is not here the source

of ease, nor can it be enjoyed without exertion. The destroyer of Madhu
(Vishnu) seized LakshmI forcibly, and held her clasped in a firm embrace.

Tell us, therefore, they continued, if you are acquainted with any drug

of virtue, to carry us into secret cliasms, and tame the imps of evil ; or

efficacious in the rites of charnel grounds. You, they said, are an adept

;

we are but novices, but we are resolute. None but the illustrious can

satisfy the wishes of the worthy. The ocean alone supports the subterrestrial

flame.'

The Yogi, finding them apt scholars, admitted tlieir request, and gave

them four magical bails, one a-piece, directing them to go to tlic nortliern

side of the Himdcliala mountains, wliere each, on the spot where the balls

should spontaneously fall, would find a treasure. They accordingly went

thither ; and one of the balls soon fell on the ground. The Brahman, to

whom it belonged, with the assistance of the rest, dug up the soil, and

there discovered a copper mine. He desired the rest to take as much as

they liked, but they refused, determining to seek their fortunes farther.

He replied. Go on, then, I shall return ; taking therefore as much of

the metal as he could, he went back, and the rest proceeded.

The ball, belonging to another, soon fell, and he dug up the spot, which

proved to contain a silver mine. Overjoyed, he exclaimed, " Let us go no

iarther, but take as much as we can, and then return." The other two,

however, ridiculed his folly, and resolved to advance, hoping as they had

at first met with copper, then silver, tiiey should successively meet with

metal still more valuable. So it proved, for the next ball that fell, indicated

a vein of gold, with which the man to whom the ball belonged, entreated

his companion to rest satisfied. The argument previously used, however,

being justified by the discovery of gold, determined him to persevere, in

the full confidence, that he should next come to a bed of diamonds. The

discoverer of the gold mine declined accompanying him, and he went on

alone ; the other promising to await his return.

The last Brahman proceeded through solitary paths, scorched by the rays

of the sun, and faint with thirst, till at last he came to a place which was

whirling round, and on it stood a man, whose body was covered with blood,

and on whose head a wheel revolved. He approached, and asked him who
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he was, and why the wheel was placed upon his head, and requested him

also to shew him where any water was procurable ; but he had scarcely

spoken, when the wheel transferred itself from the crown of its late possessor

to the head of the Brahman. He exclaimed. How ! what is this ? and

the stranger replied. You have taken the wheel from my head, and you

must keep it, till some one like youi'self shall come hither, witli that magic

ball in his hand, and shall address to you similar questions to those you

have asked of me. The Brahman inquired, how long a time he had passed

in that plight. The stranger asked who was the present sovereign, to which

the Brahman answered, VIna-vatsa.* The man then said. When
Rama reigned, I came hither, impelled by my poverty, and guided by the

magic ball, as thou hast been : I found a man here with the wheel on his

head, and asking him sucli questions as thou hast put, the wheel was fixed

upon my head. I have been here ever since. And how did you get any

thing to eat ? inquired the Brahman. The other replied. This law

was fixed by the God of wealth, who fears his treasure should be plundered.

His fears are known to the Siddlii Nugas,\ who send men hither: but when

a mortal arrives, he loses the sensations of hunger and thirst, and is exempt

from decay and death. He retains alone the consciousness of solitude and

pain. But now excuse me, I am released, and shall return home. So

saying, he departed.

The Brahman, who had found the gold mine, wondered why his companion

* Udavana or V/.tsa, the King of KausamWt, is probably intended here ; he was celebrated

for his skill on the Vina, or Lute. This prince is the hero of the first chapters of the Vrihat-

Kat'hd, which gives this account of his descent. He is the son of Sahasra'nIka, the son of

Sata'ni'ka, the son of Janamejaya, the son of Parikshit, the son of Arjuna. The
genealogy of Ahjuna's descendants, which Dr. Buchanan Hamilton derives from the B'hdgavat,

has no prince of this name. The son of Sahas'ha'ni'ka is termed A'swame'd'haja. The
two works are also at variance, regarding the founder of Kausambhi, the Vrihat Kat'hd ascribing

it to Saiia'sra'ni'ka, which is, so far, apparently most correct, that various works concur in

styling VaI,sa king of Kausambhi, wliilst the Bhiigavat, however, calls the founder of that city

Chakaa, the fourth prince from Sahas'ra'ni'ka. Hindu genealogies, Introduction 13, and

Uble 9.

t The Ndgat are the serpents, which inhabit the region under the earth. Siddhi means super-

human power which may be obtained by their worship. Their being opposed to Kuve'ra, and
desirous of encroaching on his wealth, although here stated in a popular form, is like many
tilings in this work, no longer a familiar notion amongst the Hindus.

2 C 2
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tarried so long, and becoming at last impatient, he set off in quest of him.

Tracing his course by the impressions of his feet, he followed him to the

spot, where he stood, and beheld him covered with blood, running down

from his head, which was cut by the sharp edges of the wheel. To the

inquiries of his friend, he replied, by telling him the property of the wheel

;

and what he had witnessed. On which the other reproached him, saying,

Did I not tell you to stop ? but your lack of sense could not allow you

to take my advice. It is very justly observed, ' Better sense than science
;

unless it improve by knowledge.' Those who want common understanding

will as surely perish, as did those who revived the Lion. The man with

the wheel asked how tliat was, to which the other replied :

" There were four Brdlimans residing in the same village, all intimate

friends. Three were men of great acquirements, but destitute of common

sense. The fourth was an intelligent fellow, but equally destitute of

learning. As they were poor, they determined at one of their meetings,

to go to some country where learning was patronized, and where, they were

satisfied, they should speedily be enriched with presents from the king.

They accordingly set off, but when they had gone some way, the eldest

cried out, ' It never occurred to me before, that our fourth friend here is

illiterate. He is a man of sense to be sure, but that will not entitle him to

any rewards from the king ; we shall have, therefore, to relinquish to him

a part of our earnings, and it would be fairer, I think, for him to remain

at home.' The second agreed in this opinion, but the third opposed it,

saying, ' we have always been friends and companions from infancy, and

let him, therefore, participate in tlie wealth we shall acquire.' This senti-

ment prevailed, and they all went on in harmony.

" As they passed tiirough a forest, they saw the scattered bones of a dead

Lion. ' I have met,' said one, ' with an account of a method by which

beings can be re-animated : what say you ? shall we try the experiment, and

employ the energies of science to restore life and shape to these bones ?*

They agreed. One undertook to put the bones togetiier ; the second to

supply the skin, flesh, blood, &c., and the other to communicate life to the

figure. When the two first had accomplished their tasks, the third was

about to begin his ; but the fourth stopped him ; ' Consider what you are

going to do,' he exclaimed, ' if you give life to the lion, the consequence

will be that he will devour us.' ' Away, blockhead,' replied the sage, * I

am not to project things in vain.' ' Wait an instant, then,' replied the
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man of sense, • til] I get up into this tree.' So saying, he climbed up into
a tree at hand, and his learned associates accomplished their undertaking.
A substantial living lion was formed, who fell upon the three philosophers,

and destroyed them. When he was gone, the man of common sense
descended from his hiding place, and reached home again in safety."

When he had finished, the man with the wheel exclaimed : " This is very
unreasonable, that destiny should destroy men of great talents, and allow
simpletons to escape ; as it is said, « See where Satabudd'hi (hundred-wit)
is carried on the head, and there too is Sahasrdbudd'hi (thousand-wit), whilst
I, who am Eka-buddhi (single-wit), still may gambol in the crystal stream.'
' How,' asked he of the gold mine, ' happened that ?' The Chakrad'hara *

replied, ' In a certain reservoir were two fishes, one named Satabudd'hi, the
other Sahasrabudd'hi. They had a friend, a frog, named E'kabudd'hi, with
whom they were in the habit of meeting and conversing at the edge of the
water. When the usual party assembled, they saw several fishermen with
their nets approach, and heard them say to one another, ' this pool is full of
fish, the water is but shallow, we will come to-morrow morning and drao-
it.' They then went away. When they had departed, the frog said to hit
friends, 'What is to be done? had we not better make our escape?' at
which Sahasrabudd'hi laughed, and said, ' never fear, they have only
talked of coming. Yet, if they should come, I wUl be answerable for
your safety, as weji as my own. I shaU be a match for them, as I
know all the courses of the water.' Satabudd'hi said, ' My friend
here is very right

; wherever there is a way for the breeze, for water
or its tenants, or for the rays of the sun, the intellect of a sagacious
person will penetrate. By following his counsel, your life would be in no
peril, even had you approached the abodes of the manes. Stay where you
are, even I will undertake your safety.' The frog said, ' I have, perhaps,
but hmited talent, a mere singleness of sense, but that tells me to flee

j
and therefore, whilst I can, I shall withdraw with my mate to another piece
of water.' The frog left the pool that night. In the morning the fisher-
men arrived, and the lake was so beset with nets, that all the fish, turtles,
crabs, and otiier tenants of tlie water were made prisoners, and amongst
them Satabudd'hi and Sahasrabudd'hi, in spite of their boasted cunning.

• From Chakra, awheel, and Dhara, who bears; the use of this denominative may spare
gome repetition.
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were caught and killed. The frog saw the fishermen on their return, and

I'ecognising Satabudd'hi on the head of one man, and Sahairabudd'hi dragged

along with cords by another, pointed them out to his mate, in the words

which I cited."

The Brdhman of the gold mine answered. This may be very true, but a

friend's words are not to be despised, and you had better have listened to

me, than followed the dictates of your own avarice and presumption. Well

was it said, ' Bravo, uncle, you would sing your song, though I dissuaded

you, and see what a splendid gem you have received as the recompense of

your performance.' The Chakradhara asked, how was that ? The other

replied.

" In a certain village there was an Ass named Udd'hata. During the day,

he carried the bundles of a washerman. At night, he followed his own

inclinations. During his nocturnal rambles, he formed an acquaintance

with a Jackall, in whose company he broke into enclosures, and feasted on

their contents. On one occasion, when in the middle of a cucumber field,

the Ass, exulting with delight, said to the Jackall, • Nephew, is not this a

heavenly night ; I feel so happy that I must sing a song. In what key will

you prefer it.' The Jackall replied, ' What nonsense, when we are engaged

in plundering, to think of such a thing. Silence becomes thieves and

libertines, as it is said, ' Let the sick man and the lazy refrain from stealing

and chattering, if tliey would escape with life.' If your song be ever so

sweet, sliould the owner of the field hear, he will rise, and in his rage,

bind and kill you : eat, therefore, and be silent.' The Ass replied, ' You

can be no judge of the charms of music, as you have spent all your life in

the woods. Observe, in the nights of autumn, in privacy with your love,

the distant song of the singer drops like nectar into the ears.' The Jackall

answered, ' may be so, but your voice is abominable, why should you let

it lead you into trouble ?' Tlie Ass was highly affronted at this, and said

;

' away, blockhead, do you question my musical proficiency ? I know every

branch of the science ; for instance, there are seven notes, three scales,

and twenty-one intervals, &c.* The scientific combination of the parts of

* The entile enumeration in the text is 7 iwara, ^gruma, ^\ miirrh'hav.n, 19 tdla, 3mutrd,

Zlaya, Sst'hdnn, 6 t/atis, 9 rasa. S6 varna, 40 bhdshd, 150 jri'ta. Seethe author's remarks, at

the close of this essay. Mr. Wilson reads nara for rasa, and three divisions of yatis in place

of Gyalis H.T.C.
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music is particularly grateful in the autumnal season. There is no gift of

the gods more precious than music. Ravana received the boon from the

three eyed god (Siva), delighted with the rattling of dry tendons. How
then do you presume to question my powers, or to oppose their exercise ?'

' Very well,' replied the Jackall, ' let me get to the door of the garden,

where I may see the gardener as he approaches, and then sing away as long

as you please.' So it was settled ; and the Jackall having provided for his

own safety, the Ass opened his chaunt. The gardener was awakened by

the noise, and rising immediately, repaired to the spot, armed with a stout

stick, with which he fell upon the ass, knocked him down, and belaboured

him till he was tired. He then brought a large clog, with a hole in it,

which he fastened to his \Qg, and tied him to a post, after which he returned

home, and went to sleep. The Ass came to himself, and forgot his tortures

in the recollection of his home and companions. As it is said, ' On a dog,

a mule, and an ass, a good beating leaves but a momentary impression.'

Accordingly, springing up, he forced his way out of the inclosure, carry-

ing the clog along with him. As he ran offj the Jackall met him, and said,

' Bravo, uncle,' &c."

The Chiikradhara having heard this story, answered. What you observe

is very just ; but you should recollect, that a man who neither exercises

his own judgment, nor follows a friend's advice, brings on his own ruin,

as was the case with Mant'hara, the weaver.

" There was a weaver named, Mant'hara, all the wood work of whose

loom was, on one occasion, broken. Taking his axe, he set off to cut fresh

timber, and finding a large Sisu-tree, by the sea side, began to fell it. In

the tree resided a spirit, who exclaimed on the first stroke of the axe,

' Hola, this tree is my dwelling, and I cannot quit it, as here I inhale the

fresh breeze that is cooled by the ocean's spray.' The weaver replied, ' What
am I to do ? unless I get wood, my family must starve. Do you, therefore,

look out for another house
;

quick, this I must have.' The spirit replied,

' You shall have any thing else you ask for ; but not this tree.' The weaver

then agreed to go home, and consult a friend and his wife, and return with

his final determination.

" When the weaver returned home, he found there a very particular friend

of his, the barber of the village, to whom he told what had occurred, and

whom he consulted what he should request. The barber said : ' Ask to be

made a king; then I will be your prime minister, and we shall enjoy our-
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selves gloriously.' The weaver approved his notion ; but first, he added,

he must consult his wife. To this, the barber strenuously objected. A
wise man, he argued, would confer on women food, clothing, and appro-

priate ornaments, but would never let them share his councils, as Bhargava

has stated, that where a woman, a rogue, or a child, had the management,

the house was sure of going to ruin. A man would maintain his rank and

respectability, as long as he associated with grave people, and entrusted no

woman with his secrets. Women are engrossed with their own designs, and

purpose only their own pleasure. They love their own children even, no

longer than they derive from them self-gratification.' The weaver admitted

the justice of his friend's observations ; but his wife, he said, had no other

thoughts, than for her husband's welfare, and he must take her advice.

Accordingly he went to her, and related what had happened, what the

barber had recommended, and asked her what she thought it would be most

advantageous for him to solicit : she replied

:

" ' You should never listen, husband, to the advice of a barber ; as it is

said, ' Husbands should never take counsel with courtezans, parasites,

• mean persons, barbers, gardeners, and beggars. Royalty is a very trouble-

some thing, and the cares of peace and war, aggression and negotiation,

defence and administration, never allow its possessor a moment's enjoyment.

He, who is wise, will ever shun the station of a king, for which his own

relations, brothers and offspring, would be armed against his life. I should

recommend you, therefore, to be contented witii your station, and only to

seek the means of more eflfectually earning your livelihood. Ask for an

additional pair of hands, and another head, with which you may keep a

loom going, both before and behind you. The profit of such a second loom

will be quite sufficient to give you consequence and credit with your tribe,

as we have already from those of the first, quite enough for our own ex-

penditure."

" This advice pleased the husband mightily ; he repaired forthwith to the

tree, and requested the spirit, as the price of his forbearance, to give him

another pair of arms, and an additional head No sooner said than done;

and he immediately was possessed of two heads and four arms, with which

he returned homewards, highly delighted. His new acquisitions, however,

proved fatal ; for as soon as the villagers saw him, they exclaimed, ' a

goblin ! a goblin !' and falling on him with clubs, or pelting him with stones,

speedily put a period to his existence. Therefore, I say, &c."
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- The Chalciadhara continued : Every one who is tormented by the devil of

improper expectations, naturally incurs ridicule, as it is said, ' He who

forms extravagant hopes for the future, will be as much disappointed as the

father of Soma Sarma.' How was that? asked the other Brahman ; and he

with the wheel proceeded.

" There was an avaricious Brfl/wzaw named Soma Sarma, who had collected,

during the day, as much meal, in alms, as filled an earthen jar. This jar he

suspended to a peg, immediately at the foot of his bed, that he might not

lose sight of it. During the night he lay awake some time, and reflected

thus : That jar is full of meal. If a scarcity should take place, I shall sell

it for a hundred pieces at least ; with that sum I will buy a pair of goats
;

they will bear young, and I shall get enough by their sale to purchase a pair

of cows. I shall sell their calves, and will purchase buffaloes ; and with the

produce of my herd, I shall be able to buy horses and mares. By the sale

of their colts, I shall realize an immense sum ; and with my money, I will

build a stately mansion. As I shall then be a man of consequence, some

wealthy person will solicit my acceptance of his daughter, with a suitable

dower. I shall have a son by her, whom I will call by my own name. Soma

Sarma. When he is able to crawl, I shall take him with me on my horse,

seating him before me. Accordingly, when Soma Sarma sees me, he will

leave his mother's lap, and come creeping along, and some day or other he

will approach the horses too near ; when I shall be very angry, and shall

desire his mother to take him away. She will be busy with her household

duties, and will not hear my orders ; on which I shall give her a kick with

my foot. Thus saying, he put forth one of his feet with such violence, as

to break the jar. The meal accordingly fell on the ground ; where, mingling

with the dust and dirt, it was completely spoiled : and so ended Soma
Sarma's hopes.* "

" There is a city in the north, named Madhupur, ofwhich Madhdsena was

king. A daugiiter was born to him, who had three breasts. When the

king heard tiiis, he ordered the chief attendant to take away the infant,

and expose lier in the woods, so that the matter should remain unknown.

• A story of a monkey revenging himselfon a king, who had caused a number of tame monkeys
to be killed, and the marrow of their bones applied to relieve burns in his horses, scorched by the

ktablcs being burnt, here follows ; and is succeeded by a tale of a monkey, a thief, and a goblin.

Both are omitted, as deficient in interest ; the entire fifth section being too long for insertion.

Vol. I. 2D
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The attendant, however, recommended that, as the birth of such an infant

was a very extraordinary event, it would be better to consult the Brdkmans

what was to be done, so that the consequence might not be tlie loss of both

worlds ; as it is said, a wise man should always inquire the meaning of

what he observes, like the Brahman, who thus escaped the grasp of the

goblin. The king asked how that was, to which the attendant replied :

" Chandavarma, a Rdkshasa, haunted a certain wood, and one day laid

hold of a Brdh7nan, who 2)assed, leaping upon his shoulders, and ordering him,

at the same time, to proceed. The Brahman, overcome with terror, obeyed
;

but as he went along, he observed that the goblin's feet were particularly

soft and tender, and inquired of him how this happened. The Rdkshasa

replied, I am under a vow never to walk, or touch the ground with my
feet. After this, they came to a pool, where the Rdkshasa said, Let me
down, whilst I bathe, and perform my devotions ; but beware how you

leave the place till I come out of the water. The Brahman obeyed ; but

when he had got rid of his load, he reflected, that now was his time to

escape ; for as the Rdkshasa was incapacitated for walking, he would not

be able to overtake the fugitive ; accordingly, he took to iiis heels, and

effected his retreat in safety : therefore I said, Sec."

The advice thus given by the attendant was followed by the Rdjd ,- and

having summoned the Brdhmans, lie consulted tliem how he should act, to

which they replied, " It is said. Sire, that a daughter whose limbs are de-

fective or excessive, will be the cause of death to her husband, and destruc-

tion of her own character : and a damsel with tlnee breasts will inevitably

be the source of evil to the parent, whose sight she may attract. Your

Majesty should therefore take care to avoid seeing your daughter. Let any

one, that will, marry her, stipulating that he leaves the country. In this

way no offence will be offered to this world, or the next." The Rdjd ap-

proved of this plan, and ordered the drum to be beat, and proclamation to

be made, that whoever would marry the princess, and remove with her to a

distant country, should receive a hundred tliousand rupees. Notwithstanding

this offer, no person came forward ; and the princess arrived at adolescence,

without any one proposing to espouse her. At last, she found a husband.

In the city resided two paupers, who were friends ; the one was blind, and

the other hunch-backed ; the latter, who was named Manthara, persuaded

the former to marry the princess, with whom, and the money, they should

remove to a distant place, and lead a life of ease : or if, by the evil nature
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of the princess, he should die, there would at least be an end of his misery.

The blind man, accordingly, accepted the terms of the proclamation ; and

having married the princess, and received the dower, set off with her, and

his friend, to a distant residence.

After passing some time contentedly, the blind man giving himself up to

indolence, and hunch-back conducting their domestic arrangements, the

evil influence of the princess's deformity began to operate, and she intri-

gued with hunch-back. This couple then soon began to plot the blind

man's destruction. With this intent, hunch-back brought home one day

a dead snake, of a venomous nature, which he gave to the princess, and

desired her to mince it, and dress it with proper sauces, after which she

should give it to her husband, telling him it was a dish offish. Manthara

then went away, and the princess, delighted, cut up the snake, and set it to

boil : then, having other matters to look after, she called to her husband, and

desired him to attend to the stirring of the nice mess of fish she was cooking

for his dinner. He obeyed her, licking his lips at the intimation, and

stirring the vessel as it boiled. In this manner, hanging over the caldron,

the fumes of the venom drew the tears so copiously from his eyes, that they

gradually dissolved the film which obscured his vision, and he was restored

to sight. As he looked into the boiler, he saw immediately that he was

cooking the fragments of a black snake. He at once concluded what his

wife's design was ; but remained in doubt, who her accomplice could be.

To ascertain this, he resolved to dissemble, and still affect his former blind-

ness. Presently hunch-back returned, and the husband watching his con-

duct unobserved, was soon satisfied of the good understanding that subsisted

between his treacherous friend, and faithless spouse. He approached them

unperceived, and suddenly seizing hunch-back by the feet, being a man of

great strength, he whirled him over his head, and dashed him against the

breast of the wife with such violence, that his head drove her third breast

through her body to her back, and both she, and her paramour, instantly

perished : therefore I said, &c.

The Brdhman who had found the gold mine then concluded, " It is well

said, all prosperity proceeds from Fate; but, in compliance with Destiny,

prudence is not to be disregarded in the manner in which you neglected it,

by not listening to my advice." He then left his friend to his fate, and

returned to his own abode.

Vishnu SarmA having thus terminated these narratives, asked the princes,

2 D 2
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what more it was necessary for him to say? The princes replied, most

worthy preceptor, we have learnt from you all that is essential to the duties

of a king. Then we have only to wish, answered Vishnu Sarma, that this

Sdstra may be considered as a mirror, reflecting light friendly to other

sciences, and facilitating to those, who are acquainted with its contents,

the acquirement of worldly wisdom.

When the king found his sons were instructed in this manner, in the

course of six months, in the substance of all the Sdstras, he was highly de-

lighted with their improvement, and acknowledging that the sage had

fulfilled his promise, loaded him with unprecedented wealth and favours.

The course of the narrative has interrupted our comments : it is there-

fore necessary to revert to them, to indicate a very few analogies, which

this section offers j and to notice one or two circumstances, which are

interesting, as throwing light on a state of manners no longer known to

the Hindus.

The first story, of the beggar turned to a lump of gold by a blow, occurs,

with some variation, in the third section of the Hil6padesa, It may be

also considered as connected with the tale of the dervise Abounader, in

the Oriental Tales. The chief peculiarity, however, of this story is its

correct delineation of Jain customs ; a thing very unusual in Brdlimanical

books. The addiess of the barber, and the benediction of the Superior

of the Vitidr, are conformable to Jain usages. The whole is indeed a faith-

ful picture : it is also unaccompanied by any sneer, or abuse ; and the

satire is rather levelled at the Brdhmans. The accuracy of the description

is an argument for some antiquity ; as the more modern any work is, the

more inconect the description of the Jainas and Baudd'ha^, and the con-

founding of one with the other.

The second story is in both the Hitupadesa, and Kalila Damana. It

was an early favourite in Europe ; and is found as a Fabliau ; the dog being

substituted for the weasel or ichneumon ; an exciiange in very good taste,

when the scene is laid in Europe, but wholly foreign to the notions of the

Hindus, amongst whom the dog has never been a domestic animal : whilst

the niiol or nalcula, the viverra mungo, on the contrary, has always been a

pet. The most pleasing form of this celebrated tale is the ballad of Bath

Gelkrt.
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The passage of the third story, relative to the profits of trade, it is not

very easy to render in a satisfactory manner, as the technical terms em-

ployed are no longer in use.

The Gdshtika Itarma appears to imply the management of lands for others,

by the expression illustrative of it ; but the Farichitta-grdhakagama is by

no means clear. One copy alone attempts to explain it. Parichittam

agachchantan grahacam utcant'haya vilocya sresht'hi hridaye hrishiyate:

The merchant is delighted at heart, when with affected sorrow he sees an

acquaintance coming (as a borrower).

The musical pretensions of the ass, and the beating they procure for him,

form a fable with which all children are familiar. The recapitulation of

musical terms that occurs, is, however, rather curious, and exceeds the

limits, to which Siii William Jones and Mr. Pateuson have carried their

explanation of the musical language of the Hindus. The seven notes are

common to the Hindu scale, and that of Europe. The Gramas are scales.

Of these, the Madhyama Grama is identified by Mr. Paterson with the

major, and the Ga7idhura with the minor, mode. The Miirch'hanas he

considers as the intervals of the scale. There are seven to each grama, or

twenty-one in all. Tula is the division of time ; and the Mdtrds and Layas

refer to the same, no doubt. The first possibly implying the duration of

the bars, tlie second that of the notes, and the third that of the rests, or

pauses. Of the remaining members of the list, in their purely musical

sense, I cannot here attempt an explanation.*

The story of the weaver may remind us of the three wishes, to which,

however, in point and humour, it is vastly inferior. That of So'ma-Sarma

is given in the Kalila Damana, and Hltopadesa. It is in substance the same

also as that of Alnaschar, in the Arabian Nights. As related in the Aydr

Danish of Abulfazal, it is translated in the first volume of the Asiatic

Miscellany.

The story comprised within the last, of the Rdkshasa who got upon the

Brahman's shoulders, contains the hint of the old man who proved so

troublesome to Sinbad, in his fiftli voyage ; and who makes so prominent a

figure also in the Hindi story of Kdmarupa and Kdmalatd, translated by

• As relating to vocal music, several of the terms may here be understood in their ordinary

tense : matrd refers to syllabic length, or vowel sounds ; varnnas are consonants ; bhashd signifies

language ; and g(ld tune or song H.T.C.
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Colonel Franklin. The last story of the section is absurd enough ; but it

has a curious bearing, although perhaps unintentionally. The malforma-

tion of the heroine might be thought a satire on a very popular legend of

the south of India ; traces of which may be seen in their sculptures, par-

ticularly at Madura. According to that story, the daughter of one of the

early Fandyan Kings was born with three breasts. She was an incarnation of

Devi' ; and the third breast disappeared, when she espoused S'iva himself,

in the form of Sundares'wara, the divinity that was ever afterwards the

tutelary god of the Pandyan kingdom, and its capital, Madura. A modi-

fication of tliis legend is also met with in Ceylon ; the fair demon Kurani',

having been born with three breasts, one of which disappeared on her

espousal of Vijaya, the prince who first led a colony to that Island.

—

Davy's

Ceylon, 294.

NOTE.

The Hitopadem is not the only Sanscrit epitome of the Panchopdc'hydna,

or Pancha Tantra. Another abridgment of it, following the original much

more closely, both in the matter, and in tlie arrangement of it, is the

Cat'hdmrita-nidhi (treasure of the nectar of tales), by Ananta-bhat't'a,

who describes himself in the introductory and concluding lines of the work,

as son of NAgadeva-bhat't'a, a Brahman of the Cdmca branch. He pro-

fesses to preserve in his epitome of the text, the whole of the narrative, or

story, but to abbreviate the poetical illustrations. The performance

appears, so far as I have compared it with the original, to conform with

the author's professed design in that respect.—H.T.C.
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XI. Inscriptions upon Rocks, in South Bihar, described by Dr.

Buchanan Hamilton, and ej:plc-ined by Henry Thomas Colebrooke, Esd'

Director.

Read December 4, 1824.

Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, while engaged in statistical researches in the

provinces subject to the government of Bengal, gave attention to the anti-

quities of the country, as to other scientific objects, which he had the op-

portunity of investigating. His reports, comprising the result of his in-

quiries, are deposited in the Library and Museum ofthe East India Company:

and, at his instance, the Court of Directors have sanctioned a liberal com-

munication of the information contained in them, to this Society. Among
the antiquities collected by him, there are many Jac similes of inscriptions.

I purpose submitting to the Society explanations of such among them, as are

interesting : and I now present the translation of one, which appears

curious.

It is an inscription upon a rock, denominated, from an idol delineated on it,

Turdchandi, in the vicinity of Sahasravt, in South Bihar ; and contains the

protest of a chieftain, named Pratapa dhavala deva, bearing the title of

Ndyaca, and that of Rqja of Japila, against an usurpation of two villages, by

certain Brdhmanas in his neighbourhood, under colour of a grant, surrepti-

tiously obtained througli corruption of his officers, from the Rcyd of Gddki-

nagara or Canyaculya (Cannj) who was the celebrated Vijaya Chandra

(Jaya-Chand). Its date is 1229, Samvat, corresponding to A.D. liyS.

In Dr. Buchanan Hamilton's collection, there are copies of two other

inscriptions upon rocks, in the neighbourhood, exhibiting the name of the

same chieftain, in conjunction with many of his kindred in the one ; and

followed by a long series of his successors in the other. I observe little else

interesting in them, besides the names and the dates.

The site of the principal inscription is thus described by Dr. Buchanan

Hamilton. " In a narrow passage, which separates the northern end of the

hills from the great mass, and through which the road leads from Sahasram

to Rautdsghar, is a place where Tdrdchdndi is worshipped. The image is
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carved on a ledge of rock ; and is so small, and so besmeared with oil and

red lead, that I am not sure of its form. It seems, however, to represent a

woman sitting on a man's knee ; but not in the form usual in Bihar, which

is called Hara-gauri. Adjacent to the image, a cavity in the rock has been

enlarged by one or two pillars in front, supporting a roof, so as to form a

shed, to which the priest, and a man who sells offerings and refreshments for

votaries and passengers, daily repair. A few persons assemble in the month

of Srdvan. But the chief profit arises from passengers ; who are very nu-

merous : and all who can afford, give something. The priest is a Sannijdsi.

Above the shed, the Moslenians have erected a small mosque, in order to

sliow the triumph of the faith : but it is quite neglected. The image is

usually attributed to the Cherds : and many small heaps between the place

and Sahasram, are said to be ruins of buildings erected by the same people.

But a long inscription, carved on the rock within the slied, refers to Vijay.\

Chandra, sovereign ofCanoj."

That inscription was strangely misinterpreted by the Patidita attached to

the survey on which Dr. Buchanan Hamilton was engaged. The Pandita

supposed the chieftain, Pratapa dhavala, to premise an intention of com-

memorating his descendants ; and to proceed to the mention of Vijaya

Chandra, proprietorof Cawo; ; and Satrughna, son of the Mahdrdj : whence

Dr. Hamilton inferred, that Vijaya Chandra was son of Pratapa dhavala.

Dr. Hamilton observes, indeed, that others gave a totally different interpre-

tation : considering it as " an advertisement from Pratapa dhavala, that

he will not obey an order for giving up two villages, which, he alleges, had

been procured by corruption from the officers of Vijaya Chandra, King of

Canoj."

The oriental scholar, upon inspection of the fac simile, will have no diffi-

culty in perceiving that the latter was the right interpretation ; and it is

therefore needless to pursue remarks which were built upon the Pandita^s

grossly erroneous translation.

The style of the protest is singular ; and, on that account alone, I should

have thought it very deserving of notice. It Sf^rves, however, at the same

time to sliow, that the paramount dominion of Canyacubja, extended to the

mountains of South Bihdr : and it presents an instance of the characteristic

turbulence of Indian feudatories.

The second inscription, bearing the name of the same chieftain, Ndyaca

Pratapa dhavala deva, with the date 1219, (A.D. 1163.) Saturday 4.
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Jyaisht'ha badi, and underneath the name of" his brother, the prince Tribhu-

VANA DHAVALA, the princc's wife Sulhi and another female So'mali, and

two sons Lacshmyaditya and Padmaditya ; exhibits a rude figure of a god-

dess Tbtald dev'i, attributed to the family priest Vis'warupa. On the other

side of the figure, are the names of five daughters, and, at the foot of it,

six sons of the Ndijaca. These are Varcu, Satrughna, Birabala, Sahasa

DHAVALA, Yami-carticeya and Santa-yatna deva. Beneath are names of

Cdyast'has, Yajnyadhara, and Vidyadhara, sons of Cusuma-hara ; the

treasurer Devaraja, and the door-keeper (pratihdra) Tishala.

The site of this inscription is described by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton

:

' Where the Tutrahi, a branch of the Kudura river, falls down the hills of

Tilot'hu, is a holy place, sacred to the goddess Totald. The recess, into

which this stream falls, is about half a mile deep ; and terminates in a mag-

nificent, abrupt rock, somewhat in the sliape of a horseshoe, and from 180

to 250 feet high. In the centre is a deep pool, at all times filled with water,

and which receives tlie stream, tliat falls from a gap in this immense precipice.

This gap may be 30 feet wide ; and the perpendicular height there, 180

feet.

' The image is said to have been placed by the Cherbs, about eigliteen cen-

turies ago ; and, in fact, resembles one of the images very common in the

works attributed to that people in Bihar. But this antiquity is by no means

confirmed by the inscription, the date of which is evidently in Samvat 1389,

or A.D. 1332.

' In another inscription it is said, that the family priest of a neighbouring

prince, Prata'pa dhavala, had, in A.D. 1158, made the image of the god-

dess: alluding evidently to a rude figure, carved on rock, and now totally

neglected.

' The image now worshipped is, as usual, a slab carved in relief, and represents

a female with many arms, killing a man springing from the neck of a buffalo.*

It is placed on the highest ledge of the sloping part of the rock, immediately

under the waterfall. From two to three hundred votaries, at different times

in the month of Srdvan, go to the place, to pray.'

The third inscription is upon a rock at Bandughdta, on the Sane river

• It figures Mahishasura, vulg. Dhainsisur, slain by Bhavdni.
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opposite to Japila, which was the chieftain's principahty. The date assigned

to Mahd-nripati (i. e. Maharaja) Pratapa dhavala, besides the number of

21 years (apparently the duration of his reign, as chief of Japila), is, in the

Jhc simile, written 2219 Samvat ; but tlie first digit being clearly wrong, it

must be corrected to 1219, or 1229 ; most hkely the latter. No date is

assigned to his predecessor Udaya dhavala ; nor to the line of his succes-

sors, beginning with Vicrama, who is perhaps the same with Varcu (the

first among his sons, named in the second inscription,) and who appears from

the epithet of Vijayin, " victorious," to have been the reigning prince,

when his name was here set down. The rest must have been subsequently,

from time to time, added ; and the first among them is Sahasa dhavala,

perhaps the fourth son of Pratapa dhavala, mentioned in the second

inscription.

Above all this, there have been inscribed, at a much later period, other

names, viz. ' MaMrdjd Nyunat rai or Nyunta raya, who went to heaven

(^surapura, i. e. the city of the gods) in the year lC43 Samvat ;' and ' Ma-

hdrdjd Pratapa rata, or Pratapa rudra, who went to heaven in the year

\^53 Samvat.'

In another part of the inscription, there occurs the name of Mahdrdjd

Manasinha, with the dates of lfi52 and 1653 Samvat; and lower down,

a string of three names, Mahdrdjd Cansaraja, Pratapa dhavala deva,

and Madana sinha. Between the two last, there is interposed the date of

1G24 Samvat.

The name of Pratapa appears then to have been of frequent recurrence.

The family, which yet possesses the principality of Bilonja, the lepresen-

tative of which, when visited by Dr. Hamilton, was Rdjd BhIjpanat'ha sA,

claims descent from Pratapa dhavala, chief of Japila.

Japila is a large estate, south of Ratitds {Rohitds'wa), in the district of

Rdmagliar. But the territories of the ancient chieftain seem to have ex-

tended beyond its present limits, and to have reached the vicinity of

Satiasram.

These inscriptions have no other chronological value, but as they corro-

borate the date of one possessing more historical interest, noticed in the

Researches of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (vol. 9, p- 441). It records a

grant of land, by the same Rdjd of Canyacubja, Vijaya chandra ; and, as

usual, recites the names of his ancestors, tracing his genealogy through no
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less than six generations. The original was said to have been transmitted

to Great Britain by the late Sir John Murray M'Gregor; but I am unable

to say where it has been deposited. It would be an acceptable communica-

tion, as serving to autlienticate the history of a prince among the most

conspicuous in the annals of his country ; on which he inflicted the same

calamity which Count Julian did on Spain, by assisting a Musleman conquest

of it, in revenge for the abduction of his daughter.* The analogy indeed

is not quite complete ; for it was seduction of a daughter which Count

Julian sought to revenge.

Concerning the inscription at Tdrdchand'i, of which a translation is here

presented, it is to be remarked, that the denunciation or protest, which it

records, is first expressed in verse,t and is then repeated in prose. This

repetition has much assisted the decyphering of it, and the correction of

some errors, either of the original, or of the copy. A few explanatory

notes will be found annexed.

Translation ofthe Inscription at Tdrdchdndi.

" Pratapa dhavala, wholly divine {devd), possessor of happily risen

and celebrated glory, addresses his own race. In these villages, contiguous

to Calahand'i,X that contemptible ill copper § [grant], which has been ob-

tained by fraud and bribery, from tlie thievish slaves of the sovereign of

Gddliinagara,\\ by priests sprung from Suvalluhala :^ there is no ground of

* See p. 147 of this volume.

f In two stanzas of Vasanta-tilaca metre.

J Calahan'd'i ; written Caiahandt, with a long vowel, in the prose paraphrase.

§ The text exhibits, in two places, cutumbra ; which, I conjecture, should be cu-tdmra,

from cu ill and tdnira, copper; alluding to a grant inscribed, as usual, upon copper. There may
be an allusion to Cutamba, the name of a district in that vicinity.

II
Gddhinagara, the same with Gddhipura, is identified with Canyacubja See As. Res.

ix. 44-1.

51 Suvalluhnln ; written Sxmllti haiilya in the prose paraphrase ; it appears to be the designa-

tion of the Brd/imanas, who had obtained the grant of land in question.

2 E 2
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faith to be put therein by the people around. Not a bit of land, so much

as a needle's point might pierce, is theirs.

" Samvat 1'229. Jyeshtlia badi 3d Wednesday.

" The feet of the sovereigo of Japila, the great chieftain, the fortunate

Pratapa dhavala deva, declare the truth to his sons, grandsons, and other

descendants sprung of his race : this ill copper* [grant] of the villages of

Calaliandi and Badayitd, obtained by fraud and bribery, from the thievish

slaves of the fortunate Vijaya chandra, the king, sovereign of Canya-

cuhja\ by SwalhihamyaX folks : no faith is to be put therein. Those

priests are every way libertines. Not so much land, as might be pierced by

a needle's point, is theirs. Knowing this, you will take the share of pro-

duce and other dues ; or destroy."

" ISignalure'] of the great Rdjaputra (king's son), ilie fortunate

Satrughna."
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XII. Comments on an Inscription upon Marble, at Mabhucarghah ;

and three Grants Inscribed on Copper,found at Ujjayani, ly Major
James Tod.

Read June 19, 1824.

I liave the honour to present to the Society, three copper-plates, and to

submit translations of the inscriptions on two of them.* They were

obtained by me from the ancient city of Avanti, or Ujain (^Ujjayam), about

twelve years ago.

At the same time I adjoin a translation ofa thii'd inscription relative to the

same family (of which these plates are records), and which I was so

fortunate as to discover in my last tour of Central India, in 1822.

These will be considered of consequence, as they at once fix the period

of a celebrated dynasty, and an important era in the history and literature

of India.

The dynasty, of which they are memorials, is the Prdmdra, vulgarly

Ficdr or Powdr, one of the most distinguished of the Rcija-cula, or Royal

Races of India. It is one of the four tribes, to which I alluded in a former

paper, claiming tlieir origin from the personified clement of fire, in com-

mon with the other races of Agni-cula ; tlie Chdhamdna, Parihdra, and

S6la7iki.

I know of no tribe having a more wide range over the historical field of

India, than that in question. It enjoyed more extensive dominion than any

other of the race of Agni ; and had acquired it at a much earlier period :

for, though four existed collaterally, as independent monarchs, yet the

glory of the Prdmdras was on the wane, when that of the Sulankis, the

famed Balhara {Ballabh-rdi), kings of Narlmdra, was in the zenith ; to

which the Chdhamdnas were rapidly approximating ; and, in their success,

extinguished the independence cf the fourth, or Parilidra, dynasty of

Mand6war.

* See note A.
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So extensive was the Prdmdra sway, that the couplet, or " D6hd," in

the Doric dialect of these parts, " Pirthi ! tain na Powar ka," " Earth,

thou art the Powdr's," has little of the hyperbole, when restricted to the

Indian world : and, though we cannot see the link of succession, it seems

to have been the first tribe that succeeded to the extensive power which

the Yddavas had so long maintained before them.

There are more ramifications (Sdc' fids') of the Prdmdra, than of any of

the " Ch'hetis Rdja-cula," or thirty-six royal races, excepting the Ch'hepan

cMa Yddava, or fifty-six tribes of tlie Yddavas, celebrated in the Sacred

Books. The Prdmdras enumerate no less than thirty-six.

On an inscription, in my possession, of the Grahildte race, the eulogist

does not limit their number ; and says, in the usual figurative style,

" Apramdna idc'/id" " of innumerable ramifications ;" though the Grahilotes

are in fact limited to twenty-four.

The names of all the thirty-six Prdmdra tribes are not now to be col-

lected. About one third may be given with tolerable certainty of being

accurate ; but only the names. They are few in numbers, and without

power ; and, but for the itinerant bard and genealogist, would cease to

know themselves.

Many now extinct, or not known under their ancient appellations, arc

traced in books and inscriptions. By these I have rescued a few once

celebrated names and tribes, which, I may say, had else perislied : amongst

others, that of Ldr, a once powerful tribe, and said, by the only living

bard I ever knew, who was acquainted with it, to be of Prdmdra stock.

The Cumdra-pdla-charitra (which I this day present to the Society) men-

tions the celebrated Jaya-sinha of Pattana " having extirpated the remnant

of the race of Ldr," from the peninsula of Saiirdslitra, in which it was

formerly ail powerful. Doubtless this tribe furnished Ptolemy with the

name, which he gives in his geography, of this peninsula, " Larike ;"

and he places a Byzantium near the very spot, the ancient BallabM

(which I had the good fortune to discover), the capital of the Ballabhi-rdts,

and the origin of their title. Their capital was afterwards transferred to

" Nehrwdla ;" which that great geographer, D'Anville, had " fort a coeur

de retrouver," and which I had the happiness to find still as a suburb to

Pattana Anurwdra ; evidently the corruption of the original name, Anala-

vdt'a ; and which Abul Fazil had discovered in Akber's reign.
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For the existence of several tribes, extinct else in their martial capacity,

search ought to be made amongst the mercantile races of Rdjast'hdn ;

almost all of whom are of Riijaputra origin ; especially the numerous, or

innumerable, classes of the Jain laity.

Amongst the eighty-four grand divisions* of the Vaisi/a, I find that of

Lcir : but I never had an opportunity to converse with one, to whom 1 could

apply for information as to the period of their renouncing arms and becoming

proselytes of the Jains.

Sildra is another branch. An inscription (in the 1st vol. As. Res.) of a

prince of this tribe, gives his capital Tagara, his title Ari-cesari, or the

Lion of Aria,\ wliich, with Larike, seems to have formed the ancient

Balhara sovereignty ; and of the former part of which Aria-ke, Tagara,

and Callian (Calyuna), were the chief cities.

In another list, Silura is given as of Prdmdra race.; probably another

mode of writihg Sildra ; and both from Ldr, with the distinctive prefix of

S'l for Su, meaning excellent.

The Dahya and Juhya % were once celebrated on the Setlej, both now

extinct. These may be the Dahce of Alexander, and of the Parthian

kings.§ Sanlda is one of the few tribes, having still " a local habitation

and a name ;" its residence is in Mar'war,\\ at the bend of the Luni river
;

and its reputation for bravery is still very great.

The Kheir and Mori branches were once renowned, Kheirdlu % and

* Some of these have numerous shoots or families, (for tribes would be a misnomer). The

Osvidt for instance, most of whom follow the tenets of the Khartra gacliha sect oi -Jains, have

near eighteen hundred of these subdivisions. My own learned friend and Guru, Yatt Gya'na

CHANDRA, was high in rank amongst the disciples of the Pontiff of the Khartras, had upwards of

seventeen hundred names of families of his flock scattered over India, and piqued himself upon

his catalogue ; when a brother, from Guzzerat, added at once upwards of a hundred. He

renounced thenceforth the task of tracing their affiliations.

f See note B. /

; 1 believe I succeeded, just before I left India, in getting a work relative to this tribe, but

too late to examine it : it shall be deposited with the Society.

J
" The Arsacian King, Bardanes, conquered all, to the Sind river, which divides the Dahi

from the Arii." Lewis' Parthian Empire, p. 249.

II
Maru or Marubhli.

5 In Guzzerat.
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Chitdre, their capitals. But what will excite some surprise, the celebrated

Hun is enrolled as a branch of the Prdrnciras. That Europe only was

deluged with this race, we knew well was not the case : Cosmos relates the

White Huns, or Abtelites, being in India in the fifth century ; and Dr.

Wilkins made the world acquainted with tiie fact, that they had invaded

Bengal, from the record of Dcb-jHil-c/eb,* " who humbled the pride of the

Huns," to use the words of the translator of the inscription engraven on

the pillar near BuddalA ]My journey to Guzzerat led me to discover, that

they were even yet not extinct : the name still lived ; but it is " vox ct

pra;tcrca niiiil," confined to a few miserable families near the estuary ofthe

Alahi river, poor and degiaded, and without any recollection of their

origin. Various authorities acquaint us with the fact of Indo-Scythian

tribes overriuining all tliesc tracts ; and their descendants are still there.

The Kdthi (the Cathei), still brave and independent, as when they opposed

Alexander, and scarcely reconciled to the paternal government, which has

made them turn their javelins t into plough-shares. They can be traced

from the Panclia-nada, the Sangama, or junction, of the " Five streams
"

of the Indus, to their present abodes.

The Prdmdra genealogist enlists the Kdthi into his catalogue ; or rather,

ambition has made these Scythians (the Sun still the great object of adora-

tion) wish to get a niche in the Hindu pantheon ; and which appears to

have been a matter of no great difficulty, from the suspicious characters we

find there.

Ptolemy gives a " Regnum Parthorum," existing in the second century,

embracing all these tracts from Multdn to the gulph of Cambay ; and to

that the Rdn I's ancestors must have owed expulsion from Ballabh't, in the

sixth century. But this is wandering from the subjecl.§

* See note C.

f The translator's words are " Hoons of humbled pride." As. Res. V. 1. p. 136—7 H.T.C.

X The Kat'hi lance is made to dart, as well as for close action.

% I attribute to this dynasty a series of coins of an interesting description, on which I shall

hereafter offer some remarks. Legends, in rude Greek characters, mark these to be a branch of

the Arsacian line. For they assume the same lofty titles BXCIXGYC. BXCIXSCUC
CCDTHI'CDC : on others, MerXXOY instead of Soteros; making it still more Parthian,

the latter epithet being borne by the Bactrian princes, who never did assume this " of the great

King of Kings
"
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The regal chair of" the Prdmdras was fixed in Avanti, long before the

Christian era. Vicramaditya was not the first conspicuous monarch who

wielded the sceptre in this ancient city ; though he is a most important

one, and might be placed as the fixed point, both in their geography* and

history.

Chandragupta, who has generally been supposed to be the Sandracottus

of Alexander and Seleucus, was of the Prdmdra tribe, and the branch

Mori, not Maurya, as it has probably been interpolated, and which held

Chitracut'a {Chitore), as a grand fief from Avanti, so late as the eighth

century, when taken by a prince of the Grahilote tribe, ancestor of the

present Rand of Mewdr.

Chandragupta, in the Pnrdnas, is placed as the descendant of Sehesndg

of the Tacshac race (most probably tlie Tachari of higher Asia), which

appears to have invaded India from the north, six or seven centuries before

the Christian era.

The inscription, to which I alluded (in my paper on the Chd]iamdnas),-\

of a Chandragupta, was dated Samvat 466, but I said it was doubtful

whether of the Vicrama or Virata era. It was given to me by the Hierarch

of the Khartrdgadiha, the first of all the Jain sects ; and is in a character

disused in India, but which he and his librarian, and two of his chief

disciples, can read. With it were other interesting inscriptions of the same

kind, (but modified) ; and a key to the character I shall have the honour

to present on some future occasion to the Society.

The Virdta-Samvat is that of Mahavira, the last of the twenty-four

deified Jineswai-as ; and was established four hundred and seventy-seven

years anterior to that of Vicramaditya, and continued in use long atiter the

latter : but when it began to be generally used is uncertain ; and it conse-

quently causes considerable doubt, when referring to Jaina dates. I am
not sure that it is not still used in sacred matters.

Now it is related, that Mahavira expounded to Chandragupta, the

Lord of Avanti, his twelve dreams. This Chandragupta, therefore, could

not be the ally of Seleucus. But the same proper names recur at intervals

in many genealogies.

Bayer, in his history of the Bactrian kingdom, and D'Anville, botli

* Avanti is the first meridian of the Hindu astronomers,

t Sec page 133 of this volume.

Vol. I. 2 F
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borrowing from the same source (Nicolas of Damascus),* say, that Porus,

king of Ogene, who enumerated six hundred kings, liis dependants, sent

an embassy to Augustus at Rome ; thus making a proper name of the tribe

Pawdr : nor is it impossible, from the same mistake, the opponent of

Alexander may have been designated ; though Pattrha f or Paurush (which

means power, strength) was a common distinctive appellation of the

Yddavas, who certainly were in the route of Alexander. It is to these

authorities, and that of Sir Thomas Roe, ambassador from James I. to

Jehangir, that the Rana's family is indebted for the honour of descent from

Porus. One of the most considerable branches of his family is termed

Punkvat, descendants of Puiiu, a son of Udaya siniia, from whom Chilure

was wrested by Akber. His stock must have been pretty numerous when

Sir Thomas there saw young Kurrun {Caran'), the heir apparent of Udaijapur,

in whose praise he is so lavish :
" Here we have (says he in a letter to the

Arclibishop of Canterbury) tlie true descendant of Porus, a prince, in the

midst of the Mogul dominions, and who has never been conquered." The
latter point is correct : they had often been defeated ; not a city left in the

plains, not a house to shelter tliem ; but to tiiat period they never had

been subdued.

Like the Carthaginian of old, swearing young Hannibal at the altar to

eternal hatred to the Romans, so did the noble Pkatapa sinha, the opponent

of Akber, in his last moments, make his son Amara swear, not hatred,

but eternal war, and never to know the luxury of a roof over his head,

until Chitdre should be regained. He even commanded the nobles to with-

draw their allegiance, if this, his last command, was disobeyed, and» to

set up another branch of the family. Temporary success, and consequent

repose, made Amaua forget the injunction ; he erected a mansion t on the

banks of the Paisholah lake at Udaijapur ; and amongst its garniture, some

splendid mirrors of European fabric from Surat. The nobles began to

follow his example, thougli Chitdre, their ancient capital, was still in the

hands of the foe. Recollecting the injunctions of PratApa (a name they

yet love to dwell on), the Salumbra chief, the first of the nobles, convened

his brethren •, and in a body tliey expostulated with their prince, insisting

that he should immediately relinquish the abode of luxury for the field.

Not meeting with compliance, the chieftain seized the marble ornament

* Eclaircisscment. p. 177. \ See note D. % Still pointed out.
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which keeps down the carpet, and dashed it against the splendid mirror.

Rage was unavaihng ; the patriot chief called for his prince's steed, and
compelled him to mount. A flood of tears succeeded the indignity

;

which were allowed to flow without any signs of sympathy by the stern

chief: when, suddenly, a nobler sentiment came to mind ; he bowed and
thanked the Salumbra chief, and, drawing his sword, told him to lead the

way. That very day, they stormed and took Untald* I shall be excused
the notice of this anecdote, as it shews the character of the people, and
warrants the praise which the ambassador of England bestowed. Such men
could not be conquered !

Yet, with every wish, I could never trace the connection of the Ranffx
family to the Porns of Alexander; though his ancestor, when first attacked

by the Muhammedans, had " eighty-four kings assembled witiiin his walls,

for the defence of Chit6re." The six hundred of the Powdr must have been
a Hindu exaggeration.

The letter to Augustus was written in tlie Greek character ; and Bayer's

authority, Nicolas of Damascus,! says it was so, and he had seen it. Con-
siderable traffic was carried on by them in those days ; and Greek merchants
were settled in various parts of the coasts. The personage in the suite of
the ambassador, who voluntarily ended liis days at Athens on the pyre, was
most probably a Jaina.t

Abul Fazil's sketch of the Prdmdr-a dynasty, in the institutes of Akber,
is too imperfect to be of tlie slightest uss; and is the worst of his many
indifferent genealogies.

Avanti and Dhdrdnagari were the chief seats of Prdmdra power. It ex-

tended south, however, of the Nermadd ; and comprehended all Central
and Western India, or what is erroneously termed Rajputdnd.

The Indus, and Sellej or Garali, were its western limits. Many of tiie

traditionary couplets in India contain historical facts. That which records

* A fortress about twenty miles cast of the pass which conducts into the valley of Udayapur.

t Historia Regni Graecorum Bactriana, p. 109. ' Tanto autera post Eucratidem tempore,
cum ad Caesarem Augustum a Pandione Poroque Indiae regibus legati venirent, Nicolaus Da-
mascenus, qui cum iis Antiochise ad Daphnem egit, testatur habuisse eos, epistolam Gra;cani in

Diphthera .Scriptam, quae significavit, quod Porus sex centorum regum princeps cum scripserit."

I See Note E.
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the extent of sway of the various Prdmdra branches in the north-west re-

gions of Marit-st'hali* is very correct. It contains the names of the chiefs

who founded and ruled over its nine divisions,! or places of strength.

The descendants of some among them still occupy the same places : as the

Soda prince of D/uit in the Desert, of which Amaracut'a is the capital. He
has the title of Rdnci. It was his ancestor who was killed by JelAluddin,

in his flight into India from the Great Jangiz.

Arbuda or A'bu is, however, the cradle where the Prdmdra was at least

regenerated. On this sacred mount I have seen the statues of the first and

of the last of its independent princes.

That of the first. A'rpdl {A' dipdla), shooting at Bhainsdsur (Mahishdsura),

is a marble statue nearly four feet in height, standing on the edge of the

Manddcana cund or fountain. He has just sliot his arrow, which has pierced

tiiree of those monsters, who are feigned to have drained the fountain of

its waters. These are modern representations of the fabulous monsters,

(the old having fallen down), and are poorly executed in black slate stone

;

but tlie figure of A' rpdl % is far superior to any tiling they could execute in

these days. A few indistinct words were engraven on the pedestal ; but no

date. There cannot be a doubt, however, of its high antiquity. It was too

sacred a relict to think of removing it from the spot whence it derived its

chief value.

That of the last of the Pi-dmdras, not 700 years old, represents Dha-
iiABARSA, the last independent prince of A'bu, supplicating the offended

Patdleswara § to pardon his sacrilege, and restore his kingdom, which fell

to KuTEBU D DIN .He was the last of his line, called Daraparissa by Ferishta :

* Deserts: literally Region of Death. J. T.

Maru desert, anA sl'hali dry land. Muru is derived from mrt to die : a region where one

dies H.T.C.

t 1 Arbuda or Aki. 6 Piigal (N. W. of Bikaner.)

2 Parhar'm the desert. 7 Khainilu (in Guzzarat.)

3 JaUndra or Jalore. 8 Dhdr and Avanti.

4 Dhiit or Amaracut'a. 9 Lodarwa (ancient capital before Jesalm^r was

5 Mandduiar (near Jodhpur.) built.)

X A'r-pdl or A'di-pdla, i. e. the first Piila ; which may be further translated the first fostered,

or first born.

J The Lord of the infernal regions.
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who makes honourable mention of him, for his noble resistance to the Im-

perial Legions. This branch of the Prdmdras, probably held A'bu and

its dependances as a fief of Dhdr ; and, as the latter lost importance, A'bu

maintained itself independent, or in a state of vassalage, alternately to the

Balliara (Ballabhi-rai) sovereigns, or to the kings of Dehli.

Thus Jait and Sulakha, the ancestors of Dharabarsa, were extricated

from subservience to the Ballabhi-rais, only to grace the array of Pirthwi-

raja, who married the daughter of Jait, and bestowed on him the office of

Prad'hdn •* and both lost their lives in his service. The death of SulakhaI

is mentioned in my former paper. The Black Castle of the Prdmdras, built

of immense blocks of granite, grey with lichen, perched on a pinnacle of

this noble mountain, is a majestic ruin. The gateway (arched, if my me-

mory does not betray me,) is yet nearly perfect, flanked by enormous mas-

sive towers. The Palmyra has taken root in its deserted court, and flutters

its huge leaves, where all is silent, save the screams of the peacock.

As I passed through the portal, the devotion of Sulakha was forcibly

brought to mind ; and I had but to ascend a few steps, and look from the

ruined parapet, to view A'r-pdl, the founder, shooting Bhainsdsur, At the

base of the western face of the stupendous Arabullah chain, I was so fortu-

nate as to discover an ancient city of this race, called Chandrdvati, which has

long been the haunt of wild beasts. From its ready formed materials,

Ahmedabad arose : which accounts for the Hindu style of architecture in

this city. I have an inscription, 600 years old, which mentions Chandrdvati

;

but it was of little interest, till I discovered the ruin itself, about fourteen

miles east o? A'bu. The town is mentioned in the Bhoja Charitra, as will

be seen. It is in these stupendous ranges where search should be made for

ancient remains. In such, now inhabited by wild beasts, I have discovered

places once the abode of crowned heads.

There is little doubt that tlie Prdmdra was the first race which succeeded

to the great power possessed by the Yddavas.

* Chief Minister.

t Orthography and pronunciation cannot be strictly attended to, when there is a variety of

information which bears on family history : for the genealogists and poets, in the vernacular dia-

lects, have no certain standard themselves, but shorten or lengthen names according to the metre,

HilaUi, Sulakh, or Sulakhan : for each and all are but corrupt contractions of the compound

epithet Sulacshana " ofgood qualities."
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Imperfectly as we can trace this extent of power, yet we can discover, in

no otiier sncceeding dynasty, the like. Tlie sovereigns of Ne/irwala Pattau

were rich and powerfnl ; and, for three reigns, their authority extended over

eighteen different states, reduced by them to dependence. It was at tliis

period El Edrisi visited tliat country, and lie repeats what liad already been

told by the " travellers," of the ninlli century, concerning the " Balhara"

kings, though the dynasty had changed from the Chaiira to SolanH ir'ihQS.

The T'udr dynasty, for near four hundred years (from the eighth to the twelfth

century), exercised extensive sovereignty, in which they must have often

clashed with the Balhara-s ; whose power was at the full in tlie same period ;

and each rose on the downfall of the Prdmdra. It is a singular fact, that

scions of old dynasties were forming new kingdoms in various parts of

India, about tlie very time that the religion of Muhammed was moving

eastward : for the arms of Walid were simultaneously exhibited in Klio-

rasdn, on tlie waters of the Indus, and in Spain, towards the end of the first

century of the Hejira ; and about the same time, from A.D. 750 to 8U0,

various new dynasties were planted : Dehli by a branch of the Ttidr line

;

Patlan (^Nclirwala) by the C/iat/ras ,- Chitore by the Rdmis ; and, not long

after, Canwajja (Canoty), by the Rahtorc. It is from the first century of

Vicramdditya, to these new establishments, we are most in want of informa-

tion : and all that we yet have to fill up these seven centuries, is little more

than a string of names. Even such is seized with avidity, where notliing

before was forthcoming. It is by neglecting nothing, however slight or

isolated the fragment, we may fill uj) eventually some of these blanks : but

to be of use, tiie search must be extensive. I have more than once found

an old couplet, borne in the memory, serve as a clue to the cstablisinnent of

a valuable and useful fact, which could not else have been applicable.

The bard Chand describes the dynasties, enjoying sovereignty when he

writes, as having originally emanated in grants from the Pr-dmdi-a, of whom
their ancestors appear to have held in capite. It forms an episode in the

relation of the battle between Prit'hwirAj v and the monarch ofCanwajja.

In the heat of action, after the Lord of Dehli had cut to pieces every

thing whicli o])posed him, he is encountered by the body guard of Jaya-

CHAND, which consists of one thousand Rdjpiits, of whom a very animated

description is afforded. Struck with their appearance, the Chahamdna

sovereign asks ' wiio they are ?' which serves as a tiieme for the bard, and

yields us comparatively important historical information at the same time.
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Like the knights of St. John at Jerusalem, these heroes were devoted to

celibacy ; and lived as ascetics in the depths of the forests where they had

their establishments. Their garb is singular : for not only have they the

plume of the peacock (mor), as an ornament on their helms ; but their

bucklers are described as bearing its impress burnished on them, and the

housings of their steeds. The war shell, or conch, in those days always a

part of a warrior's equipment ; and from which, old poems mention their

always blowing a blast, before combat, or after victory. The episode is

very animated in the original ; and I shall venture to submit an extract

from my defective version, which may be listened to from curiosity.

EXTKACT.

" Who are those, said Prithi-Raj, in the guise of the recluse? Those,

replied Chand, enjoy the blessing of Naked! One thousand warriors of un-

spotted race served the prince of Taiking, equal to a million in arms. A
thousand shells they sounded on the banks of Ocean, their abode. Like the

thunderbolt is their soul : their devotion to the spirit alone, each the purest

of the tribe of-Rdjaputra.

" When the Prdmdra of Tailang took sanctuary with the creator, to the

thirty-six tribes he made gifts of land. To Ke/iar he gave Katair ; to Rdi

Pahdr, the coasts of Sind : Rama Prdmdr Tailang made the grant ; and to

these, the forest lands. Rattan he gave to the Chaurds ; Sdmbhar to the

Chohdns; and Canwqj to the Khamdhaj ; Mdr-des to the Parihdrs ; Sorat'h

to the Yddavas ; DaJchin to tlie Jawala ; and Kuch to the Chdrans.

" Twisted in their braided locks is the peacock's plume. Each sounded his

shell. Earth trembled, the firmament rolled, dismay seized the three

worlds, clouds of dust formed a canopy over the head of Jayachand. To

each warrior of the shell, he gave a sword. A peal was rung, which shook

Sumeru with affright : their station the person of their lord, tiiis day they

had to draw their swords in iiis defence. On one side they rehearse the

praise of their prince; the leaders of Dehli, the renown of PiuTHi-RAj."

It was for historical and geographical fragments like these, that I had

read to me a great part of the works of tlie bard.
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At the period when tliat distribution was made, the Prdmdra well merited

the title which Chand bestows on him, of Cliaku-a, (C/iacravarti) or para-

mount Lord ; for, not only was all that immense space, described in my

former paper as Hindust'han, subject to him, but a great part of the Dakhin.

The grant is mentioned as {ddnd) gift ; not specific enough for a grant on

the tenure of service.

Piut'hwiraja made many conquests. He left the conntries to the con-

quered, but exacted submissions, in treaties, in which subservience was the

chief stipulation, such as mark the connexion with their descendants and the

British government of India. Many of his hundred Sdzvanis, or leaders,

were thus ; as the Parihdra of Mandowar ; Jait and Silakh ot A'hA ; the

Dahima of Biana ; the Tdl> of Aser ; the Yddava of Surdshtra, even to the

prince of Go'drd-ciind, or Golconda. It was a feudal association of the first

magnitude, such as existed in tiic East from the days of Darius and his

Satrapies, to the twenty-two Subahs of Akber. Alexander pursued the

same system, and entered into their mode of accepting service and homage

by delivering a banner to the conquered prince, returning his dominions for

service. The kings of Delili followed this course. The princes of Mexvar

did so. Each nation has its flag and armorial bearings ; the Rd?ids, a golden

radiated sun on a crimson field ; Ambere, the Pancharanga, or five-coloured

banner ; Chanderu had a lion (red), on a field .nrgent ; and so on.

Richartlson's* ideas, that the grand outlines of the feudal system came

from the East, might have been received with more attention had he been

enabled to detail more of the minutise of it.

But I must return to the subject of the Prdmdras. Of the different

works, or remnants of those which relate to tliis family, are the Vicrama-

charitra, and Vicrama-vildsa ; the Vaildla panchaiinsati, familiarly known,

and which is a mere collection of fables. The Bhdja-charitra and Bhdja-

pralxnidha, as they now exist, are far from possessing much value; yet, from

the first of these, something may be gleaned, and it is of interest as re-

cording the same names of princes, and in the same order of succession,

as my inscriptions, on copper and marble. The few historical facts, separated

from the chaff, are worthy of preservation from the testimony of their ac-

curacy yielded by these less perishable records.

The Bhqja-charitra (which, with the Bhoja-prabandha, I present to the

* Dissertation prefixed to Persian Dictionary.
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Society) is written in Sanscrit by Raja-Vallabha the disciple of Mahi

TiLACA SuRi, a priest of the Dliarma ghosha gach'ha, belonging to the Jaina

sect. He is also the author of the Bh6ja-Prabandha.* When and where he

wrote, though not specified, may be presumed to have been at Dhdrdnagarl,

while Riijd Bhoja was still alive.*

The first canto contains an account of the adoption of Munja, and the

birth of Bhoja ; with the conversion of Dhana-pala to the Jaina faith.

Dhana-pala was the son of the celebrated Vararuchi', one of the distin-

guished wise men at Bh6ja's court, and was given for adoption, in conse-

quence of a vow, to the Jaina priest, Siddha Sena A'charya. Vararuchi

became a most distinguished character for wisdom : and is probably the

Dhanwantari, one of the nine gems of Dlidr. Raja Bhoja was himself in

secret a proselytet to the Jaina doctrines ; as were many of the princes of

that and the preceding age : particularly the dynasty of Nehrwala, which is

mentioned by El Edrisi. The little, which we know of the Parihura dynasty,

mentions its princes making profession of that religion : and certainly, in

their ancient and now ruined capital Mand6dri,X the few temples left by the

Muhammedans are of Jaina structure.

Sixdhu-Raja was Lord of Dhdrdnagari. He had no offspring. Accident

led him to find the child Munja, § whom he adopted.

Abul Fazil, who industriously made use of these historical fragments in

his Institutes of Akbar, says, the foundling was discovered in a field of

Mu7ijf(, whence his name.^T

SiNUHu had a son, after this, who was named Sind'hula : but the great

talents of the adopted child maintained the priority in the affections of

Sind'hc. It is necessary to repeat the story whicb determined Sind'hu to

resign the sceptre of Dhdrd and Avanli to Munja; because it introduces

the name of his minister, who is mentioned in the most valuable of the in-

scriptions, that on marble, from the ancient fortress of Madhucara-garh.

• See Note F.

f May not the fable of his metamoq)hosis, and resuming his shape, refer to his adoption of the

Jaina doctrines?

% Four miles N. E of Jddhpur, the present capital o{ Marwdr.

§ See Note G.

% See Note H.

Vol. I. 2 G
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One day Sind'hu entered suddenly the apartments of Munja, for the

purpose of communicating his intentions in his favour. The young prin-

cess of Munja was with him ; but, hearing the king's approach, he hid her

under the bed. Supposing they were alone, Sind'hu revealed his intentions.

As soon as he retired, Munja shewed, says the author, " that want of feeling,

without which no man can govern a kingdom," and effectually prevented

her revealing the secret, by cutting off her head.* The noise brought the

old chief Sind'hu back, who was not only satisfied with his explanation, but

determined to hasten his abdication. Communicating his intentions to his

minister, RuDRADiXYA.t he convened his chiefs and officers, declared his

intentions, and proceeded to the coronation of Munja, whom he commanded
them henceforth to acknowledge. Sind'hu retired to the Dakhin, recom-

mending his son SiNDHULA to the protection of Munja. Ah incident, not

worth repeating, roused the jealousy of Munja, who blinded the son of

his benefactor.

Bhoja was the son of Sind'hula, but the astrologers pronouncing that

his horoscope indicated succession to the throne of Dhdrd, a sufficient

excuse was afll)rded to Munja, to add a murder to the list of his crimes.

The execution of Bhoja was commanded ; but the person, who was

entrusted with the decree, relenting on seeing the youth and beauty of the

victim, revealed his orders, and concealed him. He, however, reported

the deed as performed, to Munja ;
giving him a couplet written by Bhoja,

with his own blood.t Remorse succeeded to fear and jealousy, and he

lamented, with unceasing grief, the deed he had commanded. But when the

preservation of the young prince was disclosed, joy succeeded despair,

generosity instead of resentment against the child's preserver ; and he

determined to make amends to the offspring of his benefactor. He forth-

with abandoned the throne of Dhdrdnagari to Bhoja, and, at the head of

a large army, determined to conquer new possessions for himself in the

* See note I.

t Which name appears on the Madhucara-garh marble J.T.

Rudra'ditya was son of S'iva'ditya the minister of Ra'jA sind'hu ; and was appointed to

succeed his father on the accession of Munja: who then delivered to him the seal of office.

Bh. Ch. 1. 13. and 50 H.T.C.

t It is preserved by Abul Fazil.
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south ; but upon coming to action with a prince there, he was defeated,

and eventually made prisoner. He is stated to have lost the battle by a

stratagem of his opponent, who strewed the ground witii crow feet* made
of iron.

MuNjA, defeated, and a fugitive, took refuge in the house of a cowherd,

whose dame was cursing her fate at the milk having curdled ; and he an-

nounced himself by his misfortunes. " Silence your grief, woman, I was

yesterday Raja Munja, Lord of 70,000 men ; now compelled to ask assist-

ance ofone like you, and these milk-fed clowns," (meaning her husband and

sons). But this indiscretion cost him his liberty. They seized the enemy
of their prince, and conveyed him to prison ; and captivity for life was the

sentence pronounced on the ex-prince of Dhdrdnagari. Shut up in a tower,

one female slave was all the courtly train he had.

Bhoja was grateful enough to attempt his liberation : and contrived to

have communicated to him his intentions, by a mine conducted to the foot

of the tower. The female attendant saw his joy ; and the affection he had

for her made him impart to her the secret, and entreat her to be the partner

of his flight. She promised.—The moment arrived.—The earth opened to

his liberation at his feet below, but at the same moment his foes appeared,

led by the female of whom he so imprudently made a confidante. These

pulled iiim by the hair above, those below by the feet ; and in this struggle,

the unfortunate Munja desired he might be left to his fate and captivity.

This generous effort of Raja Bhoja increased the miseries of Munja. His

enemy refined on cruelty, made him go the rounds of the city, and obtain

his scanty pittance of food by begging from door to door. One day, having

made his daily perambulation without obtaining even the humblest dole, he

stood at the door ofa baker's house, who recognized the fallen monarch, and

wept at the sight. He commanded his wife to give him one of the cakes

frying in butter, but the prudent wife broke it in two, and gave him but

half. The famished prince greedily eyed the scanty gift, and, as it con-

tinued dripping, he thus apostrophized it : " Do you even shed tears at

being thus broken by a woman's hand ; so did it fare with Rama ; so did it

with Bhartrihari ; and so with Raja Munja."

* See note K.

2 G 2
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Having thus, for some time, been made a public spectacle, his sorrows

were ended by being nailed on a cross.

Such is the reported end of Munja.

In the Cu7ndra-Pdla-Charitra (of which I have made a similar use, as of

the Bhoja-Charitra'), a work of some interest, written in the twelfth

century, by Sailig S6ri A'charya, on the dynasties of Pattan Nehrwala,

I found an incident related, which is desemng of notice in the paucity of

historical facts and dates. It is there related, that Durlabha of Pattan,

who had resigned his tiirone to his son Bhima, visited Munja, in his way

to Gaya, to perform pilgrimage.

Now this was precisely twelve years after the conquest of Guzzerat, by

MAHMtJD of Gliizni, and the dethronement of its prince, Chaond SolanM.

That event occurred in Samvat IOG7, or A.D. 101 1 ; to this add the year of

Durlabha's abdication; 1011 + 12=1023, A.D. or Samvat IO79.

We shall see presently how this evidence is borne out by the inscriptions

;

though I have others of the S6lanki race, to have corrected these annals, if

requisite.

Another synchronism is established by the same authority. The cele-

brated SiDDHA Raya Java Sinha of Pattan conquered the Prdmdra

territories, took the capital, and their prince Nara-varma prisoner. This

is the Nara-varma of our inscriptions, the son of Udayaditya, and grand-

son of Bhoja. Jaya Sinha, one of the most celebrated and powerful princes

since the time of Vicramaditya, ruled from Samvat 1150, to Samvat

1201. Our inscription recording the grant is by the son of Naka-varma

dated 1191.*

Jag-deo (YAJNYADfevA) Prdmdro remained twelve years in the service of

SiDDHA Raya. His name is proverbial throughout 7?(//e5^7/«'« for fidelity and

honour ; and his offering of his own head at the shrine of the Indian Pro-

serpine or Calligenia, is well known to every Rdjaput.

I shall now place in one point of view, the three inscriptions and their

corroborations, from the SdlanU history. I could easily add further

proof, if it were requisite. But I shall reserve inscriptions of other

dynasties, the Chdhamdna, Grahilole, and Yadu-Bhatti, for a future

* The grant bears date of Samvat 1200, confirming a prior grant in 1191—H.T.C.
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paper, in which I shall endeavour to combine the various information of

this period.

A UTHORITIES.

Ujjayanl Plates.

Udaya' DITYA

Nara-varma
died A. D. 1134,

S. 1190.

Yas'ovarma,*
1191 Samvat.

Madliucara-ghar

marble.

SiNDHULA

Bhoja

Udaya' ditya

Nara-varma
A.D. 1108

Samvat 1164.

Cumara-pala-cliaritra.

DurlabhaS.11)79
abdicated Pattaji,

and visited Munja.

SiDDHA Ra'ya
Jay* SiNHA reign-

ed Samvat 1150 to

1201; took Nara-
varma prisoner.

Blioja-chariira,

1. SiNDHU

f Munja
2. } and

(^ SiNDHULA

3. Bhoja

General Result.

1. SiNDHU

rMuNJA t
2. J and

l,SlNDHULA

S.Bho'ja

4. Udaya'ditya

5. Nara-varma

6. Yas'ovarma

I have met with other grants of this family, in the centre of India, about

the ancient city of Bildspur ; but it would only lead to confusion, to mix

them up with this.

It would be occupying too much time further to quote from these

allegorical stories of the Bhya-Charitra, though from the fourth and the

last cantos,1i historical facts may be extracted. They are all mere vehicles

for conveying some particular doctrines, or embodying moral truths under

the guise peculiar to the Eastern taste of allegory.

The fourth canto rewarded my notice, by the mere mention of the old

city of Chandrdvati, then ruled by Chandras'ena, probably a branch of

Bhoja's family. The story is exactly in their taste.

A Y6g(, one of the roaming tribe of Gymnosophists, with which India

always abounded, though evidently more of the Epicurean than the Cynic,

had previously been a thief, and had undergone the most disgraceful of

all punishments, being exposed through the streets on an ass ; by command

* See Note L. t See Note M. t See Note N.
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of the king, against whom he therefore vowed deadly revenge. He
appears to have been a disciple of the sect, described by Gibbon,* " who
converted the study of philosophy into that of magic, attempted to explore

the secrets of the invisible world, claimed familiar intercourse with demons

and spirits, and pretended that they possessed the secret of disengaging the

soul from its corporeal prison." The Y6gi learned this art in that grand

school for magic, Cashmira. He could at pleasure effect this interchangeable

metempsychosis. He commanded the soul of the ill-starred Bhoja to limit

its powers within the frame of a parrot, while he, so soon as he animated

the frame of the prince of Dhdra, issued his first mandate, to slay all the

parrots in his dominions. The now feathered monarch took wing to the

forests of Chandrdvati, and was cauglit by a Palinda.f

The Bldlla carried the bird, which retained the faculty of speech, to

Raja Chandrasena ; with whose daughter the parrot became a favourite.

The captive related his metamorphosis, and by stratagem induced the Ydgt

king to come suitor for her hand : when he was slain, and Bh6ja resumed

his shape and kingdom.

If any historical fact is meant under this allegory, it would probably be

that an invader from the north despoiled Bh6ja of his kingdom, that he

fled in disguise to the wilds, and was carried from his concealment by the

wild tribes ; and finally, through the daughter of Chandrasena, obtained

liberty and aid to regain his kingdom. Bhoja lived in the very period of

trouble, between MAHMiiD's invasion, and the final conquest of India by

ShahabTjddin.

The last story is of a similar nature, which serves to shew the Jaina

cosmogony ; a tirade on the Riglits of Sanctuary, in a dialogue between a

monkey and a lion, in which the long-armed beast delivers some wholesome

maxims ; and a story, which is meant to shew the superior intellect of the

sage Vararuchi. These are all episodes in the adventures of Deva-rAja,

and Vach-raja t the sons of Bhoja, who were banished at the early age of

nine and seven, for being boisterous and noisy, and disturbing the old man's

rest. Their first adventure is on the sea-coast, where they fall in M'ith a

merchant, and go to sea with him. Their vessel is held stationary on the

• Vol. I. p. 182. t See Note O. % See Note P.
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ocean by magnetic or other attractive influence ; and Deva-raja descends

into the deep to discover the cause, and finds a submarine temple, dedicated

to 'Adinat'ha, and a second Circe, the priestess of worship.

With her he enters into conversation, and she relates a long story, of the

first created A'di nat'ha, the first Lord ; of his two sons, Bharata, who

got the kingdom of Bharata-Klianda and capital Aybdhya, and Bahubala,

or " strong-armed," who wandered forth. With this the Jaina genealogies

always commence.

For some improper familiarity, this Nereid consumes Deva-raja to

ashes ; but somehow he gets translated to the abode of Indra, who com-

passionately restores his shape, and sends him back to earth, and punishes

the sea-nymph by giving her a terrestrial form. She finds her way to the

Prdmdra's capital, and becomes the wife of Bhoja : her name was Bhan-

uMAxi ; and on her account, afterwards, the sage Vararuchi falls into

disgrace.

The sons, after much wandering, find their way back to Dhdrd. Bhoja

receives them with affection, and gives the elder the title of Yuvardja, a

title bestowed on those princes, who are associated to the empire and

designated as successors to the throne. This was very common in ancient,

and far from uncommon in modern, times. Satiety, or any one in the range

of the passions, might lead to it. The dangers, they said, to eternal

welfare of sovereigns, made it a common thing with them, having tasted

the pleasures and pains of empire, to abdicate and to compound with

Heaven in time, by pilgrimage and alms. I have heard a prince (the Rmid

of Udayapur), one of the best informed and best read, say of himself and

all who wore the diadem, that they were " Naraca-ca-putra," children of

hell, for let them do what they could, they sanctioned injustice and a dire

host of evils. Sickness, accordingly, to an Asiatic prince, is a holiday to

all those " who extend the palm."

I need add no more from the Charitra, and my imperfect analysis of its

contents ; and here I shall conclude my remarks on the Prdmdras.
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" Substance of an Inscriptionfrom Madlmcara-ghar, in Haroutd.
" May the form of the blue necked God take up his abode in my bosom I

and no other word pass my throat but ' blue-neck.' •

" The rays emitted from the sparkling gems, in the diadems of the heads

of the earth, of each mighty crown of his race, and the flash from the

emeralds encircling their breasts, fall on the lotus feet of Rcyd Sindhula.

His enemies, the mountain t lords, he reduced to dust.

" Of his body was Bhoja, who plundered the wives of his foe ; who, to

his enemies, was like fire to a forest of dried leaves. After him was Rdjd

Udayaditya ; and when he set,$ Naravarma arose, who by the strength of

his own arms filled his coffers with the riches of victory.

" In the Sdst7'as, the wisdom of the minister Rudraditya expanded like

the full-blown flower: a name well known on the curtain of the earth.

" From him was born the learned Mahadeva ; and from him Sm' Hara,

who increased the renown of his prince, and who constructed with fair

wealth a temple to Siva, adjoining that of his prince. By this have I gained

the fruits of my present form, and, with great skill, maile this edifice

Between the extremity of the Dakhin and Udichya dh,% at the abode

{sChdn') of Banj,\\ with my own fortune, on the eclipse of the sun,^ I

have erected this temple at the expence of one lack and a quarter of

Dirbs.**

" On the full moon of Pausha, Samvat ll64."tt

* Nilakiint'ha, one of the titles of Maha'd^va.

f Gir-{'sa, the chiefs of Hill tribes.

t This is a play upon the name : Asta, setting of a planet, contrasted with Udaya, rise of a

planet.

f The highland, or plateau, in Central India, seems to have borne this name—J.T.

Udichyn dcs'a signifies Northern region. ' Between the extremity of the Dacshin'd and Udichya-

oes'a,' would signify midway between North and South. As an appellation, Udichya is ' the

country north and west of the river Saraswali,' emphatically termed the Northern Region. Central

India is Madhya des'a, the Middle Region H.T.C.

11
The name Madhu-kar-garh may have been subsequently given to it—J.T.

^ It does not appear from any thing here said, how long before the date of the inscription this

eclipse occurred ; a solar eclipse visible in India did happen in June 1108.—H.T.C.

** A very common name for an ancient coin, value unknown. — J.T.

ft A.D. 1108.—J.T.
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NOTES

BY Mh. COLEBROOKE.

(A.) The translations presented to the Society by Major Tod, having been

made through the medium of an interpreter, using an intermediate lan-

guage, I have availed myself of the opportunity, which the original

inscriptions on copper offered, for re-examining them ; and translating

them anew. (See following Essay.)

Tiie copy, which Major Tod procured, of the inscription on marble at

Madliucara-gliar, having been mislaid, there has been no opportunity of

comparing with it the foregoing translation, made by him through the

medium of the Hindi language, with the assistance of a learned native.

It may be presumed, that the general scope of the inscription is correctly

rendered.

(B) Aricesari, in the inscription in question, is the name, not the title,

of the prince : its etymology, as is intimated in Sir William Jones's transla-

tion of the inscription, is from Ari, foe ; and chart, lion : a lion, among

foes.

(C) Deva-pala-deva is the prince, named in the grant engraved on

copper, found in the ruins of Mongir.—See As. Res. Vol. 1, p. I'iG. He
is supposed to be the same with the Sri Deva-pala, named in the inscrip-

tion on the pillar at Buddal. {lb. p. 134.) The tribes of LcUata, and

Bhola, as well as Him, are mentioned among his subjects, with the

tribes of Gaura, Malava, Carndta, ^r. He was therefore sovereign of

Thibet and Bootan, as well as of Hindusthan, Bengal, and the Dekhin.

It was probably in Thibet tliat he encountered the Huns, and reduced them

to subjection.

(D.) Paurhu, from the Sanscrit praudha, signifies strong ;
paurhdhi,

strength. Pauruslia, from purusha, man, is manliness.

(E.) Or perhaps an orthodox Hindu, following the precepts of the Veda,

which sanctions religious suicide by cremation to accelerate the attainment

of bliss. Cu.marila-bhatta, the great champion of orthodoxy, and insti-

VoL. I. 2 H
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gatorofan exterminating persecution ofheretics (Bauddhas andJainas), ended

his own Hfe by committing liimself to the flames (Wilson's Sansc. Diet.

Pref. p. xix.)

(F-) The epigraph of the Bhqja-prabandha, according to most copies of

it, names BallAla, as the author. But, in some copies, the name of

Vallabha appears. Mr. Wilson considers both to have been by several

centuries posterior to Raja Bhoja. CPref. to Sansc. Diet. p. viii.)

It is not altogether likely that the Bhdja-charitra and Bh6ja-p-aba7idha

should have been works of the same author. The discrepancies are too

great, to have come from the same pen.

According to the Bhoja-charitra, Munja was a supposititious child, and

older by five years than Sindhula ; whose father Sindhu abdicated in favour

of Munja, after disclosing to him his supposititious birth, and recommending

Sindhula to his kindness : regardless of which, Munja put out Sindhula's

eyes, and afterwards practised against the life of his son, Bhoja. But the

Bh6ja-prabandlia makes Munja to have been younger brother of Sindhula,

who abdicated in his favour, recommending his son Bhoja to his protection.

They differ as widely in many other particulars ; scarcely agreeing in any

point, besides the reason of Munja's jealousy of Bhoja, which was an

astrologer's prediction that the young prince was destined to reign, and for

a very long period (5.5 years 7 months 3 days); tlie circumstance of

Bhoja's writing to the tyrant with his own blood ; and the subsequent

repentance and abdication of Munja.

The astrologer's prediction is given in precisely the same words in both

works. It is the foundation on which that duration is ordinarily assigned

to the reign of Bhoja : and not improbably tiie tale itself is grounded upon

a true tradition, that eventually such was the duration of the reign of Bhoja.

" Fifty-five years, seven months, and three days, the southern tract,

together with Gau'da, will be possessed by Bhoja raja."*

The number is erroneously given by Col. Wilford, quoting Col. Mac-

kenzie, for the tradition concerning it, prevalent in the Dekhin. (As. Res

ix. 157.)

(<^) Upon a hunting excursion, as Sindhu was taking a solitary walk on

tlie banks of a river, he found an infant lying in a clump of (Munja) grass.

Bhbja charitra, 1. 88. Bhoja-prabandha, 6.
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Pleased with the child's beauty, he took him to his wife, Retnavali ; who

was no less surprised ; and with his sanction, she gave out that a child was

born of a concealed pregnancy ; and, her bosom becoming by force of

sentiment filled with milk, she suckled the infant : and he passed for the

king's own son. Bh. Ch. 1. 14-22.

(H.) Saccharum Munja; a sort of grass, from the fibres of which, cordage

is made : and especially the Brahmenical string, or triple thread worn by

Brdhmens.

The Bhdja-charitra assigns the same reason : viz. that the child was found

in a clump of Munja grass. Bh. Ch. 1 . 24-.

He was not regularly adopted, but taken as a supposititious child. lb.

{!•) When the king had left the apartment, Munja bethought himself that

" a secret is not safe, which has been heard by six ears :" and dragging the

woman from under the bed, cut off her head with his scimitar. The king,

hearing the noise, returned ; and seeing what had passed, reflected, that

" he, who wants sensibility, will guard the prosperity of a realm ; and not

else." Bh. Ch. 1.44-46.

(K.) Gocshura. Caltrops. Tribulus lanuginosus. In India, as in ancient

Europe, the implement of war, and the plant from which the idea of it was

taken, bear the same name.

(L-) Add his sons : Lacshmi varma (Samvat 1200), and Jaya varma.

(M.) Munja appears to have been reigning in Samvat 1050 : being named

by the author of a poem, bearing that date. (See Preface to the Dictionary

of Amera, p. 3 )

(N.) The Rhqja-charitra is a poem comprising nearly sixteen hundred

stanzas (exactly 1592), distributed in five cantos (jtrastdva). Bhoja's trans-

formation concludes the third canto : his restoration to his human body is

told in the fourth.

(O.) Barbarian : speaking none but a barbaric dialect. Am. Cosh. 2. 10.

21. In the sequel the same individual is called a Bhilla. Bh. Ch. 599

and 607.

(P.) Written Vach^ha-rdja, in the Society's copy of the Bhdja-charitra.

I'robably the name should be Vatsa-rdja.

2 H 2
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XIII. Three Grants OF Land, inscribed on Copper, Jbufid at Ujjayani,

and presented by Major James Tod, to the Royal Asiatic Society.

Translated hy Henry Thomas Colebrooke, Esq.

Read December 4, 1824.

The translations, which accompanied the Sanscrit inscriptions on copper

presented to the Society by Major Tod, having been made through the

medium of an interpreter, I have thought it right to re-examine the

originals, at the same time that I undertook the decyphering of a third

inscription, likewise presented by Major Tod, but unaccompanied by a

translation.

Neither of the three inscriptions in question is complete. They had origi-

nally consisted of a pair of plates in each instance : as is evident, both

from the contents, and from the very appearance ; for they exhibit holes,

through which rings were no doubt passed to hold the plates together. In

one instance, it is the last of the pair, which has been preserved. In the

two others, the fiist of eacii remains, and the last has been lost. Enough,

however, subsists, in these fragments of inscriptions, to render them useful

historical documents ; as is amply shown in the very interesting comments

on them which Major Tod lias communicated.

I now lay before the Society a transcript of the contents of each plate,

as read by me ; and copies, facsimile, of the originals. My own translations

follow ; and notes will be found annexed.

On collating the J'ac-simile with the transcript, the learned reader will

observe that errors (for engravers are not less apt, than ordinary copyists,

to commit blunders) have been in several places corrected. Where the

mistake and requisite correction seem quite obvious, I have in general

thought it needless to add a remark. But, wherever it has appeared neces-

sary to give a reason for an emendation, an explanatory note is subjoined.

All these inscriptions are grants of land, recorded upon copper, con-

formably with the usage of the Hindus, and the direction of the law, wliich
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enjoins, that such grants should either be written upon silk, or inscribed

upon copper.*

One of these grants or patents, records a donation of land made by the

reigning sovereign of Dhdrd, on the anniversary of the death of his father

and predecessor, in 1191 oi^ ihe Samvat era,; confirmed by the prince his

son, at the time of an eclipse of tlie moon, in Srdvana 1200 Samvat. It

appears from calculation that a lunar eclipse did occur at the time ; viz. on

the Kith of July A.D. 11 it, about 9i I'.M. apparent time, at Ujjayani.

This date, so authenticated, becomes a fixed point, whence the period,

in which the dynasty of sovereigns of Dhdrd flourished, may be satisfactorily

computed. The series of four princes, whose names are found in these

patents, two of them anterior to A.D. 1134 (1190 Samvat), and two of

them subsequent to that date, (for the anniversary of Nara varma's funeral

rites in 1191> determines his demise in 1190 Samvat ;") may be taken to

extend from the latter part of the eleventh century of the christian era to

near the close of the twelfth. It is carried retrospectively, through a line

of three more princes, to Sindhu grandfather of Kdjd Bhoja, by the marble

at Madhiwara-ghar, and other evidence ; as shown by Major Tod.

The earliest of the three patents inscribed upon copper, which were pro-

cured by Major Tod at Ujjayani, bears the date of fiA Mdgha sudi 1192

Samvat, answering to January A.D. 1137. It has the signature of Yas'6-

varma deva, who, in the preceding year, 1191 Samvat, had made a donation

of land on the anniversary of the demise of his father Nara varma deva,

which was confirmed (apparently in Yasovarma'^ life-time), by his son

Lacshmi varma deva, in 1200 Samvat : as above noticed. The latest of

the three grants is by his successor Jaya varma deva, and, being incomplete,

exhibits no date. Both these patents agree in deducing the line of succes-

sion from Udayaditya Di-:vA, predecessor of Nara varma. There is con-

sequently this series perfectly authenticated :

Udayaditya deva

Nara varma deva

Yas'6 varma deva

Jaya varma deva. Lacshmi varma deva.

Digest of Hiudu Law, 2. 278. As. Res. 2. .SO.
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No. I.

A Grant of Land inscribed on Copper, found at Ujjayani.

'Oni! Well be it ! Auspicious victory and elevation.

O

Victorious is he, whose hair is the etlierial expanse;'^' who, for creation,

supports with his head that lunar line (^) which is a type of the germ in the

seed of the universe.

May the matted locks of love's foe,(^' reddened by the lightning's ring

that flashes at the period of the world's end, spread for you nightless (*)

prosperity.

The great prince, (®) resplendent with the decoration of five great titles (^^

with which he is thoroughly and excellently embued and possessed, the

fortunate Lacshm! vaema d^va, son (*) of his Majesty,'*) the great king,

sovereign, (') and supreme lord, the fortunate Yas6 varma d£va, son (*)

of(^) Nara varma d£va, son t^' of (^) Udayaditya deva, acquaints the

Pat't'acila(^'^'> and people, Brdhmarias and others, inhabiting Badciuda-

grdma <"), dependant on Surdsan'i, and Ut'havan'aca-grdma ^^^^ appertaining

to Teptd-suvarn'a-p'dsddicd, ''"^^ both situated in the twelve great districts ('"

held by royal patent ; be it known unto you : Whereas, at the fortunate

Dhdra, C^' the great king, sovereign, supreme lord, the fortunate Yaso

varma deva, upon the anniversary ('^^ of the great king, the fortunate

Nara varma nfevA, which took place on the 8th of Cdrtica sudi, years

eleven hundred and ninety-one elapsed since Vicrama, having bathed with

waters of holy places, having satisfied gods, saints, men and ancestors with

oblations,^''' having worshipped the holy Bhawani'pati,('^) having sacrificed

to fire offerings of sam't, sacrificial grass, sesamum and boiled rice,"^* having

presented an arg/ii/a<-^"'> to the sun, having thrice perambulated C(7/?//«',C'^"

seeing the vanity of the world, deeming life a tremulous drop of water on

the leaf of a lotus, and reckoning wealth despicable :—As it is said :

This sovereignty of the earth totters with the stormy blast ;(22) the enjoy-

ment of a realm is sweet but for an instant ; the breath of man is like a

drop on the tip of a blade of grass : virtue is the greatest friend in the

journey of the other world.

—

Considering this, did grant by patent, preceded by gift of water.f^s) for

as long as the sun and moon shall endure, unto the A'vasat'hica (-*' the

fortunate Vana pala, son of the fortunate Vis'wariJpa, grandson of the

fortunate Mahira f^-^' swami, a venerable Brdhmana of Carndta in the south,

who studies two vedas (^s) and appertains to the As'ii'alayana C-^) sdc'hd,
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sprung from the race of Bharadwaja/"^*) and tracing a triple line of descent,

Bliarad-ivcija, A'ngirasa, and Vdrhaspatya, (-9) settled at yldrelavaddhdvari-

st'hdna,^^°^ tiie aforesaid Badauda-grdma and Ut'havanaca grdma, with their

trees, fields and habitations,(3i) together with hidden treasure, and deposits,

and adorned with ponds, wells and lakes.

On the 15th of Srdvana sudi in the year 1200, at the time of an eclipse

of the moon,(32) foi- our father's welfare, we have again granted those two

villages by patent with the previous gift of water ;(-''^ therefore all in-

habitants of both villages, as well the Pat' t'acila ('°) and other people, as

husbandmen, being strictly observant of his commands, must pay unto him

all dues as they arise, tax, money-rent, share of produce,(^3) and the rest.

Considering the fruit of this meritorious act as common, future princes,

sprung of our race, and others, should respect and maintain this virtuous

donation accordingly, t^'')

By many kings, Sagara as well as others, the earth has been possessed.

Whose-soever has been the land, his has then been the fruit.C^^)

He, who resumes land, whether given by himself, or granted by others,

is regenerated a worm in ordure, for 60,000 years.Css)

Ramabhadra again and again exhorts all these future rulers of the earth :

this universal bridge of virtue (^')

(The remainder, upon another plate, is wanting.)

No. 2.

A Grant of Land, inscribed on Copper, found at Ujjayani.

'Om ! Well be it ! Auspicious victory and elevation !

Virtuous is he, whose hair is the etherial expanse ;'2) who, for creation,

supports with his head that lunar line ('•) which is a type of the germ con-

tained in the seed of the universe.

May the matted locks of love's foe,(*) reddened by the lightning's ring, that

flashes at the period of the world's end, spread for you nightless (^^ pros-

perity.f'^**^

From his abode at the auspicious Bardhamdnapura, his Majesty,(''J the

great king, sovereign,(9) and supreme lord, the fortunate Java varma dicva,

whom victory attends, sonC*) of (') Yas'6 varma deva, son W of (») Nara
VAK.MA DEVA, son i^l of ('-') Udayaditya DJivA, acquaints all king's officers,

BrdhmanasanA others, and the Pat't'acila^^'^^ and people, &c. inhabiting the
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village of Mcii/amddaca whicli appertains to the thirtj-six villages of

Fat'a .(^9) Be it known iinfo you : Whereas we, sojourning at Chandrapuri,

having bathed, having worshipped the holy, beneficent and adorable Bha-

WANIPATI :
("*^

Considering the world's vanity :

for

This sovereignty of the earth totters with the stormy blast ; i'^'^) the enjoy-

ment of a realm is sweet but for an instant ; the breath of man is like a

drop of water on the tip of a blade of grass : virtue is the greatest friend in

the journey of tiie other world.

—

Having gained prosperity, which is the receptacle of the skips and bounds

C") of a revolving world, whoever give not donations, repentance is their

chief reward.

—

Reflecting on the perishable nature of tiie world, preferring unseen

(spiritual) fruit, [do grant] to be fully possessed, so long as moon and sun,

sea and earth, endure [unto sprung from the race] of Bhciradxcya (^')

, settled at Adriya-lambiddvari-sl'hdna, situated witiiin the

southern region, at Rya brahma jniri

(The remainder, inscribed on a separate plate, is wanting.)

No. 3.

A Grant of Land inscribed on Copper, found at Ujjayani.

(The beginning, inscribed upon another plate, is wanting.)

In respect of two portions ('2) of Brdlimana's allowance, by exchange for

two portions allotted to the attendant of the temple and the reader, to be

held as assigned for the anniversary of the auspicious Momala devi ; C*^"! and

in respect of seventeen nivartanas (^^ of land, with eleven ploughs ('''of land,

assigned to both persons in a partition of Vicaricd grama ; the whole of the

aforesaid little Vainganapadra-grdma, also a moiety of Viccaricd grama t''^)

within the proper bounds, extending to the grass and pasture, with ti-ees,

fields and habitations, with money-rent, and share of produce,'-''*' with

superior taxes, and including all dues ; for increase of merit and fame of

my mother, of my father, and of myself, are granted by patent, with the

previous gift of water.C^s) Aware of this, and obedient to his commands.
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they must pay all due share of produce, C°^) taxes, money-rent, &c. to

them botli.

Considering the fruit of this meritorious act as common, future princes,

sprung of our race, and others, should respect and maintain this virtuous

donation, as by us given. ('')

And it is said,—By many Kings, Sagara as well as others, the earth has

been possessed. Whose-soever has been the land, his has then been the

fruit.(«'

The gifts, which have been here granted by former princes, producing

virtue, wealth and fame, are uiisullied inflections. What honest man would

resume them ?

This donation ought to be approved by those who exemplify the here-

ditary liberality of our race, and by others. The flash of lightning from

Lacsimn s\vo]n with the rain-drop, ("' is gift; and the fruit is preservation of

another's fame.

Ramabhadra again and again exhorts all those future rulers of the earth :

this universal bridge of virtue for princes is to be preserved by vou from

time to time.(-^"^

Considering therefore prosperity to be a quivering drop of water on the

leaf of a lotus ; and tlie life of man is such ; and all this is many ways(*")

exemplified •, men therefore should not abridge the fame of others.

Samvat 1192, .'3d of Mcigha sudi (light half); witness tlie venerable

Purohita, Vamana ; the venerable Sxcdmi, Purushottama ; the prime

minister and king's son, Df;vADHARA ; and others.

Auspiciousness and great prosperity.

II.

This is the sign-manual of the fortunate Yas'ovarma DiivA.

Adhi. Sri.

Vol. I.
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NOTES.

<') Both this and the following inscription begin alike, and contain

several other parallel passages. There are gross errors in both ; but one has

helped to correct the other.

W Vybmacesa, a title of S'iva, whose hair is the atmosphere.

W The crescent, which is S'iva's crest.

<*} Smardrdti, a title of S'iva. He is represented with his hair clotted and

matted in a long braid rolled round his head, in the manner in which ascetics

wear their' s. Hair in that state has a tawny hue.

(5) Nightless, endless : eternal.

(*) Mahd-cumdra : a royal youth, a young prince.

'') I am not entirely confident of the meaning of this passage.

(^) Pdddnud'hifdta, an ordinary periphrasis for son and successor : literally,

" whose feet are meditated, i. e. revered, by "

<'') The additions are those usually borne by sovereign princes among the

Hindus. Bhat't'draca answers to the title of majesty. Ad'hircya is a sove-

reign or superior prince. S'rt, signifying fortunate or auspicious, is prefixed

to every name.

Varman is the customary designation of a Rdjaputra ; as S^arman is of a

Brdhmana. The term enters into composition in the names of many of this

family.

(10) Pat'l'acila is probably the Pat't'a'tl of the moderns. The term occurs

again lower down ; and also in the next grant (No. 2).

(11) Pronounce Bardud-grdm. Surdsani appears to be the district, or

province, in which it is situated.

(12) Perhaps Uglmvan rather than Ufhavan.

(13) This seems to be the name of a district.

(1'') An apanage, comprising twelve great districts. Mahd-d-wddasaca-

mandala, seems to have been held by this prince, under a royal grant from

his father. He did not become his successor : for Jaya varma is, in another

inscription, named immediately after Yas'6 varma j and was reigning

sovereign.

(15) Dkdrd was the capital of this dynasty.

(16) Anniversary of the death. It appears, therefore, that Naka varma

died in IIQO Samvat.



Notes.
'

Q3J

<'"> The allusion is to the five great sacraments, which a Hindu is bound
to perform.—See Menu, iii, 67.

('«) Bhawdnipati is a title ofS'iva, husband of Bhawdiii. In the following

inscription, the name again occurs in a similar manner, with the further

designation of Vardvara-gurii.

C^) The dhuti, or burnt-offering ; consisting of boiled rice, with tila (Sesa-

mum orientale}, aisa (Poa cynosuroides), and sami (Adenanthera, or Pro-
sopis aculeata).

(20) An arghya is a libation or oblation, in a conch, or vessel of a par-
ticular form, approaching to that of a boat.

—

As. Res. vii, 291.
(21) Capild probably is fire, personified as a female goddess.
(22) Abhra is a cloud ; and Vdta, wind : whence Vdtdbhra, a windy

cloud. Or abhra may signify the etherial fluid (dcdsa). The stanza is re-

peated in the next inscription.

(23) A requisite formality in a donation of land.—See Digest ofHindu
Law, ii, 276. Treatises on La'w ofInheritance, p. 258.

(2*) Erroneously written A'vast'hica in the text. Its derivation is from
A'vasafha, a house: and it bears reference to the householder's consecrated
fire {gdrhapalya). HelAyud'ha, author of the Brdhmana-sarvasxca, has, in
the epigiaph of his work, the title of A'vasafhica-mahd-d'harrndd'hi/acsha.

(25) This probably should be Mihira, which is a name of the sun.
(2«) Dwivid is one who studies two vedas ; as Trivid, one who studies three.
(2') The text exhibits A'ildyana ; doubtless for A'swaldyana, by which

name one of the S'dchds of the veda is distinguished. A's'walAyana is

author of a collection of aphorisms on religious rites {Calpa siitrd).
(28) Q^fra^ descent from an ancient sage {Rishi), whence the family name

is derived. There are four such great families of Brdhmanas ; compre-
bending numerous divisions.

(29) Pravara, lineage traced to more of the ancient sages. The distinc-
tion between G6tra and Pravara is not very clear. MAdhava on the
Mimdnsd, 2. 1, 9, names these very three families as constituting a Gdtra ;
and gives it as an example of Pravara.

(3") This, which seems to be the name of a country, is differently written
in the next inscription. Perhaps it may be a branch of the gbtra, or family,
from which the donatory derived his descent.

(3') Mdh, signifies field; and Cula, abode. The passage may admit a
different interpretation.

2 12
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Mala implies, (as I learn from Major Tod), according to the ac-

ceptation of the country, land not artificially irrigated, but watered only by

rain and dew.

t.^2) J\w eclipse of the moon appears, from calculation, to have taken place

lit the time here assigned to it: viz. iCtli July 114-4; as in the preceding

year, 28th July 1143.— Jr/ de verifier ks Dates, i, 73.

(^2) Hiranya, gold : rent in money.

Blidga bhdga ; in another place, bhagubhoga : share of produce, rent in

kind.

(34) This stanza, a little varied, recurs in the third grant (No. 3).

(35) This also recurs in the same (No. 3) ; and is likewise found in a

grant translated by Sir 'William Jones.— yi*. Res. vol. i, p. 365, st. 1.

t3C) A quotation.— See Digest (ij'Hiiidu Law, ii, 281, and As. Res. ii, 53.

Also, i, 366; and viii, 419.

(37) The remainder of the stanza (which may be easily supplied from the

other inscriptions: See the next grant; and ^5. 7?t's. vol. i. p. 365, st. 3,

and vol. iii. p. 53, and vol. viii. p. 41 i)) was probably followed in tlie second

plate, by further quotations, deprecating tlie resumption of the gift by

future sovereigns : and to which was subjoined the sign manual, witii the

names of attesting officers ; as in the accompanying grant by Yas'o varma

(No. 3).

The bridge of virtue, whicli signifies " the maxim of duty," bears an

allusion to Rama's bridge, to cross the sea to Lancd.

^38) Tliesc two stanzas occur also in the preceding inscription.

(39) Vat a-c'hedaca-shal' -trlnsati ; tliirty-six villages of Vat'a : for it should

probably be read C'hetaca (whicii signifies a village) instead of C'hedaca.

(40) Valgdgra-d'hdrd-d'hdi'd : an allusion is probably intended to D'hdrd,

the seat of government of tliis dynasty. Valga signifies a leap ; and d'/idra,

a horse's pace.

I'll) The grantee was either the same person, or one of the same family,

as in the preceding grant ; for the designations are identical, so far as this

reaches.

(12) For want of the first plate of this patent, the beginning of the second

is. very obscure ; and perhaps not rightly intelligible, without divining what

iias gone before. I have endeavouied to make sense of it, but am far from

confident pf having succeeded.

(") MoMALA DEvi was not improbably the name of Yas'o varma's mother;
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and the anniversary is that of iier obsequies : as in tlie preceding patent for
a grant on the anniversary of tlie obsequies of Yaso varma's father. Else
it may be the annual festival of an idol of that name.

<") The name is written Vicaricagrdma in one place ; and Vkcaricagrdma
in another.

Major Tod observes that the ancient name of Btir/idnprn-a is Cari-
grama.

(*'^) Nivartiiiia is a land-measure containing 400 square poles of 10 cubits
each, according to the Lildvali.— See Algebra of the Hindus.

<"' I have here hazarded a conjectural emendation; being unable to
make sense of tlie text, as it stands. Perhaps the transcriber had erro-
neously written timdald for tiindild ; and the engraver, by mistake, trans-
formed it into the unmeaning vandalu, which the text exhibits. Lacshmi is

here characterized as the thunder-cloudpregnant with fertilizing rain.
<^'> Chamulhd, in the text, is an evident mistake ; it should undoubtedly

be balmdhd. ^'e\eral other gross errors in tiiis inscription have been cor-
rected

;
too obviously necessary to require special notice : as a short vowel

for a long one, and vice versa.
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XIV. Some Account of a Secret Association- in China, entitled the Triad
Society. By the late Dr. Milne, Principal of the Anglo-Chinese College.

Communicated by the Rev. Rorert Morrison, D.D., F.R.S., M.R.A.S.

Read February 5, 1825.

The writer of this paper is fully sensible how difficult it is to discover

that which is studiously concealed, under the sanction of oaths, curses, and

the (supposed^ impending vengeance of the gods ; and how liable one is,

even after the utmost care, to be mistaken in tracing the progress of any set

of principles and schemes, which the fortunes or lives of the parties who have

adopted them are concerned to hide, to varnish, to distort, and to misre-

present. He therefore offers the following remarks, not as the result of

firm and unhesitating conviction, but as having a good deal of probability

to support them, and as containing the substance of the best information

procurable in his situation. He begs then to say a few words on the name,

objects, government, initiatory ceremonies, secret signs, and seal of the said

association, and to conclude with a few miscellaneous remarks.

First, the Name.

The name is not expressed on the seal, and hence it is difficult to ascer-

tain it with certainty. It seems, however, to be the * San hO hwuy, i. e.

" The Society of the Three united, or the Triad Society." The three re-

ferred to in this name are t T'heen, te,jin, i. e. " Heaven, Earth, and Man,"
which are the three great powers in nature, according to the Chinese doc-

trine of the universe. In the earlier part of the reign of his late Chinese

majesty, X Kea King, the same society existed, but under a different denomi-

nation. It was then called the § T'heen te hwuy, i. e. " The Ccelesto-terres-

trial Society," or " The Society that unites Heaven and Earth." It spread

itself rapidly through the provinces, had nearly upset the government, and

» For the Chinese characters, see Plate I, No. 1. t See plate, No. 2.

X See plate, No. 3. J See plate, No. 4.
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its machinations were not entiiely defeated till about the eighth year of the

said Emperor's reign, when the chiefs were seized and put to death ; and it

was (in the usual bombast of Chinese reports) officially stated to his majesty,

" that there was not so much as one member of that rebellious fraternity left

under the wide extent of the heavens." The fact, however, was just the

contrary, for they still existed, and operated, though more secretly ; and it

is said, that a few years after they assumed the name of the " Triad Society,"

in order to cover their purposes. But the name, by which they chiefly dis-

tinguish themselves, is * Hung kea, i. e. the " Flood Family."

There are other associations formed both in China and in the Chinese

colonies that are settled abroad, as the t T'heen how hwuy, i.e. the " Queen

of Heaven's Company, or Society ;" called also, the X Neang ma hwuy, or

" Her Ladyship's Society ;" meaning the " queen of heaven, the mother

and nurse of all things." These associations are rather for commercial and

idolatrous purposes, than for the overthrow of social order ; though it is said,

that the members of the " Queen of Heaven's Society," settled in Bengal and

other parts, unite in house-breaking, 8cc.

Secondly, Object.

The object of this society at first does not appear to have been peculiarly

hurtful ; but, as numbers increased, the object degenerated from mere mutual

assistance, to theft, robbery, the overthrow of regular government, and an

aim at political power. In foreign colonies, the objects of this association

are plunder, and mutual defence. The idle, gambling, opium-smoking

Chinese (particularly of the lower classes), frequently belong to this frater-

nity. What they obtain by theft or plunder is divided in shares, according

to the rank which the members hold in the society. They engage to defend

each other against attacks from police officers ; to hide each others crimes
;

to assist detected members to make their escape from the hands ofjustice.

A Chinese tailor in Malacca, named Tsaou foo, who committed murder, in

the close of 1818, shortly after the transfer of the colony, and made his

escape from the hands ofjustice, was a chief man in this society ; and, it is

believed, had a considerable number of persons under his direction, both on

See plate, No. 5.
-f

See plate, No. G. X See plate. No. 7,
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the land and at sea. There cannot be a doubt but liis escape was j)aitly

owing to the assistance of his fellow-members, as a rigorous search was made
for him by the police. In places where most of the members are young,

if one takes a dislike to any man who is not a member, the others are sure

to mark.tliat man as the butt of tlieir scorn and ridicule. If any one feels

injured, the others take part in his quarrels, and assist him in seeking re-

venge. Where their party is very strong, persons are glad to give them

sums of money annually, that tliey may spare their property, or protect it

from other banditti, which they uniformly do when confided in, and

will speedily recover stolen goods. In such places as Java, Sincapore,

Malacca, and Penang, when a Chinese stranger arrives to reside for any

length of time, he is generally glad to give a trifle of money to this brother-

hood to be freed from their annoyance.

• The professed design, however, of the San hu hrcinj is benevolence, as the

following motto will shew :

* Yew fcih tung licang

Yew lio tung tang.

The blessing, reciprocally sliare

;

Tlie woe, reciprocally bear.

They assist each other, in whatever country, whenever they can make

themselves known to each other by the signs.

Thirdly, Government.

. The government (if it be j)roper to dignify the management of so worth-

less a combination by such an epithet) of the San-hu huuij, is vested in three

persons, who are all denominated t A'o, " Elder brothers," a name given by

way of courtesy to friends; in the same manner as Free- Masons style eacli

other brothers and brethren, and as certain religious societies call their

members bretiiren, and say " Brother " so and so. Tliey distinguish between

the ruling brethren thus :

—

t Yifi ko ; Urk ho ; San ko .- i. e. " Brother first

;

Brother second ; Brother third." There may be others who take part in the

management, where the society's members are numerous. The members

generally are called § Heiaig te, i. e. " Brethren."

* See plate. No. 8. f See plate, No. 9. See plate, No. 10. § See plate, N'o. II

.
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Of the laws, discipline, and interior management of the San-hb-Jvwuy,

the writer of this has not been able to obtain any information. There is

said to be a MS. book, containing the society's regulations, written on

chlh, for the sake of preserving the writing long in a legible state. Should

a detection be made, the cloth MS. may, for the time, be thrown into a

well or pond, from which it can afterwards at convenience be taken out

;

and in case of the person, in whose care it is, being pursued by the police,

and obliged to swim across a river, &c. he carries the MS. with him ; and as

the ink appears to possess a peculiar quality, the impression in either case is

quite legible. As they cannot print their regulations, this seems well calcu-

lated to preserve them from oblivion.

The heads of this fraternity, as in all other similar associations, have a

larger share of all the booty that is procured, than the other members.

Fourthly, Initiatory Ceremonies.

Of these but a very imperfect idea can be obtained. The initiation takes

place commonly at night, in a very retired or secret chamber. There is

an idol there, to which offerings are presented, and before which the oath

of secresy is taken. The Chinese say there are * San shih luh s'he, i. e.

" thirty-six oaths" taken on the occasion ; but it is probable that, instead

of being distinct oaths, these are different particulars of one oath, very

likely the imprecations contained in it, against persons who shall disclose

the nature and objects of the society.

A small sum of money is given by the initiated to support the general

expense. There is likewise a ceremony which they call t Kvco Keaou, i. e.

" crossing the bridge." This bridge is formed of swords, either laid be-

tween two tables (an end resting on each), or else set up on the hilts, and

meeting at the point ; or held up in the hands of two ranks of members,

with the points meeting, in form of an arch. The persons who receive the

oath, take it under this bridge, which is called—" passing, or crossing the

bridge." The yih ho, or chief ruling brother, sits at the head of this steel

bridge (or each with a drawn sword), reads the articles of the oath, to every

one of which an affirmative response is given by the new member, after

• See Plate I, No. 12. f See P'ate I, No. 13.

Vol. I. 2 K
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which he cuts off the head of a cock, which is the usual form of a Chinese

oath, intimating—" thus let perish all who divulge the secret." But it is

said the grand ceremony can only be performed where there is a considerable

number of members present. They worship Heaven and Earth on those

occasions, and sometimes, when the place is sufficiently secluded, perform

the initiatory rites in the open air.

Fifthly, Secret Signs.

Some of the marks by which the members of the San hd hwuy make

themselves known to each other, are those that follow :—Mystic numbers
;

the chief of which is the number three. They derive their preference for

this probably from the name of their society, " the Triad Society." In

conformity with this preference they adopt odd rather than even numbers,

when it can be done. They say three, three times ten, three hundred, three

thousand, three myriads, rather than txco,Jbur times ten, &c.

The word * Hu7ig, above-mentioned, contains tiie number three hundred

and twenty-one, and is often used by them for particular purposes. They

separate its component parts thus: \ san—pcih—urh-shih—yih. The cha-

racter San is properly a form oiXskxvuy (water), as used in composition, and

should have this sound ; but in the analysis of any Chinese character, of

which this form ofshwuy constitutes the dexter component, the teacher says

to his pupil, § san-teen shwuy, i.e. put " three points water at the side," or

" the three point form of shwuy." But when used by the san ho hwuy, the

word san (or three) alone is employed ; the other parts being out of place

for them. ll Pa, or eight, much resembles in sound % plh (an hundred),

and in a rapid conversation is scarely distinguishable from it. ** Urh-shih

is the united or mercantile form of tt urh shih, or " two tens " run together

tor the sake of expedition in business, tl Yih is the common form of one.

Now hearing the component parts of Hung gone over in this manner, it

seems to the uninitiated to mean %% san pih urh shih yih, '^^ three hundred

and twenty-one." What the members themselves mean by it, it is impossible

* See Plate I, No. 14. t See Plate I, No. 15. { See Plate I, No. 16. § See Plate I, No. 17.

II
See Plate I, No. 18. f See Plate I, No. 19. * See Plate I, No. 20.

tt See Plate I, No. 21. %% See Plate I, No. 22. §§ See Plate I, No. 23.
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to discover. In writing, it is as above analyzed ; or in uttering the sound
of the components, they equally understand each other's meaning.

Certain motions ofthefingers constitute a second class of sig7is ; e. g. using
three of the fingers in taking up any thing. If a member happens to be in

company, and wishes to discover whether there be a brother present, he
takes up his tea-cup or its cover (Chinese tea-cups have always a cover),

with the thumb, the fore, and middle fingers, or with the fore, middle, and
third Ungers, and which, if perceived by an initiated person, is answered by
a corresponding sign. It does not, however, follow from this that every
Chinese who uses three fingers, in taking up, or holding, his tea-cup, is a

member of the san ho hvcuy, for many of them do it from mere habit.

But there is a certain u:ay of doing it by the initiated, which they themselves
only know. In lifting any thing that requires both hands, they use three
fingers of each hand.

They also have recourse to odes and pieces ofpoetry, as secret marks.—
(See below, under Particular 6th, " Explanation of Characters within the
first Octangular lines.)

Sixth, the Seal.

The seal is a quinquangukir figure : this, as above noticed, is one of the
Society's mystical numbers. From the manner in which some characters
on the seal were written, it is not improbable that some of them have been
erroneously explained. The following is submitted as the best explanation
of them which the writer's present circumstances enable him to furnish.*

Explanation of the Characters at the five corners, in the outer, or

quinquangular lines.

1. T6o, the earth planet, i.e. Saturn; which, according to the Chinese,
especially regards and influences the centre of the earth ; also one of the
five elements.

2. MtU, the wood planet, i. e. Jupiter, or that planet which reigns in the
eastern part of the heavens.

* For an engraving of the seal, see Plate 11, No. 1.

2K2
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3. Simmy, the water planet, / e. Mercury, to which the dominion of the

northern hemisphere is confided.

4. Kin, the metal planet, i. e. Venus, to which the care of the west is

confided.

5. Ho, the fire planet, i.e. Mars, to which the southern hemisphere is

assigned,

N.B. The reasons (or some of the reasons) why these planets are placed

at the corners of this seal, may be, because they are the basis of Chinese

astrological science, and because they are considered the extreme points of

all created things.

Explanation ofthe five Characters which are directly under the Planets.

6. Hung, a flood or deluge of waters. One of the secret designations of

this fraternity is Hung Icea, literally, " theJloodfamily ;" intended, perhaps,

to intimate the extent and effectiveness of their operations, that, as a flood,

they spread and carry every thing before them.

7. Haou, a leader ; a chief or brave man.

8. Han, the name of an ancient dynasty ; but, in certain connections,

signifying a bold and daring man, which is most probably the sense here.

9. Ying, a hero.

10. Kea, a stand ; but metaphorically used to denote a person of impor-

tance to the state, or to society, as we use tropes, and say, " such man is a

pillar," " the stay of his country."

N.B. Though this be the ordinary meaning of these words, it is possible

that they may be used by the fraternity in a mystical and occult sense.

Explanation ofthe other Cfiaracters within the same lines.

11. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. Ying, heung, hwuy, hh, twan,yuen, she.

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24. Heung, te,fun, kae, yih, show, she.

" The hero band in full assembly meet

;

" Each man a verse, to make the ode complete."

This is a very probable sense of the words as they are placed, especially

as it is known to be a frequent practice of this fraternity to converse together

in poetry ; and in order to elude suspicion while in company with others,
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one man takes but a line, or half a Jine, which by itself is utterly unintel-
ligible to persons not initiated, but which, being understood by a brother
member, is responded to by him in another line or half a line, and, by thus
passing on through several persons, an ode may be completed, though not
perceived by any but the parties themselves.

25, 26, 27. Kee te tuy. These three words are inexplicable in the order
in which they stand. Kee signifies to tie, to bind, and often used to signify
the formation of a secret association. Te (if we be right in the character)
signifies a brother, or younger brother, and the sense thus far would be—
" toform a brotherhood." Tuy, is a pair of any thing, or two things equal
to each other. But it is probable that these words have a reference to other
words on the seal, the connection of which seems difficult to discover.

Explanation of Words within thefrst octangular lines.

28, 29, 30, 31. Heiing te tung chin,

32, 33, 34, 35. Kb yen haou tow ;

36, 37, 38, 39. Kaou k'efun pae ;

40, 41, 42, 43. Wan koo yen chuen.

Which may be thus rendered :—

The Brethren all in battle join,

Each ready with a chosen sign ;

An ancient brook with parting streams,

Still flowing down from long-past times.

In support of this version it might be urged, that the fraternity have
certain secret signs or marks, by which they make their ideas known to each
other, and in the tumult which they excite, these signs are made use of to
encourage each other in the work of destruction ; and that they consider
their society as of very ancient origin, and as spreading through the world
from age to age.

But the words may be read in lines of eight or seven syllables, and might
begin at the 32d, thus :—

Ko yew haou tow kaou k'e fun,

Kaou kc fun pae wan koo yew.

N.B. This last line shifts back to 3G for its first syllable.
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In fact, there appears scarcely to be a limit to the mutations of these

numbers ; for, like the changes of the jm kxna (Chinese table of diagrams),

they may contain an infinitude of senses and modifications, with which,

however, the initiated alone are familiar.

Explanation ofCharacters within the second octangular lines,

^i, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50. These characters, as they stand, seem to make

no intelligible sense, and from the circumstance of their being written with

two kinds of ink, black and red, renders it highly probable that tiiey are

constructed for the purpose of local concealment ; they are perhaps the

names, real or assumed, of the officers of the brotherhood ; tliat half of the

characters in red ink, wliich seems printed, may be permanent, and have

some general reference to tlie designs of the society, and to the other cha-

racters on the seal ; while the yellois part (on the original blue silk seal),

which is evidently written with a pencil, may, joined to the printed half,

constitute the names or epithets of the officers in some particular place. In

another place, where persons of diflPerent designations are chosen to be

officers, the yellow part would be different. This conjecture is confirmed

by the opinion of several learned Chinese, who have seen and examined the

seal.

51, 52, 53, 54. These characters have, no doubt, a reference to the ulti-

mate view of the brotherhood, viz. universal extension and dominion. 51 is

an inverted form of 53 ; and 53 is an abbreviated form of * wan, a myriad.

52 (in the quinquangular lines) signifies " Heaven," and 54, " Earth." And

the position of 54 and 53, both looking towards the straight line on which

the words " Heaven " and " Earth " are written, may mystically signify the

bringing of myriads of nations under the society^s influence.

Explanation ofCharacters within the square lines.

55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60. Chung efoo, wo chiih tung, i. e. " Let the faithful

and righteous tmite so as to form a whole" (i. e. an universal empire). This

seems the plain sense of the words, according to this arrangement of them
;

» See Plate II, No. 2.
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but it is impossible to ascertain whether something else may not be intended,
as they are susceptible of as many meanings as arrangements. This version,

however, agrees with the general views of this dangerous fraternity.

Characters within the oblong square.

61, 62. Yun shing ,- supposed to be the name of the chiefof the fraternity,
some think the fou?ider, but, the character being written, and in i/ellow ink,
It IS more likely to be the chief for the time being, at whose death the blank
space ni seals subsequently issued could be filled up with the name of his
successors

;
whereas the name of the founder, never changing, would be more

likely to be printed, in some permanent form.

MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS.

If any weight be due to the scattered hints that have been given above,
there wiU appear to be a striking resemblance in some points between the
San ho hwuy, and the Society of Free-Masons. The writer would not be
understood, by so saying, to trace this resemblance in any of the dangerous
principles of the San ho hwuy, for he believes that the Society of British
Free-masons (and of others he knows nothing) constitutes a highly re-
spectable body of men, whose principles and conduct are friendly to social
order, regular government, and the peace of society. The points of resem-
blance, then, between the two societies, appear to the writer to be the
tbllowing :

—

1. In their pretensions to great antiquity, the San ho hwuy profess to
carry their origin back to the remotest antiquity. * Tsze ijeu chung Kwo,
t.e. "from the first settlement of China;" and their former name, viz.—
" Ozlesto.terrestrial Societyr may indicate that the body took its rise from
the creation of heaven and earth ; and it is known that some Free-masons
affirm that their society "had a being ever since symmetry and harmony
began," though others are more moderate in their pretensions to antiquity.

• See Plate II, No. 3.
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Q. In making benevolence and mutual assistance theii- professed object, and

in affording mutual assistance to each other, in "whatever country, when the

signs are once given. Notwitlistanding the dangerous nature of the San hb

htiouy, the members swear, at their initiation, to be fiHal and fraternal and

benevolent, which corresponds to the engagement of the Free-masons, to

philanthropy and the social virtues.

3. In the ceremonies ofinitiation, e.g. the oath, and the solemnity of its

administration, in the arch of steel and bridge of swords. These are so sin-

gularly striking, that they merit the attention of those especially who think

Free-masonry a beneficial institution, or who deem its history worthy of

investigation.

4. May not the three ruling brethren of the San ho hxvuy be considered as

having a resemblance to the three masonic orders of apprentice, fellow-

craft, and master?

5. The signs, particularly " the motions ivith thefingers," in as far as they

are known or conjectured, seem to have some resemblance.

6. Some have affirmed that the grand secret of Free-masonry consists in

the words " Liberty and Equality ;" and if so, certainly the term * Heung I'e,

(i.e. " brethren ") of the San ho hwuy may, without the least force, be ex-

plained as implying exactly the same ideas.

Whether there exist any thing in the shape of " Lodges " in the San hb

hwuy, or not, the writer has no means of ascertaining ; but he believes the

Chinese law is so rigorous against this body, as to admit of none.t Nor does

there appear to be a partiality among the members for the masonic employ-

ment. Building does not appear to be an object with them, at least not in

as far as can be discovered.

* See Plate II, No. 4.

f To belong to this Society is, in China, a capital crime.

The late Dr. Milne sent these notices of this Triad Society to China, for further investigation,

in July, 1821, and died on the 2d of June, 1822 : and hence the paper was left in its present

unfinished state.

—

Note by Dr. Morrison.
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XV. A SHOUT Account of the Sauds. By JVilliau Henry Trant,

Esq., M.P.

Read February 5, 1825.

In March 181C, I went with two other gentlemen from Fatahghar, oii

the invitation of the principal persons of the Saud sect, to witness an assem-

blage of them, for the purpose of religious worship, in the city of Farruk-

hdbdd, the general meeting of the sect for t^iat year being there.

The assembly took place within the court-yard of a large house, where

the number of men, women, and children was considerable.

We were received with great attention ; and chairs were placed for us in

front of the hall. After some time, when the place was quite full of

people, the ceremony commenced, which consisted simply in the chaunting

of a hymn ; this being the only mode of public worship used by the

Sauds.

At subsequent periods I made particular enquiries relative to the reli-

gious opinions and practices of this sect, and I was frequently visited by

Bhawani Das, the principal person of the sect in the city of Farridhdbdd.

The following is the substance of the account given by Bhawani Das of

the origin of this sect.

" About the year lOOO of the era of Vicramadjtya, corresponding with

A.D. 1544, a person named Birbhan, inhabitant of Bhjasir, near Namoul,
in the province of Delhi, leceived a miraculous communication from

Udaya Das, teaching him the particulars of the religion now professed by

the Sauds. Udaya Das, at the same time, gave to Birbhan marks hy which

he might know him on his re-appearance.

" 1. That whatever he foretold, should happen.

" 2. That no shadow should be cast iiom his figure.

" 3. That he would tell him his tlioughts.

" 4. That he would be suspended between heaven and earth.

" 5. That he would bring the dead to life."

Vol. I. o L
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BhawAni Das gave me a copy of the Poth't, or religious book of the

Sauds, written in a kind of verse in the Thenth Hindi * dialect ; and he

fully explained to me the leading points of their religion. That book I

have now the honour to present to the Royal Asiatic Society.

The Sauds utterly reject and abhor all kinds of idolatry ; and the Ganges

is considered by them not to be a sacred object ; although the converts are

made chiefly, if not entirely, from among the Hindus, whom they resemble

in outward appearance.

Their name for God is Satcara ; and Saud, the appellation of the sect,

means, they say, " servant of God."t They are pure Deists, and their

form of worship is most simple, as I have already stated. The Sauds

resemble the Quakers, or Society of Friends, in England, in their customs,

in a remarkable degree.

Ornaments and gay apparel of every kind are strictly prohibited. Their

dress is always white. They never make any obeisance or salutation.

They will not take an oath ; and they are exempted in the courts ofjustice

;

their asseveration, like that of the Quakers, being considered equivalent.

The Sauds profess to abstain from all luxuries ; such as tobacco, betel,

opium, and wine. They never have exhibitions of dancing. All violence

to man or beast is forbidden ; but, in self-defence, resistance is allowable.

Industry is strongly enjoined.

The Sauds, like the Quakers, take great care of their poor and infirm

people. To receive assistance out of the sect or tribe would be reckoned

disgraceful, and render the offender liable to excommunication.

All parade of worship is forbidden. Private prayer is commended.

Alms should be unostentatious : they are not to be given that they should

be seen of men. The due regulation of the tongue is a principal duty.

The chief seats of the Saud sect are Delhi, Agra, Jayapur, and Farruh-

lidbud ; but tliere are several of the sect scattered over other parts of the

country. An annual meeting takes place at one or other of the cities

above-mentioned, at which the concerns of the sect are settled. In Fatruk-

kdbdd, the number was about three thousand.

* Genuine or pure Hindi, unmixed with Persian or Arabic. The mixed dialect is Hin-

dustani—H.T.C.

t Probably the word may be Sddh (Sanscrit, Sidhu), signifying pinus.—H.T.C.
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The magistrate of Farrukhdbdd informed me, that he had found the

Sauds an orderly and well-conducted people ; they are chiefly engaged in

trade.

Bhawani Das was anxious to become acquainted with the Christian reli-

gion, and I gave him some copies of the New Testament in Persian and

Hindustani, which he afterwards told me he had read, and shown to his

people, and much approved.

I had no copy of the Old Testament in any language which he understood

well : but as he expressed a strong desire to know the account of the

creation as given in it, I explained it to him from an Arabic version, of

which language he knew a little. I promised to procure him a Persian

or Hindustani Old Testament, if possible.

'Z L 2
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XVI. Extracts from Peking Gazettes. Translated by John Francis

Davis, Esa., M.It.A.S. Communicated by ^ir George Thomas Staunton,

Bart., J' P. R.A.S.

Read March 19, 1855.

No. 1. E.rtract from the Peking Gazette, dated 5th day of l-th moon, of the

'ithyearofTAOU kivano (3d ]May, 1821.).

Tsea)ig-yexi--ti'en (Governor of Chih-le ])rovince), Piieii tsow,* i.e. shortly

addresses liis Imperial ]\Iajesty on the subject of the tribute bearer from the

t Meen-teenX nation, now on his way from Peking back to liis native country.

1 deputed civil and military officers to escort him safely and diligently.

Now the magistrate of Tsze-c/ioxo district reports that tlie said envoy pro-

ceeds very well and peaceably on his journey j and that on tiie 13th of the

3d moon (11th April) ho had been escorted as far as Gan-yang-heen in

Ho nan province, wliere he had been transferred to the care of the local

officers, to continue his progress. It is right that I present this short

address on the subject.

Vermilion reply : " A\'e know it." Khin tsze.

* For the Chinese characters, see Plate III, No. 1. f See Plate III, No. 2.

J On examining the site of this Mcen-t'een nation, on a very valuable map belonging to the

East-India Company, and copied with great exactness from the actual surveys of the missionaries,

it is found exactly to correspond to the eastern part of the Burman empire, being placed on the

frontier of Yun nun province, betneen 22" and 25" latitude. Close to this, on the same map, is

the name § Ali-wa (Ava). The following rivers pass from Yun nan province into the Burman

territory, viz.
\\
Lung-cliuen keang, Dragon-stream river;

fl
Pin-tang kcang, Betel-nut river.

Somewhat to the northward of these, is, ** Kin-s/ta Iccang, Golden sand river. To the northward

of Meen-iVen, towards Thibet, and the Berhampooter river (which latter is written by 'the

Chinese, A-loo-tsang-poo, and exactly answers, in llieir way of spelling, to E-re-clwm-boo, the

Thibetian name, accordino^ to Turner) the map contains f f \oo-e, which either means " the angry,

or savage foreigners ;" or is used merely to express a foreign sound.

§ See Plate III, No. 3.
|| See Plate III, No. 4. f See Plate III, No. 5.

** See Plate III, No. 6. tt See Plate III, No. 7.
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Erection of Military Posts on the Frontier of Y'un-njn (dated ^th year,

6th moon, -ith day).

Ming-shan, Viceroy of Yun-nan and Kwei-chow provinces, entreats the

Imperial attention to the subject of this address. I, your slave, have

received a communication from the military commander, Ah-tsing-ah, stating,

tliat " in the first year, and the third moon, he was indebted to the Imperial

goodness for his present appointment of general of Tang yue chin, and that

having been introduced to your Majesty's presence, he reached his station

in the 8th moon of the same year. Three years having nearly elapsed, it is

right that he solicit to be again introduced."* In the 6th year of Kea-king

(1801) the Imperial decree signified, that for the future, the precise period

of presenting military officers need not be ligidly observed : that any such

persons as were not immediately engaged in the performance of important

duties, might proceed in turn to Peking to be introduced." This is respect-

fully preserved on record. The station Tang yue,\ being on the very

frontier itself, is of great consequence. Watch towers and lines of commu-

nication are now forming : and it would be inexpedient to entrust the com-

mand to an inexperienced person ; therefore it is right to petition the

Imperial goodness to defer the period of this General's presentation until

the work in whicli he is engaged be completed. For this purpose the

present address is humbly offered up.

No. 2. From the Pelcing Gazette, of the \4h year of Taoit-Iacang, dated

3d moon, 20th day.

Depreciation of the metal Currency in Fiih-keen jn'ovince, in conseqiie7ice of

over coinage.

Chaou-shin-ciiin, Viceroy of Fiih-keen and of Che-keang provinces, witli

his colleagues, kneels and presents this report concerning the depreciation

• Such is the old estabhsheci rule ; but having been (bund inconvenient, it is sometimes
relaxed. The Viceroy of Shen-se and Kan-siih has proposed lately to the Emperor, to confine it

to the provinces close to the capital, and excuse the distant ones.

t Tang t/ut chin. In the Company's large MS. map it is |)laced on the borders of the Bur-

mese empire, between Betel-nut and Dragon-stream rivers.
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of the current Tcheii • (base-metal coin) in comparison with silver, to the

great loss of the provincial treasury ; requesting the Imperial assent to a

temporary suspension of the coinage, with a view to prevent needless waste,

and equalize or bring to a par the market prices of gold and silver.

In the mint of Fuh-keen province, named Paon-fuh-keu, the average

coinage of ten days has been 1,'200 strings of Tchent (each string containing

1,000, or ten divisions of 100 each), and therefore the total coinage of one

year has averaged 13,2001: strings (or 43,200,000 Tchen), the use of which

has been to pay the militia of the province. In order to procure the copper

and lead required for coinage, officers have been regularly deputed to

Yun-nan and Hoopih provinces; and it has been calculated that the

expences of transmission and coinage togetlier with other charges, added to
T m c c

the cost of the metal, have amounted, on an average, to 1,261^ in every

1,000 Tchen. The present market value of standard silver in exchange for

coin at the capital, is 1 Tael weight for l,2l'0 or 1,250 Tchen : and it is

the same throughout the province. This being added to the above, the
m c c

total disadvantage amounts to more than 500 in each Tael, and the annual

loss to more than 20,000 Taels value.

The province of Fiih-kcen being on the borders of the sea, its distance

from some other provinces is great ; and the merchants, who resort hither

with their goods, finding it inconvenient to carry back such a weight of

Tchen, exchange it for silver, as a more portable remittance, by which

means silver and coin have become very disproportioned in their relative

values, the former rising, and the latter falling, to an unusual degree.

It has always been the rule to pay the militia in Tchen, at the rate of

1,000 for a Tael of silver : but now a Tael of silver in the market being

worth 1,240 or 1,250 Tchen, they experience serious loss from this when

they exchange their Tchen for silver, with a view to the more ready trans-

mission of their pay to a distance."

After some other details of less interest, the Viceroy and his colleagues

* Tseen, pronounced Tchen, to the northward, and called by Europeans at Canton, cash.

t See Plate III, No. 8.

% Taking the Tchen at their proper value, the annual addition to the circulation in this

province would be about £14',4'00, and of the whole empire, taking it 2X fifteen provinces,

£216,000. It was probably the great hidk of the coin, in proportion to its value, which induced

the necessity of provincial mints.
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propose, that " from the summer halflyear of the 4th of Taou kwang, the
mint should be shut, and all further coinage suspended : the soldiers re-

ceiving their pay in silver, until the relative values of silver and currency
approach nearer to a par." The Emperor returns for answer—" The
address has been recorded." And a later gazette conveys his assent to the
measure.*

Description ofthe Coins ofthe Ta-tsing, or reigning Dynasty of China.

I.

SHUN-CHE,t A.D. 1643. The founder of the present Manchow Tartar
dynasty, by driving out the Ming, or Chinese dynasty. He compelled the
Chinese to shave their heads, and wear long tails, like the Tartars. Reigned
eighteen years. The other two characters, Tung.paoi(,% denote that the
coin is current throughout the empire. The reverse of the coin bears the
Tartar character.

II.

Kang-he,§ A.D. lf)6l. The second Emperor of the present dynasty.
Reigned sixty-one years. He has been very much praised by the Jesuit
missionaries, to whom he showed great favours.

* The Yuen dynasty or Mongol conquerors of China, established a paper money for the pay
of their troops (a fact which is noticed by Marco Polo) ; but, ignorant of the truth, that the
circulation cannot absorb, or take up, more than a limited quantity, without a depreciation of its

value, they continued their extravagant issues of paper, until it became nearly worthless ; not-
withstanding their absurd attempts to keep up its credit, by forbidding the use of any medium of
exchange but this. The final expulsion of the Mongol Tartars may be aUributed in some
measure to the ruin induced by the above cause. In an interesting memoir on this subject (a
copy of which was obligingly transmitted by its author to the Translator of the foregoing),
M. Klaproth very truly observes, that the Manchow Tartars, the last conquerers of China, have
never attempted to put paper money in circulation ; adding, " car ces barbares ignorent encore le

principe fondamental de toute bonne administration financiere, savoir, que plus un pays a ik
dettes, plus il est ric/ic et heureux."

t See Plate III, No. 9. j See Plate III, No. 10. § See Plate III, No. 11.
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III.

YuNG-CHiNG,* A,D. 1722. The third Emperor. Reigned thirteen years.

IV.

Keen lung,! A.D. 1735. The fourth Emperor. Reigned sixty years. The

Chinese Empire was never so large as in this reign. Keen-lung expanded

it to its greatest size, as Trajan did the Roman empire by violating the

wise precept of Augustus, in adding the province of Dacia. Keen-lung

sent the embassy to the Khan of the Tourgouth Tartars, a tribe whom he

afterwards restored to their native country, from their exile in the Russian

territories. Lord Macartney's embassy was to this Emperor.

V.

Kea-king,1: A.D. 1795. The fifth Emperor. Reigned twenty-five years.

Lord Amherst's embassy.

VI.

Taou-kwang,§ A.D. 1820. The reigning Emperor.

» See Plate III, No. 12. t See Plate III, No. 13.

} See Plate III, No. 14. § See Plate III, No. 15.

}
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XVII. Memoir on Bundelkhund. By Cj^ptain James Franklin, ofthe

Bengal Cavalry, M.R.A.S.

. Read May 21, 1825.

BuNDELKHUND,* as its name implies, is the tract or country of the Bun-

delas; and comprises all the territory, which the Rajas of that dynasty

occupied, in the zenith of their power. Thus, the aggregate of the present

states of Tehri,f Jhdnsi, Dattiya and Smpt'hir,X and as far as the Desdn

river, might be termed Bundelkhund Proper: but, the tract lying eastward

of that river being also under the dominion of Rcijds of Bundela extraction,

who are the descendants of Rdjd Chhatrasal, custom appears to have

reconciled the term as applicable to the whole extent of territory occupied /
by the united dynasties. Following this rule, therefore, the boundaries of

Bundelkhund may be stated as follows:—on the north, the river Jumna

( Yamuna) ; on the south, parts of Berar and Malwd (Mdlava) ; on the

east, Baghelkhund ; and on the west, Sindia's possessions. It extends

from 77° 48' to 81° 33' east longitude; and from 24° 3' to 26° 26' north

latitude, being l65 British miles in length by 232 in breadth, and containing

23,817 square miles, with a population of 2,400,000 persons.

Under the Muhammedan government, Bundelkhund formed parts of

the Subahs of Agra, Allahabad and Malwa : but this arrangement became

nugatory on the fall of the Muhammedan empire, and at present the geo-

graphical division consists merely in distinguishing the territory in possession

of the British government from that of the Bundela chieftains.

The British possessions extend along the line of the Jumna river, from

the zila of Allahabad to that of Etawa (Atava) ; and from the Jumna south-

ward to the frontier of the native states : they contain 4,685 square miles,

* It has not been always practicable to reduce names of places and of persons in this essay to

an uniform system of orthography VaL

t Written Tcarif and Tehree—Maps, Hamilton's Gazetteer, Sfc.

i Simpler, Sinitlieer.

—

Maps, Gazetteer, SfC.

Vol. I. 2 M
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including the perganah of Kunch, and have a population estimated at 700,000
inhabitants.

This tract being divided into two nearly equal parts by the Ken* river,

the divisions are termed eastern and western districts ; and they are again

divided in the usual manner into perganahs, and t'hanas, for the facility of

collecting the revenue, and regulating the police.

The states of the native chiefs, or Rajas of Bundelkhund, occupy the

remainder of the tract ; and are each under the dominion of its own chief,

who enjoys the protection of the British government ; and is thus secured

from foreign encroachment They contain about 19,000 square miles, and

1,700,000 inhabitants. fJi't \'^y-

These petty states are numerous ; and some of them are extensive : but,

in order to present them in a clear light, and shew the nature of the tenure

fey which they are holden, it will be necessary first to take a general view

of the history of the whole province.

The Chandela race or dynasty is the most ancient of which there is any

existing account ; and even this information, limited as it is, is too much
blended with fable to ofler any clear or distinct data. The Ch6lidn-rasa,f a

poetical chronicle of the exploits of Rdjd Pkit'hiraj of Delhi, gives a short

account of them ; and describes the boundaries of their possessions to be

Sirswdghar on the west, the Pudr (Pramdra) states on the south-west,

Gondudnd on the south, the Soorgi (Stirji or Suriji?) territory on the east,

and the Jumna river on the nortli ; and, following this description, their

territory must have been very extensive. Their magnificence indeed is

apparent at the present day, by the numerous remains of stupendous edifices,

and other ruins, which are to be found in several parts of the province ; the

style of architecture of which is so superior to that of a later period, that

these ruins, and the inscriptions which are frequently connected with them,

are not only objects of interest and curiosity, but they miglit be investigated

with hope of eliciting further information.

From the Chdhdn-rdsa it appears that Chunder Brim (Chandra Varma)

was the first of this dynasty; and, on the authority of an ancient inscription,

still extant in one of the old Hindu temples of Kajrau.l: he is stated to have

been contemporary with the author of the Hindu Sambat. The fanciful

* Cane, Keane

—

Maps, Sfc. f See page 146, &c. of this volume. J Kujrou.
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story of the moon {Chandra) appearing in human shape to a Brahman's

daughter on the banks of the Ken river, and the result of that interview,

the birth of Chandra Varma, explains that his origin is from the lunar

line. And another part of the fiction ascribes to him the foundation of

Mah6ha* and also of the fort of Calinjar (Calanjara) ;t but the Brahmans

ascribe a much earlier date to the construction of that celebrated fortress.

The author of the Chohdn-rdsa quotes a list of twenty names as the suc-

cessors of Chandra Varma.

It is to be regretted that there are few historical data regarding any of

those personages : all that is known respecting them is from the poetical

chronicle abovementioned ; and from it we gather, that the first on the list

was the founder of Bdrtgliar, and the second of Sirswdghar ; the ruins of

which fortress are still to be seen on the banks of the Pohawajt river.

Keerut Brim (Kirti Varma), the nineteenth on the list, extended his terri-

tory on the side of Gondwana, and Parmdl Deo (Pramal D£va), the last

in it, is stated to have occasioned the downfall of their power, by his folly

and mal-administration.

The perversion of mind and intellect, in the instance of Parmal Deo,

which is said to have occasioned the ruin of this dynasty, is fancifully

typified according to the taste of the times, by the author of the Chohdn-rdsa,

under the fiction of Indra and his ministering courtezan ; but it may also

be gathered from the same author, that the immediate cause of quarrel

between Parmdl Deo and his formidable opponent Rdjd Pirt'hirdJ, arose out

of a chivalrous exploit of the latter, in carrying off Padmavati, the daughter

of Padma Sen, Rdjd of Sanand Sikhar. A party of the retinue of the

Chdhdn chief, on its return to Delhi, passing through Parmdl De'd's territory,

was opposed by that chief; and the haughty Rcyd of Delhi, indignant at

the insult, resolved to avenge hunself by attacking Mahoba. This event is

stated to have occurred in lliO H. S., or about 1083 A. D. ; and although

Parmdl Deo was permitted to retain Mahdba, he was evidently reduced to a

tributary condition.

This overthrow, and the invasion of Mahmud of Ghiziii, which followed

shortly afterwards, appear to have annihilated the power of this dynasty

;

and although the fortress of Calinjar withstood repeated sieges afterwards,

• >fahobad, Mapt, S[C. t Callinger, Kallinger, Calanjara.

—

Hamilton's Gazetteer, Maps, S^c.

% Pohouj.

2 M 2
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the whole country was eventually subjected to Wuhammedan sway, and
finally to that of Rajd Chhatuasal.

The events which followed the overthrow of the Chandela dynasty are

very imperfectly known ; but from the local annals of the province, it

would appear, that various adventurers exalted themselves upon its "ruins,

and this state of confusion and anarchy in all probability prevailed without

any party obtaining decided ascendancy during tiie long interval between

the invasions of Mahmud and Timur ; but about the period of the latter, a

tribe of warlike Rajput adventurers from GdharUiuni, under the conduct of

a chief named Dewddd Bir, ravaged the district of Cdnd?-, on the right bank

of the Jumna river, and fixed themselves at Mao Mahoni* This chief was

the founder of the Bundela dynasty. Mao Mahoni, Cdlpt, Cunch, Cdndr, and

Bijdxvar were iiis conquests ; and his power is stated to have been princely,

so much so, that in imitation of other great powers, he was enabled to assume

and support the family appellative of Bundela, and thus gave name to his

dynasty and dominion.

The Bundelas are of the solar line, and trace their origin from Ramchan-

DRA through his great descendant Lavan Ciisa, who estabhshed his authority

in the province of Benares ; and their genealogical line is traced through

seven princes bearing the title oC CdsUwara, Lord of Cast, or sovereign of

Benares ; seventeen bearing the family appellative Gd/iarwar, and thirty

bearing: that of Bundela,

The conquests of Dewddd Bir, and the dominion which he established,

suffered no diminution during the rule of his successor, Arjuna PAla ; and

SuHAN Pala, the third in descent, increased it by the addition ofCordr, which

he wrested from a colony o( Cunghdris, who had settled there. But nothing

worthy of notice seems to have occurred after this period, until the succes-

sion of Mendini Malla, about the latter end of the reign of Ibrahim II.,

or the commencement of that of Babeu.

Mendini Malla, the eighth in descent from DevAda, appears to have

been ofan enterprising character, and is mentioned by Febishta in his history.

His principal conquests were from the PUdrs, 'vhich unfortunate race, having

been driven out of Malwa, had settled in the mountainous parts which bor-

dered on the Bundela possessions. The aggressions against this race did not

terminate with Mendini Malla ; they were resumed by his grandson, Pre-

TAP HRAD, whose territory eventually became so extensive, as to induce

* Mow.

Ill
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him to change the seat of his government, and build a city, named Oorcha,

(Arijaija, * or Udicha) which he made the capital of his dominions.

Oorcha was built in 1587 H. S., or 15dl A. D., soon after the accession

of the Emperor Hamayun to the throne of Delhi, and is situated on the

left bank of the Betwa or Betwanti river in lat. 25° 21' 15" N., and

long. 78° 38' 0" E. Ferishta, the historian, in speaking of the Bundela

chieftains, usually denominates them ' Oorcha Rajputs.'

Madhucar Sah, grandson of Pretap hrad, is the next chief deserving of

notice ; he lived in the reign of the Emperor Akbar, and by prudently pro-

fessing obedience to the IVJuhammedan government, which was at that period

in the zenith of its power, he remained secure in his possessions, and trans-

mitted them to his eldest son, Ram Sah ; but a decree of the Emperor

Jehangir is said to have changed the order of succession in favour of his

second son, Birsingh Df:o, (^Bira sinha devd), because that chief had ren-

dered himself useful to court intrigues by the assassination of the celebrated

Abulfazl, on his return from the Dekhan.

The Bundelas, however, are loud in their praises of Birsingh Deo, and

vestiges of his munificence, in the construction of artificial reservoirs of

water and temples, are conspicuous to the present day ; they certainly have

been highly beneficial to cultivation in this barren country, which in a

great measure owes its produce to the irrigation which these artificial lakes

aflTord.

Birsingh Deo was succeeded by his eldest son, Jajhar Singh, of whom
there is an interesting account in Colonel Dow's history of the reign

of Shah JehAn, which coincides in every particular with tlie Bundela

records. The story is too long to repeat in this place ; but his revolt from

the Muhammedan government occasioned the invasion of his territory,

which terminated with his expulsion and flight into Gondwana, whence he

never returned.

The power of the Bundela dynasty was broken by this catastrophe, and

Oorcha and its dependencies, after this period, were occupied by Muham-
medan t'hanahs for the space of six years. But though their power was

broken, the spirit of the Bundelas was unsubdued, and the incessant struggles

of the chiefs, amongst whom Champat Rao, the father of RajA Chha-

• Hamilton's Gazetteer. Oorchar, Ouncha, Hamilton's Hind. Uchcha ?
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TRASAL, was most conspicuous, at length, compelled tiie Muhammedan
government to withdraw its t'hanahs ; and Pehar Sinh, the tliird son of the

late Rdjd Birsingh Deo was installed in the possessions ofliis ancestors.

From this period the Rajas of Bundelkhund became feudatories of the

Muhammedan government, famishing their quotas of troops for the service

of the empire, and attending in person when required ; and their bravery

and warlike character frequently proved of great use : thus, for instance,

Indra Mani in the reign of Aurungzeb took part in the war against iShah

Shuja, and wfts present at the battle of A'wro Jchdndbdd. Avadatta Singh,

in the reign of Bf.hadur Shah, assisted in the war against the Sikhs; and,

for his conduct in the siege of Fatehghar, was honoured witli the insignia of

the Mahi Muratib as a mark of distinction. Sawant Singh (^Sdmanta

Sinlia) in like manner, in the reign of SiiAh Aalaji, was honoured witli the

title of Mahendra for services at Jhanxi, which title is still retained by the

head of the family to tlie present day. But after the accession of Hatti

Singh (Hasti S'mha), the successor of Sdmanta, family quarrels, and the

pretensions of Pajan Singh introduced a state of anarchy and confusion,

which still further weakened their power, luitil the accession of Bikramajit,

(Vicramaditya) whose good sense and judicious conduct not only stayed the

progress of decay, but eventually secured the stability of his possessions by

an alliance with the British government. His earliest measures were to

resist and overcome the pretensions and aggressions of Pajan^ Singh, which

he fully effected ; and, on the occupation of Bundelkhund by the British, he

immediately connected his interest with theirs. Circumstances, however,

dependant on political considerations, prevented the fulfilment of his wishes

at that time: but, subsequently, in 181'3, being alarmed at the progress of

Sindia's encroachments, he renewed bis solicitations for British protection

;

and that government, convinced of the expediency of the measure, con-

cluded a treaty of friendship and alliance with him, by virtue of which his

territories are protected from foreign invasion.

Bikramajit resigned his power during his lifetime to his son, D'harm Pal,

and the seat of government is removed from Oorcha to Tehri. The depen-

dencies of Tehri now constitute the whole of the possessions of the Bundela

chief; but the principalities of Jlidn.ti, Daltiya, and Simpt'hir have all

emanated from the parent state, which was governed by the former R('{jds of

this dynasty.

The above sketches relate to the historv of the tract situated west of the
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Desdn river, or Bundelkhund Proper; and it now remains to describe the
rise and progress of another government, which at a later period was esta-
bhshed by RAjA Chhatuasal over the country situated east of that river;
and, ni order to trace the origin of this power, it will be necessary to refer
back to that period of Bundela history when the Muhammedan government
established its t'hanahs in Oorcha.

During the interval between the flight of JajhAr Singh into Gondwana
and the instalment of PehAr Singh in the government of Oorcha, viz from
A. D. to 1633 to 1640, all the Bundela possessions remained in the hands of
the Muhammedan government, a circumstance which roused the patriotic
feelings of the Bundela chieftains to a very high pitch, and gave rise to a
series of intrepid and daring exploits almost bordering on the romance
Champat Rao, the father of RAjA ChhatrasAl, obtained the greatest cele!
brity on this occasion; and when at length his successful struggles had
forced the Muhammedans to withdraw their t'hanahs, he retired to his
native village of .W.etc.«; there, however, his restless spirit was incapable
of remaining in repose

;
and he was soon engaged in other enterprises His

attachment to PehAu Singh, as the rightful representative of his family
whose cause he had so materially advanced, prevented him from committing
.depredations on his territory ; and he therefore crossed the Besdn river and
settled at Mao, from whence he began his inroads upon travellers' and
earners, and rapidly accumulated the means of future aggrandizement.
Meantime his son, ChhatrasAl, entered into the service of Behadur Khan
governor of the Dekhan in the reign of the Emperor Aurungzeb. But some
cause or other induced liim to change it for that of the Mahrattas, which wasthenansing power, under the famous Sivaji, in which employment he is
said to have performed some useful services: and he returned to his countrv
with reputation and credit.

•'

At this period the state of Bundelkhund was as follows : the tract west of
the Desan river, or Bundelkhund Proper, was occupied by the Oorcha Bun-
delas, who were firmly fixed in their possessions by their allegiance to theMuhammedan Empire

; but the country east of that river was disunited and
divided amongst various powers. It was possessed partly by the Muham-
medans partly by tlie Soorgee (.Surji or Sic.yi?) and Raghuvansi tribes, partlyby the Gonds, and by numerous other adventurers, who had estabUshed
themselves on the ruins of the Chandelas.
ChhatrasAl, on his return, finding circumstances favourable to his
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ambitious views, commenced by reducing the petty states, and gradually

established himself at Punna with the assumed title of Rdjd. His next

attempt was on the Soorgee R(yd, who held possess ons in the vicinity of

Terowa and GUtrd, and he reduced him by means of the treachery of his

own Dewan. He now became so formidable that repeated attempts were

made by the Muhammedan governor of Allaliabad to reduce his power, ail

of which be contrived to defeat, and finally he gav6 the Muhanimedans a

signal overthrow in the hills near Punna, and immediately appropriated their

districts of Calpi, Raliat, and Pmmdri. The Muhammedan government

was now effectually roused by his ambitious views, and Ahmed Khan
HuNGisH, the Pathan chief of Furukhabad, was sent against him with a

force too powerful for him to resist. He was accordingly defeated in his

turn and deprived of almost all his possessions.

In this dilemma he applied to the Peshwa, Sewai BajirAo, for assistance,

offering large sums of money, and a promise of a third part of his territory at

his death, on condition, that his sons should be maintained in possession of the

remainder ; and, his offer being accepted, a body of IVlahratta troops was

dispatched to liis aid, by wiiose means his opponents were defeated, and the

Muhammedan government was at that period too much distracted with

other matters to renew its attack. C hhatrasal, therefore, peaceably,

governed his extensive possessions during the remainder of his life, and

bequeathed them in three divisions, as follow : a share of forty-five lacs of

rupees to his eldest son, Hridaya Sah ; a share of thirty-six lacs of rupees

to his youngest son, Jagat Raj, and the remaining share of thirty six lacs

of rupees to the Peshwa.

By this arrangement the Peshwa became possessor of a large portion of

Bundelkhund, which was the earliest territorial acquisition of the Mahrattas

in Hindustan, and which, in after times, was transferred to the British.

The other portions, after a long series of domestic troubles and civil wars,

were parcelled out into a multitude of divisions, which eventually gave rise

to the numerous petty states now existing; but in order to exhibit their

origin, it will be necessary to follow the history of each of the parties con-

cerned in the tripartite division.

After the death of Raja ChhatrasAl, his sons, Hridaya Sah and Jagat

Raj, endeavoured to evade the performance of their father's will with respect

to the Peshwa ; and a Mahratta foice, under Mulhar Rao Hollar, being

sent against them, they were compelled to execute the conditions of it ; and
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the Mahrattas, leaving them in possession of their respective shares, with-
drew across the Desdn river into the territories of the Oorcha Bundelas,
where they conquered that portion of territory which is at present held by
the Subadar of Jhdnsi.

The division bequeathed to the Peshwa comprised all the territory now in

possession of Nana Govind Rao, and also the district of Sdgar, which has
latterly fallen under British dominion. These lands were, in the first instance,

committed to the charge of CAsi Pandit, a commander in the Mahratta
army, who had performed some good service in the expedition under Mulhar
Rao ; from him they passed in succession to his son, Govind Pandit, who
was slain at Shdh dxirra, * whilst escorting supplies to the Maiiratta camp
during the Abdalli invasion ; and in consequence of this event they were
confirmed in hereditary succession in the same family, with a reduction
of tribute from five lacs of rupees to three. From Govind Pandit they
passed to his two sons, Balaji and Gangad'har, who ruled conjointly.

They next passed to Apa Saheb, the son of Balaji ; and after his death
they descended to Nana Govind Rao, the son of Gangad'har, who is the
present possessor.

Sugar was never more than a nominal possession of Nana Govind Rao.
The widow of Apa Sahib resided there; and the district, under the
management of Binayak Rao, latterly shook off all dependance on the chief
oijdloxm,\ and finally conducted himself in a manner so decidedly hostile to
the British during the Pindari campaign, that his territory and town were
occupied by British troops, and he and the princess placed in the capacity
of pensioners of the British government.

The share allotted to RdjA Hridaya Sah, the eldest son of Chhatrasal,
was estimated to produce an annual revenue of forty-five lacs of rupees per
annum, and included the metropolis of Fanna. This portion seems to have
undergone no diminution during the life of Hridaya Sah ; on the contrary,
it was augmented by the capture, or rather by the surrender, of Callifiger

{Calanjara). This celebrated fortress, which (considering the means and
resources of the native powers of India, and its natural strength;, might, in

their eyes, be considered impregnable, was the only possession remaining to
the Muhammedans in Bundelkhund ; but, owing to the disorders of the

» ShaAQm.—Hamilton's GazeUeer. f Jalooan
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times, the troops which garrisoned it, being kept in arrears, mutinied for

want of pay, and sold their charge to Rdjd Hridaya Sah.

Rqjd Hridaya Sah was succeeded by his son, Sabha Sinh, during whose

time also this portion seems to have suffered no diminution. He left three

sons, Aman Sinh, Hindupati, and KnfeT Sinh; ofwhom Hindupati acquired

the ascendency and succession, by killing his elder brother in battle near

Durgdtdl, and by the seizure and confinement of his younger brother,

Khet Sinh.

During the lifetime of Rdjd Hindupati, the affairs of his country were

prosperous and flourishing. He encouraged commerce, and is said to have

derived considerable revenue from the diamond mines of Panna ; and

Challerpore ^Chhatrajyur), under his auspices, became an opulent town and

a great mart for commerce. He left three sons, Sernaid Sinh, the eldest,

(issue of a second marriage), and Aniruddha Sinh and Dhocal Sinh (issue

of his chief Rdni). This circumstance is of importance amongst the

Rajputs in cases of succession ; and accordingly he nominated by will Ani-

ruddha Sinh to be his successor; and during his minority, he appointed his

Dewan, Beni HuztJRi, and Khemji Chore, Kiladar of Callinger, to the

office of guardians and managers : and to Sernaid Sinh he gave Rdjnagar

and its dependencies, as a provision for him, independent of his brother.

The jealousy, which arose between the guardians, each aiming at the sole

management, induced Khemji Chore to support with all his influence the

claim set up by Sernaid Sinh to the succession ; and hence they became

declared enemies. A desperate battle was fought between them, without

either party gaining the ascendancy ; and their resources being exhausted,

they suspended hostilities: and on the death of Aniruddha Sinh, which

happened shortly afterwards, they found their interest in agreeing to elevate

his brother, Dhocal Sinh, who being a minor, they were thereby enabled

to retain the whole authority in their own hands : the Chubd possessing the

fort of Callinger, with the country around it, and Bixi HuztjRi the re-

mainder of the territory.

Sernaid Sinh, being disappointed in his hope of establishing his claim

through the means of Khemji Chore, applied to NtJ.vi Arjun Sinh, the

guardian of the minor Rdjd of Bdndd; and the result of this application, as

will be shewn in the sequel, proved fatal to the interests of his family,

without advancing his own. Here it is necessary to take up the history of

Rdjd Jagat Raj, the second son of the late Rdjd Chhatrasal.
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The share of Rdjd Jagat Raj was estimated to produce an annual

revenue of thirty-six lacs of rupees, and included the large towns of Bandd

and Jelpur.* Jagat Raj preserved his portion entire until his death; but

leaving a numerous issue, the lands were afterwards parcelled out amongst

them ; and they were said to have been designed by him in his lifetime

to be distributed as under : to his eldest son, Kirti Sink, he designed

Bdndd and Chircdri ; to his second son, Pehar Sinh, Jetpur ; and, to his

natural son, Birsinh Deva, Bijdner or Catola. Kirti Sinh dying before

his father, and leaving two sons, named Guman Sinh and Kuman Sinh,

Jagat Raj at his death bequeathed Bdiidd and Chircdri to them. From

this origin arose the states of Bdyidd, Chircdri, Jetpur, and Bijdwer.

Pehar Sinh, who received Jetpur according to his father's will, availing

himself of the absence of his nephew, appears to have set up a claim to the

whole of the territory, with the exception of Catola ; and the parties were

consequently soon in arms against each other. Beni Huzuri, the guardian

of the minor Raja oi Panna, involved the affairs of that branch of the family

in this transaction, by espousing the part of Pehar Sinh; and Guman
Sinh and Kuman Sinh, unable to withstand the united forces oi Panna,

Jetpur, and Bejdwer, applied for aid to Sindia, who sent a body of Mahrattas,

under Khandarao Apa and Apa NAyak, to their assistance.

The fortune of the war now turned in favour of the nephews. Panna was

closely besieged, and Beni Huzuri obliged to fly : and had not the Bundela

chieftains, at this critical moment, perceived the common danger they were

in, from the introduction of foreign troops into their territory, the conquest

of it might then have easily been effected. But in this instance they appear

to have had some foresight : they suspended their mutual animosities,

and united against the common danger; and, by pecuniary concessions,

they finally got rid of the Mahratta troops ; and settled their own disputes

by mutually consenting to abide by the original design of partition said to

have been contemplated by Rdjd Jagat Raj.

Pehar Sinh retained Jetpur, and was succeeded by his son Gaj Sink;

Kuman Sinh received Chircdri, and was succeeded by his son, Bijaya Be-

hadur. But Bdndd, which was the portion of Guman Sinh, soon acquired

Jeitpoor, Maps. yyi/y;(/&r, Hamilton's Hind. Jt't-pur'? ot Ji/eth-pUr^
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an ascendancy, that was paramount in Bundelkhund, until the invasion of

the Mahrattas under Ali Behauuh.

Three intriguing ministers, named Rao Sabdal Sinh, Khem-ray {Cshema-

rdyci) DicsHiT, and NtJNi Arjun Sinh, were the confidants and managers of

Rdjd GuMAN Sinh ; and at his death he bequeathed his possessions to an

adopted son, named Madhucar Sah, under their guardianship. Madhucar
Sah died shortly afterwards, and Bhacti Balli, the son of Dharkii Sinh,

the son of Klnxi Sinh, the son of Jagat Raj, was installed in succession to

him.

The guardians, however, became jealous of each other after this transac-

tion ; and NtJNi Arjun Sinh caused Sabdal Sinh to be assassinated, and

imprisoned Khem-ray. The latter, however, effecting his escape, fled to

Chircuri; and incited Rdjd Kuman Sinh to espouse his cause, and march

against Bdndd, in wliich expedition Kuman Sinh was slain in battle near

Mdhdd,* and Khem-ray was again taken prisoner.

' NtJNi Arjun Sinh, after this success, invested Cliircdri; and cverytiiing

but the fort surrendered to him. He ne.xt marched towards Chhatrapur,

which then belonged to the Rdjd of Panna; and here he artfully espoused

the cause of Sernaid Sinh, in support of his claim to the succession of

Panna. A desperate battle was fought in consequence by the rival Dewans

Beni Huzuri and Nuni Aiuun Sinh, in which the former was slain, and

the states of Panna and Bdndd fell into tlie hands of the latter, over which

he reigned as guardian to Rcijd Bhacti Balli.

Tlie cause of Sernaid Sinh having served the purpose for which it had

been espoused, was now abandoned altogether, and he retired to Rdjnagar

;

whilst Dhocal Sinh, the deposed RCijd of Pannd, became a dependant upon

the bounty of the Kiladar 'of Callinjer, who assigned him some lands, which

he enjoyed during his life, and bequeathed them and his state of dependence

on the Kiladar to his illegitimate son Kishor Sinh, who, in aftertimes, by

British benevolence, was reinstated as the representative of the Panna

branch oi the family, and became the Rcyd of Panna.

Such was the distracted state of the country, when Ali Behadur formed

the design of conquering it ; to which he was incited by an arttul chief

named Himmat Behadur, whose life he had saved from the vengeance of

Madh^ji Sindia. Himmat Behadur, in consideration of a Juiddd, or

.* -^—
* Mohda.
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assignment on territory, promised all his influence and power in aiding the

conquest ; and by his means Rdjd Bijaya Behadur, then smarting under

the effects of Nijni Arjun Sink's invasion of Chircdri, was induced to favour

the design ; and Ali Behadur accordingly entered Bundelkhund with a

powerful army. The first efforts of the Mahrattas were decisive ; they were

opposed by Nuni Arjun Sinh, and a bloody battle was fought between

them near the fortress of Ajayghar, in which the guardian was slain, and

the minor Rdjd Bhacti Balli became the prisoner of the conqueror.

It does not appear, however, that he was ever able to effect a complete

conquest of that country. After tliree years of harassing warfare, he pre-

pared to consolidate his conquests by the capture of CaUinger : but this was

an undertaking far beyond his means and capacity ; the siege was almost

immediately converted into a blockade ; and ten years of fruitless endeavour

had passed away, when he died, witliout the attainment of his object.

On the death of Ali Behadur, which happened in 1801-2, Himmat

Behadur avowed his intentions of maintaining the government for the

Newab's eldest son, ShamshIr Behadur, who was at Pwid witli his mother;

and, during his absence, the younger son Zulficar Ali, being then in camp,

was elevated, as a temporary measure, under the guardianship of a near

relative, named Guam Behadur. In the mean time, however, affairs at

Puna had taken a very serious turn. The Peshwa had been driven to

Bassin by the rebellion of Jeswunt Eao Holcar, and the otiier Mahratta

chieftains; where he concluded that Treaty with the British Government,

which is known under tlie name of the treaty of Bassin, the stipulations of

which occasioned the war of 1803-i between the British Governmeut and

the Mahratta confederates.

One of the hostile plans of the confederates" was to invade the British

dominions by the way of IJundelkhund ; and Shamshir Behadur, being then

at Pund, was chosen as a fit instiiiment for their plans. He was confirmed

in the succession of his late father's riglits, and despatched to his govern-

ment ; and in the meantime letters were written to Hijimat Behadur and

the other adherents of Ali Behadur, requiring tliem to aid in the further-

ance of the proposed plan of rendering Bundelkhund the nucleus of the

invasion of the British territories which were contiguous to it.

HiMMAT Behadur, foreseeing in the success of the plan of the con-

federates the downfal of liis own autiiority, or perhaps thinking he migiit

be able to make better terms with tlie Englisli, resolved on abandoning the
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Mahratta interests, and accordingly made overtures to the British Govern-

ment to assist in transferring the country to them ; and the circumstance of

the proposed' plan of the confederate Mahrattas indispensably requiring that

Bundelkhund should be occupied by British troops, as a measure of defence,

the proposal of Himmat Behadur was accepted ; and this is the origin of

the first occupation of Bundelkhund by British troops.

Shortly after this transaction, the Peshwa proposed that the district of

Savanore, and other lands, which had been assigned by him to the British

instead of subsidy, should be restored to him ; and in lieu thereof, and also

as an equivalent for a regiment of cavalry, and other matters stipulated in

the supplemental articles of the treaty of Bassin, a portion of territory in

Bundelkhund to be selected from the conquests of An Behaduk, and

amounting to S6,l6,000 rupees per annum, should be ceded to the

Honourable Company ; and this proposal being acceded to, the British

thereby acquired a large portion of the province.

It would require a detail of events, too lengthened for the limits of this

paper, to describe the course of policy, or the system of measures, which at

length tranquillized this distracted country, and introduced order and

peaceable habits amongst a race of men, who for years had experienced

nothing but the comfortless effects of anarchy and civil war : suffice it to

say, that the author of this paper having conducted a survey throughout

the whole of their territories, has witnessed the happy results of the system

which was pursued, and can feel a pleasure in recording them.

In 1817 the Pes/m-a, by treaty, ceded to the Honourable East-India

Company all his rights, interests or pretensions, feudal, territorial or

pecuniary, in the province of Bundelkhund, including Sdgar, Jhdnsi, and

the lands held by Nana Govind Rao ; and agreed to relinquish all con-

nexion with the chiefs in that quarter.

Thus terminated the authority of the Pesh'wa in Bundelkhund ; and the

only advantage which the British Government took of this cession in their

favour, was to require from Nana Govind Rao the cession of a small portion

of his territory, with a view to complete the frontier line ; and in return he

was constituted hereditary ruler of the remainder of his territory, and

released from the payment of tribute. The Subdddr o? Jhdnsi was confirmed

in all his possessions as heretofore ; but the chief of Sdgar, by open acts

of hostility, compelled the government to displace him, and occupy his

territory : the revenue of which, however, is applied partly in payment of a
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pension to him and the widow of Apa Saheb, whose manager he was ; and
the residue, after deducting the expenses of collection and government
and the lawful demand of tribute as settled by the former government is
paid to Nana Govind Rao.

*

This transaction completed the settlement of the affairs of the province •

smce which, with the exception of the affair of Gdrdc6(d.* there has been
no disturbance.

RIVERS.

The Kenf nver belongs properly to Bundelkhund ; it rises in latitude
23° 53' N., longitude 80° 8' E., from a range of hills near the village
of Mohdr. Its infant course is northerly, through the Bandar hills, which
It pierces, and forms a cataract near FipariT/a. Its direction then changes
to west, flowing parallel to the range of mountains, until it is joined by the
Patni Bearmd,t Sonar, and Mirhdsiya rivers ; when the united streams are
precipitated over a cataract near the village oi Singhara, and foam in a deep
narrow channel worn in the rocks, in forcing their way through the Panna
and Bindhi/achal ranges of mountains to the plains below. The course then
continues northerly, and after receiving the Bdrdnd, the U'rmdl, the C6ml,
the Chandrdwal, and other minor streams, it falls into the Jamund at
Chtldtdrd, after a course of 230 miles. The bed of the river is too rocky
for all the efforts of art or labour ever to render it navigable. It is, however
well stocked with a great variety of fish ; and the pebbles, which are foundm Its bed, are so exquisitely beautiful, as to be in great request for
ornaments.

The Desdn is the next great river which peculiarly belongs to Bundel-
khund. It rises from the Vindhya chain of mountains; and pursuing its
course northerly between Sugar and Rahatghar, and via D'hdmaniauA
Jerar. receives its tributary streams, the Cdtem, the U'r, the Saprdr, and
Lakhairivivers; after which it falls into iU Betwanti or Belwd river near
Chandwdr, after a course of 220 miles. This river is more rocky than the
Ken, and is equally well stocked with fish.

* Gurra Kota.—Maps, and Hamilton's Hind.
t Caonas o{V\iny.—I{e„nel, HamiUons Hind. i. 29G. % BcarniaIi.-A/„;«,
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The Betwanti or Befxi'd (Veiava) river belongs partly to Malwa and partly

to Bundelkhund. It rises uear B/idpdI ; and pursuing a north-east course,

pierces the Bmdhi/dchal mountains, about ten miles south of ChandH ; and

after receiving its tributary streams, the U'r, tlie Jdmn'i, the Dcsdn, and

Binnd rivers, it falls into the Jamuna near Amirpur, after a course of iJSO

miles.

The Pdhdwaj, the Raiy, and Paisuni rivers, exclusively belonging to Bun-

delkhund, are minor streams. The latter is sacred amongst the Hindus

;

and its cataract near J6rai, as well as its romantic course to the plains below,

is exceedingly interesting, and particularly so to the Sanscrit student, who
may here fancy himself on classic ground.

There is no cut or canal, nor are any of the rivers navigable, throughout

the whole of Bundelkhund : except that, in the rainy season, wlien tlie river

is swollen, boats lightly laden may proceed up the Ken river, as far as Bdndd;

but in the dry season the above remark is without any exception.

LAKES, RESEnVOIUS.

There are numerous reservoirs of water, wlvich have been artificially con-

structed : of these the principal, east of the Desdn river, are at Julpw;

Mahoba, and Ghurd. But the great field for these stupendous works is west

of that river. The former Rdjds of the Bundela dynasty expended vast

sums of money on works of this nature ; and the lakes of Beinxi-Sdgar,

Arjdl, Bir-Sdgar, Nandana-wdrd, Bomori, Jhatdrd, Giird, Bhdnd, and

many others, are striking proofs of tliis fact. It is difficult to convey an

adequate idea of the immense piles of masonry, which in some cases have

been heaped up to stay the current of the stream, and force its waters to

expand ; or of the extreme simplicity by which the same object has been

efi'ected in others : the lakes of Nandan-wdrd and of Arjdl are instances

illustrative of both these remarks.

The great object of these reservoirs was irrigation ; and their waters in

some instances are diffused, by means of small drains, to lands which are

many miles distant. The general sterility of the soil required these aids

;

and without them, nearly the whole tract would have remained an unpro-

fitable waste.
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MOUNTAINS, HILLS, &C.

The mountains of Bundelkliund run in continuous ranges parallel to each

other, each successively supporting a table land, one above the other, and

hence they are called ghats.

The first of these ranges is called the Bindhydchal mountains. They com-

mence at Kesoghar, five miles north of Smnda on the Sindh river, and

making a circuitous sweep by Narawdr, Chandri, H'lrapur, Rdjghar,

Ajeyghar, and Calanjara, they cease, near Barghar, to belong to Bundel-

khund, and continue their course, by Bindhyavdsini and Tdrd, until they

approach the Ganges at Surdjgliara, and again at Rdjmald.

Nothing can be more striking, as a topographical feature, than the plains

of Bundelkhund, which resemble a vast bay of the ocean formed by these

natural barriers, crowned with the fortresses above mentioned ; and wnat is

somewhat remarkable, the progressive elevation of the soil from the bed of

the Jumna, is towards the apex of this bay : hence the diminished altitude

of the range at that point, being scarcely SOO feet above the surface, whilst

at Calyanghar the same range is 800 feet. The most elevated summit does

not exceed 2,000 feet above the level of the sea.

Another remarkable feature is the picturesque appearance of numerous

isolated hills, which seem to stand alone, and entirely unconnected with any

other mountains: but tliis appearance is deceptive; they are portions of

ranges which alternately disappear and emerge, sometimes in the form of

isolations, and sometimes in continuous ranges; and it is also v?orthy of

remark, that they all radiate from the apex of the bay, as if from a common
centre, and diverge from it like the sticks of a fan.

The second range is called the Pannd range, which runs parallel to that

of Bindhydchal, preserving a distance of about ten miles from summit to

summit.

The third range is called the Bandair range ; and in topographical feature

it resembles an acute spherical triangle, the apex of which is near Ndgaund,
the area being table land, and the sides of the triangle having their abrupt

faces outwards. This range gives rise to the Ken and Palni rivers. It is

the most elevated portion of the province; and its contour describes in

miniature the greater curves of the lower ranges, as if it was the nucleus on

which they were formed.

Vol. I. 20
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The Kaimiir hills do not belong to Bundelkhund, but they run parallel to

the other ranges, and therefore may not improperly be mentioned here. In

Baghelkhand they are called Kaimur hills ; in Berar the T'hamian hills

;

and afterwards the Vindhya* mountains.

FORESTS, JUNGLES, &C.

There are no forests in Bundelkhund, nor any timber which could be

turned to use on an enlarged scale ; the jungle of the low lands, of which,

indeed, there is too much, particularly in the native states, consists generally

of the wild jujube (Zizi/phus jnjuba), and wild carandas {Carissa C), with

a considerable proportion of gigantic swallow-wort {Asclepias gigantea),

and other brushwood, which is convertible into no other use than to burn as

manure or fuel: but the jungle of the hills is more useful. The bamboo is

plentiful ; the teak is here and there found of a small size ; and, generally

speaking, almost every kind of timber common to India is found, of a dimi-

nutive growth. Perhaps the most valuable productions of these hills, after

their diamonds, iron, and bamboos, are drugs, gums, the chironjia nut, and

catechu extract, the produce of the mimosa catechu, which grows here in

great abundance.

The preparation of catechu, from its great simplicity, deserves to be

noticed. At the season when the sap flows most copiously, a few Gonds

take up their temporary residence in some solitary glen, where the khair tree

(Jchadira) abounds. All the implements they require are a hatchet, a few

earthen pots, and the convenience of water. The tree, after being felled,

is barked and chipped whilst the sap is flowing ; and in the mean time the

earthen pots, half filled with water, are ranged in rows over fires ; the chips,

as soon as cut, are thrown into the water, and boiled until the inspissated

juice acquires a proper consistency ; the liquor is then strained, and suffered

to cool ; and it soon coagulates into a mass, which is the catechu, the quality

of which depends very much upon the freshness of the tree from which it is

obtained.

* This is the same name with the Dhidhyiichal or Dinddchal before mentioned. Vindhya is the

tropical zone of mountains across India. Tliis mountainous tract comprises several ranges nearly

parallel. Those whicli face the north and south are particularly known by the general appellation.

The intermediate have discriminative denominations.

—

Ed.
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MINES, MINERALS, AND MANUFACTURES.

The diamond mines of Bundelkhund have long been famous ; they are

situated on the table land between the first and second ranges of hills near

Pannd, and extend from the Khi river eastward as far as the Child nadi

;

and it is perhaps worthy of note, that beyond these limits no diamonds are

found. They are the exclusive property of the Rcijd of Pannd ; but adven-

turers may dig for them if they chuse to pay the expenses, and a tax of one-

fourth of the produce to the Rqjd. The mines, however, are so much

exhausted, that this privilege is rarely accepted, and is oftener attended with

disappointment than gain. The diamonds are found in a red gravelly soil,

at various depths below the surface, from three to fifteen feet, but generally

at three or four feet, and they are separated from the soil by washing and

sifting it ; the diamond is of the table or flat kind, and is rarely found

perfect.

The iron mines are contiguous to the former, the Ktn river being the line

of separation between them ; they are said to be inexhaustible, though at

present they are but partially worked by a few adventurers, who pay a

certain sum, varying from four to seven rupees a season, for each furnace.

The otiier expenses consist in digging the ore, which is obtained close to

the surface, and in the preparation of charcoal ; and so simple is the first

process, that the metal in its earliest stage can be purchased at the mines for

one rupee twelve anas per maund. When taken from the mines, it under-

goes a second and sometimes a third refinement, under more skilful hands,

in which state it usually comes to market.

The miners are generally of the Gmd, or other hill tribes, who prefer a

wretched subsistence in these barren regions to the plains below ; and in

times of scarcity, numerous robberies are committed by them. If, there-

fore, a small capital were judiciously employed in working these mines, and

means of constant employment afforded to these people, great beneficial

results might be expected in a philanthropic point of view ; and in this light

it might be worthy the attention of the British government, as the produce

would serve to supply their magazines and arsenals.

The manufactures peculiar to Bundelkhund are a coarse kind of cloth,

which is stained red by a colour extracted from the root of the Morinda

cilrifolia, or aa/ plant, much cultivated in some parts of the province. Gdrautd

and K6trd are tlie chief places of this manufiicture, but Cdlpi is the usual

2 O 2
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mart. Cdlpi is also famous for its sugar-candy and paper ; and Jhdnst may
be particularized for its carpet manufactory. A coarse kind of sacking is

also made in great abundance along the banks of the Betwd river, and at

Chhattrapur, which supplies wrappers for the bales of merchandise passing

to and from the Dekhan.

SOIL, PRODUCTIONS, MODE OF HUSBANDRY.

The soil of Bundelkhund exhibits every variety, from the rich black

ioamy soil to sterile kanlar, or Calc-tuflT. The valleys and low lands are

generally of the former kind; and if properly irrigated, it is as productive as

any in Hindustan. It produces the sugar-cane, cotton, indigo, the flfl/ plant,

wheat, barley, holcus sorghum, holcus spicatus, and every species of the

pulse and lentil tribe. In the more sterile parts are grown several species

of grain of the millet kind, panic and paspalum : but even these inferior

kinds are not attainable by the lower orders in times of scarcity, and the fruit

of the mahud tree (Bassia lalifolia), on such occasions, may be ranged amongst

the necessaries of life. Thousands of human beings are supported by the

produce of this tree ; and in extraordinary times of dearth and scarcity, the

pounded bark of the katbal tree is often mixed with the fruit of the mahild

;

but it is a melancholy reflexion, that those poor wretches, who aie reduced

to the necessity of using the bark of the katbal tree, are observed soon after-

wards to fall victims to its effects.

The mode of husbandry varies in no respect from other parts of the

country. They plough with oxen, and tread out their corn with the same

animal ; and if there is anything remarkable, it is that the simple Chinese

wheel, set in motion by oxen, and admirably adapted to j'aise water which is

near the surface, is employed in some parts to irrigate the lands.

The waste lands of Bundelkhund afford matter for observation, and

thousands of acres, particularly in the native states, which now lay waste,

and covered with jungle, might by ordinary means and management be

brought into cultivation. The metliod is simply to root up the jungle and

burn it on the spot as manure ; but there is either a want of capital, or a

want of confidence between the governing and the governed, which retards

this desirable improvement ; and these vast wastes continue to remain, to

the disgrace and prejudice of their owners.

I
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Buffaloes and oxen in this country, as in most parts of India, are the

chief domestic animals : the former are in request as beasts of burden, and

the latter for every purpose of husbandry. The best breed of oxen is in the

perganahs of Chandld-Bichdivaii. The sheep are small, but the goats are

superior ; the term Jumna-pdri (or across the Jumna), is applied to denote

their superiority.

REMARKABLE BUILDINGS, RUINS, NATURAL CURIOSITIES.

There are no very remarkable buildings now extant ; but there are several

ruins, which mark the site of buildings that must have been magnificent in

their time : for instance, at Mdhobd, at Cajrau near Rdjnagar, at Mdlhan

above the hills near Jodhpur {Yuddhapurd), at Sirswdghar near Sdlit/a on

the Pohdtrqj river, and in many other places. These vestiges, and the

numerous inscriptions which are to be found in many parts of the country,

have all a reference to its ancient history.

Amongst the natural curiosities may be reckoned the subterraneous

cavern called Gopit-goddvali, near Chitracota; another cavern, called Biija

Ciind, in the hills near iJi/aaw ; the cataracts of i?eW/m/.-, ne&v Cali/aiigJiar

;

of the Paisuni river, near Jorai ; of the Bhdgi river, south ofCalinjer; and

of the Rdnj river, south of Ajayghar : but perhaps the greatest objects of

curiosity are the forts of Calinjer and Ajayghar. -^

INHABITANTS AND RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS.

I shall conclude this paper with a short account of the inhabitants and

religious establishments, commencing witli that class, who, from the respect-

ability of their origin, are still considered as chiefs, and are seldom found in

a capacity inferior to that of a zemindar. Of these, 1st, some descendants

of tiie Yaduvansi Ahirs, who in very early times iiad possessions above the

hills, near Jodhpur and S/idhxvdgar, a few of whom are still to be found in

the country. 2d. The descendants of the CAa«f/e/a race. 3d. The lidgJiic

vansi tribe, of Baraundd, east of Calinjer, who still enjoy property and power,

'kh. The Bundela race, who are always in the capacity of chiefs, and who
never cultivate the soil. 5th. The Piidr tribe, who were originally expelled
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from Makca, and have small possessions tributary to Jhdnsi, at the foot of

the hills south of Nerwdr. 6th. A tribe calling themselves Dhandelas, who
came from Shdhghar, and occupy a small tract of country tributary to Jhdnsi,

above the hills south of Nericdr. 7ih. The Gujer tribe of Sampthir. The
Mahratta Pandits of Jaldwan ; and, 9th, The Chobes, who were lately expelled

from CaUnJer.

Of the inferior tribes, the following are the most common : L6d, Curmi,

Cult, Canghdn, Ahir {Abliira) and Chamdr (Charmacdra). The native chief-

tains seem to find these castes more tractable, and accordingly they are

found in every capacity, from the zemindar to the lowest tiller of the soil

;

but there is another caste which inhabits Banphari, a small tract in the

perganali of Clumdld, who are called Bamifers, and are the descendants of

Alla and Udal, two famous champions of the period of Parmal Deo. They
seem to preserve a portion of tlie rough character of their ancestors ; and

are often discovered in groups with their spears planted around them,

chanting verses in praise of their exploits. Formerly they were desperate

thieves, and used to go armed to their daily occupations ; but latterly they

have become more tractable.

The Bundelas have been generally allowed to be a brave race of men
;

and there is sometliing rudely haughty about them to the present day.

They are certainly attached to the soil they inherit, and have a term, Bhumi-

yddi, which may be translated patriotism, and which they use to express

their exertions in behalf of their country.

The principal Hindu religious establishment is at Chitracote on the

Pairnni river, where Rama Chandra is said to have rested on his way to

Lancd. There are also some Jam temples at Send-ccd and Kandalpur for

the worship of Buddlia (Jina). But the most singular religious establish-

ment is at Pannd, and was founded by an enthusiast named Ji Sdheb, who

emigrated from the Punjab in the time of Riijd Chhatrasal.

This man assumed the appellative of Prdnandlji, or Lord of Life, and

declared himself to be the promised Imdm Mehedi, mentioned in the

Koran. His first attempts to set up his new religion were in the Panjdb,

that fertile spot for religious innovation. Afterwards he removed to Delhi ;

and finally, to avoid the persecution of the Muhammedans, he fled into

Bundelkhund, where he found protection under the rising power of Rcijd

Chhatrasal.

None but converts to his religion are allowed to read his book, which is
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entitled Kulzavi ; but having procured some extracts from it, and other

information concerning it, I ascertained that his principal arguments for the

necessity of this new religion are founded on the discrepancy which exists

.

between the practice of Muhammedans and the precepts of the Koran ; and

he professes to promulgate in his book the remaining aO.OOO words, which

Muhammed, on the occasion of his miraculous ascent into heaven, was told

should be reserved for the coming of Imam Mehedi.

The followers of this sect are called Dhamians ; and their dress is after

the Hindu fashion, to favour their interpretation of that passage of the

Koran, which says that Imam Mehedi will appear in disguise. They are to

be found in the Panjdb, in Gujerat, Delhi, Lulinow, Benares, Muthra,

Faizabad, and Nagpur ; but Pannd is their Mecca. Latterly they are said

to have made some progress ; but their whole number does not exceed 1500,

of which about twenty are employed at their place of worship at Pannd,

and the remainder are engaged in trade. The present establishment was

endowed by Rdjd Hindupati with a small portion of the diamond mines,

which affords subsistence to the devotees employed in their temple, and at

the shrine of their founder at Pannd.
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XVIII. Observations on the Lepra Arabum, or Elephantiasis of the

Greeks, as it a2)pears in India. By Whitelaw Ainslie, M.D. M.R.A.S.

Read June 4, 1825.

It is, I presume, a truth pretty well established, that all such cutaneous

affections as are not ushered in by particular febrile symptoms, are more

common and more inveterate in hot than in temperate climates : but, with

the exception of Doctors Hillary and Towne, I am not aware that any

author on tropical diseases has bestowed much attention on maladies of this

description, though some of them are singular in their character, and most

of them very untractablc.

Travel writers, foreign as well as English, have been more liberal of their

observations. Pocock * mentions those of Damascus ; Volney t notices the

cuticular complaints of Egypt ; Stedman.t in his work on Surinam, is equally

considerate; Browne,§ in his travels in Africa, makes particular mention

of the Boras (Leuce) and Dziidttam (Elephantiasis), both in Egypt and

Syria: he indeed says that the leprosy is more rarely to be met with in

the first than the last named country, which it might not perhaps be difficult

to find a reason for ; and, in support of his assertion, we may cite Savary,

who, in his " Letters on Egypt," informs us that he never, while there,ll

saw one unfortunate leper ; though, by his " Letters on Greece," it would

appear that he found several in the islands of the Archipelago Cp^g^s 110,

111). Galen,^ however, gives us a very different account of that land in

his days. " In Alexandria quidem Elephas morbo plurimi corripiunfur

propter victus modum, et regionis fervorem." It is, notwithstanding.

' See Pocock's Travels, vol. ii. page 122.

t See Volney 's Travels in Egypt, vol. i. page 248.

X See Stedman's Surinam, vol. ii. page 285.

J See Browne's Travels in Africa, page 332.

II
On the other hand, Pliny tells us that Elephantiasis was common in Egypt—Nat. Hist.

lib. xxvi. chap. 1.

f Vide Op. Galen, class vii. page 107, F.
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strange, that neither Strabo nor Herodotus, so far as I can learn, makes the

least mention of it. Niebuhr,* in his "Travels in Arabia," speaks of the

Bohak (Alphos), Baras (Leiice), and Dzudham (Elephantiasis), as all

common amongst the Arabs. On Ceylon t such affections are but too

frequent. In the Island of Candia, leprosy was observed by Sonnini •,t

who seemed to think that it was the only contagious disease which the

inhabitants had, and that it was originally brought to them from Asia. In

the more remote parts of that quarter of the world, in China,§ in Sumatra,||

all along the shores of the Malaya peninsula, the most piteous wretches

are often seen, covered with scurf, or deprived of their fingers and toes

;

and on the different islands,^ which constitute the Indian y\.rchipeIago,

similar sufferers are perhaps still more common.

I shall now proceed to give some account of Elephantiasis, as it aj)pears

in our Eastern dominions.

Sauvages has given perhaps the best nosological definition of the disorder :

" Facies deformis tuberibus callosis, ozoena, raucedo, cutis Elephantina,

crassa, unctuosa, in extremis artubus anassthesia."

This, it will be seen, diflTers from Cullen's description in two essential

points : the latter author having omitted ozoena, which is a never-failing

symptom of the disease in its advanced stages ; and moreover calls it morbus

contagiosus, of which there are great doubts, notwithstanding the assertions

of the learned Darwin ; indeed, for my own part, after the most minute

inquiry, I am led to conclude that it is not a contagious disease ; and should

be further inclined to believe, with due deference to the high authority just

mentioned, as well as to Pierre Campet,^* Areta'us,\\ and Dr. TorvnejXX that

* See Niebulir's Travels in Arabia, vol. ii. page 278.

•) See Marsliall's Medical Topography of Ceylon, page 43.

% See Sonniiii's Travels in Greece, page 396.

§ See Dr. John Clarke's Observations on the Diseases of long Voyages, vol. i. page 128.

II
See Marsden's Sumatra, page 151.

^ Leprosy is so frequent in those islands, that the Dutch were obliged, and we afterwards

followed their example, to allot a sm.nll island for the exclusive use of the unhappy sufferers; it

is called Lepers Island, and is near that of Saparoa, under the government of Amboyna. For

the frequency of the disorder in those islands, the reader is referred to Mr. Crawfurd's History

of the Indian Archipelago, vol. i. page 34.

** See Maladies graves de la Zone Torride, page 290.

J-f Vide Aretaeus, lib. ii. cap. xii.

XX See Towne's Treatise on West-India Diseases, page 190.

Vol. I. 2 P
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the supposition of its ever having been so, must originally have proceeded

from the desire every one naturally evinces to shun all such as are afflicted

with this frightful and loathsome distemper. The most intelligent Tamool

doctors, with whom I have conversed on the subject, informed me, that what

they call Kustam (CusliCha) (Lepra Arabum) cannot be caught by infection

during the common intercourse of life ; but that it might perhaps be given

by introducing leprous blood, or ichor, into a sane habit, by means of

inoculation ; and this appears to be a rational enough conclusion, when we

reflect tliat the complaint is not, like Pruritus, confined to the skin, but

seems to be connected with a degeneracy of the whole fluids. I cannot find

any well authenticated fact of an Indian having caught the disease, by

associating with those wlio had it ; nor, of three Europeans whom I have

known to die of Elephantiasis, did either the wives or servants, who liad

lived with them for several years, become infected.

There is every reason to beUeve, however, that this species of leprosy is

hereditary : it is certainly so flir so, that children born after the malady

has commenced on either of the parents, are liable to be attacked by it.

The Hindu medical men have no doubt that the Cusht'ha descends in this

way ; but at the same time they tell us, that some of the children may
escape it altogether, while others, though they may have remained quite

healthy for a number of years, will at length fall victims to the disease :

they have also made the same observations in this instance, which we have

done with regard to other hereditary evils in Europe ; that is, that one

generation may escape the constitutional infirmity, and the next in descent

suffer from it. Some authors,* who have noticed the affection as it

appears in other parts of the world, have told us, that men labouring under

it are very salacious ; I cannot learn, however, that any such peculiarity

attaches to the lepra in Hindust'han: on the contrary, it has been questioned!

whether the miserable objects afflicted by it are capable of sexual inter-

course : but there appears to be no good reason for supposing that they are

* Such as Hillary in his Diseases of Barbadoes, pages 325, 326 ; Sonnini in his Travels

through Egypt ; Bancroft in his Natural History of Guiana, page 385, &c. ; MM. Vidal and

Johannis in their account of the disorder at Martigues. See a treatise on the supposed hereditary

nature of diseases, by J. Adams, M.D. page 91.

f Dr. Adams, in his work on Morbid Poisons, speaks particularly of a wasting of the genitals

in Elephantiasis, as he found it at Madeira.

J
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not, at least during the early stages of the disorder, before the numbness of

the extremities has proceeded to its greatest height, or the general debility

becomes excessive. Nay, do we not every day see children, the professed

offspring of a leprous parent, whose legitimacy we have no right to doubt ?

Perhaps there is no class of human infirmities into which greater confusion

has crept, than into that of cutaneous diseases ; the ancients themselves

appear to have adopted names in the most vague and indefinite manner

;

and the Arabian writers, their translators, and commentators, have unfor-

tunately been little more distinct ; this much, however, is certain, that the

Lepra Arabum is the Elephantiasis of the Greeks ; tlie Ekphantia of Haly

Abbas ; the Juzdm, also Ddul'dsad of the modern Arabs ; the Khdrah

of tlie Persians ; the Ara mauny •wanny of the Cingalese : by the Hindoos

it has got various appellations, Jagdru, Bar'd dzdr^ &'c. In Dakhini it is

often termed Ruggit Pitthie ; it is the Untat iji-iJj and Keddl J'jJ of the

Malays ; the Tubiig, also Cheureuh of the Javanese ; the Ma-fung of the

Chinese ; the Nambi of the Sumatrans, and the Kustam of the Tamools.

The Sanscrit name of it is Kusht'^ha (^'2') whence Hindi, Kbr',

Dr. Hillary, in his work already cited (pp. 322, 335), makes an erroneous

distinction betwixt the malady now under consideration, and what he calls

" the leprosy of the joints ;" for the latter is nothing else than an advanced

stage of the former, and is termed by Dr. Towne, in his diseases of the

West-Indies, " the joint evil." Dr. Hillary further supposes, tliat the

leprosy of the joints is no where noticed by the Greek physicians, and only

by Haly Abbas amongst those ot Arabia ; a mistake, which, after having

made, however, he seems inclined to correct, by adding, " without indeed

they meant that sort of leprosy in which they mention the falling off of the

limbs."

Aretaeus * of Cappadocia, who wrote in Greek, has given us, under the

title of Elephantiasis, perhaps the most perfect picture of this distemper that

has ever appeared ; and takes particular notice of the falling off of the

fingers and joints of the feet ; he farther adds, perhaps a little extravagantly.

• A knowledge of the exact period at which Aretaeus lived appears to be one of the desiderata

in medical history. Le Clerc, in his " Histoire de la Medecine," says it is probable that he may

have been contemporary with Galen ; but this is merely conjecture : and of the two (Galen and

Areta;us) so much is only correctly known, that they lived during* the long interval betwixt

Pliny and Paul Eginatus, and Aetius.—See Hist, de la Medecine, pages 516, 517.

2 P2
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that, before death ensues, the leper is sometimes actually torn limb * from

limb. The medical men of his day and country not unfrequently called

the affection Leoriia, from the circumstance of its distorting the human
countenance, and giving it somewhat the appearance of that of a lion when
enraged ; others again, the same writer observes, bestowed on it the appel-

lation of Satyriasis, from the shameless lascivionsness that attends it.

Modern French writers have named this leprosy " Le mat rouge," and it

may be found described under that name by Pierre Campet, in his " Mala-

dies graves de la Zo7ie Torride "
(p. 290). But, although he gives upon the

whole a tolerably good account of it, he does not bestow on it its proper

name of Elephantiasis ; that he thinks fit to reserve, like Dr. Thomas,t and

some others, for what we term the Barbadoes or Cochin leg, which is the

Ekphas of Haly Abbas, and the Elephantia of Avicenna. Modern Arab X

physicians call it Ddi'l-fil J-iil ^j It is the A'nay taal of the Tamools

:

the Yi-aniigay-kaloo of the Gentoos ; in Dakhinf it is Hati ha paun

^yljl^ j_jia in Sanscrit ^-51MI?3 Gaja-pdda (Elephant's leg) ; and in Cin-

galese, Goney Parangy.

Dr. Adams seems to be of opinion, that the Greek authors were not only

totally unacquainted with the leprosy, distinguished by the tumefaction on

the limb, and which afterwards got the name of Elephantia, from some of

the Arab authors ; but that the Latins § themselves were practically ignorant

both of this and the true Elephantiasis of the Greeks. In this last inference,

however, which is perhaps drawn from Lucretius,ll I presume that the

Doctor has made a slight mistake, of which the reader may satisfy himself

by turning to Pliny's^ Natural History, where he will find that the genuine

Elephantiasis was well known in Italy, but not before the time of Pompey

the Great; yet it would not appear to have been of long continuance in

* Vide Aretaeus, lib. ii. cap. xiii.

t See his Modern Practice of Physic, vol. ii. page 188.

X It would appear that Abubeker Mohamed Rhazes has, of all the Arab writers, given tlie

best account of this disease : he lived and practised in Persia upwards of eight hundred years

ago, and has made an exact distinction betwixt Elephas and the true Elephantiasis—See Histoire

de la Medecine, by Le Clerc, page 771.

^ See Adams on Morbid Poisons, page 289.

11
See Lucretius, lib. v.

^ See Pliny's Nat. Hist., hb. xxvi. cap. i.
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that country, in which I believe it is at present no where to be found
;

at all events very rarely.

We have to regret that the very able writer cited above (Adams\ who
has allotted several pages of his valuable work to leprous impurities, did

not do something more than he has done to remedy the want of arrange-

ment, which has been so long complained of in this class of diseases : for,

notwithstanding iiis great research, and evident conviction of what was
wanting, he seems finally to liave taken without distrust the nomenclature
such as he found it, however vague and indiscriminate ; and, after detailing

with a master's hand many of the most marked symptoms of the Elephan-
tiasis of the Greeks, under its proper name, he adds: ' But when I use the

single term Elephantiasis, my wish is, to confine it to the modern disease,

tlie Barbadoes leg :" in this way the old confusion is carried on ; and to two
complaints, very opposite in their nature, is given the same appellation.

There are no less than three names bestowed by the Tamool doctors on
tlie Elephantiasis of the Greeks : Kiistam, Curin Kustam, and Phi Vishadi

;

the first signifies in their language the disease that cuts short ; the second
has the word Cdrin prefixed, to denote the black or rather purple colour of
the tubercles, and of the countenance and skin altogether, of such as labour
under this dreadful affliction. The third and last name. Phi Vishadi, or

great disease, is a term used by the Brahmins, and others of high rank,

merely from delicacy, to avoid pronouncing the word Kustdm, which when
spoken never fliils to excite a degree of disgust.

The leprosy of the Arabians, by which I must be understood to mean the

Elephantiasis of the Greeks, is by no means of rare occurrence in the
Indian peninsula, and spares no caste nor sect, though it is certainly more
commonly found amongst the poor than the rich, owing no doubt to their

manner of living, and consequent languid circulation. It is not often, as I

have already remarked, that it shews itself before tlie age of puberty ; but
when it does, it seems to repress in a wonderful degree the growth of the
body. Boys or girls so disordered never attain to any graceful stature, but
soon become meagre, shrivelled, and miserable ; their voices are shrill as

well as nasal, and continue so. With coming years they evince little sexual

desire, and that hair which usually covers the chin of boys, and pubes, after

a certain period, cither never appears at all, or is of a very delicate texture,

and but thinly scattered When the disease begins at this early stage of
life, the mind as well as body seems to suALm- in the general wreck. Such
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lepers are poor in spirit, drooping and listless : they are rarely seen to smile,

and have not unfrequently a weakness of intellect approacliing to idiotism.

But the malady commonly begins its depredations about the age of twenty-

three or twenty-four, seldom later than forty ; and the following are the

symptoms, so far as I have been able to observe, which mark its first

approach, progress, and termination.

The unhappy person fated to perish by this slow but relentless affliction,

first perceives an unusual dryness and slight roughness of skin in his hands,

feet, arms, and legs, which, even after violent exercise, do not transmit the

perspiration readily; he begins to fall off a little in his appetite, and to be

much troubled with flatulence and other signs of indigestion, but he is as

yet not ill enough to be alarmed, and pursues his customary occupation

;

his sleep, soon after tiiis, in place of being refreshing to him as it used to

be, is disturbed by wild dreams, and he frequently during the night starts

up in a fright, with a palpitating heart and sense of suffocation. About six

weeks or two months from tlie time of his first being taken ill, his colour

^
begins to change ; if he was a rather fair man, he grows at least two shades

darker, and his features lose much of their natural aspect, becoming some-

how tumid and less agreeable than formerly. The dryness and roughness of

skin increase, and about the end of the tiiird month he complains of a

strange numbness in his hands and feet, which he can allow to be pinched

without feeling pain ; his pulse, which was most likely always feeble, will,

if felt, be found to be extremely languid, small, nay at times scarcely to be

perceived. The aridity and unevenness of skin now extend further, reach-

ing as high as the middle of the arm and leg ; indeed, the cuticle over the

whole body seems rigid, harsh, and to have entirely lost that smooth and

healthy look which it had before the lepra made its primary attack. About

this period many dark coloured spots and purple tubercles usually appear

on the ancles and wrists, and partially on the legs and arms ; they are in

shape not unlike segments of ripe currants, but flatter at top, and of a

singular shining and oily aspect ; they are not attended however with any

pain, neither are they particularly itchy,* which in truth they could not

well be, when we consider that they are subsequent to the want of feeling

* Dr. Thomas Heberden, in his paper on this leprosy, says, I think erroneously, that the

tubercles are attended with great heat and itching.—See Medical Transactions of the College

of London, vol. i.

I
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which I have above described. Some of the tubercles occasionally disappear

suddenly, and return again, without evident cause ; others generate a small

quantity of ichorous matter, which drying, occasions a trifling scurfy desqua-

mation. At this stage of the malady I have met with one or two cases in

which glandular swellings at the upper and inner part of the thigh made
their appearance, similar to those mentioned by Dr. Adams ;* but, as far as

I can learn, this is by no means so constant a symptom of the disease in

India as it seems to be in Madeira. The leprosy advancing, the tubercles

increase in size and number, and seizing on the face, render the infected

person a most unsightly object. It must here be remarked, that up to

this period the breast, abdomen, and back either remain tolerably smooth,

or the tubercles are comparatively much fewer upon them ; they are

moreover smaller in size, nor ever on those parts do they occasion much
white desquamation, the natural consequence of their greater vitality.

About the end of the first year every symptom is much aggravated : the

dryness and rigidity of skin becomes universal, is distressing in the

greatest degree ; the numbness has extended to above the knee, and is so

great, that the poor sufferer may, through inadvertency, burn his hands

or feet to the bone without perceiving it : the surface of the whole frame

assumes a bright yet unctuous appearance ; when narrowly examined, it

looks wrinkled longitudinally, and not unfrequently feels, in those parts

where feeling remains, as if stung with nettles, rising up into wide spreading

irregular bumps, which come and go. The skin about the wrists and

ancles, where the tubercles have scaled off, has a scurfy appearance, and

here and there a raw excoriation may be perceived, the consequence, per-

haps, rather of chafing than ulceration. The countenance alters still more

;

the cheeks grow bloated and puffy, and are studded, if I may so say, with

irregular dark protuberances ; the muscles of the forehead enlarged, seem

as if pushed downwards ; the eyebrows, thickened and swollen, hang over

the eyes, which being in every instance inflamed and rheumy, and having

been made to look rounder by the pressure from the neighbouring parts,

resemble those of some wild animal ; the lobes of the ears are rough,

knotty, and misshapen ; tlie tongue is foul, and is in some cases blistered

with tubercles, which bleed ; the breath is foetid ; the voice sounds un-

pleasant ; the urine is plentiful, and generally turbid, having a most

• Sec Adams on Morbid Poisons, page 273.
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unnatuial odour ; the bowels irregular ; the hairs of the head gradually

fall off ; the parts of generation slnink; the nails break and waste away

;

the fingers and toes seem as it were withered, the former bending inwards

as if crampt, and the heels and soles of the feet are disfigured by deep

fissures. The disease gradually going on, and the humours of the body

becoming, from the impeded transpiration and general stagnation, daily

more corrupt ; the voice, which was but six months before only unpleasant,

owing perhaps to tubercles on the uvula and palate, has now a most dis-

cordant, nasal, and unnatural sound ; the alw nasi are swelled and scabrous,

and the bones themselves of that organ are in certain cases flattened, and

twisted in some degree to one side, giving to the countenance a distorted

look. A most ofltnsive ichor now distils from the nose ; neither rest nor

food tend to refreshen or invigorate, and all carnal appetite, in place of

being increased, as some authors* imagined, entirely dies away.

In tliis condition, with many of the grand functions which support life

deranged, it may easily be imagined that existence must be a state of

misery ; and tiie conviction tliat there is no hope whatever of recovery,

makes the wretched leper still more an object of pity.

In the advanced state to which I have brought, in description, the Lepra

Arabum, as it appears in India, the malady will sometimes continue for

several years, apparently having come to an ultimate stand; but, alas!

with declining years is sure to come progressive misery : every symptom is

finally rendered worse; the already ugly become loathsome; on the most

trifling motion the respiration is hurried, and the dyspepsia is most tor-

menting, owing in all probability to the perspiration being obstructed over

so great a part of the surface of the body, and the certain accumulation

of morbific humours : when any exertion is used sufficient to excite diapho-

resis, the only parts that perspire are the neck and a little round the waist

;

the face, legs, arms, and thighs are tiiereby merely rendered clammy, and

the tubercles on them turgid. At this time a feverish attack comes on

regularly every evening, which may be discovered by the increased heat

of the axilla, and the eyes assume that dim but brassy appearance, so

properly noticed by Aretaus ;t pulsation is no longer felt any where, but

* See Sonnini's Travels through Egypt, page 559. See also Aretaeus, by Moffat, page 278

;

also Hillary's Diseases of Barbadoes, page 322—326.

t See Aretseus, page 283.
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by pressure over the heart itself; the whole frame is emaciated, the face

is frightful to behold, the voice sounds hollow as if from the tomb : the

hands and feet now, from long want of due nourishment, begin to give

way
;

partially blistered-looking ulcerations taking place over their joints,

they gradually drop off, and so add helplessness to miseiy and long-pro-

tracted calamity. Soon after this stage, comes the last closing scene ; worn

out by lingering and hopeless wretchedness, dead almost to every feeling of

body as well as mind, the poor leper hastens to his grave : yet, cadaverous

as he is, he is not deserted in his expiring moments, but finds a humane

and charitable support from the more prosperous of his race. If a Pariah,

he is taken care of by those of the same rank till death comes to his relief:

if a Hindu or Muhammedan, he is cherished by the individual benevolence

of his sect or caste ; and having been conveyed to the vicinity of some

pagoda or mosque, breathes out his dying prayer on what he conceives to

be sacred ground

!

I have been informed by my much respected friend Mr. H. T. Cole-

brooke, that the Lepra Arabum is supposed by the Hindus of Upper India

to be inflicted as a punishment for sins committed in this world, and that

any person dying of it is liable to a return of the disease in his next birth
;

an evil that may be averted by voluntary death, by which means former

crimes are expiated: the sufferer is born again, clean, and no longer subject *

to the same disorder.

I have so far taken a view of the malady as it appears unchecked by any

medicine whatever ; it however will be found to vary according to existing

circumstances, to the peculiar constitution of the leper, and as it may or

may not meet with any other disorder in the habit. In poor people, who
are badly fed, who do not keep themselves perfectly clean, who may be

perhaps during the first stages of the complaint harassed with labour, and

perhaps unavoidably exposed to the vicissitudes of heat and cold—in such, in

fact, whose circulation must from a combination of debilitating causes,

become every day more languid, the lepra will soonest reach to its greatest

height ; but amongst the more affluent, whose means enable them to take

greater care of themselves in regard to diet and non-exposure to excessive

heat, it will prove more tardy in its progress, owing to the better preserved

• See Ward's Hindoo Mythology, vol. ii. book 4. chap. ii. sect. 29.
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vigour of constitution : nor has it on those last-mentioned individuals by

any means so unsightly an appearance ; for though there are present, in

every instance, the affection of the nose, the altered voice, the clouded

colour, and that constant characterizing symptom the want of feeling in

the extremities, yet in such cases the joints sometimes do not fall off,

at all events not till a very late period of the malady ; and the skin on

the legs and arms does not put on the scurfy look in so great a degree, but,

though rough, furrowed, and shining, is kept comparatively smooth by

frequent bathings, and the external use of cocoa-nut oil.

Mr. Robinson, in a valuable paper on Elephantiasis as it appears in

Hindusthan, and which may be found in the Medico-Chirurgical Trans-

actions, Vol. X., has described two varieties of the disease, which he thinks

are often confounded under the same name. The one he calls Ekphaiiliasis

Anaistltetos, the other Elephantiasis Tuberculata : the first, as the name
implies, marked by a want of feeling in the extremities ; the second, by

tubercles. I cannot say that I ever was led to believe that there were

two distinct varieties, though the malady no doubt assumes varying appear-

ances in different individuals, the natural consequence of age, peculiarity

of habit, mode of living, &c. &c. j and this much I can affirm, that 1 never

met with a single case of the genuine disease, which was not equally

distinguished by want of feeling in the hands and feet, and by tubercles.

In tlie first volume of the Edinburgh Medical Transactions may be seen

a paper on this Lepra by Mr. Playfair, in which he particularly notices the

virtues of the maddr powder,* as a remedy for it.

I have already expressed a doubt whether this lamentable disorder ought

to be considered as contagious ; and I at the same time assigned my reasons

for believing it to be hereditary : there is, however, another question which

naturally offers itself regarding it, and that is, whether it may occur inde-

pendently of constitutional predisposition. I confess that I am inclined to

be of opinion, that in most regions of the Torrid Zone it may be brought

on by a particular combination of causes, which I shall soon mention,

operating on a habit distinguished by certain peculiarities. Such instances,

however, amongst Europeans, we may safely suppose are extremely rare ;

and 1 cannot here omit noticing a singular fact, connected with leprosy ; it

Powder of the bark of the root of the Asclepias Gigantea.

I
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is this, that in every case of it I have known, in an European habit, the

affected person was a German, a Dane, or a Swede, but never an Englishman

:

now as we learn from various accounts, that this horrid scourge is still

occasionally met with in the northern* parts of Europe, though long

banished from Britain and Ireland, it becomes a query, whether those

men may not have brought the seeds of the disease with them from their

native country. ' Ki^jq }:;fvi .7.

To ascertain the true cause or causes of this leprosy would be no easy task
;

and I fear, as happens in the instances of many other affections to which

the human frame is subject, that here little more is in our power than to

offer a probable conjecture. Dr. T. Heberden, in his account of the

malady, distinguishes it into two species, according to its manner of attack,

viz. that by Jtujrion, and that by congestion. The first he thinks is often

the attendant of crapula, or surfeits from some gross food, whereby the

latent mischief may be called into action ; violent! agitation of mind is

supposed to be a not unfrequent cause of the disorder ; and, in the female

sex, a suddenly suppressed menstrual discharge by bathing the legs in cold

water at an improper time. Aretseust calls it, according to the theory of

the age in which he lived, a refrigeration of the innate heat, or rather a

congelation similar to the conversion of water into snow, and perhaps this

comes as near the truth as any thing that has been said on the subject in

these more enlightened days.

Some time towards the end of the year 1811, I requested Mr. Charles

Stewart, a medical officer then under my superintendance, and stationed at

Tranquebar, in the vicinity of which town the leprosy of the Arabians is

very common, minutely to examine as many persons labouring under the

disease as he could collect together, and to report to me accordingly.

Mr. Stewart obeyed my instructions ; and the following are the general

conclusions which I drew from that gentleman's observations on fifty lepers,

male and female :

—

« It would appear by some late accounts, that the Lepra Arabum is very common in Iceland

and Norway, in which first-mentioned country it is mentioned under the name of Skyrbjugur.

See an excellent description of it, as it appears in those paws of the world, in a letter from

Chevalier Bach to Dr. Trail, in Pinkerton's Voyages and Travels, vol. i. page 713.

t See Edinb. Practice of Medicine, vol. iv. page 511.

X See Aretsus, page 279.
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1st. That women are less liable to suffer from Elephantiasis than men.

2d. That the disease is most certainly hereditary.

Sd. That its being in any degree contagious is extremely problematical.

4th. That every leper, suffering from an advanced stage of the malady,

doubts whether he is capable of propagating his species.

5th. That a fish diet is found to render every symptom worse.

6th and lastly. That poor living, want of cleanliness, mendicant misery,

and exposure to cold and damp, are but the too constant attendants of this

dreadful affliction.

Lorry, in speaking of leprosy, says, " Universum totius corporis cancrum

est ut omnes medici veteres eam vocant," and seems to have believed it to

be occasioned by black bile. The same author informs us, that, on opening

the body of a soldier who died of the Elephantiasis of the Greeks, the liver*

was found enlarged and indurated. Schillingt imagined, that the malady

might be caught by sleeping in the same bed with an infected person ; also

from the fetid odour of the ulcers. He prescribed for it the decoction of

a plant common in the marshes near Surinam, and there called Totidin .-

it is of the genus Paullinia. The Lepra Arabum is well described by Alibert

in his work on cutaneous disorders (page 46), under the name of " La
Lepre Tubercukuse ." he is of opinion that it is an affection of the lymphatic

system, and tells us that it is sometimes to be met with at Paris. As to

the mode of treatment, he speaks in rather desponding terms, and appears

chiefly to have trusted to wine, decoction of bark, and aromatic fomen-

tations.

Most authors agree that improper food, and especially rotten or decayed

fish, is an exciting cause of the disease ; and we know that Sir William

Jonest informs us, that the Hindu doctors commonly ascribe it to drinking

copiously of milk after eating fish. On the other hand, we learn from an

account of the Lepra as it shows itself at the Isle of France, § that it is to

be cured by the use of turtle. That the complaint could ever be brought

on by the over use of maize or millet, as Cassal supposed, is highly impro-

bable ; but such a notion it would appear prevails in the Asturias : || that

* See Alibert on Diseases of the Skin, page 94. t See same work, page 90.

X See his works, vol. i. page 356.

J See Edinburgh Medical Journal, October 1823.

II
See Alibert, page 88.
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the use of pork, when the hog had been improperly fed, may do mischief

on such occasions, I can more easily conceive, nay, know to be a fact.

As far as regards the more remote causes of the leprosy of the Arabians,

it may, I think, be safely admitted, that hereditary taint is a prime agent,

accompanied by an extremely languid circulation, and a somehow defective*

condition of the skin, which prevents a free transmission of the cutaneous

discharge, thereby retaining in the habit what under other circumstances

would have passed away : some or all of such peculiarities being present,

the disease may perhaps be produced by one or more of the following

exciting causes, creating in the body a viscid, acrid, and morbid humour :

unwholesome food, such as decayed salt fish, taken at the same meal with

buffalo milk ; the flesh of swine or fowls, which had been permitted to feed

promiscuously on musty grains and certain acrid vegetables ;t irregular

living ; fear
;
grief ; surfeits of various kinds, particularly of glutinous fish

after long and painful fasting ; alternate exposure to heat and cold ; night

damps ; want of cleanliness ; the use of impure water ; and mendicant

poverty.

In proceeding to notice the treatment best suited for this lamentable

affection, it grieves me to say, that Elephantiasis has ever been considered

as one of the most difficult of all those disorders to which the human frame

is liable. Aretseus, of old, tells us, in the beginning of the chapter in which

he treats of this malady, " It is necessary that remedies should be more

powerful than diseases, in order to overcome them ; but what cure can

be devised sufficient to encounter so dreadful an evil as the present."

Dr. Turner,t in his work on diseases of the skin, declares that the

Elephantiasis of the Greeks is a most dreadful malady, if at all curable.

Dr. Heberden himself observes, that excepting in one patient, he never

saw or heard of a confirmed case of it terminating favourably. Nay,

* Dr. Quincy supposed the cause of leprosy to be some original malconformation, in the

necessity of one secreting organ doing the office of another to which it is not naturally fitted..—

See his Medico-Physical Essays, Essay VI., on Leprosy.

t Amongst the great variety of vegetables taken as food by the Hindus, Borae of those

picked up by the road side and eaten by the poor are of a deleterious nature, such as the

Toombay keeray (Tam.) Phlomis Indica.

\ He defines it as contagious, and calls it a cancerous cacheria of the whole habit, arising

from gome fault in the liver or spleen, and consequent atrabilis or adust humour.—See his

work, pages 3 and 4, second edition.
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Dr. Towne* in liis treatise on the disorders of the West-Indies, frankly

acknowledges that he had never performed a perfect cure of what he called

" the joint evil."

I have already observed how certainly the Kustam of the Tamools has

been ascertained to be hereditary ; a fact which must tend most effectually

to damp our hopes, when called upon to treat any case of it springing from

that source. When this leprosy descends from parent to child, it appears

earHer in life than in other attacks ; when the malady is either acquired, or

perhaps when the taint has been less powerful, it does not shew itself till

a much later period; audit is in those last-mentioned instances that our

chance of affording relief is the best, as the habit must be then stronger,

and the patient more manageable.

In this, as in all other hereditary complaints, much good may be done by

avoiding what has been termed exciting causes ; a caution which cannot

be too forcibly inculcated, to those who may have reason to dread a visit

from this distemper. The ancient Greek physicians were in the habit of

ordering bleeding at the beginning of this disease, and giving freely as a

drink a decoction of the Hiera 2»cra. Aretteus as well as Galen t recom-

mended viper's flesh, with the exception of the head and tail of the animal;

the latter prescribed, at the same time, emetics of the white hellebore, and

purgatives of the black ; sea bathing, the tepid bath, and a generous use

of rich wine, he considered as powerful assistants ; and advised that the

diet should be of easy concoction, and such as produced good juices : he

moreover enjoined exercise, and, unlike the medical men of the present day,

allowed his patients to eat fish and pork.

The modern Arabian physicians seem to trust chiefly to mercury for the

cure of the Juzdm, which the reader may assure himself of by looking into

a work entitled Almaglmi Ji shereh al mujiz, written by Sedid Addin

Gazerang ; also, Shet-eh dshdb va ildmat (a celebrated treatise on the causes,

signs, and remedies of diseases) of Nejb Addin Modin al Samarcandi, by

Nafis ben Aviz, dedicated to Sultan Ulugh Beg Guugan.

Dr. Hillary was of opinion, that all preparations of mercury except the

niercurius cald7iatus,% given in small doses as an alterative, with antimonials,

« See his work, page 191. See also Hoffmann, part v. cap. v.

\ Vide Op. Galen, class vii. page 107, F.

^ See his Diseases of Barbadoes.
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aggravated and increased the disease ; he gave at the same time a decoction
of sarsapariJla. Dr. Towne found that antimonial preparations afforded the
greatest relief, and that mercury in any shape rendered every symptom
worse. Pierre Campet,* in his " Maladies graves des pays chauds," observes
that Dr. Joseph Flores had announced a wonderful specific in cases of this
leprosy, and wliich at Mexico, Malaga, and Cadiz had met with the
greatest success

;
it was the small lizards, called in the French Encyclopedia

Anolhs de terre, ou Gohcmouches ; after having cut off the tail and head
of the little animal, and taken out the intestines, it is cut into small pieces,
and eaten fasting, while the parts are warm and yet palpitating : he further
adds, that at Guatemala, and in Mexico, not more than five or six lizards
had been required to cure the disease at the rate of a lizard a day, but
that many more became necessary to produce the same effect in Europe.
It would appear however, by Dr. Pearson's! account, that these animals X
by trials made with them by Carminati and others, have no positive medl
cinal effect in such complaints. Dr. Quincy§ thought that mercurials were
undoubtedly beneficial in this, as well as in all other disorders proceeding
from sharp saline humours retained in the body. Dr. Hugh Smith.H on the
other hand, appears to have disapproved altogether of the use of mercury
in this complaint, preferring pure antimonials, with the use of the Decoctum
Ubni as a diet drink, in the quantity of four or five ounces twice daily Dr
Goodir tells us that a free use ofsarsaparilla, mezerion,and guaiacumhas been
found beneficial, and tliat even the Lobelia has had its advocates. Dr T
Heberden, who had frequently occasion to treat this malady at Madeira'
mentions a case of it in which a perfect cure was performed, by means of
an electuary composed of powdered bark, with a third part of sassafras
root, inspissated with syrup; of this, the quantity of a large nutmeg was
ordered twice daily, the patient having his legs bathed in an embrocation
consisting of an ounce of lixivium of tartar and two drams of spirit of sal

* See tlie work, pages 299, 300.

t See his Synopsis of Materia Medica, page 41.

X For a particular account of the use of lizards'in leprous affections, the rea.ler is referred to^e London Medical Revew, vol. ,ii. pages 205, 206, where will be found observations bvM. Demourande of Cadiz, and M. Delarche of Madras.
oservations by

§ See his Medico-Physical Essays, Essay vi.

II
See his Formula; Medicamcntorum coneinnata;.

f See his Study of Medicine, vol. ii. page 859.
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ammoniac, intermixed with half a pint of proof spirit. I cannot say, how-

ever, that I experienced any good whatever in prescribing the bark in

affections of this nature in India ; on the contrary, it appeared to heat and

irritate.

In every attempt I made to combat the Elephantiasis of the Greeks on

the Coromandel coast, the first thing I did, previously to ordering any

medicine whatever, was to bring the general health of the patient into a

better state, by nourishing diet, and due attention to exercise and cleanliness;

tlie necessity of attention to this caution must be evident, seeing that the

disorder is so frequently found amongst the mendicant poor, whose reduced

habits are but ill suited to stand the operation of any powerful medicine.*

The corrosive sublimate has been given by some medical practitioners in

this affection, in small doses, in conjunction with the muriatic acid and

antimonial wine ;t but this is a prescription I cannot recommend from my

own experience.

In whatever form mercury is prescribed, great care must be taken not to

push it so fast, or so far, as to bring on a weakening ^/^a/wm, which cannot

fail to be productive of infinite mischief; it will be necessary, however, to

touch the mouth, and keep it so for some weeks. Warm bathing is fre-

quently to be had recourse to (let the plan pursued be what it may); and

when we have done our utmost by the use of mercury in one shape or other,

to overcome the disorder, we must continue to support the frame by giving

generous wine or other cordial.

The mineral acids are unquestionably of great service. The tinctura guaiaci

ammoniata, as a stimulating sudorific, has been supposed to possess con-

siderable virtues in such affections, in doses of one to two fluid drams.

Of the tinctura gambogiw ammoniata I have had no experience ; it has been

ordered to the quantity of a tea-spoonful or two, night and morning. The

vinum antimonii compositum of the Pharmacopeia Chirurgica is a valuable

medicine in this, as well as other cutaneous complaints.!

From what 1 have said under the head of the exciting causes of this

malady, it need scarcely be observed, that the diet ought to be generous.

§

Hindu medical writers reckon no less than eighteen different kinds of

Kustam or Lepra, the two worst are called in Tamool, Ven kustam or scaly

I

* See Note A. f See Note B. X See Note C. § See Note D.
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leprosy, and Carin kustam, or black leprosy ; the first corresponding with
the Lepra Grcecorum, the last with the Lepra Arabum. These, Agastya, in

his celebrated work entitled Vaidj/a Acerum, and also in his PemU, informs
us, descend from father to son, and may, he adds, be hastened by the
following causes :

—

1. By drinking milk* after eating glutinous fish to excess.

2. By eating food which is of a windy nature.

3. By eating (when urged to it by great hunger) victuals of a disagreeable
taste or odour.

4. By worms in the body.

5. By eating too m.uch yellow (seed of the sesamum orientale).

6. By checking vomiting, so retaining in the body what ought to have
been ejected.

7. By habitual costiveness, by which means morbid humours are pent up.
8. By the union of a morbid, gastric (hypochondriacal) humour and

vitiated bile.

9. By a viscid acrid humour in the blood (serum).

Certain varieties of kustam (leprosy), he is of opinion, are occasioned by
the bites of different noxious animals of the beetle kind.

Others again, the same author tells us, are brought on by the bites of
snakes and venomous lizards.

There are a great many medicines in use amongst the Hindu practitioners,

which are supposed to possess virtues in leprous affections. They have for

ages past considered the white oxide of arsenic as a powerful remedy in the
Kusht'ha (Sans, j, and as such it may be found noticed by Athar Ali Khan,
of Delhi, in the Asiatic Researches, vol. ii. page 153. I have had occasion
to prescribe this medicine in several cases, but I am sorry to say not with
any marked good effect; and I perceive that Dr. Batemant had no better

success in administering the same remedy for the malady in question.

The root of the plant called by the Tamools Eraporel (mimosa scandens),
is ordered for this leprosy in the form of decoction, to the quantity of half
an ounce, twice daily. An extract prepared from the leaves and tender

* I perceive this cause of the disorder is noticed by Sir William Jones See his works,
vol. i. page 556.

t See Bateraans Practical Synopsis of Diseases of the Skin, page 311, note.
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shoots of the plant called Mdnidani (Tatn.) Lawzonia Spinosa, is also some-

times given, to the extent of half a spoonful, twice daily.

The kernel of the nut called in Tamool Niredimutii, is, with other medi-

cines, prescribed in the form of electuary, to the quantity of half a tea-

spoonful, twice daily ; I believe the plant to be a species of Jatropha.

Different preparations of mercury are recommended by the Tamool phy-

sicians in leprous cases, as may be seen by turning to the Materia Medica

of Hindustan (pages 106, lOyj. In the Tamool sastram entitled PernnI,

written by Agastya, will be found a prescription which has great repute in

lower India in cutaneous affections ; it is a distilled oil prepared from a

combination of nineteen different plants, chiefly aromatic ; it is given in the

quantity of two gold fanams weight, twice daily, in conjunction with a

little sulphur : the same oil is also recommended as an external application

for the ulcerated joints. But of all the alterative and deobstruent remedies

employed by the native practitioners of India in this complaint, none is of

equal repute with the concrete milky juice of the plant called by the

Tamools Yercam (Asclepius Gigantea) ; it exudes from the leaves and

tender slioots on being pricked, and has at first somewhat the appearance

of cream ; but on drying becomes a little darker coloured, and has a rather

nauseous and acrid taste: the dose is about a quarter of a gold pagoda

weight, given twice daily, together with a little sulphur, and continued for

some weeks. The plant is termed, in Sanscrit, Area, also Vdsiica, and PrU'

tdpasa.* In the Canarese language it is Yecddd ; in Hindustani it is named

Maddr ;t in Dukhini, Akrc ; in Javanese, IVdduri ; and in Arabic, U'sher,

according to Avicenna ('2d3), though it would appear that in Arabia Felix,

the Asclepias Giganteat has got the appellation of Osckar, which, however,

may be a corruption of the same word. In the Materia Medica of Hin-

dustan, above cited, which I published at Madras in 1813, will be found

(page 128) some account of the >jercam plant (asclepias gigantea), and its

use amongst the Hindu doctors ; also some notice of what has been by

some considered as a variety of the same plant, and termed in Tamool

Vallerku ; but I have since had reason to believe that this last is of a

* The Area or V^-uca is the rosy variet}' ; the Pratapasa or Alarca, is the white sort.—H.T.C.

t From the Sanscrit, Mandara H.T.C.

\ The reader will find farther notice of this plant in Springel's " Rei Herharice," vol. i.

pages •232, 253 ; also in " Abu Hanija abud Scrap," cap. 30 ; also in " Alpinus Egypt."
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different genus altogether, and what was named by the late excellent

Dr. Klein, of Tranquebar, Exacum HyssopifoUum, and is in all probability

that which is said to be often confounded with the true asclepias gigantea,

in the upper provinces of India, and there called Akand* I have said,

that the dried milky juice of the asclepias gigantea was considered in

southern India as powerfully alterative ; and late accounts, which I have

received from that country, tend the more to convince me of it : I should

therefore venture a query, whether, as such, it might not be tried in cancer,

that most intractable of all maladies. The bark of the root of the asclepias

gigantea, as it appears in the bazaars of lower India, is of a pale colour,

and has a bitter, and somewhat nauseous and pungent taste : the natives

consider it as alterative ; also as a gentle stimulant, taken in decoction to

the quantity of two table-spoonfuls twice daily : and Rheede, in his Hortus

Malabaricus,\ where the plant is mentioned under the appellation of Ericii,

says, that a decoction of its root is given in intermittent fever, and in those

swellings of the limbs which women sometimes have after confinement.

The powder of the bark of the root of the asclepias giga?itea, called in

Bengal maddr powder, has been highly extolled of late as a valuable remedy

in lues venerea, leprosy, and cutaneous diseases in general. Mr. Playfair,

in a paper already mentioned, and which may be seen in the first volume

of the Edinburgh Medical Transactions, goes so far as to say that it is one

of the most useful medicines hitherto derived from the vegetable kingdom
;

and it would seem, by an excellent papert on " Elephantiasis as it appears

in Hindustan," by Mr. Robinson, that he also bears witness to its powerful

effects as a deobstruent and sudorific, in almost all cutaneous eruptions

;

the dose of this powder is from three grains to ten.

Dr. Good, in his Study of Medicine,^ notices two other species of Ele-

phantiasis : one common in some parts of Italy, and termed Elephantiasis

Italica ; the other as occurring occasionally in Spain, which he calls Ele-

phantiasis Asturiensis; but, as I have already observed, respecting Mr. Robin-

* In the Hortus Bengalensis, published by Dr. Carey, from Dr. Roxburgh's MS., Akand is

given as the Hindi name of asclepias gigantea.

f See Hortus Malabaricus, part ii. page 55.

% Sec Medico Chirurgical Transactions, vol. x. See also Dr. James Johnston's most valuable

work on the influence of tropical climates, page !i68.

§ See work, vol. ii. page 836.
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son's Elephantiasis Tuberculata, and Elephantiasis Anaisthetos, I consider

them as the same disease in every instance, only differing a little in the

symptoms in different habits, owing to age, mode of living, peculiar state

of the body, &c.

The appearances of tlie body on dissection do not throw much light on

the peculiar nature of the malady, furtlier than that I liave observed in such

cases the heart to be usually small, and the arterial system altogether

shrunk and collapsed : the liver I have in one or two instances found

indurated, and the gall bladder for the most part distended with viscid and

very dark coloured bilej the contents of the abdomen had, generally

speaking, an unusually pale and wasted appearance ; the bones, when laid

bare, were dry and brittle; the testicles, in one or two instances, were

almost entirely obliterated ; and, on opening the head, it has appeared to

me that there was a more than ordinary determination of the blood to the

membranes of the brain.

Besides the Lepra Arabum, there are several other cutaneous or leprous

disorders but too common in India. The Lepra Gra^corum is much less

frequent, however, than that which we have made the subject of tliis paper :

the Hindus of Lower Lidia term it Venkiistam, also Shevutay cuday

mayghtim, from a notion that it is occasioned by the bite of a small red

reptile with numerous legs ; it is often to be seen in the Malay countries,

and there has the name of Sakit Bercildis, or scaly disease.

The Elephas, or Barbadoes leg, I have already had occasion to mention.

The Leiice of the Greeks (Aiux,;;) is the Vallay Icustam of the Tamools,

and the white Baras or Beres Abez of tiie Arabians ; in Duklini it is Siifaid

khdre ; and in Telliughoo, Telia kustam. Haly Abbas has exactly described

this affection in his Theoria (cap. xvi. lib. 8). It is but a trifling evil

compared with the Elephantiasis of the Greeks ; and does not appear to

have called forth much attention amongst modern medical writers. Celsus*

has placed it under the same head with Alphas and ]\.Ielas, considering the

three affections as different species of vitiligo : though certainly the Leitce

bears no resemblance whatever to the otlier two, which are nothing more

than slight and innocent desquamations of the scarf skin ; the one called

alphas, from its wiiite colour, tlie second melas, from its black. The first of

Vide Celsus, lib. v. cap. xxviii.

I
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these two is the Vallaij Taymhle of the Tamools ; the Alazati or White

Bohdk of the Arabians, and the Sitfaid Saim of the Muhammedans of India.

The last, the melas, is the Carin Taymbk of the Tamools, the Kala saim of

the Muhammedans of India, and the black Bohdk of the Arabians.

What are called Albinos, or white Indians, are often met with in the more

inland tracts of the Peninsula. It is no place here to enter minutely into

the singular affection which distinguishes those miserable beings. M, Blu-

menbach, of Gottingen, M. Ruzzi, a surgeon of Milan, and Satissure, in his

*' Voyages dans les Alpes," have given us much curious information

regarding them : in Tamool they are named Ve?i Pandoo ; in Tellinghoo,

Telia Pandoo ; and by the Muhammedans of Lower India, Gora loke. Their

colour is that of a dead European of a very fair complexion. They are

almost blind till brought into some dark or shady place, so painfully sus-

ceptible are they of the common light of day. Their constitutions are

extremely delicate ; they are for the most part timid and irresolute ; and

are seldom known to live to an advanced age : the females rarely bear

children ; but, when they do, their offspring is of the natural colour of the

tribe to which they belong.
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XIX. EvGRAPHiA Sinensis; or, the Art of Writing the Chinese

Character with Correctness : contained in Ninety-two Rules and Ex-

amples. To "which are prefixed. Some Observations on the Chinese

Writing. By John Francis Davis, Esq., M.R.A.S., F.RS., S^c.

Read June 18, 1825.

ON THE CHINESE WHITING.

The graphic beauty of a written language, which approaches so near to

the hieroglyphic as the Chinese, where many of the characters are intended

as pictures of the idea to be conveyed, where the variety of the lines, or

strokes, is so great, and their combinations are so numerous, must be allowed

at once to exceed, and to be more difficult of attainment than, that of the

alphabetic writing of Europe. The number of the simple characters, or

elements, of which all the compounds of the language are formed, greatly

exceeds that of any one alphabet ; but, when compounded, their relative

juxta-position and arrangement, the shortening of some strokes and the

lengthening of others, is of course subject to some general rules ; which,

from the very nature of the subject, must be more numerous and com-

plicated, than the mere joining together of our European letters. The

advantage of simplicity (and a very great advantage it is) constitutes the

chief merit of alphabetic writing; that of variety and graphic beauty may

fairly be claimed by the Chinese.

It must be observed, however, that there are two forms, under which the

character generally appears : of these, the Sung pan,* in which books are

commonly printed, being stiff and inelegant, lays claim only to correctness
;

the other, viz. the Keae shoo,f in which all papers of consequence are

written, and which occasionally is also used in print, combines both cor-

rectness and beauty ;t it is at once the most elegant, the most useful, and

• See Plate IV, No. /. f See Plate IV, No. //.

I There are several other forms, and among the rest the seal character, which is somewhat

analogous to our black letter; and which being hardly ever used, does not deserve much attention

from Europeans.

I
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tlie most studied form of the Chinese character. To attain skill in writing

it, is more or less the aim of every educated Chinese ; and to impart that

skill, is the object of the work, whose rules I have translated, and given

its examples, in the following pages.

Of the two points, correctness and elegance, the first only is absolutely re-

quired of students, at their public examination ;* though, ofcourse, ifthe latter

exist, it is held to be an additional recommendation. If graphic skill be ever

held cheap in China,! it is only in the possession of him who can lay no

claim to the higher attainments of solid erudition. It will always procure

as much consideration as it is worth ; and that it is worth a great deal,

when combined with learning and critical accuracy, is proved by the care

with which it is studied.

Having derived some advantage, in writing the character correctly, from

an observance of the rules that follow, I concluded that they might prove

equally useful to such Englishmen, or others, as studied the language, of

which the written character must be allowed to form an important depart-

ment. It is well known, that the Chinese themselves write with a hair

pencil, but partly with a view to make it more difficult for them to forge

such papers, and partly because it is a readier method. The British Factory

at Canton, in their correspondence with the local government, are accus-

tomed to have their letters, &c. in the native language, written with a pen,

on English paper ; though it certainly is not possible with our pens exactly

to imitate the pencil strokes of the Chinese
;
yet by dint of practice much

may be done with it, even in point of neatness and beauty : the form of

the character, and its proportions, may be most accurately preserved ; and

there is no reason whatever why, in point of correctness, the writing of

the pen should not be fully equal to that of the pencil.

The rules and examples that follow include every possible class of

written character; and indeed, some few of them are little more than mere

repetitions of the same general directions, though, as they were made for the

instruction of the Chinese themselves, I have thought it right to omit none,

• To prove )iow mucli stress is laid on this, the Cliinese liave a common story of some can-

didate, who having written the character for a horse, with a horizontal line at the bottom, instead

of with four points, was rejected altogether, being told " it was impossible for a horse to walk,

without its legs."

f See Chinese Moral Maxims, page 175.
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in my translation. It may be as well to notice, in this place, two or three

leading precepts, which, as they apply to the writing of every character in

the language, are more especially to be kept in mind.

First, it is a rule both in printing and writing, that each character should

occupy about the same space in the page, or be nearly of the same size as

the rest, whether it consist of only one or two strokes, or of a great

number.

Secondly, it follows from the above, that where the strokes are few, they

must be thickened and enlarged in proportion ; and that where they are

many, they must be proportionably diminished, and written close to one

another.

Thirdly, in forming a character, it is proper to commence at the top,

towards the left hand ; thus, in writing Lin,* it is right to begin with the

horizontal stroke in the left portion, then to bring down the perpendicular

across it, next the left oblique stroke, and lastly the right : this being done,

the right hand portion of the character is completed in the same manner.

The remembrance of a few such rules greatly simplifies the subject, and,

joined to regular practice, renders the acquisition of a sufficient portion of

skill, for every useful purpose, by no means a difficult undertaking.

But it is not alone for the purpose of learning to write, that Ciiinese

writing is to be studied ; without some practice in this way, it is impossible

to fix many characters in the memory, and no man can properly be con-

sidered to learn tiie language, who does not devote a portion of his time

to this important branch of the subject.

No reasonable person, at the present day, will deny tlie necessity that

there is, for some few, at least, of our countrymen being possessed of a

competent and practical knowledge of the Chinese language. He who

ever carries his thoughts back to the past, will allow how ill we should have

fared without it, on many critical discussions with a people, of all others

the most extravagant in their assumptions, and the most difficult to manage

;

and he who can look beyond the present day to the future, may not only

foresee (as long as our government neglects to make some sort of provision

against such contingencies) the possibility of discussions still more embar-

rassing, and more difficult, than have ever yet occurred at Canton ; but

• See Plate IV, No. ///.
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when he takes into consideration the extension of our Indian frontier to tiie

northward and eastward, may easily anticipate the chance of our being,

some day, unavoidably placed, with respect to the Chinese empire, in rela-

tions of a far more weighty and important nature, than such as are simply

commercial.

The Chinese, themselves, are cunning enough to know, that " knowledge

is power ;" and, though they have, of late years, gradually relaxed in their

vigilance, and may at length be considered to have relinquished the point,*

the jealousy with which they, not very long ago, regarded the attainment of

their language by Europeans, sufficiently shewed the importance that they

attached to it, and the consequences that they foreboded, from such know-

ledge, to their selfish interests.

Every step that renders us independent on native aid, in acquiring and

making use of the language, may be considered as something gained : not

to mention, that such aid is hardly procurable by the student in Europe.

The Chinese might, at a future period, revise and greatly increase the

penalties against such of their people, as give instruction to Europeans, at

Canton ; and the very occasions, on which the use of the language was

most required, would be those on which the assistance of natives was most

likely to be cut off. Besides, as experience has shewn that the local govern-

ment, notwithstanding its pretended pride and indifference, has con-

descended to employ spies upon our actions and intentions, these persons,

being necessarily acquainted, in some measure, with our counsels, would be

the most convenient that it could select for the purpose.

The assiduous labours of our countrymen, during the last ten or twenty

years (I, of course, especially allude to the valuable dictionaries of Dr.

Morrison), have done nearly all that was required towards this desirable

independence on native aid. Something, however, seemed still wanting,

whicli might make us acquainted with the general rules by which the

Chinese are guided, in writing the great variety of their characters: and the

object of the present compilation, imperfect as it is, has been to supply, in

some measure, the defect.

Macao, 5th July, 1824.

* It was insisted upon by tlie British Factory, in the discussions of ISH, and at length

yielded to tliem.

\oL. J. 2 S
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All characters are composed of the six following kinds of strokes, or

lines,* viz. :
—

Hung Horizontal.

Shoo Perpendicular.

Pee Left oblique.

Nd Right oblique.

Kow Hooked, or bent.

Teen A point, or dot.

THE NINETY-TWO RULES FOR WRITING THE CHINESE CHARACTERS WITH

CORRECTNESS.t

1. The upper part should cover in what is below.

2. The horizontal stroke below should be rather extended, as a founda-

tion for what is above.

3. In these, the left-hand portion should be elevated, and the right

depressed.

1<. In these, the left-hand portion should be small, the right full and

extended.

5. In these, which are compared with something carried on a pole, the

horizontal stroke in the middle should be long.

T). Let the perpendicular, in these, be drawn ^down perfectly straight

through the middle.

7. The 20th of the 214 Chinese keys, or radicals, should not be much
deflected nor short, in these.

8. Let the 20th radical in these be neither too upright nor too long.

9. The horizontal line in these must be short, the oblique long.

10. The horizontal lines must be long, the oblique short.

11. The horizontal strokes short, the perpendicular long, and the oblique

at full length.

12. The horizontal lines in the 75th radical, at the lower part of these

characters, must be long, the perpendicular short, and the two oblique

contracted into points.

* See Plate IV, No. IV.

f For the Chinese examples, see Plate IV. to XI, No. 1 to 92.
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13. The transverse stroke long, the upright short.

14. The transverse short, the upright long.

15. When there is an horizontal stroke at the top and bottom, the upper
one should be short, and the lower one long.

16. When there are perpendicular lines at the left and right, the left
should be short, and the right full and extended.

17. When there is an oblique stroke to the left, and a perpendicular to
the riglit, the former should be contracted, and the latter brought down.

18. When there are- perpendicular strokes to the left, and oblique ones to
the right, the former should be short, and the latter free and extended.

19. When there are several dots, their relative size and position should
be varied, to prevent uniformity.

W. Where horizontal strokes are repeated, they must be of different
lengths, like scales, or feathers, to prevent stiffness of appearance.

21. Both sides being nearly equal, they must be even at the top and
bottom.

22. Where a character is compounded of three simple parts, placed side-
ways, the middle one should be narrow and upright.

Note.—As every character ought to approach, more or less, to a squarish
form, it follows, that where the component parts are placed sideways, each
should be narrow and long, as in this example ; but, where they are placed
one above the other, each should be broad and short, as in the next
example.

23. The two separate parts must be broad and flat, that the whole may
approach to a squarish form.

24. Where a character is composed of three, placed one above the other,
let some of the horizontal strokes be short, and some moderately long.

25. Where the left-hand portion is small, it should be even with the top
of the character.

26. Where the right-hand portion is small, it should be even with the
bottom of the character.

27. Where four characters are repeated on the outside of another, the
whole should have a square form.

28. Where four characters are repeated on the inside of another, they
must be written very close together.

29. Here the long strokes should not be horizontal, but written with an
inclination.

2 S 2
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30. The long lines sliould be horizontal, and the perpendicular without

any inclination.

31. The oblique stroke should not be too much elongated.

32. The long oblique in these should be nearly straight, with a certain

appearance of strength; that is, as if drawn with a firm steady hand.

33. Let the hooked stroke below be sufficiently bent.

34. Here tlie bent stroke should include, and, as it were, embrace the

character at the side.

S5. The lower strokes must be placed centrically under tliose above.

3Q>. The hooked strokes in the left-hand portion must be contracted.

37. The point of the hooked stroke should be directed towards the

middle of the four dots.

38. These should be even at the top.

39. These should be even at the bottom.

10. Where there are many right oblique strokes, some must be at full

length, and some contracted.

41. Some of t!ie hooks in the component parts must be suppressed, and

some indicated.

42. The hook in the upper portion should be slightly, and in the lower,

more strongly indicated.

43. The hooked stroke at the top should be contracted, and the one

below extended.

44. The upper part of these characters should be broader than the

under.

45. The under part in these should be broader than the upper.

46. Let the left-hand portion yield in size to the right.

47. Let the right-hand portion yield in size to the left.

48. Let the two sides be large, and the middle small.

49. In these the middle portion should be fully written.

50. Tlie middle portion in these should be small.

51. The hooked stroke in these must be bent, and with an appearance of

strength, as if drawn with a firm hand.

52. The bent stroke must be round and flowing.

53. The oblique stroke to the left must not be too thin and elongated.

54. The two left oblique strokes must not be parallel to each other.

55. When there are three oblique strokes together, let the top of each

proceed from the middle of the one immediately above it.
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5^. In writing the contracted form of the 85th radical, the lowest dot

should be drawn up in a point towards the highest.

57. The 25th radical in these characters must be upright, and placed

immediately under what is above.

58. The o2d radical in these must be erect, and the perpendicular stroke

in a line with the perpendicular stroke below.

59. Where characters consist of a great number of small uneven parts,

care must be taken lest they become confused.

60. Where the strokes are thickly placed, more care is required in

writing them.

61. The descending stroke must be thick at top, and diminish towards

the bottom.

62. The descending stroke should be of nearly equal thickness throughout.

63. Though the lines of these be inclined, " the heart of each character

must be centrical."

64. The lines should all be straight and strong.

Q5. The body of these characters should be of a long shape, and the

strokes rather slender.

66. These should be of a dwarfish shape, and the strokes rather thick,

partly because there are few of them.

67. The oblique strokes which cover in what is below must balance

each other.

6S The foregoing rule also applies when they are in the middle of the

character.

G9. Though the lines in these should be thick, let them not be clumsy.

70. Though in these the strokes should be rather long, let them not be

meagre.

71. Where there are but few of them, the lines should be thick.

72. Where there are many strokes, let them be small, and equally

blended.

73. Where the same character is thrice repeated in a compound, each

must be nearly of a size with the rest.

74. Where the strokes, from their number and form, are involved, care

must be taken lest they become confused.

75. The horizontal line below must meet, and be carried a little beyond,

the descending stroke to the right.

76. Let the hook below be strongly indicated.
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Tl. When a character is compounded with the l62d radical, the upper

part of it should be written larger than the lower.

78. Where the oblique strokes are short, and the horizontal long, the

oblique stroke on the right must be contracted.

79- In these, let the upright lines to the left be short, those to the right

long.

80. Let the perpendicular stroke to the left of these be extended a little

beyond the others.

81. The hook in the upper part of these should be turned inwards.

82. These characters require skill and care in writing them.

83. Examples for writing such characters as are compounded of the vJfitli

radical.

84. Examples of such as have the l63d radical on the right.

85. Examples of such as have the 170th radical on the left.

80 to 92. Examples of characters compounded with various radicals, &c.
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XX. An Account of Greek, Parthian, and Hindu Medals, found in

hidia. By Major James Tod, M.R.A.S.

Read June 18, 1825.

I HAVE the honour to present to the Society fac-simile engravings of two

medals, which fill up a chasm in the Numismatic series of the Greek Kings

of Bactria, viz. Apollodotus and Menander.

BASIAEnS SHTHPOS AnOAAOAOTOT

is the epigraphe of the medal of Apollodotus. The figure is very properly

that of Apollo, armed with a dart or spear inverted, in the left hand

;

denoting clemency after victory. Towards his right hand, is a monogram,

indicating the date, which would appear to be the Bactrian era, composed

of the letters OEA.

On the reverse, is a figure which appears to represent a portable sacrificial

tripod, or altar, having around it an inscription in the ancient Zend, or

Pehlavi character, as in the Sassanian medals of Sapor, and the inscriptions*

of Nakschi, Rustam, and Kermansha.

The other medal is of a name better known to history

—

Menander.

It bears the effigies of the prince, the head covered with a helmet ; the

epigraphe

—

BASIAEHE NANAPOT.

Though the two first letters of Menander are wanting, not a doubt can

exist of its being his coin. I will leave to others to conjecture what were

the letters, now indistinct, which filled up the space between Basileus and

Menandrou

The reverse bears a winged figure,! having a palm branch in the left

hand, and in the right a wreath. Around is the same Zend character, as in

that of Apollodotus, and the monogramt composed of two letters, lA.

* Sec De Sacy. Mcmoires sur diverscs Antiquitus dc la Perse.

t This winged figure is Victory.—N.

X No. 323 of Miannet.
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The Zend characters, common to both these medals, afford a proof, wliicli

may be considered as decisive, that both these princes held Bactria, or

Balk'h, as the seat of empire j for, though the discovery of these coins

gives validity to the reported extent of conquest of these princes, yet, had

they held the seat of government witliin the Indus, they would have adopted

tlie ancient Ndgari character on the reverse, not that of Parthia.

I shall now state how, and where I found these coins, and describe the

method I adopted in my search, which, if persevered in by others, may

lead to more discoveries of this nature. For tlie last twelve years of my
residence in India (amongst Mahrattas and Rajputs), the collecting ot

coins, as an auxiliary to history, was one of my pursuits : and in the rainy

season I had a person employed at Mat'hurd and other old cities, to collect

all that were brought to light by the action of the water, while tearing up

old foundations, and levelling mouldering walls. In this manner, I accu-

mulated about 20,000 coins, of all denominations ; among which, there may

not be above 100 calculated to excite interest, and perhaps not above

one-third of that number to be considered of value : but, among them, there

is an Apollodotus and a Menander, besides some rare medals of a

Parthian dynasty, probably yet unknown to history.

By the acquisition of this coin of Apollodotus, I made a double dis-

covery, namely, of the coin itself, and of an ancient capital city.

Conversing with the principal disciple of a celebrated Jain priest of

(iwalior, about ancient cities, he related to me an anecdote of a poor man,

about thirty-five years ago, having discovered, amidst the few fragments

left oi Surapiira, on the Yamuna, a bit of (what he deemed) glass: shewing

it to a silversmith, he sold it for one rupee ; the purchaser carried his prize

to Agra, and sold it for 5,000, for it was a diamond. The finder naturally

wished to have a portion of the profit, and, on refusal, waylaid and slew

the silversmith. The assassin was carried to Agra to be tried, and thus

the name of Surapura became known beyond its immediate vicinity. This

was a sufficient inducement to me to dispatch one of my coin-hunters, and

I was rewarded by Apollodotus and several Parthian coins.

The remains of Surapura are close to the sacred place of pilgrimage,

called by us " Betaisor," on tlie Yamnnd, between Agra and Etawah.

Tradition tell us, that it was an ancient city, and most probably was founded

by Suras'ena, the grandfather of Crishsa, and consequently the capital of

the Suraseni of the historians of Alexander, which name they very appro-
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priately assigned to the kingdom of Mat'hurd. Arrian tnentions two capital

cities on the Yamuna, " Methoras and Clisobaras." We easily recognize the
first; yet, much as the Greeks disfigured proper names, we can hardly
twist the latter into Silrajmra. Amongst the ruins of ancient Mat'hurd, I

obtained two other medals of Apollodotus, one of which, very indistinct,

I gave to JVIajor Miles, who, 1 believe, has since presented it to the Literary
Society of Bomba)'.

At Mat'hurd, wliere I obtained a few good medals, after many years'
search, I found Menander.

The illustrious names of Apollodotus and Menander, are a sufficient

theme to fill many pages of the journals of the Society, and would require
more classical historic knowledge than the nature of my pursuits and
occupations could afford me a chance of acquiring, in order to illustrate

their history. Nevertheless, as I possess some knowledge of the geography
of their conquests, and have not come altogether unprepared for the task,
I shall trust to the indulgence of the Society, in the attempt I am about
to make.

Had not Apollodotus and Menander despised the narrow limits of the
kingdom usurped by Theodotus, I should never have ventured west of
the Indus, in search of the princes of Bactria ; but as both of them con-
temned the Indus as the boundary of their sovereignty, and invaded the
sons of PuRu in Saurdshtra, on the Indian shore, and on the Yamuiid,
where they left these memorials of their conquests, they placed themselves
within the sphere of my pursuits.

It was from a passage in Dr. Vincent's " Translation of the Periplus of
the Erythrean Sea," that I discovered Apollodotus appertained to the
Bactrian dynasty. Moreover, Sainte Croix, in his " Examen Critique des
Historiens d'Alexandre," takes notice* of the conquests of Menander;
from both I had references to other authorities, which I had no access to
in India.

" Our author (Arriant)," says Dr. Vincent, "redeems his error,* by the

* Page 726.

t Supposed to have ivrittcn liis book during the reign of Aurelian. He resided at Barugaza,
or Baroocli, in a commercial capacity.

t The error alluded to by Dr. Vincent is of a geographical nature, in Alexander's departure
from India.

Vol. I. <2 T
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preservation of a circumstance which fell under his own observation, whicii

is, that coins with the Greek inscriptions of Menander and Apollodotus, who

reigned in this country after Alexander, were still current in Barugaza.*

This Apollodotus is hard to discover, even by the scrutinizing accuracy

of the learned Bayer ; but Menander he has introduced into the catalogue

of his Bactrian kings, and with a most peculiar distinction, that he had

extended his sovereignty down the Indus, and over the Delta of the

Patalene.t

B A C T R I A.

On the division of the provinces, by the successors of Alexander, of the

enormous empire he so rapidly acquired, those between the Caspian Sea

and the Indus formed several extensive Satrapies.t Of the various autho-

rities who treat of this partition, none agree with each other in the names

of the governors to wliom the allotments fell, for they were repeatedly

changed by those who were the real masters of those provinces. In that

portion of the empire held by Antipater, according to Arrian, Stasanor

had Bactria and Sogdia ; Philip had Parthia, which included Hyrcania

;

and the tracts east of Bactriana, almost to the Indus, were held by Pithon :

while the Hindu princes, Taxiles, Poms, and Sandrocottus, exercised their

sway on each side, and within the Indus. It is immaterial to notice the

fluctuating alterations in this arrangement, down to the extinction of the

Macedonian kingdom, and tiie partition of Asia amongst the officers of

Alexander.

Twenty-five years after the death of Alexander, Selencus, surnamed

Nicator, having made himself master of Syria, and assumed the regal title,

brought all the provinces, up to the Indus, under subjection, and nominated

governors. He even designed reconquering those held by the native

Hindu princes ; but troubles in the West, added to the bold attitude of

Sandrocottus, at the head of 000,000 men, compelled him to enter into

* The Greeks have well preserved the ancient name of Barooch, if classically written

—

Bhrigu-gocha, the residence of the sage Bhrigu. The site of his hermitage, tradition lias placed

at some distance from the present city.

t Periplus of the Erythrean sea, vol. ii. page tOl. Vincent's Navigation of the Ancients.

% Parthia, including Hyrcania, Aria, Bactria, Sogdia, Arachosia.
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terms with him ; and, for the price of 500 elephants, to leave him in un-

disturbed possession, and even to recognize his sovereignty.

The other provinces, first mentioned, remained attached to the Syro-

Macedonian kingdom, until the third prhice in descent from the founder ;

when Bactria, from a dependency of the SeleucidiE, was erected into a

kingdom, by the revolt of Theodotus, the governor from Antiochus* Theos,

while this monarch was engaged in a war with Ptolemy Philadelphus, king

of Egypt.

That event occurred in the 58th t year of the Seleucidse, the first of the

Bactrian era, and %5Q years before Christ. This minor Greek monarchy

lasted 122 years, when it was overthrown by an irruption of the same Getic,

Jit, or Scythic tribes,t which destroyed Cyrus and his host. They were

the people of that country where Alexander was wounded§, and where he

built the most northern of his Alexandrias, on the site of Cyropolis ; a spot,

perhaps, now answering to Kojend, on the Jaxartes, which river is the Sirr,

or Sihun, of the Persians ; also called Araxes and Orxantes, || by the Greek

geographers ; most probably the Arverna of the Hindu Purans, the Silis of

the " Carte des marches d'Alexandre :"^ that word is of Sanscrit origin,

implying a mountain** stream, from having its fountains in the grand range

of the Himalaya.

It is scarcely feasible to assign precise limits to the Bactrian kingdom,

for Bactria itself was soon overstept ; and what might be termed the

Bactrian kingdom at the period of the revolt, comprehended Sogdia as well

as the province of Bactria, which had the Oxus, or Jihiin.tt as its northern

boundary. The kingdom of Theodotus, therefore, included all Trans-

oxiana, or the Do-ab of the Oxus and Jaxartes, or Mawer-ul-Nehr of the

Persians ; and to the south, the Parapamisan range. To the west it was

kept in check by its alternate rival and ally, the Arsacidae of Parthia;

* Anc. Univ. Hist., vol. iii. page 846.

t Historiae Regni Graecorura Bactriani, page 38.

—

Bayer.

% The Asi, or Aspii, the Tochari, and Getic Sacse.

§ Arrian, cliap. iii.

II Arrian, book iii, quoting Aristobolus.

% St. Croix.

** Silisi, a mountain stream ; from Sil, a roclc. Hence Saila, the personified appellation of

Hemachal : wlience Saili, his daughter, one of tlie names of the river goddess, Ganga.

tt One of tlie rivers of Paradise, according to Marco Polo Sec Marsden's Edition.

2 T 2
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but to the east its frontier cannot be fixed, for we are left in doubt wliether

PiTHON declared himself independent, or whether the provinces he held

gradually merged into Bactria : the latter is probable ; while there are cir-

cumstances which render the other opinion plausible ; so that we should not

allot to Bactria all the medals of Greek princes we may discover in the

highlands of Central Asia. Six kings are quite enough for the 122 years

that dynasty endured ; but, on these points, the dates contained in the

monograms must be consulted.

It is probable that the Greeks took the word Bactra, which was the

name of the capital of the country, from Balk'k ; they also called this town

Zariaspa,* probably signifying, in the original language, a settlement of the

Asii, a Scythic tribe.t of an extensi\'e Scythic race. For Aspi, Aspasice,

the Aswa, or Ilaya, of the ancient Hindus, have perhaps the same deriva-

tion. Aswa is a very common termination of the names of the early Hindu

princes, especially those of the lunar line, one of whom, prior to the

Mahabhdrata, is stated, in the genealogy of the Purans, to have erected a

sovereignty near the Indus, built its ancient capital Camjnlnagara, and to

have left a numerous progeny. His name was Bdjuswa ; and of his issue

was.the celebrated Draupadi, who became the wife, in common, of the five

Panda brothers. This savours strongly of tlic Scytiiic, and is entirely

repugnant to existing Hindu manners. Doubtless, at that period the simi-

larity was great, or it might be more just to surmise, that the difference of

many of the races between the east and west of the Indus, was originally

sliglit.

Balk'fi, or Bactria, is of very remote antiquity ; it is mentioned as the

birth-place of Zerdtisht, or Zoroaster, and was tlie residence of Cyrus the

Great. As the oldest city in the world, it was distinguished by the title

oi Am-ul Belad, " the mother of towns." This ancient metropolis is now

reduced to insignificance. Its ruins still cover a great extent, and are

surrounded with a wall : but only one corner is inhabited.

* Perhaps from Seher, a city, and the lace Aspa, or Aswa.

t Asi, is a sword ; Aswa, Aspa, a horse, in Sanscrit and Persian ; what more proper name for

Scythic warlike tribes, almost all horsemen ? Most probably from one or the other of these words

originated the terra Asia, not from the wife of Prometheus, as Diodorus asserts, though Isa, a

goddess, might afford a claim. The Scythic tribe, which invaded Scandinavia, was known to

the prior inhabitants under the name Asi.
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The country of Bactria lias always been extolled, both by ancient and

modern travellers, as highly fertile* and productive; and, to its natural

riches, is properly ascribed the power which the revolted princes so rapidly

acquired.

That portion of the kingdom of Cabul, which embraces the provinces of

Balk'h and Khorassan, according to the boundaries assigned by the best

authorities.t with the tract north of the Oxus to the Sirr,1: forming a part

of the modern kingdom of Bokhara, in Turkistan§, constituted the kingdom,

of Theodotus.

The more celebrated, and far more extended dynasty of the Parthian

Arsacidac, which first contributed to aggrandize, and afterwards curtailed the

Bactrian power, rose into eminence about the same period.

The first Arsaces was a Bactrian by birth, and with his brother Tiridates

had opposed the ambitious designs of Theodotus ; but being unsuccessful,

fled to the governor of Parthia,ll by whom being treated with indignity, he

raised troops, expelled him, and following the example of Theodotus,

declared himself independent. Three years after he was succeeded by his

brother Tiridates, who bears on his medals the title of " Arsaces^ the

Great, King of Kings." That he was much indebted to the Greeks of

Bactria, we may judge from the epithet his medals and those of his successor

bear, of Philhellenos. His friendship for the Greeks can only be understood

towards the Bactrian Greeks; for he had scarcely been two years on the

throne, when Seleucus** Callinicus, having made peace with the Egyptian

monarch, left Syria with a large army to recover Parthia; anci the " Great

King " was obliged to fly to his Scythic brethren, the Getic Sacce of the

Jaxartes ; till a rupture between the brothers, Seleucus and Antiochus, gave

* " Elle est vaste, et produit de tout, excepte des olives."

—

Strabon, liv. xi.

f See map to Elphinstone's Cabul.

J For more minute boundaries, Strabo may be consulted.

$ Or Tocharistan, the abode of the Tachari, one of the races mentioned by .Strabo, as aiding

to overturn the Bactrian kingdom. In Tachari we find the origin of the word Turk : the Usbeck

Tartars, or Turks, are still in the old abodes of the Tachari ; the name is also found, by the

Chinese and Tartar historians, in the words Tak-i-uk.

—

See De Guignes.

II
Lewis, Parthian Empire. Ancient authorities differ in the name of this governor on the

part of Antiochus Theos: by one he is named Agathocles, and by another Phericlcs.

f See Vaillant.

*• Lewis, Partliiun Empire, quoting Justin, lib. xxvii. and xli.
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Iiim an opportunity to re-enter Parthia. Seleucus, having prevailed over

his rival, resumed his Parthian expedition ; but the second Theodotus, who

had succeeded to the Bactrian throne, formed a close alliance with Tiridates,

and sent him a large body of Bactrian troops, by whose aid Tiridates

defeated, and made captive, the Assyrian monarch. The day, on which

this battle was fought, became the anniversary* of the foundation of Parthian

liberty. This alliancet sealed the independence of both states; and, to

this opportune succour, afforded by Theodotus, we may ascribe the epithet

we have mentioned, as freely retained by the successive Arsacid*, from a

grateful recollection.

It is somewhat singular, that, while there is an abundance of medals of

the first Arsacidae, we should have so few of the Bactrian princes, and none

of the founders ; and that of two so conspicuous, as Apollodotus and

Menander, those under our consideration, the only memorials of them

should have been found upon the Yamuna, which is a decided proof of the

extent of their conquests, and influence.

The names of nine princes have been, by various authorities, brought

forwards, as appertaining to Bactria ; but not only is the order of their

succession liable to doubt, but some are asserted, by good authority, never

to have reigned in Bactiia at all, but to have belonged to a collateral

dynasty, within the Indus ; and of these, Bayer pronounces Apollodotus

to be one.

To illustrate the subject, I shall here insert his catalogue of princes:

—

1. Theodotus I.

2. Theodotus II.

3. Euthydemus.

4. Menander ; Rex IndiiE et Bactrianae.

5. Eucratides I.

6. Eucratides II.

To these have been added,

7. Apollodotus.

8. Deiiietrius.

9. Heliocles.

* Lewis, Parthian Empire, page 14.

+ This alliance is ascribed, by the author of the Anc. Univ. Hist., vol. iii. page 846, to

Theodotus I., but erroneously : he, to his death, remained jealous of the Parthian.
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These three last names were well known to Bayer, who has, however,

rejected them (for reasons which he assigns) as kings of Bactria. Heliocles,

it is true, he does not mention by name distinctly, perhaps as some ground

existed for believing that Demetrius and Heliocles were the same person.

The Chevalier Sestini, in his work on Coins,* introduces Apollodotus

between Euthydemus and Menander, and Heliocles after the latter. He
gives a medal of the latter prince, a description of which will be found in

Mionnet,t where also a medal of Euthydemus is engraved.

Another valuable acquisition to the very few existing medals of these

princes has been in that of Demetrius, the son of Euthydemus, described in

a treatise entitled " Supplement a la suite des Medailles des Rois de la

Bactriane."1: Both father and son have the same type on the reverse, viz.

Hercules with the club and the lions skin.

The ancient authorities on the succession of these princes are so little

satisfactory, that the writers, who have followed them, have come to very

different conclusions, not only in the order of succession, but in the relation,

ship of those princes. Thus, one§ makes Euthydemus the brother of

Theodotus, whose sceptre he usurped ; while another,]] quoting Polybius,

calls him a nobleman of Bactria. But this is of little importance ; Deme-
trius was the son of Euthydemus, and, by marrying the daughter of An-

tiochus the Great, secured the crown of Bactria to his father, against any

further attempt from Syria. A more important question is, whether Deme-
trius ever reigned in Bactria. It is certain, he did not succeed his father,

and the majority of opinions is against that point, though the compilers of

the Ancient Universal History say, " Menander was succeeded by his

nephew Demetrius, the son of Euthydemus, in whose name he had governed,

that prince being very young, at his father's death." They further say.

• Classes GenOrales Geographiae Numismaticae, by tlie Chevalier Sestini, who was kind enough
to present it to me at Florence.

f Description de Medailles Antiques. It contains the description of tlie only two Bactrian

medals yet found, Euthydemus and Eucratides, besides Heliocles, of " an uncertain epoch."—
V'ol. V. page 704.

t This was obligingly given to me by the Chevalier Sestini, but I have not been so fortunate

as to meet with the account of those prior to Demetrius, by the same author. The Supplement
is printed at St. Peteriburgh.

J Anc. Univ. Hist., History of Bactria, vol. iii. page 846.

11
Lewis, Parthian Empire, page 21.
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" tliat he added to the empire, and left Bactria, in a flourishing condition,

to his son Eucratides."* Bayer combats this opinion, which was held by

J. Vallus and others ; and says, " 1 shall prove from Strabo and Plutarch,

that Demetrius, son of Euthydemus, neither succeeded Menander, nor was

king of Bactria :" t and he seems to be supported in this notion by others.t

The time, allotted by Bayer to the reign of Eucratides I , is sufficiently

long to admit of an additional prince, being tiiirty-five years from his assum-

ing the government. It is here that Heliocles has his place assigned by

Sestini ; and hence the identity conjectured of this prince and Demetrius.

The reason given of his unfitness § to succeed his father Euthydemus, as

being too young, falls to the ground, when it is considered that he was old

enough to form a treaty with Antiochus.

The author of the description of the medal of Demetrius,|| quoting Strabo,

says that, along with Menander, he had conquered even to the Hypanis,

and that lie founded a city, called after his father, Euthydemia, near the In-

dus. Respecting the extent of the conquests, as far as the Hypanis, a very

judicious note appended to the French translation of Strabo may be referred

to.^ Bayer has also commented on this passage of Strabo, and it will enable

us to proceed at once to the consideration of the medal of Menander. The

passage in question is as follows:** " Some of these princes subjugated more

nations even than Alexander, especially Menander, who, having passed the

Hypanis,tt advanced towards the east as far as the Isamus ; but if it was to

iiim that the Greeks were chiefly indebted for their conquests, the obligation

was in part due to Demetrius, son of Euthydennis, king of the Bactrians.

Thus they subjugated the Patalene ; then spreading over the coast, they con-.

queredthe kingdom of Tessarioustus, andthatof Segestes. These sameGreeks

carried their victorious arms as far as the countries of the Syri tt and Phauni."

* Anc. Univ. Hist., vol. iii. page 846.

f Hist. Reg. Gr. Bactr., page 74.

I Note 1. Demetrius, le fils d'Euthydemus, ne parait point avoir jamais porte la couronne,"

&c. &c.— Strabon, liv. xi. sec. iv,

§ Anc. Univ. Hist.

II
Supplement, page 4 and 5, quoting Strabo.

f Page 75.

** Strabon, liv. xi.

f •( The Hyphasis, the Sutledge of modern geography, one of the five eastern arms of the Indus.

:{;}; Or Suroi, as Bayer, more nearly approximating to the original Xufwv, writes it.
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This passage would serve to furnish a comment on what little has been

handed down to us of the actions of Menander and Apollodotus. who

both followed the same track of conquest. But if Apollodotus belonged

to Bactria at all, he must precede Menander.

Tiie claim, however, of Mevander to participate in the honours of

Indian sovereignty, has been questioned, and his career confined to the

states dependant on the " Mother of Cities;"* while the obscurity in which

the name of Apollodotus was enveloped, originated in an error of Trogus

Pompeius, which was adopted by Justin and Strabo. These writers con-

found the king Apollodotus with Apollodorus, the historian of Bactria.

The mistake would not have been cleared up, but for the incidental mention

of Apollodotus, by Arrian.

To the learned Bayer the merit must be ascribed of having discovered

and rectified this error. He observes,t " The preface of Trogus Pompeius,

where reference is made to Eucratides, the Bactrian, thus says: To India

also are added the eiyloits carried on by the kings Apollodorus and

Mexander. Johannes Valens is offended with these words, remarking,

that it is a most erroneous passage, for Apollodorus was not a king of

the Bactrians, but an historian who had committed to writing, according to

Strabo, the exploits of the Parthians, Bactrians, and Indians."

" Neither has Trogus (he continues) handed down, nor do we require it

to be granted, that Apollodorus "was king of the Bactrians ; but it is evident

that he teas king of India, or some other part ; and Strabo distinguishes the

Greek kings of India from the Bactrians, when he thus speaks :
— " Apollo-

dorus, therefore, "who "wrote the Parthian History, making inention of' the

Greeks who caused the revolt ofBactria from the Syrian kings, says, they held

all the nations between the Hydaspes and Hypanis i?i subjection, to the number

of' nine ; and that they had five thousand cities, of which wowe was less tfuin

Cos, in Merope ;" and, immediately after, he brings forward the passage

already given, from the Periplus.t " Even to this day, ancient drachmae

make their appearance in Barugaza, inscribed with Grecian letters, the

legends of those who reigned after Alexander, viz. Apollodotus and

Menander."
" But there must have been another besides, either before Apollodotus

• Jialk'li, or Bactra. | Hist. licg. Giitc. Bact., sec. xxxiii. page 77. ^ Bayer, page 79.

Vol. I. 2 U
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or after him, in order that we may place the commencement of the Indian

kingdom equal to the beginning of the reign of Theodotus. Besides, it may
be collected from obscure fragments of ancient authorities, that many Greek

kingdoms arose together, and existed for some time among the Indians ; nor

do I doubt that the Siriptolemceus, or Siripolemius, of Claudius Ptolemy,*

was of the number ; for the latter part of the word is Greek ; but (J£,i^i) Siri

is tiie Indian Sri."

One of the best grounds for assenting to the opinion of the Puranas

having been remodelled at a comparatively modern period, is the mention,

in them, of these very Yavan or Greek kings ; while, at the same time, it

proves that such a recasting (composition we cannot call it) took place at

a time, when these events were fresh in the memory, and, perhaps, even

while some descendants of these princes still existed Arrian composed his

History of the Navigation and Commerce of the Red Sea, in the second

century, and he mentions those princes. Ptolemy wrote his Geography

about the same period, and the authors, or renovators, of the Puranas, in the

beginning of the sixth century. To colour this anachronism, and render it

palatable to their votaries, the spirit of prophecy was assumed ; and, of

the dynasties which were to reign in time to come, these Yavans, or

lonians, are not only mentioned, but Balich Dcs, or Bactria, is speci-

fically assigned to them ; and, what is a curious and valuable fact,

the precise number of princes of this dynasty is named:

—

''For eight

generations, the Yavan ;f for twenty, the Turshka ;% for thirteen, the

* In the same section, Bayer, quoting from Ptolemy (the geographer), " There were many

kings of India : Ozene of Tiastanus ; Baithana, the seat of Siriptolemceus :" doubtless Ujjayan ;

and Pattan, on the (iodiiveri river ;
" Karoura, the palace of Kerobotheus ; Modoura, the palace

of Pandion ; and Arthoura, the palace of Sornus :" the first most probably the abode of the

Curu-putras, or sons of Curu ; the second, clearly Mat'hura, held by the Pandu princes, the

descendants of Puru, which they actually did in Alexander's time, and for eight centuries before.

Arthoura, the abode of Sornus, may be Arore, on the Indus, the capital of Sehris, also a generic

appellation of the sons of Sehl, another of the heroes of the great war.

-)- Thus the Greeks are termed.

± The Scythic race of the Oxus and Jaxartes ; the Turshka and Tukyac of the Hindu;

Tachari, or Tochari of the Greeks ; and Tagitai or Chagitai of Turkisthan, and the Tartar his-

torians of Tocharestan, the Saca-dwipa of the Purans, the country of the Sacse or Sac'hae, the

races : of which the Parthians were, the Saca; of the province of Aria ; hence the titular appellation

of all its princes, Arsaces : and from Saca-dixipa, which D'Anville properly places about the

fountains of the Oxus, the Greeks composed the word Scythia.
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Gor-ind ;* for eleven, the Maunas ;i- in Balich Des, thirteen generations

;

Pushpamitra Dumifra, after the descendants of Agraj, seven generations." I

give the passage as a guide to others ; whether Dumitra is Demetrius, the

son of Euthydemus, we have nothing but the analogy of the names, and

the introduction of Balich in the same passage, for support to our conjecture.

Agraj, the Hindu prince, after whom, it appears, this dynasty of seven

princes reigned, may be the Aggrames of Quintus Curtius, the Prince ofthe

Gangarides and Prasii, the report of whose immense armies was the barrier

to the further advance, beyond the Setlej, of the arms of Alexander. With

every probability, we may consider the ancient city of Agra as the residence

of Aggrames ;% and, as a proof of its great antiquity, and at the same time as

throwing some new light on another interesting series of medals of a

Parthian dynasty, to which we are strangers, I present drawings of a few

of those medals, out of a considerable number, which were discovered in an

earthen vessel, found in its ruins some years ago, in the course of my
researches.

There are remains of another Agra, or Aggaroa, fifteen miles to the north-

east of Hansi Hissar, of which tradition says, that it occupies the site of an

old capital. It would have been precisely in the line of march of Alexander

into India. This 'Aggaroa is in the tract termed Heriana, the cradle of

the Agarwdl race ; who, though now only traders, claim a princely origin.

Quintus Curtius mentions Aggrames not being of gentle blood ; nor is it

improbable that this prince, whose sons were merchants, was the formidable

opponent, of whose power such exaggerated accounts readied Alexander's

army, as to cause them to murmur against the king's further progress into

the plains of Hindust'han.

There is very good ground for believing that Apollodotos, or Menander,

or both, penetrated beyond the altars of Alexander on the banks of the

Setlej, the Hyphasis of his historians ; and here I must again refer to the

quotation, already given from Strabo.^

Among the princes, who had carried their arms into the interior of India,

* Gor-ind, the lords of Gor. Ind, a contraction of Indra, in poetical composition, very com-

monly applied to a prince.

f Maunas, perhaps the Macwana tribe, still found in the Saurashtra peninsula.

X Agra-grfima (town), isu (lord).

J See page 23, Strabo, lib. xi.

2 U 2
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the geographer especially mentions Menander and Demetrius; and though

it is not asserted by him that they were contemporary, it is by no means

improbable. " Having passed the Hypanis (he says), they advanced to-

wards the east, even to the Isamus."

Several authors, and amongst them Bayer, have put a construction on

this passage which entirely fetters the meaning of the original, this being

descriptive of the wide sweep of the Bactrian arms. They have corrected

the reading, by substituting Imaus for Isamus. These are Bayer's com-

ments :* " They advanced as far as the Imaus, where are the sources of

the Ganges, in order to reduce the tracts which had been in the possession

of Sandrocottus." Would this be advancing from the Hyphasis to the east,

either in the common sense, or according to Hindu geographical accepta-

tion of the east country ? The misnomer has been noticed, in a note of

the French translation of Strabo;t and the opinion here expressed would

remove all difficulties, if it were admitted tiiat " L'Isamus serait un fleuve

nomme aujourd'iiui Zemna ;" but this is advanced on autiiorityt in the

interpretation of which the commentators do not coincide. They are

inclined to conclude, from a subsequent passagc,§ that it is the river

Hydaspes whicii is meant, a construction that cannot be supported, as it

would imply absolute retrogression, and a westerly, instead of an easterly,

movement from the Hyphasis. The Yamuna would well answer our

purpose ; but I know of no authority which recognizes Isamus as one of

its many appellations. In the ancient cities that were on its banks, were

found almost all the Greek and Parthian medals I obtained. W'ilford liad

conjectured the Isamus to be the small stream which flows into the Ganges,

called the Isa, which would so far apply, as it pointed to an eastern progress

of the Greek arms ; for, although small, it had geographical importance,

as we learn from the bard Chand, being the boundary of the Hindu

kingdoms of Dehli and Canouj, seven centuries ago. It migiit be so in tiie

days of Alexander and Menander, when the sons of Puru and Cuju

reigned, and when " the palace of Pandion (Pandu)|| was at Madoura

(Mat'hura)."

Strabo proceeds: " They subjugated the Patalene, then spread over the

coast, and conquered the kingdom of Tessarioustus and that of Sigestis."

• Hist. Reg. Gr. Bact., page 81. f Strabo, note 2d, liv. xi., torn. iv.

|. Mannert Geog. § Strabon, liv. xv.
||

Bayer, quoting from Ptolemy.
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This is the route of conquest by which they were made known to the

author of the Periplus, who has handed down to posterity the names and

exploits of Apollodotus and Menander. Their coins were current at

Baroach in the second century, within the confines of tiiese conquests,

according to my interpretation of wliat follows

:

" They subjected (Strabo says) the Patalene." This tract was supposed

to have occupied the Delta of the Indus ; but more recent geography limits

it to a much smaller extent,* by curtailing the eastern boundary. Patakne

is derived from the Sanscrit word Fatal, the lower region : it was con-

nected with Minagara, the capital of the Lower Indus, and governed by

Sanibus, when Alexander sailed down the Indus. It is not Arrian, the

historian of Alexander, who calls the capital of Sambus Minagara, but

another writer of that name, who was the author of the Periplus. The

latter mentions it as the capital of a Parthian dynasty, in his time. The

former gives the name oi Sindomaiia to the residence of Sambus, who wisely

propitiated " Macedonia's madman," dreading the fate of the crucified

Musicanus, and the massacre of the Brahmins.

Captain Pottinger very ingeniously supposes Minagara to be the ancient

isolated capital of Sinde, the Sogdi of Alexander, so called from Mean-

naggar, signifying the insulated Bulihar. This, however, is greatly too

high for the Sindo7nana and Mitiagaraf of the two Aviians, who agree in

the position ; their verbal difference, I think, may be reconciled. Some

light may perhaps be thrown on that ancient period, and it may be made

to appear that the Jdrejas of Cutch and Cant'lii, now occupying the iiaunts

of Tessarioustus, lived but at a short distance from their ancient kingdom,

the abode of Sambus, the friend of Alexander, who was in fact their

progenitor.

When (eight centuries before Alexander) the deified Crishna was slain

in Saurdshtra, by the aboriginal tribes (whom he and the Pandus had

expelled), and his followers in the " Great War" left India, a part of tliem

settled in Zahulest'hdn, and another division in Seivestlidn, on tiie Indus.

Uf the former it would occupy too much space here to speak ; and of the

* Arrian, however, makes it longer than the Delta of the Nile.

f Inland on the north, the district of Barugaza (Baroach) joins to Sinde, and is subject to the

Parthians of Minnagar ; and the sea-coast from Sinde towards Guzzerat is called Surastrene.

—

Periplus ri/'t/ic Erjtlircan Sea, vol. ii., page 393.
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latter I shall only mention, that the native annals state that Samba,* one of

Crishna's sons by his favourite wife Jambuvati, was the founder of the

Sinde-sama dynasty, on the Indu?, and that their capital was anciently

called Samanagara, or Sambunagara, the fortress of Santa, or Sambu, well

known in the Jdreja annals, at this day. On its site now stands Tatta,

also called Debeil, properly Deu'al, or t/ie J'emple ; for there is a cele-

brated temple, the situation of which corresponds with tlie abode of the

Brahmins, whom Alexander massacred for instigating the princes to oppose

him.

This Minagara is the Parthian capital of the author of the Periplus, and the

Sindomana of Arrian ; and its sovereign was Sambu (a titular appellation),

the Sambus of Alexander. When the Jdrejas sacrificed tlie Hindu cha-

racter to maintain their dominion, and became proselytes to Islam, it

required but the change of a letter to make these the descendants of the

mildest of the gods of Hind, the offspring of the Persian Jamshced ; and

Sain and the exploits of Crishna, the Apollo of Vr'ij, were lost in Jam.

Abul Fazil describes the Jam raj (government), which ruled on the Indus,

one branch of which is now fixed in the Saurdshtra peninsula; their capital,

.Tamnagar. They are neitlicr Hindu, nor Mahomedan ; while their Jareja

brethren follow the Hindu manners, but are too much degenerated from

purity of blood, to admit of its mixing with that of the princes of Rd-

jast'hdn.

Had not the afore-mentioned passage of Strabo pointed out the Hyphasis

as the first object, when speaking of the conquest of Menander, we might

have imagined that, passing over the intermediate country, which forms the

eastern portion of the valley of the Indus, he had proceeded directly from

Bactria, through Aria and Arachosia, to the Patalene ; but we have evidence

of the route of march having extended from the eastern frontier of the

land watered by the five grand streams which feed the Indus ; and we

are also in possession of tlie important fact, that there existed a capital

of a Greek kingdom on the Hyphasis, called, in the native tongue,

Sangala, which was the residence of Demetrius, and the Greek dynasty

* Sama, or Syama, was one of the names of Crishna, from his dark complexion, hence Samba ;

a;id one branch of their family having lost sight of their origin, say they came from Rum Sham,

or Syria. The Batti and Jareja annals fortunately aid each other to develope the little that is to

be gleaned of that remote period.
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in India proper, and by Demetrius named Euthydemia,* in honour of his

father.

If Apollodotus does not belong to the Bactrian dynasty, we must give

Sagala, or Sangala, to him, in preference to Demetrius, and even Menander.

Perhaps the monograms may tend to clear up these doubts.

Sangala is placed on St. Croix's mapt within the Hyphasis, which coin-

cides with D'Anvillet and the historians of Alexander, and brings it on

one side of Lahore, the supposed site of the capital of Porus. At this point

the progress of Alexander terminated, and here he erected what is called

his Altars. Major Ilennel has not fixed the position oi Sangala in his map,

though he intimates where it should be placed, § which does not differ from

St. Croix.

Wilford, quoting most respectable native authority, || says, that there are

the ruins of a most extensive city, which he supposes to be Satigala, to the

westward of Lahore.^ This was the last city which the Macedonian con-

queror sacrificed to his ambition, in his career towards the plain of Hin-

dust'han. Good fortune saved the cities on the Yamuna and Ganges from

sharing the doom of Sangala, which was itself levelled to the ground, after

a massacre of 17,000 of its people, and the captivity of 70,000.

After Alexander's departure, it seems to have sprung up again from its

ruins, but only to become the possession of another Greek. But if we
suppose Menander to have been this Grecian, which can hardly be doubted,

though he also was master of Bactria, it is gratifying to humanity to think.

* " I find from Claudius Ptolemy, that there was a city within the Hydaspes, called Sagala, also

Euthydemia, and I scarcely doubt that Demetrius called it so from his father, though after his

death, and that of Menander. When Menander subdued Bactria, I cannot define; but we may
conjecture that Demetrius was deprived of his patrimony, A.U.C. 562 (A.C. 192)."

—

Bayer,

page Si.

f Carte des Marches d'Alexandre.

X Page 105. This great geographer, quoting from Ptolemy, says, " Sagala is called jEuMy-

media, but that he would fain read Euthydemia."

§ 48 miles S.W. of Lahore.

II
Mirza Mogul Beg, part of whose journals and remarks this very intelligent Mogul presented

to me many years ago.

^ Ae. Res.
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that the beneficence of his character may have obHterated from the remem-

brance of the Hindu the barbarous deeds of Alexander.

A more honourable testimony of regard was never paid to departed

royalty, than that which Menander received from his subjects. Bayer,

quoting Plutarch, thus describes it : " A certain king, Menander, who

had reigned with justice over the Bactrians, having died in camp, the cities

in common had the care of his funeral rites, but afterwards contended for

his ashes ; they at last divided his remains equally amongst them, and

agreed that monuments* to him should be raised amongst them all."

I possess two notices from the native Hindu annals of a city of antiquity,

which I have little doubt is the Sagala of the Greeks.

I have already hinted, that in the destruction of the Yadava power, which

predominated in all India about 1,100 years before the Christian era, one

branch retired to Zabulest'han, claiming Guzni as their ancient capital.

Doubts might be raised on this point; but the same annals (those of Jessel-

mer) give us an intermediate place of halt, in their migration from the

plains of the Yamuna and Saurdshtra.

This intermediate place was Behera, on the Behat, or Hydaspes, in the

hilly tract styled by them Jidda, or " Yadu ca dang," tiie Jiddu, or Yadu hills,

a name they still ])reserve, and whicli is to be found in Kennel's Geography.

The MSS. from which I had this, are of some antiquity ; but of the real

situation of the hills of //(/</m, no information is any where to be obtained.

These people were again driven back on India, and have retained a great

impression of their foes in a Grecian garb. Siibhava, or Subhdg, esta-

blished himself in the Parapamisan range, from those of Yadu, east of Indus;

his son was Gaj, who founded Gajni. The king, Mamrej, of Khorasan

( Bactria), often attacked tlie Yadu princes of Gajni. Subhava had always

* On first reading this passage, it struck me that the singular monument described by

Mr. Elphinstone as the " Tope (Barrow) of Maunikyeula," might be one of these trophies to

merit.

It is, however, mucli nearer to Taxila than Sangala, and which, doubtless, was within Menan-

der s control. " There was nothing at all Hindu in the appearance of this building; most of the

party thought it entirely Grecian."—See Elphinstone's Cabut, page 130, vol. i., and plate in vol.ii.,

iecond edition.
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been victorious, but aided by the king of Rum* the Bactrians renewed

hostilities against Gaj ; but, while he was in great danger, Mararej suddenly

died of indigestion. The period assigned for this is the year 3008 of

Yudhishthira.

The relation is so mixed up with facts of a later date, that it seems,

among otiier matters, to contain something of the history of Antiochus and

his Hindu antagonist, Sophagasenus, who made his peace with him by a

present of money and elephants.

Bayer says, we have already stated, that Sophagasenus was an Indian

king in the Bactrian regions near to Paronisus.t almost south ; that he was

rich, and surrendered his possessions willingly to Antiochus.

Euthydemus seems to have despoiled him of the kingdom, by means of

Demetrius (if it was not Menander, as we might almost be tempted to

conjecture, by the similarity of the name Mamrej), and to have taken

from him all the countries to the west of the Indus, which had been a

province of Macedonia, by the Parthians called JVIiite India.t

Raja Gaj was at last slain, and his issue compelled to flee to Salbhanpur,

in the Panjab; but this event is referred to the year 72, after % Vicramdditya.

I have already adverted to the Sal-indra-jnir, the residence of a Scythic

prince of the Gete or Jit race, in the sixth century, and remarked that

the annals of Guzzerat, in speaking of the conquest of the celebrated

Cumdrpdl of AnhulwaraH Pattan, say that he carried his arms as far as

Salpur, towards the Sewaluk mountains.

• Rumi pati, in the original. The term Rumi, applied to Syria, appears to have been used

long before the removal of the seat of government by Constantine. Alexander is always called

" Sekander Rumi;" and wherever the Roman sway prevailed, the country was termed

Roumiah.

" Les Orientaux distinguent entre les anciens Grecs qui avaient leurs Rois ou leur gouverne-

ment particulier, et ceux qui etaient joints et soumis a I'empire Romain. Car ils appellent les

premiers Jounan, Jones, de Javan, et ils donnent a ceux-ci le nom de Roum."

—

D'Herbelol,

Art. Roum.

t Robertson, quoting Polybius, note 15, page 309. See also Maurice's History, vol. i.

page 68, who has collected what has been written on Antiochus and the Hindu princes.

X This answers well to Ghizni, or Gajni.

§ Had it been seventy-two years before Vicrama, it would have answered for the period of

Eucratides, the son of Demetrius, undoubtedly following Menander.

II
In the twelftli century.

Vol. I. 2 X
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All these testimonies seem to point to one particular city, for which a

successful search might yet be made. The antiquities of that interesting

legion are still unexplored ; but a persevering and extensive investigation

would not be fruitless. There arc many important objects yet left to be

ascertained ; but above all, a rich harvest might be expected in the countries

radiating from the sources of the Oxus and Jaxartes, in Bactria and

Sogdiana. The entcrprizing and intelligent traveller might avail himself of

caravans of horse merchants, in his journey.

In the cave temples of Bamian, inscriptions might be met with ; and were

but the single fact established, that the colossal figures in the temple were

Bud'hist, it would be worth a journey : perhaps no spot in the world is

more curious than this region.

But let us return to the countries subjugated by ApoUodotus and

Menander, after the Patalene, namely, " the kingdoms of Tessarioustus and

Sigestis." As to the first, there is little doubt that the kingdom of Tessa-

rioustus w^s the modern kingdom of Ch/c//, tlie coast of which is called by

the ancient geographers Caiil'hi, a name used by the. natives to this day.

Hence the name of the old capital, Cdt'h-c6t, which signifies built of wood:

it may have been Catit'h-hot, the fort of Cant' hi. Tessarioustus might be a

corruption of Teja-rdja, or King Teja, a common Hindu appellation, if it

was not Gajardshtra, the r being clianged to a T.

The last excursion I made was to " the coast of the kingdom of I'essa-

rioustus, and towards the Patalene." I obtained a knowledge of several

facts, which it is not the place here to dwell upon, thougli I have added to

the number of engravings some medals* of a very ancient date, in a character

of which no specimen has ever yet been given. I found these characters

also cut on the rock of the ancient residence of the chiefs of the peninsular

Siirastrene, or Saurdshtra, erroneously designated Katiawar, which I shall

again notice.

Bayer t has gone to the mouths of the Ganges, in search of the kingdoms

of Sigestis and Tessarioustus, but his conjectures have no great probability

in them. Strabot proves that nothing but the tract east of the Delta can

have constituted the kingdom of Tessarioustus.

That of Sigestis is more difficult to discover, especially when named

* See Plate XII. f Page 81. % See note 4, liv. xi. Strabon.
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together with that of Tessarioustus. If I am not mistaken, the kingdom

of Sigestis onght to have been mentioned before the Fatalene, when the

conquests of Apoiiodotus and Menander were spoken of. Thus a gap

in their route from the Pa?ijdb frontier would have been filled up ; for

the only position which can be assigned to this kingdom, in reference to

the line of conquests alluded to, goes to strengthen the opinion I before

expressed, that the subjugation of the Patakne, or Delta of the Indus,

proceeded through the western provinces from Bactria, and did not descend

through the valley from the Punjab. Then the kingdoms of Tessarioustus

and Sigestis, being contiguous, would have been attacked in the succession

I have stated. A passage from Abul Fazil will throw light on that of

Strabo.

In his summary of the princes of Sinde, he says, " In ancient* times there

lived a Raja, named Sehris, whose capital was Alore, and his dominions

extended to Cashmere t and the ocean. An army of Persians invaded this

kingdom, and the Rcjd was killed in battle, and the Persians returned

home." This relates to a period long antecedent to Muhammed.

Alore is stated by Abul Fazil, in his geographical description of the

province of Sinde, to have been called Debeil and Tatta. This would

bring the capital of Sigestis near that of Tessarioustus ; but there is no need

of encroaching on the domains of the descendants ofS\^iBvsofSarninagara,

or the chief of the Patalene, in order to give Rtyd Sehris, or Sigestides, a

proper abode, the situation of which has been mistaken-by Abul fazil.

I was so fortunate as to discovert this ancient city, the original capital

of the Sogdi of the Indus. It is situated seven miles east of the island of

* Ayiii Akbery, vol. ii. page 118.

f " To the East Cashmere" is Abul FaziVs definition of that limit of the kingdom of Sehris,

which is either a mistake for Ajamere, or the quarter should be north. " To the west the

Muran," that is, the Indus, or Sind, both having the same meaning distinctively

—

the river.

Both are, I believe, words of Scythic or Tartar origin. The Sin or Sind'h, or, as the Chinese

would write it, Y'sin, is only known locally in the valley as the " Meeta Muran" the Sweet River.

by the natives. By written authorities he is styled Abu-sin, the father of the first of rivers. By
others, and amongst them T^crwAia, " Nil-iib," the blue stream, or Nile. Query: If Abyssinia

has not the same derivation, the land on the Abu-sin, or Egyptian Nile .'

J It was in 1810 I sent my first party to explore that tract, and to bring to me intelligent

natives of the desert and Indus, and I repeated these parties till I exhausted the subject, and had

matter for a sketch of its geography.

2X2
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Buk'har,* on the Indus, a place celebrated in Alexander's voyage. Its

name is pronounced Arore ; and amongst its ruins are the remains of a

bridge over a stream, which, branching from tiie Indus at Dura, seven miles

north of Buk'har, skirts the desert down to the ocean. On this stream is

situated the port of Lukput, formerly so called. As the place bears the

name of Sangra lower down, I have little doubt that it is the Lankra which

Nadir Shah, in his treaty with Mahmud, made the boundary of Persia

and India, thus lopping off from the latter all the fertile valley of Sinde.

The inhabitants of the desert, or rather one particular tribe, are called

Sehrai, but I know not from what circumstance. It is a curious fact, that

the tribe, which from time immemorial has had possession of this desert

region, and which was, not very remotely, master ofy7ro;-c and Buhliar, and ail

the valley, was the Hindu tribe Soda, one of the branches oiPilar. May we
suppose that the term Sogdi, applied to the people of Bukhar by Alexander,

originated from that tribe ? Tiie best proof of the antiquity of their

genealogy is their connecting, in an old couplet, the period of the cessation

of the streams flowing through tlie desert, with one of the Soda princes. '

In a chronicle of occurrences given me by a learned Yati, mention is

made of the same prince, called Raja Sdd ; and it is related that he iided

over all the countries east of the Indus, tiiat he was of the Pilar (^Pranuira)

race, and contemporary with Vicratnddilj/a. Tradition further adds, that the

Desert, now constantly increasing to the eastward, had no existence in his

time. Seld, or Sul, was also the name of one of the Pandu league in the

Great War, and Samanagar and Arore were in the route of retreat of the

remains of the Yadus and Pandtis, under Yudhishthira and Baldeva, when

they left India, after Crishna's death, on tlic siiores of Saurdshtra.

I have visited the spot where the Apollo of India (CuTshna) received

the wound from tiie Bhilla's arrow ; and also that, where his remains were

burnt on the banks of Rtipavali (Argentina). A never-dying Pippala

{Ficus religiosa) marks the spot ; but tlie scion of this immortal stem of

•3,000 years, appeared to be a sapling of about five years' growth. The

intolerant Muhammedan had polluted the spot, sacred to tiie Hindu votary,

by erecting a Mesjid almost in contact with the altar of Crishna. It is all

holy ground to tlie Hindu : the ruins of the Temple of the Sun are very

* The Mansoora of the Arabians, and erroneously supposed by some to be Minagara.
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near the shrine of Chishna, and not a mile beyond the famed Somandt'ha,

whose wealth surpassed that of Delphos. Witli this wealth Mahmud con-

structed his " Celestial Bride,"' at Ghizni. Within the walls, and witli

the remains of this ancient fane before my eyes, I listened to the recital of

a metrical composition which we met with, descriptive of the destruction of

the most holy temple. It was a singular composition, evidently, from the

display of imagery, the work of the Hindu bards, aided by some refined

Persian scholar. It had, witli many Persian words, a m.ixture of pure

Hindi, the choicest phrases of its colloquial dialects, and was withal incom-

parably simple.

Wilford,* treating of the geography of the Indus, says, that the country

to the east of the Indus was called Sehr, or Sehr-des, and its inhabitants

consequently Selirais ; and that west, Lehr. Leh is a considerable territory

westward, and one of the largest communities in Balochistan is that of

Noonme, or Loomrie,'\ a colony of the Scythic Gete, or Jit, tliough now

Muliammedan ; of this race is a great part of the population of the valley.

I do not think we can find a more appropriate place for the abode of

SiGESTis, than Arore, the capital of Seliris ; while the kingdom of Tessa-

RiousTUS is expressly said to be on the sea-coast, beyond the Patalenc.

I shall now venture a remark on another passage of Strabo, and endeavour

to elucidate a point which has caused discussion, respecting the countries

which bounded the conquests of Apollodotus and Menander.

Strabo, namely, adds to what has been before quoted :
" These same

Greeks subjugated the country as far as the territory of the Syri and Pltauni."

Bayer, following the original orthography, St::<.;, writes Suroi, and on this

he has commented, as have the French annotators.t

He finds fault with Causabon for altering Phaunun to Phoinicdn, and

approves of the conjectures of J. Valens, who makes them the Seres and

Phryni of the Sacw nation, bordering on Chinese Tartary.

This emendation is noticed, but not confirmed, by the French annotators

of Strabo, who prefer carrying the Bactrian arms to Syria and Phenicia.

The compilei'S of the Ancient Universal History have also adopted this

* Ess.iy on Vicraindditya and iialivahaua.

—

As. Ues. vol. ix. page ^30.

f At the angle of the Indus and Mekran coast : Query, If the Lymrica, or Lymuritij, of

Alexander's geographers ?

t Note 2, liv. xi. page 'ZWi, vol. iv. Strabon.
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idea, but only say Menander died when about to carry his arms into

Syria.

The misfortunes which befel Antiochus the Great, at this period, cer-

tainly afforded an opening to the Bactrian prince to attempt such an

invasion ; but the historians of the Syrian monarch would not have failed

to notice such a powerful diversion in favour of the western foes of

Antiochus, as the advance oftiie Bactrians to the frontiers of Syria, had

it taken place. Menander succeeded to the Bactrian throne at the very

time wiien Hannibal took refuge with Antiochus, and instigated him to

cope with the soldiers of the mistress of the world ; but the fatal battle of

Magnesia shewed tiiat ncitiier Grecian phalanx, Scythian bowmen,* nor a

multitude of elephants from India (the tribute of Subhava and his son Gaj),

coidd withstand the Roman legions, headed by the Scipios. This very

victory, however, proved eventually ruinous to Rome : for the spoils of

Asia and her luxuries enervated and corrupted her citizens ; and from

this victory, which opened to her the east, is to be dated her decline.

The Suroi are mentioned in conjunction with the kingdoms of Tessa-

rioustus and Sigestis," and the Patalene, which was very near them, so that

they could be apj)roachcd without the necessity of invading the territory

of Antiochus; which would rather have been presumptuous in Menander

or Apollodotus, notwithstanding his misfortunes.

The Huroi were in fact the Sauras, inhabiting tlie peninsula of Sou-

rarasbtra, the Saurasfrcnc and Sijraslrenc already quoted from the Periplus,

and the kingdom immediately adjoining, that of Tessariouslus, to tiie east,

ward. That the S^pc; of Saurdshtra, and the Syrians of Asia Minor had

the same origin, appears from the worship of Surya, or the Sun. I have

little doubt, we have more than one " city of the Sun"t in this tract ; indeed,

the only temples of the Sun I have met witii in India, are in Saurashtra.

The temple raised to Brd, in Tadmort in the Desert, by Solomon, where

* A body of 1,200 Scytliian horse, armed with bows, claimed the admiration of the Romans.

Antiochus had also 1.50 elephants, a great part received from Sophagascnus and other Hindu

princes, when he invaded India, after making peace with Euthydemus, the predecessor of

Menander. — j4nc. Univ. Hist, page 507.

•f
Heliopolis ( Suryapura ) was one capital of Syria.

\ Hence its name, Brd-btc. BA ii an idol : so Ferishtra derives it, the idol Bat. This, the

capital in future times of the unfortunate Zenobia, was translated by the Greeks to Palmyra

;

for it is but a translate of Tad-tar, or Tal-mor, and can have an Indian derivation, from Tar,

or Tal, the date, or Palmyra-tree ; and Mor, the head, chief, or crown.
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he worshipped " Bal and Ashtoretli, the strange gods of the Sidonians,"

was the Bdl-nafh, or Great God of the Hindus, the Vivifier, the 8un : and

the Pillar erected to him " in every grove, and on every high hill ;" the

Lingam, or Phallus, the emblem of Bal; Bal-nat'h, Bal-ccsari,* or as Bdl-

Isuara, the Osiris of the Egyptians ; and as Nand-Iswara, their Serapis, or

Lord of the Sacred Bull; Nandu, or Apis, ' the Calf of Egypt," which

the chosen people bowed to " when their hearts were turned away from

the Lord."

Thus Bal was tiie type of productiveness, and Ashtoretli, as destruction,

most probably that of the Eight- (Ashta) armed mother. A'shta-tara-devi,

or the radiated Goddess of Destiny, is always depicted as trampling on the

monster Bhuinsusilr, aided by her lion (when she resembles Cybele, or the

Phrygian Diana), and in each of her eight arms holding a weapon of

destruction : but I have ventured to pursue the subject elsewhere. I shall

merely remark on the Suroi of Menander, that amongst the thirty-six

royal races of Hindus, especially pertaining to Saurashtra, is that of Sarweya,

as written iu the Bhdkltd, but classically Suryas'wa. The historian of the

court of Anhulwarrat thus introduces it :
" And thou, Sarweya, essence of

the martial races."1: No doubt, it was, with many others, of Scythic origin,

perhaps from Zariaspa, or Bactria, introduced at a period when the worship

of Bal, or the Sun, alone was common to the nations east and west of the

Indus ; when, as Pinkerton says, a grand Scythic empire extended to the

Ganges. Here I must drop Apollodotls and Menander, for tlie history

of their exploits extends no further than the Suroi.

I must, however, reserve for a distinct notice, what that great geographer

D'Anville remarks. He had Arore within his grasp, and the addition of

one point alone reserved for me the honour of the discovery of the abode

and position of Sehkis, if not of Sigestis.

Describing the tracts watered by the Lidus i^" ie cours de ITndus, jusqu'a

la mer"§), according to the Turkish geographer, whom he justly lauds,

and having mentioned Bukkar and Sehwan, he says, " Azour est presque

* Ccsari, a lion. Hence the royal appellation of the Cassais; and Lion (Sitt'/ia) Lords of India,

have the same meaning.

t Nehrwara of D'Anville and Renaudot.

J
" Sarweya, Cshaliriya tain sar."

^ Eclaircissemena sur la carte de I'lnde, p. 37.
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comparable a MuUan pour la grandeur, selon Ebn Haulcal dans Abulfeda ;"

but if this authority afforded a positive fact, it is a pity D'Anville did not

abide by what he found so correct ; for, following Agizzi, he says, " Cette

ville est situee sur le fleuve Meiiran, « trente j)arasanges de Mansora d Mtna-

ga7'a en remontant cejieuic. There can be no doubt that Azour is Arore
;

the r (j ), by a superfluous point, made a z
( j ), tliough the only Azour, in

Ibn Haukal's Geography,* is one in the route from JSejesthan to Ghizni.

It would be well if the successors of D'Anville, who have treated of the

geography of the Indus, had followed his opinions of the merits of his

authorities.! The names of towns given by him from U'ch (the seven towns,

capital of the Oxydraca^) to Bukhar, as Bayla, Metila, &c., are still in exist-

ence, as this geographer has placed them.

Captain Pottinger, in his interesting work on Sinde and Balochistan,

quoting the Persian work "Mujmood Waridat," mentions "U'laor" as the

capital of Sinde, at the invasion of the general of Walid, in the ninety-third

year of the Hejira. From other sources, he also mentions the overthrow of

the dynasty of Sahir by Nushirican, " whose ancestors had governed Sinde

two thousand years ;" but there are several anachronisms combined with

the detail, as neither Jodhpur nor Jesulmer had existence then. But it

afl^brds additional testimony of the kingdom of Sehris, the Sigestis of the

Greeks, whose capital was Arore.

Eucratides the First, who succeeded Menander in the kingdom of Bac-

tria, is said to have dispossessed Demetrius of his Indian sovereignty, pro-

bably founded by Apollodotus. Bayer, quoting Artemidorus, says, that

Eucratides possessed five thousand cities beyond the Indus, and assumed,

like the Parthians, on his medals, the title of " Great King." This account

of Bayer seems to be confirmed by a series of coins in my possession, of

which I present specimens.l

That author says, " the obverse has a remarkably high relief of the head

and helmet ; the ground of the reverse is lower. The fascice which wave

round the neck are sufficient proof that the forehead under the helmet is

bound with a diadem.

* By Sir W. Ousely, page 210.

f
" Tout ce detail me parait precieux pour la geographie bien loin, que je crois devoir passer

par dessus. II fournit ce qui nexiste point ailleurs, comme on sen convaincra par I'examen des

autrcs cartPS." This holds good.

X Plate XII, Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
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On the reverse are two horsemen with the Bactrian tiara, with palm

branches and the sarissa, or long spear, of the Macedonians : the inscription

is, " of the great King Eucratides," epoch 108. These horsemen are

either Greeks in the army of Eucratides, or BaCtrians, accustomed to the

Macedonian discipline, bearing the sarissa, as Macedonians, the tiara, as

Bactrians.*

Unfortunately, there are but a few detached letters, and those of titles

;

there is also a strange mixture of Grecian and Parthian costume and

symbol, especially the sacerdotal instrument for feeding the sacred fire.

The figure on the reverse, whether on a horse or camel, has a hawk perched

on the extended arm.

Nos. 3 and 4 of the first series, are decidedly of Greek princes, but it is

to be supposed that they are too mutilated to furnish any useful light.

The date of No. 3 is half destroyed, but the numeral N, answering to 50,

remains. The medal is altogether in good preservation, having the bust

on one side, and on the reverse Apollo armed with a dart, as in that of

Apollodotus, and a cornucopia at his right.

Eucratides the Second, in the 110th of the Bactrian era, succeeded to

the throne by the murder of his father ; but he did not long enjoy it.

One hundred and twenty years after its foundation, this kingdom fell.t

The parricide was slain during an invasion of the Scythians, or Getes, of

the Jaxartes on one side, and the Parthians on the other. The Getes

remained in possession of the country they had occupied, till they were,

in their turn, expelled by the Huns. Then many of them mcved eastward.

Strabo has left us the names of these Getic or Scythic tribes, who aided in

the overthrow, viz. Asi, or Aspi ; Sacce Tachari. The Sdc'hd Rajputs, the

Tdks of Northern India : the Getes, or Jits, may be traced by inscriptions

and other evidence.

As to the Parthian and Scythic princes who ruled in India, I have

already spoken of those who had their residence at Minagara, on the

Indus; the Indo-Scythic princes of India, mentioned by De Guignes,

Cosmos, Gibbon, and others.

Mithridates fone of the Arsacidac, or Parthian sovereigns), who made
Eucratides tributary previously to the total overthrow of the Bactrian

• Bayer, sect. xi. second series. f .'\nte C. 134.

Vol. I. 2 Y
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kingdom, had established himself in all the power the Greeks ever had in

India. He conquered the whole of the countries from the Indus to the

Ganges, including the dominions of Porus ; and such were his moderation

and clemency, that many nations voluntarily submitted to him. Demetrius

Nicator, of Syria, endeavoured to prop the declining cause of the Bactrians,

but fell himself into captivity ; his son Antiochus was slain in an attempt

to release him. The Parthians extended themselves everywhere ; and

both they and their foes, the Scythic Tachari, had bands of Greeks as

allies. To Mithridates, his successors, or a minor dynasty in India, we

must assign these medals.*

The third series of medals is of a race of this description : I present

a few, viz. Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13, all evidently of the same family. No. 10 re-

presents a priest, or king, sacrificing. His head is adorned with the high cap

of the Magi, and he is feeding the flame on a low altar. A club is placed

in his left. Of several in my possession, though we distinctly read the

epithet—" Of the King of Kings, Preserver," and on another, " Of
the Great King of Kings," yet no proper name can be discerned. On
the reverse is the sacred bull, with a man, perhaps the sacrificing priest,

and the epigraphe is in the Sassanian character.

Those which follow will deserve attention, and may perhaps be decy-

phered : the characters have the appearance of a rude provincial Greek.

No. , the archer kneeling, speaks for itself. That they belonged to

Parthian and Indo-Scytiiic kings, who had sovereignties within the Indus,

there cannot be a doubt. I have collected some thousands ; but only

tiiese few liave escaped the corroding tooth of time.

The fourth series is scarcely less interesting. They are Hindu, of a

very remote period, and have the same character which I have found

wherever the Pandu authority existed, in the caves, and on the rocks of

Jundgur Gimar, on the pillar of victory in Meywar, and on the columns

of Indra-prest'ha (Delhi) and Prat/dg. Some of them are not unlike the

ancient Pehlavi, These coins are of gold, and in fine preservation. Like

all my medals, they are eitlier from Jgra, Mat'/iura, Ijjai/an, or Ajnier.

Dr. Wilkins possesses some, found even in Bengal : he thinks, he can make

out the word Chandra upon them.

* See Lewis's Parthiai; Empirejpage 35.
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On two, the obverse represents a naked figure, with a bow, in the act

of shooting at some beast of prey, or fabulous monster. On the reverse

is a goddess seated on a Hon, holding a diadem, or crown, to reward

him.

On the remaining two, Nos. and , we have the same figures, but

with this diflference, that the monster has disappeared ; the bow is

unstrung, in the man's hand ; he is clothed in the spoils of the foe, and

near him stands a trophy, the ancient Grecian or Roman standard, the

eagle with expanded wings on a staff. To what can this allude ? Is it

a record of Chandragupta's success over Alexander, or does the Grecian

standard denote the alliance he formed with Seleucus in after-times ?

They are fine medals, bold in design, of high relief, and I hope the inscrip-

tion may yet be decyphered.

The fifth series is, like the others, entirely novel and unexplored. All

that I can say of them is, that they belong to a dynasty which ruled from

Avanti, or Ujjayan, to the Indus, for in that whole tract I have found

them. The first I obtained, was from the ruins of ancient Ujjayan, twelve

years ago. It was presented to me by a valued friend,* who first

awakened my attention to their importance. He found them in Cutch,

and in his company I discovered others, amongst the ruins in the Gulph.t

The character of the epigraphe I have met with on rocks in Saurdshlra,

in the haunts of the Siiroi, the bounds of the conquests of Menander and
ApoUodotus.

* Mr. Williams, resident at the Gykwar court, to whose kind aid I am indebted for being

enabled to perform the most interesting of all my joumies, and with his society.

t I have, however, little hesitation in assigning them to the Ballmra sovereigns of Renandot's
Arabian travellers, the Bhalla Raes of Anhuhvarra Puttan, who were supreme in these

countries. " This Dalhara is the most illustrious prince of the Indies, and all the other

kings acknowledge his pre-eminence. He has, of these, pieces of silver called Tartarian

drams. They are coined with the die of the prince, and have the year of his reign."

lienandul, page 15.

The Arabian travellers have by no means attached too much importance to the Ballxara
sovereignty. They had a distinct era, 375 years posterior to Vicramaditya, which I had the
happiness to reckon amongst my discoveries ; but on this dynasty I shall have much to say
elsewhere.

2 Y 2
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I trust I liave provided matter for others to expatiate on, who may by

these aids throw new liglit on Indian history. The field is ample, and

much yet remains to reward patience and industry ; nor is there a more

fertile or less explored domain for the antiquary, or for the exercise of

the pencil, both in architectural and natural scenery, than within the

shores of Peninsular Saurashtra.
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XXI. On the Valley of the Setlej River, in the Him.ilaya Moun-

tains, from the Journal of Captain A. Gerard, ivith Remarks hy Henry
Thomas Colebrooke, Esq., Dir. R.A.S.

Read December 3, 1825.

Capt. a. Gerard, from whose letters on a survey of the middle valley

of the Setlej, in the year 1818, a brief sketcli of the geology of that part

of the Himalaya was prepared, which has been inserted in the Geological

Transactions (1st vol , New Series), has since continued to explore the

same interesting portion of the great Indian chain of mountains. A short

narrative of a visit to the same quarter, in 1820, was communicated to the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, and is published in the 10th volume of the

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, (page 295.) In the subsequent year (1821)

Capt. A. Gerard, with his brother, Mr. J. G. Gerard, more fully explored

the same valley, to complete a geographical survey of it. Their diary,

and the geological specimens collected by them, have, at their request,

been fireely communicated to me by the East-India Company, with the

liberal permission of retaining a duplicate set of the specimens. This I

accordingly have had the satisfaction of presenting to the Geological

Society. But, as the diary contains particulars unconnected with geology,

yet not devoid of interest in a more general view, I now offer to the notice

of the Royal Asiatic Society a summary of it, interspersed with remarks,

and including extracts of the more important passages.

The diary commences on the 6th of June 1821, at Rol, near the foot

of the Shdtul pass, where the previous survey of the same tract in 1818

terminated. R61 is a small district in Chudrd, one of the larger divisions

of Basehar. It contains five villages, situated upon the south-western

declivity of the mountainous range. These villages vary in altitude, from

9,000 to 9,4.00 feet above the level of the sea. R61 itself is 9,350 feet. It

is the highest inhabited land without the Himalaya. The crops are wheat,

barley (H. hexastychon), Siberian barley (H. caeleste), called by the

mountaineers U'ii, Polygonum ? (phapar) and pease : they just reach to
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10,000 feet. The wheat seldom ripens ; and, when the rains fall early in

June, most of the grains are cut green.

The travellers proceeded from R61 through a fine wood of oak, yew,

pine, rhododendron, and horse-chestnut, with some juniper, and long thin

bambus,* to Bitclikdlghat, just overtopping the forest at the elevation of

11,800 feet.

They passed by an extremely difficult and tiresome way, amongst piles

of loose stones, which seemed to have been but lately precipitated from

above, to Reiini, a halting-place for travellers, on the bank of a rivulet, at

an elevation of 11,750 feet. In the vicinity were stunted birches, dwarf

oaks, pines, and juniper, and two species of rhododendron ; one, as called

by the natives, 2'dlsdr. Flowers abounded, such a? thyme and cowslips.

The soil is a rich moist black turf, not unlike peat.

The Shdlul pass had not been traversed since the month of September,

1820, when Mr. James G. Gerard effected the passage with much difHculty

and danger, and lost two of his servants, who were frozen to death at

mid-day. It was attended with less peril at this early season : Messrs.

Gerard were the first persons who visited it in 1821. Having before

travelled the ordinary road through the pass, they determined to strike

directly across the ridge, which they accomplished. Its elevation was

found by barometric measurement to be 15,556 feet above the sea,t

confirming a similar measurement in the preceding year, which made it

but two feet less.

The rocks were chiefly mica slate, and gneiss. In the ascent they had

noticed a huge granitic rock, in the chilly recess of which they rested

;

and their route had led them in some places over heaps of angular frag-

ments of gneiss, granite, qnartz, and felspar, jumbled together in wild

disorder, where every step was dangerous.

* Throughout the diary, with rare exceptions, I have retained Captain Gerard's names of

plants. Probably the English names are not always rightly applied ; or, if ri^ht generically,

the species must be for the most part different. They will be corrected in an appendix, so far

as I may be in possession of su6Bcient information for the purpose, before the present volume is

closed.—H.T.C.

f The heights of most remarkable places are calculated from corresponding observations of

the barometer at Subdthu: the exact number of feet is in such instances noted. Others were

obtained by differences, and they are put down to the nearest fifty feet.
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To the east and south-east was seen a low part of the Himalayan range.

Its altitude is much less than that of Shdtul ; but it is rendered impassable

by a perpendicular wall of gneiss, that forms an impracticable barrier for

several miles.

The snow became more frequent as they ascended, till they attained the

crest of a ridge, at the elevation of 13,450 feet, where it is continuous at

that early season. A month later, it would be dissolved. Upon the snow,

at the greater height of Shdtdl, were many insects like mosquitoes : at first

they were torpid ; but sunshine revived them. Some birds were seen,

resembling ravens. Mosses were found on the few rocks.

The travellers halted for the night at Kanijdn, under the shade of a large

rock, at the height of 13,400 feet, whence the steep ascent of the pass

begins. There were plenty of flowers where the snow had melted, but no

bushes. The firewood was brought from the last camp.

From this spot the ascent seemed appalling. The crest was nearly 2,200

feet higher. Here and there a rock projected its black head ; all else was
a dreary solitude of unfathomable snow, aching to the sight, and without

trace of a path.

The travellers found the snow, which was soft at mid-day, afford good
footing, and reached the summit with less fatigue than they anticipated.

They remained the night and following day at the crest of the pass,

and suffered much from head-ache and difficulty of breathing, usually

experienced at such elevated positions. It snowed in the evening. The
temperature did not rise above 41° at noon : it was 24° and 26° at sunrise

(9th and 10th of June).

On the subsequent day, they descended upon the same side, and pro-

ceeded along the dell of the Andret'i, a branch of the Pabar river, rising

near Shdtul, and halted on the bank of a rivulet called Dingru, at an

elevation of 12,300 feet, just above the limit of the forest. The lowest point

in the dell was 11,100 feet. Leeks were gathered at the height of 12,000

feet. The ground was here a rich sward, cut up in grooves by a large

kind of field-rat, without a tail.*

Capt. Gerard and his brother continued to explore the glens and valleys

of the tributary streams of the Pabar river ; in particular the valley of the

Spalax (Mus typhlus) .'
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Sipon river, and that of the Pabar itself, visiting the confluence of these

rivers, the summit of the ridge which divides them, and the sources of

both rivers.

The Himalayan glens for the most part run almost perpendicular to the

range, or from N.N.E. and N.E. to S.S.W. and S.W. The face exposed

to the N.W. is invariably rugged ; and the opposite one, facing the S.E.,

is shelving. The roads to the most frequented passes lie upon tiie gentle

acclivity : the difference of the elevation of forest on either side is remark-

able. On the declivity towards the N.W., which, as before observed, is

the most abrupt, the trees rise several hundred feet higher than those upon

the opposite face, which has a more gentle slope; and in some instances,

the difference exceeds 1,000 feet. The general height of the forest on

the southern face of the Himalaya, is about 11,800 to 1^,000 feet above

the sea. Oaks and pines reach that elevation ; birches extend a few feet

higher. Descending from the pass of Banddjdn, the level of the highest

juniper was observed 13,300 feet.

From Shearghal, at an elevation of 13,720 feet (which the travellers

reached by a very steep path, crossing several snow-beds, where it was neces-

sary to cut steps with a hatchet, and passing among gigantic oblong masses

of mica slate, disengaged from the impending crags), the prospect is very

extensive. Towards the plains appear the Cbur mountains, 12,000 feet (one

measured barometrically is 12,143 feet) ; to the S.E., snowy summits of im-

mense altitude, in the direction of Yamundvatdri, rising one above another in

majestic disorder, and presenting mountains of eternal snow ; and beyond

the source of the Pabar, one of the huge Raldang peaks, above 21,000 feet.

Across the Pabar, is the Chashil range, through which are several passes,

13,000 to 14,000 feet high.

The travellers passed through Tangno, which gives name to a small

district, comprehending five villages. Abundance of thyme, strawberries,

nettles, tliistles, and other European plants, was noticed. The houses

are shaded by horse-chestnuts, walnuts, and apricots. The elevation of the

place is 8,800 feet.

Unable to procure guides to the Sundru pass, Messrs. Gerard proceeded

to Janglig, a place already visited in 1820. Its height is 9,200 feet: the

highest habitation, 9,400 feet.

The Yusu pass, at the head of the Sipon river, which is called Yiisu, in

its upper course, above Banddjdn, is 15,877 feet high. The dell, between
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this and Banddjdn pass (14,854 feet above the sea), is shut in towards the

N.E. by snow-capped mountains, upwards of 17,000 feet high, amongst which

the river has its source. The rocks at Banddjdn, and on the bank of the

river, where the travellers encamped at the height of 13,650 feet, were

gneiss; and the adjoining mountains the same, and clay slate. The descent

was over broken slate, from Banddjdn.

The ascent of Yusu pass was extremely fatiguing: Messrs. Gerard

describe themselves as having been so exhausted at first, that they rested

every hundred yards ; and, had they not been ashamed, before so many

people, some of whom they had induced to accompany them after mucli

intreaty, they would have turned back.

At the summit of the pass, there is a plain covered with snow for 400

or 500 yards. The ground slopes suddenly to the valley of the SelleJ .-

the peaks on each side seemed about 800 feet higher.

The Yusu river is divided into several streams, all of which, but the

principal one, were crossed by arches of snow. The largest, which was

forded, was forty feet broad, and six inches deep : the bed full of pebbles,

and the margin snow-washed by the stream. With the exception of that

principal channel of the river, and some openings partially disclosing the

smaller branches, the rest is a bed of snow six or eight inches thick.

The glen becomes more and more contracted, till at last it is bounded

by mural rocks of granite, with the Yusu forcing its passage between them
in impenetrable obscurity, under immense heaps of indestructible ice,

running in ridges, and studded with mounds of snow.

The source of the Pabar is in a lake, called Chdrdmd'i, above a mile in

circuit, whence the river rushes forth over a perpendicular rock, forming a

fine cascade. Above it are enormous banks of snow, SO or 100 feet in

thickness, which have cracked and partly fallen outwards into the lake.

Just beyond them are three high passes, Nibrang, Gunds, and Ghusul,

which lead over the summit of the range, into the valley of the Baspd river,

and are very steep. The travellers were unable to persuade the guides to

conduct them over either of these passes ; but subsequently visited them
from the other side.

The Biirendo, or Brudng pass, near the Pabar, was again visited. It had
been measured barometrically in 1818: the measurement now taken

exceeded the former one (which was 15,095 feet) by 153 feet. To that

extent the barometric measurements must be considered uncertain. They
Vol. I. 2 Z
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halted two days on the summit of the pass ; and, as is usual at so great

elevations, were troubled with head-aches and difficulty of respiration.

The nights were calm ; but the solemn stillness was now and then inter-

rupted by the crash of falling rocks.

They descended into the valley of the Baspd ; sliding down the declivity

of a snow-bed, by seating themselves upon a blanket on the snow. This

mode is invariably practised by the mountaineers, where there are no rocks

nor precipices. They had then a dreadfully dangerous footpath, along the

rugged sides of the dell : it crossed many snow-beds, inclined at an angle

of 30° or more; which delayed them much, as they had to cut steps in

the snow.

The Baspd is a noble river, running through a romantic valley, which,

the people have a vague tradition, was formerly a lake, and it has every

appearance of it. The valley is bounded, on each side, by abrupt ridges

of the H'nndlaya, which present a great deal of bare rock.

The travellers advanced to the confluence of the Baspd and Bakti rivers;

examined the valley of the latter, and reached the confluence of the Bakti

and Nalgun rivers, proceeding along the ridge, which is traversed by

several passes before-mentioned, all of which they now visited, viz. Nibrang,

16,035 feet higli ; Gdnds, lG,02Gfeet; and GAms«/, 15,851 feet; as also

Rupin, 15,480 feet. ,

At Niiru, a halting-place, where there are good caves for shelter, at the

elevation of 13,150 feet, and at Duutsun, where they halted the following

evening, at the heiglit of 14,'iOO feet, there was, through the night, a con-

tinued crash of falling rocks, on the rugged side of the dell. The species

of rhododendron called by the natives I'dlsdr, was observed in the vicinity

of Dmisdn, at its level.

The Nalgun pass, the lowest pass through the Himalaya which had been

yet visited, is 14,891 feet above the sea. From this pass they descended

to the confluence of the Nalgun and Bakti rivers, and thence proceeded

along the Bakti, and across the Baspd river, to Sangla, where they halted

several days Q23A to 29th of June}, and whence they despatched their col-

lection of plants and geological specimens ; but the paper envelopes of the

latter were rendered illegible, and the whole of the former destroyed, by

the heavy rain which overtook the despatch, in the following month.

Messrs. Gerard, resuming their journey, ascended the valley of the Baspd

to Chetkul, the last, and highest village in it ; crossing, the first day, two
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large branches of the Baspd, the Chuling, and G6r, from the Cailds range

on the north ; and, the second day, two other considerable streams, the

Mangsd and SMti. They first passed over tremendous blocks of coarse-

grained granite, the decomposition of which seems to have formed the sand

in the river ; it gives the water a turbid appearance. The granite is white,

and from a distance looks Hke chalk.

The first part of the valley has the same general character with most

others in the Himdlaya ; but it is considerably broader. The face of the

mountain exposed to the S.W., which is part of the Cailds or Raldang

group, presents abrupt precipices and threatening cliffs, with little soil, and

but few trees ; the opposite face again is more gently sloped, and thickly

wooded with pines, which are overtopped by a belt of birches. Near the

top of this chain, there is a good deal of snow. The last half-mile to the

village o{ Rdkchdm, situate in the western corner of the glen (and 10,500

feet above the sea), is a rugged descent upon enormous masses of granite.

The dell has here a pleasing appearance, and it expands to three furlongs

in breadth : half of it is laid out in thriving crops of wheat and barley,

and the rest is occupied by sand-beds, which form many small islands, with

the river winding among them. Just above the village, huge piles of black

rock* rise abruptly, in numerous black spires, to about 9,000 feet higher, or

nearly 20,000 feet above the level of the sea. Approaching ChelkiU, the

dell becomes more contracted ; the right bank becoming very precipitous,

and almost mural to the Baspd. The altitude of the village is about 11,400

feet, and the highest fields are scarcely 200 feet more. The valley

continues about 800 yards wide for two or three miles ; the Baspd then

makes a bend to the southward, and the view is shut up by snowy moun-
tains of great height.

From Chetkul the travellers attempted the Kimlid pass, at the head of

the valley of the Rusu river, a large stream, derived from a double source,

one branch rising in the snow of Sagld pass, which bears nearly south
;

the other, or smallest, in the Kimlid, about S.W. Above the elevation of

13,300 feet, the level of the highest birches, the RusA is increased, in

rapidity and tuibulence, to a torrent, and foams in dreadful agitation and
noise. Still higher up, the road ascends gradually, upon snow of immense
thickness in the channel of the current, which now and then shows itself

* Composed of black mica (fine-grained), with a little oxide of iron.

2 Z 2
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in deep blue lakes. The travellers passed along the margin of one, 150

feet in diameter : the way was extremely dangerous, upon ice sloping

abruptly to the water ; in this there was no footing, till notches were cut

with a hatchet, an operation which long delayed their progress. Latterly,

they travelled over mounds of unfathomable snow, so loose as scarcely to

be capable of supporting them at the depth of three feet. The guides had

snow-shoes, which were at least five or six inches in breadth. They said,

that early in the morning, before the sun had power, the snow would bear

the weight of a loaded person ; and in May and June, when the pass is

most frequented, it does not sink at any time of the day.

The travellers reached the elevation of 1.5,500 feet, where the pass

appeared to be l.-lOO or 1,500 feet higher, over vast fields of snow.

The dell is broad (half a mile wide), and covered with snow in high

wreaths. The mountains, which have a S.E. exposure, are nearly bare,

a few patches of snow only appearing at great heights. The line of cliff's

may be 17,500 feet. On the other side, the mountains are nearly of the

same height, and they present a chain of mural precipices, eaten away by

frost into forms like towers and steeples. Much of the rock near the

summits is exposed ; and snow, having lost its hold on their steep craggy

sides, has accumulated below.

It had rained several hours ; the sleet fell thickly, without any prospect

of its clearing up. Messrs. Gerard thought it prudent to order a speedy

retreat ; especially as the guides were greatly alarmed, and strongly remon-

strated against their proceeding further, lest they should fall into some deep

chasm, concealed by soft snow.

The shower of sleet continued with them the greater part of the descent

;

and latterly changed to rain, with a milder climate. From the craggy sides

of the dell the rocks were loosened by the rain, and followed each other

in a continued crashing, and some pieces tore up the path a few yards

from them.

Having caught severe colds, they did not renew the attempt to visit

Kimlid (nor Sagld), but returned to Chetkul ; and were dissuaded from

attempting the Neilang pass, where, several years ago, eighteen persons

perished in the passage : since which time, few loaded travellers have

ventured by that route.

Messrs. Gerard proceeded by the Chdrang pass (17,348 feet high) to the

valley of Nangalti. The inclemency of the weather rendered it very
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arduous. They were detained three days at Shalpid (a resting-place for

travellers) by incessant rain ; on the fourth day their guides consented to

proceed. Many snow-beds were crossed ; and, about the height of 16,300

feet, continuous snow-beds commenced ; at first, a gentle acclivity, and

latterly a very steep slope, surpassing, in terror and difficulty of access, any

thing which the travellers had yet encountered. The acclivity was at an

angle of 37^°, of loose stones, gravel and snow, which the rain had soaked

through and mixed together, so as to make moving laborious, and all but

impracticable. The stones gave way at every step, so that it became neces-

sary to use hands as svell as feet. The travellers reached the crest of the

pass at noon, in a state of exhaustion and numbedness of hands and feet,

from continued exposure to snow and sleet, with a violent freezing wind.

The dell leading to the pass is very much contracted ; and the ridges on

each side are almost bare. The rock is generally a sort of slaty gneiss,

sometimes in large masses, but more commonly tumbling in pieces, with

little soil and less vegetation.

Here, as at Shdtul, Captain Gerard noticed the circumstance of the

mercury appearing quite pure [perfectly fluid?], when they left camp ; but,

at the pass (when used for filling a barometer) it had lost its lustre, and

adhered to the fingers and cup as if it were amalgamated.

The descent from the pass, for half a mile, was at an angle of 33°, upon

gravel and snow, with a sharp-pointed rock occasionally projecting through

it. Some of the loaded people slid down this declivity at the greatest risk.

Travelling was rendered laborious on the easier slope of snow, from its

sinking one and a-half to two feet. The fissures were beginning to appear,

and the guides picked their steps with much caution, leaping over whatever

had the least appearance of a rent. The snow fell fast j and a piercing

wind blew with fury down the dell.

The principal branch of the Nangalti has its source much further to the

west ; a rivulet joins it from the pass. The mountainous range having a

N.W. aspect, is very rugged ; and the snow (often of a reddish colour)

presents enormous banks of sixty or eighty feet thick, as shown by the part

towards the dell having fallen down where it cracked. This is always the

case on the precipitous sides of the vallies, because the ridges, for a con-

siderable way down, are too abrupt for the snow to rest upon them : it there-

fore accumulates in large quantities, where the inclination is more gentle

;

it then cracks, and tumi)les down by its own weight, during the rainy
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season, and leaves a perpendicular wall of eighty to a hundred feet in depth.

The mountains on the other side were less steep, and the snow lies in

continuous fields.

The travellers proceeded over heaps of loose stones, snow, and slush, at

the point of congelation. They passed by several deep blue lakes, with

their banks of frozen snow : these are always to be dreaded ; and they

made a circuit by a seemingly more arduous road, to avoid the danger.

Two avalanches descended opposite to them : one of rock, which spent its

force in distance, the smaller fragments just reaching them ; the other of

snow, but arrested by intervening rocks.

The rocks in the vicinity of K'iukuche, an enclosure for cattle, on the banks

of the Nangalti (where they encamped, at an elevation of 12,400 feet, as

indicated by the barometer), were granite, and fine-grained mica slate.

Four considerable streams were forded, which rise at the back of the

Cailds, and joining the Nangalti, at length mingle their waters with the

Tidung river.

After fording the Nangalti, thyme, and further on juniper, mint, sage,

and a variety of odoriferous plants, were met with. At JCiu/ciicfie there

were a few animals of the cross-breed, between the yak (bos grunniens)

and common cow.

I On either side, for a few hundred yards, there is a grassy slope, with

juniper and other bushes ; and just above it, the dell is inbound by craggy

cliffs of horrid forms. A little further down, the glen becomes more con-

tracted in breadth, and the mountains present mural faces of rock, which

continue for two miles, to the union of the Nangalti with the Tidung.

Few of the loaded people arrived the same day; two of them stopped

all night at the top of the pass, and tore up their blankets to protect their

feet. Fortunately it did not snow, and clouds prevented severe frost, or

they certainly would not have survived the night. People were despatched

to their assistance ; and all were up, soon after noon, next day.

Recommencing their journey, the travellers followed the course of the

Nangalti river, to its junction with the Tidung, and explored the valley

of this last-mentioned river, ascending to the viW&ge of Charang (12,000

feet), amidst mountains 18,000 feet high; and proceeding thence to

Thangi, and afterwards to the confluence of the same river with the Setkj.

The principal branch, retaining the name of Tidung, flows from the E.S.E.,

having its source in Chinese Tartary.
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The valley of the Tidiing is very narrow ; in parts so much so, as
scarcely to afford a passage for the river. The stream is furiously rapid,
the declivity very great, and the rumbhng of large stones, carried down
with velocity by the force of the water, was incessant. For six or seven
miles the fall of the river is 300 feet per mile, and in some, places almost
double

: where it presents an entire sheet of foam and spray, thrown up
and showered upon the surrounding rocks with loud concussiJn, re-echoed
from bank to bank with a noise like thunder.

The dell of the Tidung, at IMns, a Tartar village, is confined by towering
cliffs of white granite and mica slate. The mountains in the neighbour-
hood of Ouh-ang are all of blue slate, naked to their tops, and exhibiting
decay and barrenness in the most friglitful forms. They tower in sharp de-
tached groups to about 18,000 feet. No vegetation approaches their bases,
whilst their elevated summits offer no rest to snow.

\\here the dell was narrowest, there was so little space for the stream,
that the road continued but for a small distance on the same side, and
crossed the river repeatedly by Sangas ; one was inclined at an angle
of 15°. The travellers had to pick their way : one while upon smooth
surfaces of granite, sloping to the raging torrent ; at another, the route
led among huge masses and angular blocks of rock, forming capacious
caves, where fifty or sixty people might rest: here the bank was formed of
rough gravel, steeply inclined to the river ; there the path was narrow
witii a precipice of 500 or 600 feet below, whilst the naked towering peaks,
and mural rocks, rent in every direction, threatened the passenger with
ruin from above.

In some parts of the road there were flights of steps; in others, frame-
work, or rude staircases, opening to the gulph below. In one place is a
construction still more frightful to behold ; it is called R^pU, and is made
with extreme difficulty and danger. In the instance, it consisted of six
posts driven horizontally into clefts of the rocks, about twenty feet distant
from each other, and secured by wedges. Upon this giddy frame a staircase
of fir-spars was erected, of the rudest nature; twigs and slabs of stone
connected them together. There was no support on the outer side, which
was deep, and overhung the Tidhig, a perfect torrent.

After surmounting this terrific passage, they came to another, where the
footpath had been swept away. It would have been impracticable ; but
from previous intimation, thirty people had been despatched the preceding
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night from Thangi, and had just completed two tolerable sangas by the

time the party arrived, so that they passed in safety.

The last mile and a-half to Thangi was better ; the road ascended from

the river, often by staircases and scaffolding ; and at the village, the shade

of the Deodar and Neoza (same with Mr. Elphinstone's Chilgooza), two

species of pine, was again enjoyed. ,,,/ ;

Grdmang, one of two divisions of Thangi, is pleasantly situate upon a

southern slope ; the houses rising above each other, with the inclination of

the soil. There are few fields, but they appeared thriving. The grains

were wheat, barley, phapur (Polygonum ?), Siberian barley, and millet

(Panicum miliaceum), with some patches of turnips and pease. The whole

is neatly laid out, and intersected with aqueducts, whose banks are adorned

with walnut, apricot, apple, and poplar trees. Above the village is a thick

forest of pine : and the summits of the surrounding mountains are all

peaked, and very rugged. On one side of the river they are fine-grained

black mica, so hard, that it was difficult to break off a good specimen with

a hammer ; across the Tiding, the rocks appear to be white granite.

The route from Thangi to Marang lies through a forest of pine (Ri),

upon the slope of a hill, composed entirely of blue slate, often crumbhng in

pieces.

i From the confluence of the Tidung with the Setlej, the town of Ribe, or

Ridang, has a charming appearance : yellow fields, extensive vineyards,

groves of apricots, and large well-built stone houses, contrast with the

gigantic Raldang mountains. These are scarcely four miles from the

town.

Marang* is a large town, surrounded by high mountains. Although

8,500 feet above the sea, it enjoys a mild climate. During eight days'

halt, the temperature varied from 58° to 82°
; and flies were very

troublesome. The sun, even at this season (July), does not appear

more than nine hours : was scarcely visible above the mountains before

8 a. m., and disappeared behind them at 5 p. m. There were alternately

light clouds and sunshine, and now and then a little rain, which in this

valley never falls heavy : the height of the outer chain of the Himalaya

being sufficient to exclude the rains, which deluge Hindusthdn for three

months.

* Already visited by Capt. Gerard in ISlBand in 1820.
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Having collected from the surrounding villages, supplies for ten days,

Messrs. Gerard proceeded to examine the valley of the I'dgld river, whici)

has its source in Chinese Tartar}'. They travelled to Nisang on the

Tdgla), a Tartar village, already visited both in 1818 and 18-20; crossing

the Timgrang pass, which was again measured, and the previous measure-

ment (1.3,739 feet) confirmed.

The pass leads over a spur, which runs down to the Setlej river, from a

cluster of snowy mountains, upwards of 20,000 feet high. The rocks are

slate : it easily splits into large even slabs, whicii are well adapted for carvin"-

the sacred Tartar sentences upon them. Across the Setlej the mountains are

of white granite, breaking into gravel, and more abrupt than on the liither

side.

They proceeded along the banks of the Tdgld to U'rchd, and thence to

Rakor, through the Riithingi pass, and near the source of a rivulet of that

name, after passing the Khdti, which descends very steeply from the

Himalaya on the south, in which direction a peak of vast altitude is visible.

The elevation of the pass is 14.,63S feet ; that of the resting-place at Rakor,
14,100 feet. A few birches are growing 200 or 300 feet lower.

Upon the left bank of the Tdgld, the height of the mountains is upwards
of 16,000 feet, and no snow appears. The rocks are brown clay slate,

and mica slate. Upon the right bank of the river, the mountains
appear to be all clay slate, crumbling into soil, and forming a natural

declivity. The summits seem to be 18,000 feet high, at least ; and there is.

very little snow in streaks. Farther to the east is a large mountain, white
with snow, and near it a naked ridge of rocks, ending in a number of
sharp points, apparently formed of slate. In the vicinity of the source of
the Ruthingi, several conical points are seen covered with snow.

The travellers continued along the banks of the Tdgld to Zongchen,
passing several streams which fall into it, and a larger one named Kegoche,
which comes from the south (S. by W.), and one less considerable, called

Langiirge, from the S.E., both very muddy. The Tdgld itself is quite
clear, and its course is from the N.E. They crossed at once by a sango.
The path lay upon broken slate and slippery soil, then upon inclined

faces of rock
; at one time ascending steeply upon loose stones; at another,

descending abruptly upon rude steps and scaffolding, projecting over
the stream, and between cliffs that subtend an angle of G0° or 65° on
either side. Now and then these crags are perpendicular for 200 or 300

Vol. I. 3 A
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feet, and they even overhang the pathway. Large snowbeds conceal the

river for several hundred yards : an immense load of stones and gravel lies

above the snow. In one place the accumulation of rocks, which have fallen

from the surrounding peaks, is sixty or seventy feet thick ; and the river is

seen rushing from beneath a large vault, whose under surface is frozen

snow.

The height of Zoncheng is 14,700 feet, which, in lat. 31° 36', according

to received theory, should be buried under everlasting snow. The situation,

however, is far different. On every side of the glen, which is a bowshot

broad, appeared gently-sloping hills, for the most part covered with Tdmd

(Tartaric furze). The banks of tlie river were covered witli grass turf,

and prickly bushes. Around, the land was covered with verdure ; flocks

of sheep were browsing, and deer leaping : altogether it was a romantic

spot, wanting but trees to make it delightful.

During the march the sun was found at times powerful ; but the tempe-

rature was evidently decreasing with the elevation. Tiie highest observed

in the day (23d of July) was 08°.

The rocks were limestone ; the soil a stiff yellow clay, rent in every

direction by small fissures, and seeming to have been under water. The

surface was ground to dust.

The next stage was to Zamsiri, by the Keubrang pass ; after tracing the

Tdgld (crossed frequently by snow-beds), until it was reduced to an incon-

siderable rivulet at the foot of the pass.

Tiie ascent of the pass is by no means steep, the angle being only 19°

or 20°. But the difficulty of breathing, and severe head-aches, which

all the party, not excepting their Tartar guides, experienced more or

less, rendered the exertion of walking very laborious. As they advanced,

vegetation became more scarce, till at length it wholly disappeared ; and

the last mile presented a scene of solitude and desolation.

The elevation was found by barometric measurement to be 18,313 feet

above the sea. The pass is reckoned the boundary between Kuiid-dar and

that part of Chinese Tartary which is under the authority of the Grand

Lama of Lahasa.

There was very little snow in sheltered situations contiguous to it, but

none in tiie pass itself Several birds were heard, and especially the call

of a species of pheasant, which lives near the snow.

The mountains enclosing the dell of the Tdgld river, which lead to the
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pass, are between 19,000 and 20,000 feet above the level of the sea, just

tipped with snow ; else they were covered with tdmu, a prickly bush, to

which the travellers in a former journey gave the name of whins, and

whicli they now called Tartaric furze. It is the ordinary fuel of the

Tartars ; and appears to thrive best among arid gravel, and in the bleakest

places. Its upper limit near K'eubrang was observed at something above

17,000 feet.

After halting some time, it began to snow ; and though the thermometer

was not below 4.1°, the violence of the wind, added to the difficulty of

respiration, rendered the situation unpleasant ; and the travellers hastened

down to a milder climate.

Zamsiri, a mere halting place for travellers, on the banks of the Sheltt,

to which they proceeded from Keubrang, is 15,600 feet above the sea, a

height equal to that of the passes through the outer range of snowy moun-

tains ; yet there i.s nothing to remind one of the Himalaya. Gently

sloping hills and tranquil rivulets, with banks of turf and pebbly beds,

flocks of pigeons, and herds of deer, would give one the idea of a much
lower situation. But nature (Capt. Gerard remarks) has adapted the

vegetation to that extraordinary country ; for, did it extend no higher than

on the southern face of the Himalaya, Tartary would be uninhabitable by
either man or beast.

It seems surprising (he goes on to observe) that the limit of vegetation

should rise higher the further we proceed, but so it is :—on ascending the

southern slope of the snowy range, the extreme height of cultivation is

10,000 feet; and even there the crops are frequently cut green. The
highest habitation is 9,500 feet; 11,800 feet may be reckoned the upper

limit of forest, and 12,000 that of bushes: although in a few sheltered

situations, such as ravines, dwarf birches and small bushes are found almost

at 13,000 feet.

In the valley of the Baspd river, the highest village is at 11 ,400 feet
;

the cultivation reaches to the same elevation ; and the forest extends to

13,000 feet at the least.

Advancing further, you find villages at 13,000 feet, cultivation at 13,600

feet, fine birch trees at 14,000 feet, and tdmd bushes, which furnish ex-

cellent fire-wood, at 17,000 feet.

To the eastward, towards Mdnassaruvar, by the accounts of the Tartars,

it would appear that crops and bushes thrive at a still greater height.

3 A 2
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The travellers descended the valley of the Shelti river to its confluence

with the Sumdu river, and ascended to the crest of the Hukeo pass, of

which the elevation is 15,786 feet. The soil is reddish, apparently decom-

posed limestone, with no large stones. The ground is thickly covered with

green sward and beds of prickly bushes. No rocky points are seen, the

whole being gentle slopes of gravel, much resembling some of the Scotch

highlands ; the tdmd at a distance seeming like heath. Yaks and horses

were feeding on the surrounding heights ; and the climate was pleasant

;

the temperature being .57°.

There are the usual piles of stones to mark the crest of the pass, and a

great number built upon all the surrounding heights. At a distance they

could not be distinguished from men ; and were taken at first sight, by

the servants, for Chinese come to dispute the pass. The guides assured

them they were piles of stone ; and a view through a telescope confirmed

the assertion.

Three of tlie people, who were attending the cattle, watched the party

for some time, until being convinced there were Europeans, they mounted

their horses, and set oft' at a gallop. The travellers quickened their pace,

determined to advance as f;ir as practicable ; but two miles further they

were stopped by the Chinese, after they had crossed a rivulet with swampy

banks, winding among rich turf, near which, they found many ammonites,

at the height of 16/200 feet, on the elevated land between Hukeo and Zinchin.

The Tartars under Chinese authority were encamped, awaiting their

arrival, of which previous intimation had been received, and pointed out a

spot for their camp, and a line beyond whicii they should not pass. Their

manners were polite, and their civility was requited by presents of tobacco,

the only tiling for which they seemed to bave any, the least desire.

The height of Z/«c//i« is 16,136 feet, and the eminences in the vicinity

rise many hundred feet higher. In every direction, horses were seen

galloping about, and feeding on the very tops of the heights ; altogether

there were about '200. Kites and eagles were soaring in the air ; large

flocks of small birds, Hke linnets, were flying about, and locusts jumping

among the bushes.

Immediately across the Setlej, the mountains are abrupt ; but, more to

the east, there is a succession of gentle slopes. Beyond them again, appeared

a lofty snowy range. It seemed to run N. 50° W. to S. 50° E. Clouds

hang about it.
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At this altitude the atmosphere exhibited that remarkable dark appearance

which has been often observed in elevated situations. The sun shone like

an orb of fire, without the least haze. At night, the part of the horizon

where the moon was expected to rise, could scarcely be distinguished

before the limb touched it ; and the stars and planets shone with a bril-

liancy never seen, unless at great heights.

With a transit telescope of 30 inches, and a power of 30, stars of the fifth

magnitude were distinct in broad day ; but none of less size were perceptible.

At Subdtliu, 4,200 feet above the level of the sea, stars of the fourth

magnitude require a power of 40 to make them visible in the day.

The temperature was greater than expected : the thermometer rose to 60°

in the shade, and at sunset was 42°. It sank to 30:^° before sunrise.

About nine in the forenoon a wind from the S.W. began ; it was at its

greatest strength at 3 p. m., and subsided at sunset.

The climate is very different from that which is experienced in crossing

the outer range'* of the Himalaya at the same season. Here, at the height

of IG.OOO and 17,000 feet, is abundance of fuel (metoh, bearing a beautiful

yellow flower, and no prickles), good water, and a serene sky ; there, at an

inferior elevation, no firewood is nearer tlian five or six miles, the clouds

hang around the mountains, the sun is rarely visible, and showers of rain

are frequent.

Not being able to prevail upon the Tartars to allow them to proceed a

step further, the travellers unwillingly began their return (27th of July).

They again traversed the Keubrang pass, and repeated their barometric

measurement of it with the same result; halted at Rishi Talam, 15,200 feet

high, two miles from their former stage at Zongchin, and proceeded by the

Gangtang pass to Rishi Irpu, on the H6ch6 river.

At the hmit of vegetation (1 6,600 feet above the sea) it commenced

snowing, and they were involved in a dense haze : the guides missed their

way, knew not how to proceed, and became alarmed. They lialted, there-

fore, for a while ; and, the clouds clearing away for an instant, Messrs.

Gerard got s\ght of a. shagltar, or pile of stones, the bearing of wiiich they

took ; and being surrounded by mist, steered towards it by a pocket

compass. The ascent was steep, and they often scrambled over sharp-

pointed rocks. They proceeded a mile and a-half, guided by the compass
;

and the lower clouds clearing away, they found themselves within half a
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mile of the shaghar. The summit of the pass was measured barometrically,

18,295 feet above the sea.

A stream, that unites with the Tagld, lay upon the left the greater part

of the way ascending the pass ; they descended it along the Huclio, whicii

comes from the left, where there is a great expanse of snow. They

followed its course to Rishi Irpu. The valley is generally half a mile
'

broad. The river is picturesque : in one part a clear and shallow stream,

in another it thunders over rocks in a succession of sparkling cascades.

There are several arches of snow over it. In several places its course was

partly arrested by rocks from above. It is concealed for a considerable

space by a huge pile of stones, and it forces its way underneath, bursting

forth in a large body of water. In other places it forms large deep lakes,

and leaps over the embankments, with tremendous noise, in sheets of white

spray.

Limestone, which had been the prevailing rock since they first met with

it in the vicinity of Zongchen, near the Tcigld, became more rare as they

approached Irpu, and disappeared near that place. It is there succeeded

by mica slate.

Next day they proceeded down the valley of the Hochb to Ddlding, a

place visited likewise in the preceding year, in sight of the Setlej, and of

the village of Pui, on its banks. By the way they passed the highest cul-

tivation yet seen, consisting of barley, phapur, and turnips, at an eleva-

tion of 13,600 feet above the sea. A little lower, the ground was covered

with thyme, sage, and many other aromatic plants, besides juniper, sweet-

briar and gooseberries. At PM there are vineyards and groves of apricots:*

at Ddbling, much cultivation, and plantations of apricots and walnuts.

After a halt of four days for astronomical observations, during which

time the temperature was warm, varying from 6l° at sunrise to 85° at

noon, the wind blowing very strongly from the S.W., and the sky fre-

quently obscured with light clouds attended with a little rain ; they moved

(4th August) along the banks of the Setlej, or in the bed of the river, to

Nanigia. On the right margin of the river, the mass of rock (granite) is

• The apricots form a part of the subsistence of the people. At this season they are pulled,

and exposed to the sun on the roofs of houses ; when dried, they are not unlike prunes.
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so steep, and the fracture so fresh, as to give it the appearance of having

been recently broken.

Several temporary huts, perched high among the crags across the river,

are the summer residence of the hunters of H«?;^o, who roam among the

rocks in quest of deer.

Khdb, a village of but two houses, a mile from Namgia, is immediately

opposite the junction of the Li or Spiti river, one of the largest tributaries

of the Setlej, having its source in Ladak. The cheeks of the gulph (solid

granitej seem perfectly mural for many hundred feet ; one of the arms of

the Pargeul mountain limits the left side of the channel of the Spiti. The
contrast between the two streams is striking : the Spiti issues from its al-

most subterraneous concealment in a calm blue deep bod}^ to meet the

Setlej, which is an absolute torrent, thundering over the stones in deafening

clamour.

Namgia, containing eight houses, is the last or most eastern village in

Basehar .- the liouses are built of granite, but their structure ill accords

with tiie durability of the materials. The want of forests, to supply the

timber necessary to give union to the walls, is the source of the bad work-

manship : the granite blocks resist the mountaineer's rude implements.

The mountains on every hand are of stupendous height. Those imme-
diately at the back of the village exclude the sun till eight o'clock ; and

the consequent deficiency of solar heat retards the ripening of the crops.

They were here very backward : harvest was yet a month distant.

It liad been determined to renew an attempt of penetrating eastward,

beyond the boundary of British influence, into the upper valley of the

Setlej. Accordingly they marched to Sfiipki, in Chinese Tartary, by the

Piming pass (13,518 feet), the boundary between Basehar and Chinese

Tartary. There could scarcely be a better defined limit : in front the face

of the country is intirely changed ; eastward, as far as the eye can see,

gravelly mountains of a very gentle slope succeed one another. No rugged

cliffs rise to view, but a bare expanse of elevated land, without snow, and

in appearance like a Scotch heath. .Just beyond the Setlej, the mighty

Pargeul, an immense mass, rises to 13,500 feet above the bed of the river,

more than 21,000 above the sea. To the east of it, in the same granitic

range, are several sharp pinnacles, nearly as high, being more tiian 20,000

feet above the sea: on the S.W., at the back of the town o? Shipki, is an
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enormous mass !2O,150 feet high, crowned with perpetual snow. The
Shirang mountain, over which the road to Gdri'i leads, exceeds 18,300

feet in actual height above the sea : yet only one small stripe of snow could

be detected on it with the telescope.

Shipkl bud been twice before (in 1818 and 1820) visited by the same

travellers. They now received a letter from the Garpan of G-V?i (in reply

to one sent by them from Zlnchin), prohibiting their advance eastward.

At the same time tiie local authorities were instructed to furnish no pro-

visions at any price.

Messrs. Gerard returned to Namgia by the lofty pass of Kongma (16,007

feet above the sea) : it is the usual resting place for beasts of burden.

Furze and grass extend considerably higher on each side; and springs rise,

which form a lake at the distance of 150 yards.

Intending to explore the valley of the Li or Spil'i river, and penetrate

by that route as far as might be found practicable, they crossed the Setlej

by ajhold, or bridge of suspension, made of twigs twisted together. The

bed of the river is here S,60() feet above the level of the sea ; tlie breadth

of the stream is seventy-five feet.

From the Setlej the path leads up the face of a granite range to Tazhi-

gang, percJied amidst ruins of a frightful bulk, at the height of 11,850

feet above the sea. The temple and residence of the Lamas are still

500 feet higher. Ascending upon loose rocks to the highest point of the

road (13,200 feet), they turned the extremity of the range ; and leaving

the Setkj behind, bent their course to the north, having the Li or Spitt

on the left, about 5,000 feet below, and almost a complete precipice. The

road continued at a general height of 13,000 feet, upon granite, crumbling

into sand, and producing a few bushes of juniper and furze.

A fine prospect suddenly opened : a village (Nako) in the heart of

abundant cultivation already yellow, with a broad sheet of water, sur-

rounded by tall poplar, juniper, and willow trees of prodigious size, and

environed by massive rocks of granite.

Separate measurements, at three different times (1818, 1820, and 1821),

by excellent barometers, and the boiling point of water, determine the

height of Ndko a little more than 12,000 feet above the level of the sea

:

yet there are produced most luxuriant crops of barley, wheat, phapur (po-

lygonum ?), and turnips, rising by steps to nearly 700 feet higher ; where
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is a Lama's residence, inhabited throughout the year. The fields are par-

titioned by dikes of granite. At Taz-hi-gang they are enclosed by barberry

and gooseberry bushes.

The seasons are similar to those of our northern latitudes, the grain

being sown in March and April, and reaped in August and September.

Snow generally falls towards the end of October. It seldom exceeds two

feet in depth, but does not leave the ground for nearly six months. Want

of moisture in the air prevents its earlier descent, since the beginning of

October is winter, under a clear sky. In the middle of October 1818, the

thermometer at sunrise was seldom above 20° ; now (in August) the tem-

perature was 75° at noon, and never below .52°.

The effects of particular exposures and localities towards the develop-

ment of vegetation cannot be more strongly contrasted than between this

and Namgia; for, although here 3,000 feet higher, the crops were much

farther advanced. Vast extent of arid surface on every side reverberates

a surprising warmth, and favours an early harvest.

The leaves of poplai' are given to cattle. Besides these, junipers and a

few willows are the only trees at this elevation. Firewood is of furze

(Jama) alone, and it is scarce.

Messrs. Gerard were desirous of verifying by trigonometric measurement

the elevation of their old high station on Pargei'tl, just above Ndko. In

1818, Capt. G. made it 19,411 feet by three barometers, which agreed ex-

actly (14.675 inches). In 1820 two other barometers were taken to this

spot, and they showed 14.67 inches. The result of the trigonometric

measurement now gave 7,447 feet above the former camp, which being

11,995 feet, makes the extreme height of the peak 19,442 feet above the

level of the sea, differing 31 feet from the barometric measurement.

They proceeded along the banks of the Li to C/iango. Part of the road

traversed a plain studded with enormous masses of rock, seeming, as

Capt. G. remarks, to have been under water at no very distant period.

The road then lay along the bank of a rivulet, over waterworn stones of

many sorts, and crossing the stream enters the plain of Chango. The
village is fully 10,000 feet above the sea ; but this elevation does not pre-

vent its enjoying a sultry summer, the temperature rising to 80° in August.

The situation is pleasant, unlike the rude and sterile character of the

country. The seasons are at least a month earlier than at Ndkd : seed time

begins in March, and harvest in July and August. Snow falls from No-

3 B
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vember to March, but it is seldom a foot in depth ; and in April and May,

rain is frequent. The grain crops are those noticed at Ndko, with 6gal?

millet, and fine fields of turnips, pease, and beans, all well tasted. There

are likewise many apricots.

The plain lies east and west, in a dell, through which flow two streams,

that no sooner escape from their dark and winding passages, which are

bounded by lofty and inaccessible crags, nearly perpendicular, than they

are conducted in tamer conduits, by the industry of man, to the fields,

which rise one above another in terraces. This glen is terminated on the

north and south by bare thirsty ridges, on which nothing animate appears.

On the west is the Li or Split river, flowing in a tranquil expanse of bed.

On the east, at the head of the plain, is a high-peaked mountain, on whose

summit rests snow.

The next march was to Changrezhing by the Chdrang lama pass, of which

the elevation is 12,000 feet. Here limestone was again met with, as well

as clayslate, &c. Pebbles imbedded in clay, and small rounded stones are

numerous ; all having the appearance of having been acted upon by water,

although the Spiti is nearly 3,000 feet below this level, and no rivulet is

near. The Chdld-dulpo, a considerable stream from the eastward, extremely

muddy, and rushing with inconceivable rapidity between perpendicular

cliffs of granite and mica slate, at an altitude of 11,400 feet above the sea,

was crossed by a wooden bridge. The breadth of the stream was twenty-

five feet.

Changrezhing is a dependency of Chango, where are a few ruinous houses,

inhabited in summer. Its height is 12,500 feet above the sea. The grains

cultivated are wheat, barley, phapur, and Siberian barley. The rocks in

the vicinity are granite, gneiss, and mica.

Having understood that Chinese were at a short distance in front to stop

them, Messrs. Gerard did not move their baggage, but advanced to meet

the opposite party. They crossed two rivulets, near which they saw the

black currant in the highest perfection, and larger than any which they

had hitherto met with. They found fifty Tartars awaiting their arrival a

mile S.W. of Churet, the first Chinese village. Not being able to prevail

on them to allow of their proceeding, they returned to Changrezhing.

In the afternoon they visited the confluence of the SpUi witli the Zatig-

cham or Pdrdti river, which comes from the N.E. The last is the larger

river, being ninety-eight feet broad ; the Spiti (from the N.W.) but seventy-
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two feet ; the former rushing with great fury and noise, the latter flowing

with a more gentle current. The elevation was found to be 10,200 feet

above the sea.

A mile from Changrezhing, proceeding towards the river, they got among

the crags and waterworn passages, whence it was no easy matter to ex-

tricate themselves. Capt. G. remarks, that they were evidently on the

former bank of the river : the whole bank was a concreted rubble, hardened

by the air on the retiring of the waters. After descending a series of dif-

ficult steps or ledges, each seeming to have once been the bank of the

river, they arrived at its bed. The distance from Changrezhing was three

miles and a half.

They proceeded by the C/(OW^Z»« pass (11,900 feet above the sea), and

crossing the Spiti by a good bridge of three fir trees planked over, to

Sh'idlkhar, where there is a fort in a commanding situation, on the brink of

the channel. The walls are of loose stones and unburnt bricks, with houses

all around the inside. It is in the parallel of 32° N. lat. The river is here

10,000 feet above the sea. The climate resembles that of Chdngo. The
grain crops are the same ; and apricots are plentiful, and of very superior

flavour.

Ldri, the first village in Spitl, a dependency of Ldddk, is distant about

eleven miles to the N. W. Messrs. Gerard wished to visit it, but the Spiti

intervened, and was then unfordable, and there are no bridges. For the

same reason they could not see the hot wells between the Spiti and Zayig-

chdm, four miles north of Sh'idlkhar. They are in great repute in this

quarter, and diseased people resort thither from long distances, either to

bathe in them, or drink the waters.

The travellers proceeded along the glen of the Spiti, to Lakh, which is

12,900 feet above the sea, whence they descended into the bed of the

Yiilang river, a middling sized stream, rising among perpetual snow in the

west. It is increased by rivulets from either side ; and above the ford, a

stream gushes from the brow of the mountain, and is precipitated into it in

a transparent cascade. Hence the angle of ascent was 34°, rising 2,000 feet

perpendicular, in a distance of one mile, over hard gravel. DiflJculty aod
danger in a thousand forms attend the traveller's progress : when he clings

to the bank, he frequently brings away a piece of it. In some places there
are many large stones amongst the gravel, which it requires much caution

to avoid setting in motion, for one displaces others, so that sometimes

3 B2
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a space of 100 yards of gravel and stones moves downwards at once, and

the larger stones, bounding over the slopes, are showered to the bottom

amidst much confusion and noise. Now and then nitches for the point of

the foot were cut : and Messrs. Gerard, not taking off their shoes, as their

followers did, were often obliged to grasp the nearest person's hand. They
reached the top without accident, much wearied with climbing, and rested

upon the verge of the gulph, and enjoyed a refreshing breeze at the height

of 12,700 feet, blowing over an extensive tract, which resembles a heath.

Thence they descended to the village of Liu, which occupies a slip of land

on the right bank and in the bed of the Spiti, embosomed by sterile masses,

glowing under the ardor of a tropical sun. From this the climate acquires

a delicious softness. On tlie east is a solitary rock sixty feet high, which

was formerly the site of a fort now in ruins : southward, the plain is washed

by a stream called LIpak, falling into the SptH a bowshot distance.

They halted on the 15tli August, on account of rain. In the evening,

when it cleared, they visited the Spiti, which is here broad. It was

measured 258 to Syi feet wide. The river is rapid, and at this season

appears to contain a greater body of water than the Setlej. The snow had

within two days descended on the granite range of mountains across the

Spiti, to 16,000 feet. At Nciko, judging from the heiglits before deter-

mined, it was certainly not under 18,500 feet.

Crossing the Lipak uuder the village, by a firm and well raised sango,

they resumed their journey (l6th August) and ascended, by a steep path

over granite and mica slate, to tiie height of 11,600 feet above the sea, and

proceeded at this level for a mile, winding round sharp projections of rocks

into recesses, in and out again, where the pathway bordered upon preci-

pices of 2,000 and 3,000 feet. They turned tlieir backs upon the Li or

Spiti, and its deep abyss, and entered the Chdling dell, which sends its

waters to that river.

The mountains have an extremely sterile and parched aspect. No grass

covers them ; and a few tufts of aromatic plants are all the vegetation tlrey

here present. The appearance of a village and green fields was singularly

refreshing. Those of Chdldng and Hard were passed, to encamp at

Hdngo.

This village is 11,400 feet above the sea ; situate at the head of a dell in

the bosom of cultivation. There are a few poplars, but no apricots. The

luxuriance of the crops can scarcely be exceeded. The ear of the Siberian
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barley showed so large and fuU, that the average of eight picked casually
was seventy-eight fold. Most of the fields were yellow, and a iesv had been
cut.

The glen runs east and west, and has a nearly level surface. A stream
flows on each side of it, and one through the middle ; and the supply of
water never fails.

The mountains around are limestone : the same had been observed at
ChoUng. Those on the north are steep and naked ; on the south more
gently inclined, and they are covered with grass and furze.
The march of the next day was to Stagnam by the Hangrang pass (14,800

feet above the sea). The limestone is broken by the action of the weather
mto a gravelly surface, thickly clad with furze, juniper, and short grass, the
and pasturage of the cattle. Horses were seen loose, feeding at the heieht
of 15,000 feet above the sea.

From the pass the view extended to the elevated range between the
Setlej and Indus, from N. 15° E. to N. 10° W. It is most probably a con-
tmuation of the lofty range seen from KeUra7ig .- it was so completely
covered with snow, that not a rock could be distinguished by a telescope of
large magnifying power.

Limestone disappears, and clay slate is frequent, near Sungnam. This
populous place, in the valley of the Ddrking, had been already visited by
Messrs. Gerard (in 1818). It is 9,350 feet above the sea. At this place, where
they halted for several days (17th to 28th August) Capt. Gerard remarks •

" The situation is fine, in a glen bounded on the north and south by lofty
ranges of mountains, the passes through which are nearly 15 000 feet
above the sea. On the N. W. up the course of the Ddrbiing, is a high pass
to Sp/ti

; and to the S. E., the Setlej, at the distance of several miles For
the space of five miles, this valley presents a sheet of cultivation. There
are two crops here, and the grains are barley, ogul ? and pluiimr ? there is
plenty of pease, beans, and turnips ; and wheat and Siberian barley thrive
at .great elevations upon the slopes of the dell. Around the viUa<re are
vineyards, and orchards of apples, apricots, and walnuts.

" In this neighbourhood the pine, to which we had long been strangers
begins to raise its head

; it is stunted in growth, and thinly scattered upon
the surrounding mountains.

" We stopped here till the 28th August, and at times we were somewhat
incommoded by the heat

; during our halt the temperature of the open air
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ranged from 60° to 82°. For two or three hours after sunrise low clouds

were seen hanging about the hills, but they dispersed as the day advanced.

In the evening, and during the night, dark clouds charged with thunder

appeared towards the N. W. but there was scarcely any rain. About 1 p. m.

an easterly wind sprung up, and it increased in violence till five ; when it

subsided till 9 p.m.

" Snow falls in November, and covers the ground more or less until

March ; but it is seldom two feet in depth.

From Sungnam the travellers proceeded to visit the Mdnerang pass, and

thence to Manes. I continue to transcribe Captain Gerard's account of

this excursion, in his own words, unabridged.

" The road from Sungnam to Ropa. (four miles) lies in the dell along the

bank of the Ddrbung. Fields and hamlets are scattered on either hand
;

and apricots and apples occur at every step. The glen is about a bowshot

in breadth ; and the mountains on each side are crumbling clayslate and

limestone, bearing a few dwarf pines. Near the village of Sfiibe is a copper

mine, which was formerly worked. The height of Rdpd is 9.800 feet : so

the seasons and productions are similar to those at Sungnam.

" We had with us twelve days' supplies, which, from the goodness of the

roads, were transported upon horses, mules, and asses. Here, however, we

were obliged to exchange our carriage for sheep; and the adjustment of

the loads occupied so much time, that we found it necessary to Iialt for

the night.

" The next day we proceeded to a reating place for travellers, named

Pdmdchin (ten miles and three quarters). At first the road was level for a

short way, and it led tin-ough fields of beans and bowers of apricots : then

there was an ascent of two miles and a half, latterly steep : but the path was

good to Tomdiceu pass, 13,400 feet high. The surrounding hills are slaty,

and crumble away at the surface, which is almost naked : a few dwarf pines

and juniper bushes occurring now and then.

" Below this the first branches of the Ddrbung are concentrated. The

streams are amongst perpetual snow, and rush down from different directions

in clamour and foam to unite their waters.

" The next four miles are of an extraordinary nature, scarcely to be

described ; rugged cliffs, banks of hard gravel much inclined to the river,

mural precipices, and sharp pointed rocks succeed one another.

" After a series of difficulties and dangers, we descended to a considerable
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stream, which we crossed by a wooden bridge, and proceeded upon level

soil to Sumdo, a few huts occupied by the shepherds and their flocks.

Hence to camp, a distance of two miles, the path was nearly plain, and we
passed through a belt of birches at the immense elevation of 14,000 feet.

" It is so named, after the species ofjuniper called Pdmd (which is the

only wood for fuel found in the vicinity) and is 13,700 feet above the sea.

" This was a very fatiguing march for loaded persons. Siimdd is the

usual stage : and the next does not cross the pass ; but it had been snowing

for some days upon the heights around, and our guides preferred crossing

the chain on the second day fi-om R6pd for fear of bad weather.

" Part of the baggage arrived during the night ; and from this time forward

the tent, with some other things, were lost sight of.

" The Ddrbung is here much reduced in size. The cliffs rise from the

water's edge in wild disorder ; and every year marks them with decay.

Their sharp summits crumble away by frost and snow ; and large portions

of rock are precipitated into the bed of the river.

" The following day we marched to Sopond, a halting place for travellers,

distant eight miles and three quarters. i

" The road lay upon the bank of the Ddrbung, which it crossed thrice by

immense arches of snow, covered with heaps of stones that had fallen

from above.

" The mountains are of limestone, and end in peaked summits of many
curious forms, inclined to the north at various angles. Not a trace of vege-

tation meets nourishment there ; and the snow cannot find a rest, but is

hurled down, together with the rock itself, and is exhibited at the bottom in

accumulations of a frightful magnitude.

" We had now come two miles and three quarters, and the dell was

terminated, and close round. The Ddrbung is lost among the fields of snow
where it is generated ; and the whole space on every side is floored with ice

and frozen snow, half hid under stones and rubbish. In some places the

snow is of incredible depth, and hes in heaps. Having accumulated for

years together, it separates by its gravity, and spreads desolation far and

wide.

" We had never before observed such enormous bodies of snow and ice,

nor altogetiier so wonderful a scene. So rapid and incessant is the progress

of destruction here, that piles of stone are erected to guide the traveller,
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since the pathway is often obliterated in a few days by fresh showers of

spUnters.

" Our elevation was now upwards of 1.5,000 feet, although we had but

ascended in company with the river, against its stream. Here only began

our toils, and we scaled the slope of the mountain slowly ; respiration was

laborious, and we felt exhausted at every step. The crest of the pass was

not visible, and we saw no limit to our exertions.

" The road inclined at an angle of 30°, and passed under vast ledges of

limestone. The projections frowned above us in new and horrid forms,

and our situation was different from any thing we had yet experienced.

" Long before we got up, we were troubled with severe headaches, and

our respiration became so hurried and oppressive, that we were compelled

to sit down every few yards ; and even then we could scarcely inhale a suffi-

cient supply of air. The least motion was accompanied with extreme debility

and a depression of spirits, and thus we laboured for two miles.

" The last half mile was over perpetual snow, sinking witii the foot from

three to twelve inches, the fresh covering of the former night. The direct

road leads in the centre of the gap, but we made a circuit to avoid the

danger of being swallowed up in one of the deep rents, which were now

covered up with the new snow.

" The day was cloudy, and a strong wind half froze us. The rocks

were falling on every side, and we narrowly escaped destruction. We twice

saw large blocks of stone pass with incredible velocity through the line of

our people, and between two of them not four feet apart.

" We reached the summit of the pass named Mdrierang at half past two

p. m. Its elevation is 18,612 feet by barometric measurement.* There is

here a very circumscribed spot, where is a shaghdr, or pile of stones, free

from snow.

" Leaving the pass, we travelled over snow, and descended gently for a

mile. The wind blew with great violence, and benumbed us; but the sun

shone bright and caused a reflexion that affected our eyes, but did not

inflame them much : for at this season the snow is soft and somewhat soiled
;

but in winter, when it is frozen and sparkles like diamonds, the inflamma-

tion is very distressing and painful.

The particulars of the measurement are omitted—C.
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" After quitting the great snow-bed, the road became extremely rough

and difficult, leading over the scattered wrecks of the cliffs and patches of

melting snow, and along the edge of a stream in a channel of solid ice.

" The adjacent ridges are wholly limestone, without a vestige of vegeta-

tion ; they are even deserted by the snow, and exhibit an enormous extent

of pure rock, and slioot into slender summits of a great variety of forms.

" We encamped at tlie foot of the slope that stretches from the pass,

where the glen takes a regular shape ; the stream spreads out and ripples

upon sand and pebbles ; the mountains slant away, and some stunted vege-

tation appears at their bases.

" The elevation of the camp was 15,200 feet above the sea.

" At sunrise of the following day the thermometer was at 31°; but the

night must have been colder, for the dew which fell upon our bed clothes

(we had no tent), was so completely frozen, that in the morning our

blankets were as tough as the hardest leather.

" We proceeded towards Manes (distant six miles and a quarter) through

the dell that leads to Mdnerang pass, along the bank of a rivulet which

has its source amongst the snow-beds in that direction. There is a good

deal of soil and bushes, and we passed fine crops of wild leeks at the height

of 15,000 feet.

" Three miles and a half from camp we came to an open valley, being

an expanse of sand and pebbles. We followed the stream till it entered a

lake upwards of a mile wide ; and here, leaving it to the right, we pro-

ceeded to Manes, winding through low gravelly hills covered with tdmd

bushes.

" Manes is a large village (of about fifty houses) in two divisions, sepa-

rated by a stream. It is elevated 1 1,900 feet above the level of the sea, and

lies on the right bank of the Spit'i river, 400 or 500 feet above its bed.

" Around the village is some level soil, bearing crops of wheat and

barley, and (awd) Siberian barley, which do not extend higher than 12,000

feet above the sea. The grains were almost ripe, and there were a kw
poplars in the vicinity."

After a halt of a day at Manes, where the temperature varied (1st Sep-

tember) from 52° at sunrise to 81° at the hottest time of the day, Messrs.

Gerard proceeded to Tengdi, a small village in the district of Pimi, com-

prised in the province of Spiti. They kept along the right bank of the

river, a little above the stream, and then descended into the bed of the

3 C
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Spiti river, to the village of Soldk. The dell is frequently a mile across,

and the river winds through it in many channels, among islands of sand

and pebbles, which are covered with barberry and other bushes. The fort

of Ddnkar, opposite this, is a considerable place, containing about forty

houses, which, as at Sliidlkhar, are inside. The walls are partly stone,

partly mud, and the position is among rugged projections of gravel. Its

altitude is not less than 1^,000 feet above the sea. Above the fort two

rivers unite ; the largest, which has a bridge of ropes over it, rises in the

Pdrdldsd range on the N.W., and is called eithev Spiti or Kunjom ; the

other, also a large stream, is named Ptnii ; its principal branches have their

sources near Tdri pass, on the S.W.

Near Sulak, where a meridian altitude of the sun was taken, is the highest

latitude Messrs. Gerard reached in this journey, viz. 32° 5' 34".

The best road crosses the Pinu at this place, and proceeds on the other side;

but the stream was not fordable. It was attempted, but the current was

found to be much too rapid. They had no choice but to encounter the diffi-

culty of a most frightful descent. In one place is a notched tree from rock to

rock, for the passage of a chasm : beyond this, a line of rocky ledges excavated

for the toes to enter : above the crags overhang, and beneath is a precipice

more than 100 feet deep. Unloaded people get over with the utmost dif-

ficulty ; the baggage therefore was lowered by ropes. Immediately beyond

this they came to an inclined rock, 100 feet high, which they had to climb

over : it was nearly smooth, and could scarcely be ascended barefooted.

The patli continued dangerous for a mile and a half farther, upon hard

gravel sloping steeply to the river. The dell is from a quarter to half a mile

wide, and is occupied by sand and limestone pebbles : the mountains on

either side are of limestone, sharp at tiie summits, but crumbling below.

Tengdi is 12,000 feet above the level of the sea : tiie houses are two

stories : the lower half built of stone ; the upper of unburnt bricks ; the

roofs Hat : and on them the firewood, collected with great labour, is piled.

Not a single tree is near, and the few prickly bushes seldom exceed three

inches in height. The climate here is cooler than at Mdnes. The tem-

perature at sunrise was 45°, and in the middle of the day 78°.

The district of Spltl, which comprises Pinu as well as Mdnes, is situate

between Ciiinese Tartary, Laddk, Kidii, and Basehar, and pays tribute to

each. The inhabitants are all Tartars, and follow the Lama religion.

There are lead mines. The villages are from 12,000 to 12,500 feet above
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the level of the sea. Toward Ladalc the habitations must be still more

elevated, and the country very barren, and the climate inhospitable.

It was the intention of Messrs. Gerard to have gone on towards Ladak,

and returned by the Tdri pass, which is the most direct road. But intreaties

and the offer of a douceur of 150 rupees were unavailing : the Lafa, or

chief person, would not hear of their proceeding onwards, or attempting the

Tdri pass.

After a fruitless negociation, which lasted two days, they returned to

Manes, and thence to Supma ; and again (7th Sept.) by the Mdneramg
pass to Pdmdchan, Siando, and Ropd. The barometric measurement was

repeated with nearly the same result. The Ddrbung river was only half its

former size; for a few days had brought on winter ; and the stream was now
but slowly and scantily supplied amongst the ice. The snow had not

descended more than 400 feet lower, since they last crossed the pass, but the

great fields had a new thick covering frozen hard. Shortly after leaving

the pass, it began to snow, and continued till they arrived at Pdmdchan.

Upon the old snow-beds it lay at 14,500 feet; but what fell upon the

ground, melted at iG.OOO feet.

Sumdo is about 12,500 feet above the level of the sea.

They crossed the Ddrbung under the village of Geobung, and ascended

the face of a thinly wooded hill to the elevation of 13,500 feet, where they

encamped at the distance of a mile from any kind of fire-wood ; but the spot

afforded water. The upper limit of the pines in this neighbourhood is

12,300 feet ; the juniper scarcely extends 100 feet higher. At sun-rise the

thermometer was 39". Every thing around was covered with hoar frost

They ascended the Runang pass, 14,500 feet above the sea ; the moun-
tains are of clayslate ; and the creeping juniper, as if it had found a conge-

nial soil, spreads its roots higher than the pass.

Descending from the zone of frost, they tiavelled several miles upon an
undulating tract much indented, but preserving a height above the limit of
trees ; and leaving the populous villages of Kdnam and Labrang at a

profound depth below on their left, they descended into tiie dell in which
Lipe or Lidang is situate. The village is considerable, the houses entirely

built of ifeVtipine, small, compact, and exactly resembling cisterns.

The bottom of the dell stands 8,700 feet above the sea ; the vine is

cultivated ; and there are orchards of fruit trees around. A few of the

3 C 2
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grapes were now (10th Sept.) ripe, and tlie apples, which are tlie largest

observed in Kundivar, are of a delicious flavour.

The mountains are clayslate, granite, gneiss, and mica slate.

The travellers proceeded by the JVeraiig pass (1.3,000 feet above the sea)

crossing the Kesliayig river (a large and very rapid torrent forming a series

of waterfalls) by a good wooden bridge, to Pangpd or Fangi, 2,500 feet

above the Setlej, and 9,200 feet above the sea. There is liere very little

soil or level ground: the houses are crowded together; and the vineyards,

fields, and pasture lands, belonging to the village, are miles distant.

The march was through a fine wood, large beds ofjuniper, and fine forests

of pine, most part of the way. The upper limit of tiie pine was observed at

12,000 feet, the highest birches at 1 2,500 feet ; and the rhododendron at

12,700 feet.

This day (11th Sept.), Captain G. observes, terminated their adventures

amidst frost and desolation. They bade farewell to the serenity of a

Tartaric sky and its charms. " Before us," he says, " we beheld dark

clouds; we already felt the moist warmth of the periodical rains, and wished

ourselves back among the Tartars, their arid country, and vast solitudes."

The rest of the journey follows the course of the Setlej, until it emerges

from the mountains into the plains of Hindustlian.

They now entered the lower Kundwar, and crossing, by a sango, the

Malgun, a rapid torrent passing to the Setlej, they traversed a pine forest

along a belt of highly cultivated land interspersed with orchards and the

richest vineyards : in the midst of which is CItini, a large village, contiguous

to which are seven or eight others. The soil slopes gently to tiie Setlej,

and is loaded with fine crops. It is the most extensive plain in lower

Kundwar, and forms a striking contrast with the iieavy woods and rocky

cliffs which overhang it. Just opposite are the huge Raldaiig peaks.

Here, on both sides of the river, grapes attain the greatest perfection.

Some are dried on the tops of houses ; some made into spirits ; the rest

eaten ripe. Eighteen varieties, distinguished by separate names, derived

from colour, shape, size, and flavour, are cultivated in Kundwar.

From Chini, the road assumes very rugged features ; many rude balconies,

flights of steps, and notched trees occur. The soil is crowded with countless

varieties of gay flowers and many odoriferous plants. Cumin is plentiful,

and forms an article of export to the plains.
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The height of tliis spot is 10,200 feet. The rocks are i?ranite and gneiss
forming a succession of precipices, with a solitary tree here and there'
The path IS narrow, and skirts the brink of the abyss, looking down upon
the Setlej, 4,000 feet below-

^

R6gi, where they halted, is 9,100 feet above the level of the sea. Towards
XheSeikj there are vineyards, and around the village apricots, peaches and
apples.

Thence they ascended to the height of 10,900 feet through a forest of
straggling pines, of the species called Ri or Mora (Mr. Elphinstone's CMl-
guza.) It does not here flourish to the westward of Wanghu. The road
rises and falls upon siiarp pointed rocks, and now and then a flight of steps
occurs. Opposite is the confluence of the Baspd with the Setlej. Its waters
make a very considerable addition to this far-travelled river. The road
descends precipitously (2,600 ket) to Rungar, a small stream. The face of
the hill is unwooded, but beautifuUy diversified with wild flowers, and clothed
with rich pastures for tiiousands of sheep. Hence to Mtru, or Mirtimr a
small village 8.550 feet above the sea. the path ascends and descends amidst
dwarf pines and oaks.

The YuU, a considerable stream which rises amongst the snow in theN.W. and falls into the Setlej, was crossed 1,200 feet below the village On
its banks are many fertile fields. Thence the road ascends through a wood
of oak and holly, which afl^ords shelter to many varieties of pheasants

; passes
the village of U'mi, and arrived at Tholang, a village containing fifty.five
families, and agreeably situated on both banks of a rivulet. It is 7 300 feet
above the level of the sea. The whole of the rocks in this tract are gneiss
In severa spots the ground had been torn up by bears in search of the honey
ot the held bee, which is here common.
At a short distance from Chegaon, the road passes under a natural arch of

granite formed by the contact of two immense blocks. The travellers then
descended t« the Setlej. and continued for several miles along its banks
sometimes a little elevated above it, more frequently dipping down to theedge of the stream, which is very rapid. The rocks on both sides are worn
into many caves, which re-echo the roar of the river with tenfold noiseA very dangerous ascent was next encountered along the face of smooth
ledges of granite, very steeply inclined to the Setlej ; in these the nitches
for support scarce admitted half the foot, and were cut at very inconvenient
distances.
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Arriving at the summit, the road again descended into an abyss 1,200 feet

deep ; the distance was but half a mile, which shows the steepness of the

slope.

The Wangar, a mountain torrent, here tears its way amongst vast masses

of granite with frightful velocity and noise. The cascades formed by the

rocks in its bed, throw up the spray to an amazing height, washing the crags

which are loaded with a rank vegetation. In the dell of this torrent lies

tlie secluded district of fFdtigpd, containing seven small villages.

The Wanger is formed by two streams : one called Surch, rises amongst

the snow, the other, which retains the common name, proceeds from the

foot of Tdri pass.

Pinu is about four marches from JVdngpd ; and it was by the Tdri pass,

Messrs. Gerard intended to return, could they have prevailed on the Lqfa

to concede to their wishes. The pass is not reckoned so high as Mdnerang,

and probably does not exceed 17,000 feet.

After crossing the Tfangar by a wooden bridge, the road continues along

the edge of the SelleJ for half a mile to JVangto, where there is a bridge of

ropes across the river. Its breadth within the banks (which are of granite)

is here 92 feet. It is the narrowest point : the average breadth in this part

is from 250 to 300 feet. The bed of the river is 5,200 feet above the

sea.

Messrs. Gerard stopped in a large natural cave till three o'clock, and

having seen their baggage across, proceeded to Kangdneo, by a very steep

and rugged ascent, and then along a well cultivated hill face.

The journey was troublesome and fatiguing. It rained, slightly at first,

but latterly poured down in torrents.

Nangdneo is a tolerably sized village, 6,900 feet high (above the sea). A
few grapes are cultivated in this district ; but, owing to the periodical rains,

do not thrive. Pear trees, bearing large and abundant fruit, are frequent

near the villages. The fruit is dried upon the tops of houses, and forms part

of the winter stock.

Proceeding towards Tdrdndd, the travellers passed through a beautiful

woodof stately pines, many of them from 20 to 27 feet in girth ; the pines

are called Kelri by the natives. This timber is almost everlasting. It

resists the attack of insects, and is therefore used in the construction of

temples, houses, and granaries. It seldom occurs below 6,000 feet, nor

above 12,000 feet from the level of the sea.

W
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Leaving the forest, they descended by a narrow rocky path, among dark

thickets of oaks, holly, yew, and horse chesniit. They here crossed the

Saildang torrent, by three rude alpine bridges, over as many large and very

rapid streams, which flow, or rather rush from their sources in the Himalaya

to the southward, descending, in a succession of cascades, to the Setlej, a

couple of miles below the bridges.

After crossing the Saildang there was a mile and a half of very steep

ascent, which required some agility to surmount, without slipping down the

precipice. Rank grass, from 8 to 10 feet high, concealed the intricacies of

the path, and rendered it necessary to pick the way with the utmost caution.

Thence to Tardnda the road led through woods of pine. It rained heavily

all day, and the baggage did not arrive till sunset.

Tardnda is 7jlOO feet above the sea. Gneiss and mica slate appear to

predominate here, and granite is not so frequent. . Nearly opposite this, to

the south, the Himulaya mountains may be said to end.

The travellers halted for a day on account of rain, and proceeded on the

following (18 Sept.) to Surdn, a tiresome journey, made more disagreeable

and fatiguing by incessant rain.

They crossed the Chaunde, a large and impetuous stream, by a dangerous

sango of two thin spars, one much lower than the other, and traversed a

dark forest of oak and holly. Inclined rocks, and soil drenched with rain

aggravated difficulty to danger. In fording a rapid stream, in which they

were completely drenched, many of the loads were soaked with water.

Some of the geological specimens were rendered useless by the writing on

the paper envelopes being effaced ; and the whole of the botanical collection,

with the exception of very few plants, was entirely destroyed.

Maniati ghdtl, the ordinary stage between Tardnda and Stirdn, parts

Kundivar from Dasau, another of the great division^ of Basehar. The
country westward assumes a more civilized appearance : villages are more

thickly studded, cultivation more abundant, and not so circumscribed by

huge masses of rock. Numerous rills trickle down from the mountains, and

afford ample supplies for the fields, which are chiefly rice.

Siirdn, 7,250 feet above the level of the sea, is the summer residence of the

Basehar Ri'ijd and his court. The climate is fine. Three miles from this,

near the Setlej, are hot springs. Formerly human sacrifices were offered at

a remarkable temple sacred to Bhiin'd Cali, the patroness o^ Basehar. They
have been disused since the British conquest.
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The travellers halted four days (19th to 22d Sept.) on account of inces-

sant rain, waiting for the reconstruction of a sango over the Mangldd

torrent, which had been washed away by the flood. The temperature was

stationary at 50° during the rainy weather, but rose to QV wlien the weather

cleared. They now resumed tlicir journey, crossed the Mangldd by a

crazy bridge of two spars connected by twigs. The stream was frightfully

rapid. The ascent from the dell, steep as the descent to it, was more diffi-

cult; the path lying upon mica wet witii rain, and slippery at every step.

Next day (23d Sept.) brought the travellers to Rdmpur, the capital of

liasehar. It is on the left bank of the Sellej, 3,300 feet above the sea, in

lat. 31°. 27', and long. 77°. 38'. The houses are of stone and slated, and

some are very neat. The spot is hot and unhealthy in summer, and as cold

in winter. Under the town is a rope bridge of 211 feet across the Setlej,

leading to Rulu. On the opposite summit of the range, which is lofty, are

tliree forts, crowned with huge towers and battlements, which give them an

imposing appearance.

Following the banks of the Setlej, and crossing Nawagari, a large stream,

by a well-constructed wooden bridge, they found the doll expand at Datlci-

nagar. Hitherto the valley of the Setlej has been narrow, confined between

abrupt mountains. It now forms a flat, three miles wide, well watered by

canals, and bearing luxuriant crops.

A few miles further they forded the B'cdri torrent, and finally emerged

fiom the glen of the Setlej by a very fatiguing and steep descent of 4,000 feet

perpendicular height ; and, three miles further, by a winding road through

woods of oak, yew, and horse-chesnuts ; and arrived at Kotgarh, where the

survey terminates.

It will have been remarked in the preceding narrative, as in former ac-

counts of the same travellers, and of Mr. Moorcroft, Mr. Fraser, and others,

that at an elevation where the density of the air is diminished five-twelfths,

that is, where the barometric pressure is reduced to 17|; inches or seven-

twelfths of the atmospheric weight at the level of the sea, (which takes place

at an altitude of nearly 15,000 feet above that level,) difficulty of breathing

is experienced, attended with lassitude and severe head-ache. The native
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mountaineers of the Himalaya, who feel it not less sensibly than strangers,

ascribe the sensation to presumed exhalations of a supposed poisonous vege-

tation at that vast height. At a less elevation no such effects are perceived.

Inhabited places were visited by Messrs. Gerard, at the heigiit of more than

13,000 feet above the sea ; and cultivated fields were seen at 13,600 feet,

and cattle pasturing at a still greater altitude.

The diary of this journey supplies ample confirmation of a position ad-

vanced by me some years since, in reply to some hasty inductions, grounded

on imperfect experiments and insufficient observations, as to the limit of

perpetual congelation. It was not to be supposed that the same mean tem-

perature, or the same maximum of it, would occur under a given geogra-

phical line, at equal elevations, whether of a solitary mountain or an extensive

cluster; whether of an isolated peak, or a sequestered glen. On the con-

trary, it seemed obvious that reverberation of heat must produce like effects

of concentrated warmth, at the level of the sea, and on the table land of

mountains. Accordingly, it does appear, that in the exterior chain of the

Himalaya, where heat is reflected to it but from one side, ithe warmth is

much less than in the interior cluster, where there is reverberation from all

quarters. Capt. G. has repeatedly adverted to these important facts.

He has constantly attended likewise to very interesting questions con-

cerning the geography of plants, and especially regarding the limits of

vegetation. In abridging his diary, I have seldom suppressed any circum-

stance bearing upon these points ; but have commonly retained the particu-

lars, at the price, perhaps, of some tediousness and a little repetition. The

greatest elevation, at which plants of a notable size are remarked, is 17,000

feet. The utmost limit of vegetation of mosses and lichens must doubtless

reach further.

The greatest height attained during this journey was 18,612 feet; viz. at

Mdnerang pass. Next to it is the Keubrang pass, at 18,312 feet above the

sea. Twice, in former journeys, Messrs. Gerard scaled the stupendous

altitude of a station on Pargeul, measured twice barometrically 19,411 feet,

and now confirmed trigonometrical ly, not without a surmise of a near

approachto 19,500 feet above the level of the sea.

At tile elevation of 16,200 feet, on the confines of Chinese Tartary,

ammonites were picked uj). If not precisely //( sila, they probably had not

come from a remote situation ; for the specimens are of ammonites them-

selves, not adligrdma stones containing their impressions, and therefore not

i U
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likely to have been elsewhere picked up from a religious motive, and acci-

dentally dropped on the spot where they were now found, which was in a

region of limestone. Ammonites have been found at a like elevation in

the beds of torrents near the Nili and Mdnd passes.

A further advance into Chinese Tartary would probably have ascertained

tiie site of these and perhaps of other organic remains ; but the travellers

were repelled by a guard stationed on the frontier. In two other quarters

they met with a similar repulse, from Tartar guards, posted on the frontiers

of Chinese Tartary.

I cannot quit the subject without inviting the Society to applaud the

persevering exertions of these intrepid travellers in their arduous enterprise.

Capt. Gerard and his brother have been neither appalled by danger nor

deterred by fatigue ; and to the official duties of the survey on which they

were employed, else sufficiently laborious, they have superadded a most

laudable zeal for the advancement of science in every way for which an

opportunity was presented to them, and have evinced exemplary diligence

in the prosecution of researches.

I may here be allowed to express regret, that the valley of the Gandhac

river is yet unexplored. It is in that valley that ammonites are known to

abound, and other ancient remains may be looked for. It is probably the

route by which the D/iaxcalagiri, or White Mountain of the Himdlaya, may
be approached, and the altitude of apparently the highest mountain, defini-

tively determined. I still entertain the expectation, grounded on measure-

ments taken from remote stations, that its height will be found to be not less

than 27,000 feet above the level of the sea.

I have much to observe on the geological notices scattered in Capt. Ge-

rard's diary, and sparingly quoted in the foregoing summary ; but I reserve

what is to be said on this topic, and on the copious collection of specimens

received from him, for a communication to the Geological Society.
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NOTES
BELONGING TO

" OBSERVATIONS ON THE LEPRA ARABUM, BY DR. W. AINSLIE."

[liiferred to at Page 298.]

Note A.

Considering the rigid and dry state of the skin which invariably characterizes this Lepra,

I have usually recommended, that for a week or more, before giving any medicine internally,

the patient should every alternate day be washed from head to foot with soap and warm water

;

the intermediate days using, for the same purpose, a strong infusion or decoction of the plant

called by the Tamools Toottie elley (Sida populifolia) ; the body being properly clothed, to

facilitate as much as possible the cuticular discharge.*

The remedies I chiefly relied on in treating this formidable disease were the following, and by

them I in several instances put a complete stop to it; but it must be remembered that, to give

any chance of success, the case must be taken early : for when the malady has laid complete

hold of the frame, a radical cure is impossible ; a fact, I perceive, well established so far back as the

time of Rhazes (de Re Med., lib. vi. page 128).

K Pilulae hydrarg : 3iv

Camphorae 3i

Piperis nigri 3ij

Let these ingredients be well rubbed together, and with the addition of a little syrup of ginger

nude into forty pills, one of which is to be taken night and morning, and continued for a longer

or shorter period, according to circumstances ; the patient at the same time drinking daily a pint

or a pint and a half of the decoctum Guiaici, of the Edinburgh Dispensatory, or the same quan-

tity of the decoction of Daphnes mezerei. On other occasions I have administered with advan-

tage, pills composed of sulphur of antimony, calomel, and guaiacum, together with one or other

of the decoctions above mentioned.

It is well known, that the eastern nations were the first who employed mercury in the cure of

obstinate cutaneous and leprous aifections ; and it may be questioned whether the natives of

India were before the Arabians, or only second in order, in availing themselves of the virtues of

that powerful mineral. l{hazes,\ Mesne, and Avicenna,X all notice it; and according to Fallopius,

• It is inlcrestJng lo remark llic notions entertained regarding the same medicine in diffejent countries. The

Cochin Chinese attacli peculiar virtues to what they call h'uojighui/nh (curcuma longa) ; amongst other properties

ascrihed to it, lliey suppose it to be efficacious in cases of Scabies and Lepra, by its resolvent and diaphoretic powers.

' Etiain in I^pra, et Scabie pelcndo per transpirationem, valet."

—

Vide Flor. Cochin. Chin. vol. I, page 9.

f
'• Argentum vivum cum cxtinguitur ardcns csl, quod acabici, et pcdiculis auxilium alTert." Vide Rhazes de

lU' .Med. (lib iii, cap. jxiv.). In the days of I'liny the Elder, the medicinal virtues of mercury do not appear to have

been at all ascertained ; that writer termed quicksilver the bane and poison of all tilings, and what would with more

propriety be called di'ath tilvtr. (Nat. Hist. lib. xxxiii. cap. vi )

t Aviccnna lays of mercury ;
" Argentum vivum cxtinclum edversus pediculie et lendes cum rosaseo oleo valet."

— y^dt Canon. Med , lib. ii. Tract ii., jjagc U9.
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as we find observed by Leclerc, in his " Histoire de la MMicine," pages 771-791, it was the

opinions of those writers wliich first suggested its use in venereal affections.*

I have already mentioned about what period Rhazes is supposed to have lived; Mesue, a very

distinguished writer, flourished in the tenth century; he professed Christianity, was a native of Bag-

dat, and practised at Cairo. Avicenna was born in the city of Bochdra, A. D. 980, and died at

Hamadan, in Persia, A. D. 1036 ; he was considered as the greatest philosopher and physician

of his age ; his writings were printed at Rome in 139o ; afterwaids translated into Latin, and pub-

lished at Venice, in 1608. His work is commonly met with in Europe under the title of " Canons of

y^tJiceMjin," but its proper Arabic appellation is A'anoonjcFi a//;A i_Ja!l ,_j t^y>\i- The author, the

celebrated Abu Alt/ Hiissein Ben Abdallah Ben Sina : I perceive that he recommended, in leprous

affections, the use of such medicines as purge off black bile ; also bleeding, and a sort ofelectuary

prepared with vipers, the heads and tails of the animals having been previously taken off; and it is

a curious fact, that the same remedy was prescribed for similar affections by a celebrated Hindoo

physician Agastier, as we see by a perusal of his Pernool, in which he praises highly the flesh

of the hill snake (Malai/ Paumboo), with a free use of asses' milk.

Note B.

I have allowed that I had but little experience of the use of corrosive sublimate in leprous affec-

tions. It has not for many years past been a favourite medicine in Hindoostan, in any complaint

it is very apt to sicken the stomach, give it in what form you will, and certainly irritates the ner_

vous system more than any other preparation of mercury. It needs scarcely be urged here, how

necessary it must ever be, in such cases, to support as much as possible tlie strength of the pulse:

with this view, I invariably ordered a moderate use of some generous wine.

Note C.

The fingers and toes, on fallingoff in the Lepra Arabum, which they almost invariably do in the

advanced stage of the disease, sometimes leave ulcers which are difficult to heal : these in the first

instance may be moistened with a liniment composed of equal parts of nitrated quicksilver, sper-

maceti, and margosa oil (oil of the melia azadirachta), and the benumbed parts bathed with plain

brandy; after which the sores, when pretty clean, may be dressed with an ointment composed of

one ounce of simple ointment, and a dram of cerussa acetata ; finally washing them with a mix-

ture of equal parts of decoction of lignum guaiacum and that ofmargosa bark (melia azadirachta).

Note D.

I have said that the diet, in cases of Lepra Arabum, should be generous : but it must also be

stated, that excess of every kind is most detrimental ; all food that is gross, fat, crude, or difficult Oj-

digestion, must be studiously avoided ; amongst which I include salted and dried meats, pickles,

preserves, rich sauces, cheese, &c. &c. ; and there is no doubt but that pork and fish, with the

exception perhaps of whiting, are most injurious.

• The first person who cured Syphilis by means of mercury, appears lo bare )>ecn Berriiga. lu;, Jucobus, a surgeon

of Carpi, who died in 152".
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I. Malversations in Office.—Imperial Edict.

1st moon, 11th day (10th February).

The Censor, IVang-shi-fu, has presented to us a paper, concerning the

malversations in office prevalent among the clerks and official assistants in

tlie government offices of Cliih-lc * province.

" The clerks in the large and small offices of Chlh-k province being as-

sisted by tlieir own friends in tiie prosecution of public business, the latter

make use of their official influence in the commission of every species of

iniquity. I, the Censor, have turned my whole attention to the examina-

tion of these abuses. Truly there is none to whom they will not vend their

services ! But this province being the place of imperial residence, ought

to be govemed with more especial probity, as an example to ail others.

It appears that in the offices of the Treasurer t and Judge there arc, in ad-

dition to the regular assistants, persons who call tiiemselves Keb-clioo (lieads

of departments), wlio dividing tiiemselves into two bodies, those who ma-

nage internal and those who manage cdternal affairs, monopolize all the

business of the Choxv and Heen districts, and in the progress of the rati-

fication or reversal of the decisions of the inferior courts, are guilty of all

kinds of false and criminal combinations. The official friends of the Chow

and H'ccn magistrates liaving formerly been clerks in the higlier coiu-ts,

have a secret correspondence with the above Keb-choo, and in all matters

of judgment consult togetlier with them, for the purposes of deceit and

plunder.! Wiicn the business of government falls into such hands as these,

they prove, in fact, the ' destructive insects of the soil.' Let the Viceroy

of the province direct the Treasurer and Judge to institute an inquiry, and

abolish altogether the office of Keb-choo. If among the official friends of

the Chow and || Hi-en magistrates there be any discovered wlio combine

to'Tcther for evil purposes, let tlicm be immediately apprehended and pu-

* Or Pi-che-ly.

f The treasurer is frequently a judge in civil matters relating to property within his pro-

vince: the judge takes cognizance chiefly of criminal matters, or "pleas of the crown" as

they are called in England.

\ Futi^ei, " dividing or sharing the fat."

II
These are magistrates of inferior districts, possessing, however, in most cases, a jurisdic-

tion much more enlarged and independent than the local magistracy in England individually.
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nished. This evil practice, since it exists to such an extent in Ckih-le pro-

vince, must also prevail in others : let all the Viceroys and Governors be at

the same time directed to examine publicly, and inquire privately into the

existence of the abuse, and put an end to it altogether. They must take

care that purity prevails generally in the tissue of government, in order

that the public courts may be adorned with rectitude, and the accumulation

of abuses prevented.

" Khin-tsze." (Respect this.)

II. T/ie Emperor jnits off his Journey into Tartary.

An Edict written with the vermilion pencil has been respectfully received.

1st moon, 20th day (19th February).

" I, the Emperor, had with feelings of awe appointed the tliird moon

for visiting and prostrating myself before the tomb of my father, the pro-

foundly wise Emperor,* in order to evince my sincere devotedness of

mind. But the province of Chih-le has during the last two years suffered

from scarcity ;• and even in the period of want, the strength of the people

was weakened by other calamities (probably meaning tlie inundations of

1823). I therefore direct that a stop may at present be put to the pre-

parations for the intended expedition. Again, with reference to the au-

tumnal himt of the present year, I ought to follow the established custom

of mv predecessors ; but, at the same time, it is necessary to be guided by

the circumstances of the times, and to act in conformity to them. The

expedition to Je-ho is also ordered to be delayed for this year: this is an

involuntary source of vexation to me ! I should not dare to adopt this

measure from a love of ease and indulgence

!

" The civil and military officers of Chih-le ought to fashion their hearts

by mine. Let them punish and expel everything that is irregular and bad;

let them advance and encourage the worthy and capable. Every measure

that is ])rofitable for the people let them pursue with their whole hearts

;

let them extend the principle of soothing and compassionating, in order

that my little children may be saved from the extremity of distress, and

• On the death of every sovereign a posthumous title is conferred : that of Kea-ldng, who
died in 1820, is Jin-tsung-juy-)nmng-tc, " tlie benevolent ancestor, the profoundly wise Em-
peror." For the Chinese characters see Plate XIII, No. 1.

3 IC 2
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from being scattered abroad without a resource, thus seconding my sincere

wish to cherish them in proportion to the necessity of the times. Be

not remiss

!

" A special Edict."*

III. Forbidding t/w possession ofFire-arms to the common People.

1st moon, 24th day (23d Februarj').

" An imperial edict has been respectfully received, in reply to the ad-

dress of Chin-ku'b^jin, governor of Kxcei-choxv, on the subject of his having

made a general muster of the matchlocks in his province, storing up those

which were serviceable and destroying the rest, after having made compen-

sation to the owners, &c.

" For tlie people to iiave fire-arms in their possession is contrary to law,

and orders have already been issued to each provincial government to fix

a period within whicli all matchlocks belonging to individuals t should be

bought up at a valuation. It is stated by Chin-kwo-jin, that over and above

the sums paid for those which are fit for use and laid up in the military

stores, as well as for those which were subsequently sold as old iron, there

is still required the sum of tales 1,505. If the officers of the different dis-

tricts be allowed themselves to advance the money, it is to be feared that

they may take occasion to peculate : we therefore direct (according to the

request of Chin-kwd-jin), that a portion of the proceeds arising from lead t

be appropriated to that purpose from the provincial treasury. With regard

to those fire-arms which are in immediate use for the safeguard of the

country, the said governor has already directed the proper officers to carve

on every matchlock the name of the person to whom it is delivered, and to

preserve a general list of tlie whole. Let the governor also give strict

charge to make a diligent search, and prevent the illicit storing up of fire-

arms for the future ; and let the workers in iron be rigidly looked after,

* The Emperor here uses the same expression as is subj jined to the ordinary proclamations

of the officers of government, instead of the usual Khin-tsze, " Respect this." The above is a

curious specimen of the pretension to sympathy by which the empire of China is, in a great

measure, governed.

f Those Chinese at Canton who employ themselves in shooting wild fowl, &-c. are mostly

belonging to the militia of the province, and have matchlocks in their possession ex officio.

% The produce of Kviei-choiv
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Jest they clandestinely manufacture and seU them ; thus cutting off the evil
in its commencement. Tliose officers who have made full and complete
musters within the limited period, the said governor is directed to take
proper notice of, as an encouragement to others.

" Khin-tsze."

IV. Advance ofSalaryfor the purpose ofrepairing Family Tombs.

2d moon, 4.th day (4.th March).
" The imperial pleasure has been respectfully received.

" The titular King Chun shan has presented to us a petition, intreating
our imperial favour in the advance of some years' salaries, wherewithal lie
may be enabled to repair the tombs of his family. We permit to be ad-
vanced to him the amount of his kingly allowances for ten years ensuing,
and direct that his pay be annually deducted until the whole shall be
liquidated.

" Khin-tsze."

V. History of the late Reign completed.—Imperial order,

2d moon, 1th day (4th March).
" It having been reported to us, that the liistory of the reign of our late

fkther, the profoundly-wise Emperor, has been completed, and respectfully
deposited at Hwang-she-ching and Shing-ling,* and that the names of the
editors only remain to be added, we direct that, according to the ancient
form, the names of Tsao^c-chin-yung, Tae-keun-yuen, Wmig-ting-chin, and
Ymg-ho, be placed in order at the commencement thereof.

" Khin-tsze."

VI. Appointments in the Ministry.

2d moon, 10th day (10th March).
" Moo<hang.ahf is hereby appointed to fill the office of President of

the Board for Foreign Affairs: Sung Keunt is appointed to the office of

• Birth-place of the reigning family in Eastern Tartary.

t This is Ih^ Moo.ta-jin who met Lord Amherst at Tung-chow. He was then nearly eightyyears of age, and hlled the office of President of the Board of Rites.
t Sung ta-jin, the conductor of Lord Macartney's embassy.
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President of the Censors. These appointments are gifts proceeding from

our more than ordinary regard and sympathy for aged ministers. Let

Sung Keun carefully attend to the established routine of his office, instead

of wildly confusing and puzzling himself with a multiplicity of extraneous

matters.* If he treads in his former track he will involve himself in cri-

minality.

" Khin-tsze."

VII. A Decree, cori/crrhig posthumous Hojiours.

2d moon, 11th day (11th March).

" Le-she-seu, the Inspector General of rivers in Kea/ig-nan and the

neighbouring pi-ovinces (who has charge of the I'epairs of the Yellow River),

in the seventeenth year of Kea-king leceived from our virtuous predeces-

sor, the profoundly-wise Emperor, the important office of repairing and

superintending generally the rivers of those provinces. Without declining

labour and toil, without retreating from envy and intrigue, he for thirteen

years exerted all his abilities in duly discharging tlie duties of his station.

All the works which he erected were excellent and durable : iiis merit was

indeed great ! When, on account of severe indisposition, he requested to be

relieved, our heart was moved with feelings of sympathy towards him

;

and we sent down our will that he should retire for two months, and con-

ferred on him five ounces weight of ginseng ; with a view that leisure, and

the application of medicine, might restore him to health, that he might

long remain to us as a trust and a reliance. Hearing of liis sudden death,

deep was our emotion ! We direct that the posthumous title of Shang-shoof

be conferred on him, as well as that of Tae-tsze-tae-j)aoit,t and that he be

interred with the rites and honours attached tliereto. Let the proper Board

inquire into, and report to us, concerning the distinctions that are due by

established ride. Let his eldest son, Le-keit-hang, his second son, Le-keio-

yuen, and his third son, Le-keu-ching, be called to Peking after the expi-

* Sung-keun is noted for tlie boldness of his expostulations with the sovereign, on occasions

when he conceives that his age and experience, as well as office, entitle him to give his ad-

vice. To this propensity he has been indebted for his frequent disgraces.

f President of a board or tribunal.

X Guardian of the heir apparent.
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ration of their mourning, and presented to the Civil Board to be brought

before us.
" Khin-tsze."

VIII. Posthumous RewardsJor Valour.—Imperial Decree.

2d moon, 15th day (15th March).

" The Military Board has examined and presented an address concerning

a commander killed in action, requesting that some posthumous rewards

may be conferred. The late Too-s.ze * of Kxvang-se province, named Kaou-

hih-tsze, being engaged in a skirmish in the reign of Keen-lung, at a place

called Le-ching-heen-nan, was killed. Some posthumous rewards liave al-

ready been conferred ; but the Board, after accurately investigating, finds

that the above-mentioned officer was in truth greatly regardless of his per-

son in battle, and therefore proposes that additional jionours be conferred.

" It is hereby directed, as a mark of imperial favour, that Kaou-hih-tsze

be honoured to the fullest extent of the regulations relating to officers who

fall in battle.

" Khin-tsze."

IX. Against buying up Government Grain.

2d moon, 18th day (18th March).

" The Censor, Lew-e-hdng, has presented an address respecting the ex-

pediency of apprehending certain corn-dealers, who have employed persons

to buy up grain from the government stores. The marts which are esta-

blished at the capital for retailing grain at a low price, have their origin

in a sincere feeling of benevolence towards the people. According to the

report of the said Censoi", several keepers of corn-shops have seduced and

engaged indigent jieople to buy up the grain for them (pretending it was

for tlieir own use) ; thus seconding their secret views of hoarding and

profit. Besides which there are an hundred other shameful arts practised

by vagabond rogues without a livelihood, whicli it is liighly necessary to

inquire into and punish. Let the armed police and secret runners be

despatched to the deposits of grain, both within and witiiout the city walls,

• A military title, soiiictliiii}; like colonel. Tlie next below is Tseen-tsung ; the next Pa-

tsung. The latter two degrees were att4icheil to the principal boats in Lord Amherst's em-

bassy, one to eacl).
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to examine and search out ; and should they meet with this species of

abuse, let them immediately apprehend the culprits for punishment. If

they are detected in conniving at such acts, let them be punished together

with the original offenders. Let the police, at the same time, be rigorously

enjoined not to seek occasions of vexatiously annoying and disturbing the

people ; but let them second our anxious care in favour of our distressed

subjects.
"' " Khm-tsze."

X. Military Exercises.—Imperial Order.

2d moon, 18th day (18th March).

" In the late reign, whenever an excursion was made into Tartary, it

was customary to inspect the skill of the great officers of government, and

of all those near the imperial person in military exercises. In the ensuing

year, when we proceed on a similar expedition, it is our intention, as of

old, to inspect these exercises. But from the twenty-fifth year of Kea-

king until now, there has been but little practice in them. Let orders be

circulated for a general practice in such exercises, that next year, when

the inspection takes place, every one may be perfectly adroit. Heavy

penalties will be inflicted on such as prove remiss and inexpert.

" Khin-tsze."

XI. A Chinese erroneously stated to be a Tartar.—Imperial Order.

2d moon, 22d day (22d March).

" The Keu-jin graduate, named Hou'-ye-di'-pe, being a Chinese by birth,

was reported as a Tartar at the examination at which he succeeded in obtain-

ing his degree : he ought to be deprived of his literary rank.* But at the

time of the said examination this graduate being very young, it was his

father who made a false report of him and led to the error. Now, as the

gi-aduate himself has made a true representation of the case, he is less

culpable than if it had been discovered and reported by the examining

officer. It is directed that he retain his literary rank, but be prevented

from attending at one examination (i. e. his promotion is stopped for three

• This is a strong proof (If any were wanted) that the Tartars are always favoured, when-

ever there is any competition.
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years, the interval between the examinations), and that he be enrolled as a
Chinese by birth. But let the head of the Tartar division, who presumed
to take upon himself to present the report on the occasion, be delivered to
tile Criminal Board for trial and punishment.

" Khin-tsze."

XII. A public Granary insufficiently supplied—Imperial Order.

2d moon, 22d day (22d March).
" The Too-tung, named Ying Hicuy, has presented an address respecting

the expediency of transferring grain to a district wliere the present stock is
insufficient. The district Kocching, in Kan-sich province, has its granary
annually supplied with an insufficient quantity ; so that whenever it is found
reqmsite to sell grain at a low price to the soldiers and people, for their
immediate consumption as well as for seed, the stock is always inadequate.
Ihe said Too-tung has clearly ascertained that the neighbouring granary of
Tse.muh.shd district is redundantly supplied, and that a portion of the stockmay be transferred. This being really the case, it is directed that, accord-
ing to the tenor of the address, forty thousand peculs (two thousand three
hundred and seventy-five tons) be transferred from the granary of Tscmuh-
sha to that of Koo.ching, with a view to providing an adequate supply. Let
the appropriate board take cognizance of it.*

" Khin-tsze."

I . not d,fficuIt to perce.ve, that this excessive care to provide against local and con-
t,ngentfarn.nes,n Chma springs not so n^uch from any real feeling of affection and kindnesstowards the people, as from a dread of the usual consequences of Lch dearths when the ^severe No sooner does a famine take place than revolts are immediately apprehend Iunless the cravn^gs of the populace can be allayed by supphes from the public granari thTs^pprd,ens.ons are sel om groundless. Taught (according to their patern'al no.Ls of go ement) to consuler the good which they enjoy in prosperity as resulting from the care of tl"eEmperor and h.s representatives, the people very naturally refer the evil which tlT uffe 1advers.ty to remissness and improvidence in the same quarter, and the government, no t ig !raof he danger, ;s proport.onably cautious in guarding against it. Were the low r ordL. .or mg to t e d.ctates of a more sensible policy, instructed to refer these inevitable calan itL^o he,r real or.gm, the .rregular vicissitudes of .he seasons, they would probably bear th m

Vol. I. 3 p
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XIII. Destruction ofRecords by Fire.

2d moon, 29th day (29th March).

" Han-wan-lce, governor of Kea?ig-soo province, kneeling presents to the

Imperial attention a report of the destruction by fire of the pubHc records

of his government.

" On the second day of the first moon, at midnight, the offices of re-

cords to the west of tlie chief hall of government being on fire, I, the go-

vernor, followed by all the civil and military officers, soldiery, &c. hastened

to extinguish the flames, and by our strenuous exertions the wliole range

of buildings appertaining to the great hall were rescued from destruction
;

but tlie records, whicii were arranged in extensive piles within their several

buildings, being very liable to catch and propagate the flames, increased

by a violent wind blowing at the time, tlie power of man was unavailing to

save them from destruction. In all twenty-seven apartments containing

government records were consumed : but the fire did not extend to any of

tlie dwellings of the people, nor were there any lives lost. I immediately

gave orders to investigate wiiat records had been burned, and to supply

fresh copies from all the subordinate offices of their former reports. TVoo-

show-ke, the officer in charge of tiie records, and his assistants, being put

on their trial made tiie following statement.

" In the Record-Office there has hitherto been an apartment dedicated

to the guardian deity of the records, wherein nobody slept. On tiiat night,

when all were asleej) in their respective quarters, the porter, Scti-ta, was

awakened from his sleep by a noise proceeding from the walls of the build-

ing, and on starting up to ascertain the cause, perceived the flames burst-

ing out from the chamber apjiropriated to the deity. He immediately called

up the people to endeavour to extinguish the fire : but as it had burned

until midnight, its Ndolence was such as to cause the destruction of the

Record-Office. It had been customary, every morning and evening, to

place lighted sticks of incense and candles before the shrine of the deity

;

and on the first day of the new year the number of these had been greater

than usual. They could not tell at what time the fire had communicated

to the building, nor could they give any information as to the individual

by whose carelessness it had happened. These were the whole of the cir-

cumstances with which they were acquainted.

" On being repeatedly examined they steadily maintained the same evi-

dence. As the officer, Woo-show-ke, had the especial charge of the records,
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it is not expedient to let him escape punishment by pleading accident as
the cause of the fire. He and his assistants will therefore be punished
according to the law, which awards eighty blows of the bamboo,* deprived
of their offices, and dismissed altogether from public service.

" Since I, the governor, did not, by previous care and foresight, prevent
the calamity, it is diliicult for me to extenuate my offence : I therefore

request the Imperial will to give directions for my trial by the Criminal
Board.

,

" As official reports are every day accumulating in great numbers, and
no steps have hitherto been taken to provide a place for them, it will be
expedient to rebuild forthwith another record-office on the old foundations
for their reception ; witli tliis view I humbly present a report."

XIV. Petitioti from a sick and aged Minister to retire permanently from
Office.

3d moon, 1st day (30th March).
" She-che-k-wang, late one of the Presidents of the Board of Censors,

kneehng presents this petition to His Majesty. He, an insignificant mi-
nister, being afflicted with incurable disease and infirmity, and having to
iiitreat the favour of heaven (?. e. the Emperor) to permit him to retire to
his native place, in order to nurse his complaints, with deep veneration he
offers this up, and entreats the Imperial attention.

" In the last year, between the seasons of summer and autumn, being
suddenly afiected by disorders peculiar to the time of year, I was prostrated
by the violence of sickness, and on a representation of my case had to
thank the vast Imperial compassion, which despatched physicians to exa-
nnne my case, and at the same time permitted me to retire awhile from
my office to seek a cure. For this I feel a degree of gratitude in my inmost
soul, which it is impossible for words to express.

" Reflecting within myself, that notwithstanding the decay of my
strength it has still pleased the Imperial goodness to employ me in a high
office instead of rejecting and discarding me at once, I have been most

• A sniallc-r number is actually inflicted. See Penal Code of China, translated by Sir G. T.
Staunton, Bart., Book I. § I.

3 F 2
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anxious to effect a cure, in order that, a weak old horse as I am, it might

be still in my power, by the exertion of my whole strength, to recompense

a ten-thousandth part of the benevolence which restored me to life.

" But my external and internal complaints combining together have

reduced me to the necessity of using powerful medicines, which have been

in some degree efficacious in mitigating the violence of my complaints

:

yet the destructive effects of old age on the blood and spirits have been

still greater, and the mind (affected by the state of the body) became ex-

ceedingly depressed. Both my legs were so tumid and painful that I could

not walk ; but still I thought that the mildness of the spring, joined to

careful treatment, might enable me, at the expiration of my leave, to make

a violent effort towards the resumption of my office. When the spring

came, however, both my legs became more swelled than ever, and the

bones and sinews still more painful. The consulting physicians said it was

the accumulated result of the action of noxious vapours during a number

of years, and that old age being superadded it was not a tiling for medicine

to cure. More than seven montlis have now elapsed since I applied for my
leave ; and though I have used a great variety of remedies, I cannot yet

walk without support. Unable as I am to look forward to a cure, still,

anxious as a dog or a horse to serve his lord, I should never have dared to

entertain thouglits of retiring from sei-vice or indulging in ease, were it

not that my powers are already destroyed, and I fear can never be restored.

After turning it anxiously in my mind, I have no other choice tlian to en-

treat humbly tliat I may be permitted to retire to my native place, in order

to obtain a little relief from medical treatment. Then, should the evening

of my declining life be a little lengthened, I shall look upon it as proceed-

ing entirely from the benevolent kindness of my sacred master (^Sliing-choo),

who has given me a second life. And for this purpose I respectfully pe-

tition."

XV. Petitionfor a neic Trial in a case ofHomicide.

3d moon, 2d day (31st March).

" The Imperial pleasure has been received.

" Fang-chin-she, a woman of Chung-tseang-H'een, in Hoo-pih province,

has come to Pekin, to present to us a petition, entreating that her nephew.
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Tang-heo-moo (condemned to death) may be spared as her support.* Now
the criminal board has ah'eady reported that the above felon was condemned

by the provincial jurisdiction to be decapitated, having been convicted of

slaying a person maliciously ; and that being clearly found guilty at the

autumnal trial, he was not reprieved at the representation of tlie woman
his relation. But in the petition of Fang-diin-slw it is stated, in entire

contradiction to the circumstances of the trial and conviction, that the

labouring man Tsd-ktv was killed by Tang-heu-laou in conjunction with

anotlier person, both of whom died in prison. Now whether Tang-heu-moo

has really been unjustly dealt with, or whether, at the instigation of some

other person, he has been tempted by the death of those two criminals to

endeavour to set aside the trial, it will be proper to sift to the bottom and

ascertain clearly the truth or falsehood of the whole case, as well as the

guilt or innocence of all parties concerned. It is hereby ordained, that at

the autumnal trial of the present year the case of Tang-heo-moo, in all its

bearings, be thoroughly investigated and tried before the governor, Yang-

7)ioo-tee)i. Let him elicit the whole truth, and pronounce judgment accord-

ingly, making a report to us of the same. The Criminal Board will,

according to established rule, convey the woman back to lier province, to

be produced at the trial.

" Khin-tsze."

XVI. Loss of Lives from the Ed-plosion of Gunpowder.—Imperial Decree.

3d moon, 5th day (3d April).

" Sung-foo, governor of Hoo-nan province, has presented a report con-

cerning the death of several persons by the explosion of gunpowder, while

manufacturing the same in camp.

" While pounding gunpowder in a stone mortar in the camp of the letit

division of the governor's troops, a spark which was struck ignited the

whole quantity of powder, and the explosion killed five soldiers, together

with six other persons. As this must evidently have been caused by the

carelessness of those who had the superintendence, it is hereby ordered

• When a condemned criminal liappens to be the only son of a woman who is a widow, he is

sometimes reprieved, when the case is not an aggravated one, on a representation being made.

In this case the woman has no son, and therefore petitions for the next nearest relation.
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that the officers, Hae-fuh, Wang-gan-pei, and Chow-kwang-heung, be delivered

to tlie Criminal Board for trial.

" Let the gunpowder which was exploded be made good, according to

the quantity lost, by those whose business it was to watcli it. In other

respects, let the judgment of the said governor be followed.

" Khin-tsze."

XVII. Suppression of incipient Rebellion in Slian-tung Province.

On the 27th of the 3d moon the following imperial edict was respectfully

received.

" Ke-sheu (acting governor of S/ian-tu?ig province) has presented to us

a report of the trial and condemnation of tlie banditti who have been

propagating lessons of rebellion, and has at the same time sent up lists of

all those officers who exerted themselves in the appreliension of the rebels,

together with other particulars. By tliese it appears that the traitor Ala-

tsin-chiing, a native of Tsing-ho district in Chili-le pro%ince, made himself

the head of an unlawful association at Lifi-tsing-c/iow * in the province of"

Shan-tvng, and that he, with his associates, organized themselves into self-

constituted ranks and grades of authority, after the model of real officers

of government. Tliey circulated secret signals among themselves, and

consulted together for the purposes of treason and rebellion. Tlieir crime

has been enormous, and their wickedness of the deepest dye !

" The said acting Foo-yuen, however, at the head of the civil and

military officers, at once crushed the incipient evil, without giving the

slightest previous intimation, and apprehended accomphces in the con-

spiracy to the number of above five hundred and seventy persons."

Then follows a very long list of civil and military officers who are to be

promoted on the occasion, together with the acting Governor and the Judge

of the province, who, in addition to their promotion, aae rewarded each with

a peacock's tail. Nothing is said in this paper regarding the punishment

of the conspirators, most of whom will of course be put to death.

* A place at the northern extremity, or commencement of the Grand Canal, where the

British embassy stopped on the 22d September 1816.
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XVIII. A Case of Eape.

3d moon, 27th day (25th April).

" The Censor, Leang-chung-tsing, presents this address, having inquired

into the truth where a false report had been made in an atrocious case of

rape, wliich led to the suicide of the person ravished. He looks up and

intreats the Imperial attention.

" In the 9th moon of the last year, ChaoU'teen-chung, an inhabitant of

Shan-se province, came to the capital (being deputed by his brother, the

father of the female) and presented at the proper office a complaint, con-

cerning which the Imperial pleasure was notified as follows :

" Let it be referred to Kew-shoo-tang (Governor of Shan-se) for exa-

mination. The complaint states, tliat the niece of the complainant, named
Urh-koo, having been forcibly ravished by Yen-sze-hoo, put an end to herself

in open court with a knife, being urged by the examining magistrate with

threats to criminate herself, by acknowledging that she had given her

consent to her own defloration,* and that the officer who was despatched to

iiold an inquest on the case had tortured the father, Chaou-teen-ho, and

extorted an admission of consent on the part of his daughter. Should this

l)e true, let those officers be deprived of their situations and severely

punished, without admitting of any evasion or concealment. Let tlie com-

plainant be conveyed back by the proper board, to be ready at the trial.

" Khin-tsze."

" On the 1st day of the 2d moon of the present year, the said provincial

governor reported that he had concluded the trial, and found it, as before

proved, a case of defloration witli tlie consent of the female. But I, the

censor, hearing that the people of the district where it happened were very

much incensed and troubled at the decision, gave my attention to the sub-

ject, and it was reported to me that the two officers who had been appointed

by the governor to try the case were nominated at the particidar intreaty

of Chin-tsung, magistrate of Tae-yuen-foo, who begged it on his knees. From
this it is plain that there was some improper influence in the case. There

exist, also, great discrepancies between the report of the governor and the

• Rape, or forcible ravishment, is called Keang-keen, and is punished capitally. If the female

gives her consent to her dishonour, it is called Ho-keen, or " Fornication by mutual consent,"

and is punishable merely with the bamboo, as a misdemeanor.
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petition of tiie complainant. In the latter it is stated, that ' after his niece

had killed herself, the above magistrate, Chin-tsung, made no inquiry as to

the reasons of it ; but turning to the mother of the deceased, charged her

with having had intercourse with Ycu-sze-hoo, the accused ; though on her

vehemently repelling this accusation, he atoned for it by an acknowledg-

ment of his error.' There is no mention of this in the governor's report.

In that report it is stated, that ' on the day when the business took place,

Yen-sze-hoo went to the house to borrow a sack, and finding neither Chaou-

tcen-ho nor iiis wife at home, he prevailed on Urh-koo to commit the offence

with him.' But this rests solely on the evidence of the prisoner himself:

what reliance can be placed on it ? The complainant asserts, that on the

14th of the 5th moon of last year, Yen-sze-hoo got in at the door of the house

about day-break, and holding down Urh-koo with one hand while he pre-

vented her cries with the other, succeeded in ravishing her, and then es-

caped out of doors. That when the fatlier returned home from his work,

UrJi-hou met him weeping, and acquainted him with what had happened.

The report says, that ' Yerusze-hoo stole out of the house before any one had

retiuned to it, and on his way was met by Chaou-tcen-ho.' These circum-

stances are very dissimilar. The report states, ' that Chaou-teen-ho bribed a

person named Hih-tiiig-chin with six taels, as well as the two midwives or

matrons (on the examination), to whom he ga^e twenty taels.' But the

father is so poor that he can hardly maintain himself: where, then, could

he procure money to bribe them ?

" I hear, on the contrary, that Yen-sze-hoo having been the person who

gave the bribes, had procured a relation of his to depose that they were

gi\-en by Chaou-ti'en-ho. Again, the deceased, Urh-koo, was only twelve

years of age ; and in the copy of evidence she is called tburteen. Her

person was moreover extremely small ; while in the report it is stated that the

body measured four che five tsun.* All these mis-statements must have

been to support the allegation of a consent on her part.
*»****•

The report declares, that 'U-h-koo, finding her shame discovered, killed

herself in despair.' But why did she not kill herself when the prisoner was

first seen by her father, instead of deferring it for twenty days, and then

putting an end to herself after undergoing a long examination in public ?

5 feet 2 inclies.
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Her death was surely the consequence of her despair and resentment, in

being forced to acknowledge herself guilty. The circumstances of the

report are evidently contradictory, and invented for the support of the

particular allegation, as well as to protect the officers therein concerned :

for if it be examined into, how should a female only twelve years of age

be persuaded to give her consent on such an occasion ; and if she had

suffered no wrong at all, what should make her put an end to herself? I

have heard that, though the weather was uncommonly hot at the time, and

notwithstanding that the body remained several days uninterred, it suffered

no change whate^'er : a circumstance which removes all doubt of her having

suffered grievous wrong. It is consistent with established practice to peti-

tion that some distinction be conferred on the memory of this chaste virgin,

whose name has been stained with dishonour. It is a question in which

good reputation is deeply interested ; and should her wrong be allowed to

pass unredressed, what security will remain for the public morals or for the

obsen'ance of the laws ? Shan-se is not far distant from the capital : your

Majesty's consent is therefore petitioned for bringing the case before the

criminal board, in order that it may be proved beyond a doubt. The

circumstances that have come to my knowledge, contrary to the Governor's

report, I dare not but present to the Imperial attention."

XIX. Grain Junks on the Corel.—Imperial Edict.

4th moon, 10th day (8th May).

•' Wei-yuen-heb and others have applied for our instructions respecting

the formation of certain restrictive regulations, calculated to keep in check

the unruly crews of the grain junks.*

" The late outrageous and violent conduct of the people in the grain

junks, towards private merchants and individuals has rendered it necessary

to enact certain regulations for their future government and control. The
said superintendent has reported, that it has hitherto been the custom

for every division of grain junks to employ the people of the province

• These junks were seen by Lord Amherst's embassy extending for several miles along the

side of the Pei-ho. Were this annual supply cut off by blockading the southern extremity of

the grand canal, the capital and its neighbourhood must necessarily be starved.

Vol. I. 3 G
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and district whence it came, as being the best skilled in the management

of the vessels. This has given occasion to great numbers of homeless

vagabonds from distant places to conduct themselves in a disorderly and

unlawful manner, relying upon their great numbers for impunity. Let

the head man in each vessel be made responsible, and let him be com-

pelled to return lists of liis crew as a check upon their conduct, and in order

to prevent the escape of the guilty. With respect to those rogues and

vagabonds who accompany tlie grain junks from a distance, and combine

with the sailors in unlawful acts, let the officers of government that are

attached to each vessel present regular returns of those on board, containing

a description of the age, appearance, and other particulars of each person,

and let every man have a badge or mark round his middle, in order that

when the vessel comes to an anchor he may be duly registered. Should

the officers on duty be guilty of remissness they will be dismissed and

punished.

" When the vessels reacli the narrow and crowded parts of the canal, at

Soo-chow, Chang-cho'iV, Cliin-choiv, and Yang-c/iotc* let the military officers

station themselves by rotation on the banks of the river, in order to restrain

the disorderly conduct of the crews, and to prevent their ill-using and op-

pressing private merchants and individuals. When the grain junks enter

any particular district, let the civil and military authorities of that district,

attended by their soldiers and followers, resort to the spot, and exert them-

selves in quickening the progress of the vessels, as well as in the preserva-

tion of order.t Let the chief superintendent, assisted by the Leang-kaou X

and the military under him, exercise a rigid control, in order that the vio-

lent may be kept in awe, the progress of the vessels be attended with order,

and commercial intercourse remain unmolested.

" Khin^tsze."

* The three first of these cities are to the south of the Yang-tsze-lceang, and the last to the

north of it : their wealth and population are the causes of the canal being greatly crowded in

their neighbourhood. There is every reason to suppose that the Kcang is navigable by the

largest ships as far as Kwa-chorv, where it is crossed by the canal.

f It is a rule on the canal that all private vessels should make way for the grain junks, and

the people in the grain junks frequently abuse the privilege.

\ Officer who has charge of the government stores.
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XX. Seizure ofa Convict "who had escapedfrom his place ofBanishment

Imperial Decree.

5th moon, 4th day (31st May).
" LUh-ching and his colleagues have made application for some rewards to

be conferred, as an encouragement to others, on those soldiers who appre-

hended the convict that lately escaped from banishment on the frontier.

Saou-tan-paoii, who was convicted of an unsuccessful attempt to ravish his

niece, and condemned to distant banishment on the frontier, made his

escape on the road while being conveyed to the tribunal to receive sentence,

but was apprehended one year after his flight. Let Saou-tan-paou, accord-

ing to law, be condemned to a higher grade of punishment, and banished
to sei-ve with the troops in an unhealthy station, after having first worn the

wooden collar for one month. Let those soldiers by whom he was appre-

hended be promoted when an opportunity occurs, in preference to all others.

Tlie proper board will take cognizance of it.

" Khin-tsze."

XXI. Forging the current Coin.

5th moon, 8th day (4th June).

An address is respectfully presented from the office of the general of in-

fantry for the Imperial consideration.

" Heang-yung, Chaou-tsemn, and others, officers and soldiers attached

to the police of the city, discovered and seized two offenders, since con-

victed of secretly coining (or casting) the current tchen. The two crimi-

nals, together with the counterfeit coin, the moulds, and other instruments,

being brought before us (the general and his colleagues), we instituted a

strict examination. Chow-urh, one of the criminals, deposed as follows

:

* I am a native of Fuh-san-heen, in Shan-tung province, aged forty-four.

I came to PeJcing and lived in ' Handkerchief Lane,' beyond Tmnrr-wdn

gate. I get my living by making ornaments for women's hair. About the

beginning of the 4th moon, being in great want, I, in concert with a former
acquaintance, Tang-shih, contrived a plan for counterfeiting old worn-out
tchen by casting lead : we wefe to put them in circulation and share the

profits. Being both agreed upon it, I procured a piece of stone, and made
a mould for the coin ; at the same time providing other instruments for tJie

3 G 2
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purpose. We borrowed an empty chamber in the San-shing-nieaou * (Tem-

ple of the Three Holy Ones), in the immediate neighbourliood of where we

lived, and coined upwards of seven thousand tcJicn. Having begun to put

them in circulation, we were seized, togetlier with all our instruments.'

Tang-shih, the other criminal, deposed :
' that he was a native of Ta-hing-

Keen, in Shun-teen-foo, aged thirty-eight years, and that he came to live in

the same lane with the first prisoner.' The rest of his confession agreed

with the preceding.

" We have found that counterfeiting the current coin is an offence of

high degree. Chow-urh and Tang-sliih having, on account of their poverty,

combined for the purpose of casting this counterfeit coin with lead, are

serious offenders, and we apprehend that they have coined a greater quan-

tity than has been admitted in their confession. We humbly present this

address, and request your Majesty's pleasure as to sending the two criminals,

together with the different articles found in their possession, before the

criminal board for trial."

XXII. Distress at Peking.

Introduction. There is every reason to be certain that Peking has suffered

severely from an epidemic during the latter part of the late summer and the

commencement of the autumn, though the circumstance is, of course, not

directly mentioned in the Gazette. The private letters of Pere L'Amiot, at

Macao, from his friends at the capital, state the fact unequivocally ; and

the acknowledged severity of the famine during the summer occasioning a

vast resort of the starving population to Peking (to procure food gratui-

tously, or at least at a very low price), affords a sufficient explanation of

the causes of the pestilence. The following extracts from the Gazettes

will prove the pressure of the distress.

Imperial Edict.

" On account of the droughtt in the neighbourhood of the capital, and

* For the Chinese characters see Plate xiii. No. 2.

t In the preceding year (1823) there were inundations not less severe than the present

drought.
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the poverty of the husbandmen's fields looking in vain for enriching showers,

we sent down our will, that altars for sacrifice should be erected at Hih-

lung-tan and Keo-sang-sze. During the last ten days, although there has

been a very slight appearance of rain, it was quite inadequate to moisten the

earth. Let our eldest son, Yih-heng, on the seventh day of the present

moon, proceed reverentially to the temple of the Spirit of Heaven to

worship ; let the Imperial relative, Meen-kae, proceed with reverence to

the temple of the Spirit of Earth to sacrifice ; let Meen-hin, the Imperial

relative, proceed with reverence to offer sacrifice in the temple of the Spirit

of the Year -, let our son, Yih-chaou, sacrifice also at the temple of the

Spirit of the Winds. On the 6tii day let them all lodge together in the palace

at Peking, and on the 7th of the moon repair separately to those different

spots, to supplicate for speedy and plentiful supplies of fructifying rain.

" Klwi-tsze."

Another Edict.

" Having sent down our will regarding the sacrifices to be performed by
the princes and great ministers on the 7th of the moon, we now intimate

that on the same day ourself shall burn incense at Hilulung-tan.

« Khin-tsze."

The crowded state of the capital is proved by the following extracts

:

" The numerous resort of an hungry populace from the surrounding

country has led to the occasional plundering of articles of food, and we have

already issued our commands for restraining and controlling them. The
censor, Lang-paou-shin, has reported that sundry vagrants, under the plea

of want and starvation, have been committing depredations in the markets

and other places of public resort, in direct contravention of the laws. The
proper authorities are hereby commanded to issue proclamations on the sub-

ject, and exercise a rigid control, that the neighbourhood of the Imperial

residence may be well governed and orderly. The erection of additional

playiiouses, as has been reported, being highly prejudicial to the morals of

the people, the police of the city must also restrain and keep them within

bounds. Let not this be regarded as a mere form.

" Khin-tsze."
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" The different stations at Peking liave distributed grain during a long

continued period ; but, on the 20th day of the 5th moon let tliem all be

shut and the distribution cease, as the stores will not admit of further do-

nations. The hai-vest is now approaching, and the people may return to

their several districts to seek a liveUhood by their own labour. Let the

magistrate of Shun-teen-foo, previously to the close of the distribution, make
known to the people daily, when they receive their grain, that they must

no longer tarry at the capital in a wandering and idle manner. Let Tseang-

j/ew-teen, governor of the province, enjoin the district officers to exercise a

strict vigilance, at the same time sootiiing the distressed populace, and pre-

venting their wandering about in a dispersed and vagabond way ; thus

seconding our paternal solicitude to cherish them in our bosom.

" Kfun-tsze."

XX in. Pecimiai-y Aid to those whose Dwefli?igs were swept down by the

Inundations of 1823.

—

Imperial Decree.

5th moon, 19th day (15th June).

" Yang-mow-teen, governor of Hoo-pih province, has presented an address,

stating that he has surveyed the districts in which the dwellings of the

people suffered from inundations, and petitioning for a pecuniary grant

towards their repair. Four Hccn districts in the province of Hoo-pih, viz.

Hwang-mei, Kwang-tse, Keang-ling, and H'een-le, as well as Ke-chow-wei,

all of which suffered from the inundations of the last year, have been sur-

veyed by the said governor ; and he has found that the owners of both the

tiled and thatched huts which were destroyed really do not possess the

means of repairing them, and that they have stated nothing but the truth.

On these grounds he considers they are, according to custom, entitled to

assistance in rebuilding their dwellings. According to the tenor of his
M. C. C.

_

M. C. c.

petition, let 5. 0. 0* be given on account of every tiled hut, and 3. 0. Ot

on account of every thatched one ; the sum total required being 13,06l

taels.t Let this sum be defrayed from the treasury as an extraordinary

charge. The local magistrates of the districts must forthwith proceed in

person and distribute the money, in order that the distressed people may
^""I

'•

* About 3s. 4d. sterling. f About 2s. sterling.

J This gives above 30,000 houses or huts as the number destroyed.
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really experience our Imperial benevolence. Let them not permit inferior

agents to embezzle the least portion of the grant ; and when the business is

concluded let a report be made.
" KMn-tsze,"

XXIV. Erection of additional Prisons at Canton—Imperial Decree.

6th moon, 2d day (28th June).
" Yuen and his colleagues have presented an address concerning the

expediency of erecting additional prisons at Canton. The convicted
prisoners in Canton province are very numerous, and it has always been the

custom for the several Foo-cho-w and Heen districts to send their prisoners

for trial, as well as all such robbers and associated banditti as have been
apprehended in tliem, to the prisons of Na7i-]iae and Pwan-yu-heen.* The
said viceroy and his colleagues have ascertained that the existing establish-

ment of prisons is so confined as to cause pestilential disorders and deatli

among the prisoners from over-crowding ; it is, therefore, right that for

the future the number of persons confined therein be considerably lessened.

In Pwan-yu-heen there is, it appears, a spot on which the new prison msiy
be conveniently built. According to the tenour of the address, let capital

offenders from the several Foo-clioiv and Heen districts of the pro\dnce
be confined in the old prisons of Nan-luie and Pwan-yu-lieen ; but let

those prisoners whose crimes do not subject them to a higher punishment
than distant banishment be sent to tlie new prison. As the spot on whicli
the new prison is to stand is close to the office of the Ho-pih-so (who has the
control of all persons living on the river), let the said officer be the keeper
of the prison

; but no addition need be made on this account to his pay and
allowances. The necessary expense of building, which has been calculated
at 3,500 taels and upwards, may be disbursed by the viceroy, without send-
ing in a particular detail. Let their resolutions be adopted in all other
respects : the proper board will take cognizance of it.

" Khin-tsze."

XXV. Presentation of Military Officers at Court.

6th moon, 5th day (9th July).
" Na-yeyi-ching, viceroy of Shen-se and Kan-suh, respectfully presents

Districts of Kwang-ckou'^o.
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this address to his Majesty, concerning the expediency of extending the

limits of the period at the conclusion of which military officers are required

to present themselves at court. He looks up and intreats the Imperial

attention.

" The fixed regulations require tliat general officers of the first and

second degrees of rank should apply for permission to present themselves

at court once in every three years. The object of this was to enable the

servant to fix his thoughts on his sovereign, and to afford to the sovereign

an occasion of bestowing his regards on his servant. In the case of those

provinces which are near to Peking, the time consumed in the journey to

court and back again is inconsiderable, and the expenses of the passage are

therefore moderate ; but in the frontier provinces, as Yuti-nan, Kwei-c/io'o:,

the two Kwatigs, FUfi-keen, Sze-chuen, Kan-siih, &c., which are several

thousand lee distant from the capital, the officers proceeding to court are

harassed by a long and difficult journey ; besides which, their duties remain

at a stand-still for a great length of time. The uncorrupt pay of military

officers is not large, and quite inadequate to the charges of their return ; it

is, therefore, likely that improper and corrupt practices may be yielded to,

in order to supply their necessary expenses. Since, therefore, it appears

inexpedient to adhere strictly to the prescribed period of three years, I,

your slave, foolishly conceive that, in the case of the provinces which are

near to -the capital, the old rule should be obsers^ed ; but as far as regards

the distant and frontier provinces, I have humbly to request that the Im-

perial indulgence may be manifested, and that the prescribed period be

extended one or two years, as a mark of the favour and compassion of your

Majesty. I, prostrate, entreat to be informed of your Majesty's pleasure

with regard to this proposition."

XXVI. Locusts in tfie Province of Peking.—Imperial Decree.

6th moon, 24th day (20th July).

" The Governor of Chih-le province has presented an address, recommend-

ing the dismissal of a district officer who neglected to present a timely report

of a flight of locusts. In tiie several subordinate districts of Gan-cliow a

niunerous swarm of locusts has lately appeared. The said governor explains

the circumstance of his not having already reported concerning their ex-

termination, and states that he has despatched proper persons to use all
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diligence in destroying the insects throughout those districts where they

exist, in order that the grain may not be injured by them. The Heen of

Yunn'-ching district, Ho-che-tsi?ig, who presented a confused report several

months after the locusts had already appeared, and who failed to erect,

according to established rule, stations for buying (or giving a reward for)

all the insects destroyed, has been guilty of culpable remissness. Let him

first be deprived of the ball on his cap, and let a Umited time be fixed

within which he must exterminate the insects. Should he again be guilty

of remissness he will be further punished.

" Khin-tsze."

XXVII. A grain Junk burnt by Lightning.

7th moon, 5th day (30th July).

" The Comptroller-general of the grain junks, Wei-yuen^heu, respectfully

presents this address to His Imperial Majesty.

" The Commissioner of grain in Hoo-pih province has reported to me,

that the second fleet of grain junks from thence arrived on the 18th of the

5th moon at Yih-heen in Shan-tung, and stopped at the lock or flood-gate

called Tim-chwaTUclm untQ it should be opened. On the 19th, between •

seven and nine o'clock in the morning, a hurricane arose, accompanied by

thunder and lightning, when the vessel under the charge of Hticang-chung-ta

was struck by lightning on one of the masts, which ignited, and communi-

cated the fire quickly to the whole vessel. The grain junks ahead and

astern of the one on fire were immediately hauled off^, and saved by the

exertions of all those engaged ; but the violence of the wind and of the

flames baffled the attempts of those on board the burning junk, though

happily they all escaped without injury. The cargo of grain, amounting

to six hundred and twenty-one peculs (about forty tons), besides reeds,

mats, fir planks, and large bamboos, together with other goods, were all

consumed, nothing but the junk's bottom remaining. It was a distressing

object for the eyes ! Now it is proposed that the cargo of grain destroyed

be made good by the owner in successive annual instalments, and that the

other articles be brought again in the ensuing year.

" In addition to the above report, it appears from the statement of the

• See Plate XIII, No. 3.

Vol. I. 3 H
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district officers, that the master of the vessel had all his family and his

property embarked in her ; and the vessel and cargo being now burnt, his

situation is distressful and embarrassed. As the event proceeded from

causes which no care or foresight could prevent, and as the means of the

master are not equal to making good the vessel and cargo at once, the

Imperial goodness is petitioned, as a mark of tender compassion, to allow

him to commence from the winter of the present year, and in the course of

three years make good tlie grain destroyed. Besides addressing the Revenue

Board on the subject, I most respectfully present tliis address."

XXVIII. Plundering inroads of Hassacls, or Cossacks, on the Russian

Frontier.—Imperial edict.

7th moon, 11th day (5th August).

" An address has been received from Ah-tse-heang-ah, stating tliat some

(Ha-sa-kih) Hassacks, headed by Chen-tae-le, had made an inroad through

one of the passes on the frontier of Ko-poo-to*, and carried off a number of

cattle, having attacked and wounded the herdsman. The officer, Cha-kih-

sang-ah, being despatclied after the plunderers, had returned from the pass

of Hunnj-ma-e-la-hoo without any of them being seized, &c. he.

" The Hassacks being near the pass of Ta-urh-pa-ha-tae, which adjoins

the Russian boundaries, the seizure of these robbers is of the utmost im-

portance. Of late the Hassacks have every year made plundering inroads.

It is necessary that they be seized and rigidly dealt with, in order to strike

awe into foreigners and make manifest the nation's laws t. How happened

it that the officer who was sent to seize the plunderers allowed such a length

of time to elapse without apprehending even one of them ? His remissness

has been excessive. The commandant states that another officer, Ta^la?ig-ah,

has since been despatched to exert himself in apprehending the offenders.

Let Chd-kth-sang-ah be still kept at Hivvy-ma-e-la-hoo, to exert himself with

the utmost diligence in seeking for the plunderers. Should he again make

evasive excuses he will be severely punished. When it is discovered through

* Chinese territory on the Russian frontier, between 85° and 95° long.

\ For the Chinese characters. See Plate XIII. No. 4.
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what pass Chen-tae-k entered, let the officer who so negligently guarded it

be cashiered and reported.

« Khin-tsze."

XXIX. Forbidding the practice of Witchcraft and unlanful Rites.—Imperial

decree.

7th moon, 13th day (19 August).

" The censor, Lefung-chin, has presented an address, praying for the

suppression of false doctrines and opinions.

" The religious ritual of the empire is founded on the sacred books.* To
delude the people with unorthodox opinions is a great contravention of the

laws. According to the report of the censor, a fane has again been erected

to the superstition of Woo-tung at Lun-kea-shan, ten le (three miles) to tlie

west of Soo-choit'foo. In the reign of Kang-he the fane was destroyed and
the idols burnt, and for a long series of years the superstition has been
suppressed; but the sacrifices are now offered as before. The witches

place a pretended confidence in the predictions of the spirits, and promise
a fulfilment of hopes and desires ; and the extension of their baneful prac-

tice is not confined to the jurisdiction of Soo-chowfoo alone : it is, therefore,

highly requisite to adopt rigorous measures for their restraint and suppres-

sion. Sun-yu-ting and Han-xvan-ke (the governor and deputy) are directed

to enjoin all the officers of the subordinate districts to destroy every trace

of the superstition of JVoo-tu?ig. Let not the simple people be permitted

to offer sacrifices or to associate with the votaries of the superstition. Let
the magistrates issue instructions to all the heads of families to exercise

a rigid control over their dependants. Let the whole system of false wor-
ship, calculated only to delude the uninstructed populace, with its burning
of incense, collection of subscriptions, &c. whenever it is discovered, be
immediately followed up by severe punishment, in order that the public

morals may be improved and the hearts of men set right.

" Khin-tsze."

» Those of Confucius and liis school. The established faith of China is a Rosicrucian system
of presiding spirits or genii, both good and bad, both sylplis and gnomes : the former called

Shin, and the latter Kivei. The government religion pays adoration to no " Great First Cause
"

and in fact differs but little from atheism. (See No. XXIII, No. XIII, et passim.)

3 H 2
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XXX. Wreck of two Vessels from Loo-choo, or Lew-kew, near the Coast

of Che-keang.

8th moon, 28th day (20th October).

" Shwae-ching-ying, deputy viceroy of Che-keang province, kneeling

presents to his Majesty this address concerning the compassionate treat-

ment of some unfortunate foreigners, natives of Lew-kexe, who have been

wrecked. As by law directed, he respectfully submits all the circumstances

of the case, and humbly entreats the Imperial attention.

" On the coast of this province foreigners in their vessels are occasionally

driven by the winds ; and in tiie event of their being foreigners of Lew-kew,

it is by law and custom provided tliat tiiey be sent to Fiih-keen province,

and when a convenient opportunity occurs transported back to their owm

country. Liih-yu, the acting magistrate of Yu-hxvan* district, has reported

that on the 11th of the seventli moon the military commandant of Yu-hwan

had sent to him six unfortunate natives of Lew-kew. The said magistrate

inspected them, and found that they had long hair, tied in a knot on the

top of the head,t and that they wore long flowing garments : their speech

was unintelligible. Among them was an individual who understood the

Chinese character, and he being furnished with paper and a pencil was

desired to write. He then wrote ' that they were people from Na-pafoo t

in Lew-kew ; that the number of persons in the vessel was six ; that on the

28th of the sixth moon they sailed from Pa-chung-shan, an island belonging

to their country, with a cargo of four hundred bags of grain, and meeting

immediately with a hurricane which carried away their masts, their vessel

became water-logged, and they were compelled to throw overboard the.

larger half of their cargo. Being tossed about at sea, they were at length,

on the 8th of the seventh moon, taken on board by a cruizing vessel of war,'

&c. It was farther ascertained by the magistrate, that the quantity of grain

remaining in the vessel amounted to one hundred and seventy-seven bags,

of which sixty-one bags were damaged by wet. There were, besides, four

small bamboo boxes, containing various articles of food and of domestic

use : no prohibited goods were discovered. The six distressed foreigners

* An island close to the coast of Che-keang.

t See Plate XIII, No. 5.

% The capital, called nearly by the same name in Captain Hall's Voyage to Loo Choo.
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were tlien lodged in a temporary dwelling, and according to custom food

and clothing were distributed to them. One among them, who was an

invalid, was attended by a doctor. The damaged grain was spread forth

to dry; and the hull of the vessel, as well as the masts and sails which had

suffered, were repaired with all speed.

" Again : Chin-tsu?ig-kea, magistrate of Ting-hae-heen,* has reported,

that on the 11th of the seventh moon the military commandant forwarded

ten distressed foreigners of Lew-kew to his office. The magistrate examined

them, and inspected their vessel. As some of them were rudely acquainted

with the Chinese character, they were desired to write, and stated nearly

the same as the other people. On board this last vessel, which was very

much injured, there proved to be one small horse, together with some

grain and implements for smoking, as well as the clothes and baggage of

the crew. There was, besides, a small boat on board, but no prohibited

articles. The horse and the other property were delivered to the said

foreigners, that they might take care of them within their own quarters,

and clothes and food were distributed to each. Materials were at the same

time provided, and workmen engaged for the repair of the vessel. I, the

deputy viceroy, have received a report from the treasurer on the subject.

The above-mentioned distressed foreigners having been driven by a tempest,

and forced upon our shores, are greatly deserving of compassion. Every

care being taken for their accommodation, and for the repair of their vessel,

they will, as soon as the latter is completed, be conveyed to the capital of

Fiih-keen province, and detained there untU a convenient opportunity

occurs for their return to their nation ; thus manifesting the compassion

which His Sacred Majesty t entertains towards distant nations and people.

Besides making the necessary communications to the proper Board, as well

as to the Viceroy and Deputy Viceroy of Fiih-keen, it is right that I present

this statement of circumstances to the Imperial attention."

A reply in the vermillion character has been received.

" Let it be done according to the tenor of the address."

" Khin-tsze."

• Another insulated district on tlie coast of Che-keang, close to the port of Ning-po.

f More literally, " our Sacred Lord, or Master."—See Plate XIII. No. 6.
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Note. The summer and autumn of 1824 have been remarkable for the

number of violent north-westerly gales, or typhoons, in the seas adjacent

to China. No less than twO European ships were wrecked on the coast of

Hae-nan alone, and numbers suffered the loss of their masts, &c.
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XXIII. Of the SRjjrAcs or Jains. By Major James Delamaine, Bengal

Army. Commimicafed by Major-General Sir John Malcolm, G.C.B., &;c.

Read February 18, 1826.

From what I can collect regarding the Srdwacs, or laity of the Jai7is,

they appear to be the only considerable remnant in India of the earlier

Jains, or Arhatas. They follow principally the trade of Banyas, dealing in

grain ; and as Srdreac Banyas, necessarily adhere to the Jain laws: but as their

particular calling seems to have required rules for their guidance, much of

the twelve vratas * refers to their commercial transactions, as connected

with moral duties. I do not think these vratas formed a part of the older

Jain institutes at all ; nor could such a code be brought to apply to any

except the subordinate tribes, it being quite unsuitable to any purpose of

government.!

The Srdxcac Yatis have fashioned much of history and tradition to

suit their particidar purpose, rendering it doubtful what is their invention

and what original. They admit that they have no longer the distinctions of

caste, at least of the higher orders (this was most likely lost by them on

their separation from the older stock) ; and that the extinction of the

Brahman and Cshatriya classes was predicted by Bhadra-Bahu Muni, in

his interpretation of the fourteen dreams of Chandragupta, whom they

make out in the Buddha-vildsa, a Digambar work, to have been the monarch

of Ougein (Ujjayani). The dream of the lotos also, which predicted that

Brahmans and Cshatriyas will no longer choose the Jain faith, strengthens

the common belief, that the Jains had never a distinct institution of four

great castes, but formed them of proselytes from those already estabhshed.

The Yat'is of their own sects are their officiating priests. The Srdwacs do

• Major D. writes the word Brits. I have corrected the orthography here, as throughout

the present communication, to adapt it to the system followed in the orthography of Indian

words in the Asiatic Kesearches, and in the Transactions of this Society. Tlie term is Vrata,

a vow. It is an obligation superadded to a religious or moral one. See further on. H. T. C.

f That the Srdwacs, or the more early Jains, had princes and sway, there is abundant proof.
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not scruple, however, to employ the services of the regular Brahmans as

calculators of nativities and at marriages, &c. in the absence of fit persons

of their own class.

The Srdwacs seem to have thriven, and survived, in useful occupation,

the wreck of their ancient faith. Some, probably all the Jaiii tem-

ples in Mandu and the neighbourhood, were built at the expense of the

Srdwacs. Several bear inscriptions two or three hundred years old, in

which the founders of the temples always detail their pedigree, and cele-

brate how scrupulously they observed the twelve vr-atas. I have seen no

inscriptions upon the pedestals of either sitting or standing figures older

than the twelfth century of the Samvat.

Besides the Jain distinction of Digambar and Swetdmbar, the Srdwacs

more or less differ, as Oswdls, Faisj/aparrwdrs, HSmars, Khadenears* &c.,

and through connecting sects coalesce with the orthodox Hindus.! The

inscription at Beld/cult (As. Res. Vol. ix, p. 270), shews how slight a

difference existed in reality between them in the fourteenth century of

our era.

Some, I understand, as the Oswdls, eat at night, contrary to the Jain

usage ; and so much do the Srdwacs differ among themselves, that several

sects will not intermarry.

The folloAving, detailed in the Buddha-vildsa, appertain to the Banya

class.

Of the Draver Sect.

t

CuNDA CuND 'AcHARYA ll lived in Samvat 53(^. His principal disciple,

BAjra bande, separated from him, asserting the entire consistency of agri-

culture trade, particular kinds of bathing, with the Jain faith.

Of the Japalya Sect.

In Samvat 700, Culis Muni wrote a new sdstra. He confirmed all

• Probably the same with the C'handewals. As. Res. ix, 291.—H. T. C.

-) Noticed, too, in Sir John Malcolm's report.

I Belligola, according to Major Mackenzie.

II
He seems to be a noted person in the Sraxvac annals. His name appears again in other

traditions as living in Samvat 749 : one, or perhaps both, wrong—J. D.

He is named in the list of Gunis of Belligola. As. Res. ix, 265.—H. T. C.
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that had been said of Digambar and Swetdmbar ; and particularly asserted

the right of women to final and lasting beatitude as well as men, and that

they might attain perfect knowledge, and go to heaven, with their clothes

and ornaments.

' Of the Kashta Sankis.

They made wooden images in Samvat 798, and were instituted by Cumdr
Sen. He used the cow-tail fan, and red-coloured clothes.

Of the Nichik Sankis.

A sect at Maihura, founded in Samvat 99(i by Bdnia Sen Achdrya, who in-

troduced new Tirfhayicaras, and even required worship to himself. His

partizans are called Mathura Srdwacs, and none but these speak in praise

of Rama Sen.

Of the Teri Pant'lifs.

In Samvat I627. thirteen banyas rose in opposition to their Yatis, aided

by Amara Chand, Dewdn of the Jayapur Rdjd, at Sangdner. They were

induced to this by the desire of wealth. They entirely excluded gurus and

hrdhmans, left off the offering of flowers or lamps to the gods, with the

bathing of the imnch amrit, and adored only their Tirfhancaras. This im-

plies a gradual separation from Hinduism, rather than progressive union,

as is generally supposed.

Tlie Tarana-pant'his.

Samvat 1637, Tdrani Pandit founded this sect in Mdlwa. He was ac-

quainted witli the ai't of Indrajdla (juggling), by wliich he sent up papers

to the sky. He then collected the multitude, and a book appeared to de-

scend to him from heaven in their presence. He then read and explained

it to them, teaching that they should worship no images at all. This pandit

seems to have derived his notions from the Muhammedans.
Though I consider the Digambar sect as far anterior to the Si'd-wac

traders, still as connected with the Srcetdmbars in forming a part of the

Srdifac bod)', they may as well find mention here.*

• The .9«i<'/ujn/)«r JfljHi appear now to be the prevalent sect; and although both the sitting

and standing figures were represented by them, the former seems now to have obtained general

usage.

Vol. I. 3 1
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The Digambars differ in minute points of doctrine ; and the Swetdmbars,

who apjjcar by far the most numerous, are distinguished by a girdle round

the waist, frequently made of silver chains. Each, as usual, claims priority,

though there is little doubt of the superior antiquity of the Digambars.

They are mentioned in the Hindu writings by name, as opposing the

opinions of Gautama regarding the soul ; and Mr. Ward quotes further

from the Padma Purdn, that these opinions were promidgated by an ascetic

of that name. One of the six atheistical systems bears the same denomina-

tion.

They appear more particularly devoted to Rishahh, the first Jina, and to

have been the naked wood-hermits of former days. Kirti,Nafjdi, B/i(')jen, and

Chandra, are the usual titles of Digambar Yatis.

Of a reform in the habits of the Digambars, the Buddha-vildsa relates as

follows. Chandra-rekha, daughter of the King of Ujjayani, was requested by

LocA-PALA Rdju oi' Sorat {Su7-ds/i/ra),to -whom she had been betrothed, to get

some quEere solved. Her guru was in consequence sent for from Kanqj ; and

on his approach the Rdjd went out to meet him ; but as he was naked further

interview was delayed. At the intreaty of Chandra-rekha, however, who
sent out clothes to him, he put on white cloth and entered the city, and was

much respected. This circumstance is stated as the origin of the Srcetdm-

bai-s, who attained the number of eighty-four gachhas, or subordinate

tribes.

The possession of fourteen articles is lawful to the Swetdmbars : three

waist-cloths, three wooden dishes, one string for them, one staff, one brush

or broom (for sweeping the ground), one cloth for the mouth, two mantles,

one half blanket.

The following tradition, also from the Buddha-vildsa, relates to a famine,

and the consequent establishment of tlie sect of Ardhabhak : it is founded,

probably, on some real event.

The Srd^cac residents of the towns seem to have been living at their

ease, while the unfortunate inhabitants of the woods suffered every indig-

nity, and many even death. The tradition may afford a notion of the

misery of these forest ascetics, who lived by charity, when numerous, and

in seasons of scarcity.

One day Biiadra-bahu went into the city of Ujjdyan to beg. While

passing along, a boy of two months old cried out to him, " go away

!

go away !" The astonished Yati asked why ; the boy replied, " go away.
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tliere will be twelve years* famine in Ujjui/an ; you must depart for the

south." The Yat'i, impressed with the truth of this, on his return to the

woods desired his twenty-four thousand disciples to prepare to travel to the

south, to avoid a famine, and the dissolution of their tribe. Thereupon
Bhadra-bahu and Chandra-gupta Acharya and twelve thousand disciples

went to the DaWtii, and performed their devotions in caverns.t Twelve
thousand disciples with Bisakha Acharya went in advance of Bhadra-bahu,
and twelve thousand Yatis remained in the forests of Ujjdyan.

At length Bhadra-bahu left his cave to beg. Chandra-gupta, fearing his

guru would be much troubled, obtained an interview with Devi, and im-
plored her to prepare food for him. Bhadra, however, saw that it was
illusion, that a woman had prepared it, and he returned. He was next day
directed to a vUlage filled with Srdzcacs, but conjectured that the food was
still Devi's, and returned without eating. Thus having at length accom-
plished the eight carmas, he went to heaven.

After a lapse of twelve years which Chandra-gupta passed in the worship
of Bhadra-bahu, he fell in with and joined the party of Bisakha Acharya ;

and much trouble appears to have arisen from those Yatis eating forbidden
food prepared by Devi, which was discovered by one of the party having
left his bundle of peacock's feathers behind ; he returned for it, and found
all that had appeared was an illusion.

In the meanwhile the Yatis who remained in the forests of Ujjdyan suf-

fered greatly from famine. They had been promised food by the Srdwacs,
but many of their bellies were ripped open afterwards for the contents ; at

length so many Yatis were killed by the Srdu-acs, that the remainder were
admitted into the city. In consequence, however, of a woman miscarrying
from alarm at one of them, they were forced to wear half a white blanket.

Wlien the disciples from the Dakhin returned to the forest of Ujjdyan, thev
were surprised to find the Yatis, whom they had left there, living in the city.

Two persons were dispatched, therefore, for their chief, and Bisakha re-

quired that they should atone for this dereliction. The town Yatis con-

* I conceive this to be a legend relating to the drought mentioned (vol. ix. p. 128, As. Res.)
as having occurred in Malwa, in the reign of VicramAditya, when there Iiad been no rain for

twelve years.

t This numerous body may probably have formed some of the excavations which still

exist
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tended, however, that tliey could no longer submit to starve in the woods
;

that the few who remained now got food, and that they must eat, but

would comply with his other commands. Hence arose the Ardhabhdls :

and anotiier account says, that from this, too, sprang many Siettdmbar

sects ; and pretends tliat it was an Ardhabhdl wlio framed the era of

VicRAMADiTYA, son of Gandharpa-sena, who favoured the religion of the

Jains.

It might be supposed, however, from the following tradition, tliat this

priority of the Digambars has not been fully admitted by the Swetdmbar sect

for many centuries back. It is from the Buddha-vildsa also.

In Samvat 749 Muni Cunda Cund Acharya was chief priest of Chitore,

where he eradicated bad notions, and introduced his own. One day a Deva

came to him, and said he would do whatever he chose. The sage desired that

he might be conveyed to Bidehi-cshetra* On this the deva placed him on a

celestial vehicle and carried him through the path of the skies. The brush of

peacock's feathers which the sage bore fell to the ground, on which he told the

deva he could proceed no further ; but the deva supplied him with kite's

feathers instead, and they preceded without impediment to Bidehi-cslietra.

There he worsliipped the Tirf/iafica7-a, since called Mundir Swami,t who was

five hundred bow's length, or two thousand cubits, high. The Chacravarti

J'djd, too, was sitting in the hall of the Tirfhancaras, and on observing how

small the Muni was, placed him on the palm of his hand, asking who it was

with the bunch of feathers and pot. They told him it was an Achdrya from

Bharui khand, but the Chacravarti rdjd called him Ecl-dclidrya. The Achdrya

then went into the city of Pandrecni. The dayof Bharat khand was the night of

Pandrecni, and the day of Pandrecni the night of Bharat khand. He brought

thence back to Bharat khand writings of the Siddhdnt, and wrote verses and

commentaries on them, and wrote eighty-four thousand stanzas on the Matka

of MahabhasLt

* VUUhi-cshetra, same witli Vidcha-varsha, As. Res. v. ix, p. 320—H. T. C.

f No such Tirt'hancara is among the twenty-four Jinas. They appear to have been changed

tVequeiitlv : the sect of Ra'ma-sen even made new Tiri'haticaras. However, in tliis narrative a

different name is requisite, as there are three distinct sets of Jinas, consisting of twenty-four

each, in three different cslielra or abodes of the deity.

J I imagine there is in this some allusion to Muhammed, and perhaps to Mekka or Medina.

Muhammed (As. Res. v. ix, p. 118 and 143) is called Mahabhat, and made an antagonist of
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He then professed tlie Molsangi doctrine, and next travelled to Giiz-

zerat for the purpose of meditation, and ascended the hill of Girandr.

Here the Digambar and Swetdmbar sects were collected for the worship of

Nema nath, whose image was at the top. But they quarrelled about pre-

cedence, and priority of religion and worship, which was not settled till a

voice from heaven adjudged it to the Digambars. Thereon they worshipped

the image first, and the Swetdmbars followed, and Cunda Cund Achdrya

became highly celebrated as a Digambar*

Besides those above-mentioned, from Digambar authority, the list from

the Siddhdnta Sdroddhdn contains the following additional names of sects.

As this, however, is a Swetdmbar account, that sect is placed first and the

Digambars follow ; then come the Chaudasiya, Furnamya, Bargachha, Khar-

taragach'ha, Tapdgachha, Maldhard, Achalya, Ajmeya, Agariya, Bhiisara,

Pujdrd, and Bhikhdhdri. Other names of tribes, as the Dhandiyas, &c. who

are Swetdmbars, are not mentioned in the Siddhdnta Sdroddhdn, and are

probably modern sects.t

I shall merely make a short extract of another tradition, given by a

Marwar Yati from a Srdxoac book said to be written by Cunda Cund Achdrya,

regarding another sect, called the Budha-mati, as the veriest trifles may some-

times throw light on an obscure point. It relates that Bodha Kirti, a Yati,

who was the disciple of Vaisari Yatf, while begging alms in the city of

Paldsapur, suffered an indignity from a sudra, who had spat upon him, ob-

serving his miserable garments. Tliis had been resented by a banya, who

took upon himself to feed the Yati. The siidra had, indeed, offered to do

the same; but this was refused, as it was considered wrong for a Y'ati to eat

from the hands of a sudra. On another day, however, the Yati going his

rounds passed the same sudra, who imitating the banya, deceived the Yati

so that he ate from him, and took some food home, moreover, to his Guru,

whom he found at his devotions by the river side. The Guru replied nothing

Vicram. See also in p. 123 what relates to the Mahabhatadicas, &c. and p. 38, where Muhaiides

khelr is again mentioned. And there seems some affinity between Subahu (p. 123) a companion

of Muhammed, and Suvrirnabahu, a form of Parswanath as Mnrabhuti. Muhanimed, in the same

page, is called a grandson of a King of India.

The Buddlia vilasn, however, is written by a Digambar Yati.

f Mr. Ward says there are five sects o{Jains. This limited number can, however, only apply

to a confined circle.
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to tlie offer, till Bodha kirti asked what offence he had committed : the

Gum then said, " yon have eaten the bread of a sudra, and must again be

initiated as a Yati." Bodha kirti even vomited the food ; but the Guru

persevered in his expulsion. Bodha kirti, enraged, fled to the woods, put

on red clothes and a sacerdotal string on his neck, seized his rosary

with his right hand, which he held up, and placed the image of Jina

before him and worshipj)ed it ; and from him was this sect known by

the name of the Bodlia-mati. I have inserted all this, as I do not doubt

that the particular position of the iiand and beads bears allusion to the

representation of them in Mr. Salt's prints of scidptures in Salsette.

(Sec the print opposite to ]). 49, vol. 1, Bombay Transactions, where the

right hand is exactly in that position, holding the chaplet.) The figure,

with pieces of history attached, seems applicable to PArswanat'h (as will be

mentioned hereafter), and the description of the particular position, what-

ever be its origin, must apply, I imagine, to tiie sect represented in Ktnera,

as well as to this tracUtion : yet these are generally called Budhist caves.

They probably belong to a period when the sects were less distinct.

The twelve vrcitas of the Srdwacs are fulfilled by abstaining from the fol-

lowing actions or omissions.

Not to believe in Bhagicdn (that is, Jina), and not to worsliip him ; to

give charity in hope of advantage ; to praise other gurus and speak ill of

one's own ; to be friends with a false priest ; not to extend mercy to all

animals ; to bore the ears ;* to harass a debtor ; to feed a person one

day and not another ; to slander ; to relate the conversation of others
;

to discuss the affairs of government ; to relate women's tales ; to call

charms spells, without proving them so ; to receive stolen goods ; to

secrete a thief; to mix old grain witli new ; to break one's oath to

one's prince for private advantage ; to injux'e one's prince by com-

mercial dealings ; writing false accounts ;
giving false measure ; to go

to a widow ; to keep a prostitute ; to marry again ; to be too attentive

to one's pleasures ; not restricting one's-self to a particular quantity of

land, effects or cattle, and gi\ang the surplus in charity
;
giving up one's

* It is odd that tliis sliould be prohibited in the vratai, when the figures of their saints are

almost invariably represented with long drops or rings to the ears, appearing frequently like an

elongation of the ear. But I have observed several in which the ear has been represented per-

fect, and the ring distinct.
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intention of going to any particular place; eating certain fruits with
seeds, unripe grain, &c. ; following any profession requiring the aid of fire,

as goldsmith, distiller, dealer in fried grain, brasier, smith, or wheelwright

;

pulling blossoms ; to dam a running stream ; to sell ground grain, musk,
ivory, shells, agallochum, red arsenic, lack, incUgo, orpiment, curds, boiled
butter, oil, camels', asses', cows' hair or wool, iron, or opium ; working at mills;

castrating animals ; eating fermented food ; digging wells ; building bridges;
confining dogs and peacocks ; thinking of commerce or speaking to others,

in time of prayer ; sitting on unclean ground ; being frightened from one's

position in time of prayer ; sending on gossiping errands ; ordering rich fur-

niture
;
forcing attention to one's self; thinking of sensual pleasures while

using the name of the deity ; letting priests go away unrewarded ; leaving
prepared food uncovered; feeding one's self under the name of others

;
giving

alms from ostentation
; delaying food to a hungry person. These are noted

as wi-itten by Anand Srchvac in {bhdkhd) the vernacular tongue, by order of
Mahavira Swami.

The observance of these restrictions only applies to such as have become
devotees. Some engage with their Yatis to keep the vows for a certain
period only (a month, a year, &c.) by way of gradual initiation, or for tlie

expiation of crime.

The eternal existence of the world, including gods and men, is generally
understood to form a part of the Jain system, and is adhered to in a great
measure by the Srdwacs ; though of man they entertain a notion, that four-
teen pairs, from a former seed, in the reproduction of worlds sprang into
existence from a cave in a mountain. They were of a very diminutive size,

being only one cubit and a half high. These pairs, male and female, which
were called Yiigaliyas, produced Nabhi Raja and Mora Dlvi. They were
twins

;
and the first of a single birth from the last pair was Rishabha DtVA.

These Yugaliyas appear, however, to have thriven amazingly, for Rishabha
DtvA, their first Tirt'hancara, attained a height of two thousand cubits.
The books of tlie Srdzcacs generally contain many pictures ; and in that
which mentions the yugaliijas is a representation of the fourteen couples
in a row at the top.

Much that follows is fiom Srdu^ac authorities ; but is more applicable to
the earlier Jains, from whom they derive the ground-work of their faitli,

though it is apparently much disfigured by time and circumstance.
However nearly the Jains were allied to the Hindu faith originally, they
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cannot now witii propriety be admitted of tliat class, so long as they deny

the supremacy of their gods and vedas, as at present at least accepted and

understood by the orthodox party. Mr. Colebrooke calls them a sect of

Hindus ; and the Hindus consider them a separation from their faith. In

their Sidd'hdnta the definition of Jain is stated to be one who observes the

eight carmas (which will be mentioned hereafter), and spares animal life.

Even after having got the imiverse ready made, the Jains appear incapa-

ble of arranging consistently its parts and movements ; and the pantheon of

the Hindus, which they still acknowledge, would seem rather an useless

piece of machinery, where tlie divine essence existing in their deified saints

is the supreme, if not the sole object of their adoration. An original system

would scarcely have introduced immortal gods, to make them of such second-

ary consideration. Such, however, having once been a part of their system,

would, thougli superseded by saint-worship, still remain in some degree

essential appendages to the minor purposes of ceremony and superstition.

After all, it is not far removed from the Hindu philosophy, by which a Yogi

may at once mingle with the deity without the interposition of the gods.

Notwithstanding their want of system for the past, the Jains have the most

exact and copious details relating to the future. Prophecy seems their forte,

accomplished generally through tlie medium of dixams, a favourite and

convenient mode with all antiquit}', being a ground on which they may
set ci'iticism at defiance.

Of their ages past and to come, Mr. Colebrooke, &c. have given in the

Asiatic Researches, probably tiie best account of which they are susceptible.

But it avails little to useful research to detail aras and sdgaras, periods too

extended for the mind to conceive.

Dr. Buchanan infers the priority of Buddhism from the aggravated im-

probabilities of tlie Brahmans. I think he has reversed the case. Tlie

greater profusion of gods and ages on the part of the Jains, is a strong

evidence that they, at least, have worked on an older and simpler system.

No less than sixty-four Indras and twenty-four Devis are enumerated.

One or two of them are worshipped daily, the remainder only occasion-

ally. Some of these DkvIs appear to be named after their Ehairavas

and other deities. One is named Apauajiti j and the fourteenth and

fifteenth on the list are named Kali and Mahakali, agreeing with

KAla and Mahakala, the names given to two of the gigantic sentinels

pointed out at Ellora. I liave only the names of five Bhairavas, which are
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Jaya, Vijaya, Aparajita, Mana and Bhadra. These Bhairavas are, I un-

derstand, directed to be placed at the sides of the images of the Tirfhan-

caras, or as guarding the portals of the temples, and are probably some

of the janitors whom we see at Ellora and elsewhere. Indeed, in Sir

Charles Mallet's account of Ellora, Jaya and Vijaya are, I find, mentioned

by name ; so that some of the names given by the Brahmans there accord

with the general tradition and Srdwac annals, and are not set down entirely

at random. The list was given me by Yalts from Ujjciijan.

I imagine that the rows of male and female figures which we see in

those caves are the Dtvis and Indras above-mentioned, attendant on the

superior divinities. On all occasions of importance, or the attainment of a

particular end, as the founding of a temple, &c. the ten dic-pdls, or regents

of quarters, become also objects of worship among the Jeans. They state

them to be as follows : for the east, Indra ; south-east, Agni (fire) ; south,

Yama ; south-west, Nairrita ; west, Faruiia (water) -, north-west, Pdvana

(wind) ; north, Cuvera ; north-east, Isdna, for hell, or the world below
;

Dharamdhara, for heaven, or the world above ; Soma (the moon). Perhaps

some of the principal figures have reference to these dic-pdls. We find, at

least, Yama and Cuvtra in the Tintald ; and others, bearing those names,

scattered throughout Ellora. D/iaranld/iara, w!io makes so conspicuous a

figure in Pdrsrva?idfh's history, seems to be Sesha, the chief of the snakes.

The conch, which lies, I think, at the portal, may however refer to some

form of Vishnu, who is D/iaranid/un-a, ujiholder of the earth; as well as

Sesha.

Again, the Brahmans shew at Ellora Rishabha and Sancara Acharya, the

bane and antidote of the Hindu faith, in the same cave ; which is rather

appalling: but the names of Jaga7i7idfhd-sabhd, Tndra-sabhu, he, may not

be altogether erroneous, the Jains having their Indras ; and Jaga7inde'hd is

an appellation given by the modem Jaitis to Parsv/anat'ha in particular,

whicii deity, indeed, or his more ancient prototype, presides in that cave.

Nor do they seem to liave rejected any mythologv, if their saints are allowed

to be supreme.

Besides Jina already mentioned, a general term for Tirt'hancaras as fit

objects of worship, having attained absorption, another term is Arhanta.

This state is defined in Jain manuscripts ratlier by negative attributes,

than by any positive idea; requiring the absence of hunger, thirst, anger,

Vol. I. 3 K
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birth, death, disease, sorrow, fear, surprise, negligence, pain, doubt, de-

sire, secretions. In the same way, too, is a Yati constituted by the absence

of care, of sensibility to heat and cold, of desire for abode, food, clothes, or

proselytes.

I conclude the present number of the Tirfhancaras (twenty-four) to be

fashioned after the twenty-four greater avaturas of the Hindus. The most

important are RisHABHA, the first Tirt'hancara, and Parswanat'ha, the twenty-

third. Concerning the rest, except, perhaps, Nima and MAHAvfaA, but

little information can be obtained further than how long they lived and

how tall they were. Tlie colossal stature attributed to these Tirfhancaras,

iiowever, and indeed to all their celebrated men, whetlier saints or princes,

in their books and statues, shews how necessarily connected in their estima-

tion were mental powers with personal size. These TirCliancaras, as well

as the Yngalii/as, I find represented in pictures, each with his emblem

beneath, but not distinguishable otherwise. As the list given to me

differs in no material degree from that in Mr. Colebrooke's account, a

repetition is unnecessary.

Adinat'ha or Adiswara, another term for the deity, if we may so term

their idea of purified matter, is usually applied to Rishabha Deva, who is

allowed by Jains, Sraxvacs, &c. of every description, to be tlieir first deified

saint, and one who, whatever scattered notions may have before existed, was

tl;e first who reduced them to a system.

They say that he abdicated in favour of his son Bharata, after a reign of

great splendor, when he laid tlie foundation of the Jain faith, instituted their

laws, and at length became insensible to worldly affairs ; that his attenuated

frame resolved itself into the deity, after an existence of eighty-four lacshas

ofpilrvas (one pih-va alone an inconceivable period). Another legend says,

that his spirit left him, while standing under the sacred vata tree,* and fled

to Caildsa. The Charitra or history of Rishabha adds, that his son Bharata

erected on an extraordinarily high mountain, thirty-two a-usa high, four

golden temples to his worship and memory.

This story seems to resemble that, mentioned in As. Res., vol. ii. p. 26l.

* Several fabulous trees are mentioned by Wilford (As. Res., vol. xi, p. 149, &c.), which

"sprang up at the birth of Jina or Buddha." Vishnu resided among them ; hence the sacred

trees of the east, and perhaps of the Druids, &c. in the west.
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of the four cities with walls of gold in the ocean, of which Lancet was one.

The mark of a bull on his foot is said to have been the cause of the choice

of that emblem.

The Hindus, too, relate that this Rishabha abdicated the throne of Ayodh,

stript himself, and wandered towards Canca, Benga, and Carndiac. At length

he reached the mountain Catacdchal* and strayed through the forests there,

never eating unless fed by some one putting food into his mouth. These

forests took fire, in which the saint, regardless of the flames, perished.

The Hindus have an (avatdra) incarnation of Vishnu (one of the twenty-

four) of the same name ; and in answer to my inquiries regarding him, the

same father and son, Nabhi and Bharata, are attributed also to him. He is

placed very high, as to time, in the list given me, a few after Capila, Vyasa

being placed near the bottom. But no two lists agree. Of this Rishabha

avatdra, the only information I could obtain was from a list in the

BJidgavata, in which it is mentioned that the doctrines of the Parama-Hansa

originated with him ; and I conclude, on the whole, that these Rishabhas

are, in fact, one and the same.

All that we can gather from history or by the means of antiquities,

tends strongly to the belief that these now incompatible sects were parts

of one general system. Rishabha, as well as SAcYA.t CAPiLA.t and

Vyasa, may then have been an avatdra ; and if the Brdhmans consider

the avatdra Rishabha a distinct personage from him who founded the

Jain sect, it may be but with the same motive which induces them to

assert a distinct Buddha avatdra, viz. that of denying men whose memory

has from subsequent broils become obnoxious. At any rate, the great anti-

quity of Rishabha, the son of Nabhi, is attested by all. The information,

too, given by the chiefpriest at Belligola, published by Colonel Mackenzie, of

his writings having become obsolete, and his language not understood by

the common people, inducing the necessity for new books in explana-

tion, adds to this idea.

• I know not where this mountain is, but it seems to be tlie same which was mentioned before

as the abode of the clevis, and sacred to them.

f So called in the Islamabad inscription,

J Capila, too, tlie Sanchya writer, is considered a different person from the Capila imme-

diately descended from Menu. As every celebrated person, however, was enrolled in the list

of avalHras, whicli are innumerable, the discrimination may not be easy or decisive.

3 K 2
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Arhanta is stated to have been a Rdjd, who adopted and gave further

.

pubHcity to tlie doctrines of Rishabha. I suppose him to have given the

name to the old Jain sect. The Jai7i priests, according to Dr. Buchanan,

asserting Arhat to be the proper appellation ; and Arhanta, now applied

to the divine essence as attained by saints or tirfhancaras, seems to have had

the same origin.*

As the source of the Jain, or Ariia/a sect, is acknowledged by all to

be RisiiABiiA deva, I do not know how to reconcile to this opinion the supposi-

tion of Mr. Colebrooke, that Parswanat'iia might be the real founder of the

sect jt though, from the nature of his history, and his having engrossed

almost exclusively the idolatiy of the modem Jains or Srdzcacs, it may fairly

be surmised that his revised and more distinct system has been since adopted.

The figures, as in the JaganndCha-sahhd, Indra-sahhd, &c. at Ellora before

mentioned, certainly refer to Jain objects of worship, mostly obsolete, while

the Jain temple on the liill may be taken as a specimen of the later

form.

Emblems of the t'lrChancaras, such as the bull, deer, lotos, conch, &c.,

are observable before figures in the tintald, &c., while around the feet of

one of them in the northern caves I recollect several animals are represented,

such as the rat, scorpion, and some others,! which are not reducible to any

particular emblem that I am acquainted with. Still, as the Jains occasionally

* Ar/iat, and Arhanta, derivatives from arh, to worsliip, are synonymous in the sense of

venerable.—H. T. C.

f That supposition rests upon the surmise, that the liistory of RIsiiabiia and the other

deified saints anterior to ParswanAt'ha, is mere fable. It is vain to look for any foundation in

truth for the monstrous absurdities related of them, their more than gigantic stature, prodigious

duration of life, iS;c. There is a nearer approach to sober history and credible chronology, .imid

much which is silly, in the account of ParswanAt'ha. He lived to the age of one hunched

years; his predecessor to one thousand. He flourished 1230 years before the date of the work

which gives an account of him and of his successor; his predecessor more than eighty thou-

sand years earlier.—H. T. C.

X Wlioever in the t'lntala may be the large central idols in the second and third stories,

now called Rama and Lacshmaxa, similar emblems are placed at the feet of images in the

northern caves. They appear to be some animal triumphing over a prostrate man, evincing con-

nection between what is sometimes distinguished as Buddhist and Jain.

The circular hollows before several images in the tintiilii and elsewhere, I was given to under-

stand, were receptacles for collecting the offerings of grain which the Jains sprinkle in the forn»

of Sivastica, the emblem of Suparswa, As. Res. ix, 306. I take the figures at the pedestals
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worship at these caves, though they have not the emblems of the tirfhancaras

ilisposed exactly as in the present day, we can only conclude their present ar-

rangement of the twenty-four tirfhancaras to be made from earlier types and

appellations. Of changes in this respect frequent mention is made ; and in

Captain McMurdo's account of Parswanat'ha* GauriJca, ui the Bombay
Literary Transactions, he quotes a tradition that " they {Hemdchdrya and

the Raja) resolved to establish the worship of twenty-four idols, in the form

of the twenty-four avatdras of the Srawacs," &c. These are evidently

old gods under a new form, as they state them to have been introduced

2,500 years after Parswanat'ha, though he is the twenty-third on the

iist.t

So far, then, the usual idea of the Jains being a modern sect may not be

erroneous, the doctrines originating with Rishabha, and continued by

Arhanta, dividing at periods of schism into more distinct classes, of which

the Jains or Srdwacs, as now established, form one, and the modern Bicd-

dhisls, as in Burma, Siam, Ceylon, Tibet, &c. another.

Parswanat'ha I consider only as another form of Vishnu, in iiis distinct

character of preserver ; and the sequel will, I think, shew that the histories

of Buddha, son of Suddhodana, as well as of Salivahan, Gautama, &c. &c.

are, in a great measure, a jumble derived from the same source, with the

addition of foreign legends. May not the history of the modern Pars-

wanat'ha then, vnth the rest, be a newly devised tale founded on these

materials, with some particulars referring to a real devotee and reformer ?

The later sectarians appear to have merely given locality, name, and parent-

age, through the medium of saints or real existences, to original notions,

varying the minor details as facts or convenience might dictate.!

above-mentioned to be representations of the chief events in the history of the images, in the

same manner that we see them inscribed in tlie mythological pieces in Kenera before alluded to.

By these the particular form of the god will be known.

* Some say there were two PArswanAt'has, but I have learned no particulars to confirm

this assertion ; this may be the second.

t Under these circumstances of change, we need not be surprised at finding difficulty in

recognizing the gods of Ellora, &c.

% Parswanat'ha passed through ten mortal forms before he was finally translated to heaven,

and under each metamorphosis he found a foe. So Vishnu had his ten incarnations and Iiis

enemies. Buddha (but which Buddha we are left to imagine) had, according to Mr. Wartt,

the same number, and is sometimes surrounded by a hydra.

INIajor
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The names of the ten forms of Parswanat'ha are Mahabhuti, Gaja,

Deva, Kiuanavega, Surabhiman, Vajranabhi, Suranabhi, Chakravarti,

SuvARNABAHU, and Parswanat'ha, which are here detailed from the Calpa

sutra. The account is childish enough, and parts, perhaps, introduced by

the Yatis to suit the taste of their audience. A Bhilla (one of the foes of

Parswanat'ha) is an essential character on the Matuca stage.*

Some notes from the Charitra-PdrswandCha, written by Briddha Tajja-

Gachha in Samvat 1654, are included in the following relation.

History of Parswanat'ha.

BHADRA-BAHut Muni wfitcs, that there lived a Rdjd in Potampur named

Ari-vind. He had two piirohitas, or family priests, one named Camita and

tiie other MarabhIjti : they were brothers ; the elder, Camita, had a wife

named Varuna, and the name of the other's wife was VASUDRA.t The
beauty of Vasudra attracted the attention of Camita, which gave great con-

cern to Marabhuti, that he did not fail to express. At length .he com-

plained to the Rdjd, and Camita was expelled the city. There then he

stood outside, holding up in his hands a large fragment of rock, until one

day his brother came to see him at his devotions, as he supposed, and ap-

proached him for the purpose of kissing his feet : Camita seized this

opportunity, and casting the rock on his brother's head, destroyed him, and

thus terminated the first Janma or birth.§

Major Wilford (As. Res., vol. xi, p. 59) says Buddha is Vishnu. The same writer quotes

also from a Jain work, that Salivahan is a form of Jinn.

* The detail does not exactly agree with the above ten forms, which accounts, perhaps, for its

not corresponding in every respect with the Salsette figures before noticed.

f 1 suppose this is the same Bhadra-bahu who led the Yatis to i\\eDahhin and died there,

and who interpreted the dreams of Chandragupta.

J These marriages do not savour of Jain celibacy; but all the allusions are brahminical, ex-

cepting in the last form.

§ I was struck on looking over Mr. Salt's representations of figures at the Kenera caves, (in

Bomb. Trans, vol. I.) with the resemblance between these metamorphoses and the groupes re-

presented there. I allude to the figure, p. 49, with the small mythological pieces on each side.

In these the position of Camita casting the rock on his brother's head is very exactly repre-

sented ; and I think the forms of the Sinha, snake, or dragon, and the Raksha and Gaja attacking

the Sadhus, may be as distinctly traced. The third figure that constantly hovers near I can

I
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Marabh^ti became Gaja (the elephant) in his next form j and Cajiita

died under his penance, becoming Girgitmar.*

Ari-vind the Rdjd resolving on becoming a devotee, inquired of Bhadra

Achdrya about the Astdpad Tirfh; and in company with the Sddhus,

went on a pilgrimage thither. The travellers were drinking at a tank

when a furious elephant approached. This alarmed the Sddhus : but

when Ari-vind assumed the devotional posture, the elephant recognized

him and his own former state, and made obeisance to liim with his trunk.

Gaja was even much edified by the instructions which he received from the

Sddhus, and departed ; and Ari-vind continued his route on the pilgrimage.

Gaja aftenvards, having been disabled by sinking into a quick-sand, was-

attacked by his old enemy Girgitmar, whose bite on the head proved fatal to

the second birth of PARSWANAx'HA.t Girgitmar, on dying, descended into

the fifth hell ; while Gaja, on the contrary, became a god, and resided

among the gods seventeen sugars of years. Thus passed their third form.

The fourth birth of Parswanat'ha was in the person of Kirana vega, son

of Rajd ViDYA dhara. On Kirana vega's becoming old, he placed his sont

on the throne and became a saint. He was in this state assailed by Camita,

under the form of a serpent, and destroyed ; but Kirana vega was restored

to the gods, and Camita entered the sixth hell.

The soul of Marabhuti now travelled to the westward, into the Mahdb-

hidesW cshetra, to Subhangacara nagar, where Rdjd Vajranabhi resided ; but

becoming convinced that the world was all deceit, he took post as a saint

on tlie hill of Sugach, and was killed by Camita's arrow, who after many

transmigrations in hell had assumed the form of a bhilla. Vajranabhi be-

niake notliing of, but a guardian angel. Time and circumstance will account for some little

variations ; but I can only conclude, that those representations and this narrative refer to the

same persons and events. Mr. Salt calls the figure Vishnu.

Perhaps a compound of Girgit, a lizard, and mar, a snake. Persian words are also used in

treating of the carinas.

f Major Wilford speaks of Guzo Busaty, the Japanese Buddha, as derived from Gaja

P'asishta, or he who resides in the body of an elephant : And Gaja Vasishta is mentioned in As.

Res. (vol.x, p. 96) as the last of the ten incarnations of Buddha A Jain tract, too, (As. Res

vol.ix, p. liS) mentions that Jina in his last incarnation as GauTama, appeared in the shape

of a wliite elephant. We see the same tradition throughout, somewhat diversified.

J As SuRADHfMAN, I conclude, the fifth form.

II
The country before noticed.
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came the god Laltavg ;* and Camita, for his sins as a bliilla, now descended

to the seventh hell.

Then the spirit of Marabiii^ti returned to Mahdhides cshetra into the

person of Vajuabahu t Rdjd, then to liis son named Suvaunabahu (whose

mother had fourteen dreams) : he conquered six Icliands, and became a

Cliacravarti rajd.t During a conversation with one of the Sddhus, Suvar-

NABAHU was apprised of his former state, and became a devotee. He read

tlie twelve angas with Damodara Aclidrya, and paid his devotions at twenty

tirfhs. He then took post in a cave in a hill,|| and again fell a sacrifice to

Camita, who on leaving the seventli hell had become a sinha (lion).

Suvarnabaiiu again took up his abode with the gods, and Camita dying as

a sinha, went back to the fourth hell.

Camita, after taking many "forms of brutes in hell, bore afterwards the

same name as the orphan of a brahman. In this state he discovered that

austerities were the only way to acquire celebrity. He then establislied the

ceremony of the panch-agni, or five fires ; that is, exposure to four blazing

fires on four sides, and the sun above. Now, too, the soul of Marabhi^'Ti

left the gods, and in Jambii dwtpa (at Benares) was born in the house of

Rdjd AsusENA, a Siiryaransi :§ his mother was Bama-rani. This was a pair

renowned for their good qualities. Bama-uani, awaking from a dream,

found a snake entwined round her loins,^ and after a ten months' preg-

* Suranabhi succeeds VajranAbhi in the list: perhaps the saint he personified bore that

name.

f This corresponds with the eighth form, as CiiACiiAVAnTi. The title appears, however,

more applicable to the next.

J This is a very convenient mode of adopting any great man as one's own : it is easy to put

a soul into him.

II
This seems to be the favourite situation of saints of yore, and jirohably their abode sug-

gested the idea of perpetuating the same by sculptured excavations. Thus, when their size

admits of it, they are represented generally in caves, or as under some sacred tree.

§ The Teme Jata, a Burman history of one of the incarnations of Buddha, says a Bod/iisainn

was incarnate in the womb of Chandra DkvA, queen of a Itiija of Benares. (If 'aril.)

^ This reminds me of the curious Saxon female idol, desi ribed in the Universal History as found

among seven others at JVIontmarillon in Poitou. She has two snakes entw ined round her legs and

loins, exactly in the same manner that Parswanat'ha is represented with Dharaxidhara

and PAdmavatI twisted about him. Of this Saxon idol nothing seems to be known, so they

set her down as the moon ; and the name of Chandra, above, is very apropos for them. The

twigs already mentioned as represented in the same way at EUora, Belligola, &-c. are, I imagine,
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nancy* was delivered of a beautiful child, bearing upon it the mark of

a snake. The interpreters of di-eams and astrologers announced the birth

of a Chacravarti t TirChancara, who, from pdrsu-a, the side (round which

the snake was folded), obtained the name of PArswanat'ha. The rejoicings

of gods and men were very great on this occasion, and he was recognized

at once as a divine being.

At a very early age the mother wished to take her son to see the worship

of the Panch-dgni, as performed by his former, though now unknown, enemy

Camita. Parswanat'ha- reprobated the ceremony, saying it was unmeaning,

but acceded to his mother's request. They mounted their elephant and crossed

the Ganges, the worship being performed on the opposite side. On arriving

at the spot, the Bi^ahman redoubled his devotions, but he was heartless.

He neither knew of, nor, when told, regarded two snakes that were perishing

in the flames. It was by a miracle of Bhagtiodn (Parswanat'ha) that they

were saved. Parswanat'ha upbraided him, and gave a different inter-

pretation of the Panch-dgni. He said that there was no religion without

mercy ; and that as much difference existed between dayd-dharma, compas-

sionate virtue, and adayd-dharma, uncompassionate virtue, as between mount

Meru and a grain ofsand. Bhagwdn then demanded the release oftwo snakes

from a certain stick among the fuel ; but the devotee did not allow that any

emblematical of the Asoca tree, stated to be peculiar to Arhant. Gomat Raja was worshipped

as Arhanta or Jineswara.

* Much in the same manner was the birth of Gautama occasioned, and in ten months also

(As. Res. vol. X, p. 254) ; and Sacya, according to the Islamabad inscription, required a gestation

of ten months and ten days. Sacya is there identified with Buddha Avatdra, as being a form

of him. The mother of Salivahan also became pregnant, by the great serpent's gliding over

her (As. Res. vol. x, p. 40). Some make twelve years the period of pregnancy.

All accounts concur in the supernatural conception, by the side, of Buddha the son of

Suddhodena, or Gautama Sacya; and, ad libitum, of all those whom it may be an object to

identify with him.

•j- This, applied to Parswanat'ha, under his present form, appears to be figurative, as he did

not aspire to dominion. Vishnu, however, was a Chacravarti, and the title seems to relate to the

combined dominion of priest and king, as with the ancient Persian monarchs, who held the same

emblem, the Chacra. All these saints are made out to be Rdjds or kings. The last, however,

Mahavira, according to Mr. Colebrooke, is acknowledged to have been the offspring of an

indigent Brahman, though the transfer to a prince's family has been considered necessary for

effect; and Bhadra-bahu Cbefore mentioned) predicted wisely, in the interpretation of the

dream of the broken celestial tree (calpa vricsha), " tliat saints would no longer be kines."

Vol. I. 3 L
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were concealed therein, saying, a prince was little acquainted with these

matters : but Parswanat'ha broke the stick, upon which the snakes escaped,

and approached and worshipped him*; they became Dharanidhara, and

Padmavati. Tlie multitude tlien applauded the Jain faith ; and Camita,

ashamed, sneaked away.

Jagannat'ha (/. e. Parswanat'ha) then walked on foot, and crossing the

Ganges, removed the accumulated sins of that river.t This had been

refused to Ganga Devi ; but Sahasra Miic'ha (the one thousand mouths, an

epitiiet of the Ganges) apprised Indra, that Sri Parswanat'ha, residing five

crosa from Benares, who never spoke ill of another, who never coveted the

wife or property of another, who never became the enemy of another, was

fit to accomplisii it : and the river was purified when the foot of Parswa-

nat'ha was placed in it.

The Rdjd now learned, that at Cusast'Jialapjir, a city in the west, Nar-

avartamana had become a proselyte to' the Jain fliith, and vacated the

tin-one in favour of Basenajita. This Baslnajita had a beautiful daughter,

named Prabhavati, for whom he was anxious to obtain a suitable match.

Parswanat'ha proved so, and after due solemnities married her.t

Parswanat'ha, during a journey to lianga-hdt, took occasion to re-

late to his wife the tale of Nemi Nat'ha, who, having prepared for his

wedding, anticipating the destruction of animal life that would in various

ways ensue, became disgusted with the world and its usages, returned liome

without marrying, retired to the hill of Girandr,\\ and became a devotee.

Pakswanat'ha added, that he should follow the example. From this Pra-

* S.iLivAiiAN too, at five years of age, defeated his teachers in discussion, and used to play

w ith snakes. ( U'llford.)

f The Jains, I am informed, do not hold rivers sacred, nor have they lirt'has (places of pil-

grimage) upon them.

I Captain Mahoney, from Singhalese authority, says Gautama, son of SOddhodaka,

married Yasodra, and kept forty thousand concubines. The Islamabad inscription says, Sacya

married Vasutaha. These appear to be the same with Vasudrii, the wife of Parswanat'ha in

his first form. Dr. Buchanan informs us that tlie traditi ins of Godama (Gautama) are so

various in the Burma dominions, that none can be considered matter for historical conclusion

:

tliey are all, however, evidently a jumble from the same source. ( Ward, Sfc.)

II
I am told that the hill of Giranar, at Jiinagarh in Katiawar, is still in great repute, and un-

dergoing considerable improvement ; that there is, among other figures to be seen there, a gigan-

tic one ofparswanat'ha, though from what has been mentioned of Cunda Cund Acharya's visit.
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BHAVATi did not dissent, and the Diva Sugantaca now informed him that

the period for his retirement had arrived, by which he would atone for the

sins of mankind. Acclamations of Jaya! Jaya! then proceeded from the

heavens. He knew, indeed, by intuition (urddhica jnydnd), that this was

really his period for retirement and devotion ; he therefore returned home,

gave away his goods and lands, and at a fortunate moment left his house to

the sound of music, and retired to the woods. There he was placed under

an dsoca tree,* parted with his ornaments and jewels, and spreading

wide his locks (after the manner of Yatis) witli his fingers, tore from

his head five handfids of hair ; then commenced his fast of three days,

during which he never even drank water ; and he continued in this state

seemingly unconscious and insensible. Indra took his clothes.t It was at the

first fahar of the morning on the tenth of Pausha-hadi (dark-half) in the

Visaifhdnacshatra, that he departed from his home ; and three hundred

artisans, who were householders, became devotees at the same time. Eighty-

six days elapsed during his state of seeming insensibility ; and there appeared

no hope of his living. Gods, men, and the brute creation wei-e exceedingly

afflicted ; they gathered round him, and by virtue thereof attained the know-

ledge of their former births.

Parswanat'ha remained on the mountain of Cdli, in the devotional posi-

tion. On the approach of an elephant it became conscious of its former

existence. It recollected having been an ugly deformed son of a prad'hdn,

whom every body hated, and who therefore went to a sddhu on Cdli moun-
tain, with the intention of sacrificing himself, but the sddhu told him he could

never thus rid himself of mortahty. He then became a devotee, and per-

I should conjecture it rather to be Nemi-Nat'ha ; and in Mr. Colebrooke's list of ttrt'hancar'is,

Nemi is stated to have died at Ujjinta, which is supposed to be the same with Giranai:

This hill is equally sacred to Hindus as to Jains; and I am informed, that, among the various

temples there, one of Mahadeva's bears the strongest marks of antiquity. Would both have thus

remained had animosity reached the extent we are led to suppose ? Some particular cases of

excesses in this respect may have occurred, but in the temples I have had an opportunity of visit-

ing (and both kinds are generally found at the same place) no appearance of premature decay or

dilapidation is perceptible, but time seems to have dealt with both with an even band : one

parly may have occasionally appropriated the temple of a rival sect.

* Jonesia Asoca. Roxb.

f The gods took and shared tlie clothes of Buddha also on his leaving Gopa for the wil-

derness.

3 L 2
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formed the Bhal Tapasi/a, which is intended to promote mticii, or final

absorption ; but he was thinking of being tall at the time instead of attend-

ing to his devotions, and became an elephant after death.* On learning

this, he bathed Pakswanat'ha with water from his trunk and worshipped

him. Pahswanat'ha desired him to abstain from food ; he did so, and by

death at length found a place among the gods. The prince of the country

built a temple, and made a Cunda, or well, on this mountain, and placed a

figure of PARStvANAx'HA therein, and also the figures of six elephants

fronting the image, in commemoration of this event ; and hence Cdli-cunda-

tirfha became noted.

Another instance is related of the effects of error in worship and thought,

in a diseased Brahman of Nagara sug7'ama, who came to Parswanat'ha to

resign his life, which Parswanat'ha by a mantra effected; but the Brahman

became a cock. This he ascertained by means of a sddhu, and immediately

abstaining from food, died, and became the Isxvara Rdjd of Iswarapuri.

^VTlen Parswanat'ha by degrees reached this place, knowledge of this

transformation was gained by the Rdjd, who immediately from gratitude

erected a temple to Bhagxcdn (Parswanat'ha) of black stone, containing

his image nine cubits higli, and six temples with the figure of a cock.t

Hence Cucute steara t'trfha became estabUshed.

Now Camita, wlio had by the force of Tapasya become the god Megha

ciimdra,t observed Parswanat'ha in the devotional posture, and recollecting

his old enmity transformed liimself into a racsha, magnifying liis form ex-

cessively after their manner ; then, as Susardul, attacked him in various

manners : but Parswanat'ha stood firm. Camita then cast on him Ught-

* We can only wonder how such tales gained belief and currency. They shew, at least,

what ideas the Jai?is themselves entertain of transmigration, of its nature and causes, and may

enable us to guess at the motives of the various representations we see of the brute creation in

concert with, or attendant on, their saints. I do not doubt that the elephants, as at Asu and else-

where, have reference to tales connected with the Gaja incarnation. Of the veneration in which

elephants and their relics are held we have frequent instances.

f I am told that it is a common custom with Jains to make a tinlding with a bell, or other

noise, while eating, lest the crowing of a cock be heard, in which case they would reject their

food. Wliether the custom is connected with this tale I know not. The barking of a dog,

too, is equally disliked.

f Cloud's son.
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ning and rain. This continued till the water reached the chin of PArswa-
nat'ha, and the abode of Dharaxidhara itself (Patdla) began to shake.

DHARA.viDHARA coHJectuTed by urddha-jnydna (intuition) that Parswa-
nat'ha was in danger from Megha cumara, whereupon he and Padmavati
came to the earth and overshadowed the head of Parswanat'ha, and
Padmavati raised up his feet till the flood reached only to his waist. Megha
CUMARA then saw the inutiUty of further enmity, and prostrated himself
before Parswanat'ha, to the acclamations o? jaija! or \-ictory ; and for
three days afterwards the serpent (Dharani'dhara) continued at Sera nagari,

to overshadow the head of Parswanat'ha as with a ch'hatra or umbrella
;

and hence the place obtained the name of Ahi-ch'hatra-nagari*

Thus Parswanat'ha, who bore persecutions. and misery, completely ful-

filled the eight cannas, and after a lengthened fasting and meditation, and
eighty-three days continuance in a devout posture, became ananta-srotam

(knowing the history of all life) whUe standing under the tree called

d/uixcari, in the first pa/iar of morn. He sojoiu-ned many years on the moun-
tain of Sikhai; and thence was transferred to heaven. He left eio-ht

disciples : 16,000 men and women became devotees through Parswanat'ha;
163,000 men and 327,000 women became Srdxi-acs ;t 350 became PwnW/wn,
or readers oHhePunas; and 1,400 men became Buddln-dhydna, or possessing

internal light; 1,000 became CraY//a>^a«t; 70O Parh-jnydm, and 1,200
Anuttara gati, (degrees of spirituaUty or intellect taught in the cat-mas)

;

600 became orators, 6OO geographers, and 1,100 attained the power ofmag-
nifying or diminishing their form.

Parswanat'ha resided with his family thirty years. Eighty-three days was
he quite absorbed, and during sixty-three years, nine months and seven days
he possessed the Chcala-jvydna, one whole month of which he abstained from
food. Thus he lived altogether one hundi-ed years, and in srdvana sudi

ashtami (eighth lunar dizy of srdwan, bright half) with VisdA/ia Nacshairi and

• This describes pretty exactly the form of the snake as we see it represented over the head
of Parswanat'ha. Tlie sj-mbol is, however, of much earlier date, and I believe applicable

to VisiiMf, which implies " o'er-shadowing." He lay sideways on It in the waters.

t All this favours the idea of the institution ofa modem sect diverging from a closer aifinity to

Hinduism, through the rat-dlum of enthusiastic ascetics. We here see them gaining numerous
proselytes, and discountenancing the mummery of the panch-agni, &c.
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Chayidrama sanyoga,* after the second ^a/zar of night, upon Samet Sikharaf

beneath a chiro7iji tree,1: he obtained mucti (mdcsha) or finkl absorption. ll

Of the Carmas.

The Carmas, as detailed to me, appear to define the powers and dis-

positions of the mind and senses in all situations, and the duration of

punishment or reward, according to the employment of them, or the sub-

jection in which they may have been held. In treating of them, the virtue

of apathy or stoical indifference is strongly insisted on : the names, too, of

different parts of the body are included.

The Diga7nbaras divide the eight carmas into one luuidred and forty-eight

pracritis or natures, and the Swelambaras into one hundred and fifty-eiglit.

The first crtnKrt is called Jyndnavarni, and is divided into five natures,

§

including the power of concealing wisdom, by which, though dark without,

imlimited light and knowledge are attained within ; as closing the eye-lids

conceal yet strengthen the powers of sight. The non-attainment of this

faculty is visited by a residence on earth of tliirty cror of sdgaropamas.

There are three hundred and sixty-six different modes in which the soul,

desirous of the fulfilment of religion, may be obstructed by the body. The

degrees of intellect are described as consisting in the knowledge of what

passes five cos round, or five hundred, or in the three (Ideas) worlds. The

knowledge, too, of the hearts of others is necessary to tirt'hancaras from

their birth. In the fourteen Ideas is comprised the attribute of knowing

internally the past and the future.

The second earma, called Darsana varni, has nine principal natures on the

* Conjunction of the moon with the sixteenth asterisra.

f Mr. Colebrooke's note, As. Res. v. ix, p. 310, alludes to this place. He says, " Samet-sikhara,

" called in Major Rennell's map Parsonat'li, is situated among the hills between Behar and

" Bengal. Its holiness is great in the estimation of the Jains, and it is said to be visited by

" pilgrims from the remotest provinces of India."

J Chironjia Sapida. Roxb.

II
As the last form coincides with the short notice of PArswanat'ha given by Mr. Colebrooke

(As. Res. vol. ix, p. 309.) I conclude some dependence may be placed en its correctness.

§ These have also each a separate name, and are again subdivided, so that it would be tedious

to enumerate them.
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benefit of abstraction, the non-possession of which prohibits tlie attainment

ofmucti, or final beatitude. It relates also to sleep, awaking of one's own
accord, being awake, sleep-walking, &c. Whoever sleeps to the degree of

Baladeva will be banished to the seventh hell. It also treats of the impedi-

ments to a knowledge of the past and tlie future.

The third is the Bedant carma : it has two natures. Whoever makes no

distinction between pleasure and pain, shews his perfect wisdom, and he who
is neither happy under prosperity, nor unhappy in misfortune, possesses the

Bedani carma. He, who distinguishes between them, will have thirty cror of

sdgarupamas of birtlis in this world. It treats of receiving and giving

comfort, and of receiving pain by giving it to others.

The fourth carma is Mohani, which bewilders the mind, and is not

controlled by Indra, Dharanidhara, or Chacravarti. It acts like intoxi-

cation. It treats of the four migrations in one person, from a god to a man,

to a brute, and to hell : also of truth and falsehood, of full belief in gods,

priests, and the true faith ; of anger, which sears the soul of the enraged as

well as that of the object, like flaws on a rock not to be effaced ; of pride,

which is like a pillar that supports nought ; of enmity, injurious to both par-

ties, like the chafing of a knotty pillow ; of avarice, which disfigures the heart

with an indelible stain; of enjoyment; of contentment ; of pity and huma-

nity ; of those who in dying think of a woman, and become women in the

next birth ; and of women who become men in the same way.

The fifth carma is called ogha. It treats of souls passing into wood

unchanged, through the four states, and of births in hell.

The sixth carma, called crama, comprises ninety-three pracritis. It treats

more ofthe four estates : then ofthe different degrees of fliculty or intelligence

in the existence of earths, plants, shells, &c. which come to nought ; of the

lowest class of animals, such as vermin, worms, &c. ; then of bees, flies, &c.,

which have a little intelligence ; of animals and man which have intellect

;

of the names* of different parts of the body, and of various births ; of

beauty, deformity, good or evil in disposition, &c.

The seventh is Gutra caj-ma : wlioevcr overcomes this, will obtiiin mucli,

and mould imperfect existence as a potter his earthen pots.t

• Thus the account rather presents a list or vocabulary than information.

f This carina contains more on the subject of transmigration, but unintelligible to me.
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The eighth is Antara carma. It treats of avarice, wealth, possessions,

pleasure, and poverty.*

Twelve angas containing various parts of knowledge and science, are

also mentioned in the Calpa stUra, as a part of the Jain scripture, also

fourteen purvas. However, I suppose they are vanishing, in practical utility

at least, as Bhadra Bahu thought fit to interpret the dream of the setting

sun, as signifying that in the fifth ara priests shall not know the eleven angas

(one having been already lost) nor the fourteen purvas.

* The eight Carinas of the Jainas will be explained in an essay on the opinions of the Jainas,

Bauddhas, and other sectaries, which will shortly be laid before the Society. As the two

accounts are derived from quite different sources of information, it has not been thought proper

to alter or modify any thing here said on the subject. H.T.C.
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XXIV. On tJie Philosophy ofthe Hindus. Part III. By Henry Thomas
CoLEBRooKE, Esq., Dir. R.A.S.

Read March 4, 1826.

INTRODUCTION.

Of the six systems of philosophy received among learned Hindus, four
have been noticed in the preceding parts of this essay, viz. the theistical
and atheistical Sdnc'hyas, the dialectic Nydya, and the atomical Vaiieshica.
The prior or practical il/eW«5c^ wiU be now considered; reserving the later
or theological Mmdmd, usually named Veddnta, for a future disquisition,
should It appear requisite to pursue the subject, much concerning it being
already before the public.

The object of the Mtmdmd is the interpretation of the v edas. « Its pur-
" pose," says a commentator,* "is to determine the sense of revelation." Its
whole scope is the ascertainment of duty. Here duty intends sacrifices and
other acts of religion ordained by the vedas. The same term {dharmd) like-
wise signifies wV/we, or moral merit; and grammarians have distino-uished
Its import according to the gender of the noun. In one (the masculine)
It impUes virtue

;
in the other (neuter), it means an act of devotion.! It ism the last^mentioned sense that the term is here employed ; and its meaning

is by commentators explained to be « the scope of an injunction
; the object

" of a command ;t a purpose ordained by revelation with a view to a
" motive, such as sacrifice commanded by the vtdas,ioT the attainment of
« bliss ;"§ and such indeed is the main scope of every disquisition.
The prior (^urva) Mimdnsd then is practical, as relating to works {carmd)

or religious observances to be undertaken for specific ends; and it is
accordingly termed carma-mmdnsd, in contradistinction to tlie theological,
which is named Brahme-mimdnsd.

It is not directly a system of philosophy ; nor chiefly so. But, in course

• S6manSt'ha in the MayUc'ha, 2. 1. 17. f MkUni cmlm
% Part-ha, 1.1.2. DM. ibid. § Apadcva; Nyaya-prac^a.

Vol. I. 3 M
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of delivering canons of scriptural interpretation, it incidently touches upon

philosophical topics ; and scholastic disputants have elicited from its

dogmas, principles of reasoning applicable to the prevailing points of con-

troversy agitated in the Hindu schools of philosophy.

Writers on the Mimdnsd.

The acknowledged founder of this school of scriptural interpretation is

Jaimini. He is repeatedly named as an authority in the Sutras which are

ascribed to him. Otlier ancient writers on the same subject, who are

occasionally quoted in those aphorisms, as Atreya, Bddari, Badaraywda,*

JAhucdyana, Aitisdyana, l^c. are sometimes adduced there for authority, but

oftener for correction and confutation.

It is no doubt possible, that the true author of a work may speak in it of

himself by name, and in the third person. Nor, indeed, is that very

unusual. A Hindu commentator will, however, say, as the scholiasts of

MemCs and of Yojnya-mkya's institutes of law do, that the oral instructions

of the teacher were put in writing by some disciple ; and, for this reason,

the mention of him as of a third person is strictly proper.

The siitras, or aphorisms, thus attributed to Jaimini, are arranged in

twelve lectures, each subdivided into four chapters, except the third, sixth,

and tenth lectures, whicii contain twice as many ; making the entire num-

ber sixty chapters. These again are divided into sections, cases, or

topics (adhicaranas), ordinarily comprising several siitras, but not uncom-

monly restricted to one; and instances may be noted where a single sentence

is split into several adliicaranas ; or, on the contrary, a single phrase

variously interpreted becomes applicable to distinct cases ; and siitras,

united under the same head by one interpreter, are by another explained

as constituting separate topics. The total number o? siitras is 2,652, and of

adhicaranas 915, as numbered by Mad'hava acharya.

Like the aphorisms of other Indian sciences, those siitras are extremely

obscure ; or without a gloss utterly unintelligible. They must have been

from the first accompanied by an oral or written exposition ; and an ancient

scholiast ( Vritticdra), is quoted by the herd of commentators for subsidiary

aphorisms, supplying the defect of the text, as well as for explanatory com-

ments on it.

* Author of the Brahmesutras.
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Besides the work of the old scholiast, which probably is not extant in a

complete form, the siitras have, as usual, been elucidated by a perpetual

commentary, and by corrective annotations on it.

The author of the extant commentary is Sabara swami bhatta, from

whom it takes the name of Sahara bhdshya. He quotes occasionally the

ancient scholiast, sometimes concurring with, sometimes dissenting from

him.

The annotations (ydrticd) are by Bhatta cumarila swami, who is the

great authority of the Mimdnsaca school, in which he is emphatically

designated by his title, Bhatta, equivalent to Doctor. He frequently ex-

pounds and corrects Sahara's gloss, often delivers a different interpretation,

but in many instances passes entire sections without notice, as seeing no

occasion for emendation or explanation of the commentary, which he must

be considered therefore as tacitly ratifying The ancient scholiast is some-

times cited by him, adopting or amending the scholia ; and he criticises the

text itself, and arrangement of Jaimini.

Next to him in celebrity is a writer usually cited under the title of Guru ;

more rarely under the designation of Prdhhdcara* His work I have had

no oppoitunity of examining with a view to the present essay, and he is

known to me chiefly from references and quotations ; as in Madhava's

summaiy, where his opinions are perpetually contrasted with Cumarila's ;

and in the text and commentary of the Sdstra-Dipicd, where his positions

are canvassed and compared with those of numerous other writers.

Cumarila Bhatta figures greatly in the traditionary religious history of

India. He was predecessor of Sancara acharya, and equally rigid in

maintaining the orthodox faith against heretics, who reject the authority of

the vedas. He is considered to have been the chief antagonist of the sect

of Buddha, and to have instigated an exterminating persecution of that

heresy.t He does, indeed, take every occasion of controverting the au-

thority and doctrine of Sacya or Buddha, as well as Arhat or Jina,

together witli obscurer heretics, Bod'hayana and Masaca ; and he denies

them any consideration, even when they do concur upon any point with the

vcdas.t The age of Cumarila, anterior to Sancara, § and corresponding with

the period of the persecution of tlie Bauddhas, goes back to an antiquity of

• Miidh. 1. 1. 3. f Preface to Wilson's Dictionary, p. xix. % Mim. I. 3. 4. § See Note A.
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much more tlian a thousand years. He is reputed to have been contem-

porary with SuDHANWA, but the chronology of that prince's reign is not

accurately determined.*

Next in eminence among the commentators of the Mimdnsd is Paut'ha-

sarat'hi misua, who has professedly followed the guidance of Cumarila

Bhatta. His commentary, entitled Sdstra-dipicd, has been amply ex-

pounded in a gloss bearing the title of Mai/uc'ha-mdld, by lSumanat'ha, a

Cdnidtaci Brahman, whose elder brother was high priest of the celebrated

temple at Vencatddri (or Vencalagiri^.f Paut'ha-sarat'hi is author likewise

of tlie Nydya-ratna-mdld and other known works.

A compendious gloss on the text of Jaimixi, following likewise the same

guidance (that of Cumaiula) is the 7J/t(7//«-(-/(/)/crt of C'handa-deva, author

of a separate and ampler treatise, entitled Mimdnsd-caustuhha, to which he

repeatedly refers for a fuller elucidation of matters briefly touched upon in

his consise but instructive gloss. TJiis work is posterior to that of Madhava

AcHARYA, who is sometimes quoted in it, and to Paut'ha-sarat'hi, who is

more frequently noticed.

The Mmuinsd-nydya-viveca is another commentary by a distinguished

author, Bhavanat'ha misra. I speak of tliis and of the foregoing as com-

mentaries, because they follow the order of the text, recite one or more of

the apliorisms from every section, and explain the subject, but without

regularly expounding every word, as ordinary scholiasts, in a perpetual

gloss.

Among numerous other commentaries on Jaimini's text, the Nydydvali-

didhili of Raghavananda is not to be omitted. It contains an excellent

interpretation of the siitras, which it expounds word by word, in the manner

of a perpetual comment. It is brief, but clear ; leaving nothing unex-

plained, and wandering into no digressions.

It results from the many revisions which the text and exposition of it

have undergone, with amendments, one while arriving by a different pro-

cess of reasoning at the same conclusion, another time varying the question

and deducing from an unchanged text an altered argument for its solution,

that the cases (adhicaratias) assume a very diversified aspect in the hands of

the many interpreters of the Mimdnsd.

A summary or paraphrase of jAiairNi's doctrine was put into verse by an

I

* Preface to Wilson's Dictionary, p. xviii. + 135 miles west from Madras.
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ancient author, whose memorial verses are frequently cited by the com-

mentators of Jaimini, under the title of Sangraha.

Another metrical paraphrase is largely employed in the Vdrtica, or is a

part of that work itself. An entire chapter occurs under the title of Sluca

vdrtica : other whole chapters of Cujiarila's performance are exclusively

in prose. In many, vei'se and prose are intermixed.

The most approved introduction to the study of the Mimdnsd is the

Nydya-mdld-vistara by Madhava acharya. It is in verse, attended with a

commentary in prose by the same author. It follows the order of Jaimini's

text ; not by way of paraphrase, but as a summary (though the title rather

implies amplification) of its purport, and of approved deductions from it

;

sometimes explaining separately the doctrine of Bhatta and of Guru, under

each head ; at other times that of the old scholiast ; but more commonly

confined to that of Bhatta alone
; yet often furnishing more than one appli-

cation for the same text, as Bhatta himself does.

Madhava acharya was both priest and minister, or civil as well as

spiritual adviser of Bucca-raya and Harihara, sovereigns of Vidydnagara

on the Guddvari, as his father Mayana had been of their father and prede-

cessor Sangama, who reigned over the whole peninsula of India,

Like the numerous other writings which bear his name, the Nydya-mdld

was composed, not by himself, but by his directions, under the more

immediate superintendence of his brother, Sayana-acharya; and it appears

from its preface to have been the next performance undertaken after the

completion of their commentary on Parasara's institutes of law ; and it

suitably enough preceded the great commentary of the same authors on the

whole of the vedas.

According to history, confirmed by authentic inscriptions, Madhava
flourished towards the middle of the fourteenth century : the sovereigns,

whose confidence he enjoyed, reigned from that time to the end of the

century.

Analysis ofthe Mimdnsd.

From this brief notice of the principal writers on the M'nndnsd, I pass to

tlie subject wliich lias occupied them.

A complete adhicarana, or case, consists of five members, viz. 1, the

subject, or matter to be explained ; 2, the doubt, or question arising upon

that matter ; 3, tlie first side (purva-pacslia) or prima facie argument con-
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cerning it ; 4, the answer (uttard) or demonstrated conclusion (siddhdnta)

;

5, the jDcrtinence or relevancy.

The last>mentioned appertains to the whole arrangement as well as to its

subdivisions ; and commentators are occupied with showing the relation

and connexion of subjects treated in the several lectures and chapters, and

their right distribution and appropriate positions.

The text of Jai mini's aphorisms does not ordinarily exhibit the whole of

the five members of an adhicarana. Frequently the subject, and the ques-

tion concerning it, are but hinted, or they are left to be surmised ; some-

times the disputable solution of it is unnoticed, and the right conclusion

alone is set forth. The rest is supplied by the scholiasts ; and they do not

always concur as to the most apposite examples, nor concerning the presumed

allusions of the text.

Its introductory siitras propose the subject in this manner. " Now then

" the study of duty is to be commenced. Duty is a purpose which is

" inculcated by a command. Its reason must be inquired."*

That is, according to the interpretation of commentators, ' Next, after

reading the vMa ; and therefore, for the sake of understanding it -, the duty

enjoined by it is to be investigated. Duty is a meaning deduced from

injunction: its ground must be sifted. A command is not implicitly received

for proof of duty.'

The business of the Mimdnsd, then, being to investigate what is incum-

bent as a duty to be performed, the primary matter for inquiry is proof and

authority (pramdna). Tliis, accordingly, is the subject of the first lecture,

comprising four chapters, which treat of the following matters : 1st, precept

and its cogency ; 2, affirmation or narrative (ar^havddd), as well as prayer

and invocation (jnantra), their cogency as inculcating some duty ; 3, law

memorial (^mnriti), and usage {dchdra), their authoiuty as presimiption of

some cogent revelation ; 4, modifying ordinance and specific denomination,

distinguished from direct Or positive injunction.

Proceeding with the subject as above proposed, the Mimdnsd declare

that perception or simple apprehension is no reason of duty, for it appre-

hends a present object only, whereas duty concerns the future.! Simple

Jaim. 1. 1. 1—3. f Jaim. 1. 1. 4.
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apprehension is defined in these words : " when the organs of man are in

" contiguity with an object, that source of knowledge is perception:^

The ancient scholiast has here introduced definitions of other sources of

knowledge which the author had omitted, viz., inference, verbal communi-

cation, comparison, presumption, and privation. None of these are reasons

of duty except verbal communication j for the rest are founded on percep-

tion, which itself is not so. Verbal communication is either human, as a

correct sentence {dpta-vdcya), or superhuman, as a passage of the vedas.

It is indicative or imperative ; and the latter is either positive or relative :

Ex. 1. " This is to be done :" 2. " That is to be done hke this."

•' On sight of one member of a known association, the consequent appre-

" hension of the other part which is not actually proximate, is {aniimdna)

" inference.* The association must be such as had been before directly

" perceived, or had become known by analogy.

" Comparison (upamdmi) is knowledge arising from resemblance more or

" less strong. It is apprehension of the likeness which a thing presently

" seen bears to one before observed : and likeness or simihtude is concomi-

" tancy of associates or attributes with one object, which were associated

" with another.

" Presumption (art'hdjjatti) is deduction of a matter from that which

" could not else be. It is assumption of a thing not itself perceived, but

" necessarily implied by another which is seen, heard, or proven.

" Knowledge of a thing which is not proximate (or subject to percep-

" tion) derived through understood sound, that is through words the

" acceptation whereof is known, is (^sdstra) ordinance or revelation. It is

" (iaZif/a) verbal communication."

These five sources of knowledge, or modes of proof, as here defined, are

admitted by all Mimdnsacas : and the followers of Prabhacara are stated

to restrict their admission to those five.t Bhatta with his disciples, guided

by the ancient scholiast, adds a sixth, which is privation (abhdva) ; and the

Veddntis or Uttara Mimdnsacas concur in the admission of that number.

The Clidrvdcas, as noticed in the first part of this essay.t recognise but one,

viz., perception. The followers of Canade and those of Sugata (^Buddha)

acknowledge two, perception and inference. The Sdnc'hyas reckon three,

* Anc.iic\\o\. Didh. Purt'h,.&c. f Vcdanla-sic'hamnni. % Page 28.
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including affirmation.* The Naiydyicas, or followers of Gotama, count

four, viz., the foregoing together with comparison. The Prdbhdcaras, as

just now observed, admit five. And the rest of the Mimdnsacas, in both

schools, prior and later Mimdnsd, enumerate six.t It does not appear,

that a greater number has been alleged by any sect of Indian philosophy.

The first six lectures of Jaimini's Mimdnsd treat of positive injunction: it

is the first half of the work. The latter half, comprising six more lectures,

concerns indirect command ; adapting to a copy, with any requisite modifi-

cations, that which was prescribed for the pattern or prototype.

The authority of enjoined duty is the topic of the first lecture : its

differences and varieties, its parts (or appendant members, contrasted with

the main act), and the purpose of performance, are successively considered

in the three next, and complete the subject of " that which is to be per-

" formed." The order of performance occupies the fifth lecture ; and

qualification for its performance is treated in the sixth.

The subject of indirect precept is opened in the seventh lecture generally,

and in the eighth particularly. Inferrible changes, adapting to the variation

or copy what was designed for the type or model, are discussed in the ninth,

and bars or exceptions in the tenth. Concurrent efficacy is considered in

the eleventh lecture ; and co-ordinate effect in the twelfth : that is, the

co-operation of several acts for a single result is the subject of the one

;

and the incidental effect of an act, of which the chief purpose is different,

is discussed in the other.

These, which are the principal, topics of each lecture, are not, however,

exclusive. Other matters are introduced by the way, being suggested by

the main subject or its exceptions.

In the first chapter of the first lecture occurs the noted disquisition of

the MimaTisd on the original and perpetual association of articulate sound

with sense.t

" It is a primary and natural connexion," Jaimini affirms, " not merely a

" conventional one. The knowledge of it is instruction, since the utterance

" of a particular sound conveys knowledge, as its enunciation is for a parti-

• Page 95-96. f Vtd. Sic'ham.

X A passage cited by writers on the dialectic Nt/aya from the disquisition on the perpetuity

of sound (see page 1 15), is not to be found in Jaimini's suiras: it must have been taken from

one of his commentators.
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" cular sense. It matters not whether the subject have been previously
" apprehended (the words being intelligible, or the context rendering
" them so). Precept is authoritative, independently of human communi-
" cation."*

Grammarians assume a special category, denominated sphdia, for the

object of mental perception, which ensues upon the hearing of an articulate

sound, and which they consider to be distinct from the elements or compo-

nent letters of the word. Logicians disallow that as a needless assumption.t

They insist, however, that " sound is an effect, because if is perceived as

" the result of effort ; because it endures not, but ceases so soon as uttered;

" because it is spoken of as made or done ; because it is at once apprehend-

" ed in divers places at the same instant, uttered by divers persons; because

" it is liable to permutation ; and because it is subject to increase of intensity

" with the multitude of utterers." To all which the answer is, that " the

" result of an effort is uniform, the same letters being articulated. Sound
" is unobserved though existent, if it reach not the object (vibrations of air

" emitted from the mouth of the speaker proceed and manifest sound by
" their appulse to air at rest in the space bounded by the hollow of the ear;

" for want of such appulse, sound, though existent, is unapprehended).^

" Sound is not made or done, but is used : it is uttered, not called into

" existence. Its universality is as that of the sun (common to all). The
" permutation of letters is the substitution of a different one (as a semi-

" vowel for a vowel), not the alteration of the same letter. Noise, not

" sound, is increased by a multitude of voices. Sound is perpetual, intended

" for the apprehension of others : it is universal, a generic term being

" applicable to all individuals. Its perpetuity is intimated by a passage

" of the veda, which expresses 'Send forth praise, with perpetual

" speech."'§

The first chapter tenninates with an inquiry into the authority of the

veda, which is maintained to be primeval and superhuman ; although

different portions of it are denominated from names of men, as Cdfhaca,

Caufhwna, Paishpala, he, and although worldly incidents and occurrences

are mentioned. Those denominations of particular portions, it is affirmed,

have reference to the tradition by which a revelation has been trans-

• Jnim. 1. 1.5. f Didh, Pari'h. and Madh. X Didh. § Jaim. 1. 1. 6. 1-18 and Com.

Vol. I. 3 N
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mitted. They are named after the person who uttered them, as to him

revealed.

The eternity of the vcda, or authenticity of its revelation, is attempted

to be proved by showing that it had no human origin ; and, for this purpose,

the principal argument is, that no human author is remembered. In the

case of iiuman compositions, it is said, contemporaries have been aware

that the authors of them were occupied in composing those works : not so

with tlie veda, which has been handed down as primeval, and of which no

mortal author was known.

It is, however, acknowledged, that a mistake may be made, and the work

of a human author may be erroneously received as a part of tlie sacred book

by those who are unacquainted with its true origin. An instance occurs

among tliose who use the Bahvrich, a s'cic'hd of the Rigveda, by whom a

ritual of Aswalavana has been admitted, under the title of the fifth Aran-

yaca, as a part of the Rigveda.

Tlie veda received as holy by orthodox Hindus consists of two parts,

prayer and precept (inantra and brdhma/ia). Jaijiini has attempted to give

a short definition of the first, adding that the second is its supplement

;

" whatever is not mantra, is brdhmana."* Tlie ancient scholiast has endea-

voured to supply the acknowledged defect of Jaimini's imperfect definition,

by enumerating the various descriptions of passages coming under each

head. Later scholiasts have shown, that every article in that enumeration

is subject to exceptions ; and the only test of distinction, finally acknow-

ledged, is admission of the expert, or acceptance of approved teachers, who
have taught their disciples to use one passage as a prayer, and to read

another as a precept. Jaimini's definition, and his scholiast's enumeration,

serve but to alleviate " the task of picking up grains."

Generally, then, a mantra is a prayer, invocation, or declaration. It is

expressed in the first person, or is addaessed in the second. It declares the

purpose of a pious act, or lauds or invokes the object. It asks a question

or returns an answer : directs, inquires, or deliberates ; blesses or imprecates,

exults or laments, counts or narrates, &c.

Here it is to be remarked, that changes introduced into a prayer to adapt

M'm. 2. 1.
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it (jnutatis mutandis') to a different ceremony from that for whicli primarily

it was intended, or the insertion of an individual's personal and family

names where this is requisite, are not considered to be part of the

mantra.

It is likewise to be observed, although mantras of the vedas are ordinarily

significant, that the chants of the Sdmaveda are unmeaning. They consist

of a few syllables, as ird dyird, or gird gdyird, repeated again and again, as

required by the tune or rhythm. Nevertheless, significant mantras are like-

wise chanted ; and two of the books of the Sdmaveda are allotted to hymns

of this description. The hymns consist of triplets (trick) or triple stanzas.

The first, or pattern verse or stanza, is found, with the name of the

appropriate tune, in the Chhandas or Y/mi-grant'ha; and the two remaining

verses or stanzas, to complete the triplet, are furnished in the supplementary

book called Uttara-granCha,

Maiitras are distinguished under three designations. Those which are in

metre are termed rich, those chanted are sdman, and the rest are yajush,

sacrificial prayers in prose (for yajush imports sacrifice). Nevertheless,

metrical prayers occur in the Yqjurveda, and .prose in the Sdmaveda.

The metrical prayers are recited aloud : tliose termed sdman with musical

modulation ; but the prose inaudibly muttered.* Such, however, as are

vocative, addressed to a second person, are to be uttered audibly, though in

prose : for communication is intended.!

Metrical prayers, however, belonging to the Yajurveda are inaudiblv

recited ; and so are chants belonging to the same inaudibly chanted : for

prayers take the character of the rite into which they are introduced; and

where the same rite is ordained in more than one veda, it appertains to that

with which it is most consonant, and the prayer is either audibly or in-

audibly chanted accordingly.^

The prayers termed rich and sdman are limited by the metre and the

chant respectively ; but those which are in prose are regulated as to their

extent by the sense. A complete sentence constitutes a single yajush : the

sense must be one, and would be deficient were the phrase divided. Never-

theless, the sentence which constitutes a prayer may borrow from a pre-

Mhi. 3. 3. 1. f lb. 2. 1. 7-U. X W. 3. 3. 1-3. See Note B.
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ceding or from a subsequent one, terms wanting to perfect the sense, unless

an intervening one be incompatible with that construction.*

The brdhmana of the vMa is in general a precept ; or it expresses praise

or blame, or a doubt, a reason, or a comparison ; or intimates a derivation j

or narrates a fact or an occurrence : and a characteristic sign of it is that it

very generally contains the particle " so " (iti or itiha) ; as a mantra usually

does the pronoun of the second person " thee," either expressed or under-

stood " (thou) art."t

In a still more general view the brdhmana is practical, directing religious

observances, teaching the pui-pose, time, and manner of performing them,

indicating the prayers to be employed, and elucidating their import. The

esoteric brdhmana comprises the upanishads, and is theological.

It becomes a question which the Mimdnsd examines at much length,

whether those passages of tlie vcda which are not direct precepts, but are

narrative, laudatory, or explanatory, are nevertheless cogent for a point of

duty. In this inquiry is involved the further question, whetiier a conscious-

ness of the scope of an act is essential to its efficacy for the production of

its proper consequence. The Mimdfisd maintains that narrative or indica-

tive texts are proof of duty, as concurrent in import with a direct precept.

There subsists a mutual relation between them. One enjoins or forbids an

act ; the other supplies an inducement for doing it or for refraining from it

:

"Do so, because such is the fruit." The imperative sentence is nevertheless

cogent independently of the affirmative one, and needs not its support.

The indicative phrase is cogent, implying injunction by pronouncing benefit.

It virtually prescribes the act which it recommends.t Inference, however,

is not to be strained. It is not equally convincing as actual perception : a

forthcoming injunction or direct precept has more force than a mere inference

from premises.ll

A prayer, too, Carries authority, as evidence of a precept bearing the like

import. This is a visible or temporal puj-pose of a prayer ; and it is a

received maxim, that a perceptible purpose being assignable, prevails before

an imperceptible one. But the recital of a particular prayer at a religious

rite, rather than a narrative text of like import, is for a spiritual end, since

there is no visible purpose of a set form of words. §

•Mim. 2. 1. 14.— 18. t Sab. &c. on Mim. 1. 4. 1. and 2. 1. 7.

X Mim. 1. 2. 1-3.
II

Jb. 1. 2.3. § lb. 1. 2. 4.
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Besides the evidence of precept from an extant revelation or recorded

hearing (sruti) of it, another source of evidence is founded on the recol-

lections (sinriti) of ancient sages. They possess authority as grounded on

the veda, being composed by holy personages conversant with its contents.

Nor was it superfluous to compose anew what was there to be found;

for a compilation, exhibiting in a succinct form that which is scattered

through the veda, has its use. Nor are the prayers which the smriti directs

unauthorized, for they are presumed to have been taken from passages of

revelation not now forthcoming. Those recollections have come down by
unbroken tradition to this day, admitted by the virtuous of the three tribes,

and known under the title of Dharma-sdstra, comprising the institutes of
law, civil and religious. Nor is error to be presumed which had not, until

now, been detected. An express text of the veda, as the Minumsd main-

tains,* must then be concluded to have been actually seen by the venerable

author of a recorded recollection (smriti).

But if contradiction appear, if it can be shown that an extant passage of

the veda is inconsistent with one of the smriti, it invalidates that presump-

tion. An actual text, present to the sense, prevails before a presumptive

one.t

Or though no contrary passage of the veda be actually found, yet if

cupidity, or other exceptionable motive may be assigned, revelation is

not to be presumed in the instance, the recollection being thus im-

peached.t

The Sdcyas (or Bauddhas) and Jainas (or Ai-hatas), as Cumarila acknow-

ledges, are considered to be Cshatriyas. It is not to be concluded, he says,

that their recollections were founded upon a veda which is now lost. There
can be no inference of a foundation in revelation, for unauthentic recollec-

tions of persons who deny its authenticity. Even when they do concur

with it, as recommending charitable gifts and enjoining veracity, chastity,

and innocence, the books of the Sdcyas are of no authority for the virtues

which they inculcate. Duties are not taken from them : the association

would suggest a surmise of vice,§ tainting what else is virtuous. The
entire veda, which is directed to be studied, is the foundation of duty

;

and those only, who are conversant with it, are capable of competent recoU

lections.

• Mm. I. 3, 1. t /S. 1. 3. 2. J lb. 1. 3. 3. § 16. 1. 3. 4.
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Usage generally prevalent among good men, and by them practised as

understanding it to be enjoined and therefore incumbent on them, is me-

diately, but not directly, evidence of duty : but it is not valid if it be con-

trary to an express text. From the modern prevalence of any usage, there

arises a presumption of a correspondent injunction by a holy personage,

who remembered a revelation to the same effect. Thus usage presumes

a recollection, which again presupposes revelation. Authors, however, have

omitted particulars, sanctioning good customs in general terms : but any

usage which is inconsistent with a recorded recollection is not to be prac-

tised, so long as no express text of scripture is found to support it.

In like manner, rituals which teacli the proper mode of celebrating reli-

gious rites, and are entitled Calpa-sutra or GrViija-granCha, derive their

authority, like the Dharma-sdstra, from a presumption that tbeir authors,

being persons conversant with the veda, collected and abridged rules which

they there found. The Calpa-sutras neither are a part of the veda, nor

possess equal nor independent authority. It would be a laborious enter-

prise to prove a superhuman origin of them ; nor can it be accomplished,

since contemporaries were aware of the authors being occupied with the

composition of them.* Whenever a siitra (whether of the calpa or grihya)

is opposed to an extant passage of the veda, or is inconsistent with valid

reason, it is not to be followed : nor is an alternative admissible in regard

to its observance in such case, unless a corroborative text of the veda can be

shown.t

Neither are usages restricted to particular provinces, though certain

customs are more generally prevalent in some places than in others : as the

Holdcci (vulg. Hiili) or festival of spring, in the east ; the worship of local

tutelary deities hereditarily, by families, in the south ; the racing of oxen

on the full moon of Jyeshfha, in the north ; and the adoration of tribes of

deities {mdtri-gan'a), in the west. Nor are rituals and law institutes confined

to particular classes : though some are followed by certain persons prefera-

bly to others ; as Vasisht'ha, by the Bahvrich sac'hd of the Rigveda ;

Gautama, by the Gobhiliya of the Sdmaveda ,- Sanc'ha and Lic'hita, by
the Vdjasant'yi ; and Apastamba and Baudhayana, by the Taittiriya of the

Yajurveda. There is no presumption of a restrictive revelation, but of one

of general import. The institutes of law, and rituals of ceremonies, were

• Guru on Mim. 1. 3. 7.
-J-

Chanda-deva.
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composed by authors appertaining to particular sdc'hds, and by them taught

to their fellows belonging to the same, and have continued current among

the descendants of those to whom they were so taught.

A very curious disquisition occurs in this part of the Mimdnsd,* on the

acceptation of words in correct language and barbaric dialects, and on the

use of terms taken from either. Instances alleged are yava, signifying in

Sanscrit, barley, but in the barbaric tongue, the plant named priycmgii

;

vardha, in the one a hog, and in the other a cow
;
ptlu, a certain tree.t but

among barbarians an elephant ; vetasa, a rattan cane and a citron. The

Mimdnsd concludes, that in such instances ofwords having two acceptations,

that in which it is received by the civilized (dryas), or which is counte-

nanced by use in sacred books, is to be preferred to the practice of barba-

rians {Mlech'ha), who are apt to confound words or their meanings.

Concerning these instances, Cumarila remarks that the words have no

such acceptation, in any country, as is by the scholiast alleged. He is

wrong in regard to one, at least, for jiihi is evidently the Persian fil or pil.

Modern vocabularies I exhibit the word as a Su ^scrit one in the same sense
;

erroneously, as appears from this disquisition.

Then follows, in Cumarila's Vdrtica, much upon the subject of provin-

cial and barbaric dialects ; which, adverting to the age in which he

flourished, is interesting, and merits the attention of philologists. He
brings examples from the Andhra and Dravida dialects, and specifies as

barbaric tongues the Pdrasica, Yavana, Raumaca, and Barbara, but con-

fesses his imperfect acquaintance with these.

Jaimini gives an instance of a barbaric term used in the veda, viz., ^jtca,

a black cuckow (cuculus indicus) ; to which his scholiasts add nema, half,

tdmarasa, a lotus, and sata a wooden colander ; but without adducing

examples of the actual use of them in any of the vedas. Such terms must

be taken in theu" ordinary acceptation, though barbarous ; and the passage

quoted from the veda where the word pica occurs, must be interpreted

" sacrifice a black cuckow at night." It will here be remarked, tliat pica

corresponds to the Latin picus, and tliat 7iem answers to the Persic inm.

On the other hand, a barbaric word, or a provincial corruption, is not to

• 1. 3. 5.

\ The nanie is in vocabularies assigned to many different trees. % JatacVmra, SfC.
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be employed instead of the proper Sanscrit term. Thus go (gauh), and not

gdwi, is the riglit term for a cow.* Orthograpliy, likewise, is to be care-

fully attended to ; else by writing or reading aswa for aswa in the directions

for the sacrifice of a horse, the injunction would seem to be for the sacrifice

of a pauper (a-swa, destitute of property).

Generally, words are to be apphed in strict conformity with correct

grammar. The Sdcyas, and other heretics, as Cumarila in this place

remarks,! do not use Sanscrit (they employ Prucrit). But Brdhmanas
should not speak as barbarians. Grammar, which is primeval, has been

handed down by tradition. Language is the same in the vedas and in

ordinary discourse, notwithstanding a few deviations : the import of words

is generic, though tlie application of them is specific.

The peculiarities of the dialect of the veda are not to be taken for inac-

curacies. Thus, tman stands for dtman, self or soul; and Brdhmanasah

for Brdhmajidh, priests ; with many other anomalies of the sacred dialect.t

When the ordinary acceptation of a term is different from that which it

bears in an explanatory passage, this latter import prevails in the text like-

wise, else the precept and its supplement would disagree. Thus trivrit,

triplet, is specially applied to a hymn comprising three triplets or nine

stanzas, which is the peculiar sense it bears in the vedas.

Again, chwu, which, in ordinary discourse signifies boiler or cauldron,

is in the vedas an oblation of boiled food, as rice, &c. So as-wabdla, which

literally means horse-hair, is a designation of a species of grass (sacchanim

spontaneuiii) into which it is said the tail of a consecrated horse was once

transformed ; and of that grass a cushion is made for certain religious rites.

It will be observed, as has been intimated in speaking of the members of

an adhicarana in the Mhminsd, that a case is proposed, either specified in

Jaimini's text or supplied by his schoHasts. Upon this a doubt or question

is raised, and a solution of it is suggested, which is refuted, and a right

conclusion established in its stead. The disquisitions of the Mimdnsd bear,

therefore, a certain resemblance to juridical questions ; and, in fact, the

Hindu law being blended with the religion of the people, the same modes

of reasoning are applicable, and are applied to the one as to the other.

The logic of the Mimdnsd is the logic of the law ; the rule of interpreta-

* Vart. 1. 3. 9. f lb. 1. 3. 7. X Mim. 1. 3. 10.
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tion of civil and religious ordinances. Each case is examined and deter-

mined upon general principles ; and from the cases decided the principles

may be collected. A well-ordered arrangement of them would constitute

the philosophy of the law : and this is, in truth, what has been attempted in

the Mimdmd. Jaimini's arrangement, however, is not philosophical ; and I

am not acquainted with any elementary work of this school in which a

better distriljution has been achieved. I shall not here attempt to supply

the defect, but confine the sequel of this essay to a few specimens from

divers chapters of Jaimini, after some more remarks on the general scope

and manner of the work.

Instances of the application of reasoning, as taught in the Mimdnsd, to

the discussion and determination of juridical questions, may be seen in two

treatises on the Law of Inheritance, translated by myself, and as many on

Adoption, by a member of this Society, Mr. J. C. C. Sutherland (See Mitdc-

shard on Inheritance, 1. 1. 10, and 1. 9. 11, and 2. 1. Si; Jimuta Vdhana,

11. 5. 16—19. Datt. Mim. on Adoption, 1. 1. 35—4.1, and 4. 4. 65—66
and 6. 6. 27—31. Datt. Chand. 1. 1. 24 and 2. 2. 4).

The subject which most engages attention throughout the Mimdnsd,

recurring at every turn, is the invisible or spiritual operation of an act of

merit. The action ceases, yet the consequence does not immediately ensue.

A virtue meantime subsists, unseen, but efficacious to connect the conse-

quence with its past'and remote cause, and to bring about at a distant period,

or in another world, the relative effect.

That unseen virtue is termed apurva, being a relation superinduced, not

before possessed.

Sacrifice (i/dga), which, among meritorious works, is the act of religion

most inculcated by the vedas, and consequently most discussed in the prior

Mimdnsd, consists in parting with a thing that it may belong to a deity,

whom it is intended to propitiate.* Being cast into the fire for that purpose,

it is a burnt offering Qihmd). Four sorts are distinguished : a simple obla-

tion (tshti), the immolation of a victim (pasu), the presenting of ex-

pressed juice of the soma plant (asclepias acida), and the burnt-offering above-

mentioned.t The object of certain rites is some definite temporal advan-

tage ; of others, benefit in another world. Three ceremonies, in particular.

» Mim.i.i.\2. \ lO.i.i. I.

Vol.. I. 3 O
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are types of all the rest : the consecration of a sacrificial fire, the presenting

of an oblation, and the preparation ofthe soma. The oblation which serves as

a model for the rest, is that whicli is offered twice in each month, viz. at the

full and change of tiie moon. It is accompanied, more especially at the

new moon, with an oblation of whey from new milk. Accordingly, the

Yqjurveda begins with this rite. It comprehends the sending of selected

cows to pasture after separating their calves, touching them with a leafy

branch of paldsa (butea frondosa) cut for tiie purpose, and subsequently

stuck in the ground in front of the apartment containing the sacrificial fire,

for a protection of the herd from robbers and beasts of prey : the cows are

milked in the evening and again in the moniing ; and, from the new milk,

whey is then prepared for an oblation.

Concerning this ceremony, witli all its details, numerous questions arise,

which are resolved in tlie Mimdnsd : for instance, the milking of the cows

is pronounced to be not a primary or main act, but a subordinate one ; and

the parting of the calves from their dams is subsidiary to that subordinate

act.* The whey, which in fact is milk modified, is the main object of the

whole preparation ; not the curd, which is but incidentally produced, not

being sought nor wanted.t

In the fourth chapter of the first book, the author discriminates terms

that modify the precept from sucli as are specific denominations. Several

of the instances are not a little curious. Thus it is a question, whether the

hawk-sacrifice {syena-ydga), wliicli is attended with imprecations on a hated

foe, be performed by tlie actual immolation of a bird of that kind. The

case is determined by a maxim, that " a term intimating resemblance is de-

" nominative." Hatvlc, tlien, is the name of that incantation : " it pounces

" on the foe as a falcon on his prey."t So tongs is a name for a similar

incantation, " which seizes tlie enemy from afar as witli a pair of tongs ;"

and co'w, for a sacrifice to avert such imprecations.

It is fit to remark in this place, that incantations for destruction of hated

foes, though frequent in tlie vedas (and modes of performing them, with

greater or less solemnity, are there taught), cannot be deemed laudable acts

of religion ; on the contrary, they are pronounced to be at least mechately

* Mim. 4. 3. 10. \ lb. 4. 1. 9. % lb. I. 4. 5 and 3. 7. 23.
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criminal ; and 2)ains in hell, as for homicide, await the malevolent man who
thus practises against the life of his enemy.

Another instance, discussed in the same chapter, is chitrd, applied to a

sacrifice performed for acquisition of cattle. It is questioned whether the

feminine termination, joined to the ordinary signification of the word,
indicates a female victim of a varied colour. It intends, however, an
offering termed various, as consisting of no less than six different articles :

honey, milk, curds, boiled butter, rice in the husk as well as clean, and
water.*

In like manner, vdbhid is the name of a sacrifice directed to be per-

formed for the like purpose : that is, by a person desirous of possessing

cattle. The sense approaches to the etymology of the term : it is a cere-

mony "by which possession of cattle is, as it were, dug up." It does not

imply that some tool for delving, as a spade or hoe for digging up the earth,

is to be actually employed in the ceremony.

A question of considerable interest, as involving the important one con-

cerning property in the soil in India, is discussed in the sixth lecture.t At
certain sacrifices, such as that which is called viswajif, the votary, for whose
benefit the ceremony is performed, is enjoined to bestow all his property on
the officiating priests. It is asked whether a paramount sovereign shall give

all the land, including pasture-ground, highways, and the site of lakes and
ponds ; an universal monarch, the whole earth ; and a subordinate prince,

the entire province over which he rules ? To that question the answer is :

the monarch has not property in the earth, nor the subordinate prince in the

land. By conquest kingly power is obtained, and property in house and
field which belonged to the enemy. The maxim of the law, that " the king
" is lord of all excepting sacerdotal wealth," concerns his authority for cor-

rection of the wicked and protection of the good. His kingly power is for

government of the realm and extirpation of wrong ; and for that purpose he

receives taxes from husbandmen, and levies fines from offenders. But right

of property is not thereby vested in him ; else he would have property

in house and land appertaining to the subjects abiding in his dominions.

The earth is not the king's, but is common to all beings enjoying the fruit

of their own labour. It belongs, says Jaimini, to all alike : therefore,

Mint. I. 4. 3. f li. 6. 7. 2.
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although a gift of a piece of ground to an individual does take place, the

whole land cannot be given by a monarch, nor a province by a subordinate

prince ; but house and field, acquired by purchase and similar means, are

liable to gift.*

Tiie case which will be here next cited, will bring to recollection the

instance of the Indian Calanus,i who accompanied Alexander's army, and

burnt himself at Babylon after the manner of his country.

This particular mode of religious suicide by cremation is now obsolete

;

as that of widows is in some provinces of India, and it may be hoped will

become so in the rest, if no injudicious interference by direct prohibition

arouse opposition and prevent tiie growing disuse. Other modes of reli-

gious suicide not unfrequently occur; such as drowning, burying alive,

falling from a precipice or under the wheels of an idol's car, &c. But they

are not founded on the vedas, as that by burning is.

Self-immolation, in that ancient form of it, is a solemn sacrifice, per-

formed according to rites which the vedas direct, by a man desirous of pass-

ing immediately to heaven without enduring disease. He engages priests,

as at other sacrifices, for the various functions requisite to the performance

of tlie rites, being himself the votary for whose benefit the ceremony is

undertaken. At a certain stage of it, after wrapping a cloth round a branch

of udumhara (^jicus glomerata), which represents a sacrificial stake, and

having appointed the priests to complete the ceremony, he chants a solemn

hymn, and casts himself on a burning pile wherein his body is consumed.

Afterwards, whatever concerns the rite as a sacrificial ceremony, is to be

completed by the attendant priests : omitting, however, those matters which

specially appertain to the votary, and which, after his death, there is no one

competent to perform.!

In like manner, if tiie principal die by a natural death, after engaging

Brdhmanas to co-operate with him in the celebration of certain rites re-

quiring the aid of several priests, his body is to be burnt, and his ashes kept

to represent him ; and the ceremony is completed for his benefit, according

to one opinion, but for theirs according to another. The ashes, it is

argued, do not perform the ceremony, but the priests do. Being inanimate,

the bones cannot fulfil the prescribed duties peculiar to the principal :

* Sab. Madh. and C'handa, ad locum. f Calyina. % Mim. 10. 2. 23.
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as utterance of certain prayers, shaving of hair and beard, measure of his

stature with a branch of uduinbara, &c. These and similar functions are

not practicable by an inanimate skeleton, and therefore are unavoidably

omitted.*

Tlie full complement of persons officiating at a great solemnity is seven-

teen. This number, as is shown, includes the votary or principal, who is

assisted by sixteen priests engaged by him for diiferent offices, which he

need not personally discharge. His essential function is the payment of

their hire or sacrificial fee.t

They rank in different gradations, and are remunerated proportionably.

Four, whose duties are most important, receive the full perquisite ; four

others are recompensed with a half; the four next with a third ; and the

four last with a quarter.

On occasions of less solemnity four priests only are engaged, making

with thfe principal five officiating persons. A question is raised, whether

the immolator of a victim at the sacrifice of an animal (usually a goat)

be a distinct officiating person : the answer is in the negative. No one

is specially engaged for immolator independently of other functions;

but some one of the party, who has other duties to discharge, slays

the victim in the prescribed manner, and is accordingly termed immo-

lator.t

The victims at some sacrifices are numerous : as many as seventeen at

the vujapej/a, made fast to the same number of stakes ; and at an aswa-

med'/ia not fewer than six hundred and nine of all descriptions, tame and

wild, terrestrial and aquatic, walking, flying, swimming, and creeping things,

distributed among twenty-one stakes and in the intervals between them; the

tame made fast to the stakes, and the wild secured in cages, nets, baskets,

jars, and hollow canes, and by various other devices. The wild are not to

be slain, but at a certain stage of the ceremony let loose. The tame ones,

or most of them (chiefly goats), are to be actually immolated.

The various rites are successively performed for each victim ; not com-

pleted for one before they are commenced for another. But the consecra-

tion of the sacrificial stakes is perfected for each in succession, because the

votary is required to retain hold of the stake until the consecration of it is

done.§

Mim. 10. 2. 17—20. f Il>- 3. 7. 8—17. % lb. 3. 7. 13. § lb. 5. 2. 1—5.
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The foregoing instances may suffice to give some idea of the nature of

the subjects treated in the Mimdnsd, and of the way in which they are

handled. They liave been selected as in themselves curious, rather than

as instructive specimens of the manner in which very numerous and varied

cases are examined and questions concerning them resolved. The argu-

ments would be tedious, and the reasons of the solution would need much

elucidation, and after all would, in general, be luiinteresting.

A few examples of the topics investigated, and stUl fewer of the rea-

soning applied to them, have tlierefore been considered as better conveying

in a small compass a notion of the multifarious subjects of the Mimdnsd.

NOTES

TO THE FOREGOING AND SOME PRECEDING ESSAYS.

A. {Page 441.)

l^ABARA swAMi AcHARYA is cxprcssly named by Sancara in his commen-

tary on the latter Mimdnsd ; (see Brahma Sutra, 3. 3. 53;) and there are

allusions to Cumarila bhatta, if no direct mention of him.

B. (PageU9.')

Instances of the same prayer recurring either word for word, or with very

slight variation, in more than one veda, are innumerable. An eminent

example is that of the celebrated gdyatri, of which the proper place is in

the Rig-veda (3. 4. 10), among hymns of Viswamitra. It is, however,

repeated in all the vedas, and particularly in the 3d, 22d and 36th chapters

of the white Yajush. (3, § 35 ; 22, § 9 ; and S6, § 3.)

Another notable instance is that of the Purusha-sucta, of which a version

was given, from a ritual in which it was found cited (As. Res. vol. vii,

p. 251). It has a place in the Rig-veda (8. 4. 7.) among miscellaneous

hymns ; and is inserted, with some Uttle variation, among prayers employed

at the purusha-medha, in the 31st chapter of the white Yajur-veda.
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On collation of those two vedas and their schoHa, I find occasion to

amend one or two passages in the version of it formerly given : but for this

I shall take another opportunity.

That remarkable hymn is in language, metre, and style, very diffe-

rent firom the rest of the prayers with which it is associated. It has a

decidedly more modern tone ; and must have been composed after the

Sanscrit language had been refined, and its grammar and rhythm perfected.

The internal evidence which it furnishes, serves to demonstrate the impor-

tant fact, that the compilation of the vedas, in their present arrangement,

took place after the Sanscrit tongue had advanced, from the rustic and

irregular dialect in which the multitude of hymns and prayers of the

veda was composed, to the polished and sonorous language in which the

mythological poems, sacred andprophane (purdnas and cdvyas), have been

written.

C. {Page 154.)

The inscription at Hdnsi, of which a copy, taken at Lieut. Col. Tod's

instance by a learned native, was presented by him, with a translation made
through the medium of the same person's interpretation, has, as it appears,

been likewise translated by Capt. E. Fell, and is published, with other

translations of inscriptions (by the same distinguished Sanscrit scholar), in

the fifteenth volume of Asiatic Researches, p. 443.

Feehng great distrust of the diligence and accuracy of natives in

decyphering and interpreting ancient inscriptions, I recommended to Col.

Tod to abridge his translation, which rested on a native's interpretation,

reducing it, as was accordingly done, to a mere summary. Nevertheless a

very material discrepancy appears in the versions: one stating the fort of

Asi to have been bestowed on Hammira ; the other affirming it to have

been presented by PrnTHivi Raja to Cirana in consequence of his (whether

the king or his uncle is not clear) having slain Hammira: the term
which Col. Tod's interpreter took to signify " considering," being by
Capt. Fell translated " having slain." The difference, if I mistake not,

turns on the reading of a single letter : one has read ^x^ matwd, where

the other finds '^^ hatwd. As no facsimile has been exhibited, it is not

at present practicable to determine which of the two is correct. The pre-

sumption is no doubt in favour of the accuracy of Capt. Fell, who was an
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able and experienced scholar. But an exact copy of the inscription would

be an acceptable communication ; and the object may be recommended to

the attention of any intelligent traveller visiting Hdnsi.

Mr. Wilson surmises Hammira to be a corruption of Mir or Amir. (As.

Res. XV., p. 466.) The conjecture is probable. Yet Hammira has unquestion-

ably been a name of Hindu chieftains. The sovereign of Sdcambhari {Sam-

bher), who bore that name (As. Res. vol. ix, p. 192, and vol. x, pp. 4.16 and

418) was, as it would appear, a Hindu.

D. {Page 205.)

It appears from an inscription (a grant on plates of copper) published,

with a translation in the fifteenth volume of Asiatic Researches (p. 447),

that Jaya-chandra was son of Vijaya-chandra ; and that there has

been a mistake in considering Vijaya-chandra and Jaya-chand to be

equivalent Sanscrit and Hindi appellations of the same individual. The

error originated with the Pandit Serv6ru Trivedi, who communicated a

copy of the inscription noticed in the ninth volume of Asiatic Researches

(pp. 400 and 441) as relative to Jaya-chand, whom he identified (erroneously,

as now appears) with Vijaya-chandra.

The series of princes who reigned at Gddhipura or Canyacubja, ancestors

of Jaya-chandra, is now completely and accurately determined ; and the

recovery of the inscription in question (p. 205 of this volume) ceases to be

a matter of any interest.

E. {Page 235.)

By some oversight the date of the month has been given wrong : sudi

instead of badi ; the increase instead of the wane of the moon. It should be

3d badi (dark half).

On a reperusal of the Grant No. 1. (p. 232), it appears probable that the

grantee's name was Dhanapala instead of Vanapala. Througiiout the

inscription the letter ^ has for the most part the appearance of ^, the

detached stroke ^ being effaced : and Dhanapala is doubtless the more

ordinary name.

The tenour of the three inscriptions, as read and translated, is subjoined

in printed characters. This should have accompanied the fac-simile and

English version of them.
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Copies of Grantsfound at Ujjayjni.

No. 1 P. 232.

^^ ^^TT^^n^^^T ^^T 5Tt^^2:^?Trr3Tc^^iq-rTT^rrt 3frfq"ft

l^i^^fT ^<^M^rNI5T ifT^TsI 3TTf3i:^ q-it^^c^T fWCR-i:PT

3n'^^i^'i!<iiR?i^ ?:Tf^iiTRTFr ^T2" m^pjT firf^s: 3^t ^ft

Vol. I. 3 P
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ST^T ^>r w^ ^^ i[\^ft^q^^\^ ^^n^iwif^T: ^ Wi

^^ ^^ ^jzj ^f^^T^ rT^ ^^ ^w^^ ti wz::m ^r^m^^

No. 2.—P. 2.33.
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No. 3 P. 234.

^^^ft^nc: WKT^wrg ^rTTf^rfru^jprg ^uwfttxf^l

TT3T1^: M^KIRO: 1 2T^ Sf^Jf ^TSJ iJ^f^l^^ r^^ rT^J

3 P 2
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3rfv 'a ^t: Ti
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XXV. Enumeration of the various Classes of Population, and of Trades

and Handicrafts, in the toxcn of Bareilly in RoMlkhand, formerly the

capital of the Rohilla Government. By Robert Thomas JohnGlyk, Esq.,

M.R.A.S.

Read March IS, 1826.

The degree of civilization attained by a nation may, in a great measure,

be estimated by the progress which it lias made in those useful arts, trades,

and employments, by means of which the necessaries, conveniencies, and

luxuries of life are formed, collected, and distributed. In order to judge of

the degree of this advancement, perhaps no better criterion need be sought

than observing the divisions and subdivisions found to exist in its trades,

manufactures, and other callings. By comparing these with the state of

manufactures, trade, and commerce of other nations, a tolerably correct

notion may be formed of the point which such people has actually attained

in the scale of social refinement. Under this impression, I have considered

that it might not be unacceptable to the Royal Asiatic Society to receive a

statement of the various trades, manufactures, and other occupations existing

in a principal town of Hindustan, and of the designations and estimated

numbers of the castes and tribes, Hindu and Mahomedan, residing therein.

Such statement appears calcidated, not only to convey a notion of tlie degree

of advancement in the useful arts as regards the urban inhabitants of the

upper provinces of Hindustan, but also to illustrate their wants, habits, and

peculiar usages, in relation to food, dress, amusements, and habitations.

A residence of some years in an official capacity at the town of Bareilly,

has afforded me an opportunity of procuring the statement now submitted.

It was framed with a view to a more equal assessment of a tax or rate for

the support of watchmen. Considerable care and diligence was employed in

its formation ; and, to the best of my information and judgment, it is as ac-

curate as the nature of the undertaking, and the want of skill and practice

of the native officers in collecting and arranging statistical information, ad-

mits of. The errors and deficiencies in the due classification of castes,

trades and professions, which will be found in the following statement, must
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be attributed to the same cause. The incidental remarks adjoined to the

statement are my own.

Statement of the tiumber of Houses and Shops in the Town of Bareilly in

Rohilkhand ; toith a specification of the principal Mahomedan and Hindu

Tribes and Castes, and a detailed Enumeration ofthe various Trades aiid Pro-

fessions therein existing. The survey from "which this statement is taken was

made in tlie year 1822.

Number of houses and huts (brick and mud) 12,263

Number of shops 1,663

Total number of houses and shops 13,926

Mahomedan houses inhabited by families not engaged

in manufactures, or in retail trades 1,964

Houses and shops inhabited by Mahomedan families

engaged in manufactures or in retail trades 3,153

Total amount of houses and shops inhabited by ")

Mahomedan families 5 '

Estimated average of five persons to each family 5

Gives as the Mahomedan inhabitants 25,585

Houses inhabited by Hindu families not engaged in manu-

factures or retail trades 1,594

Houses and sliops inhabited by Hindu families engaged

in manufacture or retail trade 6,4i7

Total number of houses and sliops inhabited !

by Hindu famiHes 3 *

Estimated average of five persons to each family 5

Gives a total of Hindu population 40,205

* Here Mahomedan Houses and Shops inhabited are stated to be 5,117

Hindu do do 8,041

13,158

Above I have stated the total number of houses and shops in the town to be 13,926. This

difference is owing to the former number (13,158) including those shops only which serve also as

dweUing-houses : whereas the latter number (13,926) includes all houses and shops tuhatsoever.
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Total Hindu population 40,205

Total Mahomedan population 25,585

Total Mahomedan and Hindu population in the town of 7
~

Bareilly j
^5.790

Add Christians 5

Grand total of inhabitants 65,795

Number of wells in the town of Bareilly, 640 :

—

Made of brick 5gy
Earthen wells y3

640

Of this number about 150 are out of repair, old and disused.

Principal Mahomedan Families not employed in retail Trade or Handicraft.

No. of Families.

Sayyids (claiming descent from the Prophet) 26?
Sheikhs (of Arab descent) (523

Moghuls
, Igy

Afghans (or Rohillas from Cabul) ^^q
Kunbohs (a mixed race, Mahomedans, but having Hindu
blood in their veins, looked down upon with contempt by
other Mahomedan tribes) ; 51

Total 1,964

The Mahomedan families here enumerated include the nobility and
gentry living upon land-rents or pensions; priests, learned doctors, pre-

ceptors or students
; persons employed in pubhc offices : many are officers

in the army; a few are merchants; and many of the poorer famihes serve as

private servants and as soldiers.

In this, the more respectable part of the Mahomedan population, there
are many very disaffected to the British Government. In addition to the
loss of power, and dechne of wealth, honour, and patronage, incident to the
rise of British dominion on the ruin of Mahomedan sovereignty, the differ-

ence of religion between the actual sovereign and the subject is a powerful
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motive of dislike and discontent, as the Sayyids and Roliillas of this town

are peculiarly bigotted in their religious opinions, and easily excited to re-

ligious contention.

Another fertile source of discontent is the want of employment for

Mahomedaus following the profession of arms. The Sheikhs, Moghuls,

and Rohillas of the town of Bareilly include numbers of this description

of persons. They can rarely be induced to sei*ve in our regular disciplined

battalions ; and the irregiUar Native cavalry and infantry, both in our ser-

vice and in the service of our Native allies, having for the most part been

disbanded, their families are reduced to almost the lowest point of penury.

Tiie classes above alluded to form, it is true, but a small part of the popula-

tion : yet their active and warlike spirit, and the authority and respectabihty

arising from high birth, superior education, and the recollections of former

power, give them great influence over the agricultural, manufacturing, and

trading classes of the inhabitants, both Hindu and Mahomedan.

The Hindu inhabitants of Bareilly have reason to be glad of the change,

from Mahomedan intolerance and violence to British liberality and justice

;

and, generally, the manufacturing and trading part of the community has

reason to rejoice at no longer being burthened with such a variety of heavy

and vexatious cesses, duties, and restrictions as were in force under both

the Moffhul and Rohilla Governments."&'

Principal Hindu Castes not employed in retail Trade or Handicrafts.

Ko. of Families.

r These follow a variety of occupations, both clerical

Brahmens fSSy < and secular; they are priests, merchants, land-

(^ holders, public ofiBcers, soldiers, &c.

Rajputs 50 Merchants, landholders, soldiers, &c.

( Emploj'ed in trade and banking. There are, besides

1 these, more than 400 familifes of this tribe who are
Bakkals 200 \ shop-keepers, and will be enumerated under their

I proper heads.

r Employed in public offices, and elsewhere, as clerks

Kayat'hs, or Scribes 512 } and village accountants ; also engaged in trade

I (^ and agriculture.

K'hetris 188 Landholders, merchants, soldiers, civil officers, &c.

Cashmerians 7 Merchants and factors.

"YoXzi 1 5Q4 i Hindu families not engaged in retail trades or handi-
'

\ crafts.

i
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General Stjtemext of the Number of Families engaged m Retail Trades,

Manufactures, Handicrafts, Servile Professions, and Agriculture,

Trade, &c.
Number of Houses,

Shops, &c.

Average

\
Earnings per

1
Month.

Remarks.

Sarrafs or Shroffs, Money-
changers, and Brokers
(Hindus)

Nurbafs or Cotton-cloth-

weavers (Mahomedans).

Cotton-dressers (Mahome-
dans)

Carpet-weavers and Dea-
lers (Mahomedans)

Bookbinders (Mahome-
dans) '

Cotton-twisters and Rope-
makers (Mahomedans)

.

Dealers in Silks and Mus-
lins (Hindus)

Brocade-weavers (Maho-
medans) . •

}

}

}

}

}

} '.

}

'}

65 Shops.

707 Houses.*

121 Houses.

15 Houses.

7 Houses.

House.
Shop.

191 Shops.

Shoemakers and Slipper- \
dealers( Hindus) •

15

3

Firework-artificers (Maho-|1 8

medans) 'j 7

Houses.
Shops.

Houses.

Shops.

Houses.

Shops.

}

Rupees.

- 4 or 5 rupees

\

(i.e. 8 or 10 I

shillings) to I I have taken the average value of
as high as > the Rupee to be 2s. English.
1 00 or more I

monthly. ij

2 to 6

3 to 4>

4 to 5

4 to 5

2 to 3

7 to 8

7 to 8

5 to 10

4 to 5

{During the marriage season, from
February to June, they earn
seven or eight rupees a month ;

at other times they earn a
subsistence by going out to ser-

vice.

/ They make shoes for Hindus of

L kid or sheep leather.

{Fireworks are exhibited at all feasts

and shows ; otherwise, for so

small and so very poor a popu-
lation, eight families of this des-

cription of artificers would be too

many.

• For the most part, manufacturers and retail dealers have their houses and shops separate ; but many,

it will be observed, fabricate and sell retail in their own houses, instead of shops ; others have shops and

dwelling-houses united. When, as in the present example, no shops are mentioned, or that the number

of shops in proportion to the number of houses enumerated is very small, it must be supposed that the

manufacture or trade is chiefly or entirely conducted in the private dwelling; when, on the other

hand, there are no houses, or very few houses in proportion to the number of shops mentioned, it must

be Inferred that the manufacturers or dealers reside in the back part of their shops, or in the upper story.

The weaving of cotton cloths is carried on in the open air, in the yards adjoining their houses, or in

the mangoc groves, or other open spaces in and about the town. This class is generally supposed to have

been converted from Hinduism.

Vol. I. 3 Q
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Trade, 8(C.

Seal-cutters and Engi-avers

(Mahomedans)

Number of Houses,
Shops, &c.

Rang-saz, Colour-makers

(Mahomedans)

Fine Leather-cutters and

Dealers (Mahomedans).

Kite-makers and Dealers

(Mahomedans)

}

Average
Earnings per

Month.

Remarks.

Canvas-weavers (Mahome-
dans)

Torch-bearers (Hindus)...

Sugar-refiuers

2 Houses.

3 Shops.

4 Houses.

7 Houses.

J-
4 Houses.

\ 29 Houses.

32 Houses.

!28
Hindus. \

4 Mahom. \

32 Houses. )

Pansaris, Grocers

Druggists

and Houses 45 \

Kaseras, Copper Vessel-

dealers (Hindus)

n
141

Shops 96'

136 Hin. 5 Ma.

Braziers and Pewterers...

Makers and Venders of

Lak'h ornaments (Hin

dus)

- 36 Houses.

Houses 43

V'\

Grass-sellers.

Dealers in Flour and Mealj

Ironmongers

.

Tobacco-sellers (Mahome-
dans)

Fruit-sellers (Mahome-
dans)

Shops 5
44 Hin. 4 Ma

4 Houses.

6 Shops.

46 Hindus.
> Mahom.

1 Houses.

/ 339 Hindus.
) 30 Mahom.

( 369 Shops.

I 24 Hindus.

J 3 Mahom.

( 27 Houses.

\ 68 Houses.

j 65 Shops.

"(^ 21 Houses.

j 19 Shops.

}

}

Rupees.

5 to 6

4 to 5

5 to 10

10 to 12

3 to 4

3 to 4

50 to 100

10 to 25

10 to 25

4 to 5

4 to 10

4 to 6

5 to 50

4 to 20

2 to 7

5 to 20

In the season of kite-flying they

earn this sum ; at other times of

the year they go into service.

Mahomedans in all parts of Asia

are particularly fond of this

, amusement.

[This opulent class manufacture

; sugar by a very rude and imper-

\ feet process, and sell it whole-

f sale and retail.

(Copper vessels for kitchen utensils

) and for dishes and plates are al-

\ most wholly nianufactnred in, and

( imported from Bengal.

fThey manufacture rings and brace-

) lets, plain, varnished or plated,

\ from the stick-lac brought from

f the hills.
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Trade, &c.
Number of Houses,

Shops, &c.

Average
Earnings per

Month.
Remarks.

Silver and Gold Lace-dea-

lers (Hindus) -:.) 17 Houses.

Mat-dealers (Hindus) '| ^j ^hT*"'' }
F

}
Shoemakers (Mahome-

; \
dans) J

Corn-dealers*.

Bhaats, Bards or Hymn-
singers (Hindus)

Calendrers or Scourers

(Mahomedans) '..

Tinmen (Mahomedans)....

Linen and Cloth-plaiters

(Hindus)

10 Houses.
41 Shops.

110 Hindus. )

20 Mahom. (

136 Shops. )

36 Houses.

1 9 Houses. 1

J 2 Shops. J

f 10 Houses. 1

\ 8 Shops. J

7 Houses.

Goldsmiths and Silver-

smiths (Hindus)

Carpenters.

112 Hindus. \

11 Mahom. (

T23 )

200 Houses.
90 Shops.

112 Hindus.

Rupees.

10 to 12

6 to 20

10 to 100

2 to 3

4 to 5

5 to 12

5 to 12

5 They make mats, fine and coarse,

( of bamboo and ofgrass.

f They make shoes, for the use of

-J Mahomedans only, of cow lea-

^ ther.

rThis caste of Hindus go about
' singing to the Hindu deities, and
I earn thus much by begging.

I

rThey make gold and silver orna-

I

I ments of every description, for

4 to 15 '* men, women and children ; also

table ornaments, cups, bowls,

&c. and horse ornaments, cSrc.f

5 to 10

* Dealers in corn, as well as husbandmen, are almost universally Hindus. Indeed almost all concerned

in the productions of the soil are of that religion. Mahomedans are found more numerous among.'it the

manufacturers of fine goods, as brocade, fine leather, &c.

t Gold and silver-smiths are rarely possessed of capital; nor do they often make large fortunes, as in

Europe: but there is work enough to occupy even 200 families. The inhabitants of the upper provinces,

both Hindu and Mahomedan, lay out the greater part of their savings in ornaments, and this is probably

more the case now than in former times. They now wear gold and silver more, and bury less under ground,

than under the Native governments : both because there is now much greater security from robbers ; and

because the possessors of wealth are not so much as formerly exposed to the- rapacity of insatiable Native

officers. The investment of money in ornaments and jewellery, in proportion to the amount of accumula-

tion, is probably greater in the upper than in the lower provinces of India j and this is owing to the wealthy

classes in Bengal preferring to invest their capital in government fimds or other securities. The great

number of shops (considering the aujount of the population and the paucity of wealth in this town)

serves to aliow how vast is the consumption of gold and silver throughout India.

3 Q 2
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Trade, &c.

Polishers of Steel, Ar-

mourers, &c

Blacksmiths

Oilmen (Hindus)

Coarse Porcelai

faclurers and
(Hindus)

Number of Houses,
Shops, &c.

r Houses 13 ) ,„ >

I
Shops 3 r® f

(. 14Hin.2Ma. 3

( 63 Hindus. \

} 40 Mahom.' V

( 103 Houses. )

150 Houses.

10 Houses.

Bozgars, makers
or Beer
dans)

n Manu- ^
Dealers V

s of Boza| 14 Houses. 1
(Mahome-j| 4 shops. /

Makers of Leather Bags,K
and vessels for hold-j ( jg Houses.
ing water (Mahome- i

dans.) '

{

4. Houses. }

3 Shops. J

Average
Eaiiiings per

Month.

Rupees.

4 to 5

5 to 20

3 to 7

4 to 10

5 to 6

4 to 5

4 to 5

Remarks.

Tliey make and sell vegetable oils

of various descriptions, chief-

ly for food.

[Avery inferior sort of manufacture,

; porous, and soon unfit for hold-

k ing water ; but by skill might be

[ easily much improved.

5 They make palm-wine, and beer, of

( barley and of sugar.

4 to 5

4 to 10

Dressers of Flour (Hindus).

Bow and Arrow-makers, ^ 5 Houses. 1
.ind Dealers (Mahome-' V

j Shop. )
dans) \)

Glass Bracelet-makers and \ 44 Houses.
Dealers J

AtArs, Perfumers and
[ ^^^^l^ H 1 '^

] 10 to 100
Druggists (^ 8 Hin.5 Mah. J I

I
I

Kahars, Palankeen-bearers; \ ggg Houses,
(Hindus) J

PalladArs, Bag-carriers or I
j 24 Houses

Porters (Hnidus) J

3 to 4

5 They prepare fine wheaten flour

( moistened (dough), for sale.

TThey make bracelets, rings, and
i other ornaments of glass, plain,

l_
varnished, and plated.

In this country perfumes, medi-
cines, and drugs are always
vended in the same shop.

They carry palankeens when want-
ed, and at other times gain a

livelihood by fishing in pools or

rivers, or by agriculture.

Sadu-k&rs, Setters of

Jewels &c
7 Shops.

Beldars, Hoe and Mattock-
"

diggers, Labourers (Hin-
J-
986 Houses,

dus) ,

I I 4 Hindus. \

I

) 3 Mahom. \
,

I

' 7 Shops. )

4 to 3

10 to 15

4 to 5
rSome hire themselves out as la-

J bourcrs ; others cultivate little

(^ fields of their own.
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Trade, &c.

Masons ,

Dealers in Spirits (Hindus)

Number of Houses,
Shops, &c.

/ 25 Hindus.

) 54 Maliom.

( .79 Houses,

Tamers of Hawks, Fal- )

cons, &c. (Maliomedans)j/

Chob-dars, Javelinmen and

Silver-stick Bearers

Turban-makers and Ven-

ders

Farriers (Mahomedans)..

Naicha-bands, Hukka,
snake, Tobacco-pipe-

makers and Dealers

(Mahomedans)

Lime-burners and dealers

(Mahomedans)

Bakers(Mahomedans)

.

Carters, Owners of Carts

for Hire

Elephant-drivers (Maho-
medans)

Camel-drivers (Mahome-
dans)

Gardeners t

Embroiderers (Mahome-
dans)

s

6 Houses.

8 Shops.

10 Houses.

8 Hindus.
6 Mahom.

14 Houses.

2 Hindus.

1 Mahom.

3 Sh ops.

8 Houses.

Horse-cloth-makers, &c.

(Mahomedans)

Average
Earnings per

MonUi.

Rupees.

9 to 10

Remarks.

\'- h"' y. "i
'^'"' "^^ °^ ^P'"'^ ''^'"^ ™°''^

which the f strictly interdicted to Mahome-
government V j^^^ ^^an to Hindus, a Maho-
duty is to I

jnedan publican is rarely found,
be paid. \J

16 Shops.

10 Houses.

4 Shops.

11 Houses.

21 Shops.

11 Hindus.
4 Mahom.

15 Houses.

> 1 House.
j

I
28 Houses. !

/ 144 Hindus. \

) 1 Mahom. (

( 145 Houses. )
|

J-
7 Houses.

> 14 Houses.

4 to 5

4 to 5

10 to 15

4 to 5

4 to 5

7 to 15

4 to 5

2 to 3

6

4 to 5

3 to 4

5 to 6

3 to 4

f Employed in the retinue of public

i officers and noblemen and gen-

{ tleinen.

(The;
) ar

( by

They only supply Mahomedans
and Christians with bread ; the

Indus not eating bread prepared

by strange hands.

( There are 116 bullock carts, private

( and for hire, in this town.

{Native affluence and pomp is much
reduced in the upper provinces.

There were, it is said, a great

many more elephants in Bareilly

some years ago than there are at

present.

[Here, as in all Asiatic towns, both

) within and around the town, are

\ gardens and orchards without

[ number.

5 They make cloth-housings and trap-

\ ings for elephants and horses.
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Trade, &c.

Tent-makers.

Watet^carriers (MahomC'
dans)

Lodas, a caste of field

labourers

Number of Houses,
Shops, &c.

}

21 Houses.

135 Houses.

Mirdehas, Measurers of

Lands (Mahomedans) ...

Patwas, Pearl and Jewel-

stringers (Hindus) ...

Tambolis, Dealers in Betel-

leaf, &c. (Hindus)

Saddlers and Harness-

makers

Calico-printers.

Pastry-cooks and Confec-

tioners

Turners (Mahomedans)

) 20

' 39 Houses.

( 105 Hin
) 15 Mai

> 408 Houses.

J-
70 Houses.

l 22 Houses.

}55 Houses. 1

38 Shops. J

/ 58 Hindus. \

) 60 Mahom. (

(lis Houses. ;

Averiige

Earnings per

Month.

Huitees.

4 to 5

2 to 4

3 to 4

118 Houses.

Milkmen (Mahomedans)...! 15 Houses.

Bhorcliis, Grain-roastersil , ,_ tt
(Hindus) 1

1 14^ Houses.

39 Hindus.
Mahom.

!

105 Hindus.
Mahom. \ I 4 to 25

120 Shops.

5 Houses.

!

4 to 5

4 to 5

4 to 10

Remarks.

7 or 8

5 They make tents, &c. of colton

( cloth.

f

Hindus are their own water-carriers,

and do not bnj water for fear of

pollntion. There are no water.,

pipes, pumps, fountains or cis-

terns in this town : the water is

raised by the hand from wells.

Besides working in the fields, they

winnow and clean rice.

Il

4 to 10

5 to 6

4 to 5

4 to 10

I

("Many are in the employ of Govern-
\} ment; others find occupation in

l_ private measurements.

'The areca nut, lime, and the in-

spissated juice of the catechu-

tree, w ith tile betel leaf, form an
agreeable stimulant, and a fa-

voiu'itc luxury of all who can af-

ford it. The Tambolis prepare

and sell it. The areea nutand the

[

leaf o( the betel vine are mostly
brought from the lower pro-

L vinces.

(They make leather saddles and har-

I ness for horses, and pads for

\ camels, and line haudahs for

\ elephants.

rThey only supply Mahomedans.
I The Hindu will not buy milk

(^ for fear of pollution.

( They roast (or parch) and sell to

I the Chabina-farosh roasted or

\ parched wheat, millet, pease, In-

i dian corn, &c., and the latter class
' sell it again retail.

rSugiir, honey, fruits,, butter, and
various oils are mixed up with
the flour of rice, wheat, Indian

corn, or pease : this is the most
common composition of their

sweetmeats and cakes.

(The paucity of theseartisans shews
the little use there is of house-
hold furniture in India ; we find

no cabinet-makers or uphols-

terers.*

• Most English gentlemen have theirown private carpenters an4 turners, hired by the month, to make

tables, chairs, &c. for them. Bareilly is famous for the brilliant varnish of its chairs, boxes, &c.
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Trade, &c.

Mewatis, Watchmen, Run-
ners (a Mahomedan
tribe)

Basatis, Cloth, Silk, and
fine Carpet-dealers (Ma
homedans)

Number of Houses,
Shops, &c.

Tawaifs, Courtesans (Ma-
homedans)

Khanag'is, a superior sort
of Courtesans (Mahome
dans)

Ramjanis, Courtesans
(Hindus)

Mukhannas, Eunuchs
(Mahomedan)

Zaniina, Eunuchs (Maho-
medans)

V 14 Houses.

) 48 Houses. I

j 39 Shops. /

}

125 Houses.

14 Houses.

18 Houses.

1 House.

Rangrez, Dyers (Mahome-
dans)

Cot-makers (Hindus)

Tailors

Washermen

(
5 Houses.

\ 44 Shops. )

J 18 Houses. /

26 Houses.

f Houses 177 J ,„„^

j Shops (ii
'""*(

(. 173 Ma. lOHin.i

( 101 Hindus. \

) 92 Mahom. (

( 193 Houses. )

Average
Earnings per

Month.

Rupees.

3 to 4

5 to 8

4 to 100*

10 to 150

4 toSOf

5 to 6

5 to 6

4 to 10

4 to 5

4 to 7

4 to 10

Ilemarks.

^Thieving is hereditary in this tribe;

) and according to the old pro-
\ verb they make the best watch-
( men

^Classes of this description are
) much under the control of the
\ Police, who have the means of
( ascertaining their earnings.

Most of these are kept mistresses.

' They gain their livelihood by
, singing.

/They gain their livelihood by
\ singing.J

' Cots or plain couches, made ofwood
plain or varnished, and bamboo
or cotton string bedding, are used
to sleep on by both the middling
and higher classes ; the common
people sleep on the ground.

* At Lucknow, the court of a Mahomedan prince, women of this description often earn above
1,000 ru|>ees (£100) per mensem. Since the fall of Mahomedan power in these provinces, the gains of
this class have greatly diminished.

t The smaller number of Hindu in proportion to Mahomedan courtesans, is a proof of the greater
libertinism of the latter class, as far as regards the population of this town.
Amount of Mahomedan Population 25,585 1 Amount of Hindu Population 40,g05
Houses of Mahomedan Courtesans 139

| Houses of Hindu Courtesans '
jg

t That there are two classes of eunuchs is owing to there being two different modes of emasculation.
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Trade, fee.

Seal-engravers (Mahome-
dans)

Number of Houses,
Shops, &c.

}

Kanjars, a tribe of outcast

Hindus

Fakirs (Mendicants)

Bamboo-splitters (Maho-
medans)

Wire-drawers
dans)

3 Houses.

5 Sliops.

6 Huts.

}

Average
Earnings per

Month-

Rupees.

4. to 5

Remarks.

{

,2 to 3 ; often

much less.
\

I 69 Mahom. \ \^
) 60 Hindus. \ ;„

)lii9 Houses. ) ""

}
4 Houses.

(Mahome-
j. ^ Houses.

I

- > 22 Houses.

J-
16 Houses.

51 Houses.

Kan-mail, Ear-cleaners and
Brusli-makers (Mahome
dans)

Hindu and Mahomedan
Physicians

Greengrocers (Mahome- \
dans) ' /

1

Bhatyaras, a class of people "|

attending strangers in \ j^j houses.
caravanseras ( Mahome-, t

dans)
I

J

vcrageearn-i

various;

not specified.

Mirasis, Men, Women,
and Boy-singers and M
sicians (Mahomedans'

Coarse-leather Stirrup and
Harness-makers and V
ders

150 Hindus.

Barbers ^}}}^ Mahom.

1 268 Houses.

n,
)

u- y 41 H
'"(

and ")

/en- V

li

6 Houses.

Printers and Stampers(Ma- f

homedans) \

Silk-thread Dealers (Hin-

\

das) 7

3 Houses
2 Shops,

2 Shops.

}

3 to 4

4 to 8

3 to 4

4 to 50

4 to 8

4 to 5

4 to 13

5 to 6

4 to 8

4 to 5

4 to 7

A poor trade : this shows want of

wealth in the higher classes who
ought to be their customers.

rThis class sell rope and string

1 made of grass, and catch snakes ;

'' they lead a wandering life and

I
eat the coarsest food, lizards and

vermin of all sorts.

rThey gain their livelihood by beg-

I ging ; many hold charity lands.

I should estimate their earnings

I at more than what many of the

'- industrious classes earn.

'Some of these physicians hold

lands tax-free, granted by Go-

vernment ; and most have other

means besides their earnings by

medical practice. Several prac-

L tice gratis amongst the poor.

The SariiVs or Caravanseras are
•

square courts, containing twen-

ty to forty small rooms un-

furnished, with the ground for a

floor, and more like cells than

I
apartments. Each room has its

I, attendant Bhalyara,

I ( They are continually hired to sing

( and play at festivals, &c.

f They make the rude harness used

\ for country bullock carriages.

'In this country barbers also prac-

tise as surgeons ; many of them

are very expert in the application

of healing plants, but they are

very ignorant of the use of sur-

gical instruments.
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Trade,&c Number of Houses,
Shops, &c.

Cliabina-farosh, Roasted-

f
rain-dealers (Hin
us) ..., :j1

14 Shops.

Kulals, Coarse Earthern ")

Pot and Pan-makers and] J.210
Venders (Hindus) 'j ^

}

Houses. 1

Shops. J

Jats, a caste of Hindus
employed as Watchmen,
Servants, &c. (Hindus)

74 Houses.

Cocoa-nut-dealers (Hindus) 5

Chuna-farosh, Lime and
Mortar-dealers (M
medans)

Rope-dealers (Hindus) ....I

Goat-skin-dressers (Hindus)

and ")

[aho- \

Kid-butchers
dans)

(Mahome-

8

6

16

20

Shops.

Houses. 1

Shops. J

Shops.

Houses.

Ox-butchers
dans)

(Mahome-'

Cotton-dealers (Hindus) ...

Shawl-menders (Mahome-
dans) i

Gandhis, Perfumers (Ma-j
I homedans)

I

Ink-dealers

Brass and Pewter-moul-
ders

34 Houses. 1

10 Shops. /

147 Houses. \
15 Shops. J

10 Shops.

auses. 1

ops. /

9 Houses. 1

7 Shops. ;

1 House. 1

2 Shops, j"

6 Houses. 1

4 Shops. J

8 HoL
4 Shoi

Average
Earnings per

Month.
Remarks.

Rupees.

4 to 5

5 to 6

2^ to5

4 to 5

4 to 5

4 to 3

5 to 6

5 to 6

5 to 6

4 to 3

3 to 6

3 to 6

5 to 10

5 to 15

The lower classes of people lunch
on roasted or parched grain,

as in Europe on a crust of bread
anil cheese. This class buy the

I parched grain or chabina of the

I Bhorchis above mentioned, and
^ sell it retail.

r*Mahomcdanscook theirfood chiefly

< in metallic vessels ; Hindus use

L almost entirely earthen vessels.

{

In the interior of the district there

are numbers of this caste, which
includes numerous robbers.

CCocoa-nuts are chiefly produced
.; in and imported from the eastern

l^ provinces, Bengal, Behar, &c.

''The Hindus being prohibited the

use of cow-leather, make their

shoes or sandals, book-bindings,

^ ttc. of kid, deer, or sheep-skin.

''The number of these butchers
proves what a considerable arti-

cle of food, kid and goat's-flesh

- is.

• Bareilly being formerly the capital of a .Mahomedan state, cows and oxen have from time immemorialbeen s augh.ered and sold within the town. The Hindus are now constantly protesting, and liTo jagainst what they consider a great sacrilege.
pemionmg

Vol. I. 3 jj
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Trade, &<?.

Salt-dealers (Hindus)

Number of Houses,
Shops, &c.

12 Shops.

Shirini-farosh,

Sweet-meats
Idols (Hindus

I

,
Dealers in! "i

i, offerings to' > 1 Shop,

us) }

Wood-merchants and dea-

lers (Hindus and Maho-
medans)

Rag-sellers (Hindus) 27 Houses,

}
12 Shops.

Khatis, Bullock

and Palanliee

(Hindus)

1

-carriagejl

n-inukers V

Bamboo-dealers (Hindus)

Bazigars, Tumble
Rope-dancers (Mahome-
dans)

lers and^
Mahome- >

83 Houses.

15 Houses.

12 Houses.

Refinersof Dross of Metals,
| ^ ^^^^^^

(Mahomedans) J

Banjaras, Carriers an

Bullock-drivers (Mahi

medans)*
"1 2't Houses.

Average
Earnings per
Month. !

Remarks.

Rupees.

4 to 8

(The Pansarh, or grocers, also

sell salt. The persons now
mentioned arc the importers,

I

V and sell chiefly by wholesale.

^ This profitable manufacture of

50 to 100
:

-< sweet ott'erings to the gods ap-

(^
pears to be a monopoly.

10 to 40

Horse-breakers and Train- 1 g j^^^^^^ (

ers (Mahomedans) j (

2 to 7

3 to 4

5 to 10

2 to 4

2 to 6

4 to 10

j
4 to 7 when
employed.

I

There are 175 bullock-carriages,

private and for hire, in the town

of Bareilly. They are a sort of

covered cart drawn by two oxen

abreast, in which the hi;^lier and

middling order of natives travel.

They let out bullocks for the

transport of military stores, and
of private merchandize.

* The tribe of Banjaras is very numerous, both in Hindustan and in the Deccan. Those in Roliil-

cund are all converts from Hinduism to the faith of Mahomed ; they boast of being originally descended

from some of the most noble of the Hindu tribes of Rajputs, as Paivdrs^ ChandclSy Sun/a-vansiy &c.

In the Bareilly district, there are calculated to be about 14,000 inhabitants of this description. These

people pride themselves on the recollection of the warlike exploits of their Rajput ancestors. Many

of them repeat from memory long poems recording their deels of arms, of a period prior to the first

Mahomedan invasion, or more than 800 years ago. I have frequently heard them singing these tradi-

tionary poems, accompanied by the tambour and guitar. Besides carrying merchandize, the Sanjitras

find employment in cultivating lands, and in winnowing rice by contract for the neighbouring farmers.

Their conversion from Hinduism was probably effected some centuries ago.
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Trade, 8:c.
Number of Houses,

Shops, S:c.

Chabuk-faiosh, Whip and,

Kora-makers and Deal-:

ers (Mahomedans)

Khakrobs, Sweepers, Sca-

vengers, &c. (Mahoine-
dan or Hindu outcasts)

Chamars, a Tribe of Hind
outcasts

}

}

7 Houses.

74 Huts.

120 Huts.

Korwars, a caste

dus who sell gr

markets and str

e of Hin-pl
ain in the V 25
reels J

Houses.

Kisans, a caste of Hindu
Husbandmen

Kurmi, a caste of Hindu
Husbandmen

Omraos, a caste of Hindu
Husbandmen I

Joshis, a caste of Hindu
Mendicants

Ahirs, Herdsmen (Hin-
dus)

Kolars, Corn-factors and
Dealers (Hindus)

Buttermilk-dealers

85 Houses.

24 Houses.

287 Houses.

15 Houses.

185 Houses.

134 Houses.

3 Shops.

Average
\

Earnings per

.

Month.
I

Remarks.

Rupees.

4 to 5

2 to 5

2 to 3

4 to 10

2 to 6

4 to 8

2 to 6

5 to 6

2 to 6

10 to 15

4 to 11

Tbe kora is an instrument of
severe corporal punishment, like

the Russian ^-Hou^ A dexterous

hand can inflict death with it at

one blow. It is even now used

for criminal punishment; but the

breast and loins of the person

to be flogged are always first

covered with a thick leather waist-

coat, to prevent fatal accidents.

^They work in the fields as labourers

1 or prepare cow-leather, a nd make
shoes, or carry burthens. They
drink arrack, eat cow's-flesh, and

I

practise other things which the

L Hindus reckon abominations.

r They cultivate the fields and kitchen

gardens around the town : this is

a very industrious class. The

I

same remark is applicable to
^ the two following classes.

- This class cultivate fields bearing

I

the superior kinds of produce, as

tobacco, cotton, roses, &c.

'They cultivate round the town
;

also winnow, clean, and grind

corn and rice. The wives of

the agricultural classes now
mentioned share equally in their

labours.

!They are chiefly employed in the

transport of grain from the coun-
try to the town, and its expor-
tation to the provinces on the

other side the Ganges.

On a view of the detailed classification above exhibited, it cannot but im-

mediately strike the observation how very backward and imperfect is the

subdivision of labour ; and how very few are the trades and manufactures

in this, the chief town of the very extensive and populous province of

Rohilkfiand. The same remark is indeed applicable to all the principal

towns of llindusthan ; the same indisputable signs of deficiency of capital,

3 R 2
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and want of industry, are found in all. Compare any town in the civilized

parts of Europe, containing a population of 66,000 inhabitants, with Bareilly,

and how many more varieties of trade and manufacture will be found in it,

than this statement shews ! Tiiis is no doubt in some measure to be attributed

to the nature of the climate, in which man has less occasion for quantity and

variety of clothing, food, and houseliold furniture than in Europe. The
Hindu religion, that so strictly inculcates the dread of pollution, both in

food and in dress, does also no doubt materially contribute to diminish the

number of trades in Indian towns:* still although these circumstances do

certainly tend to restrict the multiplication of handicrafts, the poverty of the

people, and their low advance in civilization, must be admitted to be the

principal cause. The very limited diffusion of wealth, and consequently the

little demand for the conveniences and luxuries of life, limit the number

of trades and manufactures to a very insignificant amount. The nations of

Europe have very little idea of the actual condition of the inhabitants of

Hindusthan : they are more wretchedly poor than we have any notion of.

Europeans have hitherto been too apt to draw their opinions of the wealth

of Hindusthan from the gorgeous pomp of a few emperors, sultans, nawabs,

and rajas ; whereas a more intimate and accurate view of the real state of

society would have shewn, that these princes and nobles were engrossing

all the wealth of tlie country, whilst the great body of the people were

earning but a bare subsistence, groaning under intolerable burthens, and

hardly able to supply themselves with the necessaries of life, much less witli

its luxuries. The statement of monthly earnings given in tliis enumeration

is rather over than underrated: but it may serve to convey some notion of the

comparative poverty of this people. The average rate of earnings appears

to be from five shillings to eight sliiliings per month (taking the rupee at

the exchange of two shillings). Wheat is the food of the higher classes in

Hindusthan (by Hindusthan is meant the northern provinces of our Indian

empire, between the Nerbada and the Setlcj) ; but though wheat is

three times cheaper in Hindusthan than in England, yet the earnings of both

* Actuated by this superstitious notion, the greater part of the Hindus cook their own

victuals, make and mend their own clothes, and wash their own linen ; and even the higher

classes chiefly employ their own private servants in those offices, instead of resorting to shops

for the supply of their wants. Hence butchers and bakers are wanting, and tailors and washer-

men not numerous, in the Hindu part of the community.
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the middling and lower classes are too scanty to enable either class to live

on such an article of luxury. Tlie former mix with wheat, split-peas,

vetches, and other vegetable productions : the lower classes subsist upon

barley, millets, maize, tares, vetches, &c. But this is luxury compared with

the food of the lower classes in the villages ; their earnings, rising only

from four shillings to six shillings per mensem, force a recourse to tlie

vilest food. Tiie more scrupulous castes are obliged to mix witli the coarse

grains above-mentioned, wild roots, herbs, and insects ; while the outcasts,

as the numerous race of Chamurs, Kanjars, Diisdds, &c., scruple not to

eat vermin, dead fish, and carrion.

The statistical information above given affords abundant proof of the

superior industry of the Hindu to that of the Mahomedan. Of the

Hiildus nearly four-fifths are here found to be engaged in retail trade and

manufactures : of the Mahomedan part of the population, only about three-

fiftiis are engaged in the same pursuits. The Mahomedans of tliis part of

tlie world iiave hitherto been little used to money-getting trades and
professions : war and sovereign rule have been their chief occupations.

On the other hand, accumulation of wealth has for ages been the darlintr

jjassion of the Hindu ; their maxims, and habits of life, peculiarly fit them
for retail trades, commerce and manufactures.

It will be observed that, setting aside the Nurbcifs, who are con-

jectured to have been originally converts from Hinduism, the industry of

the Mahomedans in Bareilly is, for the most part, confined to manufactures

having relation to war, as sword cutlery, bow and arrow making, saddlery,

farriery, elephant, camel or bullock driving, horse dealing, &c. ; or to those

fine arts, inventions and luxuries, which may be supposed to have been in-

duced by their forefathers from Persia or Arabia, as the manufiicture of

fine carpets, embroidery, hukkas, book-binding, and the trades of dyers,

tobacco and beer dealers, engravers, turners, &c., or to trades which religious

obstacles prevent the Hindu from exercising, as those of shoemakers,

curriers, butchers, bakers, tailors^, water-carriers, milk-dealers, &c.

In the distribution of industry above exhibited, the i)olitical economist

will not find much to gratify his ardour for social improvement. The amount

of labour, a])plied to the production even of the conveniences of life, he

will find very limited, and what is employed in the cultivation of the fine

arts, or in the supply of the luxuries of civilized society, very small indeed
;

he will regret, that division of labour, ingenuity, and enterprize, should
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be so much impeded, not only by the fetters of caste and custom, but by

want of capital ; and will be inclined to wonder how, under the government

of a nation so eminently civilized and skilled in arts and manufactures as

Great Britain, the manufactures of India should still continue to be carried

on in the rudest and most unproductive style of process.

On the other hand, he cannot fail to anticipate a great increase of the

comforts and conveniences of life in India, and a most material improve-

ment in the state of society, from the application of the arts and skill of

Europe to the very imperfect manufactures of Hindusthan. Tlie facility of

such improvements will more particularly strike liim with relation to those

articles which may be considered the staple productions of this part of India,

and which are the chief subjects of its manufacturing industry in this town,

such as cotton, sugar, leather, wood, stick-lac, glass, earthen-ware, &c.

When will their rude wooden sugar-presses, their awkward, ill-fashioned tools

and instruments, and their earthern pots and earthen furnaces, be exchanged

for some portiofi of the machinery of Europe ? It is needless to observe

how much even the smallest improvement in their rude machinery must

assist labour and facilitate production.
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XXVI. Report of a Journeij into the Batak Country, in the interior of

Sumatra, in the year 1824.. By Messrs. Burton and Ward, Baptist

Missionaries. Coimmmicaied by the late Sir St.imford Rjfi-les, Kt.

Read April 22, 182(5.

Journal.

In accordance with a desire of" the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Stamford

Raffles, and in pursuance of the objects of the mission to the Bataks, we left

the village of Sibolga on Friday the 30th of April 1824, for the purpose of

visiting the populous districts inland of the bay of Tappanooly. The general

opinion of the ferocity of the Batak character, together with the represen-

tations of various individuals residing in the bay, had lecj us to view the

enterjirize as somewhat hazardous and difficult. The previously limited

intercourse of Europeans with the interior, had reduced them to the neces-

sity of depending upon the natives of the coast and the adjacent mountains

for their information relative to those parts : these, from a habit of here-

ditary depredation on their more inland neigiibours, having imbibed towards

them sentiments and feelings to their prejudice, had generally presented the

most unfavourable view of their character and disposition. Unfortunately,

the well-attested practice of cannibalism, in some of its most odious forms,

so disgusting and horrible to the imagination of civilized nations, had

served to corroborate their worst representations ; and a barrier had thus been

raised against almost every effort of research into an extensive and pojiu-

lous country, for more than a century bordered by our settlements and fac-

tories, and the exclusive source of some ofour most valuable articles ofcom-

merce. Except a journey performed upwards of fifty years ago by Messrs.

Miller and Holloway, wliicii appears to have been extended scarcely beyond

the woody hills on the west, we are not aware of any personal communication

of Europeans with what may properly be called the Batak country, the

open plains, and more level districts between the mountains and the straits

of Malacca. Should the reception we experienced on this occasion be

followed by farther intercourse and more accurate information, we have

reason to anticipate a change of opinion on some points, which have hitherto
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led mankind to regard these people with sentiments of aversion and

terror.

Being informed that the mountains at the back of old Tappanooly

were easier of ascent than those in other parts, we proceeded by water, and

reached the river of that name at 11 a. m. of the same day. Here we

arranged the party, which consisted of sixteen coolies or porters, two servants,

and ourselves, altogether making twenty. AVe carried with us a musket, a

fowling-piece, a sabre, and two pairs of pocket-pistols ; the latter intended

as presents, should occasion require any to be made. Our baggage consist-

ed of provisions and cooking utensils, clean clothes, bedding, and a small

quantity of cloth and tobacco for barter and presents. Thus equipped and

laden, an old union-jack closed the rear of our train.

For two hours the path lay over a grassy plain or valley, having at inter-

vals patches of cultivation, and intersected by mountain streams, which

uniting at the distance of two miles from the bay, form the river of Tappa-

nooly. We observed a herd of small black cattle in excellent condition,

pasturing in the vicinity of half a dozen Batak villages, from which supplies

are occasionally afforded to the shipping which visit the bay. At one

o'clock we began to ascend the first range of mountains, and reached a

village named Parik Debdta, situated on the opposite side, about half-past

five. The road lay over an assemblage of hills so irregularly clustered, as

to afford but a faint resemblance of the distinct ranges in the southern parts

of the island. At the foot of the hills upon which Parik Debdta was

situated the fire-arms were discharged—a useful practice of the Bataks, to

signify the peaceable approach of travellers and persons of distinction. The

salute was returned by the chief and several of his people, who met us in a

friendly manner at a short distance from the top of the hill, and conducted

us to the principal house in the village. Here we spent the night with much

comfort, and the next morning received the same marks of respect as are

paid to the most distinguised visitors. After partaking of a meal in the

house of the chief, as a token of friendship, and mutually exchanging

civilities, he conducted us himself over the next stage of our journey.

Parik Debdta commands an extensive view of the district of Pagaran

Lambung, which occupies a space bounded by a prolongation of the first

and second great ranges of mountains, and contains ten or twelve villages,

averaging from two hundred and fifty to three hundred souls. The surface

of this tract of country consisted almost exclusively of hills of various
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dimensions, covered with wood except in the vicinity of the villages, where

they were partially cleared for the cultivation of the sweet potatoe. Every

hill of the vast number within this compass appeared to give rise to a stream

or two of water. These variously winding round the base of the smaller

hills, descended to the middle of the valley between the two ranges, and

formed a considerable river, which passing rapidly over a bed of rocks in a

northerly direction, falls into the sea at Kolam, a village about twelve

miles to the north of Tappanooly. The soil of Pagaran Lambung may be

generally described as consisting of a friable, red, and sometimes greyish

clay, covered with a thin layer of black vegetable mould. The hilly nature

of the ground seems to have assisted the heavy rains in carrying off that

deposit of forest mould, which in the lapse of time must necessarily have

been formed on a more even surface. Vegetation, however, was luxuriant

and abundant in every situation ; and we doubt not that, under the direc-

tion of skill and industry, cultivation might be carried on to considerable

advantage. Camphor, gambir, and benzoin trees were plentiful, and in

great perfection ; and we observed a variety of singular plants, which would

have doubtless proved interesting to the botanist. The country seems to be

tolerably free from wild beasts, as we met with but a single track, said to

be that of a rhinoceros, during the whole of the journey.

After pursuing our route with much fatigue for six hours, accompanied

by the chief of Parik Debdta, we rested for the night at a village about the

middle of the district. Early the next morning, being Sunday, we pro-

ceeded to a neighbouring village, and spent the day chiefly in conversation

with the people. On Monday morning we resumed our journey, and in

four hours passed Huta Tinggi* a village situated on an elevated part of

the second range, and forming the eastern boundary of the district of

Pagaran Lambung. Pursuing the path from Huta Tinggi over woody hills

and deep valleys for some distance as before, we at length entered a more
open country, where the hills sank to mere undulations, and table-land

covered chiefly with long coarse grass ; the ravines alone remaining woody, as

in the vicinity of Bencoolen. A rapid march of five hours from Huta Tinggi

brought us to a dirty hamlet, on a romantic spot at the foot of a lofty moun-

• " The high fort." Huta is the Kota of the Hindus and Malays. In many other words, it

may be observed that the pronunciation of i is changed to h W. M.

Vol. I. 3 S
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tain, where we took up oiir lodgings for the night, receiving such comfort,

amidst rain and cold and mud, as the misei-able inmates could afford.

At an early liour on Tuesday morning we were conducted to the opposite

side of the mountain, and gratified by a delightful view of the Toba dis-

tricts, which presented themselves at an immense distance through an

avenue of the hills. The woodlands had already given place to grassy

plains ; and the mountain on which we stood had been cleared on every side

for cultivation, merely retaining its original forest in a tuft at the top. On
descending its verdant side we entered, a valley richly cultivated; and although

we actually obseiTed for the present but few men or habitations, every thing

indicated our approach to an extensive population. The valley may be

described as three mUes in length and a fourth of a mile in breadth, winding

so variously amongst the hills, as to present almost at every step a new and

distinct prospect. A mountain stream meandering throughout its extent,

and terminating in a fine cascade, contributed equally to its beauty and fer-

tiHty. Its surface, perfectly even, presented a continued chain of rice fields

almost ready for the sickle. Tiie soil now became sandy and grey, and the

hills were entirely free from wood, and planted with the sweet potatoe in

many instances to the very tops. The beauty and variety of the scene,

contrasted with the rugged wilds of nature, to which we had become ac-

customed, produced in our minds an effect so delightful, that had our jour-

ney terminated here, we might have concluded that nothing could have

surpassed this prospect.

The path at length led us through a cleft in the hills, where oui' attention

was arrested by the fall of the rivulet. On turning aside to view it, a portion

of the district of Silindung discovered itself through a break of the trees.

Language cannot express the astonishment which we felt when we leached

the brow of the hill, and obtained a more extensive view. Even the coolies,

at this unexpected scene, appeared for a moment transfixed to the spot, and

with one accord cast down their burdens, and burst into expressions of the

warmest admiration. The principal object of the picture was an even plain,

ten or twelve miles long and three broad, forming a vast unbroken field of

rice. A fine broad river, with numberless tributary streams winding through

the plain from end to end, and supplying artificial aqueducts for irrigation

in every direction, served nuich to adorn it ; but the number of villages

along its border and scattered over its surface, and the concourse of people

assembled at a market in its centre, together with the variety of objects
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inseparable from the busy haunts of man, rendered it interesting beyond

expression. The plain was surrounded by hUls from five hundred to one

thousand feet high, in a state of cultivation ; and the whole surrounding

country was perfectly free from wood, except the summits of two or three

mountains, said to be the abode of monstrous serpents and evil spirits. Here

we rested for a time to contemplate the prospect and prepare to descend

into the plain, not omitting to discharge our muskets, the customary salute

to signify our approach.

Having been joined on the way by several chiefs of villages returning

from a trading journey to Tappanooly, we were invited by the principal of

them to take up our abode with him. His village was situated in the

centre of the plain, and happened to be the seat of the market on the day

of our arrival. Several inducements led us to embrace his offer ; and having

placed ourselves under his protection, we were conducted through crowds

of spectators, whose surprise and curiosity it was difficult to satisfy. The
news of the arrival of white men quickly reached the market, and drew
forth the whole assembly to meet us. Before we reached the bank of the

principal river, over which it was necessary to pass, we were completelv

surrounded and prevented from advancing ; not, however, from any thing

hostile, but from extreme curiosity. The object of greatest interest, next

to our persons, was a double-baiTelled gun, which, it had been reported,

fired twice together ; and we were not suffered to proceed a step until we
had demonstrated the reality of this singidar power. Indeed, the conduct

of the multitude during the whole of the day, reminded us strongly of

what is described ofthe first appearance ofthe Spaniards in America, not only

with regard to surprise and curiosity, but as it respects that simpUcity and

imbecility, which seem so strikingly to have marked the American character.

We were at length permitted to cross the river, the road leading directly

from which to the village was so thickly crowded with people, that it was

found impossible to pass : our guide, therefore, conducted us by a circui-

tous path to the market-place, where the respectable old men and the cliiefs,

with immense brass pipes, were seated in a circle to receive us. Here the

noise and pressure became greater than ever, and before we had been in

the circle two minutes, it became necessary to remove and take shelter in

the house ; several of the chiefs clearing the way with their pipes, which

were thus conveniently converted into formidable weapons of offence.

We had not been long under cover when it began to rain impetuously ; but

3 S 2
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nothing could pacify the clamour of the people until we could exhibit

ourselves to public view : it was therefore recommended that we should

ascend a loft at the gable end of the house fronting the street, where we

sat exposed for several hours, and added to the novelty of the scene by dis-

playing a telescope, a raarinei-'s compass, a pair of spectacles, a case of

mathematical instruments, some printed books, and in fact every article

about us, even the meanest of which attracted notice and applause.

We were scarcely less interested by the internal appearance of the

villages, than we had previously been by that of the surrounding country.

The one subordinate to our host consisted of twenty-four houses, in a

straight line, with the gable ends uniformly facing the street, and separated

from each other by a vacant space of three or four yards. The opposite

side was formed by a corresponding row of open buildings on the same

model, somewhat smaller, appropriated by night for the sleeping places of

the young men, and by day to the more public occupations of the family.

The space between the ceiling and the roof was used as a granary, and as a

depot for the skulls of their enemies. Each house was elevated five or six

feet above the ground, on large wooden posts or pUlars. The side walls, made

of plank, were carried about four feet above the floor, projecting outward-

ly from bottom to top : the ends were formed by a similar projection, con-

tinued to the apex of the roof, and forming a kind of inclined gable. The

roof appeared disproportionately large, being very high, sunk in the middle,

raised and projecting at the ends, and surmounted at each apex with an imi-

tation of a bullock's head and horns ; thus affording a convenient shelter in

the street from the rain and sun. Tiie entrance, unlike that of the Batak

houses on the coast, was by a trap-door in the floor from beneath. The in-

terior contained no separate apartments, but formed a single room, thirty

or forty feet by twenty. In each of the four corners was a fire-place

;

but having neither windows nor vent for the smoke, it became almost in-

tolerable to remain long within. A large shelf, or loft, extending along

the middle and sides, together with a wooden jar or two, or a chest

scooped out of the trunk of a tree, and a few dishes and cooking utensils,

constituted the principal articles of furniture. Of the detail and economy

of the interior, however, we can give but a faint idea. Something may be

conjectured from the fact, that each house is peopled with no fewer than from

thirty to fifty inmates. The liouses were constructed generally of excellent

materials, exhibiting marks of superior workmanship, and in many instances
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ornamented with carving and paint. The villages were clean; and the
females occupied in the manufacture of cloth, and surrounded by numbers of
playful children, afforded a pleasing idea of industry, health, and domes-
ticity.

It was our original intention to have proceeded as far as the great lake of
Toba; but the unexpected circumstance of meeting so large a population, and
the recurrence ofa disease to which one ofus was occasionally subject, rendered
it necessary to relinquish that plan, and content ourselves for the present with
the progress already effected. After some days, therefore, spent in visits

and festivity, we ascended some of the highest of the surrounding hills, for
the purpose of viewing the country beyond the district of Silindung. In
one instance two guides accompanied us from the principal chief, with
directions to impart all the information they could ; in another, two were
sent by a different chief, with similar instructions. Two of these guides
were born on the borders of the lake and had spent the principal part of their

lives there : and they appeared the more worthy of credit, because their ac-
counts, although delivered at different times and in different places, very
generally coincided.

They pointed out the middle of the lake as being in the direction of N.E.
and by N. from the spot where we stood, which would make it probably N.E.
from Tappanooly. From the distance at which they placed the extremities on
each side of this point, we calculated its direct length to be about sixty or
seventy miles. The reports of its breadth were various ; but we should judge
it to be from fifteen to twenty miles. It was described as having an island,

a mile, perhaps, in diameter, situated near the centre. On this a periodical
market is held, to which a variety of commodities are carried from the
surrounding shores, in long narrow boats, worked by from forty to sixty
paddles. From the extent of the lake, tire water is said to be so rough in
tempestuous weather as to endanger the safety even of these. They repre-
sented a deep and rapid river, named Ayik Bakdru, as emptying itself into
the northern end from the mountains of Dairi, in the interior of Sinkul

:

besides tliis, numbers of smaller streams were said to fall into it from every
quarter. The vast quantities of water flowing into it from these various
sources, induced us to inquire respecting an outlet ; but upon this subject
we could gain no clear or satisfactory information.

We observed on the eastern side a range of lofty mountains, extending from
the northern extremity about half the length of the lake, when it terminated
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abruptly, leaving the country on the south-eastern side low and open. The
southern extremity seemed involved in utter obscurity, and none of our in-

quiries relative to an outlet in that part elicited a direct or satisfactory answer.

After much inquiry and explanation, we were therefore obliged to content

ourselves with a supposition founded on the situation of the lake and the

general appearance of the surrounding country :—with scarcely any recollec-

tion of the eastern coast, except that it is to a great extent low, covered

with jungle, and subject to inundations of the tide, we concluded that the lake

must have an outlet, lost perhaps in the jungle, or otherwise destitute of a

freecommunication with the sea.

We had concluded our inquiries relative to the lake the first time we
ascended the hills, and had reverted to the surrounding scenerj', when the

guide voluntarily added, that the waters rose and fell twice a day, perpen-

dicularly from a cubit to two feet. As he liad never been in the vicinity

of the sea, he was wholly unacquainted with the ebbing and flowing of the

tide, and attributed the motion of the lake to the power either of the spirits

inhabiting it or of their principal chief, whose dominion seemed to rest

chiefly on the basis of superstition. Extraordinary as this circumstance ap-

peared, our inquiries respecting it were suffered to rest until we ascended a

higher hill with other guides : it was then, together with the preceding par-

ticulars, fully corroborated, and all our questions on the subject were after-

wards answered to the same effect, with un nimity and distinctness. It was

farther added, that at the full and change of the moon tlie rise and fall of the

water were greater, it sometimes rising even to a level with the surrounding

bank. The only alteration this important fact made in our first conclusion was,

that instead of so obscure an outlet as we had supposed, it must have a more

considerable one, but of what nature we were still at a loss to determine.

On our return to the coast, we perceived the mouth of the river Rakkan to

be laid down in Mr. Marsden's map at so small a distance from the southern

extremity of the lake, as to suggest the probability of a communication

between them. A chief at Tappmiooly afterwards informed us of a tradi-

tion of the Bataks, sufficient to account for their ignorance respecting the

outlet : he said there was a certain point towards the south-east which they

regarded as the abode of evil spirits, and beyond which should they presume

to pass, their temerity would be punished with immediate destruction.

This belief would be powerful enough, we feel convinced, to deter the

superstitious Bataks from venturing to pass that limit.
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The space situated between Silindung aud Toba comprises the district of

Butiir, an elevated and even tract of country, of which we obtained a wide

and agreeable prospect. It appeared to be about thirty miles long and

twenty broad, bounded on the north-east by Toba, on the north-west by a

range of lofty mountains running apparently east and west, on the south-

west by Silindung, and on the south-east by a broken hilly tract, extending

southward probably to the district of Angkola. The northern parts seemed
well adapted to the purposes of cultivation, and had accordingly been thus

appropriated to a considerable extent. The whole plain was perfectly free

from wood, and presented, as far as the eye could discern, a vast unbroken
field of verdure. On a farther examination with the telescope, it was dis-

covered to be thickly studded with small detaclied huts of straw, so

diminished by the distance as to give the idea of flocks of sheep or pieces

of rock scattered over its surface. To each of these was attached a field

or patch of mountain rice. The villages, wherever discernible, were left

open and without defence ; and the smoke arising at every point of view,

with the serenity which seemed to pervade the whole, conveyed an idea

of peace and security that we had seldom witnessed since we quitted our

native land.

Under one of the hills on the eastern side of Siliiidung a hot spring was
pointed out ; but inifortunately we deferred visiting it until the evening

previous to our return, when it became too late to bestow on it the attention

which it seemed to deserve. The water bubbled up in a number of places

within the compass of fifty yards, and formed a rapid stream, a foot wide and

six inches deep. We had no thermometer with us, but on its first issuing

forth we judged it to be about the temperature of one hundred and eighty

degrees of Fahrenheit. It had deposited lime in such abundance, as to have

covered about an acre of land with a bed several feet thick. From this the

natives procure a supply to eat with the gambir leaf, calcining it in the usual

manner. The sirih, or betel-leaf, appears to have been but recently in-

troduced, the use of it being very hmited. Besides lime, the water seemed
to hold in solution a metal, which it deposited, in some places, of a rusty buff,

and in others of a green colour. Of its medicinal qualities we are unable

to speak, having learnt nothing farther than that the natives use it to

strengthen the appetite, and to obviate the inconvenience arising from an

overburthened stomach.

At seven o'clock a. m. of the 11th of May we quitted Silindung, on our
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return to the coast, and arrived at Huta Tinggi at four in the afternoon.

After partaking of a hearty meal, we were amused for a couple of hours

with pantuns, or provincial songs, by a company of women forming a circle

in front of our abode, who for that space of time continued to sing or chaunt

them, almost without intermission, to a motion of the hands and feet.

We left this kampung, or enclosed village, at seven o'clock the following

morning, and at half past three in the afternoon took up our lodgings for

the night at a village on the western range of mountains, named Naga

Timbal. Here we slept within a couple of yards of the skull of a man who

had been eaten, which was suspended as a trophy in a public building.

The next morning at eight o'clock we resumed our journey, and reached

Sibolga, on the shores of the bay, at two o'clock, having performed the

journey from the plain of Silindung to this spot in twenty-three hours and

a half, including about six hours consumed in occasional rests on the way.

Nothing seemed worthy of observation on our return, except that between the

first and second ranges we struck off into the road leading directly to Sibolga,

which we found in every respect preferable to that leading to Tappanooly.

To the above memoranda of our journey we subjoin a few observations on

the countiy, the character, the institutions, and the language of the Bataks,

partly derived from the journey itself, and partly the result of previous

acquaintance with these subjects.

Situation of the Country.

Tlie country known by the name of the Batak^ country may be described

generally as comprising the whole of that part of Sumatra which is situated

between the Equator and 2^° north latitude, with the exception of a few

Malay settlements at the mouths of the rivers on either coast. On the north-

west it is bounded by Acheen, and on the south-east by the Malay countries of

Rawa and Manayjg/cabaxv. It is divided into numerous districts, the prin-

cipal of which are Toba, Mandeling, Angkola, Humbang, and Si Nambila.

The district of Toba, which is the largest of these, is again subdivided into

Toba Silindung, Toba Hblbang, and Toba Linton.

Proceeding in a north-easterly direction across the island from Ayir Bangi,

we meet with the Batak districts o{Lubu and Maiiambin. Proceeding in the

same direction from Nattal, we meet with the districts of Palampungan and

Mandeling. Going from Batang Tara, we meet with those of Angkola, Baru-

mint, and Sama Janibu ; from Tappanooly, with those of Pagaran Lambung,
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Toha SiUndung, Butur, Toha Holbang, and the district of Humbang. Pro-
ceeding north-east from Barus,v/e meet with the districts of Toba Union and
Si Nambila ; from SinM, witli tlie district called Dairi ; and from Tarumon
with the districts o? Alas, Karaxv, and Ria, extending in the interior nearly
to the northern extremity of the island.

The lake of Toba, the middle of which, as already observed, bears about
north-east from the settlement at Tappanooly, is situated near the centre of
the Batak country, and the most populous districts are those upon its bor
ders. It has on its west sideToZ»« Holbang and Toba Linton; on its east
the district ofHumbang, which extends nearly to the eastern coast; and at
Its north-west end, that of Si Nambila.

Origin.

In answer to various questions on the origin of the Bataks, the principal
chief of Sdtndung informed us that they considered themselves the first
people who had settled in Sumatra; but that the traditions respecting the
mother country were lost, except that it was situated far to the east beyond
the sea. That they first landed somewhere to the eastward of the lake • and
having discovered the conveniences it afl^orded, they settled on its boilers
That having greatly multiplied in the course of time, numbers removed to
the plain of SiUndung. That by a farther increase of population, the
districts of Dairi to the north, and of Angkola to the south, were succes-
sively occupied

;
and that the inhabitants of the latter gradually extended

themselves to Manangkabaxv, which eventually acquired more consequence
than all the rest. To these particulars he superadded the story of Alexan
der the Great, who is said to have divided his empire amongst his three
sons, leaving one sultan of Roum, another of China, and a third of Manan^
kabau. He said that the Sultan of Manangkaban^, in the height of his powe*
made a tour of the island, and appointed the principal chiefs to their
repect.ve governments; that after making a proper choice for the Bataks
he gave them a sign which should always in future distinguish the proper
successor, and that they have been guided by that' sign ever since. The
sign ,s a black spot under the tongue. On asking how the Bataks regarded the
Sultan of Manangkabaw at the present day, and whether they would submit to
his authority, he assured us that he was still considered as the sovereign of
the country, superior to their own immediate chiefs, and that a simple order
from him would, in every part, meet with the utmost submission. What

Vol. I. g 'p
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degree of credit may be due to these vague traditions, on the subject of the

original peophng of these islands, we cannot pretend to say.

Bopulation.

The district of Toha Silindung contains eighty-two villages, which we
supposed to be inhabited by eighty or one hundi'ed thousand souls. Toba

Holbang and Toba Linton were represented by the natives as much larger

and more pojjulous ; and Humbang as greatly exceeding either of these.

Si Nambila contains a hundred and twenty kampiings ; and keeping the pro-

portion of Silindung we may suppose its inhabitants to exceed a hundred

thousand.

Of the extensive provinces of Anglcola and Mandeling, as well as of

Dairi, Alas, Butur, and the other smaller districts, our information is very

limited ; but we cannot suppose, upon a loose and general calculation, that

the population of the whole Batak country can fall much short of a million

and a half.

Personal Appearance.

In their personal appearance the Bataks of Silindung struck us as bearing

a considerable resemblance to the Hindus. They are generally of a middle

stature, well made and robust, and their features (particularly the nose) are

rather prominent. They possess smooth skins, of a lighter colour than the

people on the coast. They wear .the hair long, and tied at the top of the

head in the manner of the Hindus ; and the women part their hair in front

precisely like the women in India. Amongst the crowds by which we were

constantly surrounded, we do not recollect a single instance of natural de-

formity. The countenances of the children are mostly agreeable, uniting in

their expression mildness with great vivacity ; but on attaining the age of

ten or twelve years, their front teeth are filed down nearly to the gum, and

the stump blackened, which exceedingly injures their appearance. Females

arrived at years of maturity have generally lost all traces of beauty;

which cannot excite surpiise, when it is considered that most of the labours

of the field, as well as the drudgery of the house, and the manufacture of

cloth, devolve upon them.

Dress.

The men wear two cloths, of various colours in stripes, about two yards

and a half in length ; one fastened round the waist with a belt and hanging
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down to the feet, the other loosely throwTi over the shoulders as a shawl.

Those worn by the chiefs are fringed at the ends with a deep border, neatly

and curiously worked with the needle. The head-dress of the common
people is usually a belt of straw or bark tied round the head, a little

above the ears, leaving the top bare ; a wreath, also, formed of a green

shrub, is not uncommon. That of the more respectable people is

formed of a piece of blue or white foreign cloth, five cubits long, tied

round in the same way, leaving the two ends protruding, one over one ear,

the other over the opposite eye. The chiefs wear also moderate-sized ear-

rings of gold. The women have no head-dress; and after marriage only

one cloth, fastened round the loins, the parts above being perfectly exposed.

Previously to marriage they have an additional garment covering the

breasts : but in the vicinity of the lake this practice was said to be reversed,

the married women covering the bosom, and those unmarried leaving it

exposed. The daughters of the chiefs have sometimes thick brass wire

twisted about their wrists, and if unmarried, a few strings of beads round
their necks. The children go naked to the age of six or eight years, or

even longer. When the men leave their villages, they carry with them a

bag, made sometimes of mat, sometimes of goat's-skin, containing tobacco,

gambir, sirih, chunam, &c. To the neck of the bag is attached a thick

brass chain, three or four feet in length, usually terminating with a pair of

large flat iron nippers for plucking out the beard. This chain forms a

counterpoise in front when the bag is thrown over the shoulder.

The people o? Silindunguse neither opium nor intoxicating liquors, except

toddy (palm-wine) : but both sexes and all ages are exceedingly addicted to

smoking a stimulating herb of a slight narcotic quality; which, however, they

eagerly abandon for tobacco, when that is procurable. The men, whether on

ajourney or at home, as they have little employment, are seldom seen with-

out their pipes. These are commonly very laj-ge, the tube being about four

feet in length and the head of a proportionate size, giving the idea of a

sledge-hammer, for wiiich indeed we actually mistook one. Those used by
the chiefs are mostly of brass, pohshed and neatly indented; those of the

common jjcople are of wood, and not so large.

The people of Silindung are far from being cleanly, either in their persons

or tlieir Iiouses. We believe they never wash their clothes, and but seldom

bathe their persons ; on asking their reason for which, they replied tiiat the

water was too cold.

3 T2
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Food.

Rice and sweet potatoes, with an iinnsual proportion of salt, form the

principal food of the Bataks : it is only on particular occasions they indulge

themselves with animal food. In their choice of animals, or even reptiles,

however, they are by no means delicate : horses, buffaloes, cows, pigs,

fowls and goats are esteemed the best ; but they do not scruple to eat dogs,

cats, snakes, monkies, bats, &c., nor does it make any particular differ-

ence, in their estimation, whether tlie animal has died a natural death

or been killed in good health ; whether recently dead or bordering on

putridity. When an animal is killed for food, they save tlie blood, and use

it as sauce, pouring it over the meat when cooked, and cliopped into

pieces of about an ounce weight each. As tlie art of cookery has made

little progress, they arc frequently obliged to gratify the taste with simple

salt, in cases where the Malay would have recourse to curries or sambals.

This may have given rise to the idea of an extraordinary consumption

of salt amongst the Bataks, which may not be destitute of foundation.

General Character.

Nothing can be more erroneous than the opinions commonly entertained

by the Malays, in tlieir neighbourhood as well as by Europeans, with regard

to the general character and disposition of the Bataks. The well-established

fact of their cannibalism has, perhaps, naturally led to the conclusion, that

they were a remarkably ferocious and daring people. So strongly, indeed,

had this imjjression taken hold of our minds, that although a residence

of two years on the border of their country had furnished nothing to

confirm the opinion, we still expected to find proofs of it in the interior.

So far from this, however, whatever may be the fact with respect to other

districts, the jjcoplc of Silindung, in quietness and timidity, are apparently

not surpassed even by the Hindus. Misunderstandings between individuals

of the same village seldom go beyond words, or a complaint to the chief; and

their wars are little more than nominal. These will often continue for five

or six years, without proving fatal to more than two or three persons of each

side. Tiie hostile parties commit no depredations on each othei^'s crops or

cattle ; and an instance occurred, during our stay in Silindung, of two men

coming upon private business to the village where we resided, from one with

which our host was at war, when he hospitably entertained them, and suffered

them to depart in peace. We mean not to say, however, that the Batali-s
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are a kind and humane people ; instances of their extreme imfeeUngness

and cruelty towards the afflicted, and to enemies in their power, are la-

mentably numerous. Their seemingly peaceable disposition may perhaps

be resolved uito cowardice, and the influence of a dark and enslaving

superstition, from the shackles of which they are never for a moment free.

Hospitality is practised to a considerable extent, both as a public and
private virtue ; but avarice is deeply implanted in their minds, and is but

thinly disguised.

Religion.

The Batals believe in the existence of one Supreme Being, the Creator

of the World, whom they name Debata hasi Asf. Since completing the

work of creation, they suppose him to have remained perfectly quiescent,

having wholly committed the government to his three sons, Batara Guru,
SoRi Pada, and Mangana Bulan ; who do not, however, govern in person,

but by. vaUls or proxies, whom they are supposed to station over different

divisions of the earth. To these vakeels they give the distinctive titles of

Debata digingang, Debata detora, and Debata dostonga, or the gods above,

the gods below, and the gods of the middle, expressive of the departments

over which their principals respectively preside. Batara Guru they repre-

sent as the god ofjustice j Sori Pada as the god of mercy ; and Mangana
Bulan as the original source of evil, and the constant instigator to its

commission. Tlie last is supposed to have the principal share in the

management of human affairs, and to be able at any time to thwart the

good intentions of his brethren : consequently, in whatever circumstances

the Batals may be placed, they are most anxious to secure his favour.

Considering good in general to consist in the absence of evil, it matters

little to them how they may be regarded by Batara Guru or Sori Pada,
so long as they secure the good-will of Mangana Bulan. Batara Guru
(as his name denotes) is the chief instructor of men ; and when he is sup-

posed by Sori Pada to be dealing too harshly with them, the latter expos-
ulates with him on their behalf

Besides these they number amongst their deities the fabled serpent Naga
Padoha, which they represent with horns like a cow supporting the earth.

They imagine, also, that every village has its Boruna mora. Bom Saniydng
Naga, and Martua Sambaon, or guardian deities, superintending its interests

and overruling its affairs, and they attempt to secure tiie fiivour of those
deities by propitiatory sacrifices.
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Besides tliis particular interference in the public affairs of the community,

they suppose that every individual is constantly attended and M'atclied over

by a number of genii, both good and evil, called Bogus and Saltans.

These are chiefly the souls of their departed ancestors, whom they

look upon as possessing extensive power over the li\ang, either to protect

or to afflict them. By these various orders of divinities and subordinate

spirits the superstitious Bataks are held in such perpetual diead, that

it is not without the most harassing apprehensions they leave their villages,

even for a journey of no considerable distance or apparent danger. In

their apprehension, indeed, dangers prove none the less real for being

invisible : the path to others may seem open, clear, and safe ; but their

imagination, ever teeming with Bogus and Saltans, pictures to them a

demon at every turn. On our way to Tappanooly, we were once anxiously

asked by a company passing, wliether we had seen any Saltans on the

road ? Not a village they had to pass but had its Boru na mora and Rombu

si porhas, protecting its interests and avenging its injuries, besides a host

of ghosts and spirits wandering in its vicinity; and if they or their ancestors

had perchance offered a slight or an insult to any of them, now might be the

time for its being avenged.

Priesthood.

As the deities presiding over villages and individuals are supposed to

manifest their approbation or disapprobation by remarkable appearances in

various objects, the principal qualifications for the office of the priesthood

consist in a knowledge of the appropriate articles used in sacrifices, and

the suitable times for offering them, together with an adequate skill in signs

and omens. There is generally one priest in every village. He receives,

we believe, no consecration to his office, but is selected from amongst those

who are best acquainted Avith their books and superstitions ; and as the

ability to read is mostly confined to the families of the chiefs, it frequently

happens that the offices of 7-ajd and priest are united in the same person.

He expounds all their religious books, and according to his interpretation

a day is chosen as propitious to their object ; and they will not engage in

any undertaking however trifling, nor make the smallest alteration in their do-

mestic economy, without first consulting him. On one occasion we were

present when the Datu of Slbolgcfs cowkeeper came to inform his master

that a fold for cattle which he had just procured was ready for their recep-
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tion. The master immediately sent for his book, that he might learn

whether that were a lucky day for their admission, otherwise they must

have remained without shelter at the mercy of the tigers till such a day had

occurred ! The Datu, or priest, discovers the character of each day

chiefly by a table called perhala-an, consisting of twelve horizontal lines,

answering to the months of the year, which are again crossed by thirty

perpendicular lines dividing each month into so many days, and producing

in all three hundred and sixty small squares, answering to the days in their

year. In this square table are also drawn four diagonal Hues, on which are

painted hieroglyphical marks, being representations of two constellations,

the scorpion and pleiades, of which the former, named by the Bataks

" Bentang Hala," is considered the most ominous. Wliere this occurs on

the table, it is made to cover four days ; the head one, the body two, and the

tail one : those covered by its body being considered fortunate ; the others so

unlucky, that no new engagements can be entered into upon them with any

hope of success. Besides this table this learned Datu is furnished with two

staffs,, named tondung hiijur and tondung rangas, four feet long, of a very

black hard wood, the heads of which are cut to represent an animal's face,

and every part of them engraved with significant marks, by decyphering

which he discovers lost or stolen property. To these instruments of his

dark art we may add a book, called ati siporlias, and a cord, named rombu

siporhas ; by the former of which he determines the best time to attack an

enemy, and by the latter measures the comparative strength ofthe two parties.

Nor is it sufficient that he be well versed in the interpretation of these : in

an egg, a dog, or a pig, he must see much that is important ; he must be

acquainted with one hundred and seventy-seven different omens exhibited

by the inside of fowls, with seventy exhibited in portions of calcined hme,

and with seventy-three in lemons cut transversely ; and he must repeat

readily from memory the various forms of prayer and invocation that are

most esteemed in his district.

Sacrifices.

The Bataks present no offerings of gratitude to their gods. In the full

enjoyment of health, prosperity, and peace, having nothing to ask from

them, they are wholly neglected. It is only when entering on some hazar-

dous enterprize, or on being threatened with war ; when followed by a

long train of misfortunes, or when suffering from severe and protracted
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afflictions, that they invoke the shades of their ancestors, and offer sacrifices to

the gods. But in any of the circumstances here supposed, and particularly

the latter, the timid Batah applies to the Datu to learn the cause and the

remedy of his sorrows. He takes with him a fowl and a little rice as a

present. Having opened the fowl, the Datu is at no loss to select, from the

great variety of distinct intimations which it gives to his enlightened mind,

a prescription precisely adapted to the circumstances of his timid and de-

jected applicant. His affliction, he is commonly told, is a visitation from

one of the genii for the misconduct of some of his ancestors, and he

must make a feast in honour of his father or grandfather, and intreat his

intercession. The Datu then discovers from his books the animal proper to

be killed on the occasion, which is generally a buffalo, kid, pig, or fowl,

according to the circumstances of the individual applying. Every thing

requisite being provided and the day fixed, the supplicant calls together his

friends and relatives, who feast and dance with him for three successive

days and nights. On tlie third day, whilst in the act of dancing, one of

the company supposes, or pretends to suppose, that the spirit of his de-

parted ancestor, attracted by the sound of the gong li-om the adjacent

mountains and precipices, where it wanders in paths untrodden by man,

has entered into him, and he falls down, apparently almost senseless. Upon

recovering a little he pretends to be no longer himself, but their deceased

friend, come to meet them and join in their entertainment. The company

then present him with such fare as they have prepared, when he eats and

drinks heartily ; after which the person who has given the entertainment,

addressing the spirit of the departed, informs him of the particular troubles

which have induced them to call him, and concludes by requesting that if

these have been sent either by the gods or the demons, he woidd intercede

for their removal. The man pretending to be possessed then returns such

an answer as he thinks will best please his host, or be most likely to prove

prophetic, and becoming again apparently insensible, soon recove-s himself.

This may be regarded as an act of religious worship, addressed to the

deities through the intercession of their ancestors. This, however, is not

the only way in which the gods may be approached. Supplications may

be preferred, and offerings made, immediately, to any of them separately, or

to them all collectively, without the assistance ofthe priest, care being taken

that every thing is done according to the directions given in their religious

books.
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The only religious ceremony of universal interest, and in which all the

village unites, is that which they celebrate when on the eve of commencing

hostilities. The day proper for this solemnity having been fixed by the

Datu, a temporary shed is erected in the midst of the village, where all

the inhabitants assemble. In the middle of this shed the Datu spreads a

green cloth named ulos, to the centre of which are fastened two cords

about two feet long, having at their ends a knob of wax intended to repre-

sent a human head. These cords, called romhu siporhas, are considered

the representatives of the two hostile parties. On different parts of the

cords are beads, significant of the different members of each community ;

the upper ones of the chiefs, the under of the warriors, &c.

After feasting, dancing, and beating their gongs for some time, the

Datu takes in his hands the rombu siporhas in the presence of all the people,

when he invokes the wrath of the gods and of their ancestors upon their

enemies, and desires them to make it manifest by rombu siporhas, whether

at that time they may revenge the wrongs of their country ; then letting

drop the cords, the Datii discovers by their relative situation and peculiar

appearance, what may be expected as the result of an attack at pre-

sent ; and should his report be favourable, they immediately commence

operations.

Oaths.

Though the Bataks do not worship idols, in every village is found an

image of wood or stone, the figure of a man, which they chiefly use in the

administration of oaths. To this test are referred all suits upon which

positive evidence cannot be obtained ; and it is thought that few are so

daring as wholly to disregard its sanction. On great occasions the cere-

mony is attended with peculiar solemnity, and may justly be denominated

religious. The whole village assembles before the image, when the injured

party call into and about it a host of spirits, to witness tlie transaction and

hear the oath taken.

Influence of Religion.

Of a future state of rewards and punishments these people have no

conception. They imagine the spirit to become more powerful and inde-

pendent after the dissolution of the body, and to be wholly exempt from

suffering, and consequently look forward to death without terror, except

such as may arise from the prospect of corporeal pain. Whether the soul

Vol. I. 3 U
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be immortal or not, they do not pretend to know, but speak of it as lost

when its memory is no longer cherished on earth. What precise influence

the absence of all ideas of a future state of retribution may have on their

moral character, is difficult to determine. That the opposite system, of an

immediate interposition of supernatural agents in human affairs, possesses

an unbounded dominion over thoir minds, will be readily conjectured from

the above observations : yet it may be safely affirmed, that honesty, upright-

ness, integrity, purity, and similar principles, are not to be found in the

list of their virtues ; and that the corruptions of the heart, so common to

uncultivated nature, exist amongst them without restraint. Indeed, they

ridicule the idea of forbearing to practise what may afford profit or pleasure,

where detection and the punishment of the law can be evaded with cer-

tainty : and although it may be hence inferred, that they assimilate

the nature of their presiding divinities to the practices and passions of

men, as exhibited immediately to their own observation, yet their actual

depravity convinces us that tiie system of supernatural interposition, of

whatever character, is not of itself adequate to the formation of an elevated

state of moral rectitude.

iMnguage.

The language of the Bataks bears so great a resemblance to that of the

Malays, that we cannot but consider them dialects of the same origin. Of

the most common substantives, we suppose a proportion of one word in

three is cither precisely the same as in the Malay, or so similar as to be

immediately recognized by the Malay scholar : and although in the adjec-

tives, verbs, and adverbs, we find the difference somewhat greater, yet as

the Bataks form the various powers and modifications of the verb upon much

the same principle as the Malays, the similarity is here also very con-

spicuous. The language of common conversation, however, differs more

widely from the Malay than that usually written. These they distinguish

by the names Hata Haba-i-tan, or the fine language, and Hata Tohop, or

the common language ; the latter of which only is universally understood.

Of the prefixes, and particularly of tiie affixes to nouns and verbs, the Bataks

liave a greater number than the Malays ; or rather particles, substantially

the same in both languages, assume a greater variety of form, to meet

the Batak ideas of soft and agreeable articulation. This fastidiousness is

most observable in the changes undergone by the affix ho7i, which answers to

kan in the Malay. When the last syllable of the verb is pure, the annexed
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transitive particle is uniformly /?o« ; as poda, to teach, becomes po-da-hon : but

when the primitive word ends with a mixed syllable, the annexed particle

is modified so as to coalesce with the last letter of the primitive, without

producing a sound in their estimation harsh or uncouth ; as pajop, to pre-

serve, becomes pa-jop-pon ; enel, to pull, makes e-net-ton ; dole, to order,

makes dok-lcon. But even this modification of the annexed particle does

not always succeed in producing a sound perfectly agreeable to the Batal,-

ear. Sometimes recourse is had in pronunciation to a change, also, of the

last letter of the primitive word ; as t7i-jam, to lend, becomes injam-//on,

but is pronounced i?i-jap-pon ,- am-bo-long, to eject, becomes am-bo-long-hon,

but is pronounced am-bo-lok-kon ; denggan, good, becomes deng-gan-ton,

but is pronounced deng-gat-ton ; ogos, to rub, is written ogos-so?2, but is

pronounced o-goch-chon.

In the grammatical relation of its words, and in the construction of its

sentences, the Batak language, like that of the Malays, is as simple as

possible, admitting very rarely of the use either of conjunctions or of per-

sonal pronouns with perspicuity. Perhaps the instance, in which it varies

most in construction from the_ Malay, is the following : between two substan-

tives differing in meaning, where, in Malay, possession would be implied by
their mere position, the Bataks always introduced the particle ni, answer-

ing to the preposition of in English ; as " whum ni hu-ta," tlie law of the

village.

The Batak language has received no accessions from the Arabic, but the

proportion of Sanscrit words found in it is greater, we believe, than in the

Malay. This may arise from the Malays having embraced the religion of

the prophet, in consequence of which the Sanscrit words of a relio-jous

nature, which they may be supposed to have possessed in common with the

Bataks, have become obsolete, and have given place to Arabic terms.

In the court language of the Bataks very many Malay words occur : and
it is worthy of remark, that the Bataks always give them tlie full sound as

written and spoken to the eastward ; never the minced, but as some con-

sider it softened pronunciation of the Sumatran coast. Compared, however,

with either mode, we should think the Batak, when well spoken, would be

generally esteemed by Europeans the most sonorous and harmonious.

It may be farther observed, that the Batak organs of speech are perfectly

adapted to the Malay language, and capable of expressing with precision

all its sounds.

3\J ^
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The Batak cliaracters are remarkably simple, very distinct from each

other in shape, easily formed, and fully capable, except in a single instance,

of expressing every sound that occurs in the language. They are written

from left to right like the Sanscrit, horizontally (not in perpendicular

columns as some have supposed), and in one continual line, without separat-

ing the words. As tliey are undoubtedly of Sanscrit origin, they partake

of the nature of that system, each consonant containing an inherent vowel

sound in addition to its proper organic sound, by which it has uniformly

the power of a distinct pure syllable.

The manner of reading amongst the Batalcs is a kind of dronish singing,

from syllable to syllable, without stops, which renders it difficult to be un-

derstood, even by themselves. Mr. Marsden intimates, that one-half oi the

Batalcs can read, but we imagine that gentleman must have been misinformed.

In the villages around the bay of Tappanooly, containing from two hundred

to twelve hundred inhabitants each, we believe that the proportion seldom

exceeds one in fifty ; nor is it greater in the district of SiUnchaig. Their

books are principally on war, pointing out the most fortunate periods and

methods of making a successful attack on their enemies, or for repelling or

evading an assault ; on religion, consisting of forms of prayer for particular

occasions, describing the articles proper to compose a sacrifice, and the

manner of preparing them ; on the vai'ious rites to be attended to at feasts,

&c. ; and on medicine, describing diseases, with their causes and remedies.

Let it not be supposed, however, that their books contain any regular treatises

on these subjects. Such as we have seen arc made up wholly of absurd

fables, omens, predictions, prescriptions of charms, &c., without the smallest

portion of useful information or moral sentiment. They are said to have a

history of the creation, and an account of the origin of their own country :

but copies of these books we have not met with.

Poetry.

The Bataks have no poetical compositions except pantuns, which in struc-

ture and every other quality so much resemble those of the Malays, that a

particular description of them is unnecessary. We may obsei-ve, however,

that in this primitive mode of preserving the first rude efforts of wit and

sentiment amongst the Bataks, the quatrain stanza is uniformly observed.

They very seldom commit their pantuns to writing ; but to the lover, to the

orator, and to all indeed who are desirous of distinction and popularity, either
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as disputants or as leaders ofthe public entertainments, it is indispensable that

their memories be well stored with these compositions. To sing them in alter-

nate contest is an amusement ofwhich they are extremely fond, and which will

often be supported by two young persons, to the entertainment of a numerous

meeting, for ten or twelve successive hours, without either ofthem appearing

for a moment at a loss for a reply. But it is not on set occasions only that

paniuns are employed : they use them largely in common conversation, to give

weiglit or point to their remai'ks ; and in general so well are their memories

supplied, that scarcely any subject can be introduced for which they have

not an appropriate rhyme. They arrange them in four classes : for lovers,

for the instruction of the young, for the poor, and for aspirations to the gods.

Laws and Cannibalism.

As far as we have observed, the laws of the Bataks are not generally

severe; and the penalties they enjoin, with a few exceptions, are just, and
generally put in execution. Almost all crimes are punished with fines pro-

portioned to the offence and to the rank of the criminal ; and since the

chief, who acts as judge, may always be bribed, and usually receives the

fines himself, oppression must no doubt exist to a considerable extent. They
have no written code which is universally received ; but in most of the

districts is found one or more books of laws and usages, which vary in their

weight of authority, according to the estimation in which the person who
first committed them to writing may be held. •

Persons caught in the act of house-breaking or highway robbery are pub-

licly executed with the knife or matchlock, and then immediately eaten : no
money can save them. But if the delinquents are fortunate enough to escape
immediate seizure, they are only fined. A man taken in adultery is instantly

devoured, and may be lawfully eaten piecemeal without first depriving
him of life. Men killed, or prisoners taken, in a great war, are also

publicly eaten ; but, if only two villages be engaged, this is not allowed : the
dead are then left on the field to be buried by their respective parties, and
the prisoners may be redeemed. Twelve months ago twenty persons were
entirely eaten in one day, in the village where we resided in Silindiing, the
skulls of whom are still preserved. They were inhabitants of a village

situated near the patii leading to. the coast, whom our host represented as

liaving so often ])lundercd the passengers that their conduct became at lengtli

intolerable. Tliese were the last who had tiius suffered in Silindung,
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Debt.

Interest upon small debts is frequently as high as one hundred per cent,

per mensem. We have been informed by a gentleman well acquainted with

the customs of the Angkola Bataks, that it is no uncommon thing in that

country for a man and all his family to be sold to discharge a debt, the

principal of which, only two years before, was but a single dollar.

In cases of debt incurred at games of chance, their usages are very bar-

barous. The person of the debtor is seized (never, we believe, his family

or property), and the prisoner is confined in the stocks, till either his relatives

])ay his debt, or some person be prevailed upon to take him as a mangering

(bond) debtor.* It frequently happens, however, that his relatives are glad

to get rid of him ; tlie creditor, therefore, uses every rigour in order to excite

their pity, or rather to wound their pride. Till some one pays the money,

the prisoner is never for a moment permitted to have his feet out of the

stocks, whilst his food is of the meanest quality. Many remain for years in

this miserable condition, before the loathsome diseases consequent on their

confinement occasion death : yet these infatuated people will risk their all

on a single cast of the dice !

Slaveii/.

Slavery exists amongst the Bataks to a considerable extent, but only in the

domestic form. They import no foreigners, nor are many of their own

people exported. The laws provide for the protection of persons in this

state, and their allotment of labour is not more oppressive, nor are their

comforts fewer, than those of the free members of the families of which

they form a part. They may be addressed in abusive language, but not,

we believe, struck at a smaller cost than a free man.

The causes of slavery are principally the following : families in great

poverty are sometimes induced to part with one or more of their children

to persons who promise to take great care of them, and in a manner adopt

them. Children left orphans at an early age, whose relations do not chuse

to incur tlie trouble or expense of rearing them, are usually sold : so are

also poor debtors, particularly such as are unable to pay the fines imposed

by the laws of their country ; and lastly, prisoners taken in war.

See Marsden's History of Sumatra, page 252.
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Marriages.

Marriages are either by jujur, or by a certain modification of ambil

anak .• semando* they do not recognize. A man cannot marry a relative of

his own, however distant. For instance, two brothers agree to settle, the

one in Toba, the other in Atigkola. They marry there and have several

cliildren, but the descendants of these two families can at no future period

intermarry. Divorces are very rare, being seldom granted except for adul-

tery ; when the woman, her head having first been shaved, is sold out of the

country.

The amount of the Jtijur in Silindung is, for a chief's daughter, ten buffa-

loes ; for the daughters of the common people, five. When paid in money,

the buffalo is reckoned at about eight dollars. A man may have as many
wives as he can afford to purchase. We are acquainted with one chief

who has six : few, however, have more than two. They are looked upon
almost as the slaves of their husbands : and the chief object of the men in

marrying and multiplying their wives is, that they may be maintained by
their labour.

Burials.

The Bataks bury their dead sometimes outside the village, sometimes

within its walls, very near to their own houses. A feast is always made on

the day of the funeral, and the jaw of the animal killed on the occasion

(usually a pig) is fastened to a stake at the head of the grave, together

with a bag, containing gambir, sirih, tobacco, &c., and a bamboo filled with

water. These, when dried up by the sun, they suppose the spirit of the

deceased to have eaten. Tlie celebration of the feasts, considered proper

to precede the burial of a distinguished chief, sometimes occupies several

months ; during which period the body is kept above ground in a very strong

wooden coflSn, into the bottom of which is inserted a bamboo, forming a

funnel to connect it with the earth. In Silindung we saw one of these

coffins waiting for the customary rites ; and in front of our host's house

stood a large stone coflin, in which were deposited the remains of his father,

who had been dead five years. In preparing this coflfin our host must have

been at considerable expense, for which he had hoped his father's spirit would
have indemnified him by procuring for him a long series of prosperity. He

* For an eitplanation of tbese modes of marrying, see Marsden'g Sumatra, page 257.
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told us, however, that he had been twice upon the point of destroying it, in

consequence of being very unfortunate in gambling.

Agriculture.

The soil of Silindung consists chiefly of a fine light grey sand, bearing in

every respect a strong resemblance to that of Bengal. The hills in the

vicinity contain a large proportion of sand, and likewise a white earth in

some quantity, with indications of lime : a good deal of reddish clay was

also visible. Rice and sweet potatoes constitute the principal articles of food,

and cultivation is confined almost exclusively to them. The former is pro-

duced both on the hills and in the vallies in great abundance, and forms a

principal article of their barter with the bay. On the hills it is grown by

the dry process, according to the common practice with mountain rice ; in

the vallies irrigation is employed with some ingenuity. The sweet potatoe

grows luxuriantly in every part of the country, but occupies chiefly the

sides of the hills. For the herb which they smoke, the gambir leaf which

they chew, and the roots and leaves which they employ as dyes for cloth,

they depend chiefly on the spontaneous supphes of nature. The sirih, or

betel vine, is raised in small quantities as a luxury. The cocoa-nut was not

obsei-vable beyond the second range of mountains, nor do we recollect to

have seen the a7-eca nut within the district of Silindung. Neither cotton

nor tobacco is raised in the country : a good quantity of the former is im-

ported by way of the bay of Tajypanooly, and employed in the fabrication of

cloth. Tobacco is consumed only in small quantities, as an extraordinary

luxury.

Although the productions of agriculture are thus limited in number, both

tlie soil and the climate may be deemed equal to any in the Eastern

Archipelago. Indeed, the plain of Silindung is never allowed to remain

fallow, and was said to produce from sixty to a hundred-fold, without

having recourse to the expedient of transplantation. Cotton, coffee, sugar,

indigo, camphor, gambir, benzoin, pepper, and spices, under the manage-

ment of a liberal system of government, would shortly fill the country with

riches. The population is sufficiently great, and of such a character as

would, in a clear and open country like this, admit of an effective govern-

ment without much trouble or expense ; and if, as we suspect, a communi-

cation exists between the sea and the great lake of Toba, every local advan-

tage would be found that could contribute to the success of such a design.
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Implements of Husbandry.

The implements of luisbandry of the BataJcs are principally made of
wood. They break up the new ground with a hoe, -somewhat resembling
a rake, with four or five teeth, about an inch broad and twelve or sixteen

inches long. Some art is requisite to avoid breaking it ; but used in the
manner they adopt, it is capable of great effect. In the plain of Silin-

dung, where the soil is sandy and soft, the plough alone is used, and is

worked by the buffalo. The rice here is formed into beds of six or eight

yards in length by two or three in breadth, with intervening passages
for irrigation. The whole plain is thus divided and plentifully watered.
They reap the rice with a small iron sickle, somewhat resembling our own

;

and beat it out of the husk with a wooden pestle and mortar. Although they
have thus far advanced in ingenuity, and have reduced the powers of the
Ijuffalo to the drudgery of the field, they still labour at a great disadvantage.

Tenure of Land.

Property in land seems scarcely yet established. The plain of Sili?idung,

however, from its superior fertility, is claimed by four chiefs, whose
respective portions are of various extent. They jjarcel it out for culti-

vation to the chiefs of villages, for a slight acknowledgment, in produce
or otherwise, and these again to individuals under themselves, generally in

consideration of a short term of personal service.

Manifaciures.

Tiie progress of the arts and manufactures is much on an equality with
that of agriculture. The fabrication and dyeing of cloth devolve solely

upon the female sex, and as but a small quantity of foreign cloth is im-

ported, affords employment to a considerable number. Girls are taught,

while young, to spin and wind off thread, which are performed with a wheel
and reel, similar to those of India, They gradually learn to dye the thread

and set the loom, and by the time they reach the age of puberty, to weave
a piece of cloth. The loom consists simply of a couple of stretchers for

the woof, which is opened at every passage of the shuttle or web with the

fingers. This tedious and dilatory process necessarily renders the cloth

expensive ; and, it may be presumed, good imitations of it would find a

ready and advantageous sale. A rather superior kind of white pottery is

produced in the vicinity of the lake. Large dishes and platters, glazed and
Vol. I. 3 X
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adorned with figures of different shapes and colours, are in common use for

serving up their food in ; and a species of coarse brown ware unglazed, and

in the form of the Indian water-pot, called in Bengal kulsi, is employed

for the carriage of water for domestic use. Iron is roughly wrought into

choppers, large knives, spear-heads, &c. They receive their matchlocks

from Manangkahaxv, but manufacture coarse gunpowder themselves. Pipes

of brass and ear-rings of gold are figured by indentation with conside-

rable neatness ; they also make ornaments for the wrist and neck, of iron,

brass, or sea shells. The workmanship of their houses may be said to be

that of good strong carpentry, affecting ornament in some instances. With

so few luxuries or refinements, and with so much assistance from the oppo-

site sex and the liberal hand of nature, it will be readily inferred that the

men lead a life of extreme inactivity. It seemed to us, indeed, a matter

of some astonishment, that such an appearance of civil order should be

maintained, with so much leisure for the operation of the evil propensities

of human nature.

Government.

Exclusively of the general profession of deference to the ancient sove-

reigns of Manangkabaie, the BataJcs acknowledge tlie supremacy of a single

chief, whoso residence is at the north-west extremity of the great lake of

Toba. His authority, however, is merely nominal and imaginary, founded

on the basis of superstition and deception. So far as we have been able to

ascertain, he maintains no distinct appearance of superior civil or military

power, and depends for all his resources upon the voluntary contributions

and offerings of his subjects, wiio regarding him as " bartuuah," or in-

vested with supernatiual power, comply with his requisitions, in proportion

to the degree in which they are influenced by this opinion. He interferes

in no civil affairs, but appoints vaHfs or representatives, to reside in various

parts of the gurrounding districts, who being themselves cliiefs of villages,

acquire thus a slight accession to their ovm independent power. There

were four of these VakUs in the district of SiUndung, whom it seemed in

some degree necessary to consult in every measure affecting the general

welfare of the district : but they were not distinguishable by any badge of

office, or by the personal respect of private individuals. The principal of

them had mingled with the crowd in the market on our arrival, offering for

sale a piece of cloth the produce of his own famih'. Personal qualifications
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and mental endowments aj)pear, in fact, to confer tlie most real and exten-

sive power ; for tlie frequency of their wars and tlieir popular consultations

afford so comparatively wide a scope for the exercise of these qualities,

that they naturally gain an easy ascendancy, where wealth has made so

slight an inroad.

Independently of this extraneous domination, every village forms a dis-

tinct community, ])ossessing in itself every species of civil and political

power, and affording, perhaps, a correct idea of what some of the great

municipal cities of Europe were very anciently. The chiefj with the

advice of the principal men of his village (amongst whom the aged are

entitled to considerable deference), forms regulations, administers justice,

declares war, and concludes peace. His influence depends greatly on his

capacity to govern ; but as he generally secures to himself" tiie office of

priest, he has it in his power to render every thing and every person subser-

vient to his own designs. The mental superiority derived from the exer-

cise of power, supported by such an engine as that of the priesthood,

renders the chiefs more sensible of tlieir advantages, and tends j)erpetually

to strengthen the shackles of superstition, and to perpetuate the condition of

intellectual debasement among the people. Under such a system, it will

not be thought surprising that the Bataks should bear in their character

the features of imbecility, cowardice, and cruelty ; nor, since they arc

already in a state of complete mental subjugation, should it be thought

difficult to introduce the basis of a different order of things. As the

tendency of the present system, however, is directly opposed to the internal

advancement of society, and as every inherent energy is suppressed before

it can acquire force to break through the chains which have hitherto

enslaved the Bataks, it is probable they will remain fixed in their present

condition of stationary barbarity, until some external influence breaks in

and diverts their native resources to other purposes.

3 X2
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XXVII. Extract from the Akhlak e Naseri, a work written by Ndser ud

Din about the middle of the Thirteenth Century.* Commimicated by Col.

Mark Wilks, Vice-President R.A.S.

Read June 17, 182G.

PREFATORY NOTE.
My attention was recently drawn to the arguments of English divines, in answer

to certain physiological publications tending to materialism, in consequence of the

similarity, if not the identity of some of their reasonings, with those which I recollected to

have seen in a Persian work, written by a Mohammedan in the tliirteenth century.

I accordingly sought for the passages, and the following translated extract from the

" Akhl(]k e Ndseri" is the result of the search. This sti iking similarity of reasoning

is probably to be attributed to the actual derivation of each from one common source

—

the works of the Greek philosophers, with which the Persian author evinces an inti-

mate acquaintance. An incidental notice is also observable in this extract of doctrines

approaching those of the modern chemistry ; and it is offered, not with any pretension

of being worthy a place in the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, but for the mere

purpose of being deposited with the work from which it is translated in the Library of the

Societj', as an indication, to those who have not perused it, of the character of the book.

Ixmdm, Uth June 1826. M. WILKS.

ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE HUMAN SOUL,

WHICH IS LIKEWISE CALLED THE REASONING SPIRIT.

The human soul is a simple essence ; one of whose properties is to form

rational conceptions within itself, directing and disposing of this sensitive

body {viz. man) by means of certain powers and instruments.

This essence is not matter nor material, nor is it perceived by any of

the senses. In order to establish this, it is necessary to demonstrate cer-

tain things, viz.

1st. The proof of the existence of the soul.

• It is said to have been written in the mountains of Persia, while the author was the forced

guest of a successor of that Hassart from whom the English word atsassin is supposed to be

derived, and whose designation was Sheikh id Jebal, Lord of the Mountains, generally trans-

lated old man of the mountain. For the details of the singular abduction ot Naser ud Din

from his quiet home at Bokhara to this savage abode, see Malcolm's History of Persia, vol. i.

p. 406.
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2d. That it is an essence.

3d. That it is simple.

4th. That it is neither matter nor material.

5th. That it conceives by itself, and operates by means of organs or

instruments.

6th. That it is not perceived by any of the senses.

Now for proof of the first, viz. the existence of the soul, no argument

is necessary, its existence and identity being the most evident and obvious

of all things to a rational man ; inasmuch as, asleep or awake, sober or

intoxicated, a man may forget all things except his own being. Now in

what form shall any man produce an argument of his own being ? for the

nature of an argument is to be a medium which shall lead the prover to his

proof. Now, if an argument be made use of to establish the existence of

one's own being, the argument is a medium between a thing and itself;

ergo, to argue the existence of self is absurd and impossible.

For proof of the second, viz. that it is an essence.

Every entity, except the Almighty, the self-existing, is either an essence

or an accident : which may be thus illustrated. Every entity either exists

of itself, or dependent on some other entity which exists independently

:

as whiteness and blackness, which are accidents or properties of a body

;

and the figure of a chair, which is dependent on the existence of the

wood. For if the body did not exist, there could be no blackness ; and

if the wood, or some substitute for it, did not exist, there would be no

figure of a chair. And such entities are called accidents. For were not

tliis the case, they must have existed of themselves, without any depen-

dence on other independent things ; like body and wood, above exempli-

fied, which are called essences.

This distinction being established, we affirm that the mind, or distinctive

nature of man, cannot be an accident : for it is the nature of accident

to be borne and received by some other thing, independent in itself, so as

to admit of its bearing and I'eceiving that accident ; but the mind of man

bears and receives ideas of external images and intellectual inferences, and

both image and inference exist together in the mind, and are again oblite-

rated, a property which is repugnant to accident

Tlie soul, therefore, cannot be an accident. Now it having been proved

that every entity is either an essence or an accident, it follows tliat the

soul is an essence : q. e. d.
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Thirdly, that it is simple, is thus demonstrated.

Every thing that exists is either divisible or indivisible. What is

indivisible, we here distinguish by the name of simple ; and what is divisible,

by the name of compound. Now we say that the soul conceives itself to be

one : for though it may affirm unity and its opposite with regard to other

things, still it cannot apply number to itself, so as to admit of one being

but a part of itself. Now if the soul were divisible, by dividing the sub-

ject the property would necessarily be divided also ; and unity, which is

a property of the soul, would be divisible : which is impossible, for unity

is indivisible. It therefore follows that either the soul is indivisible, or

that it does not conceive itself to be one. Now the futility of the latter

being evident, the former, which was to be demonstrated (viz. its being

simple), is proved.

Fourthly, To shew that it is neither matter nor material, we say al*

matter is compound and divisible. The proof of which is, that place a

material body, admitted to be such, between two other bodies which are in

contact with it on each side, of necessity that which touches it on one side

cannot touch it on the other, otherwise it would not prevent them from

touching each other, and therefore could not be a body between them, but

would be a part of those bodies. And as it is in contact at two separate

parts with two separate things, it must itself be capable of parts. Such

body being therefore compound, the qualities borne and received by it

must likewise be compound : for if the subject be divided, its property

is divided also. Of course, nothing that is matter or material can be

simple. Now we have shewn that the soul is simple ; ergo, the soul

Can neither be matter nor mateuial.

Again : no matter can receive a new figure or impression, until that

which it possesses be removed. Thus a triangular body cannot become

quadrangular until the triangular figure be removed : and a bit of wax,

which has received the impression of a seal, cannot be conceived to possess

another impression until the former one be removed : for if any part of

the fornier impression still remain, they are both confused, and neither com-

plete ; and this may be affirmed as a constant and universal property of

matter. Now the nature of the soul is contrary to this : for how many

images so ever are impressed upon it, whether from reflection or sensation, it

receives them all in succession, without the necessity of removing one for

the reception of the other> but the whole are completely and perfectly
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imaged upon it. Nor can it ever happen, that from tlie number of images

impressed it can be rendered incapable of receiving more ; but, on the

contrary, the greater the multitude of the images it contains, the greater is,

in fact, its facility of acquiring more. And hence it is that the powers

of the mind, and its capacity to receive instruction and knowledge, are

increased in proportion to our attainments in science and literature. Now
tliis property is opposite to the properties of matter : ergo, the soul is not

matter.

Again: No sense can have a notice of any thing that is not an object

of that sense. Thus vision has notice of no perception that is not visual

;

and hearing, of none abstracted ft-om sound. Besides, no sense can be

sensible of itself, or of its own sensitive organ : for example, the sense of

vision neither sees the person seeing nor the eye ; nor can any sense perceive

its own errors. Thus the eye sees the sun, which is more than one hundred

and sixty times larger than the earth, of the same size as the moon, and

has no notice of this prodigious mistake ; and thus of a tree on the mar-

gin of a lake, the cause of its apparent inversion in the water can never

be perceived by the sense of vision. And the same holds good with regard

to the errors of the other senses.

Now the soul perceives at the same instant the sensations of all the senses,

and determines a specific sound to proceed from a specific object of vision,

and that this object is the producer of tiiat soimd. In the same manner

the soul comprehends the distinct power and the particular organ of eacli

sense, distinguishes their natures, their frailties, and their errors ; and

of their notices discriminates which are right and which are wrong ; and

of consequence credits some and rejects others. But it is evident that it

does not derive this kind of knowledge from the senses, for it is impossible

to obtain from any sense that which it does not possess ; nor can it have

received from a sense a decision which belies that sense. It is, therefore,

evident that the soul is distinct from the corporeal senses ; that it is of a

more noble nature, and of more perfect comprehension.

Fifthly, That it conceives by itself, and operates by means of instru-

ments, is proved by its consciousness ; for it cannot possibly be conscious

by means of an organ or instrument, so as to admit of an instrument

between itself and its existence. And it is on this principle that a thing

which receives notices by means of an instrument, cannot comprehend by

itself: for, as we have said, the instrument cannot be between it and
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itself; nor can self, when made a medium, serve as an instrument to self.

And this is the meaning of philosophers, in affirming, that with regard to

reason, the agent, the thing acted on, and the act, are one and the

same.

That the soul operates by means of instruments, is evident from its

perceiving by means of the senses, and communicating motion by means

of muscles, tendons, and nerves, the detail of which belongs to physiology.

Sixthly, That it is not perceived by any of the senses, is proved by the

senses having no notice of any thing that is not matter nor material. Now
the soul is neither matter nor material ; ergo, it is not perceived by them.

This is what we proposed to discuss regarding the nature of the soul,

which may suffice, as far as regards what we have already affirmed on that

subject.

But it is moreover to be understood, that the human soul continues to

exist after the dissolution of the body, and that death has no power to

destroy it ; but, on tlio contrary, that its annihilation is by no means

possible.

• ••••••
[A demonstration is here oniitteil, too miicli savouring of the subtilties of the old

schools of the West, and quite unworthy of the subject. It rests chiefly on a play

of words, regarding the terms existence in esse, and aimiiiilation in potentid-l

• ••••••
Moreover, any person, who minutely considers the properties of bodies,

lias an accurate knowledge of their dependence on the laws of composition

and association, decomposition and disjunction, and is well versed in the whole .

science of the "world of co7Tuption and decay (chemistry), must know, that no

body whatever becomes entirely destroyed : but that accidents, modes, com-

position, association, figures, and qualities, which subsist in a compound sub-

ject, maybe changed, while the amount of matter shall still remain the same.

For example, water may become air, and air fire, but the matter which

receives these three separate appearances will still subsist : otherwise it

could not be said that water became air, and air fire. For if an entity

should be destroyed, and another produced, so that no sort of junction

subsisted between them, it would be impossible to say that one entity

became the other entity, or that such matter bore the property of having its

forms extinguished and varied. Now, seeing that material substances are

not susceptible of annihilation, uncompounded essences, which are purer
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than base matter, will stand still higher touching the impossibility of
annihilation.

The design of discussing this subject is, that every person who shall
study this science may hold it certain, that the body is a mean or instru-
ment to the soul, as tools and instruments are to mechanics and artisans

:

and not, as some have imagined, that the body is its subject or abode.
For the soul is neither matter nor material, that it should be connected
with subject or abode. Of course, the death of the body, with respect to
the soul, is no more than the loss of the instrument with respect to the
artisan.

And this position being amply and clearly established, in works of spe-
culative phUosophy, by undoubted proofs, what has been said may suffice.

But God is omniscient.

Vol. I. 3 Y
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XXVIII On Inscriptions at Temples of the Jaina Sect in South Bihar. By
H. T. CoLEBROOKE, Esq., Dtr. R.A.S.

Read November 18, 1826.

As connected with the subject of an essay on the Srdwacs or Jainas,

read at a former meeting, I lay before the Society copies of inscriptions

found by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton in South Bihar. Though not ancient,

they may be considered to be of some importance, as confirming the pre-

valence of a Jaifia tradition relative to the site of the spot where the last

of the Jinas terminated his earthly existence, and as identifying the first

of his disciples with Gautama, wliose death and apotheosis took place,

according to current belief, in the same neighbourhood.

In the Calpa-siitra and in other books of the Jainas, the first of MahavIra's

disciples is mentioned under the name of Indra bh6ti : but, in the in-

scription, under that of Gautama swami. The names of the other ten

precisely agree : whence it is to be concluded, the Gautama, first of one

Hst, is the same with Indra bh6ti, first of the other.

I subjoin Dr. Buchanan Hamilton's account of the temples and their

situation, where these inscriptions were found, with such other information

as was collected by liim concerning the Srdwacs or Jainas in the same pro-

vince (South Bihar).

I have the satisfaction, also, of communicating to the Society, Colonel

William Francklin's description of the temple of Parswanat'ha, the pre-

ceding Jina, erected on the supposed site of his apotheosis likewise.

It is certainly probable, as reinarked by Dr. Hamilton and Major Dela-

maine, that the Gautama of the Jainas and of the Bauddhas is the same

personage : and this leads to the further surmise, that both these sects are

branches of one stock. According to the Jainas, only one of Mahavi'ra's

eleven disciples left spiritual successors : that is, the entire succession of

Jaina priests is derived from one individual, Sudharma swami. Two only

out of eleven survived Mahavira, viz. Indra bh6ti and Sudharma :• the

* As. Res., ix. p. 313.
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first, identifieil with Gautama swami, has no spiritual successors in the

Jaina sect. The proper inference seems to be, that the followers of this

surviving disciple are not of the sect of Ji7ia, rather than that there have

been none. Gautama's followers constitute the sect of Bauddha, with

tenets in many respects analogous to those of tlie Jaiiias, or followers of

Sudharma, but with a mythology or fabulous history of deified saints

quite different. Both have adopted the Hindu Pantheon, or assemblage of

subordinate deities ; both disclaim the authority of the vedas ; and both

elevate their pre-eminent saints to divine supremacy.

In a short essay on their philosophical opinions, which will be likewise

submitted to the Society, it will be shown that a considerable difference

of doctrine subsists on various points ; but hardly more between the two

sects, than between the divers branches of the single sect of Bauddha.

It deserves remark, that the Bauddhas and the Jainas agree in placing

within the limits of the same province, South Bihar, and its immediate

vicinity, the locality of the death and apotheosis of the last Buddha, as of

the last Jina, and of his predecessor and his eldest and favourite disciple.

Both religions have preserved for their sacred language the same dialect, the

Pali or Prdcrit, closely resembling the MdgadM or vernacular tongue of

Magadha (South Bihar). Between those dialects (^Pdli and Prdcrit') there is

but a shade of difference,* and they are often confounded under a single name.

The traditional chronology of the two sects assigns nearly the same

period to their Gautama respectively : for, according to the Bauddhas,

the apotheosis of Gautama buddha took place 543 years before the begin-

ning of the Christian era; and according to the Jaiiias, the apotheosis

of Mahavira, Gautama swami's teacher, was somewhat earlier, viz.

about 600 years before the Christian era. The lapse of little more than

half a century is scarcely too great for the interval between the death of

a preceptor and of his pupil ; or not so much too great as to amount to

anachronism.

Without relying much upon a similarity of name, it may yet not be foreign

to remark, that the Buddha, who preceded Gautama buddha, was Cas'yapa :

and that Mahavira, the preceptor of Gautama swamI, was of the race of

Casyapa.

I take Pars'wanat'ha to have been the founder of the sect of Jainas,

which was confirmed and thoroughly established by Mahavira and his

* Burnouf et Lassen, Essai sur Ic Pali, p. 154.

8 Y 2
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disciple Sudharma ; by whom, and by his followers, both Mahavira and his

predecessor Pars'wanat'ha have been venerated as deified saints (Jinas),

and are so worshipped by the sect to this day.

A schism, however, seems to have taken place, after Mahavi'ra, whose

elder disciple, Indra bhiJti, also named Gautama swami, was by some of

his followers raised to the rank of a deified saint, under the synonymous

designation of Buddha ; (for Jina and Buddha bear the same meaning,

according to both Buddhists and Jainas). The preceding Buddha, accord-

ing to this branch of the sect, was Cas'yapa, who is not improbably the

same with Sramana Vardhamdna Mahurira, son (born of the wife) of

Siddhdrfha, a stiri/avansi prince of the Cas'yapa race.

It is to be observed, without however attaching much weight to this

coincidence, that the name of Siddhart'ha is common to MAirAvfRA's

father and to Gautama buddha, whom I suppose to be the same witli the

Jina's disciple, Gautama swami.

Tiie appellative Gautama is imqucstionably a patronymic (derived from

Gutama), however Sdcya sinha may have come by it, wliether as descendant

of that lineage, nearer or remoter, or for wliatever other cause. His pre-

decessor among Buddhas is, in like manner, designated by a patronymic

as above noticed, viz. Cds'yapa.

The name of Gautama occurs also as an appellative in other instances

besides that of the sixtli Buddha, or of the twenty-fourth Jina\s eldest

disciple. One of the legislators of the Hindus is Gautama, whose aphorisms

of law are extant.*

The gentile name of tlie last Buddha has prevailed in China and Japan,

where he is best known under the designation of Sdnja. His appellation

of Gautama remains current in countries bordering upon India.

INSCRIPTION AT NAKHAUR.

* Preface to two Treatises on the Hindu Law of Inheritance, p. x.
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" In the year 1686 Samvat, on the 15th day of Vaisdc'ha sudi, the lotus

of Gautama swami's feet was here placed by Nihalo, mother of T'ha

{Thaccur), Sangrama-Govardhana dasa, son of Tha. Tulasi dasa, son

of T'lia. ViMALA dasa, of the race of Chopard and lineage of \_Bharata

ChacravartPs'] prime councillor : the fortunate Jina-raja suri, the ve-

nerable guide of the great C/iaratara tribe, being present."

The same pious family, which is here recorded for erecting, or more

probably restoring, the representation of Gautama swami's feetatiVa/i7/fl!/r,

is in like manner commemorated by three inscriptions, bearing date six

years later (liz. 1692 Samvat),* for the like pious office of erecting images

of the feet of Mahavira and of his eleven disciples, at Pdn'apuri, which,

or its vicinity, is in those inscriptions stated to be the site of that saint's

extinction {iiirvdna) or translatioi: to bliss.

The same names recur, with those of many other persons, inhabitants

(as this family was) of the town of Bihdr, where a numerous congregation

of Jainas seems to have then dwelt ; and with the same additions and

designations more fully set forth : whence it appears, that the designation

of " descendant of a prime councillor" bears reference to a supposed

descent from the prime minister of the universal or paramoimt sovereign,

Bharata, son of the first Jtna Rishabha.

Sangrama and Govardhana, here joined as an appellation of one person,

are in those inscriptions separated as names of two brothers, sons of Tulasi

DASA and his wife Nihalo. In other respects, the inscriptions confirm and

explain each other.t

Description of Temples of the Jainas in South Bihar and Bhagalpiir, by

Dr. F. BucuA^TAN Hamilton, M.R.A.S.

The sect of Jain has in the division of Nawddd in South Bihar two

places of pilgrimage. One is a tank named Nakhaur, about a mile and a

half north from Nawddd, and which is of no great size, extending in its

greatest lenj^th from east to west. It is choked with weeds, especially

the nelumbium. The temple is on a small square island covered with a

terrace of brick, and is a neat but inconsiderable building, covered

* The largest of tliosc inscriptions names likewise the reigning Emperor, SnAii Jeiian.

t Copies of those at I^aialjiuri were not taken in fac-similc, but arc merely transcripts.
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with one dome. A very bad road with a rude bridge leads into

the island. The temple contains two stones, on each of which is an

inscription, and the representation of two human feet, the most usual

object of worship among the Jainas of this district. The inscriptions are

exactly the same : only the one is a year earlier than the other : I give

therefore a copy only of the earliest, dated in Samvat I676 (A.D. I619).*

The object of worship is Gautama, whom the Jainas, as well as the

orthodox and Bauddhas, claim as, of their sect ; and the image was made by

a certain Nihdlo, mother of Thakur Sangrama, son of Gbvardhana das,

son of Tulasi das, son of Bimala dds, of tlie Chopra tribe, descended of

Mantridal, all persons equally obscure.

There is not in the vicinity of the tank the smallest trace of any ruin,

to induce one to suppose that it had been formerly a place sacred to the

worship of the Jainas, from which they had been expelled by the Bauddhas,

and to which they might have been allowed to return, when the Muham-

medan conquerors beheld all the Hindu sects with equal contempt.

Neither does a single Jain reside near the place. Why it has, therefore,

been chosen as a place of pilgrimage, it would be difficult to say. Many
pilgrims, however, come to it from the west of India.

The other place, called Fokhai-puri, is just on the boundary of Bihar,

north from Giriyac ; and when I visited it, was crowded by pilgrims, who

informed me that it was the place where the body of Mahavira, one of

their twenty-four lawgivers, was burnt about six centuries before the birth

of Christ. It entirely resembles that at Nakhaur : but the tank and build-

ings are larger, the road leading to the temple better, and the water clean.

The earth of the tank has been thrown out towards its north side, forming

an eminence on which has been constructed a circular work of bricks and

plaster, rising by low steps into several concentric terraces. The

centre is somewhat in the shape of a large bee-hive, in the cavity of which

is a representation of MahavIra's feet. These buildings were erected

by the family of Jagat seth, and are kept in repair at its expense. Tliere

is not near it the smallest trace of any ancient building ; but adjacent to it,

in the division of Bihar, there is a more considerable place of Jain worship

which will be described.

• At each of these places resides a Bhqjac Brahman, with a Mali (gardener).

• See Plate. The date appears to be 1686.
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to keep the temples clean and supply flowers to the pilgrims ; but none of

these attendants are of the sect of Jina, although they take the offerings.

I had been informed by a convert to the doctrine of the Bauddhas, that

Gautama (buddha) died at a place called Pdxi'dpuri, north some miles

from Giriyac, where his funeral was performed by Rdjd mal, sovereign of

the country ; and we are informed by Mr. Colebrooke* that Mahavira,

the last Jina, died at Pdwdpuri at the court of Rdjd Hastipala.

I expected from the name to have met at this place the ruins of an old

city, but was disappointed ; and I found that Pd'ud and Puri are two

villages, distant from each other about a mile.

Puri, which is close adjacent to the Jain temples of Pokharpuri, contains

another place ofworship belonging to that sect : but near it there is no trace

of any building of considerable antiquity, nor any thing that can be

referred to the time of Gautama or Mahavira, who were nearly contem-

porary.

On going to the village of Pdwd, I however found that it was budt on a

heap of broken bricks and earth of considerable elevation, extending

from east to west about six hundred feet, and from north to south about

one hundred and fifty. At each end is an old tank; and on the western

extremity has been erected a small temple dedicated to the sun.

The Jai?i temple at Pi<ri consists of two courts surrounded by brick walls,

the doors in which, as common in the Jain temples here, are so small, that

it is necessary to creep through them. This, I presume, has been contrived

on purpose to compel infidels to approach with the prostration considered

as due. In the centre of one court is a temple in excellent repair, and of

no great antiquity. The ascent to it is by a wretched stair, on each side

of which are two small places like ji bee-hive, each containing a lump of

earth covered with red lead and called Bhairava. The temple consists of

a centre, and four small mandirs or spires at the corners. In the centre are

three representations of the feet of Mahavira, who died at this place, and

one representation of the feet of each of his eleven disciples. In tlie

corner buildings are also the representations of the feet of various persons.

The oldest inscription^ at Puri, much defaced, my copyist reads

samvat 1605 (A.D. 1518) : but the priest says that the characters which

my man reads l60, are the letters expressing paiya with the cypher 5

after them, and this he interprets 505 (A.D. 448).

• As. Res. vol. ix. p. 312.
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A similar pretence to antiquity was made at Bhcigalpiir ; but, I believe,

in both cases without foundation. The others are avowedly all later than

even lGO.5. The persons by whom they were made, assume no titles of

high dignity or regal authority, and seem to have been pilgrims, who by
contribution erected, enlarged, or adorned the edifice. At each end of

this court is a building. One serves as a gate ; two, to accommodate
pilgrims of rank ; and one is occupied by a priest ( Yati) of Bihar, in the

occasional visits which he makes. This court is tolerably clean, and is

planted with flowers. The other court contains a building, intended

entirely for the accommodation of pilgrims of rank.

The old heretical sect of the Oswals (Jainas) have, in the division of

Blidgaljmr, two remarkable places of worship, remnants of the religion

which prevailed during the government of the Cama Rajas. The sect is

here completely extinct ; further than that two or three attendants on these

temples still reside at Chchnpdnagara.

There are two temples of considerable size, built of brick and covered

with plaster, the ornaments on which are very rude. The one has been

lately rebuilt, and the other is not yet quite finished ; both entirely at

the expense of such of the family of Jagat set'h, the banker, as still adhere

to the worship of their fathers, although the chief has adopted that of

Vishnu. The temples are dedicated to Vasup6jya. Many pilgrims, espe-

cially from Marwar, in the west of India, are said to frequent these

temples.

The othej- place of worship, belonging to the Jainas, is at Cabirpur, at

no great distance from Chdmpdnagara. In the neighbourhood it is usually

called Vishnu pdducd, or the feet of Vishnu ; but this is a name given only

by the vulgar : and both Brahmanas and Jainas agree, that the object of

worship here represents the feet of one of the twenty-four deities of the

Jainas, which the inscription states to be those of Vasup<jjya, who was

born at Chdfnpdnagara or Chdmpdpur.

This emblem of the Deity is very rudely carved, and represents the

human feet. The inscription between the feet mentions the name of the god
;

that before the toes implies that it was made by certain persons therein

named. The date, according to the reading of the Pujdrt (attendant priest)

is in year of samvat 694 and of saca 559, but before each is a mark resem-

bling the Hindu cj-pher that represents one, which would make the date

1694> samvat (1559 saca), or A.D. 1637. The Pj/;an insists, that in Jain
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inscriptions this mark is prefixed to all numbers and has no value. The

inscription on the front of the stone is an exhortation to the believers in the

Jinas, to worship the feet of Vasupujya. But some parts of this inscrip-

tion, although fairly written, were not understood by the Pandit of the

survey, who says that it contains words which are peculiar to the sect.

The stone was in a small temple, but (when I visited the place) had been

removed, in order to have the building repaired, to the Pyjdri's house.

I must also remark, that in digging a tank in the immediate vicinity, the

people of Mr. Glas, surgeon to the station, found four small images of

brass. On one is an inscription, which my people have some difficulty in

explaining. It is dated after Pdrsa 925 : I presume years after the era of

Pdrsa, probably meaning Parswanat'ha, the twenty-third teacher of the

Jainas. It is also dated at Chdmpd?iogara ; but the rest of the inscription,

probably in the old Maghadha or Pali language, could not be explained.

Description of the Teivple of Pdrszvandt'ha at Samet St/char. By Lieut. Col.

JFiLLiJM Francklix, M.R.A.S.

Read November 18, 1826.

At the foot of Pdrs'wandt'ha's mountain {Samet Sikhar*), on the Ram-

ghur frontier, and one hundred and thirty-six miles south of Bhagalpur,

are situated the temples dedicated to Pdrs-xandfha Iswara (the twenty-third

deified saint of the Jains), and constituting one of the principal places of

the Jain worship in Hindust'han. They consist of large square brick

buildings painted white, with a dome in the centre, and four smaller domes

at the four corners. The centre dome is crowned with a gilded spire, like

the Piathas of the Buddhaic temples of Ava, as described by Colonel

iSymes.

The domes of all the temples are surmounted by crellisses of copper gilt,

which sliine like burnished gold. In front of each temple is a gallery for

music, the instruments of which are constantly playing during the time of

worship. A brick wall surrounds tlie whole ; and at the end is a Dharma-

said, or Sarai, for the use of visiters and worshippers. Within the area of

the largest of these temples I witnessed a piijd, or act of worship per-

formed at the temple. On a terrace was a square canopy of white cloth.

* Mount Sammeya or Samet sichara.—As. Res. vol. ix, p. 310.

Vol. I. 3 Z
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below which was another smaller one of rich brocade, supported by four

poles painted red. On an elevated throne, covered with brocade, and

called by the natives Sinhdsan, was seated a small black stone figure of

Parswanat'ha, sitting cross-legged, with his hands before him : on his

head, fashioned like a turban, were seven expanded heads of serpents, the

Coluber Naja, or hooded-snake of India, the invariable symbol of Pars-

wanat'ha. Below his feet were put flowers of the double marigold, and a

small silver umbrella was placed erect before him. Underneath the

umbrella incense was burning, and great quantities of marigolds were

scattered about the place : at the sides of the throne were placed plan-

tains, cocoa-nuts, betel leaf, and many kinds of fruits, as offerings to

the deity. The two officiating priests had cloths tied over their mouths

and underneath the chin, which were fastened to the top of the head to

prevent their swallowing any thing that had life ; two other priests wore

a plain clotli or sheet. On a high tripod were placed the leaves containing

extracts from the Purdnas, which they chaunted aloud. The two head

priests were sitting on the ground, the two others were standing, and all

four were singing in praise of Parswanat'ha, The ceremony was per-

formed in the area of the temple. The priests sounded the conch and

played on cymbals, and before the figure they burnt incense and sung hymns

to his praise.

When a priest sounded the conch, one of the others offered three flags,

called by the natives Sat/iica,* on a brass plate, upon which he put all

kinds of perfumes, and then the whole band in the gallery struck up.

From sunrise to sunset, nothing can be heard but the incessant din of

their harsh and discordant music.

The ascent to FdrsxcandCha mountain commences by a narrow path in

a winding direction, surrounded on both sides by the thickest forest It

is steep, with loose stones overspreading the road : as you proceed the

ascent becomes steeper, and the summit of the mountain in front presents

a stupendous appearance. The course up is due south. No animal of any

kind is to be seen. Oh an opening of the forest you gain an extensive

* Agreeably to the Jain tenets, these flags bear the following meaning :

1. Jnyaiia, knowledge ;

2. Dars'nna, a sight of the divinity ;

3. Charitra, worship of Parswanat'ha.
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view of the Jangaltardi* and the temples at the bottom are seen to advan-

tao-e. After passing over some level ground between the two hills, you

again ascend, and shortly after complete tlie first range of this extra-

ordinary mountain. You proceed over elevated ground, and commence a

descent which brings you to tiie foot of the second range ; then pass along

the banks of the Gandharva rivulet, which runs in the bottom over

its rocky bed in sonorous murmurs, amidst the gloom of a deep

glen, and arched over head with umbrageous foliage : the road continues

through the forest till you again reach the Gandharva, which you cross

and commence the ascent to the second range. After crossing the rivulet

you continue to ascend. On the right is seen a large block of quartz rock,

covered over with red lead and oil, and dedicated to Gandharva, the

presiding deity of the place. The ascent still continues, and the forest

begins to thin. You are now at a very high elevation, and distinctly

hear the roarings of the Sitd river in the bottom. The road continues

in a winding direction, and at intervals you perceive the summits of

Pdrswandt'ha's mountain appearing in bluff jagged peaks, eight in

number, and towering to the clouds. You then commence a descent,

which brings you to the Sitd river, in a bottom rolling over a bed

of large mis-shapen rocks. On the right is a figure of Hanuman, and

on the left a small temple dedicated to Sita, the wife of Rama. After

crossing the rocky bed of the Sitd river, whose waters are ;:ool, and

clear as crystal, you now commence the ascent to the third range,

which is far more difficult than the two former, and in some parts

nearly perpendicular, the road being covered with large stones, from a

foot and a half to two feet high, over the tops of which the traveller is

obliged to pass witii great hazard of his life. At this part of the ascent,

though seated in a small litter or chair in a cramped position, it took

twenty bearers to carry me over these stones ; and so insecure is the

footing, that a false step would have precipitated the whole of the

party over a precipice of between three and four hundred feet in height

into the valley below.

You now gain an opening in the forest from which the view is inex-

pressibly grand, the wide extent of ihe Jangal-tardi appearing as if beneath

your feet, and looking like the surface of a pictured landscape.

• Jangala, forest, and tardi, marsh : the woody, and marshy district south of Bhagalpur.
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With very great difficulty I at length reached the summit, from which the

view was at this time obscured by a thick haze, the result of a strong

south-west wind, otherwise I can have no hesitation in supposing that the

view would have equalled any thing ever witnessed. I tried, by means of

a telescope, to discover tlie mountain Ta'iur, and also Mandar, but owing

to the haze was disappointed ; on the plain however I could discern the

courses of five or six rivers which intersect this part of the Jangal-tarai.

The coup d'oeil upon the whole, though clouded, was magnificent.

The summit, emphatically termed by the Jains Samet s'lkhar, comprises

a table-land, flanked by twenty small Jain temples, situated on the craggy

steeps and in different parts of the moiuitain. The temples in shape very

much resemble an extinguisher. In them are to be found the Vasii-

Pddukas, or sacred feet, similar to what are seen in the Jain temple at

Chdmpdnagar.

The figure of Pars'wanat'ha is in the temple below : but on the south side

of the mountain, about half-way down, is a very large and handsome fiat-

roofed temple, containing several figures of this deity, which exhibit the

never-failing attributes of Pars'wanat'ha and the Jain religion, viz. the

crowned serpent and cross-legged figures of Jinesward, or Jina, the ruler

and guardian of mankind.
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XXIX. On the Srawacs or Jains. By Dr. Buch.ixax H.imiltox,

M.R.A.S.

Read December 2, 1826.

In the districts of Bihar and Patna the Jains are called Srdwacs. The

number of this sect settled there is not great, amounting only to three hundred

and fifty families ; but they possess considerable wealth, having all engaged

in trade, and many of them with success. They have, therefore, seventeen

priests (yath); fifteen of whom constantly reside at Patna, and two at Bihar.

With the two latter I had several interviews, and they were abundantly com-

municative, the chief of them being a man of considerable learning. At

Pattia they declined all intercourse with me ; which, I am told, proceeded

from their being very shallow, and afraid of exposing their ignorance. A
Saryuriya-Brdhman, of the sect of Vishnu, named G&vinda, was brought

to me at Patna, as the only person there able and willing to give me

information relative to the Srdxvacs. He said that he had been employed to

instruct some of the Yatis in the Sanscrit language, which gave him an

opportunity of reading their books and knowing their customs. Finding

the employment profitable, he was, I believe, a principal means of keeping

the Yatis at a distance from me : he was, however, abundantly diligent in

procuring information. In travelling through the district I had also an

opportunity of conversing with a great many pilgrims, who had come from

Bundelkhund, and were visiting the holy places at Gaya, &c. From these

sources I collected some information respecting this sect, which I now ofter,

in addition to that which I have given in my account of Mysore.*

Tlie circumstance by which I was most surprised was, that here the here-

ditary division into the four common tribes of Brdhjiians, Cshatriyas, Vaisyas,

and Siidras, is totally denied, although these names are, considered among

them as denoting distinctions of employment and rank. All the laity here

are therefore called Vaisyas, because they all trade ; but they assured me

• Journey through Mysore, Canara, and Malabar, vol. iii. pp. 81-8i ;
410-142.
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that in the west of India a great many of them are called Sudras because

they cultivate the land or tend herds of cattle, while others are called

Cshatriyas because they carry arms. They also assert, that a large propor-

tion of the Rajputs in Jm/anagar, Bundela, Mewdr, Marwdr, Khaiidhdr,

Lahaur, Bikanir, Jodhpur, he. are of tlieir religion, and that the princes of

the first mentioned place continued to be Jains until the time of Pratdp,

the son of Sewde Jayasinha, who became a worshipper of Vishnu, and re-

ceived initiation from the Brahmans. None of the persons I met with

in these districts had ever heard of any Brdhmans belonging to the Jains ;

except those who will be afterwards mentioned, as forming two kinds of

priesthood, rather connected however with the sect than belonging to it.

There is, therefore, great reason to suspect, that the proper doctrine of caste,

or at least of four castes, similar to those which the orthodox Hindus sup-

pose to have originally existed, is an innovation among the Jains, although

in the south of India it seems now completely adopted in compliance with

the prevailing opinions. In Karndta, for instance, none will admit that they are

Sudras, that rank being too low for voluntary assumption; while it is evident

that no people could have subsisted without by far the greater part being

labourers ; and it is no less evident that Karndta was once inhabited by a peo-

ple chiefly, if not entirely, of the Jain religion. Although the distinction of

Brahman, Cshatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra, has not taken place among the Jains

of these districts nor of Bundela, yet they are subdivided into tribes, which

they call Jdti or castes, and no person of one tribe can marry into another,

nor will they eat boiled rice or bread together. These tribes are said to be

numerous, and although I met with no person who pretended to know the

whole which may exist in India, I heard the following mentioned : Pariwal,

Puritcal, Ptdiwal, Kariical, Jgarwal, Yasawal, Srimal, Srisrimal, Karawal,

Barawa I, Golsingha, Gnjjawal, Bagherxval, and GoUlal. All tlie pilgrims from

Bundela were of the Pariwal tribe, but in these districts most of the resi-

dents are Osawal and Agarwal, that is, the original inhabitants of Agra.

It must, however, be observed, that by far the greater part of the Agarwals

have been converted to the sect of Vishnu, and are admitted to be of the

Vaisya caste, which distinction is also conceded to those who adhere to the

sect of the Jainas.

The Jaitis seem long to have been divided into two sects, the Swetdmbar

and Digambar : but of late, as among the orthodox, schisms have arisen,

and several people have pretended to find new ways to heaven, by what are
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called the Terepanfhi and Bispa7ifhi (that is, the thirteen and the twenty

roads) ; while others, called Diiriyas, have separated still farther from for-

iner opinions.

The Digamharas are also called Bhat' t'drakas. Of these there are scarcely

any in this district, nor were there any among the pilgrims with whom I

conversed. I believe, however, that in the south the Digambaras are the

most prevalent. The Digambaras, or at least their priests, ought to go

naked ; but if those I saw in the south belonged to this sect, as I beUeve

was the case, they have given up this absurdity : and even Patidita AcJidrt/a,

who had obtained nirvdn, or divinity, was as decently clothed as an ordi-

nary man. What convinces me that it was the Digambara I met with

in the south is, that this sect has twenty-four books called Purdiws, as

mentioned in my account of Mysore. The names of these books are

:

Adi P. or Chahrad/iar P., Ajil P., Sainbhar P., AbJmumdan P., Saumati P.,

Padma Prabhava P., Sauparsa P., Chandra Prabhava P., Saubodhinathiya P.,

Saitalnathiya P., Sriyangsanathiya P., Vasupujya P., Bimalnathiya P., Anan-

ta-natliiya P., Dharma nathiya P., Santinathiya P., Kunthunathiya P., Ar-

malla-nathiya P., Munisabratanathiya P., Naminathiya P., Nemnanathiya P.,

Parsanathiya P., Mahavira P. and Uttara P., These books, so far as I can

learn, give an account of the twenty-four Tirfhancaras, or lawgivers of the

sect ; the first twenty-three giving each an account of one such person, while

the Uttara Purdna gives an account of the whole.

The sect of Digambara, in performing its ceremonies, is said to be guided

by books called Siddhdnta, which form its code of agam (rituals). The

books are Trailohjasdra, Gamatasdra, Pungjaraj, Trailukyadipalc, Kshipana-

sdra, Siddhdntasdra, Tribhang'isdra, and Shatpawar.

Many of these Piirdnas and Siddhdntas are attributed to Gautama, or

other chief rulers {Gaiiadhar) of the sect, who are supposed to relate what

was said by the Tirfha?icaras or law-givers.

Besides these books, the Digambaras have other books, called Charitras,

composed by inferior personages. These are Yasodhar C, Srtpal C,

Hanumant C, SM C, Bhadrubahu C, Jambuswdmi C, and Pradyunma C.

The Swetdmbaras have always held the gymnosophistic Digambaras in the

contempt due to tlicir extravagance.

So far as is here known, the Digambaras are divided into eighty-four

gachha, each of which is under the authority, in spirituals, of a priest,

called Srt.piijya ; but every person seems to be at liberty to join whatever
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gachlia he chooses. The Sri-piijya is the Guru, or spiritual guide, of the

gachha, and as such (as is usual among Hindus of all sects) is worshipped

by his followers ; but whether or not he is exactly of the same rank with

Pandita Adidrija, whom I ha\e mentioned in my account of Mysore,

I cannot ascertain. The Sri-piijya is generally by birth a Srdwac, and

renounces all worldly pleasures : he educates a number of pupils in the

same strict practice, and is succeeded by one of them when he is translated

to heaven. None of the Sri-piijyas who resort to Bihar appear to reside

farther east than Gwalior. Each of them seems to have an abode which

may be considered as his head-quarters ; but they pass a great part of their

time in visiting their own flocks. Although it is for these alone tiiat they

perform the offices of delivering initiatory instruction (Upades), of distri-

buting consecrated ashes, and of reading the book called Pritikrama, yet

wherever they go they are received by the whole sect witli the utmost

respect -, and in all the principal places which they frequent, houses called

pausal have been built lor their accommodation. The Sri-piijyas and their

immediate pupils, I understand, in general possess some learning. The people

of each gachha are so scattered, that the Sri-piyyas have found it necessary to

appoint assistants, who act as deputies to perform the above-mentioned

ceremonies, and to-manage the temporal concerns of the Sri-piijya. These

assistants are the only persons who in these districts are called Yaiis, although

it would appear from Colonel Mackenzie's account* that in tlie south the

term is considered applicable to the whole priesthood. The Yatis are of

the order of Mahiiirata, described in the Asiatic Researches by Colonel

Mackenzie, and ought to observe with the utmost strictness the five great

virtues of the Jain law : 1 , respect for the Ufe of all creatures ; 2, truth
;

3, honesty; 4, chastity; 5, poverty: but this last is binding only while

they have no expectation of being elevated to the high dignity of Sri-pujya.

On this account it seems to be difficult to find persons willing to fill the

office, so that children are usually purchased for the purpose, and among

these the Srdu-acs are willing to take the children of Bruhmans. The two

Yatis at Bihar had originally been of this order, and being still sus-

pected of a hankering after the opinions of their youth, were far from being

respected, although one of them, as I have said, was a man of very consi-

derable learning and good manners, qualifications which, I am told, are

As. Res., vol. vli. pp. 244-286.
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very uncommon in this order of priesthood. These Yatis are the mere

agents of the Sri-pujyas, and according to their industry in performing their

duty, and especially in remitting contributions to tlie sage on whom they

depend, are entrusted with the care of a larger or smaller portion of his

flock, being removeable at his pleasure from one place to another. The

Yatis usually reside at one of the places (pausal) built for their master's

accommodation, and each has usually a pupil whom he educates to be his

successor. If he die without having educated a successor, the S/i-piijya is

his heir, and sends a new Yati to take charge of the office. In general

the Yatis can I'ead Sansci'it, but few of them understand much of that

language.

Some holy men, called Sanbegis, make occasional visits to these districts :

they accept of nothing but what is absolutely necessary for each day's sub-

sistence, and are supposed literally to take no heed for to-morrow.

The Srdxcacs of the S-d'etdmbara sect appear to have no proper Pjo'S/iifs,

or priests, for conducting their ceremonies, as each man worships the gods

for himself and presents his own offerings ; nor on such occasions is any

priest necessary to read prayers. Among them, however, has arisen an

order of Brdhmans called Bhojaks (eating), or Pushpakar (flower priests),

who attend at their temples and take the offerings, and on-that account are

usually called their Puruhits, although they are never employed to read

prayers. The account usually given is, that between two or three centuries

ago, the sect having imdergone persecution, these Brdhmans took arms in

their defence, and have ever since been allowed to have charge of the

temples, to receive the offerings, and to supply those who come to worship,

with turmeric, red-lead, and some other articles usually employed. All the

Bh(')jaks that I have seen adhered to the orthodox faith ; and the same may
be said of the garland-makers (Mdli), of whom one is usually attached to

each temple, to keep it clean and supply votaries with flowers. The Srdxvacs

of the Swetdmbara sect seem, indeed, to have little occasion for Purvhits

;

as of what arc called tlie ten acts (Dasa-karma) requiring the assistance of

priests among the orthodox, marriage alone is here accompanied by a re-

ligious ceremony; and any Brahman is employed to read the ceremony usual

on such occasions. The reason of this seems to be, that, the ceremony being

universal among their neiglibours, the Srdxcacs are afraiil, lest without it the

contract might not be considered valid. In the south it appears, from

Colonel Mackenzie's account, that the Jains attend to the performance of

4 A
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all these ten religious acts (Das'a-karma), and also to the ceremony of

initiation, which the Srdwacs here entirely neglect. All the Srdwacs

ought to be Amaratas, which order requires their obsei-ving the five great

virtues lately mentioned, as far at least as is consistent with the existence of

society ; for what I have called chastity is a total abstinence from sexual

intercourse ; and poverty implies the total neglect of worldly concerns ; and

these rules, observed with rigour, are evidently incompatible with the

existence of society.

The Srd-aacs worship their twenty-four great teachers, usually here called

Avatars, although Tir^haficara seems to be the more proper name ; and

also some of their most celebrated disciples, among wliom eleven attendants

on Mahavira are the most conspicuous. Of these Gautama is by far the

most eminent, and seems to be as remarkable here as Gomet-rai is in the

south.

Mr. Colebrooke, in his treatise on the Jains, published in t'le Asiatic

Researches,* says that this person is called Gautama on account of

his beino- descended from that race, and such may be the case. The Yati

at Bihar, and G^indu of Patna, assured me, however, that they consider

the disciple of Mahavira as the son of Mayadevi, and as the author of

the Indian metaphysics ; nor in the pedigree of Gautama or Sakya that

is o-iven in the Sri-Bhdgaxcat, although it ascends for one hundred and sixteen

generations to Mahichi, created by Brahma, can I discover any other per-

son named Gautama.

In their temples the Swetdmbaras have images of all these persons, which

they worship ; but their devotions are more usually addressed to what are

called the representations of their feet.

The places where all these personages were begotten (Garbha), where

they were born (Janma), where they resigned worldly pleasures {Dicshyd),

where they began to meditate (Jnydna), and where they departed from this

world (Nirtwia) are considered holy, and are frequented by pilgrims. Many

such Tirt'has are found in these districts. All the twenty-four Tirt'hancaras

are said to have been sons of kings, except Nema-nat'h, and he was of the

royal family of the Moon, being descended from Yadu, the ancestor of

CrTshna ; VAsup6jya, another of these Tirfhancaras, died at Champdnagar,

in the reicn of Rdjd Dadhibahan, who lived after Kama. These circum-

* As. Res., vol. ix. p. ."03.
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stances connected with the reforms of the Pauranic chronology, given by

Major Wilford and Mr. Bentley, will serve in some measure to show what

reductions will be necessary of the extravagance of Jaiii chronology. The

Yati of Bihar says, that the best account of their Avatars and kings is to be

found in a book called the Bhagawat si/tra, consisting of 45,000 couplets

(sloka) ; and that the best account of their places of pilgrimage is called the

Tdra Tanibid. Much historical matter is said also to be contained in their

Purdnas, which are totally different from the books of the orthodox Hindus

that are called by that name (although both have probably been derived from

some common original, now lost). I was assured by Govinda, that the

Srdwacs here frequently study the same Purdnas with the orthodox Hindus.

The Swetdmbaras also acknowledge the laws (smriti) of the twenty munis of

the orthodox, and place these sages in the same order of succession. The

Swetdmbaras have no less than forty-five, or as some allege, eighty-four Sid-

dhdntas or Agdms for the direction of their worship ; but they seem to contain

much extraneous matter. Among these are the Thanangi sutra, the Gydnanti

sutra, the Sugora7igi sutra, the Upasalcadesa, the Mahdpandan7ia, the Na?idi

sutra, the Pandanna, the Rayapsmi, the Jirdbhigam, the Jambudxdpa-pamiatti,

the Sura-pannatti, the Chandrasagar-panijatti, the Kalpasiitra, the Kdtantra-

vibhrama-sutra, the Shaht'hi-sutra, and the Sangrahani-sutra.

The temples of the Srdwacs are here called Deuhara. In many of them

Bhairava is an object of worship. The Srdwacs look on him as a minister of

the gods, and he is represented by a mass of clay usually placed under a

shed. The Srdwacs worship no less than forty-eight female deities, among

whom are Padmavati, Chakres'waki, Chandrakant'ha, Sri malina, &c.
;

but I have learned nothing of their history, nor did I see any of their images.

The Srdwacs also worship Kshetrapal, the god of cities, in the same way as

the Grdma-devatds are worshipped by the vulgar Hindus. In this district the

Srdwacs do not usually worship any of the gods (Devatds) adored by ordi-

nary Hindus, such as Rama, Crishna, Siva, Kali, &c., but when afraid of any

great impending evil, and they think that they have failed in procuring relief

from their own gods, they sometimes, like the Moslems, have recourse to

whatever idol may be fashionable, and employ a Brdhman to perform the

ceremonies. They admit the sun and heavenly bodies to be deities, but do

not consider them to be proper objects of worship.

Tlie Srdwacs do not themselves perform Huma: tliat is, they do not make

burnt offerings ; for they abhor animal sacrifices, and put themselves to the

4 A 3
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most extreme inconvenience to avoid killing, by any accident, even the most

minute reptile ; bnt when afraid of any misfortune, they employ a Brahman

to make that offering. This seems, however, to be a superstition that has

been introduced among them from their neighboui's, like the worship of the

gods of the orthodox Hindus.

Besides the Digambar and Sxeetcimhar, as I have already mentioned, three

sects, called Tcrepant'hi, Bispant'hi, and Durii/a, seem to have lately arisen

among the Jains ; a proof that they are now freed from the terrors of perse-

cution.

The Terepani'his and Bispant'his are so few in number, that I have not

been able to learn the differences of opinion on account of which they have

separated from each other ; but both agree in rejecting the advice of the

sages (Gnrus) who are spiritual guides for the two old sects of the Juins; nor

have they adopted any other persons to perform this important office. This

is a heresy so damnable, that they are beheld with the abhorrence due to

the heterodox (Nustik) ; while the Sxvctumharas in the west of India, and

even in Palna, from their weight in the state, are at present admitted by

the BraJimans to be orthodox (Astilc). These two heterodox sects worship

the twenty-four Avatars or Tirt'hancaras, and perform the other religious

rites usual among the Srcncacs : practices which arc entirely condemned by

the people called Duriyas, all of whom are said to consider themselves as

having obtained divinity, and therefore as exempted from the worship of

any god. This extravagance, however, has not been accompanied by the

system of rejecting tlie advace of sages (Gums) ; and therefore, although

considered as heterodox (Ndslik), they are thought less dangerous than the

other two schisms ; especially as their sages are ascetics of the most extra-

vagant degree of mortification, who wander about thoughtless of all worldly

concerns, covered with rags and nastiness. Tliesc fanatics have not yet

penetrated so far toward the east as Patna, and the account above given is

taken entirely from report.
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XXX. An Account of an Inscription found near Trincomake, in the Island

of Ceylon. By Sir Alexander Johnston, Knt. V.P.R.A.S.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Sir : I have the honour to send you, for the Royal Asiatic Society, the

fac-simile which was made in 1806 by my direction, of the inscription on a

flat stone near the road leading from the town and fort of Trincomalee to the

large tank or artificial lake of Kandelle, in the province of Trincomalee, on

the north-eastern side of the island of Ceylon. The public object which I

had in view in forming the collection of inscriptions of which the accom-

panying is one of the most remarkable, the great celebrity of the Hindu

temple at Trincomalee in ancient times, and the equal celebrity of the mag-

nificent harbour at the same place in modern times, render the illustration

of every document relative to that place an object not only of literary curio-

sity, but of national importance.

The late Sir Thomas Maitland, when governor of the island of Ceylon, in

consequence of my representing to him that the surest way of restoring that

island to its ancient state of cultivation and population would be, to establish

by act of parliament some permanent system for its government, founded

upon a thorough knowledge of the history and feelings of the people, and

really applicable to the local capabilities and present situation of the country,

resolved, in council, to send me officially to England, for the purpose of lay-

ing before his Majesty's Ministers, in my official capacity of Chief Justice

and President of His Majesty's Council on Ceylon, such a system of govern-

ment for that island as in my opinion was calculated to attain the objects

which I have mentioned ; and, that I might be enabled to affijrd his Majes-

tjr's Ministers such recent information as they might require upon the occa-

sion, previously sent me, in 1806, on a circuit completely round the island,

with the fullest powers to collect the most authentic and detailed information

relative to the ancient and modern history of the country ; the origin of all

the different classes of inhabitants, their laws, their castes, their religion,

their language, their agriculture, their manufactures, and their commerce.
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As the general history and local traditions of Ceylon, confirmed as to this

fact by the remains of four of the most stupenduous tanks or artificial lakes

that were ever constructed in India, prove beyond a doubt that the immense

tracts of cultivable land in the noi'thern and eastern provinces of the island,

which are now completely waste and depopulated, were at a foi'mer period of

history most highly cultivated and veiy densely peopled, and as one great

object of the System of government, which I proposed to Sir Thomas Mait-

land, was to restore those tracts of land to their former state of cultivation, I

caused, while I was on the above circuit, surveys to be made of some of these

tanks, and of the extent of tlie lands which could be irrigated by them ; esti-

mates to be formed of the expense of putting them into repair, and copies

to be taken of all the inscriptions, ancient or modern, which could be found

in their neiglibourhood ; and I urged the natives of the coimtry, by every

motive which could stimulate their activity, to collect for me on the spot

such local information, as might ex])lain to his Majesty's Government the

causes both of the former prosperity and of the present desolation of those

extensive provinces.

In the course of this inquiry all the best-informed men of the island, ap-

proving highly of its object, zealously co-operated with me in eliciting local

information from every partof tlieir respective districts; and the native chiefs

of the province of Trincomalee laid before me, together witli many other

valuable inscriptions, the one of which the fac-simile accompanies this letter,

and which they described as the most ancient and the most curious in their

province.

I was informed by those chiefs, that the late French Admiral Sufirein,

when he was at Trincomalee with the French fleet in 1781, tliinking that a

translation of this inscription would throw much light upon the ancient his-

tory and upon the ancient state of cultivation of the province of Trinco-

malee, sent a copy of it to the late Mons. Anquetil du Perron, then in France,

with an offer of a considerable reward to any person wlio could decj'pher it,

but which, so far as I can learn, has never been accomplished.

The race of people who at present inhabit the province of Trincomalee

and the adjacent province, are completely ignorant of the character in which

it is written : they however believe, from the traditions which are preserved

amongst them, that it is the character which was in use tlnoughout the whole
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of the northern and eastern parts of the island in the age of the two Kings of

Solamandelum, Manumethy Candesolam and his son Kalocata Maha-
RASA, who are stated, upon what authority I cannot ascertain, in all the

ancient liistories of Trincomalee (of which I have in my possession both the

Tamul originals and the English translations) to have reigned over the

southern peninsula of India and the greater part of the island of Ceylon

about the five-hundred and twelfth year of the Cali-yiig, or about 4,400 years

ago, and during their reign to have constructed not only the celebrated

pagodas or temples of Trincomalee, the whole of which were in the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century destroyed by the Portuguese, and the

materials of which were subsequently used by them for building what forms

a portion of the present fortifications of Trincomalee, but also the four

equally celebrated tanks or artificial lakes called Kattucarre, Padvilcolam,

Minerie, and Kandelle, the remains of which may, from their great magni-

tude and strength, and from the skill which is displayed in their construc-

tion, be considered as some of the most venerable and splendid monuments
ever discovered, of the high state of perfection to which the science of irri-

gation had been brought in the northern and eastern parts of Ceylon, in

the remotest periods of history ; and of the extraordinary efforts which were
made by the Hindu monarchs of India to secure their subjects from the

miseries of famine, by securing to the cultivators of land a regular and an

abundant supply of water.

There are many traditions in the country respecting the contents of this

inscription, but the three following are those to which the natives of the

province most generally allude. The first is, that it contains an account of

the taxes which the priests of the temples of Trincomalee had a right to levy

on the inhabitants of their own and the adjacent provinces ; of the expenses

which had been incurred by the sovereigns of the country in building those

temples ; of the lands and the treasure whicli were the property of the tem-

ples ; of the different countries in which the lands were situated, and of the

different places of security in which the treasures were deposited.

The second is, tliat it contains an account of the construction of the erreat

tank of Kandelle ; the sums that were expended upon it ; the number of peo-

ple who were employed in completing the work; the quantity ofwater which

the tank contained ; the manner in wliich, and the seasons at which, the
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waters were distributed amongst the proprietors of the adjacent fields ; the

number and extent of the fields to which its waters could be conducted ; and

the quantity of rice which could be raised in them.

The third is, that it contains the heads of the original laws, both civil and

criminal, according to which the two kings of Solamandelum, Manumathy

Candesolam and his son Kalocata Maharasa, ordained in the five-hundred

and twelfth year of the Cali-yug, or about 4,400 years ago, that the Hindu

people of the northern and eastern parts of the island of Ceylon should be

governed, and upon the faith of which the original Hindu settlers had, on

the invitation of those sovereigns, come over from the peninsula of India,

and established themselves in the different provinces of Ceylon.

However contradictory these traditions may be as to the meaning which

tliey attacli to the inscription, I think it may safely be concluded, both from

them and from all the different histories which I have in my possession, that

the race of people who inhabited the whole of the northern and eastern

provinces of tlie island of Ceylon, at the period of their greatest agricultural

prosperity spoke the same language, used the same written character, and

had the same origin, religion, castes, laws, and manners, as that race of peo-

ple who at the same period inhabited the southern peninsula of India ; and

that it is tiiercfore probable that some information as to the character and

language in which the inscription is written may be derived from the ancient

histories and traditions of that part of India, many of which I procured

from the Brahmans of Ramisserum, Trichendore, Madura, Seringham,

Combeconum, Chillcmbrum, Congeveram, and Tripetty, while I was

travelling in the peninsula in I8O7 and 1817-

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
Great Cuniberland Place,

\%th .My 1827.
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XXXI. Two Edicts from the Hoppo of Canton to the Hong Merchants,

translated Inj John Francis Davis, Esq., M.R.A.S.

From the new Hoppo to the Hong Merchants.

Copy received by the Britisli Factory on the 20th of October 1825.

Ta, Hoppo of Canton, &c. &c. issues this mandate to the Hong Merchants.

The present dynasty instituted the office of Hoppo (invested with the

general superintendence of maritime commerce), on account of its com-

passionating feeUngs towards distant foreigners ; surely not in consequence

of any necessity that it has for the foreigners' clocks and watches, broad-

cloth, long-ells, &c., or for the sake of the annual duties, amounting to

some hundred thousand tales. The Central Nation possesses silk and cotton

manufactures of various kinds, enough to clothe all its people ; and

abundance of dials, clepsydras * and hour-glasses,* as well as clocks and

watches from Soo-chow and Yang-chow, sufficient to ascertain the lapse of

time. With regard to the rare articles which are brought from the Four

.Seas,t and by the nations of the north and south, these are piled up in the

Imperial Palace in mountainous heaps. When any of the provinces are

afflicted with famine, millions of tales are issued from the national treasury

for their relief: what necessity, then, can there be for the trifling commodities

of foreign nations ? In consequence of the various people of the western

ocean having long been dependent upon the tea, rhubarb, and other goods of

China, for their existence, therefore the office of Hoppo was estabhshed,

to superintend the trade on just and impartial principles: but as it was

to be apprehended that the foreigners coming from afar over a tempestuous

ocean, ignorant of the language, and unable to procure food for themselves,

would be deceived and cheated by wicked natives, the Hong merchants

were instituted to buy their goods, and the Linguists to be their inter-

preters ; while pilots and conpradores were provided them, as well as food

• Called Slni-uy-lmv and Sha-loxv. For tlie Chinese characters see Plate XIII, Nos. 7 and 8.

f All the Morld out of Chhia.
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and water to support their existence. As it was likewise to be feared that

the foreigners, unacquainted with the laws of the celestial dynasty, might

be led into a violation of them by worthless natives, a high and trusty

officer was appointed for their especial superintendence, at the same time

that the Viceroy delegated to the proper civil and military officers their

general government and control. The mercy was most great, but the laws

are most severe. The foreigners have either chiefs to superintend their

affiiirs ; or there is an inferior control exercised by each captain or master

over those under his particular command. If they can strictly conform

themselves to ancient usage, mutual good understanding may be preserved

for ever.

It appears, however, that of late years remissness has proceeded from

long neglect. With the exception of the English president, who indeed

understands the great principles of moral jBtness,* and of the foreigners

of that nation (those in the Company's employ), who preserve a due regard

for their respectability, tlic others, namely the American and Keang-ked

(the country or private trading English) foreigners, regardless of the great

benevolence and goodness of His Imperial Majesty, listen to and allow

themselves to be led astray by worthless Chinese. The law has always

been, that if any stranger felt himself aggrieved, he should acquaint his

chief, or the captain of his own particular ship, that lie might transmit the

complaint to the Hong merchants for presentation before the Hoppo, who

would act with justice therein himself, or consult with His Excellency the

Viceroy on the best mode of settling the affair. It has appeared of late

that foreigners of various countries, allowing themselves to be led astray

by worthless persons, and to be detected in the commission of improper

acts, have, as soon as they were found out and restrained, pretended to

have suffered some great hardship, and taking upon themselves to present

an address in a foreign language,! proceeded to the city-gate to deliver

the same. This was a daring act of irregularity, and deserving of great

reprehension.

• Ta-e. To K-a-Xn xcci Tc iiKxtcv. For the Chinese characters see Plate XIII, No. 9.

f An edict was some months ago issued by the Viceroy, declaring that none but the English

chief had the right of addressing the local government in the Chinese character : all others are

obliged to address him in their own language, to be translated by the Hong merchants. This is

a material advantage which the Company have extorted for themselves. The Viceroy refers to

tlie discussions which took place in 1814.—J. F. D.
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It is proper for me, the Hoppo, who received the Imperial com-

mission for their control, to meet and consult with His Excellency the

Viceroy on the best measures to be adopted. AVhat is already past need

not be renewed : but this mandate is expressly issued to Howqua and the

other Hong merchants, that they may transmit it to the foreign merchants

of every nation. They must strictly conform to old established usage,

and sweep clean away their recent bad habits ; then they will not repay

with ingratitude the great benevolence of His Imperial Majesty. Let the

Hong merchants, also, sincerely and with all their might, enjoin it on the

Linguists, Conpradores, &c. to " change their faces and wash their hearts,"*

to pay a strict obedience to the regulations without seeking petty gain,

whereby they will entangle themselves in the net of the law.

After the issuing of tliis mandate, should any person obstinately persist

in ill doing, or dare to treat this admonition lightly, I, the Hoppo, in

conjunction with His Excellency the Viceroy, will investigate to what

nation and to what ship the offending person belongs. If the offence be

light, I shall order the Hong merchants to have no intei'course \n\h that

particular ship : if the offence be heavy, I shall address his Majesty on the

subject of not permitting that particular nation's ships to enter the port.

As to those worthless Chinese who instigate to evil, I shall, according to

the law which relates to unlawful intercourse with foreigners, first state the

circumstances to His Majesty, and then carry the law into effect. The

consequences will not be light to the persons and families, as well as to the

lives of the Hong merchants. It is to be apprehended that the mere

privation of the button will not be sufficient to cover (or atone for) their

offence. Let all implicitly obey : disregard not this special mandate.

Taou-Kwang, 5th year, 9th moon, 6th day.

2. Copy received by the British Factory on tlie 21st of October 1825.

Ta, Hoppo of Canton, &c. he, to the Hong Merchants.

In the resort of the foreigners of various nations to Canton for the

purposes of trade, whatever business must be managed by the said foreigners

in person, is allowed to be transacted by them in the foreign factories.

• It has been very well suggested, that they had better wash their faces and change their

hearts.
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They are permitted to take up their abode in the said factories, and there

to remain until the business is concluded and the ships have departed, when

tliey are required immediately to petition for a pass to Macao. Supposing

that their accounts arc not wound up, they must still remain at Macao

:

they are not pei-mitted to loiter about at Canton. There have already been

strict mandates issued on this subject ; they are on record. With the

exception of the English (/. e. the Company's factory), who by proceeding

up to Canton when the sliips arrive, and requesting a pass to Macao as

soon as the business is concluded, have conformed to the regulations, and

concerning whom, therefore, it is unnecessary to make any observations,

—

the Keang-keo (country or Anglo-Indian), the Americans, and other

foreigners, have continued to sojourn at Canton after their business was

concluded. Wiien tlie ships of these nations had already set sail and left

the port, they asserted that there were still other ships to come after them,

thus persisting in loitering about within the foreign factories. It is also

understood that there are foreigners, who publicly set up shops for goods

within the factories, and carry on clandestine dealings with natives. Not

only is it to be feared that smuggling may be tiie result of this practice,

but disturbance and trouble may also arise from such intercourse as the

above : it would, therefore, be a great unkindness to foreigners, as well as

a neglect in the peaceful government of the district, were it not severely

restrained. It is right to issue tliis mandate to tlie Hong merchants, that

tlicy may instantly transmit it to foreigners of all nations, requiring their

obedience thereto. If they have no trading business actually in hand, let

them immediately embark and return home ; if their accounts are yet

unsettled, let them go and wait at Macao : tliey must not loiter about,

under borrowed pretexts. Siiould they dare to be obstinate and oppose, let

an address be sent up for their immediate expulsion. Let inquiries be

also made concerning those foreigneis who have set up shops within the

factories, and who carry on clandestine dealings with natives ; what nation

they belong to ; and why the merchants iiave not reported them. Let

inquiries be immediately made on receipt of this, and an answer returned,

that the business may be arranged. Make no excuses for delay, by which

offence and punishment will be incurred. Hasten, hasten ; a special

mandate

!

Taou-Kwang, 5th year, 9th moon, 7th day.
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XXXII. A Ctific Imcription found i7i Ceylon, commimkated by Sir A.

JoHXSTON, V.P.R.A.S. ; "d'ith a Translation by the Rev. Samuel Lee,

A.M., Professor of Arabic in the University of Cambridge.*

Read February 3d, 1827.

Dear Sir: Cambridge, Nov.QT/, 1826.

Herewith you will receive the Ceylon Papers which you were so good as

to lend me. I should have returned them much earlier had not my Lec-

tures absorbed nearly the whole of my time. You will perceive I have made

an attempt to decipher the whole of the inscription, which, together with a

translation of it, I now send you. I have availed myself of the previous

endeavours of Major Stewart, as far as I could coincide with him in opinion
;

the rest I have made out as well I could. It is as follows :

INSCRIPTION.
I

J—^ ijis- i^\ '^ ^\ (_3^~^

fjfj^ ^j i^^ ^jJ- c-J\_j i^S^\JcJ>\j \j3J\

c^^\ JjA^b wCjjj lUi oJi^j\ \J3

ijj.^ ti>A^- ^««4"V '

^^J^;L^2\ *»J t-^-Cij (_^_j-.^\x;i

• For a reduced fac-simile of the inscription see the accompanying plate.
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TRANSLATION.

Li the name of the compassionate and merciful God. There is no God

but God. Mohammed is the prophet of God. May the blessing and

peace of God be upon him. O God pardon, have mercy upon, and pass

away from (the sins of) a servant, the son of thy servant, Khalid Ibn Abu
Bakdya (Takaya or Nakaya), (who) has left the world, and (who) was de-

pendent on thee ; but thou wast sufficient without him : (who) has departed

to thee, and thou art his best place of departure. O God pardon his sin,

that his piety may remain, and grant him his last (reward), and that he may

be justified. And protect thou, and multiply favour and security to him.

And may he (God) appoint our excellent prophet supreme, that he may

aflford to us and shew us the truth clearly ; for lie has admonislied with the

established word, and his decision has obtained, and his resistance is (as)

the (depth) lake of reproaclu Amen. Lord of Worlds. It was written on

the second day (of the week) fi\e nights taken out of (the month) Rejeb

(/. e. on the 5tli of Rejeb) in the year 337.* And in the vicinity he com-

pleted a security for religion with (other) conveniences, in tlie year 317.

May God give blessing and peace upon his prophet Mohammed.

This, as I have already remarked, is the best interpretation which I have

been able to give of this interesting inscription. Allow me now to say a

few words on those passages of it which have appeared to me doubtful. We
have in the fifth line <>oUj .i\ which has been translated by Abu Bakaya

(Takaya or Nakaya) : where tlie first word ^\ Abu, is incorrect, the rules

of the grammar requiring ^\ Abi, not Abu, and the second is doubtful, in

consequence of the omission of the points necessary to distinguish the letters.

But I have further doubts as to the letters themselves, from comparing the

two copies together, which, in this, as in other instances, differ very widely.

Upon turning over the travels of Ibn Batouta (which I hope to have it in

my power shortly to give to the public), I find that he \isited a grave in

the island of Ceylon, which contained the remains of cJ-ii ^^j^ •sill J-.= ^1

Abu Abd Allah Ibn Khafeef. "Wliether this can be the same with the name

in this inscription, I will not take upon me to say. It is possible and not

improbable that it is. But nothing can be said on this point, until we get

better copies of the inscription, or a sight of the original itself.

• Of tlie Hejira.
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In the beginning of the seventh line we have only the letter ijj"

with a space ; which I have translated by supposing the word ^jJJ},\ to

have been originally there, although there is still a shght anomaly, as

Jj-.
not

Jjj
should have preceded : yet, as the word ^].y^ Mtrnzanwal

follows, I do not see what other word could have occupied this space.

Again <uc would be more consistent with the idiom of the language

than Ax^ at the end of the seventh line ; but as ^^^ is more agreeable

to the Cufic copy of the inscription than i^, I have been content to allow this

deviation, until we have better means of ascertaining what the inscription

really is. In the next line, ijyj and ^-^ would be more grammatical than

i"^; and j^ ; but, as before, I can see my way no clearer, until I see a bet-

ter copy of the inscription itself. At the end ofthe eightli line we seem to have

a defect, which I would thus supply, jc~i\ favour, grace, ^c. the last two

letters of which may liave been written at the commencement of the follow-

ing line, for which there is manifestly a space left. At the end of the next

line there is also a defect, which seems only to want one letter, viz. alef. At
the beginning of the next, i. e. the tenth line, there is again a space and

the letter ^ is wanting, which I have supplied in the translation. Of the

remainder of this line, I think, there can be no doubt ; and the same,

perhaps, may be said of the greater part of the next. Of the last word

but one of the twelftli line I think there can hardly be two opinions, the first

letter being evidently one of the j- class, though the rest are a little obscure :

and, if this be the case, a considerable difficulty as to the first date will

vanish. There now can remain only cne difficulty of any importance, and

that is, as to the second date. Of the form and signification of the last two

words in the thirteenth line, I think there cannot be much doubt ; and if so

we may be sui'e that reference is made to some event independent of that

mentioned in the first date. The three first words of the next line I have

decj'phered and translated as being Issr,. ^j ^*<T "A security of(ox for) reU-

gion, with conveniences." If this be the real purport of the passage, the erection

of a religious house, with offices, gardens, &c., is meant, and the circumstance

perhaps been recorded here, as being the work ofpiety* alluded to above,

and which it is tlie wish of the wi'iter should remain. This passage however

* The woTiHy, from w liicli the word in the inscription is derived, is often used by Mohamme-

dan writers in the sense of legacies for religious purposes.
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is capable of another interpretation. Renaudot tells us, pp. 102, 103, " An-

ciennes Relationes des Indes et de la Chine," that the Arab merchants were

about this time in great insecurity rn this island in consequence of a barbarous

custom which prevailed among the Indians, whereby both their lives and

property were often sacrificed, and that the king made a regulation prohi-

biting its recurrence in future. If then the passage relates to this circum-

stance, perhaps the true reading will beja-^j ^^j ^-^T- "A security of(or from)

debt and deceit : " and to shew perhaps that this was brought about by the

endeavours of this good man just twenty years before his death. For this

interpretation the inscription on the smaller paper seems to make, as we have

either a^ or a : evidently concluding the last word. The other, or larger

copy, is however on the other side, the last word being there Mj', another

form only of the word J^J£^, but which can be made by no means to corres-

pond with ja.^, which seems to be the reading of the smaller copy. Tlie first

of these words moreover, iYi the smaller copy, is apparently jU. which, at

first, may have been ^U a place of security, which would suit the passage

rather better than ^^J in whichsoever of the significations proposed the

following words are to be taken. Still the word ^J is not objectionable, as

we find the Temple at Mecca occasionally called ^-^Sl e:-~J'> and the pro-

vince in which it is situated ^^^^^1 Al\, which word may have been taken and

applied as an epithet to any similar religious building or station.

I am sorry that I have not been able to command more leisure than I

have for the consideration of this inscription, and hoping that the time I

have taken has not been productive of any material inconvenience,

I remain &c.,

(Signed) SAMUEL LEE.

To Mr. W. HUTTMANN.
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XXXII*. A Letter to the Secretary relating to the preceding Inscription.

By Sir Alexander Johnston, Knt., V.P.R.A.S.

Sir:

I some time ago had the honour to send you the fac-simile of an ancient

inscription found at Trincomalee, on the east side of the island of Ceylon

;

I now have the honour to send you the fac-simile of one found at Colombo,

on the west side of that island. The first is of importance, as connected

with the plan which I proposed to Government, in 1806, for restoring the

northern, eastern, and western provinces of Ceylon to their ancient state of

agricultural improvement, by affording to the Hindu capitalists of Jaffna,

and the opposite peninsula of India, such privileges and immunities as

might induce them to employ their capital and their cultivators in the re-cul-

tivation of those extensive and once highly cultivated provinces. The
second is of importance, as connected with the plan which I submitted to

Government also in 1806, for restoring the same provinces to their ancient

state of commercial prosperity, by establishing free ports in the most conve-

nient parts of the island, by repealing many taxes which, without being

productive to Government, were peculiarly obnoxious to the Mohammedan
traders of Ceylon, and by inducing the Mohammedan capitalists of the

coasts of Malabar, Coromandel, and Malacca, to make Ceylon, in modern
times, what it was in ancient times, the great emporium of their trade in

India.

The former plan was the result of a very laborious inquiry which, with

the assistance of the most learned and enlightened of the Brahmans and

Hindus of Ceylon and Ramissarum, I instituted into the history of the

ancient agricultural estabHshments of all the different tribes of Hindus on

the southern peninsula of India and the island of Ceylon. The latter was

the result of an equally laborious inquiry which, with the assistance of the

most learned and enUghtened of the Mohammedan priests and merchants,

as well of Ceylon as of the coasts of Malabar, Coromandel, Malacca, and

the Eastern Islands, I instituted into the history of the ancient commercial

establishments of the Mohammedans on the coasts of India and Ceylon.

As the latter inquiry, from the character and the nations of the different

Vol. I. 4 B*
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persons whom I consulted, afforded me much curious information relative

to the manner in which the trade had been carried on by the Mohammedan

merchants on Ceylon, from the end of the ninth to the beginning of the

fifteenth century, and as that information may serve to fill up a portion of

the chasm which exists in the history of the trade of India between those

two periods, I shall avail myself of the present opportunity, while explain-

ing to you the circumstances by which I was led to the discovery of the

accompanying inscription, to submit to the Royal Asiatic Society a short

account of the state of the Mohammedans, and of their trade on Ceylon,

from the time of their earliest establishment on that island to the present

period.

The first Mohammedans who settled on Ceylon were, according to the

tradition which prevails amongst their descendants, a portion of those Arabs

of the house of Hashim who were driven from Arabia in the early part of

the eighth century, by the tyranny of the Caliph Abd al Melek ben

Merwan, and who proceeding from the Euphrates southward made settle-

ments in the Concan, in the southern parts of the peninsula of India, on

the island of Ceylon and at Malacca. The division of them which came to

Ceylon formed eight considerable settlements along the north-east, north, and

western coasts of that island : viz. one at Trincomalee, one at Jaffiia, one at

Mantotte and Manar, one at Coodramalle, one at Putlam, one at Colombo,

one at Barbareen, and one at Point de Galle. The settlement at Manar

and Mantotte, on the north-west part of Ceylon, from its local situation with

respect to the peninsula of India, the two passages through Adam's bridge,*

and the chankt and pearlt fislieries on the coasts of Ceylon and Madura,

naturally became for the Mohammedans, what it had before been for the

ancient Hindu and Persian traders of India, the great emporium of all the

trade which was carried on by them with Egypt, Arabia, Persia, and

the coast of Malabar, on one side ; and the coast of Coromandel, tlie

eastern shores of the bay of Bengal, Malacca, Sumatra, Java, the Moluccas,

and China, on the other side. On this part of Ceylon, at an equal distance

from their respective countries, the silk merchants of China, who had col-

lected on their voyage aloes, cloves, nutmegs, and sandal-wood, maintained

a free and beneficial commerce with the inhabitants of the Arabian and

Persian Gulfs : it was, in fact, the place at which all the goods which came

* See the accompanying Note (A). f See Note (B). % See Note (C).
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from tlie east were exchanged with those which came from tlie west.

Although the Mohammedan traders who were settled on Ceylon had

acquired great wealth and influence very early in the eleventh cen-

tury, and although they continued to possess a most extensive and

lucrative trade in its ports till the end of the fifteenth century, it was

during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries that they attained the highest

degree of their commercial prosperity and political influence on that

island. During that period, the great Mohammedan merchants of Manar

and Mantotte received into the immense warehouses which they had esta-

blished at this emporium the most valuable produce of the island from

their subordinate agents, who resided at the different sea-ports which were

situated in the neighbourhood of those provinces where the various articles

of commerce were produced. From their agents at Trincomalee they

received rice* and indigo ;! from those at Jaifiia, the chaya root or red dye,t

the wood of the black palmyra tree,§ and the sea-shells called chanks; from

those at CoodramalleJI pearls; from those at Putlam, areca-nut^ for chewing

with betel leaves ; ebony, satin, and calamander wood for furniture, and

sappan** wood for dyeing; from those at Colombo, cinnamontt and precious

stones ;tt from those at Barbareen, cocoa-nut oil and coire;§§ and from

those at Point de Galle, ivory and elephants.il ||

By means of armed vessels, which they maintained at their own expense

near the island of Manar, they commanded the only two passages by which

vessels of any size could pass through the ridge of sand-banks which extends

from the southern peninsula of India to the island of Ceylon, and

is known by the name of Adam's bridge. By means of the wealth

which they circulated through the country, they enabled the inhabitants

of the adjoining provinces to keep their tanks or reservoirs for water

in a constant state of repair, and their rice fields in a constant state

of cultivation. In the days of their commercial prosperity, the great

tank or artificial lake within a few miles of Mantotte,^^ which is called

the giant's tank,*** and which is now quite out of repair and completely

useless, was in perfect repair, and most extensively useful ; and the three

• See Note (D). f See Note (E). f See Note (F).

§ See Note (G).
|| See Note (H). f See Note (I).

** See Note (K). f f See Note (L). fj See Note (M).

§§ See Note (N). |||| See Note(O). ^f See Note (P). •** See Note (Q).
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adjoining provinces of Mossele, Mantotte, and Nannetan, which are now al-

most a desert, were then extremely populous and most highly cultivated. By

meansof their different establishments in the southern peninsula of India, they

introduced from thence into Ceylon, between six and seven hundred years

ago, the first body of cloth-weavers that ever was settled on that island.* By

means of the intercourse which they kept up, through the Persian Gulf and

Bussorah, with Bagdad and all the countries under that caliphat, on the one

side, and through the Arabian Gulf and Egypt, with all the Mohammedan

powers settled along the coasts of the Mediterranean, and of Spain on the

other side, they introduced from those countries into Ceylon many original

works in Arabic on Mohammedan law,t and many translations into Arabic

of the most valuable of the Greek and Roman classics, upon medicine,

science, and literature.t By means of the influence which they possessed

with the sovereigns of Ceylon, they obtained from them the important

privilege, that in the different ports in which they carried on their trade,

all commercial and maritime cases in which a Mohammedan merchant,

mariner, or vessel was concerned, should be tried at the port itself, without

delay or expense, by a tribunal which consisted of a certain number of

Mohammedan priests, merchants, and mariners, and which was bound to

proceed according to a maritime code of laws which universally prevailed

amongst the Asiatic Mohammedans.

§

The Portuguese, on their first arrival on Ceylon at the conclusion of the

fifteenth century, found that the Mohammedan traders still monopolized the

whole export and import trade of the island, and that they were, from their

commercial and political power in the country, the most formidable rivals

whom they had to encounter. From the beginning of the sixteenth century,

the trade and affluence of the Mohammedans on the island of Ceylon have

been gradually, though constantly, on the decHne ; owing, in some degree,

to the general decline of the trade and influence of the Mohammedan traders

in every part of India, but more particularly to the systems of policy which

have been respectively adopted by the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the

English Governments of Ceylon, and to the great improvement which has

been made within the last three centuries in the science of navigation.

The Mohammedan population on that island now consists of about

seventy thousand persons, who are distributed in every part of the country.

* See Note (R). f See Note (S). See Note (T). § See Note (U).
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The Mohammedan traders still have estabhshments at Putlam, Colombo,

Barbareen, and Point de Galle, from whence they carry on an export and

import trade with the coasts of Malabar and Coromandel. A great many

of them possess small capitals, with which they also carry on a considerable

portion of the retail trade of the country, and rent from Government the

several duties which are annually farmed out by the different agents of

revenue. They are of the sect of Shafei. Their book of religious in-

struction is an abridgment of the Koran, called the Umbda, written in

Arabic by a learned man from Arabia who visited Ceylon about the

close of the twelfth century. The commentary on the Mohammedan
law which is most in use amongst them is called the Amali. The whole

of it is written in Arabic ; the text in the old Arabic of the Koran, and

the notes in modern Arabic. Their laws of marriage and inheritance are

a modification of the laws of marriage and inheritance which prevailed

amongst the Arabs, who were subject to the Caliph of Bagdad at the

time their ancestors emigrated from Arabia. Their maritime and commer-

cial laws bear a strong resemblance both to those maritime and commercial

laws which prevail amongst the Hindu maritime traders of India, and to

those which prevail amongst the Malay maritime traders of Malacca and

the eastern islands

The conduct which they, as a body, invariably observed with respect to

the different measures which I adopted while I was Chief Justice and

President of His Majesty's Council on Ceylon, gave me a very favourable

opinion of their intellectual and moral character. In 1806, when I called

upon their chiefs and their priests to assist me in compiling for their use, as

I had done for that of each of the other classes of inhabitants in Ceylon, a

separate code of laws, founded upon their respective usages and customs, I

derived the most extensive and valuable information from their local expe-

rience. In 1807, when I consulted them as to the best mode of improving

the education of their countrymen, I found them not only anxious to co-

operate with me on the occasion, but willing to make, at their own expense,

the most liberal establishments in every part of the island, for instructing all

the children of the Mohammedan religion in such branches of science and

knowledge as I might think applicable to the peculiar state of society which

prevailed amongst tliem. In 1811, when I publicly assembled them to

explain the nature of the privilege of sitting upon juries, and of the

other privileges which I had obtained and secured for them under the
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great seal of England, by his Majesty's charter of ISIO, I received from

them the most useful suggestions, both as to the manner of rendering the

jury system popular amongst their sect, and that of attaining the real

ends of justice, without militating against any of the feelings, or even the

prejudices of the people. In 1815, when on my proposal tlicy adopted the

same resolution which all the other castes on Ceylon had adopted, of de-

claring free all children born of their slaves after tiie l'2th of August 1816,

I had every reason to applaud the humanity and liberality of the sentiments

and views, which they not only expressed but acted upon, in the progress

of that important measure.

In 1806, while collecting, as I have already mentioned, the various usages

and customs of the Mohammedan inhabitants of Ceylon, I directed my

inquiries particularly to those customs and usages which could throw

any light on the history of their early settlements and former commercial

prosperity on tiiat island, and their intimate connexion and constant

communication with the Caliphs of Bagdad, during the eleventh and twelfth

centuries ; and I was referred by all the Mohammedan priests, merchants,

and mariners, by whom I was assisted in my inquiries, to the Cufic inscrip-

tion of which the accompanying is the fac-simile, as the oldest record on the

island which alluded to the intercourse that had subsisted in former days

between the Caliphs of Bagdad and the Mohammedans of Ceylon.

The following is the tradition which prevails on Ceylon as to this

inscription. Tiiat it is supposed to be the most ancient Mohammedan

inscription on the island. That the Caliph of Bagdad, in the beginning

of the tenth century, hearing that the Mohammedans then established

as traders at Colombo were ignorant of and inattentive to the real tenets

of their religion, sent a learned and pious priest from Bagdad to Co-

lombo, with instructions to reform the Mohammedans of that place,

by explaining to them the nature of their religion, and by making such

estabhshments, and erecting such a mosque at Colombo, as were likely to

ensure for the future their strict observance of the real spirit of Moham-

medan worship. That this learned and pious man, after having erected a

very extensive mosque at Colombo and accompUshed the object of his

mission, died, and was buried at Colombo, close to the mosque he had

erected. That after his death, some learned persons were sent from Bagdad

to Colombo by the Caliph, for the express purpose of engraving this inscrip-

tion on his tomb-stone, and that this stone had remained on his grave undis-
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turbed for nearly eight hundred years, till the Dutch dessave, or collector

of Colombo, about forty years ago, removed it, along with some other

stones, from the Moorish burying-ground near Colombo, to the spot where

he was building a house, and placed it where it now stands, as one of the

steps to his house. The English translation of it was made by the Rev.

Samuel Lee, A.M., professor of Arabic at Cambridge, who is so celebrated

all over Europe for the profound knowledge he possesses of the Hebrew,

the Arabic, and other oriental languages.

I remain, &c.

To the SecreMry of (Signed) ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
the Royal Asiatic Society.

NOTES.

(A). One of these passages, called the Manar Passage, which separates the island of Manar

from the opposite coast of Ceylon near Mantotte, is very narrow, and not above four feet deep

at high water. The other, called the Paumbum Passage, separates the island of Ramissarum,

celebrated throughout India for its Hindu pagoda, from the opposite coast of the peninsula of

India near Tonitorre Point : it is also very narrow, and not above six feet deep at high water.

The importance of the first of these passages arises from its being the passage through which

all the small vessels trading between the south-west and north-west ports of Ceylon must pass ;

the importance of the latter arises from its being the passage through which all the small vessels

trading between the coast of Malabar and the coast of Coromandel must pass. From the in-

formation which I collected during frequent visits which I paid to the islands of Ramissarum

and Manar, I ascertained beyond a doubt that both these passages had been much deeper in

ancient times, and that they might again be made deeper without much difficulty. Tlie deepening

of these two passages is an object of considerable importance to navigation, and is well

worthy of the attention of his Majesty's Ministers and of the Court of Directors of the

Honourable East-India Company.

(B). The chank is the valuta gravis. The principal chank banks belonging to the English

Government on Ceylon are situated along the north-west coast of Ceylon, a little to the north-

ward of the island of Manar. The divers generally dive for these shells in three or three and a

half fathoms water. The quantity of chank shells which are found on these banks is so great,

that the government frequently lets the right of fishing for them for one year for sixty thousand

Ceylon dollars. Numbers of these shells arc exported from Ceylon to every part of India,

but more particularly to Bengal, where they are sawed into rings of different sizes, and worn

by the Indian women as an ornament, on their arms, legs, toes, and fingers. As the Hindu

natives of India have a religious prejudice in their favour, they are also used in the Hindu
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temples and at the Hindu festivals. If any of the reversed variety of these shells are found

with the opening on the left instead of on the right side of the shell, they may, it is said, in

consequence of a peculiar religious prejudice in favour of such variety amongst the Hindus,

be sold at any Hindu temple for their weight in gold. As the Ceylon divers learn to dive for

pearl oysters, which are found in eight or nine fathoms water, by diving for the chanks which

are found in three or four fathoms, the chank fishery is considered a nursery for the pearl

divers.

(C). The principal pearl banks belonging to His Majesty's Government are situated along the

western coast of Ceylon, a little to the southward of the island of Manar. The East-India Com-

pany have a chank fishery at Killecarr^, and a pearl fishery at Tuticoreen, both which places are

situated on that part of the coast of the southern peninsula of India which is opposite to the island

of Ceylon. It is said that the chank and pearl fisheries on the coast of the peninsula and the

chank and pearl fisheries on the coast of Ceylon were, at the time when the Mohammedans were

established at Manar and Mantotte, under one management: the policy of this arrangement is

obvious, for as most of the divers who dive on the one bank also dive on the other, the fisheries at

one place may, if under separate management, materially interfere with the fisheries on the other.

These fisheries seem to have been carried on along the same parts of the respective coasts of the

peninsula of India and of Ceylon from the most ancient limes, as I ascertained in the course of

an examination which I made of the coast near Killecarre. I have little doubt that Killecarre

was, as is stated by some authors, the Colchis mentioned in the Periplus of the Erythrean sea,

and that the pearl fishery which is mentioned in the Periplus as having been carried on at

Colchis in ancient times, is the same pearl fishery as that which is now carried on off the

coast of Tuticoreen and Killekarre.

(D). The great quantities of rice which in former days were exported from Trincomalee to

all parts of India were the produce of the eastern provinces of Ceylon, the produce of which

is at the present time so reduced as to be scarcely sufficient to supply the small population which

inhabits them. By a report made to me in 1806, it appeared that there were at that time in

those provinces upwards of six hundred tanks or reservoirs of water in a state of complete ruin,

two of which, Minere and Kandelle, are of immense dimensions, the former being about twenty

miles, the latter about sixteen miles in circumference. At the former, the embankment which

keeps in the water is a quarter of a mile long, and about sixty feet wide at its top ; at the latter,

in order to encompass and keep in the water of the lake, two hills are joined by an enbank-

ment the length of which is one mile and a quarter, its perpendicular height about twenty feet,

its breadth at the base one hundred and fifty feet, and at the summit about thirty feet.

(E). The indigo which was exported from Trincomalee is the produce of the indigqfera

tinctoria of Linnseus. It was celebrated in ancient times all over India, Arabia, and Persia,

for the brightness of its colour, and was an article upon which the merchants of Ceylon

in former days appear to have made a great profit ; it grows at present perfectly wild

between Trincomalee and Batticaloa, but is no longer an article of export. As his Majesty's

Government at my suggestion, in the year 1810, took off the restrictions which previously

existed against Europeans holding lands on the island of Ceylon, a gentleman is now about to

apply to Government for a grant of land in that part of the country where the indigqfera
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tindoria grows wild, and to employ a very considerable capital in the cultivation and preparation

of indigo : it is stated that he intends to take with him the improved machinery which has been

recently invented for the manufacture of that valuable dye. The state of machinery on Ceylon

is very defective in every branch. In order to enable both the theoretical and practical

mechanics of England to form some idea of the improvements which might be made in it, I

collected a very complete set of working models of every machine and instrument in use amongst

the natives of Ceylon, either in agriculture or manufactures, but this collection was unfortunately

lost in the Lady Jane Dundas East-Indiaman, in 1809. I have however recently called the

attention of Dr. Birkbeck, and other scientific members of the Mechanics Institution in London,

to the state of machinery on Ceylon, and to the degree of improvement which it is capable of

receiving from the superior knowledge of the mechanics of this country, and I trust that the

Royal Asiatic Society will soon receive the report which Dr. Birkbeck is expected to make on

this interesting subject.

(F). The chaya root is the oUenlandia umhellata of Linneeus, and is used for dyeing red,

orange, and purple. Although this root grows on the opposite coasts and on the island of

Ramissarum, that which grows in the province of Jaffna and on the island of Manar is reckoned

the finest. It gives rise, in Jaffna and on the island of Manar, to a caste whose sole occupation

is to dig for chaya root.

(G). The palmyra of the province o( SaSna is. \he borassusfabelliformis oi lAnnxMB. This

palm grows to great perfection in that province. The species of borassus in Jaffna whieh is

so valuable is that of which the wood is almost quite black ; it is used all over India for

rafters and for the roofs of houses, and is peculiarly valuable from its resisting all insects and

being extremely durable. The borassus, independent of its supplying this valuable wood for

exportation, is of the greatest importance to the inhabitants of Jaffna, from its fruit and roots

being used by them for food, and from many other parts of it being used by them in manufac-

tures and as articles of trade. The cocoa-nut tree, or cocos nucijera, is as useful to the natives

in the south as the borassus flabelliformis is to the natives of the north of Ceylon ; and it is worthy

of remark, that although there are forests of the borassus in the north of the island, there are

scarcely any of the cocos nucifera ; and that although there are forests of the cocos nucifera in

the south of the island, there is hardly a tree of the borassus flabelliformis.

(H). Coodramalle was in ancient times a town of considerable importance. Tliere are now

extensive ruins on the spot where it formerly stood. In 1808, when I examined them, I found the

remains of many very large buildings. A history which I possess of a queen who reigned over

that town and the adjacent country about eighteen hundred or two thousand years ago, shews

that it was at that time a place of great importance. It was the spot where the fishery for pearls

used to be carried on before it was removed to Aripoe, which is a few miles to the northward of it.

(I). The areca-nut is the areca catechu of LinniEus. This nut is used all over India for

chewing with the betel leaf or the betle pf(fer of Wildenow. There are three species of this

nut on Ceylon, which grow in great perfection in the interior of the country, and are much

esteemed throughout India. The areca-nut is to this day one of the most profitable and most

abundant articles of exportation from that island.

Vol. I. 4 C*
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(K). The sappan wood is made use of for dyeing cotton cloth of a fine red, or rather a very-

deep orange colour ; it is the ctesalpiiiia sajJjmn of Linnceus, and grows spontaneously in many

parts of Ceylon.

(L). The cinnamon generally grows in tlie south-west part of the maritime provinces and in

the interior of Ceylon. In the maritime provinces the cultivation and preparation of the cinna-

mon are carried on by a particular caste, which consists of between twenty-fow and twenty-live

thousand persons, who are said to be descended from seven weavers that were introduced into

Ceylon by a Mohammedan merchant of the town of Barbareen, about the end of the twelfth or

beginning of the thirteenth century. See Note (R.)

(IVI). The gems for which Ceylon is celebrated are found, it is believed, in granitic rock. The

right of digging for them is farmed out by government, in different farms, and in different parts

of the island.

(N). The coarse filament of the cocoa-nut husk called coire is used throughout India for

rope. On Ceylon it is obtained from the cocoa-nut trees, which grow in great luxuriance along

the south-west part of the coast from the river Kymcl to tlie river Walleway, forming a belt one

hundred and thirty miles in length, and one and a half in breadth. This belt was estimated, in

the time when the Dutch governed Ceylon, to contain between ten and eleven millions of cocoa-

nut trees, and to produce in addition to a great quantity of cocoa-nut oil and six thousand leaguers

of arrack, upwards of three millions of pounds weight of coire. A good tree in that belt was

estimated to produce from fifty to eighty, and sometimes one hundred cocoa-nuts in a year,

each cocoa-nut being equivalent as food to at least three ounces of rice.

(O). All the elephants whicli were exported from Point de Galle were caught in ancient, as

well as in modern times, in that tract of country which extends from Matura to Tangalle,

in the south of Ceylon, and which, from its being famous for its elephants in his days, is described

by Ptolemy in the map he made of Ceylon sixteen hundred years ago as tlie elephantum

pascim. The trade in elephants from Ceylon, which used to be lucrative, is now completely

annihilated, in consequence of all the petty Rajahs, Poligars, and other chiefs in the southern

peninsula of India, who used formerly to purchase Ceylon elephants as a part of their state,

having lost their sovereignties, and being therefore no longer required to keep up any state of this

description. A gentleman who has a coffee plantation at Candy, it is understood, recently

introduced the use of elephants in ploughing with great advantage. The number of elephants

on Ceylon is so great and the population so small, that it will be of material assistance to the

cultivators and manufacturers in the island if these animals can be generally used for labour.

(P). The ruins of the ancient town of Mantotte, all of which consist of brick, still cover a

considerable extent of country. Great numbers of Roman coins of different emperors, particu-

larly of the Antonines ; specimens of the finest pottery, and some Roman gold and silver chains,

have oeen found in those ruins.

(Q). The giant's tank, or the great artificial lake called Cattocaree, is the largest tank in the

north-west part of the island, and is situated within a few miles of the ruins of the great town of
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Mantotte. It appears by tlie report made to me in 1806, while I was on the spot collecting

information for the purpose of having it repaired, that if put into repair it would irrigate

lands sufficient for the production of one million of parrahs of paddy, each parrah containing

forty-four English pounds weight of rice.

(R). I have a copy in my possession of a very curious and very ancient grant in copper,

made by one of the Cingalese kings of Ceylon, about six or seven hundred years ago, to a great

Mohammedan merchant who was then residing at Barbareen, and to his descendants for ever,

of certain privileges and immunities in consequence of his having introduced from the opposite

coast of India the first weavers of cloth who were ever established on Ceylon. By virtue of

this grant, the lineal descendants of that merchant now enjoy under the British Government a

portion of the privileges which were granted to their ancestors by the ancient Cingalese govern-

ment of the country, and which were successively confirmed to them by the Portuguese, Dutch,

and English Governments on Ceylon. Tlie chief of this family was appointed by me, in 1806,

native superintendant of the medical department, under the control of the Supreme Court. He

was considered by the natives of the country as one of the best informed of the native physicians

on the island, and possessed one of the best collections of native medical books, most of which

had been in his family between seven and eight hundred years, during the whole of which period

it had been customary for one member of his family at least to follow the medical profession.

This same person made me a very detailed report of all the plants on Ceylon which have been

used from time immemorial for medical purposes by Mohammedan native physicians on that

island. The cultivation and improvement of these plants, as well as of all other plants and

vegetables on the island which might be used either for food or commercial purposes, was one of

the great objects for which his Majesty's Government, at my suggestion, in 1810, established a

royal botanical garden in Ceylon.

(S). While investigating questions relative to the laws of marriage and inheritance between

the Mohammedans of Ceylon, I have frequently been referred by them for my guidance to

notes which they possessed, of decisions given hi similar cases by the cadies of Bagdad and

Cordova, which decisions had been observed as law amongst the Mohammedans of Ceylon for

seven or eight hundred years.

(T). One of the principal Arabic works on medicine which they introduced into Ceylon

was the work of Avicenna ; they also introduced Arabic translations of Aristotle, Plato, Euclid,

Galen, and Ptolemy, extracts of which were frequently brought to me while I was on Ceylon

by the Mohanuiiedan priests and merchants, who stated that the works themselves had originally

been procured from Bagdad by their ancestors, and had remained for some hundred years in

their respective families in Ceylon, but had subsequently been sold by them, when in distress,

for considerable sums of money, to some merchants who traded between Ceylon and the eastern

islands. Three very large volumes of extracts from the works to which I have alluded

were presented to me by a Mohammedan priest of great celebrity in Asia, who died about twenty

years ago on the Island of Ceylon. These three volumes, together with between five and six hun-

dred books in the Cingalese, Pali, Tanuil, and Sanscrit languages, relating to the history, religion,

manners, and literature of the Cingalese, Hindu, and Mohammedan inhabitants of Ceylon, which
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I had collected at a considerable expense, were lost in 1809, in the Lady Jane Dundas East-

Indiaman, on board of which ship I had taken my passage for England.

(U). The maritime laws and usages which prevail amongst the Hindu and Mohammedan

mariners and traders who frequent Ceylon, of which I made a complete collection while pre-

siding in the Vice Admiralty Court of that island, may be classed under four heads : First,

those which prevail amongst the Hindu mariners and traders who carry on trade in small

vessels between the coasts of Malabar, Coromandel, and the island of Ceylon ; secondly, those

which prevail amongst the Mohammedan mariners and traders of Arab descent who carry on

trade in small vessels between the coasts of Malabar, Coromandel, and the island of Ceylon ;

thirdly, those which prevail amongst the Arab mariners and traders who carry on trade in very

large vessels between the eastern coasts of Africa, Arabia, the Persian Gulf, and the island

of Ceylon ; fourthly, those which prevail amongst the Malay mariners and traders who carry

on trade between the coast of Malacca, the eastern islands, and Ceylon.

The first are in some degree modified by the tenets of the Hindu religion and by Hindu law.

The second, the third, and the fourth, are modified in a great degree by the tenets of the

Mohammedan religion, and by Mohammedan law.
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XXXIII. On the Philosophy of the Hindus. Part IV. By Henry

Thomas Colebrooke, Esq., Dir. R.A.S.

Read February S, 1827-

ON INDIAN SECTARIES.

In the present essay, it is my intention to treat of the heretical systems

of JiNA and Buddha, as proposed in the first essay of this series on the

philosophy of the Hindus ; and 'to notice certain other Indian sects, which,

like them, exhibit some analogy to the Smc'hyas, or followers of Capila or

of Patanjali.

The theological or metaphysical opinions of those sectaries, apart from

and exclusive of mythology and ritual ceremonies, may be not inaptly

considered as a branch of philosophy, though constituting the essence of

their religion, comprehending not only their belief as to the divinity and a

future state, but also certain observances to be practised in furtherance of

the prescribed means for attaining perpetual bliss: which here, as with

most other sects of Indian origin, is the meed proposed for true and perfect

knowledge of first principles.

The Jainas and Bauddhas I consider to have been originally Hindus ;*

and the first-mentioned to be so still, because they recognised, as they

yet do, the distinction of the four castes. It is true, that in Hindm-

fhdn, if not in the peninsula of India likewise, the Jainas are all of one

caste : but this is accounted for by the admission of their adversaries

(Cumarila Bhat't'a, &c.), who affirm that they are misguided Cshalriyas

(Hindus of the second or military tribe) : they call themselves Vaisyas.

On renouncing the heresies of the Jaina sect, they take their place among

orthodox Hindus, as belonging to a particular caste (Cshatriya or Vaisya).

The representative of the great family of Jagat sefh, who with many of

his kindred was converted some years ago from the Jaina to the orthodox

• .\s. lies., vol. ix. p. 288.
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faith, is a conspicuous instance. Such would not be the case of a con-

vert, who has not ah'eady caste as a Hindu.

Both religions of Jina and Buddha ai-e, in the view of the Hindu, who
reveres the veda as a divine revelation, completely heterodox ; and that

more on account of their heresy in denying its divine origin, than for their

deviation from its doctrine. Other sects, as the Sdnc'hyas and Vaiseshicas,

though not orthodox, do not openly disclaim the authority of the veda.

They endeavour to reconcile their doctrine to the text of the Indian scrip-

ture, and refer to passages which they interpret as countenancing their

opinions. The mhndnsd, which professedly follows the veda implicitly, is

therefore applied, in its controversy with these half heretics, to the con-

futation of such misinterpretations. It refutes an erroneous construction,

rather than a mistaken train of reasoning. But the Jainas and Bauddhas,

disavowing the veda, are out of the pale of the Hindu church in its most

comprehensive range ; and the mimdnsd (practical as well as tlieological)

in controversy with these infidels, for so it deems them, argues upon

general grounds of reasoning independent of authority, to which it would

be vain to appeal.

The uttara mimdnsd devotes two sections (adhicaran'as) to the confutation

of the Bauddhas, and one to that of the Jainas. They are the 4th, 5th,

and 6th sections in the 2d chapter of the 2d lecture ; and it proceeds in

the same controversial chapter to confute the Pds'upatas and other branches

of the Mdhcs'tiiara sect ; and the Pdncltardtra a branch of the Vaislinava.

The Chdrvdcas are alluded to incidently in a very important section con-

cerning the distinction of body and soul, in the 3d chapter of the 3d

lecture (§ 30). In the jJiirva mimdnsd, contro^•ersy is more scattered
;

recurring in various places, under di^•ers heads : but especially in the 3d

ciiapter of the first book (§ 4).

The Sdncfhi/a of Capila devotes a whole chapter to controversy ; and

notices the sect of Buddha, under the designation of ndsticas ; and in one

place animadverts on the Pds'upatas ; and in anotiier, on the Chdrvdcas.

It is from these and similar controversial disquisitions, more than from

direct sources, that I derive information, upon which the following account

of the philosophy of Jainas and Bauddhas, as well as of the Chdrvdcas,

Pds'upatas and Pdnchardtras, is grounded. A good collection of original

works by writers of their own persuasion, whether in the Sanscrit language

or in Prdcrit or Pali, the language of the Jainas and that of the Bauddhas,
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is not at hand to be consulted. But, although the information be furnished

by their adversaries and even inveterate enemies, it appears, so far as I

have any opportunity of comparing it with their own representations,

essentially correct.

SECT OF JINA.

The Jainas or Arhatas, followers of Jina or Arhat (terms of like

import), are also denominated Vivasands, Miictavasands, Muctdmbaras or

Digambaras, with reference to the nakedness of the rigid order of ascetics

in^his sect, who go "bare of clothing," "disrobed," or "clad by the

regions of space." The less strict order of Sweidmbaras* " clad in white,"

is of more modern date and of inferior note. Among nicknames by which

they are known, that of Lwichita.ces'a occurs. It alludes to the practice

of abruptly eradicating hair of the head or body by way of mortification.

Parswanat'ha is described as tearing five handfuls of hair from his head

on becoming a devotee.t

AccorcUng to the Digambara Jainas, the universe consists of two classes,

"animate" and "inanimate" (jiva and ajiva), without a creator or ruling

providence (iswara).% They assign for the cause (cdrana) of the world,

atoms which they do not, as the Vais'eshicas, distinguish into so many sorts

as there are elements, but consider these, viz. earth, water, fire, and air,

the four elements by them admitted, as modified compounds of homogeneous

atoms.

These gymnosophists distinguish, as already intimated, two chief cate-

gories: \st. Jiva, intelligent and sentient soul (chaitana dtmd ov bddhdtmd)

endued with body and consequently composed of parts; eternal: 2d.

Ajiva, all that is not a living soul ; that is, the whole of (jad'a) inani-

mate and unsentient substance. The one is the object of fruition, being

that which is to be enjoyed (bhbgya) by the soul ; the other is the enjoyer

(bhoctd) or agent in fruition ; soul itself.

This second comprehensive predicament admits a six-fold subdivision

;

and the entire number of categories (paddrfha), as distinguished with

reference to the ultimate great object of the soul's deliverance, is conse-

quently seven.ll

Page 416 of tl.is volume. \ Page 433. X Ilnmanuj on Br. Sutr.

Sancara and other commentators oni?r. Stdr. and annotators on their gloss.
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I. Jtvu or soul, as before-mentioned, comprising three descriptions

:

1st. niti/a-siddha, ever perfect, or ydga-siddha, perfect by profound abstrac-

tion ; for instance, arhats or jinas, the deified saints of the sect : 2d. mucta

or mitctdtmd, a soul which is free or liberated ; its deliverance having been

accomplished through the strict observance of the precepts of the Jinas :

3d. baddha or baddhdtmd, a soul which is bound, being in any stage

antecedent to deliverance ; remaining yet fettered by deeds or works

(carma).

II. Ajiva taken in a restricted sense. It comprehends the four elements,

earth, water, fire and air ; and all which is fixed (sfhdvara) as mountains,

or moveable (ja?igania) as rivers, &c. In a different arrangement, to be

hereafter noticed, this category is termed Ptidgala matter.

III.—VII. Tlie five remaining categories are distributed into two

classes, that which is to be eifected (sddhya) and the means thereof

(sddhana) : one comprising two, and the other three divisions. What may

be effected (sddhya) is either liberation or confinement : both of which will

be noticed further on. The three eflJicient means (sddha7ia) are as follow

:

III. Asrava is that which directs the embodied spirit (dsravayati puru-

sham) towards external objects. It is the occupation or employment (iritti

or pravniii) of the senses or organs on sensible objects. Through the

means of the senses it affects the embodied spirit with the sentiment of

taction, colour, smell and taste.

Or it is the association or connexion of body with right and wrong deeds.

It comprises all the car-mas : for they (dsravayanti) pervade, influence, and

attend the doer, following him or attaching to him.

. It is a misdirection (mifhyd-pravritti) of the organs : for it is vain, as

cause of disappointment, rendering the organs of sense and sensible objects

subservient to fruition.

IV. Samvara is that which stops (samvrmuti) the course of the foregoing;

or closes up the door or passage of it : and consists in self-command, or

restraint of organs internal and external : embracing all means of self-

control, and subjection of the senses, calming and subduing them.

It is the right direction (samyac pravritti) of the organs.

V. Nirjara is that which utterly and entirely (nir) wears and antiquates

(jarayati) all sin previously incurred, and the whole effect of works or deeds

(ca?-ma). It consists chiefly in mortification (tapas) : such as fasts, rigorous

silence, standing upon heated stones, plucking out the hair by the roots, &c.
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This is discriminated from the two preceeding, as neither misdirection

nor right direction, but non-direction {aprawitli) of the organs towards

sensible objects.

VI. Baddha is that which binds (Imlhndli) the embodied spirit. It is

confinement and connexion, or association, of the soul with deeds. "'It con-

sists in a succession of births and deaths as the result of works {carman).

VII. Mbcsha is liberation ; or deliverance of the soul from the fetters

of works. It is the state of a soul in which knowledge and other requisites

are developed.

Relieved from the bondage of deeds through means taught by holy

ordinances, it takes effect on the soul by the grace of the ever-perfect

Arhat or JiNA.

Or liberation is continual ascent. The soul has a buoyancy or natural

tendency upwards, but is kept down by corporeal trammels. AVlien freed

from them, it rises to the region of the liberated.

Long immersed in corporeal restraint, but released from it
;

as a bird

let loose from a cage, plunging into water to wash off the dirt with which

it was stained, and drying its pinions in the sunshine, soars aloft
;

so does

the soul, released from long confinement, soar high, never to return.

Liberation then is the condition of a soul clear of all impediments.

It is attained by right knowledge, doctrine and observances :
and is a

result of the unrestrained operation of the soul's natural tendency, when

passions and every other obstacle are removed.

Works or deeds, (for so the term carman signifies, though several among

those enumerated be neither acts nor the effect of action,) are reckoned

eight ; and are distributed into two classes, comprising four each
:
the first

ghAtin, mischievous, and asddhu, impure, as marring deliverance: the

second aghutin, harmless, or sddhu, pure, as opposing no obstacle to

liberation.

L In the first set is :

—

1st. Jrnjdna varaniya, the erroneous notion that knowledge is ineffectual;

that liberation does not result from a perfect acquaintance with true prin-

ciples ; and that such science does not produce final deliverance.

2d. Dar^ana varanhja, the error of believing that deliverance is not

attainable by study of the doctrine of the Arhats or Jinas.

3d. Muhaniija, doubt and hesitation as to particular selection among the

many irresistible and infallible ways taught by the Tirfhancaras or Jinas.

Vol. I. 4 C
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4th. Antardya, interference, or obstruction offered to those engaged in

seeking deliverance, and consequent prevention of their accompHshment

of it.

II. The second contains :

—

1st. Vedamya, individual consciousness : reflection that " I am capable

of attaining deliverance."

2d. Ndmica, individual consciousness of an appellation ; reflection that

" I bear this name."

3d. Gutrica, consciousness of race or lineage : reflection that " I am
descendant of a certain disciple of Jina, native of a certain province."

4th. Ayiishca, association or connexion with the body or person : that,

(as the etymology of the term denotes,) which proclaims (cayate) age

(^ciyiish), or duration of life.

Otherwise interpreted, the four carmas of this second set, taken in the

inverse order, that is, beginning with aytishca, import procreation, and sub-

sequent progress in the formation of the person or body wherein deliverance

is attainable by the soul which animates it ; for it is by connexion with white

or immaculate matter that final liberation can be accomplished. I shall not

dwell on the particular explanation respectively of these four carmas, taken

in this sense.

Another arrangement, which likewise has special reference to final deli-

verance, is taught in a five-fold distribution of the predicaments or categories

(asticdya). The word here referred to, is explained as signifying a substance

commonly occurring ; or a term of general import ; or (conformably with

its etymology,) that of which it is said (cayate), that " it is " (asii) .- in other

words, that of which exsistence is predicated.

I. The first hjivdsticdya : the predicament, life or soul. It is, as before

noticed, either bound, liberated, or ever-perfect.

II. Piidgaldsticdya : the predicament, matter : comprehending all bodies

composed of atoms. It is sixfold, comprising the four elements, and all

sensible objects, fixed or moveable. It is the same with the Jjlva or second

of the seven categories enumerated in an arrangement before-noticed.

III. Dharmdsticdya : the predicament, virtue ; inferrible from a right

direction of the organs. Dharma is explained as a substance or thing

(draxya) from which may be concluded, as its effect, the soul's ascent to

the region above.

IV. Adharmdsticdya ; tlie predicament, vice : or tlie reverse of the
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foregoing. Adharma is that which causes the soul to continue embarrassed

with body, notwithstanding its capacity for ascent and natural tendency

to soar.

V. Acdsdsticdya: the predicament dcdsa, of which there are two, Locdcdsa

and Alocdcdsa.

1. Locdcdsa is the abode of the bound : a worldly region, consisting of

divers tiers, one above the other, wherein dwell successive orders of beings

unliberated.

2. Alocdcdsa is the abode of the liberated, above all worlds (Ideas) or

mundane beings. Here dcdsa implies that, whence there is no return.

The Joina gymnosophists are also cited * for an arrangement which

enumerates six substances {dravya) as constitutmg the world : viz.—
1. J'lva, the soul.

2. Dharma, \drtue ; a particular substance pervading the world, and

causing the soul's ascent.

3. Adharma, vice
;
pervading the world, and causing the soul's continuance

with body.

4. Pudgala, matter; substance having colour, odour, savour, and tactility

;

as wind, fire, water, and earth : either atoms, or aggregates of atoms
;

individual body, collective worlds, &c.

5. Cdla, time : a particular substance, which is practically treated, as

past, present, and future.

C. A'cdsa, a region, one, and infinite.

To reconcile the concurrence of opposite qualities in the same subject at

different times, and in different substances at the same times, the Jainas

assume seven cases deemed by them apposite for obviating the difficulty

{bhanga-naya') : 1st. May be, it is
;
[somehow, in some measure, it so is]

:

2d. May be, it is not : 3d. May be, it is, and it is not [successively] : 4th.

May be, it is not predicable
;
[opposite qualities co-existing] : 5th. the first

and fourth of these taken together : may be it is, and yet not predicable :

Gth. tlie second and fourth combined : may be it is not, and not pj-edicable
;

7th. the third (or the first and second) and the fourth, united : may be it is

and it is not, and not predicable.

Tliis notion is selected for confutation by the Veddntins, to show the

futility of the Jaina doctrine. ' It is,' they observe, ' doubt or surmise, not

* Ramanuja on the Br. Sutr.

4. C 2
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certainty nor knowledge. Opposite qualities cannot co-exist in the same

subject. Predicaments are not unpredicable : they are not to be affirmed

if not affirmable : but they either do exist or do not ; and if they do, they

are to be affirmed : to say that a thing is and is not, is as incoherent as a

madman's talk or an idiot's babble.'*

Another point, selected by the Veddntins for animadversion, is the position,

that the soul and body agree in dimensions.! ' In a different stage of growth

of body or of transmigration of soul, they would not be conformable

:

passing from the human condition to that of an ant or of an elephant, the

soul would be too big or too little for the new body animated by it. If it

be augmented or diminished by accession or secession of parts, to suit either

the change of person or corporeal growth between infancy and puberty,

then it is variable, and, of course, is not perpetual. If its dimensions be

such as it ultimately retains, when released from body, then it has been

uniformly such in its original and intermediate associations with corporeal

frames. If it yet be of a finite magnitude, it is not ubiquitary and eternal.'

The doctrine of atoms, which the Jainas have in common with the Baud-

dhas and the Vais'eshicas (followers of CanAde) is controverted by the

Veddntins.X The train of reasoning is to the following effect : ' Inherent

qualities of the cause,' the Vais'eshicas and the rest argue, ' give origin to

the like qualities in the effect, as white yarn makes white cloth : were a

thinking being the world's cause, it would be endued with tliought.' The

answer is, that according to Canade himself, substances great and long

result from atoms minute and short : like qualities then are not always

found in the cause and in the effect.

' The whole world, with its mountains, seas, &c. consists of substances

composed of parts disposed to union : as cloth is wove of a multitude of

threads. The utmost sub-division of compound substances, pursued to the

last degree, arrives at the atom, which is eternal, being simple ; and such

atoms, which are the elements, earth, water, fire, and air, become the

world's cause, according to Canade : for there can be no effect without a

cause. Wiien they are actually and universally separated, dissolution of

the world has taken place. At its renovation, atoms concur by an unseen

virtue, which occasions action ; and they form double atoms, and so on, to

• Sane, on Br. Suir. 2.2. § 6 (S. 33). f lb. S. 34—36.

X Br. SiUr. 2. 2. § 2 and § 3. (S. 11—17).
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constitute air ; then fire ; next water ; and afterwards earth ; subsequently

body with its organs ; and ultimately this whole world. The concm-rence

of atoms arises from action (whether of one or both) wliich must have a

cause : that cause, alleged to be an unseen virtue, cannot be insensible

;

for an insensible cause cannot incite action : nor can it be design, for a

being capable of design is not yet existent, coming later in the progress of

creation. Either way, then, no action can be ; consequently no union nor

disunion of atoms ; and these, therefore, are not the cause of the world's

formation or dissolution,

' Eternal atoms and transitory double atoms differ utterly ; and union of

discordant principles cannot take place. If aggregation be assumed as a

reason of their union, still the aggregate and its integrants are utterly

different ; and an intimate relation is further to be sought, as a reason for

tlie aggregation. Even this assumption therefore fails.

' Atoms must be essentially active or inactive : were they essentially

active, creation would be perpetual; if essentially inactive, dissolution

would be constant.

' Eternity of causeless atoms is incompatible with properties ascribed to

them ; colour, taste, smell, and tactility : for things possessing such qualities

are seen to be coarse and transient. Earth, endued with those four proper-

ties, is gross ; water, possessing three, is less so ; fire, having two, is still less
;

and air, with one, is fine. Whether the same be admitted or denied in resj)ect

of atoms, the argument is either way confuted : earthy particles, coarser than

aerial, would not be minute in the utmost degree ; or atoms possessing but

a single property, would not be Uke their effects possessing several.

' The doctrine of atoms is to be utterly rejected, having been by no

venerable persons received, as the Sdncliija doctrine of matter, a plastic

principle, has been, in pait, by Menu and other sages.'*

Points, on which the sectaries differ from the orthodox, rather than those

on which they conform, are the subjects of the present treatise. On
one point of conformity, however, it may be right to offer a brief remark,

8S it is one, on which the Jainas appear to lay particular stress. It concerns

the transmigration of the soul, whose destiny is especially governed by the

dying thoughts, or fancies entertained at the moment of dissolution, (see

page 437 of tliis volume). The vedas,\ in like manner, teach that the

• Sane, &c. on Br. Sutr. 2. 2. § 3 (S. 17.) f Br. Sutt. I. 2. 1.
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thoughts, inclinations, and resolves of man, and such peculiarly as pre-

dominate in his dying moments, determine the future character, and

regulate the subsequent place, in transmigration. As was his thought in

one body, such he becomes in another, into which he accordingly passes.

SECT OF BUDDHA.

The Bauddhas or Saugatas, followers of Buddha or Sugata (terms of

the same import, and corresponding to Jina or Arhat) are also called

Mticta-cachhd, alluding to a peculiarity of dress, apparently a habit of

wearing the hem of the lower garment untucked. Tliey are not unfre-

quently cited by their adversaries as (Ndsticas) atheists, or rather, disowners

of another world.

Buddha muni, so he is reverently named by the opponents of his I'eligious

system, is the reputed author of siitras* constituting a body of doctrine

termed dgama or s'dstra, words which convey a notion of authority and

hoUness. Tiie Buddha here intended, is no doubt the last, who is dis-

tinguished by the names of Gautama and Sacya, among other appellations.

Either from diversity of instruction delivered by him to his disciples at

various times, or rather from different constructions of tlie same text, more

or less literal, and varying with the degree of sagacity of the disciple, have

arisen no less than four sects among the followers of Buddha. Com-

mentators of the veddnta, giving an account of tliis sciiism of the Bauddhas,

do not agree in applying the scale of intellect to these divisions of the

entire sect, some attributing to acuteness or superior intelligence, that

which others ascribe to simplicity or inferior understanding.

Witiiout regarding, therefore, that scale, the distinguishing tenets of

each branch of the sect may be thus stated. Some luaintain that all is

void, (jsarva s'unya) following, as it seems, a literal interpretation of

Buddha's sutras. To these the designation of Mddhyamica is assigned by

several of the commentators of the veddnta ; and in the marginal notes

of one commentary, they are identified with the Chdn'dcas : but that is

an error.
'

Other disciples of Buddha except internal sensation or intelligence

(t'ijnydna) and acknowledge all else to be void. They maintain the eternal

existence of conscious sense alone. These are called Yogdchdras.

* Quotations from them in the Sanscrit language occur in commentaries on the Vedhita :

(the Bhamati on Br. SiUr. 2. 2. 19.)
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Others, again, affirm the actual existence of external objects, no less

than of internal sensations : considering external as perceived by senses ;

and internal as iixferred by reasoning.

Some of them recognise the immediate perception of exterior objects.

Others contend for a mediate apprehension of tliem, through images, or

resembling forms, presented to the intellect : objects they insist are inferred,

but not actually perceived. Hence two branches of the sect of Buddha :

one denominated Sautrcintica ; the other Vaihhdshica.

As these, however, have many tenets in common, they may be con-

veniently considered together ; and are so treated of by the scholiasts of

Vyasa's Brahme-sutras : understanding one adhicarana (the 4th of the

1A chapter in the 2d lecture) to be directed against these two sects of

Buddhists ; and the next following one (2. 2. 5.) to be addressed to the

Yogdchdras; serving, however, likewise for the confutation of the advocates

of an universal void.*

The Sautrcintica and Vaihhdshica sects, admitting then external (bdhi/a)

and internal (abhyantara) objects, distinguish, under the first head, elements

(bhuta') and that which appertains thereto (bhautica), namely, organs and

sensible qualities ; and under the second head, intelligence (chitta), and that

which unto it belongs (chailta).

The elements (bhuta or mahdbhula) which they reckon four, not acknow-

ledging a fifth, consist of atoms. The Bauddhas do not, with the followers

of Canade, affirm double atoms, triple, quadruple, &c. as the early gradations

of composition ; but maintain indefinite atomic aggregation, deeming com-

pound substances to be conjoint primary atoms.

Earth, they say, has tl^e nature or peculiar character of hardness ; water,

that of fluidity ; fire, that of heat ; and air, that of mobility. Terrene

atoms are hard ; aqueous, liquid ; igneous, hot ; aerial, mobile. Aggregates

of these atoms partake of tiiose distinct characters. One authority, how-

ever, states, that they attribute to terrene atoms the characters of colour.

• This schism among the Baudd/ias, splitting into four sects, is anterior to the age of

S'ancara ACHARYA, who expressly notices all the four. It had commenced before the com-

position of the Drahma-sutras, and consequently before the days of S'abara swamI and

CumAiui-a bhat't'a; since two, at the least, of those sects, are separately confuted. All of

them appear to have been indiscriminately persecuted, when the BaudMas of every denomination

were expelled from Ilindust'han and the peninsula. Wlielher the same sects yet subsist among

the Baudd/ias of Ceylon, Thibet, and the trans-gangetic India, and in China, deserves inquiry.
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savour, odour, and tactility ; to aqueous, colour, savour, and tactility ; to

igneous, both colour and tactility ; to aerial, tactility only.*

The Bauddhas do not recognise a fifth element, dcdsa, nor any substance

so designated ; nor soul {jiva or dtman') distinct from intelligence (chitta) ;

nor any thing irreducible to the four categories above-mentioned.

Bodies, wliich are objects of sense, are aggregates of atoms, being

composed of earth and other elements. Intelligence, dwelling within

body, and possessing individual consciousness, apprehends objects, and

subsists as self; and, in that view only, is (dtman) self or soul.

Things appertaining to the elements, (bhautica'), the second of tiie pre-

dicaments, are organs of sense, together with tlieir objects, as rivers,

mountains, &c. Tliey are composed of atoms. This world, every thing

which is therein, all which consists of component parts, nuist be atomical

aggregations. They are external ; and are perceived by means of organs,

the eye, the ear, &c., which likewise are atomical conjuncts.

Images or representations of exterior objects are produced ; and by

perception of such image or representations, objects are aj)pre]iended.

Such is tiie doctrine of the Sautrdnticas upon this point. But tlie Vaib-

hdshicas acknowledge the direct perception of exterior objects. Both

tliink, tliat objects cease to exist wlien no longer perceived : they have

but a brief duration, like a flasli of lightning, lasting no longer than the

perception of them. Their identity, then, is but momentary : the atoms

or component parts arc scattered ; and the aggregation or concourse was

but instantaneous.

Hence these Buddhists are by their adversaries, tiie orthodox Hindus,

designated as Piirna— or Sarva-vainds' teas, ' arguing total perishableness ;'

while the followers of Canade, who acknowledge some of their categories

to be eternal and invariable, and reckon only otliers transitory and change-

able ; and who insist that identity ceases with any variation in the composition

of a body, and that a corporeal frame, receiving nutriment and discharging

excretions, undergoes continual change, and consequent early loss of

identity, are for tliat particular opinion, called Ardha-vairuis icas, ' arguing

half-perishableness.'

The second head of the arrangement before-mentioned, comprising

internal objects, viz. intelligence, and that which to it appertains, is again

distributed into five scandhas, as follow :

—

Ramanuj. on Br. Sutr,
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1st. Riipa-scandha ; comprehending organs of sense and their objects

considered in relation to the person, or the sensitive and inteIHgent faculty

which is occupied with them. Colours and other sensible qualities and

things are external ; and, as such, are classed under the second division of

the first head (bhautica), appurtenance of elements : but, as objects of sen-

sation and knowledge, they are deemed internal, and therefore recur under

the present head.

2d, Vijnydna-scandha consists in intelligence (chitta), which is the same
with self {atman') and {yijnydna) knowledge. It is consciousness of sensation,

or continuous course and flow of cognition and sentiment. There is not any

other agent, nor being which acts and enjoys ; nor is there an eternal soul

:

but merely succession of thought, attended with individual consciousness

abiding within body.

3d. Vedand-scandha comprises pleasure, pain, or the absence of either, and

other sentiments excited in the mind by pleasing or displeasing objects.

4th. Saiijnyd^scandha intends the knowledge or belief arising from names
or words : as ox, horse, &c. ; or from indications or signs, as a house de-

noted by a flag ; and a man by his staff'.

5th. Sanscdra-scandha includes passions ; as desire, hatred, fear, joy,

sorrow, &c. together with illusion, virtue, vice, and every other modifica-

tion of the fancy or imagination. All sentiments are momentary.

The second of these five scandhas is the same with the first division of

the second general head, chitta, or intelligence. The rest are comprehended

under the second head, chaittica, appurtenance of intellect ; and under the

larger designation of ddhydtmica, belonging to (dtman') self. The latter

term, in its most extensive sense, includes all the five scandhas, or branches,

moral and personal.

The seeming but unreal course of events, or worldly succession, external

and mental, or physical and moral, is described as a concatenation of

causes and effects in a continual round.

Concerning the relation of cause and effect, it is to be premised that proxi-

mate cause (Jietii) and concurrent occasion {pratyaya^ are distinguished : and

the distinction is thus illustrated in respectofboth classes, externalandpersonal.

From seed comes a germ ; from this a branch ; then a culm or stem
;

whence a leafy gem ; out of which a bud ; from which a blossom ; and thence,

finally, fruit. Wliere one is, tiie other ensues. Yet the seed is not con-

scious of producing the germ ; nor is this aware of coming from seed : and

Vol. I. t D
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hence is inferred production without a thinking cause, and without a ruling

providence.

Again, earth furnishes soUdity to the seed, and coherence to the germ
;

water moistens the grain ; fire warms and matures it ; air or wind supplies

impulse to vegetation ; ether expands the seed ;* and season transmutes it.

By concurrence of all these, seed vegetates, and a sprout grows. Yet earth

and the rest of these concurrent occasions are unconscious ; and so are the

seed, germ, and the rest of the effects.

Likewise, in the moral world, where ignorance or error is, there is

passion : where error is not, neither is passion there. But they are uncon-

scious of mutual relation.

Again, earth furnishes solidity to the bodily frame ; water affords to it

moisture ; fire supplies heat ; wind causes inspiration and respiration ; ether

occasions cavities ;t sentiment gives corporeal impulse and mental incitement.

Then follows error, passion, &c.

Ignorance (avidi/d) or error, is the mistake of supposing tliat to be

durable, which is but momentary. Tiience comes passion (sanscdra), com-

prising desire, aversion, delusion, &c. From these, concurring in the

embryo with paternal seed and uterine blood, arises sentiment (xjjnydna')

or incipient consciousness. From concurrence of this with parental seed

and blood, comes the rudiment of body ; its flesh and blood ; its name

{ndman) and shape (rt'tpa). Thence the (shad'-dyatana), sites of six organs, or

seats of the senses, consisting of sentiment, elements (earth, &c.), name

and shape (or body), in relation to him whose organs they are. From

coincidence and conjunction of organs with name and shape (that is, with

body) there is feeling (sparsa) or experience of heat or cold, &c. felt by the

embryo or embodied being. Thence is sensation (yedand) of pain, pleasure,

&c. Follows thirst {tnshfid) or longing for renewal of pleasurable feeling

and desire to shun that which is painful. Hence is (iipdddnd) effort, or

exertion of body or speech. From this is (bhava) condition of (dharma)

merit, or (adhanna) demerit. Thence comes birth (idti') or aggregation of

the five branches (scandha^).t The maturity of those five branches is (jard)

* So tlie commentaries on Sancara (the Bhamnti, A'bharan'a and Prahha.) But the fifth

element is not acknowledged by the Bauddhas.

\ See the foregoing note.

X One commentary of the Vcdanta (viz. the 'Abharan'a), explains bhnva as corporeal birth ;

and jati genus, kind. Other differences among the Vedantin writers, on various minor points

of the Buddhist doctrine, are passed over to avoid tediousness.
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decay. Their dissolution is {marana) death. Regret of a dying person is

{soca') grief. Wailing is {paridevandL) lamentation. Experience of that

which is disagreeable is (duhc'hd) pain or bodily sufferance. But mental

pain is (daurmanasi/a) discomposure of mind. Upon death ensues departure

to another world. That is followed by return to this world. And the course

of error, with its train of consequences, recommences.*

Besides these matters, which have a real existence but momentary dura-

tion, the Bauddhas distinguish under the category and name of {nirupa')

unreal, false, or non-existent, three topics : 1st, wilful and observable

destruction (^pratisaiK'hya-nirddha) of an existent thing, as the breaking of

a jar by a stroke of a mallet ; 2d, unobserved nullity or annihilation {apra-

tisane'hi)a-nirodhd) ; and 3d, vacancy or space (dcds'a) unencompassed and

unshielded, or the imaginary ethereal element.

The whole of this doctrine is formally refuted by the Veddntins. ' The
entire aggregate, referred to two sources, external and internal, cannot be ;

nor the word's course dependent thereon : for the members of it are in-

sensible ; and its very existence is made to depend on the flash of thought
;

yet no other thinking permanent being is acknowledged, accumulating that

aggregate, directing it, or enjoying; nor is there an inducement to activity

without a purpose, and merely momentary.

' Nor is the alleged concatenation of events admissible : for there is no

reason of it. Their existence depends on that of the aggregate of which

they are alleged to be severally causes. The objections to the notion of

eternal atoms with beings to enjoy, are yet more forcible against momentary

atoms with none to enjoy. The various matters enumerated as successive

causes, do not account for the sum of sensible objects. Nor can they,

being but momentary, be the causes of effects : for the moment of the one's

duration has ceased, before that of the other's existence commences. Being

then a non-entity, it can be no cause. Nor does one last till the other

begins, for then they would be contemporaneous.

' The ethereal element (dcds'a) is not a non-entity : for its existence is

inferrible from sound.

' Nor is self or soul momentary : memory and recollection prove it : and

there is no doubt nor error herein ; for the individual is conscious that he is

the same who to-day remembers what he yesterday saw.

• S'anc. Vach., &c. on Br. Sutr. 2. 2. (s. 19.)

4 D 2
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' Nor can entity be an effect of non-entity. If the one might come of

the other, then might an effect accrue to a stranger without effort on his

part : a husbandman would have a crop of corn without tilhng and sowing ;

a potter would have a jar without moulding the clay ; a weaver would

have cloth witliout weaving the yarn : nor would any one strive for heavenly

bliss or eternal deliverance.'*

To confute another branch of the sect of Buddha, the Veddntiiu argue,

that ' the untruth or non-existence of external objects is an untenable

position ; for there is perception or apprehension of them : for instance, a

stock, a wall, a jar, a cloth ; and that, which actually is apprehended,

cannot be unexistent. Nor does the existence of objects cease when the

apprehension does so. Nor is it like a dream, a juggle, or an illusion ; for

the condition of dreaming and waking is quite different. When awake a

person is aware of the illusory nature of the dream which he recollects.

' Nor have thoughts or fancies an independent existence : for they are

founded on external and sensible objects, tiie which, if unapprehended,

imply that thoughts must be so too. These are momentary : and the same

objections apply to a world consisting of momentary thoughts, as to one of

instantaneous objects.

' The whole doctrine, when tried and sifted, crumbles like a well sunk

in loose sand. The opinions advanced in it are contradictory and incom-

compatible : they are severally untenable and incongruous. By teaching

them to his disciples, Buddha has manifested either his own absurdity and

incoherence, or his rooted enmity to mankind, whom he sought to delude.'t

A few observations on the analogy of the doctrine, above explained, to

the Grecian philosophy, may not be here out of place.

It has been already remarked, in former essays, that the Bauddhas, like

the Vais eshicas, admit but two sources of knowledge (p. 445 of this volume).

Such likewise appears to have been the opinion of the more ancient Greek

philosophers ; especially the Pythagoreans : and accordingly Ocellus, in

the beginning of his treatise on the universe, declares that he has written

such things, concerning the nature of the universe, as he learned from

nature itself by manifest signs, and conjectured as probable, by thought

* ganc. and other Com. on Br. Sutr. 2. 2. § 4 (s. 18-27).

t Com. on Br. Sutr. 2. 2. § 5 (s. 28-32).
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tlirougli reasoning- ; thereby intimating, as is remarked l)y liis annotator,

tliatthe means of knowledge are two.*

Concerning the atomic doctrine, maintained not only by the Vaiscs!hictis,

or followers of CANAni;, snrnamed CAs'vAi-A.t but by the sect of BuuniiA, and

likewise by several others as well heterodox as orthodox, no ])erson needs to

be told, that a similar doctrine was maintained by many among the ancient

Greek philosophers ; and in particular by Leucijjpus (if not jjreviously by

Moschus), and after him by Democritus ; and likewise by Kmpedoeles, wlio

was of the Pythagorean school. They disagreed, as tiie Indian i»hiloso|)hers

likewise do, respecting the number of elements or dilferent kinds of atoms.

Empedocles admitted five, develojjed in the following order : ether, lire,

earth, water, and air. Here we have the five elements (Miita) of the

Hindus, including dcds'a. The great multitude of philosopiiers, however,

restricted the numl)er of elements to four ; in which respect they agree with

the Jainas, Bauddlia.s, Cluirvdcas and some other sectaries, who reject the

fifth element afiirmed by tlie Hindus in general, and especially by (he

orthodox.

In published accounts of the religious opinions of Bauddhus and Jainas,

derived principally from oral information, doubts have been expressed as to

the sense attached by them to the terms which they use to signify tlie ha|)py

state at which the j)erfect saints arrive. It has been questioned wheliier

annihilation, or what other condition short of such absolute extinction, is

meant to be described.

Both these sects, like most others of Indian origin, ])ropose for the grand

object to which man siiould aspire, the attaiuMient of a iinal happy state,

from which there is no return.

• Opusc. Mj'tliolog. pliys. and etli. p. 605.

\ A remark may be liere made, which was omitted in its proper place (Part 2 of this essay),

that tlie folhiwerH of tlie atomic hectare sometimes contimu'liouHly d<'sif,'nated by their orthodox

oppoiients, as ('iiii'a/j/iiij (n) or Can'iihhncshii, in ullusioii to the liniiider's name. Ci'iii'a signifies a

crow ; and the import of Ccin'a-bhuj, synonymous with Ctin'ad, is crow-eater (can'n-ari) . 'I'lie

original name, however, is derivable from cau'a little, (with ad to eat, or add, to receive)

implying abstemiousness o'r disinterestedness of the person bearing the name. Conformably

with the fi.st of those derivations, Can'auk himself is sometimes called Can'abhacshn or

Caii'al/huj,

(n) S'anc. on Br. SUlr. 2. 3. § \2 (>. 18;.
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All concur in assigning to its attainment the same term, mucti or vwcsha,

with some shades of difference in the interpretation of the word : as eman-

cipation ; deliverance from evil ; liberation from worldly bonds ; relief

from further transmigration, &c.

Many other terms are in use, as synonymous with it ; and so employed

by all or nearly all of these sects ; to express a state of final release from

the world : such as amrtta, immortality ; apavarga, conclusion, completion,

or abandonment ; ^reyas, excellence ; nth s'reyasa, assured excellence, per-

fection ; cairvalya, singleness ; nih saran'a, exit, departure. But the term,

which the Bauddhas, as well as Jaitias, more particularly affect, and which

however is also used by the rest, is nirvdn'a, profound calm. In its

ordinary acceptation, as an" adjective, it signifies extinct, as a fire which

is gone out ; set, as a luminary which has gone down ; defunct, as a

saint who has passed away : its etymology is from vd, to blow as wind,

with the preposition nir used in a negative sense : it means calm and

unruffled. The notion which is attached to the word, in the acceptation

now under consideration, is that of perfect apathy. It is a concUtion

of unmixed tranquil happiness or extacy (dnanda). Other terms (as

snc'ha, mdlia, &c.) distinguish different gradations of pleasure, joy, and

delight. But a happy state of imperturbable apathy is the ultimate bliss

(dnanda) to which the Indian aspires : in this the Jaina, as well as the

Bauddha, concurs with the orthodox Veddntin.

Perpetual uninterrupted apathy can hardly be said to differ from eternal

sleep. The notion of it as of a happy condition seems to be derived from

the experience of extacies, or from that of profound sleep, from which a

person awakes refreshed. The pleasant feeling is referred back to the period

of actual repose. Accordingly, as I shall have occasion to show in a future

essay, the veddnta considers the individual soul to be temporarily, during

the period of profound sleep, in the like condition of reunion with the

Supreme, which it permanently arrives at on its final emancipation from

body.

This doctrine is not that of the Jainas nor Bauddhas. But neither do

they consider the endless repose allotted to their perfect saints as attended

with a discontinuance of individuality. It is not annihilation, but unceasing

apathy, which they understand to be the extinction (nirvm'a) of their

saints ; and which they esteem to be supreme felicity, worthy to be sought

by practice of mortification, as well as by acquisition of knowledge.
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Chdrvdcas and Locdyaticas.

In my first essay on the Philosophy of the Hindus (p. 20 of this vohime),

it was stated upon the authority of a scholiast of the Sdnc'hya, that Char.

VACA, whose name is familiar as designating a heretical sect called after him,

has exhibited the doctrine of the Jainas. In a marginal note to a scholiast

of the Brahma-sutras, one of the four branches of the sect of Buddha (the

Mddhyamica) is identified with the Chdivdcas. This I take to be clearly

erroneous ; and upon comparison of the tenets of the Jainas and Chdrvdcas,

as alleged by the commentators of the Veddnta in course of controversy, the

other position likewise appears to be not correct.

For want of an opportunity of consulting an original treatise on this branch

of philosophy, or any connected summary furnished even by an adversary

of opinions professed by the Chdrvdcas, no sufficient account can be yet

given of their peculiar doctrine, further than that it is undisguised mate-

rialism. A few of their leading opinions, however, are to be collected from

the incidental notice of them by opponents.

A notorious tenet of the sect, restricting to perception only the means

of proof and sources of knowledge, has been more than once adverted to

(p. 28 and 445 of this volume). Further research enables me to enlarge the

catalogue of means of knowledge admitted by others, with the addition of

probability (sdmbhavi) and tradition (aitihya) separately reckoned by my-

thologists (Paiirdnicas) among those means.* The latter is however

comprehended under the head of (s'dbda) oral communication. In regard

to probability or possibility (for the term may be taken in this lower meaning)

as a ground or source of notions, it must be confessed, that in the text of

tlie mythologists (their Purdnas) a very ample use is made of the latitude

;

and what by supposition might have been and may be, is put in the place of

what has been and is to be.

The Chdrvdcas recognise four (not five) elements, viz. earth, watei", fire

and wind (or air); and acknowledge no other principles {tafwa).\

The most important and characteristic tenet of this sect concerns tlie

soul, which they deny to be other than body.t This doctrine is cited for

refutation in Vyasa's siitras, as the opinion of " some ;" and his scholiasts.

* Paddrfha dipica. f Vurhaspatya-siUra, cite<l by Bhatcara.

X S'aticara on Br. Sutr. 2. 2. ri. and 3. 3. 53.
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Bhavadeva-Mis'ra and Ranganat'ha, understand the Chdrvdcas to be

intended. Sancara, BhAscara, and other commentators, name the Locd-

yaticas ; and these appear to be a branch of the sect of Chdrvdca. Sada-

nanda, in the Veddnta-sdra, calls up for refutation no less than four followers

of CharvAca, asserting that doctrine under various modifications; one main-

taining, that the gross corporeal frame is identical with the soul ; another,

tliat the corporeal organs constitute the soul ; a third affirming, that the vital

functions do so ; and the fourth insisting, that the mind and the soul are the

same. In the second of these instances, Sadananda's scholiast, Rama-Tirtha,

names the Ldcdyatayias, a branch of the Chdrvdca, as particularly intended.

No doubt they are the same with the Locdyaticas of Sancara and the rest.

' Seeing no soul but body, they maintain the non-existence of soul other

tluin body ; and arguing that intelligence or sensibility, though not seen

in earth, water, fire and air, whether simple or congregate, may never-

theless subsist in the same elements modified in a corporeal frame, they

affirm that an organic body (cdya) endued with sensibility and thought,

though formed of those elements, is the human person (purusJia).*

' The faculty of thought results from a modification of the aggregate

elements, in like manner as sugar with a ferment and dther ingredients

becomes an inebriating liquor ; and as betel, areca, lime, and extract of

catechu, chewed together, have an exhilarating property, not found in

those substances severally, nor in any one of them singly.

' So far there is a difference between animate body and inanimate substance.

Tiiought, knowledge, recollection, &c., perceptible only where organic

body is, are properties of an organised frame, not appertaining to exterior

substances, or earth and other elements simple or aggregate, unless formed

into such a frame.

' While there is body, there is thought, and sense of pleasure and pain
;

none when body is not ; and hence, as well as from self-consciousness, it is

concluded that self and body are identical.'

Bhascara-acharva t quotes the J'drhaspatya-siitras (Vrihaspati's apho-

risms), apparently as the text work or standard authority of this sect or

school ; and the quotation, expressing that " the elements are earth, water,

fire and air ; and from the aggregation of them in bodily organs, there

Sancara, &c. f On Br. Sutr. 3. 3. 53.
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results sensibility and thought, as the inebriating property is deduced from

a ferment and other ingredients."

To the foregoing arguments of the Lucdyaticas or Chdrvdcas, the answer

of the Veddntins is, that ' thought, sensation, and other properties of soul or

consciousness, cease at the moment of death, while the body yet remains

;

and cannot therefore be properties of the corporeal frame, for they have

ceased before the frame is dissolved. The qualities of body, as colour, &c.,

are apprehended by others : not so, those of soul, viz. thought, memory, &c.

Their existence, while body endures, is ascertained : not their cessation

when it ceases. They may pass to other bodies. Elements, or sensible

objects, are not sentient, or capable of feeling, themselves ; fire, though hot,

burns not itself; a tumbler, however agile, mounts not upon his own

shoulders. Apprehension of an object must be distinct from the thing

apprehended. By means of a lamp, or other light, objects are visible :
if

a lamp be present, the thing is seen ; not so, if there be no light. Yet

apprehension is no property of the lamp ; nor is it a property of body,

though observed only where a corporeal frame is. Body is but instrumental

to apprehension.'

Among the Greeks, Diceearchus of Messene held the same tenet, which

has been here ascribed to the Lucdyaticas, and other followers of Charvaca,

that there is no such thing as soul in man ; that the principle, by which he

perceives and acts, is diffused through the body, is inseparable from it, and

terminates with it.

Mdhestvaras and Pds'upatas.

The devoted worshippers of Siva or Mahes'wara, take their designation

from this last-mentioned title of the deity whom they adore, and whose

revelation they profess to follow. They are called Mdhes'waras, and (as it

seems) Siva-bhdgavatas.

The ascetics of the sect wear their hair braided, and rolled up round the

head like a turban ; hence they are denominated (and the sect after them)

Jdt'ddhdri, ' wearing a braid.'

The Mdhes'waras are said to have borrowed much of their doctrine from

the Sdnc'hya philosopliy : following Capila on many points ;
and the

theistical system of Patanjali on more.

They have branched into four divisions : one, to which the appellation of

Saivas, or worshippers of Siva, especially appertains : a second, to which

Vol. I. 4 E .
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the denomination of Pds'upatas belongs, as followers of Pas'i/jjati, another

title of Mahesfwara : the third bears the name of Cdrun ica-siddhdntins ; but

Ramanuja * assigns to this third branch the appellation of Cdldmuc'hai, .-

the fourth is by all termed Cdpdias or Cdpdlicas.

They appeal for the text of their doctrine to a book, which they esteem

holy, considering it to have been revealed by Mahes'wara, Siva, or Pas'u-

pati ; all names of the same deity. The work, most usually bearing the

latter title, Pas' ujmti-sdslra (Mahes'wara-siddhdnta, or Sivdgama) is divided

into five lectures (ddhydrja), treating of as many categories (paddr(has).

The enumeration of tliem will afford occasion for noticing the principal and

distinguishing tenets of the sect.

I. Cdran!a, or cause. The Pd.^iipatas hold, that Is'xvara, the Supreme

Being, is the efficient cause of the world, its creator (carta) and super-

intending (adhishl'hdtd) or ruling providence ; and not its material cause

likewise. They, however, identify the one supreme God, with Siva, or

Pasvpati, and give him the title of Mahcs'tcara.

II. Cdrya or effect : which is nature (pracrili), or plastic matter (prad-

hdna), as the universal material principle is by the Pds'upatas denominated,

conformably with the terminology of the Sdnc'hyas ; and likevv'ise mahat, the

great one, or intelligence, together with the further development of nature,

viz. mind, consciousness, the elements, &c.

III. Yoga, abstraction ; as perseverance in meditation on the syllable um,

the mystic name of the deity
;
profound contemplation of tlie divine excel-

lence, &c.

IV. Vidhi, enjoined rites •, consisting in acts, by performance of which

merit is gained ; as bath, and ablutions, or the use of ashes in their stead
;

and divers acts of enthusiasm, as of a person overjoyed and beside himself.

V. Duhclidnta, termination of ill, or final liberation (mocsha).

The purpose, for which these categories are taught and explained, is the

accomplishment of deliverance from the bondage (bandha) or fetters (pds'a),

viz. illusion (tndj/d), &c., in which the living soul (Jiva or dtmd), by this sect

termed pasfu, is entangled and confined. For it is here maintained, thatpas'us

(living souls) are individual sentient beings, capable of deliverance from evil,

through the knowledge of God and the practice of prescribed rites, together

with perseverance in profound abstraction.

• Com. on Br. Suir. 2. 2. 37.
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The Pds'upatas argue, that as a potter is the efficient, not the material,

cause of the jar made by him ; so the sentient being, who presides over the

world, is the efficient, not the material, cause of it : for the superintendent,

and that which is by him superintended, cannot be one and the same.

In a more full exposition of their opinions * they are stated as enume-

rating under the heads of effects and causes, those which are secondary
;

and as subdividing likewise the heads of prescribed rites and termination

of ill.

I. They distinguish ten effects (cdrya) : namely, five principles (tatwa),

which are the five elements : earth, water, fire, air and ether ; and five

qualities (giin'a) colour, &c.

II. They reckon thirteen causes or instruments (caran'a) ; viz. five

organs of sense, and as many organs of action ; and three internal organs,

intelligence, mind, and consciousness. These thirteen causes or means are

the same with the thirteen instruments of knowledge enumerated by Capila

and his followers, the Sdnc'Iiyas.

III. Yoga, abstraction, does not appear to admit any subdivision.

IV. Enjoined rules (vidhi) are distributed under two heads : 1st. vrata,

2d. dtcdra.

To the first head (vrata or vow) appertains the use of ashes in place of

water for bath or ablutions : that is, first, in lieu of bathing thrice a day

;

at morning, noon and evening : secondly, instead of ablutions for special

causes, as purification from uncleanness after evacuation of urine, feces, &c.

To the same head belongs likemse the sleeping upon ashes : for which

particular pui'pose they are solicited from householders, in like manner as

food and other alms are begged.

This head comprises also exultation (upahdra), which comprehends

laughter, dance, song, bellowing as a bull, bowing, recital of prayer, &c.

The second head (dwdra) consists of, 1st. pretending sleep, though

really awake ; 2d. quaking, or tremulous motion of members, as if afflicted

with rheumatism or paralytic affection; 3d. iialting, as if lame ; 4th. joy,

as of a lover at sight of his beloved mistress ; 5th. affectation of madness,

though quite sane ; 6th. incoherent discourse.

V. Termination of pain (duhc'/idnla) or deliverance from evil, is twofold :

one is absolute extinction of all ills ; tlie other is acquisition of transcendent

• VuthyaUmmna on Br. Sulr. 2. 2. 37.
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power, and exercise of uncontrolled and irresistible will. The last comprises

energy of sense and energy of action.

The energy of sense (drtc-sacti) varies according to the sense engaged,

and is of five sorts : 1 st. vision (dars'ana), or distinct and perfect perception

of minute, remote, confused and undefined objects. 2d. (sravana) perfect

hearing of sound. 3d. (manana) intuitive knowledge, or science Avithout

need of study. 4tli. (vijnydna) certain and undoubted knowledge, by book

or fact. 5th. (sarvajmjatxea) omniscience.

Energy of action (criyd-sfacti) is properly single of its kind. It admits

nevertheless of a threefold subdivision ; wliich, however, is not well ex-

plained, in the only work in which I have found it noticed.*

The opinions of the Pdsupatas and other Mdhes waras, are heretical, in

the estimation of the Veddntins, because they do not admit pantlieism, or

creation of the universe by the deity out of his own essence.

The notion of a plastic material cause, termed pradhdmi,^ borrowed from

the Sdnc'/iyas, and that of a ruling providence, taken from Patanjali, are

controverted, the one in part, the other in the whole, by the orthodox

followers of the Veddnta,

' An argument drawn from the prevalence of pain, pleasure, and illusion

in the universe, that the cause must have the like qualities and be brute

matter, is incongruous,' say tiie Veddntins, ' for it could not frame the

diversities, exterior and interior, which occur : these argue thought and

intention, in like manner as edifices and gardens, which assuredly are not

constructed without design. Nor could there be operation without an

operator ; clay is wrought by the potter who makes the jar ; a chariot is

drawn by horses yoked to it ; but brute matter stirs not without impulse.

Milk nourishes the calf, and water flows in a stream, but rot spontaneously

;

for tlie cow, urged by affection, suckles her calf, which, incited by hunger,

sucks the teat ; a river flows agreeably to the inclination of the ground, as

by providence directed. But there is not, according to the Sdnc'hyas and

Pds'upatas, any thing besides matter itself to stir or to stop it, nor any

motive : for soul is a stranger in the world. Yet conversions are not spon-

* Abharan'a (§ 39) 2. 2. 27. The only copy of it seen by me is in this part apparently

imperfect.

f That by Hiiicli the world is accomplished (pradhiyateJ , and in which it is deposited at its

dissolution, is first (pradlidna) matter.
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taneous : grass is not necessarily changed to milk ; for particular conditions

must coexist : swallowed by a cow, not by an ox, the fodder is so converted.

Or, granting that activity is natural to matter," still tliere would be no

purpose. The halt, borne by the blind, directs the progress : a magnet

attracts contiguous iron. But direction and contiguity are wanting to the

activity of plastic matter. The three qualities of goodness, foulness, and

darkness, which characterise matter, would not vary to become primary

and secondary in the derivative principles of intelligence and the rest,

without some external instigator whomsoever. Apart from the energy of a

thinking being, those qualities cannot be argued to have a natural tendency

to the production of such effects as are produced.'*

' The Fiis'upalas' notion of Supreme God being the world's cause, as

governing both (pradJuina) matter and (purusha) embodied spirit, is incon-

gruous,' say again the Veddntins, ' for he would be chargeable with passion

and injustice, distributing good and evil with partiality. Nor can this

imputation be obviated by reference to the influence of works; for instiga-

tion and instigator would be reciprocally dependent. Nor can the objection

be avoided by the assumption of an infinite succession (without a beginning)

of works and tlieir fruits.

' Neither is there any assignable connexion by which his guidance of

matter and spirit could be exercised: it is not conjunction, nor aggregation,

nor relation of cause and eflfect. Nor can the material principle, devoid of

all sensible qualities, be guided and administered. Nor .can matter be

wrought without organs. But, if the Supreme Being have organs, he is

furnished with a corporeal frame, and is not God, and he suffers pain, and

experiences pleasure, as a finite being. The infinity of matter and of

embodied spirit, and God's omniscience, are incompatible ; if he restrict

them in magnitude and number, they are finite ; if he cannot define and

limit them, he is not omniscient (and omnipotent).'!

A further objection to the Sundhya doctrine, and consequently to the

Pdsfupata grounded on it, is ' its alleged inconsistencies and contradic-

tions :% one while eleven organs ai-e enumerated, at another seven only, the

five senses being reduced to one cuticular organ, the sense of feeling. The
elements ara in one place derived immediately from the great or intel-

• Sane, Sfc. on lir. S'uir. 2. 2. § 1. (.S'. 1—10.)

t Sane, SfC. on Br. Sulr. 2. 2. § 7. J li. 2. 2. § 1. (S. 2. and 10.)
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ligent principle; in another, from consciousness. Three internal faculties

are reckoned in some instances, and but one in others.'

The grounds of this imputation, however, do not appear. Such incon-

sistencies are not in the text of Capila, nor in that of the Cdricd : and the

Veddnta itself seems more open to the same reproach : for there is much

discrepancy in the passages of the Veda, on which it relies.

The point on which the Pds'upalas most essentially differ from the

orthodox, the distinct and separate existence of the efficient and material

causes of the universe, is common to them with the ancient Greek philo-

sophers before Aristotle. Most of these similarly affirmed two, and only

two, natural causes, the efficient and the material ; the first active, moving :

the second, passive, moved ; one effective, the other yielding itself to be

acted on by it. Ocellus terms the latter y'svia-ii generation, or rather

production ; the former its cause, ahioc. yivKTstti^.* Empedocles, in like

manner, affirmed two principles of nature ; the active, which is unity, or

god ; tlie passive, which is matter.t

Here we have precisely the pracrtti and cdran'a of the Indian philo-

sophers : their upaddna and nimitta-cdran'a, material and efficient causes.

The similarity is too strong to have been accidental. Which of the two

borrowed from the other I do not pretend to determine : yet, adverting to

what has come to us of the history of Pythagoras, I shall not hesitate to

acknowledge an inclination to consider tlie Grecian to have been on this, as

on many other points, indebted to Indian instructors.

It should be observed, that some among the Greek philosophers, like the

the Sdnc'hyas, who follow Capila, admitted only one material principle and

no efficient cause. This appears to have been the doctrine of Heraclitus in

particular. His psigmata correspond with the sheer (tdn-mdtra) particles of

Capila's Sdnc'hya ; his intelligent and rational principle, which is the cause

of production and dissolution, is Capila's buddhi or mahat ; as his material

principle is jiradhdria or pracriti : the development of corporeal existences,

and their return to the first principle at theii- dissolution,! correspond with

the upward and downward way, oVog civcc and cS&f yjxrui, of Heraclitus.§

I shall not pursue the parallel further. It would not hold for all par-

ticulars, nor was it to be expected that it should.

* Ocellus de Universe, c. 2. in Opusc. Mythol. p. 505. Cicero, Academ.

t Sext. Empir. Adv. Math. ix. 4. % See p. 39 of this volume. § Lacrt. ix. 8 and 9.
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Pdnchardtras or Bhcigavatas.

Among the Vaishn'avas or special worshippers of Vishnu, is a sect distin-

guished by the appellation of Pcmchardtras, and also called risJm'u-B/idgu-

vatas, or simply Bhdgavatas. The latter name might, from its similarity,

lead to the confounding of these wth the followers of the Bhagavad-gitd,

or of the Sri-Bhdgavata-purdn'a. The appropriate and distinctive appella-

tion then is that of Fdnchardtra, derived from the title of the original

work which contains the doctrine of the sect. It is noticed in the

Bhdrata, \vith the Sdnc'hya, Yoga and Pdsfupata, as a system deviating

from the Vedas ; and a passage quoted by Sancara-acharya seems to

intimate that its promulgator was Sandilya, who was dissatisfied with the

Vedas, not finding in them a prompt and sufficient way of supreme excel-

lence (paras'reyas) and final beatitude ; and therefore he had recourse to

this s'dstra. It is, however, by most ascribed to Narayan'a or Vasudeva

himself; and the orthodox account for its heresy, as they do for that of

Buddha's doctrines, by presuming delusion wilfully practised on mankind

by the holy or divine personage, who revealed the tatitra, or dganici, that

is, the sacred book in question, though heterodox.

Some of its partisans nevertheless pretend, that it conforms with one of

the ^d(fhds of the veda, denominated the Ecdyana. This does not, how-

ever, appear to be the case ; nor is it clear, that any such s'dc'hd is forth-

coming, or has ever existed.

Many of this sect practise the (sanscdras) initiatory ceremonies of rege-

neration and admission to holy orders, according to the forms directed by

the Vdjasanej/i-s'dc'hd of the Yajur-veda. Others, abiding rigidly by their

own rules, perform the initiatory rites, in a different, and even contrary

mode, founded, as is pretended, on the supposed Ecdyana-^ddhd. But

their sacerdotal initiation is questioned, and their rank as Bruhman'as con-

tested, on the ground of the insufficiency of tlieir modes unsanctioned by

either of the three genuine and authoritative vedas.

The religious doctrine of the sect is, by admission of Sancara and other

commentators of the Veddnta, reconcileable on many points with the Veda ;

but in some essential respects it is at direct variance witli that autliority,

and consequently deemed heretical ; and its confutation is the object of the

8th or last adhicaran'a in the controversial chapter of the Brafime-sutras

(2. 2. 8).

Yet Ramanuja, in his commentary on those siitras, defends the super-
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human origin and correct scope of tlie Panchardtra ; the authority of which

he strenuously maintains, and earnestly justifies its doctrine on the con-

troverted points ; and even endeavours to put a favourable construction on

Badauayana's text, as upholding rather than condemning its positions.

Vasudeva, who is Vishnu, is by this sect identified with Bhagavat, the

Supreme Being ; the one, omniscient, first principle, which is both the

efficient and tlie material cause of the universe ; and is likewise its super-

intending and ruling providence. That being, dividing himself, became

four persons, by successive production. From him immediately sprung

Sancarshan'a, from whom came Pradyumna ; and from the latter issued

Aniruddha. (Sflwcr/ri/^c/^j'rt is identified with the living soul (j'wa) ; Prad-

yumna, with mind (manus) ; and Aniruddlta, with {ahancm'o) egotism, or

consciousness.

In the mythology of the more orthodox Vaishn'avas, Vasudeva is

CrTshna ; Sancarshan'a is his brother Bala-uama; Pradyumna is his son

Cama (Cupid) ; and Aniruddha is son of Cama.

VAsuDiivA, or Bhagavat, being supreme nature, and sole cause of all, the

rest are effects. He has six especial attributes, being endued with the six

pre-eminent qualities of

1st. Knowledge Qnymui), or acquaintance with everything animate or

inanimate constituting the universe.

2d. Power (s'acti), which is the plastic condition of the world's nature.

3d. Strength (bala), which creates without effort, and maintains its own

creation without labour.

4th. Irresistible will (aisfwarya), power not to be opposed or obstructed.

5th. Vigour (virya), wliich counteracts change, as that of milk into curds,

and obviates alteration in nature.

6th. Energy {tcjas), or independence of aid or adjunct in the world's

creation, and capacity of subjugating others.

From tlic diffusion and co-operation of knowledge with strength, Sancar-

shan'a spriuig ; from vigour and irresistible will, Pradyumna ; and from

power and energy, Aniruddha. Or they may all be considered as partaking

of all the six attributes.

Deliverance, consisting in the scission of worldly shackles, is attainable

by worship of the deity, knowledge of him, and profound contemplation
j

that is, 1st. by resorting to the holy temples, with body, thought, and

speech subdued, and muttering the morning prayer, together with hymns
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and praise of Bhagavat the deity, and with reverential bowing and other

ceremonies ; 2dly. By gathering and providing blossoms, and other requisites

of worship ; 3dly. By actual performance of divine worship ; 4thly. By study

of the sacred text (Bkagaval-sdstra) and reading, hearing, and reflecting

on that and other holy books (^purdn'as and dgamas), which are conformable

to it ; 5thly. By profound meditation and absorbed contemplation after

evening worship, and intensely fixing the thoughts exclusively on (Bha-

gavat) the deity.

By such devotion, both active and contemplative {criya-ybga and jnydna-

yoga), performed at five different times of each day, and persisted in

for a hundred years, Vasudeva is attained ; and by reaching his divine

presence, the votary accomplishes final deUverance, with everlasting

beatitude.

Against this system, which is but partially heretical, the objection upon

which the chief stress is laid by Vyasa, as interpreted by S'ancara * and

the rest of the scholiasts, is, that ' the soul would not be eternal, if it were a

production, and consequently had a beginning. Springing from the deity,

and finally returning to him, it would merge in its cause and be re-absorbed
;

there would be neither reward nor punishment ; neither a heaven, nor a

hell : and this doctrine virtually would amount to {iidsticyd) denial of

another world. Nor can the soul, becoming active, produce mind ; nor

again this, becoming active, produce consciousness. An agent does not

generate an instrument, though he may construct one by means of tools ; a

carpenter does not create, but fabricate, an axe. Nor can four distinct

persons be admitted, as so many forms of the same self-divided being, not

springing one from the otlier, but all of them alike endued with divine

attributes, and consequently all four of them gods. There is but one God,

one Supreme Being. It is vain to assume morej and the Pancha-rdtra

itself affirms the unity of God.*

A few scattered observations have been thrown out on the similarity of

the Greek and Indian philosophy, in this and preceding portions of the

present essay. At the close of the series, after treating of the Uttara

Mimdnsd and Veddnta, a topic which should come next after the Purva

Mimdnsd, and before this supplemental essay concerning sectaries, but which

• Br. Sulr. 2. 2. 8. (42—45). Sane, Sfc.
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is at present reserved for ampler preparation, the consideration of the

affinity of the Indian and Grecian philosophy will be resumed.

It may be here remarked by the way, that the Pythagoreans, and Ocellus

in particular, distinguish as parts of the world, the heaven, the earth, and

the interval between them, which they term lofty and aerial, hiyoo Is fxif,-/;,

ovpccm, yvf), to jj-i-rix^v tovtcov' o S>i fUTCcpc-io'; xai uioiov ovoiMz^iTKi.*

Here we have precisely the (swar, bhii, and antarkshd) heaven, earth, and

(^transpicuous) intermediate region of the Hindus.

Pythagoras, as after him Ocellus, peoples the middle or aerial region with

demons, as heaven with gods, and the earth with men. Here again they

agree precisely with the Hindus, who place tlic gods above, man beneath,

and spiritual creatures, flitting unseen, in the intermediate region. The

Vedas throughout teem with prayers and incantations to avert and repel the

molestation of aerial spirits, mischievous imps, who crowd about the

sacrifice and impede the religious rite.

Nobody needs to be reminded, tliat Pythagoras and his successors held the

doctrine of metempsychosis, as the Hindus universally do the same tenet of

transmigration of souls.

They agree likewise generally in distinguishing the sensitive, material

organ (jnanas), from the rational and conscious living soul (jwdiman) if

6CiJ.og and (f-pjiv of Pythagoras ; one perishing with the body, the other

immortal.

Like the Hindus, Pythagoras, with other Greek philosophers, assigned a

subtle ethereal clothing to the soul apart from the corporeal part, and a

grosser clothing to it when united with body ; the sucshma (or linga) sarira

and sl'hula s'ar'ira of the Sdnc'hi/as and the rest (p. 32 of this vol.)

They concur even in the limit assigned to mutation and change ; deeming

all which is sublunary, mutable, and that which is above the moon subject

to no change in itself.t Accordingly, the manes doomed to a succession of

births, rise, as the Vedas teach, no further than the moon: while those

only pass that bourne, who are never to return. But I am here anticipating

on the Veddnta : and will therefore terminate this treatise
;
purposing to

pursue the subject in a future essay, in which I expect to show that a

"•reater degree of similarity exists between the Indian doctrine and that of

• Ocell. c. 3. in Opusc. Myth. p. 528. f Enipedocles. See Brucker, Hist. Crit. Phil. j. 1 1 17.

:f
'Jcellus. Opusc. Mythol. 527.
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the earlier than of the later Greeks ; and, as it is scarcely probable that the

communication should have taken place, and the knowledge been imparted

at the precise interval of time which intervened between the earlier and

later schools of Greek philosophy, and especially between the Pythagoreans

and Platonists, I should be disposed to conclude that the Indians were in

this instance teachers rather than learners.

4 F 2
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XXXIV. On the Dialects of the Arabic Language, by the late Professor

Carlyle. Communicated by Willum Marsden, Esq., M.R.A.S., in the

following Letter to the Secretary.

Read March 3, 1827.

February 27, 1827.

Sir:

When tliat accomplished Oriental scholar, the late Professor Carlyle,

was proceeding on his travels to the Levant, I suggested some inquiries

respecting the differences he might have opportunities of remarking amongst

the spoken dialects of the Arabic language ; and as his answer contains some

curious information on tlie subject, I have thought it not unworthy of

being communicated to the Royal Asiatic Society.

" Buyukdere, near Constantinople, September 10, 1801.

" My dear Sir :

" Accept my best thanks for your very kind letter, which I did not

receive until my return to Constantinople from my tour in Egypt, Syria,

and Asia Minor. I did myself the honour of writing to Lady S. from

Jaffa, just before I performed a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, at which place I

spent a fortnight most interestingly. As I had seen the interior part of

Asia Minor in going, I wished to return by the coast, for wliich purpose I

embarked on board a Greek vessel at Jaffa, and occasionally touched at the

different islands of the Archipelago, as well as at several places of the

continent, which I judged would be best worth visiting ; and I need scarcely

say that I had a most interesting voyage.

" During my tour I had much opportunity of comparing the different

Arabian dialects. My own instructor, and the families with whom I speak

and read Arabic here, are from Aleppo. I passed six weeks (at Cyprus

and on board the Tigre) in company with the prince of the mountains and

fifteen of his attendants from different parts of the east as well as Africa.

We had on board, at the same time, persons from Cairo ; and in my
journey through Palestine, I had sufficient opportunities of remarking the

dialects of that country. The discrepancies found to exist in some dialects
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of Arabic, may undoubtedly be referred in some degree to the different

mode of pronouncing several of the letters—a difference more considerable,

I beheve, than in any other language. Thus, while a native of Baghdad
can discriminate completely between the j dal, the j dzal, the ^ dkad, and
the b dha, the Aleppine makes little distinction between the sound of the

i dzal, the b dha, and the j za, while he pronounces ^j, dhad, like a j dal.

On the other hand, the Syrian gives the sound of the j dal to all these

letters. Again, j in the mouth of an inhabitant of Baghdad, is a guttural

k, but at Aleppo it is formed by a previous click with the tongue.* ^
with an Egyptian, is generally hard as g in go. c/, in some parts of Syria,

is sounded like our sh ; thus c^S\.< is pronounced as if it were k_^^.
The sound of the c am, as affected with vowels, is only discriminated, as

far as I have observed, by the Aleppines, and with them its several

sounds, when united to the kesra, dhamina, and fatha, can only be con-

veyed to the car. When joined to the first it is not indeed very different

from the sound of the French cei in their word ceil. Thus, in the word
which you adduce, jj^, the Aleppines pronounce as if it were aiddat, but

rather more in the throat. The discrepancies, however, amongst the

Arabian dialects, I apprehend to be chiefly occasioned by two other causes :

the first, an admixture of different foreign idioms, and the second an adop-

tion of different synonymes to express the same idea, by the different nations

amongst whom this far-spreading language is spoken. Thus, from the first

of these causes, we must expect to find a considerable number of Turkish

words in the dialect of Aleppo ; of Persian in that of Baghdad ; and

perhaps of Malayan in that of the Arabic which prevails in the vicinity of

the Indian ocean. From the second of these causes it happens (to take an

instance) that a horse is expressed in Egypt by the word ^U:^ , and in

Asia by J-^ ; both of which terms are pure Arabic ; both of them

expressing a species of horse. Now as the J^ was probably more common
in Asia, and the ^U:^ in Egypt, each of these terms lost, in the mouths of

the vulgar, its specific acceptation, and assumed a generic one ; and thus it

is with various other words, which at the first view appear totally dissimilar.

• It would seem that in some parts of Africa, occupied by Arab tribes, tbe •• lias

the sound of g, as in tlie names of <dijj, Dongola ; jJ^, Shigre ; Jjliij fVangarah, and

others.-^ fr. M,
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and which in fact are so to those who are only acquainted with the verna-

cular Arabic. If therefore we make allowance for these three causes :

pronunciation, admixture, and synonymes, I apprehend there will be found

little real difference amongst tlie dialects of Arabic ; none of which, I will

venture to assert (whatever Niebuhr and others may have thought), varies

materially from the language of the Koran. As you have led me into this

philological discussion, I make no apologies for it."

The untimely death of the Professor, in the year 1804, at the age of

forty-five, when he was engaged in editing the Arabic version of the Bible,

with the types newly designed by Mr. Wilkins, and executed under his

superintendence, was a severe, thougli, we may hope, not an irreparable

loss, to the interests of Asiatic literature in this country.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

(Signed) WM. MARSDEN.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.
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APPENDIX, No. I.

THERMOMETRICAL AND BAROMETRICAL TABLES,
COMMUNICATED BY LIEUT. COL. WILLIAM FARQUHAR, M.R.A.S.

Abstract of the Register of the Thermometer at Malacca, during the Year 1809.

MONTHS.

January
February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Total Annual Average

Average of the

Month.
Greatest

Range.

8
A.M.

4
P.M.

8
A. M.

76p
76?

77M
78|g

78^

8ofJ

76S
7.5f

74fi

79f?-

791^
8>fl
83^
84^
84i^
83if
83!^
83J0

81M
8of5

79§i

771

79
79
79
79
81

82
81

80J
80"

80

78
76

79J

P.M.

82
82

84
85
88

86
85
86

85
85
84
85

84}

Least
Range.

8
A.M.

74
75
77
77
77
77
77
76

75

75
72
72

75i

Fair
Days.

75
76
81

83

79
82
81

82
80
80

74
77

79i

18

20
16

18

12

14
12

13
18

23
20
20

204

Rainy
Days.

13
8

15
12

19
16

»9
18

12

8

10

11

161

(Signed) Wm. Farquhar.

N.B. The instrument was kept inside the Old Government House.

Abstract of the Register of the Thermometer and Barometer at Singapore during the Year 1822.
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^stract of the Register oftlie Thermomeler and Barometer at Singapore, during the Year 1823.
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JULY 1815.

587

Goverament Hill.

6
A.M.

68

12 P.M

69

268 74

368

468

567

668

765^

867

967

I0j67

1168

1268

1369

14.69

15I70

368

768

9 _

P.M. A.M.

George Town.

16

17

1

19

72

70

71

74

73

72

68

72

74

71

73

73

74

73

72

74a

76

74

2168

2268

2368

2469

2568

2669

2768

2867J

73

70

7»

74

75

73

72

72

29

30

3»

69

70

72

70

72

74

73

72

68

71

73

73

74

74

74

71

74

74

77

75

74

72

73

74

74J

741

74

73

72

71

71

69

70

70

70

69

68

69

72

69

72

73

72

69

72

72

72i

73

71

70

71

72

72

72

78

77

78

77^

77J

78J

78^

78

78

77i

78

78

78^

Sol

79j

78

771

78'

79

81

793

1

80J

80J

81^82

79J80

12
6

P.M.

Wind.

2

82

1

82

2

82I

83

83

1

82

81J

83

72J75

73 74

72 ,73

82^

83

83

82i

'2

82

83

83

84

84

82J

82

85

80

79J

80

79

79

8o|

West

Ditto

South

Ditto

Ditto

jWest

Ditto

Weatlier noted fixim the Town.

80

79

80^

80J

Morning clear, noon hazy, afterwards clear, rain at 8 p.m.

Morning cloudy, afterwards clear.

Clear throughout.

Rain at sunrise, cloudy day throughout.

Morning cloudy, afterwards clear.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

79

78

78^|8i

78]

84J85

83J8,',|

81^

81

78J

79

70 76^

70 |77j

72 |79

72 .791

71 ,8»

81J82

81^82

8il82j

79 M
81 A 82

J

83 83J

84

85i

1

12

!2

ilj

79i

80

X

82^

83

81

80

80

791

791

80

78

80

80

82

82

[10 p. M. hard rain.

Ditto First part cloudy, afterwards clear, 7 p. m. light rain.

Ditto Cloudy and showery day and night.

Ditto Clear throughout.

Ditto Morning hazy, day clear, night rainy.

[7 p. M. light rain.

First part cloudy, afterwards clear, 8 a. m. light rain,

Clear throughout.

Morning cloudy, afterwards clear.

[several hours.

Clear throughout, 4 P. M. cloudy, 6 p.m. rain for

Ditto ditto.

Morning cloudy, afterwards clear.

First part clear, afterwards cloudy.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

South

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

West

Ditto

South

Ditto

Ditto

West 6-J7 p. M. hard rain, cloudy day throughout.

I

[cloudy day throughout.

Ditto 6 A. M. hard rain, lasted several hours, some thunder,

Ditto Morning much rain, noon squally, afterwards clear.

Ditto Morning and noon clear, afterwards cloudy.

Ditto Fine clear weather throughout.
I [the night.

Ditto Morning clear, afterwards cloudy, much rain during
° [clear.

Ditto JMorning drizzling rain and cloudy till noon, afterwards

South

Ditto

Ditto

1
Ditto

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto, very sultry and oppressive.

Ditto ditto ditto.

4 G 2
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AUGUST 1815.

i
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SEPTEMBER 1815.

589

Government Hill.

6
A.M

i'66
1

367

467
i

568

667

864

3
P. M

66

67

70

69

71 70

72 71

68 67

67 |68

68 68

71

74

74

75

75

75i75

7ii69

72

73

74

76

775

965

1065

1167

1267

1368

1.468

1569

1670

1770

1869

1966

2068

2167

22 6q

I

4368

2467

2564I68

2666 68

27,65167^69

9
P.M.

65

67

68

68

69

65

66

66

6
A.M.

75

70

71

75

75

73 74

76

75

74i,76

68

2867

2968

3068

70

70

72

74

75

75

74

69

70

73

73

73

74

65

66:

66

68^

George Tovra.

78

77

79

78

76

76

79

76

76

12

79

79i

80

795

78

78

78

78

78

3 9
P. M. P. M

78

78

78

78

78i

751,77

81

82

82J

79 ,84

80 841

79i82

78 81

78 ;83

78 83

79 ;82j

9 78

78

1 78|

78|77|

77

78

79

792

80

80

84^801

82^83

83J

84

84

80 84I84I80 Ditto

82^79 West

8ii79

84 Ui

83i'8i^

82^80!

Wind
Weather noted from the To\vn.

West First part clear ; afterwards cloudy, with drizzling rain.

Ditto Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto First part clear, afterwards cloudy.

Ditto Morning clear; noon light showers, afterwards cloudy.

Ditto Morning, early, hard rain for several hours.

Ditto First part cloudy ; noon clear, afterwards cloudy.

Ditto Cloudy and showery weather throughout.

Ditto Morning heavy rain, noon clear.

Ditto Cloudy weather, and heavy showers throughout.

South Morning cloudy, afterwards clear.

Ditto Clear throughout.

Ditto Ditto ditto. »

Ditto Ditto ditto.

Ditto Ditto ditto.

Ditto Ditto ditto.

Ditto Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

First part clear ; afterwards light rain, evening clear.

Ditto First part rainy, afternoon fair.

South Morning hazy ; noon rain, afterwards clear.

Ditto Clear throughout.

7«

70

74 7

691

69

77 |79

77 178J

I

77 i79

77 77

76 77

78179

78I81

78

West First part cloudy, afterwards squally with rain.

1 [hard rain at night.

79 78 South Morning cloudy, squally, and rainy ;
afternoon cloudy,

[light rain.

7(| 78 West Morning and noon heavy rain, afternoon cloudy with

[night hard rain.

80 772 Ditto Morning cloudy, noon clear, afternoon light rain,

[hard rain all night.

77 J 76J Ditto Ipirst part cloudy and hard rain, afternoon showery,

78 77 Ditto JFirst part rainy, afterwards cloudy.

80 78 Ditto First part cloudy, afterwards clear.

I

82 78 North Clear throughout.

81J82 80 Ditto Morning clear, afterwards cloudy, afternoon clear.
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OCTOBER 1815,

Government Hill. George Tomi.

6
A.M. 12

ij67|

i2 68

3|67

465

567"

6167

7j68

8:68

967

10,67

1168

1267

•367

1468

1567

1666

17,67

I

l8 66

•967

2068

21 67^

2266

2367

2468

25166

26'65

2765

2866

2967

3068J

31168

14l

74

73

72.J

7'^

73

72

69

73

72

73

70

69

7>

72

70

70

70

73

73

70

68

73

74

69

68

67

70

73

72

70

3
P.M.

75

74

73

72

69

72

72

69J

73

72

72

70

70

70

71

69

71

71

74

73

9
P.M.

6 ,„ 3 9
A-M. J2 P.M. P.M

72

72

71

70

68.

70

69

68

70

70

70

68

69

69

70

68

69

68i

72

71

68

70 69

73 70

73 70

69J68

69J

78

78

77^

77

77

78^

77

77J

78

76J

77

77

77J

78

78

78

79

nh

77J

77J

78

76i

78

77J

78

m
75h

81J

82J

80

79I

80

80 180

81 79

78^

81

80

81

80

81

80J

80

Si

79J

78J

79

Wind. Weather noted from the To\ra.

North Clear throughout.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

78J Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

77 J South

80^82

81J82

81

78J

81J

81 |79jNorth

78^ Ditto

79iDitto

78JiDitto

79 Ditto

79iDitto

79 J Ditto

81J

81J

81J

81

2

81

81

1

79

80^

81

82

79

80

77

First part cloudy, afterwards clear.

Morning drizzling rain, afterwards cloudy, night squally.

First part cloudy, afterwards clear.

Ditto ditto ditto.

First part clear, afterwards cloudy.

[clear.

First part clear, 2 p.m. a shower of rain, afterwards

[till noon, afterwards clear.

Morning clear, 10 p.m. cloudy and squally with rain

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto, very hard rain during the night.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

Morning clear, noon cloudy, very light rain.

Morning clear, noon cloudy, afterwards clear.

Clear throughout.

First part clear, afterwards cloudy.

[cloudy, with light rain.

79J Ditto .Morning clear, noon cloudy, afternoon dark and

83 79 J Ditto Clear throughout.

82J 80J Varia. Ditto ditto.

82 '79J North Clear throughout, hard rain during the night.

78^ 77J Ditto Morning cloudy, afterwards drizzling rain.

82

81

80J

78

77j'79j8oJ

81 79

81J79

79

West

N.W.

Ditto

77^80

77S80

78 78

81

8lJ

781178

79|;Ditto

771

77

78

79

79^

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

[clear.

Morning cloudy and squally with light rain, afterward*

Morning cloudy, 8-9 hard rain.

[noon cloudy and drizzling, night rainy.

Morning hard rain for several hours, noon and after-

Morning cloudy, 7-8 hard rain, afterwards clear.

Clear throughout.

Morning cloudy, 11-12 hard rain, afterwards clear.

Morning clear, 11-12 hard rain, afterwards clear.
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NOVEMBER 1815.

.591

Government Hill. George Town.

6
A.M. 12

3 9
P.M. P.M

I
6 I

3 9
A.M. 12 P.M. P.M.

Wind Weather noted fi-om tlie Town.

i68i

!68

)68

^67

5j67

6:67

767

8,68

968

10.66

II 66

1 2j
66

»3|66

1465

15,65

16,65

17.67

1867^

19^66

2tf68

2168

22,67

23I68

2*66

2567

26*65

27166

72|

70

70 71

28

29

30

70

69

69

70

67

70

70

71

70

69

69

68

70^68

77 P<'

77J81

77j|8o |8i

76J 78^79:

77 79i8o^78i

77^8oi8oj78

68

68

70

70

70

70

72 ^78

70 69

69 ,68

71 68

69 68

72 69

73 ,72 ,69

70 68 168

78i N.W.

78|iDitto

76 771

81 81

8i

79

79^

78J

80

77j

78|

80

791

80

71 69

70 68

77j,82

76179^

76J,77i

75i8o

75^79

75i77

75J77

75J79J

76 |79

77 j79i

75^79 79

75i79 80

76^ 80 178

75i79i78^

76 79 79

76 j79l79

76 ,8o^8»

76^80^81

76 79 80

80

80

76J 79

76 79

'76J 80

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

First part clear, afterwards cloudy, night rainy.

[heavy rain, afterwards clear.

Much rain during the night, morning squally with

[clear, night rainy.

Morning clear, noon light drizzling rain, afterwards

77J

79

78^

76J

78

77

77i

76

77

77

77

77

77

First part clear, afterwards cloudy, night hard rain.

[afterwards clear.

Ditto Morning clear, afterwards drizzling rain, noon ditto,

Ditto All day clear, evening rainy.

[light rain.

Ditto Morning and noon clear, afterwards squally, night

I

[ditto.

Ditto Morning clear, noon cloudy, afternoou rainy, night

I
[night ditto.

Ditto Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy and rainy.

Ditto Morning and noon clear, afternoon steady rain.

Ditto Day clear throughout, night 8-9 hard rain-

Ditto Morning cloudy and rainy, afterwards cloudy.

Ditto Cloudy throughout.

Ditto Clear throughout.

Ditto Morning clear, afterwards cloudy.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto ditto, 5-7 P.M. hard rain.

Cloudy throughout.

77^ South Clear throughout, 7-8 p.m. hard rain.

77 J N.W. Morning and noon clear, afternoon squally and rainy.

77 Ditto Ditto ditto, afternoon cloudy, 5-6 p.m. hard rain.

[ditto.

76^ Ditto Ditto ditto, afternoon light rain and cloudy, night

[hard rain.

77 Ditto Ditto ditto, afternoon cloudy and light rain, night

76J|Ditto Clear throughout, evening 5-7 hard ruin, night rainy.

I
C6-74 hard rain.

77 Ditto Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy, night

77J Ditto Clear throughout, hard rain at night.

78| Ditto Morning clear, noon and afternoon cloudy.

78 North Morning cloudy, noon and afternoon clear.

I

[thunder and lightning.

79 I77J Ditto Morning and noon clear, afternoon squally, Iiard rain,
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DECEMBER 1815.

Government HUI. George Town.

6 1,0 I
3 I- 9 6 3 9

A.M. 12 ]P.M. P.M A.M.' 12 P.M. P. M

69 68

68 68

67 ,67

70 ,69

71 69

70 68

72 68 '

!

68 67

70 68

68 67

67 |65

67 !64i
!

I

69 67^72^

69 ,661 73

70 68 74

72 70 75

79 70 75i

76 77J 77

76 (79^ 79

76 |8o 77J

7477J78

76J

77

Wind.

N.W.

Ditto

75178

76^78

74j'78i

76J77

76 80

79i

76J;West

76jpitto

77J Ditto

78^76iDitto

76 79

74^78^

74i78

77

78

78

72 70

71 69
I

7X '68

I

70 69

70 68

75

75J

76

75J

80

77

80

79J

79J

79

78

80

80

77 N.W.

77iNorth

77 J 'N.W.

i77j Ditto

Weather noted from the Torni.

79J81

78J80

78 80

78J 80

68 67 75

2464 70 70 68 76

2563J68 65 64175^Mil
2662 J 68 ,67 65j'75J

2762^66 66 65j'76

2862 65I66 64

29 61 J 6.5

1

I

3061 64

3161J64J
I

76

65^ 63I 75

64 63j;74

66 65 h^l

80J

76

75J

75J

76

77

78

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

North

Morning and noon cloudy ; afternoon light rain.

Morning and noon clear ; afterwards cloudy.

Ditto ditto, and light rain ; night ditto.

[afternoon clear.

Morning dark, squally, and hard rain ; noon cloudy
;

Clear throughout ; night drizzling rain.

[and afternoon clear ; night rainy.

Morning clear; 7 a. m. cloudy; 8-9 hard rain ; noon
[ditto.

Clear throughout; 5 p. m. hard squall, with rain; night
[heavy rain; afternoon cloudy.

Morning clear; noon hard squall, with thunder and
[heavy rain.

Morning and noon clear; afternoon hard squall, with

[day.

Clear throughout ; monsoon very fresh throughout the

Ditto ditto, and steady.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Clear day throughout ; steady breezes.

j

[hard squall, with heavy rain.

Ditto 'Morning anfl noon clear; afterwards cloudy; 6 p.m.

76J Ditto 'Clear day tliroughout ; evening squally, with a little rain.

78

78

76^

79jj76|

79 :8o 76I

„ i

9 78 77

79 77 77

79 80^771

78 \m 77

76 ,76176

76 |75j75

74i75 J75

75 ,75^75

Ditto jClear throughout.

[squally, with a little rain.

Ditto iMorning and noon clear ; afterwards cloudy ; evening
[rain ; evening hard rain.

Ditto Morning and noon clear ; afterwards cloudy, with a little

N.W. Clear throughout.

[very light rain.

Ditto Morning and noon clear; afterwards cloudy; evening

NorthlClear throughout, with steady breezes.

[with rain; steady breezes.

Morning and noon clear; afterwards cloudy and squally,

[out the day, with a little rain.

Morning clear ; afterwards cloudy ; fresh breeze through-

[yesterday.

Morning and noon cle:!r ; afterwards cloudy ; wind as

Ditto ditto ditto.

[rain.

Cloudy and squally throughout, with a little drizzling

Cloudy and squally, with drizzling rain throughout.

Cloudy and squally throughout.

Cloudy throughout.

Ditto

N.W.

North

N.E.

West

East

Ditto

Ditto
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JANUARY 181G.

593

Government Hill.

6
A.M.

163

264

3p3

462

560

660

63

64

9

10

II

12

13

12
3 I 9

P.M. P.M

66

67J

69

67

George Town.

6
A.M.

62

61

62

60

60

1460

15

16

17

l8

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

61

60

61

64

63

64

63

64

67

67

68

67

67

66

2967

3067

3>

65 64J

70 69

68 67

68 67

62 69 67

71 67

71 .69

71 68

69 68

72 j69

70 ,69

67 65

68 65

71 66

70 66

72 68

73 68

68 66

70 ,69

69 |68

72 69

71 ,69

73 70

74 72

71

71

70

72

70

70

70

68

68

67

70

70

70

7»

70

73

72

73

73

74

74

74

74

74

73

75

70

72

12
3
P.M.

75

64

Vol. I.

73

73

73

75

76

74

73

74

74

732

74

73

73

74

74^

75

73J

74

73i

732

73

74

742

74

76

76

76

iH

76j

76

76

76^

76^

76

75^

76

76

77 .78

78 79

78^79^76

76J79 75J

Wind.

75

76

76

78J

79

80

80^

80

791

79

78

77 78|

79 |8i

77i8o

79 81

N.E.

Varia

N.E.

Ditto

Ditto

Weather noted from the Towii.

77 Ditto

76I Ditto

77i'Ditto

I

76§ Ditto

7 8| Ditto

78jDitto

76^ N.W.

75i Ditto

76 Ditto

75? Ditto

78i79J

78||8i

78I81

80 '81^

79i8i|

79 82|

80 81

80J81J

80J81J

!

79 m
80J82

81 82

80*82

I

81 82J

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

78^ Ditto

78 Ditto

79iDitto

79iDitto

SoiDitto

yglDitto

79i,Ditto

78i Ditto

79 Ditto

Ditto

[ditto with drizzling rain.

Morning squally with rain, noon cloudy, afternoon

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto, with strong N.E. breezes all day.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto, strong breezes all day.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto, breezes steady and moderate.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto, very hot day.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto, steady breeze all day.
[yesterday.

Morning clear, noon and afternoon cloudy, breeze as

Clear throughout, breeze ditto.

Ditto ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto, breeze faint.

Ditto ditto, breeze steady, but moderate.
[squall with rain.

Morning clear, noon and afternoon cloudy, 4 p. m.

Clear throughout ; wind moderate.

Ditto ditto, ditto. •

Ditto dittOj wind faint.

Ditto ditto, breeze faint.

Ditto ditto, ditto.

Ditto ditto, ditto.

Ditto ditto, ditto.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

79J Ditto

79

80J

[lightning.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy with

[the afternoon.

North Clear throughout, strong wind from the eastward in

Ditto Ditto ditto all day.

4 H
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FEBRUARY 1816.

Government Hill. George Town.

A.^M. 12
3 9

I

6
P.M. P. M,A.M.

64

64

365

464

5,63

664

766

71 |77

72 ,78

70 |75i

12

82

8o|

1

8o|

3 9
P.M.Ip.M.

7982

82J

82i79

82^80^

79

Wind. Weather noted from the Town.

North Clear throughout.

79 J Ditto Ditto ditto.

Ditto Ditto ditto.

Ditto Ditto ditto.

1 i»2 79 Ditto Ditto ditto.

80 '82JI79 Ditto Ditto ditto.

81 82I80 Ditto Ditto ditto.

81^ 82^ 80J N.w'. Ditto ditto.

75 j74 72 |76

s'fi? ,75 |75 [73 |76i ..

r vk <r f .

I I I
I j

[with puffs of wind.

968 74 i74
72^76^83 |84|8i South Ditto ditto, evening dark and threatening rain,

1069 74 73 71 !76i82 83A82 pitto Clear throughout.

1168 74 74 72 79^80^ 8ii 81 N.W. Ditto ditto.

1267 ,73 73 7» |79 80J 82 80J Ditto, Ditto ditto.

1365 74 76 ,73 78 ^6l ,82^80^ Ditto
,

Ditto ditto.

14'67 ,76 77

15'66 ,74 ,76

1666 ,74 74

74 '.ISh'm'^^h 792 North' Ditto ditto.

74 75i 8oi 82 78J Ditto Ditto ditto.

72 74 8 1 82i79j Ditto Ditto ditto.

1768 74 75 7» 77 ,80^82^80 Varia. Ditto ditto.

72 75 80^82 80JN.W.Ill
73 79 ,80 81 80J Ditto

73 79^80^82^81 Ditto

71 77 80 .83 81 Ditto

71 '75 [81J85 '80 J Varia

1868 76 75

ig'es 77 ,78

9o'66 76 76

2168 76 77

22'68 76 76

o-)6a 76 77 72 l76j'8i :84 '8ij'North' Ditto ditto.

I 1 I I
I I I

I
I

2465 76 77 72 77i8iJ83j82 Ditto Ditto ditto.

Ige 76 77 72 '80
'81J 82^ 81J Ditto

j

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

72 77J82 84 8ij'Ditto' Ditto ditto.

,1,

26'66 76 77

2766 76 76J

28 66 76 72 69 78 182 84^ 80J Ditto Clear throughout.

70 77j8i 85 79 Ditto! Ditto ditto, about sunset hard squall with rain.

4967 74 72 69 78 82 84 791 Varia.' Ditto ditto, evening squally, with veryhard showers.
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MARCH 1816.

595

Government Hill.

165

!68

)66

r67

567

569

7 68

8 66

9|68

10167

1167

74 73

74 72

74 ,75

75 74

12

13

1468

1567

l668

1768

1868

3
P.M.

72

»9

20

21

22

23

2468

2569

9670

2770

28,70

3969

30

3i

74

76

74

68

72

74

72

72

73

73

74

72

72

73

75

76

76

76

7576

76 77

75

78

76}

76J76

76.J77

75 176

69

69

70

71

71

70

72

70

68

68

70

69

69

69

69

70

69

69

70

71

72

72

72

72

73

73

74

73

73

73

72

George Town.

77

77*

80

80

78J

78

77

3 9
12 P.M. P.M.'

IWind. Weather noted from the Town.

H-
8i|82 ,78^ N.W. Morning clear; afterwards cloudy ; evening light rain.

I I

I

_
I

[with rain.

81 J 82 .80J Ditto Morning and noon clear ; afterwards cloudy and squally

81 |8lJ8i .Varia. Cloudy throughout.

8i 82 81J S.W.Clear throughout.

I I I _ I

[southerly winds) sunset, squally with hard rain.

82383^80 Varia. Morning and noon clear; afternoon cloudy; (strong

West Clear throughout.82 84J82

82 N.W. Ditto ditto.84 81

76^82183^79 [Ditto

77

76 80 180 79J S. W. Morning clear; noon and afternoon cloudy, with rain.

75i78J8i

76|82 80

77 ,81 '82 8q^ Ditto |Clear throughout-

78 82 83 '

[gun-fire, squally with hard rain ; during night much heavy rain.

Mom. and noon clear ; aftern. cloudy ; with thunder and lightn.

;

[with heavy rain.

79J 80J 77 i Varia. Morning and noon cloudy ; afternoon dark and squally,

79g N. W. Morning and noon cloudy ; afternoon clear.

I

[

[showery.

795 Ditto Morning and noon clear; afternoon cloudy and

76^82

82

82

79

80

79

m
79

79

80J

79J

80

80

78J

80

79J

78i

84

83

82

83i

[showers.

78^ Ditto Morning and noon clear; afternoon cloudy with light

I I

[thunder, lightning, and torrents of rain.

1 West Clear throughout ; night, most violent squall, with

Ditto Clear throughout.

Ditto ;Morning clear ; noon cloudy ; afternoon clear.

83J82

82J

1

84

83J

81^82^81^

82j83j|82

82 83

831 85

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

83

82^

83

84

84

2

85

84J

85

87

80J

83

2

82^

83

8ii

82^

83

80J

82J

Clear throughout; evening, very light rain.

Morning hazy; noon, very light rain; afternoon clear.

Clear throughout; evening, lightning, with dark clouds,

[p. M. very hard squall, and heavy rain.

S. W.'Clear throughout ; evening, cloudy with lightning
; 9

Ditto Clear throughout.
[ning: night very hard rain.

Ditto ditto, 9 P. M. hard rain, thunder, and light-Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Varia.

Ditto

S. W.

Varia.

Ditto

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy.

Clear throughout ; southerly wind all day.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

[lightning, with rain.

Morning and noon clear; 2 p. M. squally, thunder and

Clear throughout.

-1 H 2
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APRIL 1816,

Government Hill.

6
A.M.

668

769

869

969

1069

12

1170

12,69

>3 69

»4j70

15,69

i6'7o

17,70

18,70

1969

2069

I

21,69

2268

2369

2469

L
2569

2670

27,70

2870

2970

3070

75

74

75

76

76

72

72

76

75

74

74

75 74

75

74

76

75^

76

75

75

72

72J

75

75

74

74

9
P.M.

George Town.

G
A.M. 12

78J

79^

78i

791

77i

78

78

78|

78

80

80

72 80^

71 83

72 |8o

72 80

73 80

71 78

72 |79

70 80^

70 79J

71 80

73 ,80^

72 80J

71 8ii

71 8i

71 80J

72 81

71 ,81

71 78i

83

83

83

83*

83

2

82

81J

83

84^

84a

84

84J

83

83

83

83

83

84

84

83i

3
P.M.

85

84

84^

85

84J

84

82^

85

83

85

85^

85J

85^84

85*83^

84J 82J

84 81

83^180

83i8iJ

84i82i

84 82^

85 83

8i

8ii

8,J

82

1

82J

8,|

82

8iJ

83d

82^

83

Wind.

84 82

82^85

85||83J

84i 83^ 82

83J81J

S. W
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

West

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

S. W.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

West

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Weather noted from the Town.

83*82^ Ditto

82j82|8ij'Ditto

83|8a

83 79

Ditto

Ditto

[and rain.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy, with squalls

Clear throughout, evening squally with hard rain.

[thunder and lightning.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy, with

Clear throughout.

[with thunder, lightning, and light rain.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy and squally,

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy.

[ lightning, and heavy rain.

Clear throughout, 11 p.m. hard squall, with thunder.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto, light showers during the night.

Clear throughout.

[nings, and torrents of rain throughout the night.

Ditto ditto, continued peals of thunder, vivid light-

Clear throughout.

Morning and noon cloudy, afternoon clear.

Clear throughout, 7 p.m. hard rain for half an hour.

Ditto ditto, 4 P.M. hard shower, afterwards clear.

Clear throughout.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy.

Morning and noon clear.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

[hard shower.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy, 5 p.m. a

Hazy and cloudy throughout.

Hazy throughout.

Cloudy throughout, 2 p.m. a slight shower.

Morning clear, afterwards cloudy.

Cloudy throughout, 7 p.m. hard rain, night rainy.
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MAY 181G.

.597

Government HUl.

1 70

270

470

5-69

eeg

769

870

969

1070

1168

1268

,368

'68

12
3 9

P.M. P.M.

George Town.

A^M.' 12
3 9

P.M. P.M.

1'

1568

1668

17,69

i8|69

1968

2069

2169

2Zj69

23169

24|69

2569

2669

2769

28 67 J

2968

30<59

3169

74

74

75

75

74

77

76

74

76

75

74

74

74

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

74

74

73

72

71

72

73

75

75

75

74

74

74

72

77

75

74

75

75

74

74

74

74

74

74

74

75

74

75

74J

75

74

74

72

72

71

73

73

75

75

79

72

73

72

72

70

73

72

1

70

71

70

71

71

70

71

71

7»

72

I

7ii

71

71

71

70

70

70

69

70

70

7»

71

79

79

19l

78

Wind

83 J82I 8i

83 ,82^ 79

82 83

79J81 81J

77^81^:84

grainy.

78j'82

I

78Jj8i

77^81

-9^

80

81

79J

80

80

80

79i

80

80

80

8oi

81J

80

80

78i

79

79

78}

82i

83

83

82J

83

84

1

1

82

83

83

85

83i

83

84J

80J 'Ditto Clear throughout.

80 Is.W. IMorning clear, afterwards cloudy and squally, evenini;

80 J Ditto [clear throughout,

o

82^84

West

Ditto

Ditto

S.W.

Ditto

West

Weather noted from the Town.

Clear throughout, very hard rain during the night.

[a hard squall, and rain for several hours.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy, 5 p.m.

[with rain, night raniy.

Morning and noon clear, afterooon thick liazy weatlier

Cloudy throughout, 6 p.m. hard rain for several hours.

Ditto ditto, afternoon rainy.

[squall and hard shower, evenuig rauiy.

Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy, 4 p.m. a

83

83

83

83i

83^

83

81^

8iJ

80J

80J

80

82i

South Morning clear, afterwards cloudy, night rainy.

79I S.W. Morning showery, noon cloudy, afterwards showery.

8 1 Ditto Clear throughout.

I

81 West 'Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy.

81J Ditto Cloudy throughout.

I
I

83 J South Clear throughout.

SlJWest Cloudy throughout.

8i| S.W. IMorning clear, afterwards cloudy.

81^ Ditto Clear throughout.

82I South Morning cloudy, with light rain, afterwards c'eaf;|^_^^

Morning dark and squally, with hard rain, afterwards
84 81 J S.W.

1

83|82j:West

84 82 J Ditto

84||8iyjDitto

84

81 iDitto Cloudy throughout, with frequent hard showers

Morning cloudy and rainy, afterwards cloudy.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto. . . I
•

I
[fire squall with hard rain, night much rain.

83 Ditto Morning clear, noon light shower, afternoon clear, gun-

8U

80

79i

80

80

8oi

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

South

Squally day throughout, willi very hard s'i°''"jr^j^^^j

Morning cloudy with hard rain, noon clear, afternoon

Morning clear, noon very hard rain, afternoop cloudy.

Clear throughout.

Ditto ditto.
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JUNE 1816.

Government Hill. I George Town.

6
A.M.

1 70

269

470

570
I

670

769

869

969

1068

H69

1269

13.69

1468

15,68

i6 68 ':•

I

1768

1868

1968

I

2065

2167

3 9 6
P.M. P.M. A.M 12 P.M. P.M.

Wind. Weather noted from the Torni.

75 70 80 82J83i8iJ South Clear throughout.

78 72 80 ,84*851831 Ditto
j

Ditto ditto.

78 72 81 ,84186 82j'DittOj Ditto ditto.

76 72 ,82 ,84^ 85^ 83J Ditto
;

Ditto ditto.

I
I I'

I (

76 72 82J83I85 82JS.W. : Ditto ditto.

75 714,80^83 84 :82j Ditto Morning clear, afterwards cloudy.

I
I

I

I
I

1 [afterwards cloudy.

75 71 79j8l^82 79 iDitto Morning cloudy, 9 a.m. squall with very hard rain,

I
I I I

I
I

[shower.

75 71 178J83 81 80 iDitto Morning and noon clear, afterwards cloudy, with light

76 71 80^82^84 80J Ditto Clear throughout.

76 72 79 84 85J82 South' Ditto ditto.

78 ,73 80.J 85J 85 82 Ditto Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy.

;

I
I I I '

74 74 70 180J85J84 Slowest! Ditto ditto, ditto, with light rain.

I
I

I I
i

I
I I

[afternoon clear.

75 76 72 80J 82 83J81 Ditto Morning clear, afterwards squall with rain, noon and

I I
I I

I

I
I [very hard rain, and much rain afterwards.

76 75 171 ,79 83J 85 80 Ditto Morning cloudy with light rain, afterwards clear, 9 p M.

I
I

1

i

I

I

. 1
[rainy.

74 74 69 79 80J 80 78J Ditto Morning cloudy and squally, noon cloudy, afternoon

I I I I
I

I
' I

67 ,72 169 ,76^78^79 78 Ditto Cloudy and very rainy throughout, 10 p.m. hard rain.

I
!

I
I I [afternoon squally \iith hard rain.

70 172 j70 ,76|'79 80 76^ Ditto Daylight very hard rain, morning and noon cloudy,

,
i

I i I
I

. I

[all "iglit-

75 75 ;7l 76^794 81 J 79J Ditto Morning and noon cloudy, afternoon clear, hard rain

70 72 69 76 78J 79J 78 Ditto Morning rainy, afterwards cloudy.

I I I
I !

! I _ !

[andrainv.

74 74 69^77 80 80178 Ditto Morning very hard rain, noon clear, aftc-rno:in cloucfy

I i I
I '

'

75 |74 |7i j77 81J82 8o,J Ditto Clear throughout.
'

'
!

'

[very rainy.

2270 ,76 74 170 79 82J 82 76^ Ditto Morning and noon clear, afternoon cloudy, evening

2367 66 69 69 77 78 80 78 Ditto Morning cloudy with much rain, afterwards cloudy.

4467 73 73 70 77 79 81 79 Ditto Morning clear, noon cloudy, afterwards clear.

I I I
]

I

[evening rainy.

67 78 79 ,78 76 iDitto Morning clear, noon very hard rain, afternoon cloudy,2568

2664

27

28

*9

30

69

69

74

74

69

72

69 75^80 79J 77^ Ditto Cloudy throughout.

82 79^ Ditto Clear throughout, much rain during the night.71 77

71 76J81 182 J 78^ Ditto jMorning cloudy, evening squally, with very hard rain.

I
j

I

I

[evening and night much hard rain.

69 178 81 82 78 Ditto iMorning cloudy, noon clear, afterwards showery,

I I
I

j

[and night very hard rain.

69 78 8i |82 78I Ditto -Morning and noon cloudy, afternoon showery, evening
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ABSTRACT OF THE METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER,
Kept at the Library in George Town, Prince of Wales' Island, 1820-1821.

MONTHS.

1820,

July
August . . .

September
October. .

.

November

.

December

.

182:.

January . .

.

February .

March . .

.

April

May
June . . . .

July
August . .

.

September.
October. . .

November

.

December .

Average Range of the

Thermometer at

Greatest Height of the Ther-
mometer durljig the Month.

7
A.M.

12
Noon.

4.

P.M.
7

A.M.
12

Noon

81J
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DONATIONS
TO THE

Uoval aeiatic Sofiftp of <Srfat Britain anJi Jwlanii,

FROM ITS INSTITUTION, MARCH 15, 1823, TO MARCH 13, 1827.

I. DONATIONS OF MONEY.

James Alexander, Esq., M.P., Treasurer R.A.S £50

J. Dupre Alexander, Esq., M. P., M.R.A.S 20

Henry Alexander, Esq., M.P., M.R.A.S 10 10

H. T. Colebrooke, Esq., Director R.A.S 10 10

Edward Fletcher, Esq., M.R.A.S 20

Daniel Moore, Esq., M.R. A. S 50

Sir G. T. Staunton, Bart., Vice-President R.A.S 50

W. H. Trant, Esq., M.R.A.S 6 6

£217 6

II. DONATIONS OF BOOKS, &c.

By Sir George Thomas Staunton, Bart., V.P.R.A.S., March 20, 1823, Sfc.

A very extensive and valuable collection of books in the Chinese language, and of

works on China in European languages. The following letter explains the nature of

the collection, and the donor's object in presenting it to the Society.

Copy of a LetterJrom Sir George Thomas Staunton, Dart., to the late G.H.Noehden, Esq., LL.D.,

Secretary to the Royal Asiatic Society.

" SiK : Having, in the course of my residence in China, formed a considerable collection of

" Chinese printed books, and also of manuscript dictionaries and other works of Europeans,

" calculated to assist the student in the acquisition of a knowledge of the language and literature

" of the Chinese, I feel confident that I cannot more effectually promote the object I had in
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" view in making this collection, namely, the more general acquaintance in this country with

" whatever may be found curious or useful among the productions of the Chinese press, than by

" a respectful offer of the collection to the Royal Asiatic Society.

" My wish is that it should be preserved entire, and placed in such a situation as may admit

" of it's being at all times readily accessible to the British and other students of Chinese literature

" who may frequent this metropolis, under such regulations as the Royal Asiatic Society may

'• deem it expedient to prescribe.

' It is not in my power at present to offer to the Society an exact catalogue of the collection,

" but the enclosed memorandum will convey a general idea of its nature and extent.

" I have the honour to be. Sir,

" Your most obedient, humble servant,

" 19, Po>ila„d Place, f SignedJ " Geo. Tho. Staunton."

" March 20, 1823."

Memorandum of a Collection of Chinese printed Books, presented to the Eoyal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland by Sir George Thomas Staunton, Bart,

V.P.R.A.S.

Works. Vols.

15. Class 1.

—

Ancient Literature or Classics of the Chinese : including those of

Confucius, and a Mantchoo Tartar translation of what are called the

Four Books » 198

22. Class 2.

—

Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, and Works on Philology, viz. the Im-

perial Dictionary of Kang Hy ; Pronouncing Dictionaries ; Dictionaries

of Ancient and Obsolete Characters; Illustrations of Chinese Tones

;

Poetical Dictionary, similar to the " Gradits ad Parnassum;" Dictionary

of the Mantchoo Tartar Language ; Dialogues in Chinese and Mant-

choo, &c 436

•23. Class ^.—Natural History and the Arts, viz. Treatises on Medicine, on

certain particular Diseases ; on Astronomy and Astrology ; on Plants and

Gardening; on Husbandry; on the Art of Drawing; on Weaving and

Ploughing ; on the Art of War ; on the Discoveries of Europeans ;
also

Herbals, Almanacks, &c 232

17. Class 4,.— Travels, and Books of Geography, viz. General Topography of

China ;
particular Accounts of the Provinces of Canton, of Pekin, of the

Island of Hay-nan; of the Districts watered by the Yellow River ;
of the

Tourgouths, of Thibet ; of Maritime and other Foreign Nations, &c. ... 270

23. Class 5.—Modern Poetry, Plays, and Novels, viz. Poems composed on

public occasions, in celebration of Imperial Festivals ; Poems by Can-

didates for Prizes or Degrees ; Collections of Plays of the First Tartar

Dynasty; Modern Plays now acting ; Novels founded on Historical or

interesting Domestic Facts, in illustration of the Passions
:
Moral Tales

for the instruction of Youth, &c '^^'^

9. Class 6.—History and Biography, viz. General History of the Empire

;

Vol. I. -l I
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By Sir Geo. Tho. Staunton, Babt., V.P.R.A.S.—Continued.

Works. Vols.

Annals of Particular Periods ; History of the Four First Emperors of

the Reigning Dynasty ; Biography of the " Wise and Good ;" Biography

of Illustrious Women; Conquests of the Emperor Kien Long, &c 246

30. Class 7.

—

Laws and Governmerit, viz. The Present Civil, Penal, and Fiscal

Codes; Penal and other Codes of Former Dynasties; Reports of adjudged

Cases in Courts of Law ; Instructions for Pleaders ; Series of Imperial

Pekin Gazettes ; Collection of Provincial Reports and Government De-

cisions ; Official Instructions on Moral Duties ; Court Kalendar, &c. ... 554

Ik Class 8.—Doctrines of Foe and other Superstitions ; including 56

7. Class 9.

—

Pvblkations of the Catholic and Protestant Missionaries. Missals,

Summaries of Faith, Translations from the Scriptures, &c 20

24. Class 10.

—

Miscellaneous, viz. Treatises on Ceremonials; Games ofChess and

Draughts; Miscellaneous Instructions ; Books for Children ; Treatises on

Coins and Medals; Extracts from Scarce Books; Catalogues of the

Imperial and other Libraries, &c 222

Summary of the whole.

Class. Works. Vols.

1. Chinese Classics 15 198

2. Dictionaries 22 436

3. Arts and Sciences 25 232

4. Travels and Geography 17 270

5. Poetry, Plays and Novels 23 377

6. History and Biography 9 246

7. Laws and Government 30 554

8. Native Superstitions 14 56

9. Books on Cluistianity 7 20

10. Miscellaneous 24 222

186 2,610

Sir George Leonard Staunton's Account of Macartney's Embassy to China. Lon-

don, 1797, 2 vols. 4to. with atlas, folio.

Sir George Thomas Staunton's Miscellaneous Notices relating to China. London,

1822, 8vo.

Sir George Tliomas Staunton's Account of the British Embassy to Pekin, in

1816. Havant, 1824, 8vo,

Bengal Regulations, 1793, folio.

Fourmont's Grammatica Sinica. Paris, 1742, folio.

A MS. French and Chinese Dictionary, folio.

Dictionarium Latino Sinicum, MS. 2 torn, folio.
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Historia Trium Imperiorum Sinarum ; a MS. Latin Translation of the San Kwo
Che. folio.

Nieuhoff's Legatio Batavica ad Magnum Tartariae Chamum. Amsterdam, 1668,

folio.

Papers connected with Sir T. S. Raffles' Governorship of Java, folio.

Appendix to Bengal Papers, 1774-5. folio.

Pisonis—De Indiae utriusque re naturale et medica. Amsterdam, 1658, folio.

Harrington's Bengal Regulations, 1805-1809, folio.

Reports on Bengal, &c. 1782-1783. 2 vols, folio.

Papers on East-India Freight, 1780 to 1791 ; 1796 to 1797 ; 3 vols, folio.

Mailla's Tong Kien Kang Mou ; Histoire Generale de la Chine. Paris, 1777-1785,

13 torn. 4to.

Memoires concernant les Chinois. Paris, 1776-1814, 16 torn. 4to.

Marshman's Chinese Grammar. Serampore, 1814, 4to.

Amyot's Dictionnaire Tartare Mantchou Fran9ois. Paris, 1789-1790, 3 torn.

Robertson's Memoir of a Chart of the China Sea. London, 1791, 4to.

Hager's Pantheon Chinois. Paris, 1806, 4to.

Navarrete's Historia del Reyno de la China. 4to. Madrid, 1675.

Marshman's Works of Confucius, vol. i. containing Shang-Lun. Serampore

1809, 4to.

Hager's Numismatique Chinoise. Paris, 1805, 4to.

Amyot's Lettre de Pekin sur la Langue Chinoise. Bruxelles, 1773, 4to.

De Rhodes' Divers Voyages en la Chine, &c. Paris, 1681, 4to.

Ricci's Expeditio Christiana ad Sinas. Lugduni, 1616, 4to.

Vocabulario de Japon declarado en Castellano. Manila, 1630, 4to.

Papers on the Restoration of the King of Tanjore. London, 1787, 7 vols. 4to.

Dictionarium Latino Sinicum. 2 torn. 4lo. MS.

Gladwin's English and Persian Vocabulary. Malda, 1780, 4to.

Collado's Grammatica Japonica. Rome, 1632, 4to.

East-Indian Treaties and Grants, 1774, 4to.

East-India Charters, 1772, 4to.

Defence of Lord Pigot. London. 1778, 4to.

Bolts on India Affairs. London, 1772, 4to.

Richardson's Arabic Grammar. London, 1776, 4to.

Nabob of Arcot's Letter. London, 1777, 4lo.

Forrest's Mergui Archipelago. London, 1792, 4to.

Halhed's Bengal Grammai-. Hoogly, 1778, 4to.

Batavia Beschreeven. Amsterdam, 1782, 4to.

De Guignes' Voyages a Peking, &c. Paris, 1808; 3 tom.Svo., avcc atlas en folio.

Memoirs of the War in Asia. London, 1788, 8vo. 2 vols.

Lessep's Kamtschatka. London, 1790, 2 vols. 8vo.

4 12
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Johnson's Oriental Voyager. London, 1807, 8vo.

Gladwin's Ayeen Akbery. London, 1800, 2 vols. 8vo.

Rochon's Voyage a Madagascar, &c. Paris, 1791, 8vo.

Reports on Carnatic War, &c. London, 1782, 9 vols. 8vo.

Verhandelingen van bet Bataviaasch Genootschap, Batavia. 6 deelen, 8vo.

A Comparative Vocabulary of the Barma, Malayu and Thai Languages. Seram-

pore, 1810, 8vo.

Anson's Voyage round the World. London, 1748, 4to.

Benyowsky's Travels. London, 1790, 2 vols. 4to.

Jones's Institutes of Menu. Calcutta, 1794, 4to.

Ksempfer's Amoenitates ExoticK. Lemgow, 1712, 4to.

Holmes's Journal of Macartney's Embassy to China. London, 1799, 8vo.

Fifteen Years in India. London, 1822, 8vo.

Cossigny's Voyage a Canton. Paris, 1799, 8vo.

Sainte Croix Voyage aux Indes Orientales. Paris, 1810, 3 torn. 8vo.

Expose Statistique de Tunkin. London, 1811, 2 tom. 8vo.

Gemelli Careri's Voyage du Tour du Monde. Paris, 1727, 6 tom. 12]no.

Eloge de Moukden, traduit par Amiot. Paris, 1770. 8vo.

Mairan's Lettres a Parennin sur la Chine. Paris, 1770, 8vo.

FuUerton's Military Operations in India. London, 1787, 8vo.

Fourmont's Meditationes Sinicas. Paris, 1737, folio.

Al Sirajiyyah, or the Mahommedan Law of Inheritance, edited by Sir W. Jones.

Calcutta, 1792, folio.

Rumphius's d'Amboinsche Rareteitkamer. Amsterdam, 1705, fo'io.

D'Herbelot's Bibliotheque Orientale. Paris, 1697, folio.

Dah-ymple's Plans of Ports, &c. 4 vols. 4i0.

Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory. London, 2 vols. 4to.

Pennant's Indian Zoology. London, 1790, 4to.

Vanbraam's Voyage a Peking. Philadelphia, 1797, 2 tom. 4to.

Appendix to Report on East-India Patronage. 4to.

Rennells's Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan. London, 1792, 4to.

Bruce's Plans for British India. London, 1793, 4to.

Remusat's Grammaire Chinoise. Paris, 1822, 8vo.

Hadley's Indostan Grammar. London, 1774, 8vo.

Le Compte's China. London, 1698, 8vo.

Magaillan's China. London, 1688, 8vo.

De Cultu Sinensium. Tracts by various Authors on the Worship of Confucius;

Deceased Ancestors, etc. 3 tom. 12mo.

Martini Historia Sinica. Amsterdam, 1659, 12mo.

Faria y Souza's Portugueze Conquest of India. London, 1694, 3 vols. 12mo.

La Loubere's Royaume de Siam. Amsterdam, 1691, 2 tom. 12mo.
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De Ritibus Sinensium. Leodii, 1700, 12mo.

Marshman's Dissertation on the Chinese Language. Serampore, 1809, 4to.

Mendoza's Historia del gran Reyno de la China. Aiivers, 1596, ISmo. Italian,

Venice, 1587, 12mo.

The Chinese Traveller. London, 1775, 2 vols. 12mo.

Choisy's Voyage de Siani. Trevoux, 1741, 12mo.

Conformite des Ceremonies Chinoises avec I'ldolatrie Grecque et Romaine. Co-

logn, 1700, 12mo,

Ambassades des Hollandois a Japan. Tom. 2, 12mo.

Winterbotham's View of China. London, 1795, 8vo.

Bayer's Museum Sinicum. Petropoli, 1730, 2 torn. 8vo.

Gilchrist's English and Hindoostanee Dictionary. Calcutta, 1787, 4to.

Sir W. Jones's Menu's Verordnungen Verteutchet von L C. Hiittner. Weima'-,

1797, 8vo.

Fifth Report on the East-India Company. London, 1812, 8vo.

Kracheninnikow's Histoire du Kamtchatka. Amsterdam, 1770, 2 torn. 12mo.

Thunberg's Flora Japonica. Lipsi», 1784, 8vo.

Osbeck's Voypge to China. London, 1771, 2 vols. 8vo.

Nouvelles des Missions Orientales. Amsterdam, &c. 1787-1797, 2 torn. 12mo.

Hager's Monument du Yu. Paris, 1802, folio.

A Chinese Chart of the South Coast of China.

Batavian Naamboek (Dutch East-India Register). Batavia, 1792, 12mo.

Renaudot's Mahommedan Accounts of India and China. London, 1733, 8vo.

Rochon's Voyages a Madagascar, &c. Paris, 1803, 3 tom. 8vo.

Patton's Asiatic Monarchies. London, 1801, 8vo.

Reimanni Historia Literaria Babyloniorum et Sinensium. Brunswick, 1741, et

Reimanni de Libris Genealogicis Commentatio. 2 vols. 8vo. in 1. Quedlinburo-.

Thunberg's R,eise in Japan, Erster Band. Berlin, 1792, 8vo.

Howel's Overland Journey from India. London, 1789, 8vo.

Dalrymple's Charts, folio.

Gaubil's Chronologic Chinoise. Paris, 1814, 4to.

Sonnerat's Voyage a la Nouvelle Guinee. Paris, 1776, 4to.

Papers relating to Differences of Opinion between Warren Hastings, Esq., Go-

vernor-General of India, and Gen. Clavering, Mr. Monson, and Mr. Francis, folio.

An English Translation of the Instructions of the Chinese Government to the

Merchants trading with the Russians. MS.

The Odes of Hafiz. Persian MS., 8vo.

Fragments of the Koran. Arabic MS., 2 vols. 8vo.

Arabic Syntax. MS. 8vo.

Poems of Nasir Ally. MS. 8vo.

Cassim's Poetical History of Abul Muzzafer Shah Ishmael. MS. 8vo.
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The Forms of Herkern. Persian MS., 8vo.

The Musnuvi of Julal ud Din Runii. Persian MS., 4lo.

A Treatise on Music; translated from the Hinduwi work entitled Parijatac.

Persian MS., 8vo.

Twenty-three Charts of various parts of the Eastern Ocean, by Alexander Dal-

rymple.

Five Charts of various parts of the Eastern Ocean, by George Robertson

Three Dutch Charts of the East Coast of China, Formosa, Japan, &c.

A History of Hayling Island, in Hampshire. Havant, 1826, 8vo.

The Chinese character, Hoo,* a tiger, eight feet high by four wide, written in

white on a black ground, by Sung ta zhin,f late Viceroy of Canton.

An autograph inscription, by Sung ta zhin; containing the Chinese characters

Chwang King Jih Keang, J each of them above three feet high.

East India Papers, two volumes, 4to.

Contents of Vol, I

:

1. Part of the Public Advertiser, for July 18, 1793, containing the Speech of Sir H.

Langrislie, in the House of Commons of Ireland, on the East-India Trade Bill.

2. Report of the Select Committee appointed to take into consideration the Export

Trade from Great Kritain to the East Indies, upon the subject of the Irish claims ; witli

Appendix.

3. Report of the Select Committee of the Court of Directors, upon the subject of the

Cotton Manufacture of this country ; with Appendices.

4. First, Second, and Third Reports of the Select Committees appointed by the Court

of Directors, to take into consideration the Export Trade from Great Britain to the

East-Indies ; with Appendices.

5. Estimate of the Company's Affairs, by the Committee of Accounts, Feb. 15, 1793 ;

with Appendix.

6. Report of the Committee of Warehouses, on a memorial from the Manufacturers of

Gunpowder ; with Appendic84^

7. Papers respecting the Negociation for a Renewal of the East-India Company's Ex-

clusive Trade : ten parts.

8. Short History of the East-India Company and their Trade.

9 and 10. Duplicate Statement of the Income of the Company.

11. The Act of 33 Geo. III. passed in June 1793, for continuing the possession of the

British Indian Territories and exclusive trade in the East-India Company.

12. A Bill fir placing the East-India Annuities under the management of the Governor

and Company of the Bank of England,

13. Abridgment of the New Act for the Government and Trade of India, &c.

* For the Chinese character, see plate XIII, No. X.

f Plate XIII, No. XI For an account of Sung ta zhin, see Macartney's Embassy to China,

Vol. II, pages 357 and 448 ; also page 387 of this volume.

t Plate XIII, No. XII.
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Tlie Papers contained in the second volume are duplicates of Nos. 2 to 7 in the

first volume.

India Papers, Miscellaneous. 4to.

Contents

:

1. An Inquiry into the nature ofZemindarry Tenures in the Landed Property of Bengal

;

two parts, with Appendix. 1790.

2. Report of the Select Committee of the Court of Directors of the East-India Com-

pany, upon the Cotton Manufacture ; with Appendices. 1793.

3. Further Papers and Proceedings relative to the Payment of the Private Debts of tlie

Nabob of Arcot ; with Appendices. 1798.

i. Speech of Peter Moore, Esq., at a Court of Proprietors, held May 5, 1797, for the

purpose of sanctioning powers proposed to be given to the Marquis Cornwallis by the

Board of Control and Court of Directors ; with Appendix.

5. Observations of the Court of Directors on the respective Conduct of W. Hastings,

Sir J. Clavering, Col. Monson, R. Barwell, and P. Francis, in the Service of the

Honourable East-India Company.

6. Proceedings of the Court of Directors of the East-India Company, on the subject of

Recruiting the Company's European Army in India ; with Appendices.

7. Continuance of the above.

8. Copies and Extracts of Advices to and from India, relative to the War with the late

Tippoo Sultaun ; the Partition of his Dominions, and Distribution of the Property

captured at Seringapatam ; and an Account of his Behaviour and Death on the

day of the Storm.

India Tracts. 4to.

Contents

:

1. Proceedings of the Governor and Council at Fort William respecting the Administra-

tion of Justice among the Natives in Bengal. 1774.

2. Original Papers relative to Tanjore.

3. The Case of the President and Council of Madras fairly stated, with Observations

on the Conduct of both Parties, as well as of Colonel Stuart. 1777.

4. Letters-Patent, establishing a Supreme Court of Judicature at Fort William, in

Bengal. 1774.

5. Minutes of the Court of Proprietors of the East-India Company, April 23, 1777.

6. Letter from Mohammed Ali Khan, Nabob of Arcot, to the Court of Directors ; with

Appendix. 1777. To which is added a Statement of Facts relative to Tanjore.

7. Collection of Letters relative to Tanjore.

Oriental Tracts, 4to,

Containing

:

The Oriental Collections, by Wm. Ouseley, Esq., Nos. Ill and IV, for July, August,

and September, 1797.

Renncll's Additions and Corrections to his Map of Bengal.

Rennell's Bengal Atlas.

Ayeen Akbery, by Gladwin. Vol. II.
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East-India Revenue Accounts. 1815-23 ; 2 vols, folio.

Report on Agriculture, &c. of New South Wales. 1823, folio.

The 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th Reports on the Nabob of Arcot's

Debts. 1819-1821, 6 vols, folio.

Bengal, Fort St. George, and Bombay Regulations. 1818-19-20-22, 4 vols, fo'io.

Sixth Report on Artizans and Machinery. 1824^ folio.

Proceedings of the Directors of the East-India Company relative to granting an

Annuity to the Marquess of Hastings. 1823, folio.

List of Papers relating to the Marquess of Hastings' Transactions in Lu !.-..

1824, folio.

Papers relating to the Finances of India, during the Government of the Marquess

of Hastings. 1824, folio.

Papers relating to the Police, &c. of Bengal, from 1810 to 1819. fo'io.

Papers relating to the Immolation of Hindu Widows. 1824, folio.

Papers relating to the Nepaul War. 1824, folio.

Papers relating to the Transactions of Palmer and Co. with the Nizam. 1824, folio.

Papers relating to the Pindarry and Mahratta Wars. 1824, folio.

Papers relating to British Indian Sugar. 1822, folio.

The Marquess of Hastings' Summary of Operations in India. 1824, folio.

Instructions to the Resident at Lucknow. 1814, folio.

Correspondence between the Government of Ceylon and the Colonial Office

relative to J. D. Rossier. 1825, folio.

Treaties with Native Powers in India. 1825, folio.

Papers relating to the Burmese War in 1825, folio.

Papers relating to the Colonial Trade of the Mauritius. 1825, folio.

Papers relating to the Discussions with the Burmese Government; 1825, folio.

By Major W. M. G. CoLEBRooKE, M.R.A.S Mny3, 1823.

The Desatir or Sacred Writings of the Ancient Persian Prophets. Bombay,

1818, 2 vols. 8vo.

Drawings of Indian ploughs, harrows, &c. on three sheets of paper.

By the Rev. S. Weston, B.D., M.R.A.S May 17, 1823, ^c

Copies of the following of his works.

A Chinese Poem, inscribed on Porcelaine. London, 1816, 8vo.

Arabic Aphorisms. London, 1805, 8vo.

Episodes from the Shah Nameh. London, 1815, 8vo.

Persian Distichs. London, 1814, 8vo.

The Conquest of the Miao Tse. London, 1810, 8vo.

Conformity of the European and Oriental Languages. London, 1802, 8vo.

Persian Recreations. London, 1812, 8vo.

Remains of Arabic in Spanish and Portuguese. London, 1810, 8vo.

Short Notices of India, from Ancient and Modern Writers. MS.
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Annotations on the Psalms. London, 1824, 12mo.

The Englislinian Abroad. London, 1824, 8vo.

Historic Notices of Greek Cities that have struck Coins. London, 1826, 8vo.

Two Specimens of Ancient Cufic Writing.

Copy of the Arabic Inscription on tlie Turkish Cannon in St. James's Park, witli

an English Translation by the Rev. S. Weston, B.D., &c.

Fac-Simile of an Ancient Arabic Inscription, in Mr. Maxey's possession.

A Telinga MS. on palm leaves.

A Grammar of the Malabar Language. Vepery, 1789, 8vo.

By George Bellas Greenough, Esq., M.R.A.S June 2i, 1823.

A Sanscrit Treatise on Eclipses. MS., 8vo.

By Monsieur Jules de Klaproth, For. M.R.A.S Ju?ie 21, 1823, ^c.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Verzeichniss der Chinesischen Biicher der Kclniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin.

Paris, 1822, folio.

Asia Polyglotta. Paris, 1823, 4to. Mit ein Sprach atlas, folio.

Origin of Paper Money. London, 1823, 8vo.

Memoires relatifsiU'Asie. Paris, 1824-1826, 2 torn. 8vo.

Beleuchtung und Widerlegung der Forschungen iiber die Geschichte des Mittel

Asiatischen viilker, des Herrn J. J. Schmidt. Paris, 1824, 8vo.

Observations sur la Carte de I'Asie publiee par M. Arrowsmith. Paris,

1826, 8vo.

Mouraviev's Voyage en Turcomanie et a Khiva. Paris, 1823, 8vo.

Zohrab's Lettre sur Cirbied's Grammaire Armenienne. Paris, 1823, 8vo.

Lettre adressee a la Societe Asiatique de Paris. Par M. Louis de I'Or. Paris,

1823, 8vo.

Elemens de la Grammaire Japonaise par le Pere Rodriguez. Publiee par la Societe

Asiatique. Paris, 1825, 8vo.

By Samuel Parkes, Esq., M.R.A.S Nov. 1, 1883.

His Chemical Essays. London, 1823, 2 vols. 8vo.

15y Professor Augustus William de Schlegel, For.M.R.A.S Nov. 1, 18S3, ^r.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Bhagavad Gita. Sanscrit and Latin. Bonn, 1823, 8vo.

Oratio quani Natalibus Frederic! Guil. III. habuit. Bonn, 1824, 4to.

Indischc Bibliothek—eine Zeitschrift, Band 1, und Band 2, Heft 1. Bonn, 1820-

1824, 8vo.

By H. R. Lewis, Esq Nov. 1, 182.3.

His Collection of Laws for Fort Marlborough ; Malayan. London, 1821, 4to.

Vol. I. 4 K
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By M. Langles, of Paris Nov. 1, 1823.

Caracteres Arabes, graves par Mole Jeune, sous la direction de M. Langles. A sheet.

By M. Garcin de Tassy, For. M.R.A.S Nov. 1, 1823.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Les Oiseaux et les Fleurs ; Allegories Morale D'Azz Eddin Elmocadessi. Paris,

1821, 8vo., Arabic and French.

Exposition de la Foi Musulmane, traduit dii Turc de Mahommed Ben Pir Ali

Elberkeir. Paris, 1822, 8vo.

By Maj. Gen. Sir John Malcolm, Bart., G.C.B., &c. V.P.R.A.S., Nov. 15, 1823, §-c.

Copies of the following of his Works.

The History of Persia. London, 1815, 2 vols. 4to.

Memoir of Centrallndia. London, 1823. 2 vols. 8vo.

Instructions to OflScers in Central India. London, 1824-, 8vo.

By Major David Price, M.R.A.S Dcc.6, 1823.

His Chronological Retrospect of Mahommedan History ; from Original Persian

Authorities. London, 1811-1821, 3 vols. 4to.

By Whitelaw Ainslie, Esq., M.D. M.R.A.S Dec. 6, 1823, §-e.

Report on the Epidemic Fever of Coimbatore, &c. London, 1816, 8vo.

Agastiyar Vaittiyar Annum ; a Medical Work in High Tainul Verse, MS.
Observations on the Cholera Morbus of India. By Whitelaw Ainslie, M.D.

London, 1825, 8vo.

A Persian MS. Account of the Muhammedan Festivals observed in India, with an

English MS. Translation by J. Stokes, Esq., of Madras.

Materia Indica. By W. Ainslie, M.D. London, 1826, 2 vols. 8vo.

By Major Charles Stewart, M.R.A.S Dec. 6, 1823, SjC

Copies of the following of his Works.

The History of Bengal. London, 1813, 4to.

A Translation of the Travels of Mirza Abu Taleb Khan. London, 1814, 3 vols.

12mo.

Catalogue of Tippoo Sultan's Library. Cambridge, 1809, 4to.

An Introduction to the Anv.iri Soohyly. London, 1821, 4to.

Essay on the Origin of the Afghans. MS.
Original Persian Letters. London, 182,5, 4to. Dedicated to the Royal Asiatic

Society.

Translation of a Cufic Inscription. MS.

By the Rev. Samuel Lee, A.M., M.R.A.S Jan. 3, 1824.

His Edition of the Syriac Old Testament. London, 1823, 4to.

A MS. in the Bugis Character, folio.
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Copies of the following of his Works.

Algebra, Arithmetic, and Mensuration. Translated from the Sanscrit. London,

1817, 4to.

A Grammar of the Sanscrit Language. Calcutta, 1805, folio.

A Dictionary of the Sanscrit Language. Serampore, 1808, 4to.

Hitopadesa, or Salutary Instructions, in Sanscrit, with an English Preface.

Serampore, 1804, 4 to.

On the Geology of the N. E. Border of Bengal. 4to.

On the Valley of the Sutluj River. 4to.

Also : Matthews's Mishcat ul Masabih, or Traditions of Muhammed. Calcutta,

1809, 2 vols. 4to.

Strachey's Bija Ganita, or Algebra of the Hindoos. London, 1813, 4to.

Du Perron's Legislation Orientale, en Turquie, en Perse, et dans I'lndoustan.

Amsterdam, 1778, 4to.

Memoire pour Dupleix. Paris, 1759, 4to.

Hastings's Benares Insurrection. Calcutta, 1782, 4to.

East-India Charters, folio.

East-India Treaties, folio.

The History of the East-India Company. Vol. I. London, 1779, 4to.

Halhed's Gentoo Laws. London, 1776, 4to.

Maurice's Ruins of Babylon, and Appendix. London, 1816-1818. 2 vols. 4to.

Sir G. Colebrooke's Letters on Intolerance. London, 1791, 8vo.

Araish-i-muhfil ; a History in Hindoostanee of the Hindoo Princes of Dihlee.

Calcutta, 1808, 4to.

Prem Sagur, or the History of Sree Krishna, in Hinduvee. Calcutta, 1810,

4to.

Rajneeti, or Tales of the Hindoos, in Brij Basha. Calcutta, 1809, 8vo.

Statement of Mr. Buckingham's Removal from India. Calcutta, 1823, 4to.

Essay on the Hindu History of Cashmir, by H. H. Wilson, Esq. 4to.

On the Triangulation of the Cape of Good Hope, by Capt. G. Everest. London,

1823, 4to.

Makhzanu'l adviyeh ; Materia Medica. Persian MS., 5 vols, folio.

Tohfat al Mominin ; Medicine and Materia Medica. Persian MS., 4to.

Sirajjiyah ; Muhammedan Law of Inheritance. Persian. Calcutta, 1811, 8vo.

Hedaya ; Muhammedan Law. Persian. Calcutta, 1807, 4 vols. 8vo.

Futawi Alimgiri ; a Treatise on Muhammedan Law. Persian. Calcutta, 1813,

8vo.

Debistan al Muzahib. 4to., printed.

Sadee's Persian Goolistan, translated into Hindoostanee. Calcutta, 1802, 2

vols. 8vo.

Siddhanta Caumudi ; Sanscrit Grammar. Calcutta, 1812, 4to.
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By H. T. CoLEBROoKE, Esq., Dir.R.A.S.—(Continued.)

Four Sanscrit Vocabularies; the Amaracosha, Tricanda Sesha, Haravali, anil

Medini Cara. Calcutta, 8vo.

Hemachandra Cosha; a Sanscrit Vocabulary of Homonymous Words. Calcutta,

8vo.

Panini Sutra Vritti ; the Grammatical Aphorisms of Panini, with a Commentary.

Sanscrit. Calcutta, 2 vols. 8vo.

Manava Dherma Sastra; the Institutes of Menu. Published in Sanscrit, by

Babii Ram. Calcutta, 4to.

Daya Bh;iga; a Sanscrit Treatise on Inheritance, by Jimuta Vahana, with a

Commentary by Crishna Bhatta. Calcutta, 1814, 4to.

Viramitrodaya; a Treatise of Hindu Law. Sanscrit. Calcutta, 1815, 4to.

CinUarjuniya ; a Sanscrit Poem, by Bharavi. Calcutta, 1814, 4to.

A Persian Translation of the Lilavati. MS. 8vo.

Mitiicshara Dharma Sastra. Sanscrit. Calcutta, 1813, 4to.

The Pentateuch, in Bengalese. Serampore, 1801, 8vo.

The New Testament, in Bengalese. Serampore, 1801, 8vo.

A Chart of the Cape of Good Hope.

Frank's Conspectus Chrestomathiae Sanskritae. Monachi, 1817, 4to.

Calcutta Journal, September 1823.

Drawings of Indian Implements and Utensils; on 5 sheets, 4to.

A Painting on Silk, representing the Life of Buddha.

By Robert Lyall, Esq., M.D Fcb.2\, 1824, §"c.

Copies of the following of his Works.

On the Military Colonies of Russia. London, 1824, 8vo.

Dissertatio de Staphylomate Pellucido Conico. Petersburg, 1816, 8vo.

Essay on the Waters of Candren Well, Paisley. 1814, 8vo.

Report of the Evidence on the Duration of Human Pregnane)'. London, 1826, 8vo.

By Captain James Michael, M.B.A.S Feb. 21, 1824.

A Drawing of a Minaret erected by the Rajah of Tanjore, to commemorate the

dethronement of the Emperor Napoleon.

By Lieut.-Col. James Tod, M.R.A.S F«?6. 21, 1824.

Part of the Poems of Chanda, in the mixed language of the Western Rajput

States.

A Genealogical Tree of the Cliandravansa race.

A Genealogical Tree from Swayambhuva to Brij.

A Drawing, by a Native Artist, of some Columns in the fortress of Chulni.

A Collection of MSS. in the Rajputana dialect, relating to the History, &c. of the

Rajput States.

A Coloured Drawing of the Hindu Divinity Lacshmi.
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By Lieut. Col. James Tod, M.R.A.S.—(Continued.)

The following Sanscrit MSS.

1. The Mahabharata ; complete in eighteen books.

2. A Duplicate of the Asvamedha, or Eighteenth Book of the Mahabharat:i.

3. The Harivansa.

4. A Duplicate of the same.

5. The Kiirma Purana.

6. The Vayu Purana.

7. The Aditya Purana.

8. The Skanda Purana.

9. A Duplicate of a Part of the Skanda Purana.

10. The Brahma Purana.

11. The Padma Purana.

12. The Nrisinha Purana.

13. The Garudha Purana.

14. The Agni Purana.

15. The Bhavishyat Purana.

16. Raghuvansa, a Poem by Kalid;isa.

17. Kiratarjuniya, a Poem, by Bhairavi.

18. The Bhoja Prabandha.

19. The Bhoja Charitra.

20. The Vikrama Ciiaritra.

21. Paddhati, a Collection of Poems, by Sarngadhara.

22. A Part of the Silpisastra.

23. Sarasvati, a Grammar.

By Graves Chamney Hau&hton, Esq., M.R.A.S March d, 1824, §c.

Copies of the following of his AVorks.

Rudiments of Bengali Grammar. London, 1821, 4to.

Bengali and English Glossary. London, 1825, 4to.

The Manava Dherma Sastra, Sanscrit and English; 2 vols. 4to. London,

1825, 4to.

By the Hon. Court of Directors of the East-India Company....Marc/t 6, 1824, §-f.

Marshall's Reports on the Pergunnahs of Padshapoor, Belgam, &c. Bombay,

1822, folio.

Bruce's Report on the Renewal of the East-India Company's Charter in 1794.

London, 1811, 4to.

Bruce's Annals of the East-India Company. London, 1810, 3 vols. 4to.

Papers connected with the Renewal of the East-India Company's Charter in 1814.

London, 1813, 4to.

Minutes of Evidence in Parliament on the East-India Company's Charter. Lon-

don, 1813, 2 vols. 4to.
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By the Hon. Court of Directous of the East-India Company.—(Continued.)

First, Second, and Third Reports on the Export Trade to the East-Indies. Lon-

don, 1793, 4to.

Papers on the Government of the Nuwaub Vizier of Oude, 1808 to 1815. Lon-

don, 1825, folio.

Papers on tlie Culture and Manufacture of East-India Sugar. London, 1822, folio.

Papers relating to the Revenue, Police, and Law of India. London, 1820-1826,

4 vols, folio.

Papers on tiie Marquess of Hastings' Administration of the East-India Govern-

ment. London, 1824, 3 vols, folio.

Catalogue of Models of Indian Tools, &c. in the East-India House Library. MS.

ByJoHN Chamier, Esq., M.R.A.S March20, 1824.

Meteorological Observations at Madras, &c., by John Chamier, Esq. 1787, 4to.

Proceedings at Balambangan, prior to its Capture, Feb. 26, 1775. By the late

J. Jesse, Esq. MS.

Capt. Blackburne's Account of a Suttee, on the Death of the Rajah of Tonjore, in

1802. MS.
Memorandums made during a Journey from Masulipatam to Calcutta. MS.

By the Rev. G. C. Renouard, M.R.A.S 3farch 20, 1824.

Herrn Joseph von Hammer's Encyklopeidische iibersicht der Wissenchaften des

Orients. Leipsig, 1804, 8vo.

Abbate Vellas (fabricated) Libro del Consiglio di Egitto. Arabic and Italian,

folio. Imperfect.

Tables of the Angles at which Cannon should be pointed. Printed at the French

Ambassador's Palace at Pera. 8vo., Turkish.

Tables of Logarithms, of Sines, Tangents, &c. Printed at the French Ambas-

sador's Palace at Pera. 8vo. Turkish.

Tarikhi Sayyfih ; a History of the Wars between the Persians and Afghans.

Turkish. Printed.

Ghazavati Bosnah ; a History of the Turkish Conquest of Bosnia. Turkish. Con-

stantinople, 1764. 8vo.

Fayuzati Miknatisiyyeh ; the Excellencies of the Magnet. Constantinople, 1756,

8vo. Turkish.

The Bulletins of the French Army of Egypt ; translated into and printed in

Turkish. 4to.

By Thomas Perry, Esq., M.R.A.S March 20, 1824:.

A Statistical Account of Etawah, in Bengal. MS. folio. Persian.

By G. H. NoEHDEN, Esq., LL.D., late Secretary to the R.A.S. Aprils, 1824.

Giiethe's Observations on Leonardo da Vinci's Picture of the Last Supper;

translated by G. H. Noehden, LL.D. London, 1821, 4to.
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By the Rev. Robert Morrison, D.D. M.R.A.S Aprils, 1821, ^c.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Chinese Grammar. Serampore, 1815, 4.to.

Chinese and English, and English and Chinese Dictionary. Macao, 1813-

1822, 6 vols. 4to.

View of China, for Philological Purposes. Macao, 1817, 4to.

English Grammar for Chinese. Macao, 1823, 8vo.

Chinese Miscellany. London, 1825, 4to.

Memoirs of Dr. Milne. Malacca, 1824, 8vo.

An Account of the Anglo-Cliinese College at Malacca. London, 1825, 4to.

Sin e chaou shoo choo keae ; a Commentary on the New Testament ; containing

a Commentary on Ephesians, in Chinese, with a Preface and Summary. By

the Rev. Dr. Milne. Malacca, 1825, 2 vols. 8vo.

Ling hwan peen, an Essay on the Soul, in Chinese, by Dr. Milne. Malacca,

1825, 2 vols. 12mo.

Anglo-Chinese College Report. Malacca, 1825, 8vo.

Two Copies of the 43d of a Series of Chinese Sheet Tracts. Printed at Malacca.

By Col. William Ranken, M.R.A.S April 3, 1824.

Hamilton's Translation of the Hedaya. London, 1801, 4 vols. 4to.

By Robert Page FuLCHER, Esq., M.R.A.S April 3, 18'2i.

A Drawing of the Procession of Jagannath.

A Drawing of the Inside of a Temple dedicated to Govinda, at Bindrabun.

The Bhaghavad Gita and Devi Mahatmya, in Sanscrit; a Roll with Minia-

ture Paintings.

Two Aixhitectural Drawings.

A View on Chilka Lake, in the Northern Circars.

A Drawing of the Fort of Agra.

By Lieut. Col. W. Martin Leake, M.R.A.S Mmj 15, 1824.

His Journal of a Tour in Asia Minor. London, 1824, 8vo.

By Professor Othmar Frank, For. M.R.A.S June 5, 1824, §r.

Three Copies of his Grammatica Sanscrita. Wirceburgi, 1823, 4to.

Two Copies of Chi-estomathia Sanscrita. Parts 1 and 2. Monaciiii, 1820-21, 4to.

Vajsa liber Philosophic, u.s.w. der Hindu, eine Zeitschnft von Dr. Othmar
Frank. 1 Bandes, 1 Heft. MUnchen, 1826, 4to.

By Lieut. Col. John Macdonald June 5, 1824.

Copies of the following of his Works.

A General Telegraphic Dictionary. London, 1817, 8vo.
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By Lieut. Col. John Macdonald.—(Continued.)

Harmonic System. London, 1822, folio.

On Projectiles, Fuses, &c. London, 1819, 8vo.

An Essay on civilising India. London, 1820, 8vo.

By Sir W. OusELEY, M.R.A.S June 19, 1824.

His Oijservations on Pahlavi Medals and Gems. London, 1801, 4to.

A Budhic Amulet from Nepal. Tibetian.

An Inscription from Maghada. Sanscrit.

By M. Raper, Esq., M.R.A.S June 19, 1824.

A Chinese and English Dictionary, in three folio volumes, transcribed by Mr.
Raper, with an English Index, in one folio volume, compiled by Mr. Raper.

Tungki^en kang muh ; History of China. 109 vols. 8vo.

Tsijen keo luy shoo ; a Chinese Encyclopedia. 60 vols. 8vo.

Yih tung che ; Geographical Description of China. 30 vols. 8vo.

Luy king ; Chinese Medicine. 22 vols. 8vo.

Ching tsze tung; a Chinese Dictionary. 20 vols. 8vo.

Huen kin tsze wei ; a Chinese Dictionary. 14 vols. 8vo.

Chuen tze wei; a Dictionary of Ancient Chinese Characters. 6 vols. 8vo.

Swan fa tung tsung; a Chinese System of Arithmetic and Geometry. 5 vols. 8vo.

Leih ung shih chung keuh; ten Chinese Dramas. 18 vols. 8vo.

Luh yin tang she tseih ; a Collection of Chinese Poems. 2 vols. 8vo.

ByJ. F.Davis, Esq., M.R.A.S June 19, 1824, i,-c.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Chinese Moral Maxims. Macao, 1823, 8vo. Chinese and English.

A Catalogue of the Chinese Library of the British Factory at Canton, by Dr.

Morrison and Mr. Davis. Folio, MS.
Translation of a Chinese Document relating to the Frigate Topaze. MS.
Translations from the Peking Gazettes for 1825. MS.

By His Majesty the King or Oude, Hon. M.R.A.S Nov. 6, 1824.

The Haft Kulzum, His Majesty's Dictionary and Grammar of the Persian Lan-

guage. Lucknow, 1822, 2 vols, folio.

By Col. J. Baillie, M.R.A.S AV. 6, 1824.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Five Books of Arabic Grammar. Calcutta, 1802-5, 3 vols. 8vo.

Tables, elucidatoi-y of Arabic Grammar. Calcutta, 1801, 4to.

Digest of Mohummudun Law. Calcutta, 1801, 1 vol. 4to.

By Dr. HonsFiELD, M.R.A.S Nov. G, 1824.

His Zoological Researches in Java. No. 7. London, 1824, 4to.
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By the Society of Arts, &c Nov.6, 1824, §r.

The Transactions of that Society, from 1783 to 1825. 43 vols. 8vo.

By Mr. J. Noble Nov. 6, 1824.

His Arabic Vocabulary. Edinburgh, 1820, 4to.

By Baron Schilling de Canstadt, For. M.R.A.S Nov. 6, 1824.

His Editions of the following Chinese Works, printed at St. Petersburg:

San tsze king ; three character classic.

Ta heo ; the first of the Sze Shoo, or four books of Confucius.

KaoH chang kvvan lae wan ; fifteen Letters written by Oighur Princes and

Chinese Emperors. Oighur and Chinese.

By Capt. Lachlan, 17th Regt Dec. 'i, 1824.

An Essay on the Source of the River Brahmaputra, with a Map. MS.

By H. H. Wilson, Esq., M.R.A.S Dec. 4; 1824, §-c.

The Quarterly Oriental Magazine, Nos. 1 to 7. Calcutta, 1824-5, 8vo.

By the Right Hon. Lord Bexley, M.R.A.S Dec. 4,, 1824.

A Volume of Drawings of Hindu Divinities, &c. Folio.

By W. H. Trant, Esq., M.R.A.S Z)ec. 4, 1824.

The History of the Prophets. Persian and English. MS., 4to.

A Religious Book of the Sad Sect, in the Thetith Hindi dialect. MS., 4to.

An Account of the Religion of the Sads, in Hindustani. MS., 4to.

By John Reeves, Esq., M.R.A.S Jan. 15, 1825.

A Drawing of a Chinese Pheasant.

Three Drawings of a Lusus Naturae in the Human Form.

Kwang tung tseuen sang king wei te yu too. A general Map of the Province

Kwang-tung (Canton), with the Longitude reckoned from the Meridian of

Peking. Chinese.

Hwang tflou tsung sing too. General Map of the Zodiacal Stars. Chinese.

Hwan teen tang sing tseuen too. A Celestial Planisphere. Chinese.

Names of the Stars in Chinese, by John Reeves, Esq. Macao, 1819, 4to.

By the Rev. Bewick Bridge, M.R.A.S Jan. 15, 1825.

Copies of the following of his Works.

A Treaties on Mechanics. London, 1814, 8vo.

Algebra. London, 1821, 8vo.

Plane Trigonometry. London, 1822, 8vo.

By the Rev. J J. Schmidt, of St. Petersburg ,. ,/„«. 15, 1825.

Uber die Mongolen und Tibeter. Von J. J. Schmidt. St. Petersburg, 1824, 8vo.
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By the Astronomical Society of London Jan. 15, 1825, §t.

The First and Second Volumes of its Memoirs, &c. London, 1822-1826, 4to.

By the Horticultural Society of London Jan. 15, 1825, §c.

The Fifth and Sixth Volumes of its Transactions, &c. London, 1824-1826, 4lo.

Reports of its Garden Committee, 1823 to 1826, 4to.

Lists of its Members, &c. 1824-5-6, 4to.

By Messrs. Kingsbury, Parbcry and Co Feb. 5, 1825.

Walker's Four-Sheet Map of India. London, 1825.

By Benjamin Guy Babington, Esq., M.R.A.S Feb. 5, 1825.

Copies of the following of his Works.

A Translation of the Adventures oftheGooroo Paramartan. London, 1822, 4to.

A Shen Tamil Grammar. London, 1822, 4to.

By the Rev. Robert Anderson, M.R.A.S Feb. 5, 1825.

His Tamul Grammar. London, 1821, 4to.

By Walter Hamilton, Esq., M.R.A.S Feb. 19, 1825.

His Geographical Description of Hindostan. London, 1820, 2 vols. 4to.

By Sir Robert Ker Porter, M.R.A.S Feb. 19, 1825.

His Travels in Persia, Georgia, &c. London, 1821, 2 vols. 4to.

By JosiAS DuPRt; Alexander, Esq., M.R.A.S March 5, 1825.

A Splendid MS. in the Kuiuuva Cliaracter.

By the British and Foreign Bible Society April 16, 1825.

Arabic Psalms. London, 12mo.

Arabic Bible. London, 1822, 8vo.

Armenian Bible. St. Petersburg, 4to.

Amharic Gospels. London, 1824, 8vo.

Assam Testament. Serampore, 1820, 8vo.

Bohemian Bible. Berlin, 1813, Svo.

Calmuc Gospels of St. Matthew and St. John. St. Petersburg, folio.

Carelian St. Matthew. St. Petersbui-g, 1820, 8vo.

Chinese Pentateuch. Serampore, 4to.

Chinese Bible (Marshman's Version). Serampore, 1815-22, 5 vols. Svo.

Chinese Bible (Morrison and Milne's Version). 8vo. Macao, 21 vols.

Dutch Bible. London, 1817, Svo.

Danish Testament. London, 1823, 12mo.

English Bible. London, 1817, Svo.

Ethiopic Psalms. London, 1816, 4to.
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By tlie British and Foreign Bible Society.—(Continued.)

Esthonian Bible. 1822, 8vo.

Esquimaux Gospels of St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke. London, 1813, 12mo.

Finnish Bible. St. Petersburg, 1817, 8vo.

French Bible (Martin's Version). Paris, 1820, 8vo.

French Bible (De Sacy's Version). Paris, 1821, 8vo.

French Bible (Ostervald's Version). London, 1817, 12mo.

French Testament (Ostervald's Version). Paris, 1823, 8vo.

French and English Testament. London, 1817, 8vo.

Greek Bible (Alexandrine Text). Moscow, 1801, 4to.

Greek Testament (Ancient and Modern). London, 1824, 12mo.

Georgian Testament (Church Character). 4to.

Georgian Testament (Vulgar Character). St. Petersburg, 4to.

Gaelic Bible. London, 1821, 8vo.

German Bible (Luther's Version). Strasburg, 1819, 8vo.

German Testament (Gosner's Version). Munich, 1816, 8vo.

German and Wendish Testament. Cottbus, 1821, 8vo.

German Testament (Hebrew Characters). London, 1820, 12mo.

Greenland Testament. London, 1822, 8vo.

Goozurattee Testament. Serampore, 1820, 8vo.

Goozurattee Testament. Sural, 8vo.

Hebrew Bible (Van der Hoaght's). London, 1822, 8vo.

Hebrew Testament. London, 1821, 8vo.

Hindoostanee Pentateuch. Serampore, 1822, 8vo.

Hindoostanee New Testament (Martyn's Version). London, 1819, 8vo.

Hindoostanee New Testament (Do.) London, 1814, 8vo.

Hindoostanee and English St. Matthew. Calcutta, 1819, 8vo.

Hindee Testament. Serampore, 1812, 8vo.

Hindee Pentateuch. Serampore, 1812, 8vo.

Hindee Historical Books. Serampore, 1812, Svo.

Irish Bible. London, 1817, 8vo.

Irish Testament. London, 1823, 16mo.

Italian Bible (Diodati's Version). Basil, 1822, Svo.

Italian Bible (Martini's Version). London, 1821, Svo.

Italian and Latin Psalms. London, 1822, Svo.

Icelandic Bible. 12mo.

Lithuanian Bible. Konigsberg, 1816, 12mo.

Lettish Testament. Jelgawa, 1816, 12mo.

Mongolian Gospels of St. Matthew and St. John, and the Acts. St Petersburg, folio.

Malay Bible (Roman Characters). London, 1821, Svo.

Malay Bible (Malay Characters, Willmet's Edition). Haaerlem, 1824, Svo.
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By the Bbitish and Foreign Bible Society.—(Conrinued.)

Moldavian Bible. St. Petersburg, 1819, 8vo.

Mandjur St. Matthew. St. Petersburg, 8vo.

Manks Bible. London, 1819, 8vo.

Mahratta Pentateuch. Serampore, 1812, 8vo.

Mordwinian Gospels. St. Petersburg, 1821, 8vo

Mooltan Testament. Serampore, 1819, 8vo.

Mohawk and English St. John. London, 18mo.

Orissa Bible. Serampore, 1814-19, 4 vols. 8vo.

Otaheitan Acts. Tahaa, 1823, 12mo.

Orenburg Testament. Astrachan, 1820, 8vo.

Polish Bible (Roman Characters). Moscow, 1822, 8vo.

Polish Bible (German Characters). Berlin, 1810, 8vo.

Polish Testament (Hebrew Characters). London, 1821, 8vo.

Portuguese Bible (Pereira's Version). London, 1821, 8vo.

Portuguese Bible (D'Almeida's Version). London, 1819, 8vo.

Persian Psalms. London, 1824, 8vo.

Romanese Bible. Coira, 1818, 2 vols. 12mo.

Russ Testament. St. Petersburg, 1823, 12mo.

Russ Psalms. St. Petersburg, 1822, 12mo.

Russ Testament (Ancient and Modern). St. Petersburg, 1822, 8vo.

Slavonian Bible. 4to.

Syi-iac Old Testament .(Lee's Edition). London, 1823, 4to.

Syriac New Testament. London, 1816, 4to.

Singhalese Old Testament. Colombo, 1819-20, 3 vols. 4to.

Singhalese New Testament. Colombo, 1817, 4to.

Spanish Bible (Scio's Version). London, 1823, 8vo.

Spanish Testament. London, 1817, 12mo.

Samogitian Testament. Wilna, 1816, 4to.

Swedish Testament. Stockholm, 1814, 8vo.

Sirianian St. Matthew. St. Petersburg, 1823, 12mo.

Tartar Testament. Karass, 1813, 8vo.

Turkish Testament Paris, 1819, 8vo.

Turkish Testament (Armenian Characters). St. Petersburg, 1819, 8vo.

Tscheremissian Gospels. St. Petersburg, 1821, 8vo.

Teloogoo Testament. Madras, 1818, 8vo.

Vikanera Testament. Serampore, 1820, 8vo.

Welsh Bible. London, 8vo.

Wendish Bible. Berlin, 1824, 12mo
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By the British and Foreign Bible Society.—(Continued.)

Reports of the British and Foreign Bible Society. London, 1805-21, Cvols. 8vo.

Catalogue of Biblical Works in the Library of the British and Foreign Bible

Society. London, 1822, 8vo.

By Chevalier Amkdee Jaubert, For M.R.A.S April 16, 1825.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Elemens de la Grammaire Turke. Paris, 1825, 4to.

Voyage en Armenie at en Perse. Paris, 1821, 8vo.

Notice d'un Manuscrit Turk en Caracteres Ouigours. Paris, 1825, 8vo.

By Sir John Phillippart, K.G.V., M.R.A.S May2\, 1825.

The first two Volumes of his East-India Military Calendar. London, 1823-24, 4to.

By David Colvin, Esq., M.R.A.S May2\, 1825.

A Specimen of Burmese Writing in Mother-o'-Pearl on a Cadjang Leaf.

A Burmese MS. on Palmyra Leaves.

By John Anderson, Esq May 21, 1825.

A Buddhic Work in the Burman Language, on Palm Leaves.

By Professor Eichhorn of Gtittingen, For. M.R.A.S May 21, 1827.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Einleitung in das alte Testament. 3 Band, Gottingen, 1823-4, 8vo.

Hiob. Giittingen, 1824, 8vo.

By Professor Heeren, of Gottingen, For. M.R.A.S May 2\, 1827.

The 10th, lltli, and 12th Volumes of his Historical Works, containing:—Ideen

fiber die Politik u.s.w. der Asiatische Viilker. Gottingen, 1824, 8vo.

By the Abbe Dubois, For. M.R.A.S June 18, 1825, §-c.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Moeurs, Institutions, et Ceremonies des Peuples de I'Inde. Paris 1825, 2 torn. 8vo.

Expose de la Theogonie des Brahmes. Paris, 1825, 8vo.

Le Pantcha Tantra, etc. Paris, 1826, 8vo.

By the Societe Asiatique of Paris Nov. 5, 1825, §-c.

Journal Asiatique. Paris, 1822-1824, 5 torn. 8vo.

Rapports de la Societe Asiatique pour 1822-3-4-5-6. Paris, 8vo.

By the Royal Society of Literature Nov. 5, 1825, §-c.

Its Transactions, Vol. I., Part I. London, 1826, 4to.

Its Prospectus, By-Laws, &c. London, 1824, 4to.

Its Annual Report, &c. London, 1825, 4to.
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By Professor Gesenius, of Halle, For. M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

De Inscriptione Phoenicio-Graeca in Cyrena ica nuper reperta ad Carpacratianoruni

hferesin pertinente commentatio. Scripsit Guil. Gesenius. Hala?, 1825, 4to.

By the Baptist Missionary Society Nov. 5, 1825, SjC.

Robinson's Malay Hymns (Malayan Characters). Serampore, 1820, 8vo.

Do. Do. (Roman Characters). Serampore, 1820, 12mo.

The Gospel of St. Matthew (in Malayan). Serampore, 1819, 8vo.

The Sanscrit Reader. Calcutta, 1821, 8vo.

The Works of Confucius, by Marshman. Vol. I. Serampore, 1809, 4to.

Carey's Sungskrit Grammar. Serampore, 1800, 4to.

Mahabarat (in Sungskrit). 1801-6, 4 vols., 12mo.

Proceedings of the Sumatran Agricultural Society. Bencoolen, 1821, 8vo.

Chater's Introduction to reading Singhalese and English. Part I. Colombo, 1821,

12mo.

Sargent's Translation of tlie First Book of Virgil's ^neid into Bengalee. Seram-

pore, 1810, 8vo.

Hymns in Bengalee. Serampore, 1818, 12mo.

Harmony of the Four Gospels, in Bengalee. Calcutta, 1822, 12mo.

Carey's Punjabee Grammar. Serampore, 1812, 8vo.

Pearce's Geography, in Bengalee. Part I. Calcutta, 1822, 8vo.

Carey's Telinga Grammar. Serampore, 1814, 8vo.

Robinson's Malayan Orthography. Fort Marlborough, 1823, 8vo.

Marshman 's Chinese Grammar. Serampore, 1814, 4to.

Yates's Sunski'it Grammar.- Calcutta, 1820, 8vo.

Chater's Cingalese Grammar. Colombo, 1815, 8vo.

Carey and Marshman 's Ramayuna, Sungscrit and Englisli. Vol. I. Serampore,

180G.

F. Carey's Burman Granmiar. Serampore, 1814, 8vo.

Tootenama, or Tales of a Parrot, in Bengalee. Serampore, 1805, 8vo.

Hitopadesha, in Bengalee. Serampore, 1808, 8vo.

Singalese New Testament. 1817, 4to.

Narrative of the Baptist Mission in India. London, 1824, 8vo.

Raja Vali, the History of the Kings of India, in Bengalee. Serampore, 1808,

8vo.

Stewart's Oopodes Cotlia, Bengalee and English. Calcutta, 1820, 8vo.

Pearson's Dialogues on Geography, Astronomy, &c., Bengalee and English. Cal-

cutta, 1824, 8vo.

The Persian Primer. Calcutta, 1825, 8vo.

Pearson's English Grammar, in Bengalee. Calcutta, 1820, 8vo.

Mrs. Rowe's Hindee Spelling Book. Calcutta, 1823, 8vo.

Stewart's Historical Anecdotes, English and Hinduwee. Calcutta, 1825, 8vo.
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By the Baptist Missionary Society.—(Continued.)

The Persian Reader, Persian and English. Vol. I. Calcutta, 1824, 8vo.

Yates's Sunscrit Vocabulary. Calcutta, 1820, 8vo.

Joyce's Scientific Dialogues. Vols. I and II., in 1 vol. Calcutta, 1819, 8vo.

Yates's Natural Philosophy, English and Bengalee. Calcutta, 1825, 8vo.

Pleasing Tales, in English and Bengalee. Part I. Calcutta, 1824, 8vo.

Pearson's Idiomatical Exercises, English and Bengalee. Calcutta, 1825, 8vo.

Euclid's Elements of Geometry, in Arabic. Calcutta, 1824, 8vo.

The Pleasing Instructor, in Hindoostanee. Calcutta, 1824, 8vo.

By Sir Thomas Strange, M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

His Elements of Hindu Law. London, 1825, 2 vols. 8vo.

By M. Stanislaus Julien, For. M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825, Sfc.

Copies of the following of his Works.

L'Enlevement d'Helene, Grec et Francais. Paris, 1823, 8vo.

Meng tseu vel Menciuni—Latino Sinicum— Pars Prior. Paris, 1824-6, 8vo.

By James Ross, Esq Nov. 5, 1825.

His Translation of the Gulistan of Sadi. London, 1823, 8vo.

By M. DoNDEY DurRE, Jun Nov. 5, 1825.

Dard's Dictionnaire Francois Wolof et Bambara. Paris, 1825, 8vo.

By Lord Viscount KiNGSBORouGH, M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

Pere Amiot's original Translation of the Mandchu Chinese Dictionary, Mandchu

isabukha bitkhe—Tsing wan wei shoo. 2 vols, folio. MS.

M. Langles' Edition of the above Translation, entitled Dictionnaire Tartare Mant-

chou Fran9ois. Paris, 1789-90, 3 torn. 4to.

By Mr. William Huttmann, M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

An Account of the Rosetta Stone. London 1811, 4to., with Engravings, folio.

On the Anglo Chinese College. Malacca, 1823, 8vo.

Campbell, on the Marquess Wellesley's Indian Administration. London, 1807, 8vo.

Notices concerning China. Malacca, 1823, 8vo.

A pair of Chinese Scrolls, containing Sentences from the She King.

By William Marsden, Esq., M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

His Numismata Orientalia lUustrata. London, 1823-182.5, 2 vols. 4to.

By Tho.mas Myers, Esq Nov. 5, 1825.

His Essay on the Chinese Language. London, 1825, 8vo.

The Humane Society's Rules, in Hindoostanee. London, 1826, 8vo.
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By Cesar Moiieau, Esq., M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825, §-c.

Copies of the following of his Works.

East-India Company's Records. London, 1825, oblong folio.

Exports of British Produce and Manufactures. London, 1826, folio.

The Silk Trade in England. London, 1826, oblong 4to.

Tabular View of British Trade. A sheet.

By Lieut. James Brooke Nov. 5, 1825.

Route of the Burmese Army from Amerapura to Rangpur in 1820. MS., trans-

lated from the Burmese.

History of the Kings of Assam, in Bengalee.

A Theological Work, in Bengalee.

The Koran. Arabic, MS., 3 vols. ISmo.

By Capt. J. A. Hodgson Nov. 5, 1825.

His Barometrical Measurement of Places in Hindustan. MS.

His Voyage from Calcutta to Cawnpore. MS.

By A. B. Granville, Esq., M.D. M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

His Essay on Egyptian Mummies. London, 1825, 4to.

By P. P. Thoms, Esq Nov. 19, 1825.

His Translation of the HwaTseen—Chinese Courtship, in verse. Macao, 1824, 8vo.

Hwan teen tang sing tseuen too, a Chinese Celestial Planisphere.

By M. Abel Remusat, For. M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

His Melanges Asiatiques. Tome I"''" Paris, 1825, 8vo.

By James Baillie Frazer, Esq., M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

His Tour to the Himala Mountains. London, 1820, 4to.

By the Geographical Society of Paris Dec. 2, 1825, Sj-c.

Questions aux Voyageurs, l"- Serie. Paris, 1824, 8vo.

Recueil de Voyages, Tome 1"- et Tome 2">'^- Partie !'« Paris, 1824-5, 4to.

By Lieut.-Col. C. J. Doyle, M.R.A.S Dec. 17, 1825.

An Egyptian MS. on Papyrus, from Thebes.

By James Annesley, Esq., M.R.A.S Dec. 17, 1825.

His Sketches of the Diseases of India. London, 1825, 8vo.

By JoiiN Frost, Esq., M.R.A.S Dec. 17, 1825, $c

His Orations delivered before the Medico-Botanical Society of London. 1825 and

1826, 4to.
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By R. B. Pitman, Esq., M.R.A.S Dec. 17, 1825.

His Essay on uniting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. London, 1825, 8vo.

By John Disney, Esq., M.R.A.S , Dec. 17, 1825, §c.

His Outlines of a Penal Code. London, 1826, 8vo.

Copy of an Inscription on what is called Adam's Tomb, in Ceylon. MS.

By Robert Tytler, Esq., M.D Jaw. 7, 1826.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Illustrations of Ancient Geography and History. London, 1825, 8vo.

Remarks upon Morbus Oryzeus. Calcutta, 1820, 2 vols. 8vo.

Narrative of a Disease (Morbus Oryzeus), which occurred in Jessore. Calcutta,

1817, 8vo

Systematis Nosologic! novi. Calcutta, 1821, 8vo.

Sketch of a new Nosological System. Calcutta, 1821, 8vo.

By Robert Grant, Esq., M.R.A.S Jati. 21, 1826.

His Essay on the Merits of Haileybury College. London, 1826, 8vo.

By the Proprietors of the Annals of Oriental Literature Jan. 21, 1826.

Numbers 1, 2, and 3 (all that were published) of that work. London, 1820-1, 8vo.

By Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, M.R.A.S.

A coloured Engraving of the Rafflesia Arnoldi.

By Baron Silvestre de Sacy, For. M.R.A.S April 8, 1826.

His Chrestomathie Arabe. Paris, 1826, 2 tom. 8vo.

By the Medical SociETy of Calcutta Aprils, 1826.

The First Volume of its Transactions. Calcutta, 1825, 8vo.

By R. T. J. Glyn, Esq., M.R.A.S Aprils, 1826.

A Statistical Account of Bareilly, in Persian. MS.

By Major-Gen. Hardwicke, M.R.A.S Aprils, 1826.

An Engraved Portrait of Ram Mohun Roy.

An Engraved Portrait of the Maiquess of Hastings.

Moor's Account of the Operations of Little's Detachment in the Maliratta War.

London, 1794, 4to.

Francklin's Memoirs of General Thomas, Calcutta, 1803, 4to.

Matthews's Translation of the Mishcat ul Masabih, Actions and Sayings of Mu-

hammed. Calcutta, 1809-10, 2 vols. 4to.

Francklin's Palibothra, 4 Parts. London, 1815-1822, 4to.

Memoirs of Tippoo Sultaun. Calcutta, 1819, 8vo.

Memoirs of the late War in India. 1788, 2 vols. Svo.
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By Captain Philip Parker King, M.R.A.S Aprils, 1826.

His Survey of the Coasts of Australia. London, 1826, 2 vols. 8vo.

By Col. Farsuhar, M.R.A.S o April22, 1826.

Morrison's Lectures on Mental Diseases. Edinburgh, 1825, 8vo.

Morrison's Address on concluding his Lectures. London, 1826, 8vo.

By P. M. Wynch, Esq Aprtl22, 1826.

His Translation of the Daya-crama-sangraha, a Treatise on the Hindoo Law of

Inheritance. Calcutta, 1818, 4to.

By Nadir Baxter, Esq May 6, 1826.

Twenty coloured Hindu Drawings, illustrative of Buddhic Legends.

Twenty-four coloured Drawings of Hindu Domestic Habits.

Four coloured Drawings of Hindu Divinities.

By J. Ayton, Esq May 6, 1826.

His Grammar of the Nepalese Language. Calcutta, 1820, 12mo.

By Major Edward Moor, M.R.A.S May 6, 1826.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Operations of Captain Little's Detachment in the Mahratta War. London,

1794., 4to.

Suffolii Words and Phrases. Woodbridge, 1823, 8vo.

Bombay Military Regulations. Bombay, 1801, folio.

Hindu Pantheon. London, 1810, Mo.

Hindu Infanticide. London, 1801, 4to.

Sketches of the Goorka War. Woodbridge, 1822, 8vo.'

By M. Joseph DE Hammer, For. M.R.A.S May 6, 1826.

Bakis der grlissten tiirkischen lyrikers Dlwan—verdeutscht von J. von Hammer.

Wien. 1825, 8vo.

By Captain Grant Duff May 20, 1826.

His History of the Mahrattas. London, 1826, 3 vols. Svo.

A Firman from the Emperor Shah Jehan. MS., Persian.

A Letter from the Emperor Muhammed Shah. MS., Persian

An Imperial Sunnud for the Province of Malwa. MS., Persian.

By Messrs. Burnouf and Lassen June 3, 1826.

Their Essai sur le Pali. Paris, 1826, 8vo.

By Lieut.-Col. William Francklin, M.R.A.S June 3, 1826, §-c.

Copies of the following of his Works.

History of the Reign of Shah Aulum. London, 1798, 4to.
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By Lieut.-Col. William Francklin, M.R.A.S.—(Continued.)

Enquiry concerning the Site of Palibothra. London, 1815-22, 4to.

Memoirs of George Thomas. Calcutta, 1803, 4to.

Tour to Persia. London, 1790, 8vo.

Engraved East and West Views of the Giant's Causeway in Ireland.

Also the following MSS.

Copy of an Arabic Inscription in the Tograi Character, from the Sonah Musjid

at Gour. The original, found in the jungle near the mosque, is presented to

H. P. Hope, Esq., of New Norfolk Street.

A Theological Work in the Pali Character, taken from the Raja's house, at the

capture of Arracan.

A Survey of the River Chandun, from Champanagur to Deogur ; and from

thence to its junction with the Ganges.

Copy of an Inscription cut in the Rock at Mundar Mountain, near the Colossal

Figure of Maha Call : in duplicate.

Copy of an Inscription on a Stone near Colgong.

Copy of an Inscription near the head of the Staircase leading to the Reservoir called

Sita Cunda at Mundar : in duplicate.

Copy of an Inscription near Ponphur Talon, Mundar: in duplicate.

Copy of an Inscription, in the old Sanscrit Character, from Mundar Hill : very

long, and in large characters.

Six Sanscrit Inscriptions from Mundar Hill, in duplicate.

A Ground Plan of Mundar Hill, in duplicate.

Interior View of the Adinah Mosque at Purruah in Bengal.

A Drawing of the Musudin, near Mundar.

A Coloured Drawing, by Charles O'Halloran, of the Jema Musjid, at Delhi : in

duplicate.

Drawing of a Sepulchral Urn at the Mosque at Adinah.

Drawings of Jain Temples and Figures.

A Coloured Mythological Print of Buddha, from Nepal, in duplicate.

Copy of an Inscription on a Stone found at the Ruins of Cyrene in Africa, on the

Mediterranean Shore.

View of Joatch Kund, in the Currackpur Hills, in duplicate.

Drawings of the Temples and Figures at Janguira Rock, near Bhagulpur.

Drawing of a Basin on a rock, and a Cascade, near Gorakhpur.

A Bird's-eye View of Mundar Hill.

View of Iron Works at Bhina Bhad.

Drawing of a Statue of Buddha, presented to the Royal Asiatic Society by Colonel

Francklin.

Coloured Drawing of the Jema Musjid, at Currackpur.

Drawing of a Jain Statue, with an Inscription, dug out^of the Ruins of Indra Pye

forty miles S.W. of Sooruj Gliarra.

4 M 2
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By Lieut.-Col. William Francklin, M.R.A.S.—(Continued.)

Representation of a Horse's Hoof, on the Rocks at Gorakhpur.

View of Ratna Cunda, at Mandar.

Copy of an Arabic Inscription.

Coloured Drawing of the Brookhas.

Drawings of Temples and Figures.

Drawing of an Idol.

By Captain Robert Melville Grindlay, M.R.A.S May 20, 1826.

His Scenery, Costumes, and Architecture of Western India. Parts I. and II.

London, 1826, folio.

By Colonel Mark Wilks, V.P.R.A.S ,7M«e 3, 1826.

The Akhlak e Naseri. Persian MS., 8vo.

By Lieut.-Col. John Warren June 3, 1826.

His Translation of the Kala sankalita, Modes of computing Time in Southern

India. Madras, 1825, 4 to.

By Mrs. Williams June 17, 1826.

Memoir on the Zillah of Baroche, by the late Lieut.-Col. Monier Williams.

London, 1825, 4to.

By George Paterson, Esq., M.R.A.S June 17, 1826.

Pugh's Observations sur la Caloriqiie. Rouen, 1826, 4to.

ByT. P. Platt, Esq., M.R.A.S June 17, 1826.

Copies of the following of his Works.

A Catalogue of Ethiopic Biblical MSS. London, 1823, 4to.

Fasti Sacri Ecclesiie Ethiopicic. MS.

Computus Teniporum Ecclesia; Ethiopicae. MS.

The Ethiopic Originals of the Fasti and Computus temporum. MS.

Translation of the Ethiopic Mode of ascertaining the Hour by the Length of a

Person's Shadow. MS.

By the Asiatic Society of Bengal Nov. 4, 1826.

Asiatic Researches, Vol. XV. Serarapore, 1825, 4to.

By C. J. MicKLE, Esq Nw. 4, 1826.

His Essay on the Philosophy and Mythology of Paganism. London, 1826, 8vo.

By the Chevalier de Paravey Nov. 4, 1826.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Nouvelles Considerations sur le Planisphere de Dendera. Paris, 1822, 8vo.
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By the Chevalier de Paravey.—(Continued.)

Essai sin- I'Oiigine Hieroglyphique ties Lettres de tons les Peuples. Paris, 1826,

8vo.

By Mons. Theologue, For. M.R.A.S Nov. 4, 1826.

A Turkish Translation of Euclid's Elements of Geometry. 4to.

By His Excellency Count Ludolf, For. M.R.A.S Nov. 4, 1826.

Turner's Embassy to Thibet. London, 1800, 4to.

By John Bowring, Esq., M.R.A.S.

Copies of the following of his Worlts.

Hymns. London, 1825, 12mo.

Account of the Prisons in Spain and Portugal. London, 1822, 8vo.

An Edition of Bentham's Observations on tlie Commercial System. London, 1821,

8vo.

Details of his Arrest in France. London, 1823, 8vo.

Russian Anthology. London, 1823, 2 vols. 12mo.

Contestacion a los Observaciones de D. Juan Bernardo O'Gavan sobre la suerte de

los Negros de Africa. Madrid, 1821, 8vo.

Clarkson's Opiniones y Conducta de los Primitivos Cristianos en quanto ;i la

guerra. London, 1821, 8vo.

By the Rev. Alexander Nicoll, LL.D. M.R.A.S Nov.'i, 1826.

His BibliotliecEe Bodleianse' Codicum Manuscriptorum Orientalium Catalogi, Vol. L

Part 2. Oxonii, 1821, folio.

By John Shakespear, Esq., M.R.A.S Nov. 4; 1826.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Hindustani and English Dictionary. London, 1820, 4to.

Hindustani Grammar. London, 1826, 4to.

Muntakhabat i Hindi, or Selections in Hindustani. 1825, 2 vols. 4to.

By the Proprietors of the Revue Encyclopedique.

Etude sur la Civilization d'Haiti. Paris, 1825, 8vo.

Tableau Moral et Politique de la Grece en 1824. Paris, 1825, 8vo.

De la Crise Commerciale de I'Angleterre. Paris, 1826, 8vo.

Introduction a la Revue Encyclopedique pour I'Annee 1826. Paris, 1826, 8vo.

By M. Leon Bkzout.

His Geographic Astronomique et Physique, French and Romaic. Paris, 1825,

12mo.

By the Rev. John Macbride, D.C.L. M.R.A.S Nov. 4, 1826.

The Epistles of the Poet Jami, in Persian. MS. 8vo.
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By the Rev. John Macbiiide, D.C.L. M.R.A.S.—(Continued.)

A Turkish Prose Abridgment of the Shah Nameh, MS. 8vo.

A Persian Translation of the Sanscrit History of the Seventh Incarnation of

Vishnu. MS., 8vo.

Tohfet el Irakein : a Poetical Description of Irak Ajemi and Irak Arabi, Persian

MS. 4to.

By Col. Hf.ney Wohsley, C.B. M.R.A.S Nov. 4, 1826.

Capt. N.P. Grant's .Journal of his Route through the Western part of Makran in

1809, with a Map, and his Epitaph. MS.

The Asiatic Mirror of July 6, 1810, containing an Account of Capt. Grant's Assassi-

nation.

Capt. E. Roughsedge's Account of the Destruction of two wild Elephants at Hazari

BSgh, in 1809. MS.

A Drawing of the Monument erected to the Memory of Mr. Augustus Cleveland

at Bh.igalpur, with Copies of the Epitaph.

A Sketch of the Appearance of the Snowy Mountains on the Bhutan and Tibet

Frontiers of Bengal.

Three Drawings of Kurrahs, or Bangles, given as Rewards of Merit to the Sepoys.

Lieut. J. A. Hodgson's Plan of the Fort of Hissarfiroze, in 1809. MS.

Lieut. R. I. E. Kerr's Notes on Upper Assam. MS.

Lieut. Kerr's Sketch of two Stockades in Upper Assam, captured in 1825. MS.

Williams's Account of the Bengal Native Infantry. London, 1817, 8vo.

By B. H. Hodgson, Esq Nov. 4, 1826.

Several Printed and MS. Tracts in the Bhotea Language.

Coloured Prints of Demi-Gods.

View of a Goonibu, or Lama's Residence.

Picture of Wuh puh niuh, the fourth Dhyani, or Celestial Buddha—called Umi-

tabhu in Sanscrit.

A Buddhic Tract in the Newari, or Aboriginal Language of Nipal.

Religious Pictures of the Siva margi Newars.

By Mr. George Henry Huttmann. Calcutta Nov. 18, 1826.

The Friend of India, Vol. I. Serampore, 1821, 8vo.

A Tamul MS., containing two Tales.

By Peter Aubeb, Esq., M.R.A.S Nov. 18, 1826.

His Analysis of the Constitution of the East-India Company. London, 1826,

8vo.

By John Fleming, Esq., M.R.A.S Dec. 2, 1826.

The Oriental Miscellany. Calcutta, 1798, 8vo.
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By Lieut.-Col. John Monckton Coombs, M.R.A.S Dec. IC, 1826.

An Account of the Observatory erected by W. Petrie, Esq., at Madras, in 1787.

4to. MS.

An Explanation of the Principles of Mr. Harrison's Time-keeper. London, 1767,

4to.

By Professor Re uvENS, For. M.R.A.S Z)ec. 16, 1836.

His Verhandeling over drie Javaansclie Beelden (Ganesa Nandi and Maha-cala).

Amsterdam, 1826, 4to., with a folio Atlas.

By Lieut.-Col. T. F. de Havilland, M.R.A.S Dec. 16, 1826.

His Descriptions of Public Edifices at Madras, Part I. London, 1826, folio.

By Lieut.-Col. George Fitz-Clarence, M.R.A.S Fd. 3, 1827.

His Memoir on the Duty of Picquets. London, 1827, 24mo.

By M. Caussin de Perceval Feb. 3, 1827.

Copies of the following of his Works.

Grammaire Arabe Vulgaire. Paris, 1824, 4to.

Precis Historique de la Guerre des Turcs centre des Russes. Paris, 1822, 8vo.

By Major John Smith, M.R.A.S Feb. 3, 1827.

A Splendid Copy of the Koran in Arabic, with a Persian Commentary. 2 vols,

folio. MS.

By the LiNNiEAN_SociETY of London Feb. 17, 1827.

Its Transactions. Vol. XV. Part L London, 1826, 4to.

List of its Members. London, 1826, 4to.

By J. Guillemard, Esq. M.R.A.S Marck3, 1827.

Eusebii Pamphili Chronicum Bipartitum ; Graco Armeno Latinum. Venetiis,

1818, folio.

Pascal Aucher's English and Armenian Grammar. Venice, 1817, 8vo.

By Sir A. Johnston, Knt., V.P. R.A.S March3, 1827.

Commentatio de Motenabbio : auctore P. a Bohlen. Bonn, 1824, 8vo.

Locmani Fabulse: edidit G. W. Freytag. Bonn, 1823, 8vo.

Freytag's Regnum Saahd Aldaulee in Oppido Halebo. Bonn, 1820, 4to.

Amrulkeisi Moallakah : editit E. G. Hengstenberg, Bonn, 1823, 4to.

Caubi Ben Sohair, Carmen in laudem Muhammedis, &c. edidit G. W. Freyta^.

Bonn, 1822, 4to.

Carmen Abu'l tajjib Ahmed Ben Alhosain Almotenabbii, edidit Ant. Horst.

Bonn, 1823, 4to.

A Dialogue between a Heathen and a Christian. Tamu). Madras, 1776, I2mo.
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By Sir A. Johnston, Knt., V.P. R.A.S.—(Continued.)

A Dialogue between an Idolater and a Christian. Tamul. Tranquebar, 1790,

12mo.

Tamulsche Kinder Catecliismiis. Colombo, 12nio.

Korte Vraagen en Antwoorden voor de eerst beginnende Kinderen. Tamul.

Colombo, 1754, 8vo.

Dialogus inter Moslimum et Christianum de via ad Salutem. Trangambariae,

1803, 8vo. Tamul.

Catechismus ofte onderweyzing en de Christelicke Leere. Tamul. Colombo,

1754, 4to.

Triumph der Waarheid. Tamul. Colombo, 1753, 8vo.

Historia Ecclesiastica, Tamul, Trangambariae, 1799, 8vo.

Librorum Sacrovum Veteris Testament!, Trangambaria-, I777-I796, 4to. Tamul.

The Ramuyanam, in Tamul Prose, printed at the Government College Press at

Madras, I8I5, 4to.

An Account of Rain which has fallen at Madras, from October 9, 1791, to De-

cember 31, 1804. 4to.

An Account of John Roebuck, M.D. From the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.

4io.

Also the following MSS.

A Catalogue of Cingalese Books.

Tiie Punsiyapanas jatakaya; a Singalese Work, on the Religion of Buddha.

Agaravari Postagum, a Tamul Spelling Book. 4to.

Munnuray, Meyarivoo, Njana valee. Para paren maly. Poetical Instructions in

Christian Morals, S:c. Tamul.

Munnuray, Meyarivoo, and Njana valee—Poetical Instructions in Christian

Morals, with a Prose Explanation. Tamul. 4to.

Two Tamul Almanacks, for 1812.

Computation of the Height of Mount Meru, Sec, in Singalese.

Wese Kare Satteke. Singalese.

Wattoru Weda pota, a medical work in Singalese.

Tables of the Population of several Places in Ceylon. Singalese and English.

Wayarogasaray, a Medical M^ork. Singalese.

Account of the Conquest of Ceylon, by the Wisaya Rajah. Singalese.

Instructions for making Images of Buddha. Singalese.

List of Lands belonging to the Temples of Buddha, in the Dessavory of Matura.

Singalese.

Giri Dewi Uppetta. Singalese.

Guna Pata, a Medical Work. Singalese.

Two Charts used by the Maldivians in navigating the Bay of Bengal, &c.

An English Translation of a Singalese Medical Work.

An English Index to the Yogarnarwaia, or Ocean of Medicine.
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By Sir A. Johnston, Knt., V.P. R.A.S.—(Continued.)

Translation of Singalese Recipes against Poisons.

Translation of a Singalese Tract, on the Effects of Eatable and Drinkable Things.

Translation of a Singalese Tract on Venoms.

Translation of a Singalese Tract on Poisons, and their Antidotes.

Translation of a Singalese Tract on the Treatment of Infants.

Translation of the Annupana Tiketsawa, a Singalese Book of Medical Recipes.

State of the Thermometer at Colombo for the Year 1805.

State of the Thermometer at Colombo from April 1806 to November 1806, with

Meteorological Remarks.

State of the Thermometer at Colombo for the Year 1807, with Meteorological

Remarks.

Journal of the Course of the Lady Jane Dundas, from England to Madras.

Letter from the Sultan of the Maldive Islands to the Governor of Ceylon, in 1812.

Maldivian and Arabic.

A Maldivian Alphabet.

A Singalese Inscription from a Buddha Temple at Belligam, with an English

Translation.

A Grantham S^'llabarium.

Copies of some Figures and Tamul Letters, apparently cut for amusement on a

Stone near Panture in Ceylon.

Copies of two Singalese Inscriptions on a Rock near the Galapala Wiharay

Temple at Bentotte in Ceylon.

Copy of an Inscription in an old character of Southern India.

Copy of an Inscription on a Rock at Mulgengalle in Ceylon (probably in the

ancient Canarese character).

A Maldivian Almanack, entitled Mayloe Warujee.

Copy of a Malay Pass from the King of Acheen for the grab ship Allum Shah,

with a Tamul Translation.

A Maldiva Alphabet ; Maldiva, Tamul, and English Vocabulary ; and Maldiva

Song.

A Bugis Alphabet, Bugis and Arabic Prayer, and Names of Bugis Books.

The Mahavansi, or Doctrine, Race, and Lineage of Buddha. Singalese.

The Raja-vali, or Series of Kings. Singalese.

The Raja-Ratnacari, or the Jewel Mine or Ocean of Kings. Singalese.

A Fragment of a Work in the Malayulam Character. 8vo.

A Tamul Almanack for 1807.

A Tamul History of Cand}', &c.

A Tamul Description of Triucomalee and Candy.

Copy of an Inscription in the old Canarese Character, on a Rock at Moolkeregalle.

A Telinga Syllabariiim.
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By Sir A. Johnston, Km.. V.P. R.A.S.—(Continued.)

A Singalese Work on Palm Leaves, marked No. 14.

A Viitteluttu Syllabarium.

A Tamiil Almanack for 1812.

An Invocation used by Elephant Hunters. Tamul.

The Forms of the Singalese Character used in writing Sanscrit, Pali, and Singa-

lese.

A Tamul Vocabulary.

The Tiruvalluvan Curral, a Work on Morals. Tamr.l.

Desci'iption of Medicinal Trees and Plants found at Jaffna. Tamul.

A short Account of Jaffna. Tamul.

AH Avisana. Tamul.

History of the Temple of Mantotte. Tamul.

A short Account of the Book Cailiisaparam. Tamul.

A History of Ancient Kings. Tamul.

III. DONATIONS OF ARTICLES FOR THE MUSEUM.

By John Fleming, Esq., M.R.A.S June 21, 1823.

Specimen of the Wool of the Purik Sheep of Ladakh.

Specimen of the Wool of the Asil or Asli Tus, or Wild Goat of Khoten.

(These two specimens are referred to at pages 4S and 54 of this volume.)

By M. Julius Von Klaphoth, For. M.R.A.S JuTie 21, 1823.

Specimens of Chinese Type cast at Paris.

By James Baillie Fraser, Esq., M.R.A.S May 1, 182t.

A Small Stone Image of Parswanat'ha, found at Old Ujjayana.

A very ancient Coat of Mail formed of Iron Rings, with the first Sentence of the

Koran on the Collar.

A Matclilock of Sikh Manufacture.

A Matchlock made at Ahvur.

A Ghurkha Chief's Korah or Crooked Sword.

Two Skins and a Pair of Horns of an Animal of the Deer or Goat kind, found in

the Himalaya Mountains.

A Caucasian Felt Cloak.

By Sir George Thomas Staunton, Bart., V.P. R.A.S May 15, 1824.

A complete Chinese Writing Apparatus.

Two Chinese Blocks for Printing in Stereotype.

A Ball and Two Brushes used for Printing in China.
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By Sir George Thomas Staunton, Bart., V.P. R.A.S.—(Continued.)

Two Boxes of Chinese Ink.

A Ciiinese Compass.

Five Bundles of Indian Arrows, Spears, and Slings.

An Ornamented Indian Matchlock.

An Indian Scimitar.

A Chinese Sword.

An ornamented Indian Staff.

Three Indian Bows. j

Three Images in Ivory.

Model of an Indian Palanquin.

Three pair of Chinese Cymbals.

Two Chinese Flutes.

Three Chinese Metallic Mirrors.

A small Chinese Gong.

A Pair of Chinese Castanets.

A Swan-jnvan, or Chinese Abacus.

An Inlaid Urn and Cover, from the Pelew Islands.

By Matthew Raper, Esq., M.R.A.S June 19, 1834.

A Chinese Svvan-pwan, or Abacus, made by himself.

By Lieut.-Col. James Tod, M.R.A.S June 19, 1824.

Three Sanscrit Inscriptions on Copper : Fac-Similes, a Transcription in Modern
Sanscrit, and Translations of these Inscriptions are given in this Volume.
Plates 1, 2, 3, Pages 230-239 and 463-466, and Art. XII. and XIIl.

Three Ancient Sanscrit Inscriptions on Stone.

Six Plaster Casts with a Sanscrit Inscription, supposed to be given to Pilgrims at

the Temples of Buddha.

A Bust of Brahma, in Stone.

A Fragment of a Cornice, with two Female Figures.

A Stone Fragment, with two Hindu Male Figures, in Niches.

A Stone, with an ancient Sanscrit Inscription, and a Stag on each side of a

Wheel.

The Capital of a Hindu Column, ornamented with a Yali and a Human Head.

A Fragment of an Impost, with the Varaha avatar, and a Dvara Palah.

By Captain James Michael, M.R.A.S Nov. 6, 1824.

Models in Ivory of a Pair of Callary Sticks. They are missile weapons made of

heavy tough wood, used by the southern Poligars and called Printaki by them.

By Major-General Ogg, M.R.A.S ...Feb. 5, 182.5.

An undescribed Mineral, from Belur in the Mysore, denominated Emerald Avan-

turiucby Major- (ieneral Ogg.
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By David Colvin, Esq., M.R.A.S May 21, 1825.

A Sabre.

A Harp.

A small Plated Image of Buddha. \ Burmese.

A Metal Shrine for an Image of Buddha.

Four small Metal Images of Buddha.

A Corslet made of Silk and Wooden Net-work.

Peat from the Mountains of Kumaon.

By Lieut.-Col. Charles Joseph Doyle, M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

A Steel-mounted Persian Sabre, with a figured blade.

An Arabian straight Sword.

An Arabian Wooden Shield.

An Arabian Dagger.

Two Chinese blunt Daggers.

A Chinese double Sword.

A Coat of Chain Armour.

A Coislet in Four Pieces, with Helmet and Armlets to match.

Two Java Spears, on Bamboos.

A Java Spear with Blow-pipe Tube.

Three long Mahratta Spears.

A Nepalese Sword.

A Java Sword-knife.

A Georgian Knife-dirk.

Two Malay Creeses, wood mounted.

A Malay Creese, ivory mounted.

Two Nepalese Sword-knives.

Two Pith Arrows, with Fish-hook Barbs.

A Box of Malay Cockspurs.

A Collection of Lahore Arrows.

Two Matchlock Guns.

Ten Spear Heads.

A Bhotea Cap.

A Pair of Nepalese Slippers.

A Pair of Horse-hair Spectacles.

A Horse-hair Guard for the Mouth.

Two Persian Water Bottles, made of Leather.

A Net for catching Birds.

A Female Dress, from Bhotan.

A Persian Lantern.

Three Models of Canoes used in Arracan.

A Sacred Fish from the Manasoravara Lake.
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By Mr. William Huttmann, M.R.A.S Nov. 5, 1825.

A Pair of Men's Shoes.

Six Gilt Tunic Buttons.

A Painting on Glass.

A Box of Writing Pencils.

An Ink Stone.

A Steel Yard. ) Chinese.

Specimens of Playing Cards.

Specimens of Wooden Printing Type.

Tinder made from Paper.

An Envelope for a Letter.

A Rouging Cloth.

Two large Cliinese Coins of the Emperor Shin-tsung, who reigned from A.D. 1068

to 1086, one bearing the name He-ning, the other bearing the name Yuen-lung.

Four Tung Kingese Coins, bearing the names Canh-hung, Quang-trung, Canh-

thinh, and Gia-laong, coined between 1740 and 1820.

A Series of Coins, in Duplicate, of the Tai-tsing Dynasty, now reigning in China.

(This series is engraved, Plate III., and described pages 257-8 of this volume).

By Lieut. Jamf.s Brooke.

An Arabian Silver-mc

An Arabian Silver-mounted Knife.

.Dec. 2, 1825.

An Arabian Silver-mounted Dagger.

....Jan. 7, 1826.

From Australia.

By Captain Philip Parker King, M.R.A.S...

Three Models of Canoes.

A Turtle Spear.

Four Flint Knives.

Two Flint Hammers.

A Throwing Stick.

Three Wooden Missile Weapons.

A Collection of Spears.

By Sir R. Colquhoun, Bart Jan. 7, 1826.

The Munal, or Blue Pheasant (Impeyan), inhabiting the base of the Himalaya

Mountains.

The Sing Chiris, or Horned Pheasant (Phasianus Satyris), inhabiting the base of

the Himalaya Mountains.

A large Motli (Bombyx Atlas, Linn.) the Larva of which feeds on the Barberry

Bush.

The Myrmelion, or Lion Ant.

Butter, the Produce of the Churi, or Butter Tree of Knmaon.
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By Sir R. CoLOUHouN, Bart.—(Continued.)

The Bill of the BucerosHydrocoraxof the Turai, at the Base of the Kumaon Hills.

A Snake preserved in Spirits, found at Huwal Bagh, in Kumaon.

Two Teeth of the Mountain Tiger.

A Pair of Horns of the Bhurl or Wild Sheep.

A Pair of Horns of the Mountain Deer.

Two Teeth of the Mountain Leopard

Four Tusks of the Musk Deer.

Skin of the Bhurl or Wild Sheep.

Horn of an Antelope.

Fossil Bones, from the Himalaya Mountains.

By Colonel .1. Young Jan. 7, 1826.

A Burmese Harp.

By the Rev. Robert Morrison, D.D. M.R.A.S Feb. 18, 1826.

Two Specimens of Lava from Owhyhee.

By Lieut.-Col. \V. Fahsuhak, M.R.A.S Junell, 1826.

The Skeleton Head of an Elephant.

The Lower Jaw of ditto.

Two Thigh Bones of ditto.

The Skeleton Head of a Royal Tiger.

The Skeleton Head of a Black Tiirer.

The Skeleton Head of a Babi Riisa.

The Skeleton Head of the Tapir of Malacca.

By Lieut.-Col. John Monckton Coombs, M.R.A.S June 17, 1826

Four Poisoned Arrows, for the Blow-pipe, from Celebes.

A Specimen of Caoutchouc, or India Rubber, from Prince of Wales' Island.

A Case of Malay Cockspurs.

A Specimen of the Phasmus Gracilis, or Stick Insect, from Prince of Wales'

Island.

By Major-Gen. Walker, M.R.A.S Nov. 4, 1826.

Five small Hindu Leaden Coins, with the Inscription " Sri Rama, Raja Rama."

By Captain Gowan, M.R.A.S Nov. 4; 1826.

Two Tails of the Yak from Tibet.

By Brian Houghton Hodgson, Esq Nov. 4, 1826.

The following Articles from Bhotea.

The Mooni, or Praying Cylinder.
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By Brian Houghton Hodgson, Esq.—(Continued.)

A Rosary.

Needle-Case and Needles, worn by both Sexes, suspended iVoni the Girdle.

A Hollow Trinket for holding the Divine Lama's Excrement, worn round the

Neck as an Amulet.

A Wooden Drinking Cup, constantly carried in the Bosom.

A Lock and Key of an ingenious construction.

Amulets, containing Deprecatory Prayers, worn round the Neck, &c. Some are

open for inspection.

A Guard to protect the Eyes from the glare of Snow.

A Mould, for the casting of Earthen Idols.

Three Blocks of Birch, used in Printing.

A White Silk Scarf, to envelop Letters of Ceremony.

Two Horns of the Chiroo, or Himalayan Antelope and one of the Gooroong.

Models in Clay of the Chactyee or Pyramidal Temple, appropriated to the-

principal Gods of the Bauddhists.

Fossil Objects of Worship.

A Sword worn by a Priest, tlie scabbard ornamented with silver lillagree-work.

By Col. William Franklin, M.R.A.S xVoi'. 4, 1826.

A Collection of Minerals from the Jungle T'herry, consisting of Quartz, Granite,

Chalcedony, Agate, Mica, &c.

A Statue of Surya from Indra Pye, on the Banks of the Kiyul, I'.ear Kanipur.

A Statue of Buddha.

A Headless Statue of Buddha, from Kashdi, near Colgong.

A Head of Buddha, from Indra Pye.

Bricks and Tiles from tlie King's Tomb and Gateway, and the Nuttin Musjid at

Gour. They were found in the jungle near the Mosques.

An Image of Parswanat'h, in Basalt.

A Sculpture, representing Rama and Sita, in Alabaster.

Part of a Statue, bearing a Sceptre or !Mace.

The Stone Figure of a Lion.

The Bust of a Hindu Goddess.

An Oblong Piece of Moulding.

Fragment of a Column, with a Male and Female Figure.

By Sir A. Johnston, Bart., V.P.R.A.S Dec. 2, 1836.

A Rope for catching Elephants.

A Chabuk used for Flagellation.

A Forestaff, used in Navigation by the Maldivians.

Two Collections of Specimens of Dried Plants.
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By Sir A. Johnston, Bart., V.P. R.A.S.—(Continued.)

An antique Metal Bowl, from Java, with the Signs of the Zodiac, &c. in Basso

Relievo.

A Callary Horn used by the Poligars.

By W. Evans, Esq., R.N Dec. 2, 1826.

Specimens of Iron Ore, Carbonate of Lime, Granite, and Silex, from New
South M'^ales.

END OF VOL. I.
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REGULATIONS

roR THE

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY
OF

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,

AS SANCTIONED AT A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING,

MARCH 3, 1827.

OF THE SOCIETY GENERALLY, AND OF ITS MEMBERS.

Article I.—Tlie Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland

is instituted for the investigation and encouragement of Arts, Sciences,

and Literature, in relation to Asia.

Article II.—The Society consists of Resident, Non-resident, Honorary,

Foreign, and Corresponding Members.

Article III.—No person shall be eligible as a Foreign Member, who is a

British subject, or whose usual place of residence is in any part of the

British dominions in Europe.

Article IV.—Members, whose usual place of abode is within the limits

of the British Islands, are considered to be Resident.

Article F.—Those whose usual abode is not in Great Britain or Ireland,

being, however, British subjects, are denominated Non-resident.
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Article VI.—Foreigners of eminent rank or situation, or persons who have

contributed to the objects of this Society in a distinguished manner, are

ehgible as Honorary Members.

Article VII.—All the Members of the Society, of whatever denomi-

nation. Resident, Non-resident, Honorary, Foreign, or Corresponding,

must be elected at the General Meetings of the Society, in the manner

hereinafter to be described.

Article VIII.—Non-resident, Honorary, Foreign, and Corresponding

Members, when sojourning in England, will be admitted to the meetings of

the Society ; hut are not eligible to its offices.

MODE OF ELECTING THE MEMBERS.

Article IX.—Any person desirous of becoming a Member of the Royal

Asiatic Society, Resident or Non-resident, must be proposed by Three

or more Members, on a certificate of recommendation, declaring his name

and usual place of abode ; specifying also such titles and additions as,

it may be wished, should accompany the name in the list of the Society :

and one, at least, of the persons proposing such candidate, must have

personal acquaintance'with him.

Article X.—A Foreign Member must be recommended to the Society

by Five Members, or more.

Article XI.—Every recommendation of a proposed Member, Resident,

Non-resident, Foreign, or Corresponding, shall be read at three successive

General Meetings of the Society. After the first reading, the certificate

shall remain suspended in the Meeting-room of the Society, till the ballot

for the election takes place, which will be immediately afler the third

reading of the certificate.

Article XII.—The Council may, upon special grounds, propose to

the General Meeting, the election of any Foreigner of eminent rank and

situation, or any person who shall have contributed to the objects of the

Society, in a distinguished manner, either by donation or otherwise, to be an



Honorary Member of the Society ; and, upon such proposition, the Society

shall proceed to an immediate ballot.

Article X///.—The Council may propose for election as a Corresponding

Member, any person not residing in the British dominions in Europe, who

has communicated valuable information to the Society ; but such Corre-

sponding Member shall not be considered as entitled to the privileges of a

Subscribing Member.

Ar/ick XIV. No person shall be considered as elected, unless he

has in his favour the votes of three-fourths of the Members present, and

voting.

Article XF.—The election of every candidate shall be entered on the

minutes of the proceedings of the meeting at which he is elected
:
but

should it appear, upon the ballot, that the person proposed is not elected,

no mention thereof shall be inserted in the minutes.

Article XF/.—When a person is elected a Member of the Society, the

Secretary shall inform him of his election by letter.

Article XVII.—To an Honorary, a Foreign, or a Corresponding Member,

there shall be transmitted, as soon as may be after his election, a Diploma,

under the seal of the Society, signed by the President, Director, and

Secretary.

OF THE COUNCIL AND OFFICERS, AND OF COMMITTEES.

Article XVIIL—There shaU be a Council of Twenty-five persons,

chosen among the Resident Members, and constituted for the management

and direction of the aifairs of the Society.

Article XIX.—The Officers of the Society shall form a part of the

Council, and they shall consist of a President, a Director, four Vice-Presi.

dents, a Treasurer, a Secretary, and a Librarian. The Council will, there-

fore, be composed of sixteen other Members, besides the Officers.

Article XX.—The Council and Officers shall be elected annually by
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ballot, at the Anniversary Meeting of the Society, on the 15th day of

March.

Article XXI.—Eight Members of the Council shall every year be

withdrawn, and eight new Members be elected in their place, from the body

of the Society.

A?-ticle XXII.—The Council shall meet once in every month, or oftener,

daring the session.

Article XXIII.—At any meeting of the Council, Five Members of it

being present, shall constitute a quorum.

Article XXIV.—The Council shall be summoned, under the sanction

and authority of the President or Director, or, in their absence, of one

of the Vice-Presidents, by a circular letter from the Secretary.

Article XXV.—Committees, for specific objects within the scope of the

Society, may, from time to time, be appointed by the Council, to whom
their reports shall be submitted, previously to their being presented at a

General Meeting of the Society.

COMMITTEE OF CORRESPONDENCE.

Article XXVI.—The Council shall appoint a Committee of Correspon-

dence, to consist of a Chairman, two Deputy-Chairmen, twelve Members,

and a Secretary ; with power to add to its number, and fill up vacancies

occasioned by resignation, removal, or death.

Article XXVII.—The special objects of the Committee of Correspon-

dence are, to receive intelligence and inquiries relating to the Arts,

Sciences, and Literature of Asia, and to endeavour to obtain for apphcants

such information on those subjects as they may require.

FUNCTIONS OF THE OFFICERS.

Article XXVIII.—The functions of the President shall be, to preside

at meetings of the Society, and of the Council ; to conduct the proceedings.



and keep order ; to state and put questions, according to the sense and

intention of the members assembled; to give effect to the resolutions of the

Meeting ; and to cause the regulations of the Society to be put m force.

Artkk XXIX.—The functions of the Director are twofold, general snd

special. His general functions are those of a Presiding Officer, being next

in rank to the President; by virtue of which he will preside at meetmgs

when the President is absent, and discharge his duties. His special func-

tions relate to the department of Oriental Literature, which is placed under

his particular care and superintendence.

Article XXX—The duties of the Vice-Presidents are, to preside at the

meetings of the Society and ofthe Council, when the chair is not filled by the

President or Director ; and to act for the President, on all occasions, when

he is absent, and when his functions are not undertaken by the Durector.

Article XXXI.—The Treasurer will receive, on account of, and for the

use of the Society, monies due to it, and make payments out of the funds

of the Society, according to directions from the CouncQ. All annual sub-

scriptions shaU be paid to the Treasurer, on the first day of January in every

year; and in case of omission for one calendar month, he shall be authorized

to demand the same.

Article XXXII.—The Treasurer's accounts shall be audited annually,

previously to the Anniversary Meeting of the Society. The Council shall,

for that purpose, name three auditors, of whom two shaU be taken from the

Society at large, and the third shall be a member of the Council. The

auditors shall report to the Society, at its Anniversary Meeting, on the

state in which they have found the Society's funds.

Article XXXIII.—The functions of the Secretary are the following:

He shaU attend the meetings of the Society and of the Council, and

record their proceedings. At the General Meetings, he will read the papers

that have been communicated ; unless any member obtains permission

from the Council to read a paper that he has communicated to the Society.

He shall conduct the correspondence of the Society, and of the Council.

He shaU superintend the persons employed by the Society, subject, bow-

ever, to the control and superintendence of the Council.
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He shall, under the direction and control of the Council, superintend

the expenditure of the Society. He shall be competent, on his own respon-

sibility, to discharge small bills : but any account exceeding the sum of

Five Pounds, shall previously be submitted to the Council ; and, if

approved, be paid by an order of the Council, entered on the minutes.

He shall have the charge, under the direction of the Council, of printing

and publishing the Transactions of the Society.

Article XXXIV.—If tlie Secretary shall, at any time, by illness, or some

other cause, be prevented from attending to tiie duties of his office, the

Council shall authorize the Assistant Secretary, or request one of its mem-

bers to discharge his functions, till he shall himself be able to resume them.

Article XXXV.—The Librarian shall liave the charge and custody of all

books, manuscripts, and other objects of learning or curiosity of which the

Society may become possessed ; and tiicrc sliall be appropriated a room or

apartment, in which those objects may be safely deposited and preserved.

ON THE CONTRIBUTIONS AND PAYMENTS WHICH ARE TO BE MADE TO THE
SOCIETY BY THE MEMBERS.

Article XXXVI.—Each Resident Member hereafter elected, shall, on

his admission, pay an admission fee of Five Guineas, and after that, an

annual contribution of Three Gimieas, which annual contribution must

likewise be paid at the admission for tiie first year •, unless he is elected in

either November or December, in which case the annual contribution will

not be considered due until the following January.

Any Member may, on his admission, compound for his future annual

contributions, by the payment of Txcenty^ve Guineas, in addition to

his admission fee of Five Guineas ; or after having paid two annual con-

tributions, he may compound for his future annual contributions by the

payment of Twenty Guineas ; or after having paid four or more annual con-

tributions, by the payment of Fifteen Guineas.

Article XXXVII.—Any person who shall henceforth desire to become a

Non-resident Member of the Society, shall, on his being admitted, pay the

sum of Twenty Guineas.

If he subsequently become a Resident Member, he shall, from the time
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that he has fixed his residence in the British Islands, pay the usual contri-

bution of Three Guineas per anmim, or in lieu thereof, the sum of Ten

Guineas, as an equivalent for the composition.

Article XXXVIII.—Foreign, Honorary, and Corresponding Members,

shall not be liable to any contributions, either as annual payments, or on

their admission.

Artick XXX7A'.—Every person elected a Resident Member of the

Society, shall make the payments due from him, within two calendar months

after the date of his election ; or if elected a Non-Resident Member, within

eighteen calendar months after his election ; otherwise his election shall be

void : unless the Council, in any particular case, shall decide on extending

the period within which those payments are to be made.

OF THE MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY.

Article XL.—The meetings of the Society, at which the members, gene-

raUy, are present, and at which the general business of the Society is trans-

acted, are termed General Meetings.

Article XL/.—At these meetings, the chair is filled by the President, or,

in his absence, either by the Director, or one of the Vice-Presidents
;

or,

should these Officers also be absent, by a Member of the Council.

Article XLII.—Ten Members being present, the meeting shall be con-

sidered as constituted, and capable of entering upon business.

Article XLIIL—The General Meetings of the Society shall be held on

the Jirst and third Saturday in every month, from November to June, both

inclusive ; excepting the third Saturday in March, and the Saturdays pre-

ceding Easter and Whit-Sundays and Christmas-day.

Article XLIV.—The business of the General Meetings shall be, the

proposing of candidates, election and admission of Members, acceptance

and acknowledgment of donations, and the reading of papers communicated

to the Society, on subjects of science, literature, and the arts, in connexion

with Asia.

B
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Article XLV.—Nothing relative to tlie regulations, management, or

pecuniary affairs of the Society shall be introduced and discussed at Gene-
ral Meetings, unless the meeting shall have been declared special, in the

manner hereinafter provided.

Article XL VI.—Every member of the Society has the privilege of intro-

ducing one or two visitors, at any General Meeting ; but no stranger shaU

be permitted to be present, unless so introduced, and approved by the

Meeting.

Article XLVII.—The election of a new Member may take place at

any General Meeting. Wlien he has paid his admission fee, and sub-

scribed the Obligation-book, the President, or whoever fills the chair,

standing up, shall take him by the hand, and say : " In the 7iame and by

the authority of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, I
admit you a member thereof."

Article XLVIII.—The Obligation-book is intended to form a record,

on the part of the members (by means of the signature of their names, in

their own hand-writing), of tiicir having entered into the Society, with

an engagement (distinctly expressed, at the head of the page on which

their names are signed), that they will promote the interests and welfare of

the Society, and submit to its Regulations and Statutes.

Article XLIX.—The Council may at any time call a Special Meeting of

the Society, to consider and determine any matter of interest that may

arise ; to pass, abrogate, or amend regulations, and to fill up the vacancy

of any office, occasioned by death or resignation.

Article L.—Such Special Meetings shall also be convened by the Coun-

cil, on the written requisition of Five Members of the Society, setting forth

the proposal to be made, or the subject to be discussed.

Article LI ^Notice of Special Meetings shall be given to every member,

residing within the limits of the Three-penny post ; apprising him of the

time of the meeting, and of the business which is to be submitted to its

consideration. No other business shall be brought forward, besides that

which has been so notified.
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Article LII.—Any regulation which the Council may judge fit to pro-

pose, shall, for the sanction of the Society, be submitted to the considera-

tion of a Special Meeting.

Article LIU.—The course of business, at General Meetings, shall be as

follows :

1. Any specific and particular business, which the Council may have

appointed for the consideration of the meeting, and of which notice

has been given, shall be proceeded on.

2. The names of strangers proposed to be introduced, shall be read

from the Chair ; and if approved, they shall then be admitted.

3. The minutes of the preceding Meeting shall be read by the Secre-

tary, and signed by the President.

4. Donations presented to the Society shall be announced, or laid

before the Meeting.

5. Certificates of recommendation shall be read.

6. New Members be admitted.

7. Papers and communications shall be read.

8. Ballots for new Members shall take place.

Article LIV.—An Anniversary Meeting of the Society shall be held on

the 15th day of March, or should that date fall on a Sunday, on the pre-

ceding Saturday, to elect the Council and OflScers for the ensuing year;

to receive and consider a Report of the Council on the state of the Society

;

to receive the report of the Auditors on the Treasurer's accounts; to enact

or repeal regulations ; and to deliberate on such other questions as may be

proposed, relative to the affairs of the Society.

OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY.

Article LV.—Communications and Papers, read to the Society, shall,

from time to time, be published, under the title of Transactions ofthe Royal

Asiatic Society ofGreat Britain and Ireland.

Article L VI.—AJl members of the Society, Resident and Non-resident,

shall be entitled to receive gratis, those parts or volumes of the Transactions

that are published subsequently to their election.
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Article L VII.—The Council are authorized to present copies to learned

Societies and distinguished individuals.

Article LVIII.—Original communications, presented to the Society,

become its property. The Council may publish them in any way and at

any time judged proper ; but if printed in the Society's Transactions, six

copies of the paper communicated shall be presented to the author or

contributor, when the volume or part in which the paper is inserted is

published. Such as the Council may not see fit to pubUsh, on behalf of

tlie Society, may, with the permission of the Council, be returned to the

author, on the condition, that if it is printed, a copy of it, in print, shall be

presented to the Society.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.

Article LIX.—Every person who shall contribute to the Library, or

other collection, or to the General Fund of the Society, shall be recorded

as a Benefactor ; and his gift shall be specifically acknowledged in the next

publication of the Society's Transactions.

Article LX.—No books, papers, models, or otiier property belonging to

the Society, shall be lent out of the Society's apartments, without leave

of the Council ; but every Member of the Society has a right, at seasonable

hours, to inspect the books or manuscripts of the Society, and to transcribe

extracts therefrom, or take copies.

VV6T-77T

LONDON
I'rintetl l)y J. L. Cox, Great Queen street,

1827.
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